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This sequel to the widely read Zen and the Brain
continues James Austin’s explorations into the key
interrelationships between Zen Buddhism and brain
research. In Zen-Brain Reflections, Austin, a clinical
neurologist, researcher, and Zen practitioner, exam-
ines the evolving psychological processes and brain
changes associated with the path of long-range med-
itative training.Austin draws not only on the latest
neuroscience research and new neuroimaging studies
but also on Zen literature and his personal experi-
ence with alternate states of consciousness.

Zen-Brain Reflections takes up where the earlier
book left off. It addresses such questions as: how do
placebos and acupuncture change the brain? Can
neuroimaging studies localize the sites where our
notions of self arise? How can the latest brain imag-
ing methods monitor meditators more effectively?
How do long years of meditative training plus brief
enlightened states produce pivotal transformations in
the physiology of the brain? In many chapters
testable hypotheses suggest ways to correlate normal
brain functions and meditative training with the
phenomena of extraordinary states of consciousness.

After briefly introducing the topic of Zen and
describing recent research into meditation,Austin
reviews the latest studies on the amygdala, fron-
totemporal interactions, and paralimbic extensions of
the limbic system. He then explores different states
of consciousness, both the early superficial absorp-
tions and the later, major “peak experiences.”This
discussion begins with the states called kensho and
satori and includes a fresh analysis of their several dif-
ferent expressions of “oneness.” He points beyond
the still more advanced states toward that rare ongo-
ing stage of enlightenment that is manifest as “sage
wisdom.”

Finally, with reference to a delayed “moonlight”
phase of kensho, Austin envisions novel links between
migraines and metaphors, moonlight and mysticism.
The Zen perspective on the self and consciousness is
an ancient one. Readers will discover how relevant
Zen is to the neurosciences, and how each field can
illuminate the other.
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The test of a religion or philosophy

is the number of things it can explain.
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Preface

More wisdom is latent in things-as-they-are than in all the words men use.

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900–1944)

Over a century ago, William James chose ‘‘Religion and Neurology’’ for the title of

his first Edinburgh lecture, a series that evolved into his classic work, The Varieties

of Religious Experience.1 As this millennium began, Koenig and colleagues pub-

lished their Handbook of Religion and Health. Its 768 pages cite evidence suggesting

that a person’s religious orientation could benefit both brain and body.2 Skeptics

still wonder: can religion help our brains and bodies, and if so, how?

In late 1997, I sent off my manuscript of the earlier book that ventured to in-

tegrate Zen with the brain. Since then, countless books and journal articles have

been published on separate aspects of neuroscience, Buddhism, and conscious-

ness. For the present book I have selected pivotal areas in which to integrate these

huge, separate topics.

This volume is no rehash. It takes up where the earlier book left off. Its new

chapters address such questions as: How does acupuncture work? Can neuro-

imaging localize where our notions of self arise? How can brain imaging during

meditation become more informative? Is there more than one kind of experience

of ‘‘Oneness?’’ How do decades of meditative training and momentary enlight-

ened states transform the physiology of the brain?

Requests for a less bulky sequel have been met by including far fewer source

notes and references than were included in the 113 pages of reference citations of

its 1998 predecessor.

Reflections occurs in the latest title for two reasons. First, ‘‘Reflections’’ repre-

sents a major update of the chapter in the first book entitled ‘‘Reflections on Ken-

sho, Personal and Neurological.’’ Second, the new title serves also to introduce a

major new section, part IX. These final chapters do more than explore ancient lit-

erary and artistic traditions that had linked Zen enlightenment with moonlight.

They present novel interpretations. These arose when I rethought earlier personal

experiences and reviewed the latest research. These are new reflections, based on

data new and old. They envision links that I could never before have imagined

between four diverse topics: migraine, metaphors, moonlight, and mysticism.

In the past, Zen has also had more than a fair share of unimaginably dense

riddles. Herein, I try to clarify matters and demystify the subject. Do not be sur-

prised when you encounter chapters uneven in texture which set old lines of his-

torical evidence right next to new research data out at the very frontiers of

neuroscience. I integrate topics when possible, but offer no final pat answers. As

before, a few testable hypotheses are ventured. Page xvi lists the chapters that

contain them.



Part I revisits a major Zen theme: our personal interior self. I ask: How do we

relate our private self, both to other people and to other things that we think lie

‘‘outside’’ our self/other boundary? Part II highlights several preliminary studies

of meditation. I examine both the limitations inherent in their design and those of

neuroimaging methods in general.

Part III updates information about the brain, including the amygdala and

other parts of the ‘‘old’’ limbic system. Here, I comment on recent research that

clarifies its ‘‘paralimbic’’ extensions. Do not get bogged down in these 31 chapters.

Lay readers are encouraged to skim them and move on to part IV, which explores

states of consciousness. Part V considers some elementary expressions of these

states and comments on how appropriate it is to use drugs to simulate them.

Part VI pays a brief visit to the superficial states called absorptions, leaving

more room for part VII to revisit the later states that confer crucial insights. Zen

refers to such insightful ‘‘peak experiences’’ as kensho and satori. Part VIII

comments on still more advanced states of awakening that realize ‘‘Being,’’ then

moves beyond to the rare ongoing stage. Only very few persons manifest this

stage of ‘‘sage wisdom.’’

Part IX is the new section just referred to. It reviews the old history of

how ‘‘moonlight’’ came to be linked with kensho. Its personal reflections begin by

focusing on an unusual late phase of ‘‘kensho.’’ This delayed ‘‘moonlight’’ phase

has implications for the neurosciences, for Zen Buddhism, and for steering clear

of the confusion caused by misidentifying genuine visual illusions as mere literary

allusions.

Meditation, enlightenment, and consciousness are complex topics. The

Path of Zen and its intricate interrelationships with the neurosciences call out for

some temporary oversimplifications. Cast in this secular role, your author/guide

invites you to peruse the simplified figures, tables, four (mondo) summaries, and

glossary.

Also for the reader’s convenience, many topics here have been cross-

referenced to pages in the earlier book. For example, when you come across a cita-

tion in brackets like [Z: – ], it points you to relevant pages in Zen and the Brain

that can serve as an introduction.

Why are samples of Zen poetry included? Because their verses often express

meaning more accurately than do my words of prose.

Even so, the reader will find not only that the essence of Zen continues to

elude words but that crucial facts in the neurosciences still remain to be discov-

ered. We are still very early on that path toward which James was pointing, still

straining to integrate the potentials latent in ‘‘religion and neurology’’ into that

singular unification which Saint-Exupéry distilled into the phrase, things-as-they-

are.

Preface xxi
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By Way of Introduction

Zen lies beyond the details of words and letters, outside mental conditions, in the in-

conceivable, in what ultimately cannot be grasped.

Eisai (1141–1215)1

This is the second book in a quest for the inconceivable. Its author has been

attempting to repair his ignorance in three major areas: (1) Zen—What is it? (2)

The human brain—How does it actually function? (3) Meditation and enlightened

states—What really goes on? And there is a fourth area we still need to know

more about: How has the brain been transformed in the rare sage who has

entered the late stage of ongoing enlightened traits?

Most chapters in this book are expressed as essays, yet some require the

form of a personal narrative. All chapters reflect the personal biases of someone

raised as a Unitarian, trained to solve neurological problems at the bedside, who

then pursued clinical questions into the research laboratory.

By 1967, I had become fascinated with the psychology of the underlying

creative process in biomedical research. So much so that I started to write about

it.2 I soon realized how little I knew about the basic physiology of creative intu-

ition. When I began Zen training in Kyoto 7 years later, my ignorance was com-

pounded. I knew nothing about what caused another flashing form of insight: the

flash of enlightenment known as kensho or satori.

What else happens that steers an otherwise conventional academic neurolo-

gist in the direction of Zen? It may help to revisit an interview conducted in 1998.

It addresses this and other questions related to the earlier book, entitled Zen and

the Brain.

You came to Zen both as a medical doctor and as a practicing scientist. What attracted you

to it?

Well, I encountered Zen by chance during my first sabbatical in Japan. I was

first attracted to it by the aesthetic qualities of the Zen temples and gardens

in Kyoto. I was also drawn to it because I had seen that Zen had shaped the

cultural life of Japan in many influential ways. There was one final crucial

factor: the opportunity to learn from Kobori-Roshi. He was a remarkable

Zen master. His presence communicated the essence of Zen, and I could

converse with him in English.

Did Zen largely challenge, or corroborate, what you knew from science?

It did both, at different times. At the outset, nothing in my previous medical

or neuroscience training had prepared me for Zen. The challenge stimulated

me to learn more—both about Zen and about the rapidly expanding frontiers



of brain research. I soon saw that whenever I could interrelate Zen and the

brain, each field was capable of illuminating the other. So the challenge then

became: which few facts in this explosive field of the neurosciences are rele-

vant to Zen, and vice versa?

What is a mystical experience? Is it necessarily religious?

Large surveys show that it’s not rare. About one out of three persons has ex-

perienced some kind of ‘‘mystical’’ or ‘‘religious’’ event at some time in their

life. When that person takes up the spiritual path in a more formal manner,

there occurs a sense of engagement in an ongoing quest. The quest is for

practical steps that can help the person reestablish, by the deepest of

insights, a sense of more direct relationships with the Ultimate Reality prin-

ciple (however each person may choose to define this).

For many centuries, people who commit themselves to follow such a

path have reported a wide variety of experiences. William James described

some of these events, as have many others. Most experiences at one end of

the spectrum tend to be brief and superficial; they ‘‘quicken’’ mostly the sen-

sibilities and the emotions. Other events tap our much deeper levels of com-

prehension. Most cultures would regard the more advanced of these deeper

states as being at least semi-‘‘religious.’’ Zen emphasizes the more profound

insightful experiences that have existential overtones. They confer insight-

wisdom. This is a special refinement of the other kinds of intuition we’re

more familiar with in relation to the creative process in general.

Isn’t ordinary consciousness itself something of a mystery? Or, do you believe that

consciousness is a physical phenomenon of the brain, one that science is increasingly

demystifying?

Yes, ‘‘ordinary’’ consciousness has always been a source of mystery. Trying

to demystify it, philosophers and scientists have succeeded in attaching

relatively drab names to many of its ingredients. Yet consciousness slips

through any net one might cast with words. It remains a vital emergent

property, a result of the brain’s seemingly countless interactive functions.

Do you believe that a meaningful distinction exists between the mind and brain?

Our words keep presenting problems. Brain and mind are different topics.

However, I can hold a human brain in my hand and feel its weight. And I

can also count, almost as ‘‘real,’’ that feeling of mental cobwebs that arises

whenever too heavy a burden of thoughts ‘‘weighs on my mind.’’

As a neurobiologist, I’m led to believe that our human brain is the or-

gan of our mind. Indeed, before brains came to exist on this planet, there

were no minds either. I also begin with the humanist bias and imperative.

I’m immensely awed by the creative forces in the current universe. I just

xxiv By Way of Introduction



can’t find much personal motivation in the notion that some kind of purpo-

sive, but incomprehensible, ‘‘Big Mind’’ is out there ‘‘in the ether.’’

What about the body and spirit?

The life-support systems of our bodies are essential. Otherwise our fragile

brain functions wouldn’t survive and flourish. As for the other word, my

Webster’s Third Unabridged gives twenty-five definitions of ‘‘spirit’’ (along

with 11 definitions of ‘‘spiritual’’). Zen is very leery of the pitfalls in words,

for good reasons.

How do you view the current explosion of scientific work on consciousness, and the many

books which now attempt to explain it?

Your question underlines our current dilemma. We already suffer from

too many things to do, to read, to listen to, and to see. Part of the problem

begins with the fact that the many writers in the field define consciousness

differently. (The same Webster’s dictionary lists five definitions.) One out-

come is our present information overload. Gosta Ehrensvard anticipated

this confusing situation when he said: ‘‘Consciousness will always be one

degree above comprehensibility.’’

A Zen perspective has been available for centuries. But until recent

decades, the scientific community did not understand the message, or it

chose to ignore it. How can Zen make its age-old contribution to the study

of consciousness? By inviting us to ask the naive and seemingly incredible

question: what is this world really like without our intrusive self-referent

self in the picture? Putting it another way, let’s suppose a brain drops off

all its subjective veils of self-consciousness. What, then, does the rest of its

awareness—its pure, objective consciousness—perceive?

How does Zen meditation affect the brain physiologically?

There’s still no short answer. Meditation creates a series of complex psycho-

physiological changes. To begin with a loose generalization, one might say

that Zen meditation does involve a kind of not thinking, clearly. And it then

proceeds to carry this clear awareness into everyday living. At the entry

level are the simpler forms of meditation. They adopt a passive attitude and

help to generate a ‘‘relaxation response,’’ a term Herbert Benson introduced

to summarize the early steps in a long process.

Several additional techniques help people further cultivate the art of

concentrating while they meditate. Some of these approaches evoke cali-

brated levels of added stress responses within the brain itself. Thereafter,

gradual transformations take place in the brain when meditators commit

themselves to a very long-range process of mindful self-discipline, introspec-

tion, and meditative retreats.

By Way of Introduction xxv



What is the most important thing to understand about Zen and the brain?

I’d sum up briefly in the following way: Zen training is an agency of charac-

ter change. It’s a program designed to point the whole personality in the di-

rection of increasing selflessness and enhanced awareness. To this end, the

Path of Zen implies a long-range program of systematic training. It proceeds

within a restrained and culturally acceptable established meditative tradi-

tion. The whole setting encourages each aspirant to engage in a series of

meditative retreats. There, one shares their rigor and discomforts with other

like-minded seekers in a supportive social framework.

Buddhism has become popular in the West. Do you regard this as a fad? To what would

you attribute it?

This interest in Buddhism is a complex cultural phenomenon. Tapping

many genuine sources, it has been on the rise, especially in the last four de-

cades. Exemplars like the Dalai Lama and Thich Nhat Hanh have helped.

Sixteen years ago, Joseph Campbell viewed Buddhism as the closest, most

valid mythology for this planet. He also noted the big practical problem: it

was hard for anyone to awaken to the realization that he or she was really

an integral part of the larger whole.

One other associated cultural phenomenon gave a lift to the Buddhist

approaches to meditation. Pundits call our era ‘‘The Information Age.’’ But,

in fact, we struggle to live in an artificial ‘‘Age of Information Overload.’’

Our Cro-Magnon brains were not designed to process this blizzard of

unwanted junk mail and email, or to be stimulated into so many trivial pur-

suits. Accordingly, human beings have begun to rediscover their deep, in-

stinctual yearning for quiet, extended moments and hours of information

UN-load. Many are now turning away from secondhand, so-called virtual

reality TV and video games. They are reaching out toward more meaningful

value systems—call some of their paths spiritual if you wish.

What is the most striking practical benefit you attribute to Zen practice?

One discovers a sense of increasing calmness and clarity while beginning to

walk the Zen meditative Path. This evolves over the years, because the prac-

tice points one increasingly in the direction of simplicity, stability, efficient

action, and compassion.

What’s unique about your book?

Its author has personally experienced several different alternate states of

consciousness. I went on to examine in detail both these brief phenomena

and also the more gradual transformations that evolved during long-range

meditative training. My background is that of a clinical neurologist and
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researcher. So, I’ve correlated my personal observations with the latest

plausible explanations I could find in the neuroscience and Zen literature.

The result is a series of testable working hypotheses. They tap psychophy-

siological and neurochemical levels of analysis. I don’t pretend to under-

stand Zen as a complex cultural phenomenon, but I have been willing to

oversimplify the neurobiological correlates of its teachings and its experien-

tial phenomena.
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Part I

Starting to Point toward Zen

One does not discover new lands without consenting to lose sight of the

shore for a very long time.

André Gide (1869–1951)





1

Is There Some Common Ground between Zen Experience

and the Brain?

The coming of Buddhism to the West may well prove to be the most important event

in the twentieth century.

Arnold Toynbee (1889–1975)

Experience never errs. Only your judgment errs by promising itself results which your

experiments didn’t produce.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519)1

Toynbee believed that religion exerted a major regenerative influence in human

affairs. Da Vinci warned us not to expect too much from our experiments. Some of

the common ground we now seek between religion and neuroscience begins when

we set sail toward that experimental domain often called psychophysiology.

Psychophysiology has become a formal discipline during the last half cen-

tury. Its mainstream adherents are now wary of its earlier alluring promises.

Researchers now conduct rigorous experiments and are increasingly exacting in

critiquing their own results. When we use the term psychophysiology in the context

of Zen and the brain, its basic physiological mechanisms may be condensed in

three deceptively simple words. They involve excitation, inhibition, and disinhibi-

tion. The words describe the way impulses from one neuronal module go on to in-

crease or decrease the firing rates of other cell assemblies.

Few of the resulting configurations actually filter up into consciousness,

let alone into accurate first-person reports. This is only one of several reasons

why readers and authors must be wary when researchers report so-called correla-

tions and associations which seem to ‘‘link’’ physiological data with psychological

events.

A promising step forward is the 2002 electroencephalography (EEG) study

by Lutz and colleagues.2 It is based on first-person reports by four astute ob-

servers. Their task was to resolve many random dots into a 3-dimensional (3D)

geometric shape, one that they could recognize. Prior training had helped them

both to recognize and specify their own individual categories of psychological expe-

rience. For example, they had become skilled at rendering this delicate judg-

ment: Was I really prepared (‘‘psychologically’’) immediately before I performed the

required task? When these four trained subjects each did feel especially poised

and ready just before their task, what did their EEG show? Characteristic individual

patterns of fast, synchronized gamma wave activity in the frontal region.



The recent Handbook of Psychophysiology highlights the ever-present explana-

tory gap between such psychological events and the associated physiological

data. These two domains may be very tightly linked, more loosely correlated, or

completely unrelated.3 And so we begin the present book with the following

caveat: Most other psychophysiological data and theories are cited here to serve

as working hypotheses. All are subject to revision. Some may be of heuristic value

in narrowing the gap between Zen experience and neuroscience.

2

A Brief Outline of Zen History

With its tolerance, its principle of nonviolence, its universal compassion extended to

all living creatures, its high morality and humanity, Buddhism had and still has a great

message for the world.

Henry Sigerist (1891–1957)1

The Man and His Times

Our narrative might begin two and half millennia ago. Near the borders of

present-day Nepal, young Siddhartha (563–483 b.c.e.) first saw life’s harsh real-

ities: a sick man, an old man, and a dead man. Deeply shaken, he later set out, at

age 29, on the quest to find meaning in life.

Others shared his distress. The anguish of his sorely troubled contempora-

ries to the west still echoes in Job’s lament, voiced by an author of the Old Testa-

ment, around 400 b.c.e. ‘‘One thing alone I feared, and it befell me—the very

thing I dreaded. No peace had I, no calm, no rest; but torments came.’’

And, at about the same time, Greek choruses were expressing their varieties

of angst in these lines by Sophocles (496–406 b.c.e.) in his Oedipus Rex: ‘‘What is

unwisdom but the lusting after longevity: that urge to grow older, and full of

days! But this tide of years, so vast and unremitting, casts up to our view only sor-

rowful and joyless things. For once we’ve aged beyond our prime, our pleasures

drift beyond reach, all washed away.’’

Not until Siddhartha was 35 years old and then living in the north of India

did he finally become fully enlightened. Worth noting is the fact that his legend-

ary awakening occurred only after a rigorous 6-year spiritual quest. Suddenly,

after he had meditated intensively through a very ‘‘dark night,’’ he saw with deep

insight into the existential suffering of human beings. He realized (1) what caused

their anguish; and (2) how to prevent and relieve it. Indeed, after he died at the

age of 80, his followers could distill his central message into these few words:

‘‘Suffering I teach, and the Way out of suffering.’’
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The Prescription

Soon, they would call this man the Buddha, meaning the enlightened or awak-

ened one. The Buddha was both an insightful teacher and a healer. Having diag-

nosed the cause of his own distress, he went on to develop a prescription that

others could use when they sought inner peace in their world of constant outer

turmoil.

His remedy was a course of action. This Buddhist ethical approach is still

in use down to the present day. It means following a sensible eightfold path: a

combination of right understanding, thought, speech, conduct, vocation, effort,

mindfulness, and meditation.

The Subsequent Buddhist Movement

In that ancient era, the Sanskrit word for meditation was dhyana. As Buddhist

monks traveled north, dhyana would change into the Chinese word Ch’an. In

China, this meditation school of Mahayana Buddhism absorbed strong cultural

infusions from Taoism and Confucianism. Its influence peaked during the Tang

dynasty (618–907). Later, when Buddhist monks transplanted this Ch’an school

to Japan, the Japanese would pronounce it Zen. The very word, Zen, exemplifies

this rich historical tapestry.

There are two major Zen schools. The Soto school emphasizes ‘‘just sitting’’

and a more incremental enlightenment. The Rinzai school is more austere, rigor-

ous, and places more emphasis on sudden enlightenment.

The Nature of Siddhartha’s Awakening

But what happened in Siddhartha’s brain during that long night? Which insight

into the basic cause and relief of suffering was pivotal in his sudden ‘‘enlighten-

ment?’’ No witness was there; the actual details are lost in the mist of history.

Only much later would his followers invent words he never uttered, develop

legends about what transpired, compose ‘‘songs’’ he never sang. Now, 2500 years

later, we are left to speculate.

The resonances from two short verses in the Dhammapada echo in specula-

tion below. Not until around the third century c.e. were these verses compiled

within the southern, Theravada branch of Buddhism. The passages suggest that

his latter-day followers had also realized what was the root cause of human suf-

fering: our self-centered personality structure.

The adapted verses below pass no test for historical accuracy as the words of

the man widely regarded as ‘‘The Light of Asia.’’ They simply highlight the fact—
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as will other chapters in part I—that self-inflicted delusions are the central, struc-

tural cause of our suffering.

The Song of the Buddha, Upon the Occasion of His Enlightenment2

In many a house of life have my senses imprisoned me, left me suffering, wearied by

strife.

But you, the builder of my every habitation,

Now I know you.

Never again will you erect these walls of pain.

Never again will you raise up that ridgepole of self-deception.

Nor lay fresh rafters against it.

For now your house has collapsed.

That ridgepole has shattered.

Released from its every delusion, I now go serenely on my way!

3

Western Perspectives on Mystical Experiences

You must understand that a perspective on life that is derived from an inner experi-

ence is different from one that is arrived at intellectually.

Kobori-Roshi (1918–1992)1

Taste as much of this as you can. Swallow what you need and spit out the rest.

Taizan Maezumi-Roshi (1931–1995) (To his disciples, with regard to importing

Japanese Zen teachings into the West.)2

Alexander Hardy surveyed three thousand contemporary Western religious ex-

periences.3 Their major phenomena (reported by 15% or more of his subjects)

included a feeling of security, protection, and peace (25%); a sense of joy, happi-

ness, and well-being (21%); a sense of ‘‘presence’’ (nonhuman) (20%); a sense of

certainty, clarity, and enlightenment (20%); a sudden change to a new sense of

awareness (18%).

A prelude of depression or despair ushered in 18% of the experiences. After

their experiences, 19% of the subjects developed a sense of purpose or new mean-

ing. What was the initiative for this religious experience? Some 32% of the sub-

jects felt the source was ‘‘internal,’’ but it appeared to represent an ‘‘answer’’ from

‘‘elsewhere.’’

Only rarely (2%) was the episode reported to be a unitive experience, the

kind that merges the self into the all. We discuss this quality of ‘‘Oneness’’ in part
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VII. In Zen, the orientation is twofold: toward the Path of unitive experiences, and

toward actualizing them in one’s everyday life. What are the ingredients in this

Path of Everyday Zen, of Living Zen?

4

An Outline of the Path of Zen

Wisdom can be divided into two: the original wisdom, and the wisdom gained after

satori. Original wisdom is the Great Wisdom of Equality, and is inborn; but the

wisdom gained after satori is the wonderful Wisdom of Differentiation.

Master Daibi of Unkan (1881–19—)1

The Path of Zen emphasizes the Buddha’s original teachings: human suffering is

rooted in our longings, loathings, and ignorance. Most ingredients of the Path are

not unique to Zen, yet when fully integrated they tend to take on a special flavor.

Formal Zen training evolves during years of an ethical, restrained lifestyle. It

includes regular meditation, close relations with both an authentic teacher2 and a

support group, and regular meditative retreats.

When Zen Buddhists meditate, their practices begin with a foundation of

calmness and clarity, then evolve into mixtures of receptive and concentrative

styles. Regular, daily meditation cultivates feelings of calm awareness and emo-

tional stability.3

Longer meditative retreats are crucial. They enhance the inherent ten-

dencies of the Path to evolve through the earlier, more superficial ‘‘quicken-

ings’’ and absorptions. Later still may arrive the more advanced, extraordinary

alternate states of consciousness. These brief experiences convey successively

deeper levels of insight-wisdom. They are moments of ‘‘awakening,’’ of profound

realization.

What is realized? A special kind of existential insight-wisdom. It compre-

hends ‘‘the way all things really are.’’ These advanced states are described (imper-

fectly) using such terms as kensho, satori, and Ultimate Pure Being. Only rarely,

and usually in a monastic context, do the deepest transformations evolve into the

stage of genuine ‘‘sage wisdom.’’ This may be conceptualized as a late ongoing

stage of enlightened traits.

Figure 1 ventures to outline the long process of Zen training in very sche-

matic form. Please note: the whole approach emphasizes the daily practical aspects

of living Zen, not the brief ‘‘experiences’’ which tend to draw undue attention.

Zen training evolves during a simplified ethical lifestyle (sila) that avoids

indulging in unfruitful behavior. The practice centers on an authentic teacher (the

roshi) and on a support group of like-minded practitioners (the sangha). The path
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is endless. It involves regular meditation (zazen) and repeated meditative retreats

(sesshin).

These initial steps are illustrated on the left side of the figure. The central

emphasis remains on meditation and on carrying the meditative mode into the

activities of daily living. The several round black dots along this central axis point

to the importance of meditative retreats. In fact, only during intensive retreats

do meditators usually arrive at levels of self-emptying sufficient to access more

advanced extraordinary alternate states of consciousness.

Retreats, like Outward Bound experiences, are opportunities to find the

‘‘inner’’ self. Retreats become effective agencies of personal change, to the degree

that they (1) evoke in the brain a calibrated series of physiological instabilities

and stress responses, and (2) develop meditators’ capacities to endure different

kinds of anguish and to learn how much they are the source of their own discom-

forts, resistances, and boredom.

Five large topic areas are included off to the right side of the figure.

Quickenings

‘‘Side effects’’ occur during the early months and years of meditation. They

include emotional swings from vacant feelings to bliss, unusual body sensa-

tions, misperceptions (illusions), and hallucinations. These epiphenomena intrigue

beginners. In formal Zen training, however, such ‘‘quickenings’’ (called makyo) are

viewed as ‘‘by-products’’ of no spiritual significance. They are regarded as merely

signs that one is moving along the path.

This book views quickenings as expressions of a variety of surges in the

activities of messenger molecules in the brain. Some of these varied phenomena

tend to occur at the advancing tidal edges of conventional arousals. They arise

Figure 1 An outline of the Path of Zen
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either as part of circadian (daily) or ultradian rhythms (every 90 minutes or so).

Quickenings also seem to enter during the dynamic transitions between waking/

drowsiness and sleep/REM (rapid eye movement) sleep. Quickenings arise es-

pecially when the brain’s own stress responses—releasing biogenic amines,

peptides, acetylcholine (ACH), glutamate, and g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)—

have gone on to destabilize and disrupt the person’s ordinary sleep cycles and

biorhythms.

Absorptions

Absorptions tend to arise in settings where concentrative meditative techniques

are practiced intensively, as they are during a retreat. The several states of absorp-

tion often manifest a process of heightened attention that becomes sustained; the

sense that one’s physical self has faded; an impression of merging. Sometimes at-

tention becomes focused on an actual object in the environment. At other times,

one becomes aware that active behaviors are liberated from all sense of volition.

In either case the senses remain open to the outside world. This is the reason for

the term external absorption.

In contrast, other (less common) states turn inward (internal absorption). This

mental field is one of a greatly amplified internalized awareness. A vacuum of

enchantment opens up with no physical self inside, a vast space infused with a

plenum of rapture and bliss [Z:467–518]. It contains neither thoughts, external

sights, nor sounds.

States of Insight-Wisdom

Zen training is oriented both toward the slow, introspective development of char-

acter, and the rare later brief states of insight. Whether the pejorative roots of the

old I-Me-Mine are trimmed slowly or are cut off quickly, the entire process allows

the person’s innate affirmative potentials to come to the fore.4 This is the reason

why, in the epigraph, Master Daibi speaks of that original, inborn wisdom in

which we share equally with everyone and everything.

The term prajna refers to the swift sword cut of existential insights that

severs the sense of the psychic self. The cut subtracts not only the conceptual and

affective roots of the self but also their dysfunctional extensions into all other

dualities.

What happens when this flash of deep insight illuminates an awareness

shorn of all prior subjective conditionings? The experiant sees and comprehends

all ‘‘things as they really are.’’ The salient impressions during this ‘‘awakening’’

include ultimate reality, eternity, unity, fearlessness, and an unparalleled sense of

release. One reason that Buddhist ‘‘awakening’’ experiences differ from other
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forms is that they are often preceded by long periods of emptying, calming, ‘‘no-

thought’’ meditation.

By convention, the initial insight experiences tend to be called kensho. The

term satori is reserved for awakenings that plumb deeper levels and are more

transformative. Zen monks who have experienced such states do not say that

they have ‘‘acquired’’ them or ‘‘attained’’ them. Rather do they refer to them in

terms that hint at their arriving at a full grasp of reality.5 Although these two

states of ‘‘enlightenment’’ are momentary openings, they greatly stimulate the

spiritual quest. They also tend to exert a positive transforming influence on the

personality in enduring ways [Z:519–624]. So do those even rarer states in this

next category.

States of Ultimate Pure Being

These very rare states tap into primordial incomprehensibilities [Z:625–636]. Ex-

periential paradoxes abound. No word descriptions suffice when groundlessness

coexists with an impression of infinite potential, nor when form and emptiness

simultaneously coincide and equate.6

The Exceptional Stage of Ongoing Enlightened Traits

Notice that this long descriptive phrase refers to a stage, not to a brief state. It is

applicable to that rare sage who—like the Buddha—continues to live selflessly,

directly in touch with what goes on in the present moment [Z:636–697]. Liberated

from prior dysfunctional overconditioning, this sage now leads a simplified life,

yet adapts skillfully and compassionately to each new social complexity. The gen-

uine sage becomes free to navigate evenhandedly—and ethically—between such

opposites as might previously have been labeled ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad.’’ Transforma-

tions at such depths reflect an amalgam of changes in traits, attitudes, awareness,

thoughts, and behaviors. The person’s nervous system has undergone a series of

fundamental changes.

Elsewhere in the neurosciences, we keep asking how our system of cells,

synapses, receptors, and networks continues to modify its own structure and

function. It is time to ask these same questions of long-range meditative training,

and to do so in controlled studies, longitudinally.

A Distinction between the Earlier Insight-Wisdoms and Those of Advanced Practice

Zen traditions hold that the brief states of insight-wisdom, and those beyond, are

‘‘nothing special.’’ What remains crucial are the personal transformations that de-
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velop after these states, as a result of advanced, continuous daily-life practice. In

part VIII we consider these issues further.

5

The Semantics of Self

I know that I exist; the question is, What is this ‘‘I’’ that ‘‘I’’ know?

René Descartes (1596–1650)

The conscious self begins with an elementary sense of awareness,1 yet there is

more to the core of our subjectivity than the ‘‘I.’’ It is useful to look into three other

terms that are used in connection with the self.

Amour-Propre

Dictionaries define amour-propre as ‘‘love of one’s self.’’ In its French and Latin

roots, propre also hints at property rights. Do I somehow feel that I ‘‘own’’ myself

as ‘‘property,’’ and that I belong only to my very own self? Then these attach-

ments to self stop me from giving myself freely to other persons. Furthermore,

excessive degrees of self-love extend themselves beyond vanity and narcissism

into conceit.

Proprioceptive is not a pejorative term. When proprioceptive is used in the

neurosciences, it refers to vital internal sensory signals, the ones that help estab-

lish our physical sense of self. These signals arise chiefly from special receptors in

our muscles, joints, and tendons. When stretched, these receptors help us generate

a sense of our body’s position and movement within external space. Propriocep-

tive impulses join other somatosensory messages up in the parietal cortex.

Narcissism

The fictions of narcissism afflict every one of us. Only very slowly can long-range

authentic Zen training dissolve these fictions. Since childhood each word of praise

from parents and teachers, and each glimpse of self in the mirror, had convinced

us that we were indeed a very special self. Doesn’t anyone so special deserve the

very best?

To Ken Wilber, ‘‘Boomeritis Buddhism’’ is the ‘‘biggest internal threat to the

dharma in the west.’’2 What is wrong with today’s ‘‘baby-boomer’’ generation?

Wilber calls it ‘‘Boomeritis.’’ Think of it as an unusually virulent, endemic, post-

modern psychological affliction. It is a disorder that combines the extremes of
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pluralism (‘‘all realities are equally valid’’) with those of narcissism (‘‘don’t chal-

lenge my convictions about my reality’’).

The ingredients of narcissism are a major barrier to genuine, deep, spiritual

transformation. Until introspection and insights begin to soften the hard soil of

one’s old narcissistic attitudes, it is difficult for the seeds of transformation to take

root and to grow. This is a long process of deconditioning. It requires a supportive

environment. One slowly learns about oneself and starts to apply this new under-

standing every day, in subtle actionable deeds. This process of reshaping our old

attitudes and behaviors is what is meant by living Zen.

6

Developing Our Conscious Levels of Self

While the clear mind listens to a bird singing, the Stuffed-Full-of-Knowledge-and-

Cleverness mind wonders what kind of bird is singing . . . tends to go chasing off after

things that don’t matter, or that don’t even exist . . .

B. Hoff, The Tao of Pooh1

When you were a baby and first heard a bird sing, your mind was relatively sim-

ple and reasonably clear. But now you realize how an older mind starts to chase

after things and becomes cluttered. You have watched children, as we say, ‘‘go

through stages.’’ During their first 5 years they become clever, and run down

long halls of self-reflecting mirrors. You have observed how their levels of con-

sciousness proliferate, linking self, time, space, and trivial things into one huge

amalgam of functions and dysfunctions.

A newborn baby might be characterized as engaged in the very elementary

stage of minimal consciousness.2 Panksepp’s perspective as an experimental biolo-

gist leads him to believe that most neural underpinnings of this newborn’s primi-

tive self begin in certain deep midline regions. These circuits extend from the

midbrain up into the diencephalon.3 Observing your own baby’s basic approach/

avoidance responses to either pleasure or pain, you see that neither one requires

elaborate higher constructs of self.

Then, by the end of the first year, you become overjoyed. Now you see your

child pointing to objects, and hear his or her first intelligible words. This stage cor-

responds to the next level of consciousness: recursive consciousness. The term signi-

fies that level of behavior which simply refers back to fragments of its own self’s

history. When this 12-month-old looks at you and says ‘‘Daddy’’ or ‘‘Mommy,’’

your child is now perceiving, recognizing, and labeling in accord with his or her

early autobiographical mode of experience.
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A more obvious self-consciousness emerges between 18 months and 2 years.

Piaget attributed this dramatic transition to the arrival of symbolic thought. Now

your child uses personal pronouns, recognizes his or her own self in a mirror, dis-

plays shame and other self-conscious emotions. (Could there be a message in the

observation that soon the ‘‘terrible twos’’ will arrive?)

Thankfully, by 3 years of age, a more advanced level of consciousness

evolves. It is termed reflective consciousness I. Now your child can use two arbi-

trary rules flexibly, and may consider that one rule stands in contrast to the other.

Around 4 to 5 years of age, reflective consciousness II emerges. Children begin

to reflect back on their own mental state and project outward into the mind of

other persons. Observation suggests that they are developing a ‘‘theory of the

mind.’’ They also learn that two sets of rules which do not apply to one situation

can still be integrated into one higher system of behavior.

Consider how this next higher, second level of reflective consciousness helps

each of us to develop our concepts of time (see chapter 83). To illustrate: Children

learn that time right now will—at sometime in the future—become time past. Why

does this form of self-reflective consciousness help them personally? Because now

they are able to conceptualize their own selves as existing in contexts that provide

for both continuity and change over time.4 Having arrived at this level, the child

can hold on to the realization that ‘‘I am the same one who is now remembering

what I then experienced.’’

This brief survey indicates that as we develop our notions about time they

are intimately linked with our physical and psychic constructs of self. From this

perspective we can better appreciate the major destructuring of consciousness

that occurs during kensho-satori. For then, both the sense of self and the sense of

time vanish simultaneously [Z:37–43, 562–567].

7

Some ABCs of the I-Me-Mine

We have met the enemy, and it is us.

Pogo

For purposes of discussion, we can visualize three main interactive components of

selfhood:

the I-Me-Mine.

The I-Me-Mine operates within certain premises. The I exists physically,

feels, is aware, acts, knows, thinks, and personifies various roles.
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Things happen to the Me, both physically and mentally. With regard to the

Mine, all private thoughts, opinions, and body parts are ‘‘Mine.’’ All these posses-

sions are Mine. My self is the sole axis around which the rest of the world

revolves.

The triad obviously serves useful, constructive, and adaptive ends, Pogo

reminds us—as if we didn’t know—that it also has a covert, dysfunctional side.

Zen tries to liberate, transform, and redirect these habitual unfruitful energies

along more constructive lines.

But can our very own sovereign I create problems? You bet it can. Let us

begin by expressing its range of problems in simple a-b-c terms. Our I is also

arrogant and aggressive. Even so, it has a vulnerable partner: the fearful Me. This

Me feels beseiged. It can get battered.

Finally, our Mine is readily captured by its ‘‘own’’ greedy longings. It

clutches at other people, it covets and clasps onto material goods. Moreover,

this Mine has another very bad habit. It cherishes and clings to each of its biased

opinions.

The I-Me-Mine has been described above in operational terms. This is how it

feels and acts. The self becomes harder to acknowledge if we choose to view its

three components only as words in the abstract.1 Self, person, and I are not synon-

ymous, as Galin points out.2 He adds that much of our confusion about these

terms arises because we use them in different ways in our ordinary metaphors.

Later, in part VII, we will observe how the sense of one’s ‘‘truest, original

self’’ emerges. It is liberated only when long-term training and insightful awaken-

ings dissolve these constructs and concepts of the pejorative self. Meanwhile, let

us summarize the overall direction of these transformations in table 1.

We observe that the capital letters and italics of the old I-Me-Mine have

finally become eroded. The resulting i-me-mine has a lower profile. What hap-

pened to those former energies that had been previously diverted to unfruitful

ends? They are now channeled toward modes that are more ACTUALIZED,

BUOYANT, AND COMPASSIONATE. This is what Zen has been pointing to-

ward all along. In the next chapters, we will point toward some ways our notions

of self are represented in our brain’s functional anatomy.

Table 1

The Pejorative Self and the Direction of Its Transformation

The Problem Self The Transformed Self

An arrogant I An ACTUALIZED i

A besieged ME A BUOYANT me

A clutching MINE A COMPASSIONATE mine
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8

Constructing Our Self, Inside and Outwardly

I related everything to my own person. Although I knew perfectly well what mine,

yours and his meant, I couldn’t get away from myself. Everything was a part of my

world, my own universe, and I thought that everything was inside me.

Complaints of patient 81

We will gradually be saying much more about the physical and psychic aspects of

self. Meanwhile, as chapter 6 noted, it is likely that some elementary forms of

affective consciousness arise far down in the brainstem [Z:37–43].2 Why so low?

Because the stem contains both a basic motor system and a corresponding sensory

mapping system, and each is registered to represent the same parts of the body.

Where in the brainstem? Distributed among circuits that link its central gray mat-

ter with the overlying colliculi [Z:232–235, 241–242].*

This convergence is inherently self-referential. Here, in the midbrain, so-

matic information from the colliculi is already joining emotional response systems

from the central gray to form a primitive scaffolding [Z:217–218]. Within such a

framework, the rest of our dynamic primal constructs of self can rise up and begin

to take shape. Then, after we refine these into concepts at higher cerebral levels,

we can even attach words to them to describe the way it seems that our inside

self is separate from the world outside.

Let us now reexamine the words at the beginning of this chapter. This neu-

rology patient is expressing some overly self-referent symptoms. An infarct had

destroyed a part of his association cortex at the back of his brain, on the left side.

Where? At a key confluence: at the junction between his posterior parietal, tempo-

ral, and occipital lobes. (The same bookmark serves to locate figure 3, which we

will also continue to refer to.)

His description is apt. His neurological examination showed much more. He

could not point to items outside his own body. (Nor could the other patients

in this report, all of whom had similar posterior parietal junctional lesions on the

left.) A general term, allotopagnosia, describes this inability to point. The word

heterotopagnosia describes a more specific disorder: a person’s inability to point

to other people in outside space.

Especially noteworthy in all nine patients was their persistent ‘‘self-

referencing.’’ For example, when asked to point outward, to the body parts of

their examining neurologist, they pointed precisely to the corresponding part

*At this point, it could help the reader to insert a bookmark by figure 4 on page 74 in chapter 23. It
shows these structures.
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of their own physical self. Their ‘‘frame’’ of reference was ‘‘turned around’’ 180

degrees.

Why did they not only blur but reverse such self/other distinctions? Was it

simply because they could not recognize that particular body part itself? No.

They could point readily to another person’s body parts in a photograph, or even

to the appropriate parts of a doll. Therefore, theirs was not some general inability

either to identify, or to locate, or to point.

Instead, they seemed to have lost the normal frame of reference that we use to de-

fine, and cross over, a particular conceptual boundary, the barrier that separates our own

construct of self from that of another living person. It seemed almost as though they

could not reach beyond the usual concept of ‘‘My turf,’’ toward ‘‘your turf.’’ Why

not? Patient 8 defined his problem with precision: ‘‘I couldn’t place you outside

myself, you were in me.’’

As we examine his words and behavior, it is as though ‘‘I’’ and ‘‘mine’’ had

taken over his perception. ‘‘You’’ and ‘‘yours,’’ having now been incorporated in

the patient’s self, no longer seemed to exist solely out there anymore.

This disorder constitutes a loss of the usual, normal distinction: self-in-here/

other-out-there. It was doubly manifest: (1) This patient’s subjective report de-

scribed ‘‘everything’’ as ‘‘a part of my world’’ . . . ‘‘everything was inside me.’’ (2)

In their behaviors, none of the patients could express the normal self/other bound-

ary concept using the standard motoric gestures of pointing elsewhere (either

indicating by hand or by the direction of the movements of their eyes).

Who Points Where? At What?

As Degos and colleagues went on to explain, normal pointing ‘‘involves the

‘what’ and ‘where’ systems simultaneously in a language-like gesture.’’ (‘‘What’’

refers to our occipital ! temporal pathways. They recognize what an object is by

its pattern. ‘‘Where’’ refers to our occipital ! parietal pathways. They establish

where an object is by its position in space.) A preliminary interpretation of their

patients’ findings might suggest that these normal links between the ‘‘what’’ and

‘‘where’’ systems appeared to have been disconnected.

But, there is also a ‘‘who’’ in the center of this behavioral task. We must not

lose sight of patient 8’s striking complaints. His behavior and his words were

pointing to an overly self-referent self. Normally, we accept without complaint

this natural, implicit role. After all, we are normally the sovereign I-person inside,

the one who never has to think before we point automatically into that ‘‘what-

where’’ of meaningful objects that exist in outside space.

What caused these patients’ symptoms? When the authors began to specu-

late, they used the phrase ‘‘object centered’’ space to refer to our normal external
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space. In what way had this ‘‘space’’ become diminished in their patients? In the

sense that some of its contents (its ‘‘objects’’) had lost their own separate identity.

These objects had become abnormally coextensive inside that private space occu-

pied by their patients’ self-referent selves.*

As Degos and colleagues note, our normal object-centered spatial functions

accomplish two things. First, they represent the items as detached out there in

external space. Second, they also attribute a separate identity to each such object.

This process of separate identification is deceptively obvious. It is easy to over-

look. However, it does enable these external objects to exist ‘‘independent of the

observer, thereby allowing them to be pointed out.’’ Why couldn’t their patients

perform this particular normal pointing function?

We start to clarify a few of the subtle mechanisms involved in chapters 41

and 42.3 Here, we will simply note that these normal sensorimotor functions do

enable us to extend a part of our own body, across the self/other boundary, into

that space beyond our skin.

How casually we accept such skillful acts each time we blend our physical

self-image, seamlessly, into the external world! To do so, we normally engage

the posterior parietal cortex and the adjacent posterior superior temporal sulcus.4

Unfortunately, the lesions in these nine patients had severed the circuits that

would otherwise have allowed these two regions (and their several allied regions)

to interconnect.

When we normally reach out into the space beyond the self/other inter-

face, hand outstretched, and grasp an apple, we do not conceptualize it as

‘‘extrapersonal space.’’ Indeed, it becomes jointly occupied instantly. It now con-

tains both our live hand and the apple in its immediate context [Z:244–247].

What kinds of words might describe the experiential aspects of such a merger?

To Degos and colleagues the unification becomes ‘‘an integral part of self, in a

visual-proprioceptive continuum.’’ We might also describe such an event as the

‘‘embodied self-image in action.’’

But what causes someone like patient 8 to complain so openly about his re-

ferring his subjective feelings now back to himself ? Degos and colleagues attribute

such a complaint to their patients’ failure at object-centered processing. They refer

to this spatial dysfunction as an ‘‘objectivization disorder.’’ Thus, when a person’s

object-centered functions fail, their subjective (self-centered) processing modes will

then predominate by default. Note that this disorder represents an imbalance of

two major functions. Such an imbalance can help to explain the curious excesses

of subjective self-referencing that patient 8 describes.

*Our preference in this book is to discuss such spatial distinctions using two other words. Allocentric
means with reference to other locations outside the person. In contrast, egocentric means with reference
back to the central axis of the personal self. (See also parts VI and IX.)
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Does his symptom of incorporating ‘‘everything inside me’’ resemble any

other normal condition we’re familiar with? In a sense, it resembles the common

garden-variety of exaggerated inturning. Like what? It resembles those normal

subconscious, intrusive attachment functions attributable to our ‘‘Mine’’ (see chapters 5

and 7). These operate automatically each time we look out into the external world

to grasp an apple out there, and claim it as our ‘‘own’’ [Z:43–47]. My apple. On

my turf.

So more than a simple failure of normal object representation may be occur-

ring in these patients. Something more than just one keenly observant patient

who finds he had lost his normal ability separately to identify an external target

as an ‘‘independent’’ object. There is also a symptom and a finding that resembles

an overacting, overincorporating ‘‘Mine.’’ This aspect of the triad of self is overfunc-

tioning to a degree that we rarely see. Indeed, the ‘‘Mine’’ is nakedly on display.

This overt ‘‘Mine-like’’ function, perhaps released by a left posterior lesion, seems

to have shifted toward an enhanced frame of reference, one that now reaches out

and relates ‘‘everything to my own person.’’

Could there be a hidden message here? Does such an imbalance suggest

what can happen after the opposite, right posterior parietal region becomes ‘‘liber-

ated’’ (disinhibited)? Our two hemispheres normally exert a restraining, inhibiting

influence on each other (see chapter 96, reference 13). Therefore, left posterior pari-

etal damage could remove the normal prior tonic braking action it had on the

right side. If so, then these patients’ findings may be added to several other lines

of evidence that tend to lateralize certain incorporating functions of our normal

‘‘attaching’’ selves more to the right hemisphere.

However, one cannot reach into the dynamic dysfunctions of all nine

patients and grasp a single discrete mechanism that caused their normal embody-

ing interface functions to go so far awry. Localizing a reaching dysfunction in

a patient is never the same as localizing a normal function. Moreover, these

patients had multiple signs of left posterior parietal lobe and adjacent cerebral

dysfunction.5

Subsequent chapters will return us many times to this same, intriguing

temporo-parieto-occipital junction. We will explore ways that this region—on

the right and left sides—normally contributes to our self/other interface. We will

glimpse how its models of the self can be displaced or dissolve, discover that

other things outside it can also vanish from consciousness. All these will be found

to occur in ways germane to the neurosciences and to Zen experience.

Object Consciousness

It is of more than passing interest that Degos and colleagues employ the term

‘‘objectivization.’’ They use it to refer to those normal perceptual processes that
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imprint a separate identity onto an object which is out there in other-centered

(allocentric) space. A century earlier, another neurologist, Hughlings Jackson,

had referred to that same awareness. Because it could perceive a separate

external object—a brick in his example—he called it ‘‘Object Consciousness.’’ In

contrast, he used ‘‘Subject Consciousness’’ to describe those human processes

which made us personally aware not only of our self but of its manifold extensions

[Z:380].

Exploring this normal subject/object distinction, and this boundary between

them, will later help us appreciate many aspects of Zen. For example, the percep-

tual field during kensho will turn out to lack subjective, sentimental qualities and

to be inherently objective in tone (see chapters 77, 92, 93).

9

Two Interpreters: One Articulate, the Other Silent

‘‘The Interpreter’’ is a glue that keeps our story unified and creates our sense of

being, a coherent, rational agent.

Michael Gazzaniga1

We should not pretend to understand the world only by intellect; we apprehend it

just as much by feeling.

Carl Jung (1875–1961)

Some interpret the evidence from split-brain studies to suggest that the left hemi-

sphere contains an ‘‘interpreter.’’ This word refers to a questioning self prone to

seek explanations and to construct imaginative theories to explain why events oc-

cur. Thus, each new ‘‘why?’’ seems to prompt a theoretical ‘‘because.’’

Yet the networks in each hemisphere are specialized for their own brand of

‘‘interpretation.’’ Each side is dominant in ways that are complementary to the

other [Z:358–367]. Why do interpretive processes seem more obvious to us when

they arise from the left side? Because our impressive linguistic resources reside

there. They readily verbalize our left hemisphere’s many other functions.

To generalize: our left side is especially gifted at keeping online the impulse

to sequence a set of facts into particular cognitive patterns. True, these patterns

often imply coherent cause-and-effect relationships, but sometimes they also note

exceptions to the general rules of our prior experience.

In contrast, our right hemisphere is no less alert to creating fresh interpreta-

tions once the incoming facts convey affective meaning. The right side begins with

the greater gift for maintaining a keen, bilateral, ongoing awareness. Moreover, it

remains poised to convey appropriate degrees of emotional response.
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In our brain, the corpus callosum and other connections normally bridge

the gap between the two sides. Their rapid, two-way, nonverbal dialogue is

coded with preconscious nuances. Even so, the left hemisphere may be bet-

ter able to interpret the emotional basis of some coded responses it receives

from the right hemisphere than is the right hemisphere able to guess which cogni-

tive messages are coming over in coded form from its partner on the left [Z:362–

363].

In chapters 5 and 7, we defined the I-Me-Mine attributes of the self. Doing so,

we assigned certain operational properties to the ‘‘I.’’ Together, they combine to

establish its sense of being a separate independent identity. We do think of our-

selves as unique individual persons. We clearly exist, feel, are aware, act, know,

think, and personify roles. To this degree, a number of lines of experimental

evidence can sometimes be interpreted to suggest that many coherent self-related

functions of the rational ‘‘I’’ are represented more on the left side. Of course, if one

side of the brain keeps postulating an explanation for why ‘‘I’’ had responded as

‘‘I’’ did to some outside event, this habitual tendency will reinforce the subcon-

scious notions of selfhood represented on that side.

Gazzaniga can, therefore, with some reason, say this further about the ‘‘in-

terpreter’’: ‘‘To our bag of individual instincts, it brings theories about our life.

These narratives of our past behavior seep into our awareness; they give us an

autobiography.’’2 Yet, each self has many facets. It turns out that many other

lines of neuroimaging evidence cited in part III will point to an ‘‘autobiographi-

cal’’ self whose circuits tap into multiple modules distributed throughout both

hemispheres.

Moreover, as soon as we begin to localize the two other vulnerable premises

of the self—the ‘‘Me’’ and the ‘‘Mine’’—we discover how their many levels of anx-

ious affect feel tightly linked to these ‘‘autobiographical’’ constructs. This comes as

no surprise.

� When ‘‘bad’’ things happen to ‘‘Me’’ they are harming ‘‘Me’’ both physically and

mentally. This harmed soma and this wounded psyche are both ‘‘Mine.’’

� Someone can rob ‘‘Me’’ of valued possessions ‘‘owned’’ by the ‘‘Mine.’’ I can even

be ‘‘disowned’’ of an inheritance I think is ‘‘Mine.’’

� Someone can challenge and overturn every prized thought, and opinion, and atti-

tude that I consider ‘‘Mine.’’

Current evidence tips the balance more toward the right hemisphere for the

emotionally loaded origins of many attitudes and behaviors. Some of these can be

included under Daniel Goleman’s phrase, ‘‘emotional intelligence.’’
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To Summarize

Interpretations are dynamic processes. Some can be articulated, others remain

silent but very influential. Many operations of the ‘‘I’’ are relatively accessible to

our cognitively based tools of language, and they proceed under the direction of

constructs often represented more in the left hemisphere. However, two other

key constructs of the self are represented by the ‘‘Me’’ and the ‘‘Mine.’’ They

begin with different premises, arrive with different codes, resonate with impor-

tant emotional interpretations. They reflect contributions from within the right

hemisphere.

Selfhood arises out of interactive processes. They combine the multiple tal-

ents and interpretive capacities of both hemispheres.

10

Dissolving the Psychic Self and Its Veils of Interpretation

Everything comes down to this: having sensations and reading nature. . . . To read na-

ture is to see it beneath the veil of interpretation.

Paul Cézanne (1839–1906)1

We have now observed that our psychic self is a higher-level, bilateral interpretive

process. It links the cortex with many lower regions of the limbic system and their

connections.

These vast circuitries resonate with countless instinctual and acquired emo-

tional overtones. They help us condition not only the psychic responses of our

whole brain but especially those associations reverberating between our big

frontal and temporal lobes. One result is that rich admixture that we accept as

‘‘normal’’ everyday consciousness: swirling thought-streams, quasi-cognitive con-

cepts, emotion-laden memories, and biased interpretations.

Valenced messages arising from these networks do more than polarize our

interpretations and attitudes. They also mobilize our behaviors. Some positive mes-

sages leave us feeling attracted toward an event, longing to approach and connect

with it. Negative messages fuel fear, causing us to withdraw, or perhaps to boil

with anger, and to take aggressive action. Still others make us recoil with separate

feelings of disgust and loathing.2 These network biases have been pulling and

pushing each of us since birth. They generate our unfruitful longings, anxieties,

hostile behaviors, and loathings in countless unsuspected, overconditioned ways.

Zen views such personal prejudices (and our legacy of cultural distortions)

as layers of subjective veils. They obscure our view, shut us off from a more
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objective view of reality, prevent us from reaching our mature potentials. Why

does that often-used term, dualities, understate the basic problem? Because the

world we inhabit is less a world of so-called self/other dualities than one ob-

scured and distorted by a barrier of self-imposed ‘‘trialities’’ (as shown in figure

2). So, can our usual perceptions provide an accurate portrait of the objective real-

ity of the OTHER world, in capital letters? No. Once we insert our own overin-

flated, subjective SELF, we distort all our percepts. We register only a very

jumbled landscape. It looks like this:

S-o-ELF-ther.

‘‘Other’’ hides in there, but SELF dominates. It obscures, distorts, and filters

the message. From the Zen Buddhist perspective, this is the fundamental delu-

sion. What do we resemble, instead? Just one tiny wave rising in a vast ocean, an

ever so transient phenomenon in that whole vast universe of unconditioned unity.

In such a domain, self is simply one other expression of OTHER.

Cezanne, whose words introduce this chapter, was trying to ‘‘read’’ nature

by penetrating his own veils of interpretation. As we read between all the lines of

part I, let us now try to condense and rephrase what occurs during long-term

meditative training on what is often called the spiritual Path. Only when the veils

of the old, overconditioned personal self drop away do we liberate the innate

capacities of our ‘‘original self’’ to see deeply into the reality of this outside world.

Only at the deeper levels of such an emancipation can our true nature register ob-

jectively. The result is an extraordinary, fresh impression: things as THEY are, not

what they had always seemed to be in our overconditioned imagination.

What we see then are the ways individual things complement one another,

as do yin and yang. But these words, like other language functions of the left

side, are then no longer in the picture. Indeed, as Paul Valery phrased it, ‘‘Seeing

begins when you forget the name of the thing you see.’’

Figure 2 The trialities
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11

Further Commentary on the Several Meanings of Zen-

Brain ‘‘Reflections’’

As long as our brain is a mystery, the universe—the reflection of the structure of the

brain—will also be a mystery.

Santiago Ramón y Cajal (1852–1934)

One meaning of the hyphenated word ‘‘Zen-Brain,’’ seems straightforward. From

the preface, a reader can anticipate that the author will be reflecting on Zen topics

from a brain-bound perspective. But chapter 6 used ‘‘reflective consciousness’’ to

refer to the ways children develop through stages. And we now find Ramón y

Cajal alluding to the mysteries of the universe as a metaphor reflecting the mys-

teries of the brain.

We have grown so comfortable, using metaphors and similes every day, that

we overlook how much ambiguity lies in their wake (see chapter 54). Parts IV and

IX explore these semantic issues further. Meanwhile, further explanations are

surely in order, even now, because we have already seen ‘‘reflections’’ take on

several meanings.

Zen holds up a mirror of dispassionate analysis to any who might try to mys-

tify mysticism. Cajal and others in the brain sciences have also—for centuries—

held up similar ‘‘mirrors,’’ reflecting their own high goals for scientific objectivity.

In their laboratories, and at the bedside, neuroscientists do not try to mystify the

brain. They are studying the brain in the hope that they can demystify some of its

elusive phenomena, mirror neurons included (see chapter 65).

Zen and the brain sciences are two unsentimental areas. At the start of this

new millennium, one can hope that progress in each of them will soon comple-

ment and be ‘‘reflected’’ in the other.

Item: Trainees in Zen and in the related meditative traditions undergo un-

usual mental quickenings, and they sometimes drop into extraordinary states of

consciousness. You cannot probe deeply into the phenomena of such states with-

out uncovering properties of fundamental neurobiological significance. Indeed,

one finds that meditative experiences not only are ‘‘reflected’’ in the findings of

neuroscience but that these two fields are so intimately interrelated that each illu-

minates the other.

My earlier book used the word ‘‘reflection’’ in several other ways [Z:593–

613]. Reflection I described the first selfless phase of kensho. It was a term ac-

curately conveying kensho’s instantaneous (direct-like-a-mirror), flash of insight

into nondual consciousness.
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Reflections II, the next phase, observed multiple other experiential insights

and impressions. These also turned over automatically. Reflections III became

slightly more interactive; it began to hint that a minute self might be starting to

return. Now the most elementary form of a ‘‘reflective’’ consciousness seemed

back in position. Only then could the selfless oneness be appreciated that had just

unfolded in the first two phases.

Reflections IV referred to the late period of enriched intellectual stimulation.

These active thought processes extended themselves initially during the course of

the next several days. Moreover, during the next three decades, a series of other

‘‘reflective interpretations’’ evolved into a long contemplative process.

The second book before you now, bearing this hyphenated word in the title,

represents the further unfolding of these natural processes of reflection. In the

pages that follow, I hope you will find that the phenomena of Zen experience

enrich our understanding of the neurosciences. Beyond that lies the hope that the

research cited herein might also encourage some neuroscientists to investigate

and clarify the age-old meditative Path now to be discussed in part II. We shall

need all the help we can get from neurobiologists to live mindfully in the present

moments of this next millennium.

12

First Mondo

In casual conversations, people often ask me: ‘‘What did you learn as a neurolo-

gist, during your practice of Zen?’’ The following questions and answers sum up

a few things I never appreciated before.

Why do you place so much emphasis on the self?

Because our self is so central a topic. Much of the Buddhist literature and

most of the neuroscience literature are ill informed about the core functions

and layers of the self. Our notions of selfhood start from the way the brain

represents our body image—our physical self—as its implicit main physical

axis. This body image represents our soma.

Infants soon begin to develop their representations of an implicit psy-

chic self (their psyche) at many covert levels along the framework of this

physical core. Only from within this overconditioned psyche do we look out

later into the world, and behave accordingly for better and for worse.

So what?

Once you pass beyond this simple distinction of the self into soma and psy-

che, it then becomes easier to understand some differences between states of
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consciousness. For example, the early, superficial states of absorption drop

out the sense of the physical self.

On the other hand, the later states of kensho not only drop out the psy-

chic self but their insights transform the rest of one’s prior existential con-

cepts about what constitutes reality.

Kensho made it easier for me to envision the separate ‘‘I-Me-Mine’’

operations within my own self with greater objectivity and to recognize

how deeply I had been overconditioned.
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Part II

Meditating

Sit all together in meditation. Become peacefully calm and quiet, without

motion, without stillness, without birth, without destruction, without

coming or going, with no judgments of right or wrong, neither staying nor

going. This, then, is the Great Way.

Hui-neng (638–713) (Final words of the Sixth Zen Patriarch)





13

The Attentive Art of Meditation

I like the silent church before the service begins, better than the preaching.

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882)

All human evil comes from this: man’s being unable to sit still in a room.

Blaise Pascal (1623–1662)

Emerson and Pascal express the general idea. But if you relied on standard diction-

ary definitions, you’d believe that to meditate always means you are thinking and

engaging in active contemplation.

Not so in Zen Buddhist meditation. Dainin Katagiri-Roshi (1928–1990) put

it succinctly, ‘‘In Zen, you let your frontal lobes rest.’’1 One basic approach to the

Great Way is a calm, silent, no-thought style of attending to the present moment.

Moreover, since at least the early seventh century, it has also been stated that no

one arrives at enlightenment itself by either the processes of thought or of imagi-

nation [Z:700–701].

Emerson favored silence over preaching. Zen masters have long been com-

fortable with intervals of silence and no movements. Sitting quietly is ideal. It is a

setting favorable both for the spontaneous expression of intuitions and for trans-

lating them into action. Can sitting still, in silence, enhance attentiveness itself? It

can, if meditation is performed correctly. Yes, we do live fast-paced, complicated

lives. Yes it is hard to shift from distracting circumstances, slow down, and train

oneself to attend. But meditation does offer a quiet opportunity to settle down, a

welcome interlude in which to begin to focus attention on just one thing at a

time. Becoming fully aware of something relatively simple—this inbreath, this

outbreath—is a good place to start.

True, whole trains of thoughts soon intrude. So, this ‘‘simple’’ task does

require persistent self-discipline. (You may wonder: does Zen really involve self-

discipline? Yes, this is another Zen paradox) With practice, the chatter of internal

thoughts starts to drop away. Slowly, the benefits of introspection and restraint

cut down on the sources of distraction [Z:72–73]. Gradually, one’s interior life it-

self becomes more simplified. Wants become less urgent. Needs become fewer.

Now it is easier to stay concentrated on the real essentials.

What other benefits accrue to meditators who learn gently to harness and fo-

cus their energies of attention? William James observed that the very root of our

judgment, character, and will resided in our ‘‘faculty of voluntarily bringing back

a wandering attention, over and over again.’’ Bringing it back to what?



Approaches to Meditation

Shamatha is the Sanskrit term for the basic foundation of calm, relaxed bare atten-

tion. Its original meaning implies dwelling in tranquility. In general, such calm

abiding is the essential preliminary step, a ‘‘letting go’’ that allows the meditator

to access the next stages.

Then, as meditation evolves, the various Buddhist practices address attention

in two basically different ways. EEGs readily differentiate these two forms of

meditation and show that they both differ from control states of ordinary calm re-

laxation.2 Table 2 outlines the major contrasts between two of the main generic

categories of attention. These differences distinguish the more open forms of

receptive meditation from those which shift toward a more focused concentra-

tion. Note that receptive meditation is open to examine any event—good, bad, or

indifferent—in an even-handed, matter-of-fact manner.

Despite one’s best efforts, the mind wanders. Meditators describe this

jumping from thought to thought with the apt phrase, ‘‘monkey mind.’’ How-

ever, we cannot pawn this restless habit off on primate relatives who leap around

in a zoo. It begins internally. Who filled our own mailbox with self-addressed

junk mail?

In practice, Zen students often find themselves trying out different styles at

different times, not only while meditating on a cushion but also while attending

to each present moment anywhere else. Paying bare attention to what is going on

NOW is the essence of mindfulness. It continues off the cushion.

Table 2

The Attentive Art of Meditation*

Receptive Meditation Concentrative Meditation

Sustained attention, unfocused and inclusive Sustained attention, focused and exclusive, aided

by intention

An open, universal awareness; more formless A more one-pointed attention; more formed

Gentle, employing a light touch More forced, deliberate

Notices when attention strays Holds attention fixed

Not cultivated by struggle Requires willpower

A simple noticing of anything, distracting or

otherwise

Works best in an environment free from

distractions, physical and mental

Can shift into introspection and comprehension Comprehension is not a necessary accompaniment

Several approaches, translated as bare attention,

mindfulness, insight, just sitting, Vipashyana, etc.

Several approaches, translated as the path of the

absorptions, samadhi, the ‘‘vision quest,’’ etc.

*Meditation begins on a solid foundation of calmness. (Shamatha implies dwelling in tranquility.)
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Daily-Life Practice

‘‘Daily-life practice’’ involves the simple act of ‘‘being here now,’’ during one’s

everyday garden-variety of activities.

� Do you ruminate mindlessly while washing the dishes? Look attentively at this next

dish. Then remind yourself: ‘‘Each dish washed is a baby Buddha bathed.’’

� Is getting up every morning just another routine chore? Stop to consider how for-

tunate you are to be alive, still able to move, to hear, blessed with vision!

Yet, living Zen evolves beyond everyday degrees of mindful attentiveness

and focused concentration. It also shifts into a spontaneous introspective process.

During moments of solitude, little pauses then insert themselves. Quiet settings

nurture small insights. They emerge spontaneously from a deeper ongoing,

mulling-over, reflective awareness. How is this possible? Somehow, being more

aware of things in the present moment enables us to pause, then to suddenly see

situations in a fresh perspective. Holding on to these intuitive understandings

(often writing them down) enables us later to make the appropriate creative

changes. Sometimes it seems that meditation also enables us to maintain more de-

liberate kinds of protracted introspection online.

Attention strays. It always does. But little cues can bring us back to the present

moment. Thich Nhat Hanh recommends letting the telephone’s ring remind us to

snap back to the present. Follow the breath, wait until just after the third ring. Then

pick up the receiver, refreshed. When driving, do the same at a red (stop) light.

In his Principles of Psychology, William James addressed the issue of how to

develop greater willpower.3 His counsel applies equally to the daily-life practice

of living Zen. Every day, he advised, engage your ‘‘faculty of effort’’ (in what we

would later refer to as a kind of ‘‘setting-up’’ exercise). He suggested that we set

out, systematically, to apply ourselves to the ‘‘little heroic things.’’ Things we’d re-

ally rather not do. To do them, anyway. Later, he continued, when you really need

your willpower, you’ll then be better trained for the bigger tests, and no longer

‘‘unnerved’’ by their challenges.

Some Functions of Sitting Meditation (Zazen)

We tend to forget how remarkable a process meditation really is. In broad per-

spective, the meditative practices train attention in the service of multiple func-

tions. Listed below are some obvious processes that evolved during the course of

my practice. You can probably think of several others that you have observed

during your own practice. Meditation
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� Exercises our capacities to make an ongoing commitment: to set aside a block of

time.

� Distances us from the usual world of distractions. Otherwise, this world rushes past

mindlessly.

� Slows the flow, and calms. By sponsoring more detached pauses, meditation cre-

ates a quieter setting in which triggers can have greater effect when they finally

strike.

� Lays bare the constant buzz of proliferating thoughts which block our becoming

clearly aware.

� Demonstrates, convincingly, that we don’t always need to be ‘‘doing things.’’

� Introduces elements of sensorimotor deprivation and stress responses (especially

during the course of rigorous retreats). Some of these stress responses will later

enable the brain to shift into the kinds of alternate states which help transform

consciousness.

� Sponsors many kinds and levels of intuition and introspection. Some of these

glimpses will expose our sources of resistance. Examining these episodes with

greater objectivity, we find that we are overreacting, and gradually discover

why.

� Demonstrates, convincingly, that we can still practice self-discipline, even while we

are also taking steps to dissolve those self-centered constructs of our I-Me-Mine.

� Sponsors mindful acts of bare, sensitized attention. These focus on the present mo-

ment. This moment is real. The more deeply, and habitually, we appreciate this re-

ality, the closer we may be to those rare major awakenings that realize ‘‘the way

things really are.’’

� Becomes a way to celebrate just being alive now in this incredible universe.

* * *
If the Zen approach does allow a meditator’s frontal lobes the opportunity to

‘‘rest,’’ as Katagiri-Roshi phrased it, then would many years of meditation confer

any structural and functional benefits on the brain? To answer this will require a

longitudinal study of several different styles of meditation. Though concentra-

tive styles of meditation do not ‘‘rest’’ the frontal lobes, preliminary structural

MRI studies suggest the possibility that the frontal poles of some meditators

might resist the atrophic changes of aging better than those of controls.4 Time

will tell . . .
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14

Just This

In zazen, leave your front door and your back door open. Let thoughts come and go.

Just don’t serve them tea.

Master Shunryu Suzuki (1905–1971)1

Beginners soon learn that meditation is an art. One problem is that it takes such a

long time to become artless. Meanwhile, how can one escape from that restless

‘‘monkey-mind,’’ let go of discursive thoughts, settle down into clear, bare, aware-

ness? It takes patience to continue. Meditation trains patience.

Through trial and error, each person finds ways to help relax the body and

to let thoughts drop out of the mental field. Yes, various systems do work for

a while, especially when practiced regularly. But soon one forgets to count each

breath by the numbers, from one to ten. Thoughts intrude and overwhelm these

numbers.

The following approach became a kind of temporary ‘‘home remedy’’ for my

own mindlessness and distractibility. It provided just enough novelty to keep me

from becoming bored, and just enough structure to enable my thought processes

to subside by themselves. Other meditators report that the system also helps

them ease into meditation.

Its five simple-minded stages disappear off in the distance toward some

meaningful destination. Each stage is flexible. You can vary them endlessly to

suit your individual needs. Their operational principles are straightforward:

� Focus on breathing in mindfully, and on breathing out mindfully. Allow each

breath to fully occupy the foreground of the mental field.

� Loosen attention from all other random thoughts.

� Pay increasing attention to one physical sensation: the in- and outmovements of

the lower abdomen.

The five stages evolve as follows:

1. First, take a deep breath. As you breathe in and out, pay very close attention

to the rising and falling sensations way down in your lower abdomen. Then, dur-

ing your next breath in, you say—silently—the word ‘‘JUST.’’ A prolonged JUST.

Your usual brief ‘‘just’’ won’t do. This word expands to become J-U-S-T. You

stretch the word out, so that it fully occupies the entire duration of each succes-

sive inbreath.
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JUST serves as the prelude to your next outbreath. In this setting it means

something specific. JUST signifies that your attention is now going to focus on

‘‘Just’’ (on only) a single silent number, from one to ten, during each of your next

ten expirations. You’ll focus on only that particular numbered outbreath. Nothing

else enters.

You are also prolonging each of these numbers throughout its entire out-

breath. So the cycles become.

J-U-S-T W-O-O-N-N; J-U-S-T T-O-O-O, etc.

You repeat these one-to-ten counting cycles one or more times. Then you

ease into the next stage.

2. Now, during each inbreath, you change your silent first word to ‘‘THIS.’’ The

word, also prolonged, becomes T-H-I-S.

THIS also takes on a specific meaning as a prelude to your next outbreath.

THIS signifies that you will now focus only on THIS next particular number all dur-

ing each of your next outbreaths. This particular number also stretches out to

fully occupy its own prolonged moment: T-H-I-S W-O-O-O-N-N, etc. Each succes-

sive number then vanishes in ongoing time.

By now, you have left no mental space in which to develop any extraneous,

discursive thoughts. Your breathing cycle is fully occupied.

3. You now have in place a temporary, artificial structure of words and numbers. It

fully occupies your mental foreground. Meanwhile, what else is happening, in

the background of your awareness? You also have been focusing more and more

of your attention on that set of soft sensations down in your lower abdomen, the

ones that you identified during your first deep breath. They are the ordinary ris-

ing and falling movements during each inbreath and outbreath. These rising and

falling sensations are both tactile and proprioceptive. They become increasingly

evident as your random thought energies recede.
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4. By now, you’ve gone through one or more silent rounds of ‘‘JUST (one through

ten),’’ and one or more rounds of ‘‘THIS (one through ten).’’ Many discursive

thoughts have begun to drop off. Thoughts leave by themselves, as the underly-

ing drive of their habit-energy fades. So, too, do all numbers (you don’t have to

force either of them to leave).

At this point, you return to the same word that you used initially. Once

again, you use JUST to fully occupy your whole inbreath.

But at this stage, when you reclaim the other word, THIS, it shifts over to oc-

cupy the second position. It replaces the former numbers. Now it fully occupies

each outbreath. The result: ‘‘J U S T T H I S’’ fully occupies each in-and-out cycle of

breathing.

Give JUST THIS a specific meaning. Let it signify that only this precious mo-

ment exists, right NOW, within the whole world of awareness.2 Your mental field is

now wide open, and all its contents have been reduced to this exquisite simplicity.

Likewise, awareness of your physical self has faded. It is also reduced to one single

focus: on just each rising and falling movement down in your lower abdomen.

5. After a few rounds of JUST THIS, both words also tend to drop out by themselves,

leaving your mental field thought-free. Now a simplified bare awareness remains.

It can clearly register those in-and-out breathing movements down there in the

lower abdomen. Each movement is both your body’s innate rhythm and its ex-

pression of the fundamental living, breathing, life force. You allow this natural

rhythm to enter into your one-pointed mental foreground. All other temporary

stuff has now gone.
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Finally, after a while, during deep meditation, awareness exists, all by itself.

Just awareness . . .

* * *
Practicing

Having read about these stages, try them out. By reviewing the simple diagrams,3

you can observe how JUST (one through ten) gives way to THIS (one through

ten), how all numbers then drop out, how JUST THIS replaces them, and finally

how this phrase also disappears. All that remains is that bare awareness of the liv-

ing, breathing rhythm in your lower abdomen:

And then awareness alone remains. . . .

Commentary

JUST THIS is a simple-minded mantra. It signifies an open, full acceptance of

things just as they are, in this here-and-now. In such an open setting, you remain

all too aware of two things: uninvited thoughts and sensations always stream in;

they soon flow out through the backdoor. They are simply an expression of im-

permanence. Once you accept that they come and go, you’ll never feel obliged to

serve them tea.

Don’t allow this sequence of ‘‘five’’ steps to leave the wrong impression.

Above all, this whole approach is flexible. No magic numbers are carved in stone.

Experiment to find what works for you!

For example, sometimes when you’re about to start meditating, you’ll be

pleasantly surprised to find that no thoughts are pressuring you. At this point, you

can dispense with all earlier stages (of what can seem mere ritual). Even if you

then start with a token JUST THIS, you might discover that the phrase soon drops

out. Other monosyllables can serve individual needs. I’ve used ‘‘Let Go,’’ ‘‘Born

Free,’’ ‘‘Here, Now’’ as alternative words during a prolonged retreat.

Flexible self-discipline is at the heart of zazen. Your habitual practice of this

art of ‘‘soft discipline’’ will become one of the most significant (if less appreciated)

attributes of your meditative training. Awareness, honed and skillfully applied,

recognizes that attention has wandered, and gently escorts it back.

Regular practice enables you to keep returning your attentiveness nonjudg-

mentally, with no sense of failure—time after time—to the words, to the numbers,

to these faint in-and-out breathing movements down in the lower abdomen.
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The Lower Abdominal Region

Why focus your awareness on this lower region, the tanden? For at least two sim-

ple reasons.4

First, the lower abdomen is far removed from your nasal passages. What

happens when you focus your attention high up, on the flow of air as it stimulates

the nerve endings in your nostrils and sinuses? You emphasize those to-and-fro

sensations that enter your brain through your large fifth cranial nerve. This is a

big nerve. It is already a major source of that pervasive sense of self-identity refer-

able to your head [Z:37–43, 93–99, 178]. Do you need more sensations that center

you in your own head than you already have?5

Second, tight sensations from the upper chest during breathing are another

source of the physiological tensions that we link with feelings of anxiety. A focus

on lower abdominal sensations helps distract one’s attention away from any chest

tightness.

In short, the flexible steps outlined above provide a temporary distrac-

tion for discursive mental activity. They enable you to let go, and to focus

your attention on a vital rhythm far removed from other head and chest

sensations.

15

Meditative Attention: Accessing Deeper Avenues of Seeing

and Hearing

When you practice correctly, the sounds of the valley streams, the colors of the valley

streams, the colors of the mountains, the sounds of the mountains, freely release

eighty-four thousand verses in concert.

Master Dogen (1200–1253)1

Look! Look! Who is this master that is seeing and hearing right now?

Master Bassui (1326–1387)2

These days, people are paying more attention to attention. It has become almost a

popular commodity. Countless children and adults are thought to have an ‘‘atten-

tion’’ deficit disorder. (Drugs tend to be over prescribed; a hasty diagnosis of

‘‘ADD’’ is open often to question.) It is essential to remember the prerequisites of

staying attentive. Normal people must first be aroused, then awake (not sleep-

deprived), also alert, and well motivated (not bored). Meditators have the same

requirements.
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Attention is awareness stretched toward something. Attention reaches out.

We attend to things, orient toward them, face them. Our goal is to focus on them

and perceive them clearly. While attention does include these executive motoric

implications, it also stays in touch with its subtler origins in mindful awareness.

In ancient calligraphy, the earliest ideogram for this basic mindfulness began

with two characters. The top one signified the present moment, right now. The

bottom character stood for heart-mind.3 In every century, to pay mindful atten-

tion meant going beyond merely registering data subliminally. It meant the capac-

ity to focus on certain items, to incorporate them, and to appreciate them as

percepts, in this here-and-now.

Zen practice first trains your attention to follow the movements of breathing.

Then it trains attention to come to enhanced degrees of focusing—spontaneously.

Later on, these capacities will finally enable one to open up one’s sensitivities: to

hear, not merely to listen. To see, not merely to look. To feel, not just to touch.

Later still, on rare occasions, such refined attentive capacities may open up into

many long seconds of salient perception during which you may begin to compre-

hend things ‘‘as they really are’’ [Z:69–71].

Some early Yoga practices, and those advocated by the Buddha himself,

involved paying close attention to the ‘‘ordinary’’ everyday activities of life. This

still means being mindfully aware of sensory experiences, including the actual

moment-by-moment proprioceptive, tactile, and other sensations involved in

walking, eating, drinking water, working, and so on.

However, it is still only a gross beginning to remain mindfully aware that

one is, say, now reaching for an apple. At more advanced levels, there can evolve

the simplest, selfless, artless reaching for the apple. This outstrips intention. Why do

such actions now flow spontaneously? Because they are tapping preattentional

resources, and are shorn of all traces of the I-Me-Mine [Z:279–281]. During such

behaviors, the action itself occupies the person’s whole mental field. No thoughtful

deliberations occur. Am I grasping that apple? No. Apple grasped.

Beginners are always puzzled. What does Zen mean by such terms as ‘‘no-

thought,’’ ‘‘no-mind,’’ and ‘‘non-action.’’ How can I be mindful, yet later arrive at

a state called ‘‘no-mind?’’ Can I be active, yet later ‘‘let go’’ into a spontaneous

‘‘non-action?’’ Yes, to each paradoxical phrase. Yes, because when you first start

to train attention by focusing on your body parts, on the way they move, on exter-

nal items and events, this is only a prelude. Later, your attention will shift sponta-

neously. At this moment the self lets go, drops off. This ‘‘no-mind’’ refers to the

natural flow of mental states and actions when they are free from all egocentric

intrusions.

No-mind does not mean coma. It means that no self-centered thoughts inter-

rupt the flow. Similarly, ‘‘non-action,’’ implies that your old I-Me-Mine isn’t inter-

vening. It does not mean that all motor behavior stops.
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Seeing

Meditators have been advised for centuries to seek out a quiet setting, free from

all distracting sights and sounds. Taoist China was at home in the natural world.

For Dogen, a natural outdoor setting of mountains, valleys, and streams was

ideal. Dogen was deeply into seeing and hearing. Of seeing, he would say: ‘‘Open

the eye, directly transmit through the eye, and receive the Dharma through the

eye.’’4 We do have a large visual brain [Z:240–244]. It is remarkably engaged in

those extraordinary states of consciousness which yield the impression that all

things are being seen ‘‘as they really are.’’

Hearing

Like other Zen monks, the 31-year-old Bassui (1327–1387) had chosen to meditate

through the night. Suddenly, at dawn, the sound of the mountain stream ‘‘pene-

trated his whole body,’’ and he came to his first realization. Bassui associated this

event with Kannon, the Bodhisattva who hears the anguished cries of ordinary

people and acts to save them.5 The Zen tradition has a saying attributed to an-

other Bodhisattva, Manjusuri: ‘‘Turn your function of hearing back toward your

self and listen to the nature of the listener.’’6

Sheng-yen is a contemporary Ch’an master. He advises training one’s hear-

ing capacities in the following manner. The basic practice is to reach out—beyond

mere listening—so that now you can really hear the raindrops falling in their regu-

lar continuous, unified rhythm. Another recommended hearing practice is to

focus on the gurgle of water as it flows in a small stream. ‘‘Immerse yourself in

the sound and lose yourself in it, forgetting the environment, to the point that the

sound itself is dropped. Then the mind will slowly merge with the sound of the

water, and enter into a state of unification, calm and quiescent both inwardly and

outwardly.’’7

‘‘Hearing the Dawn’’

Hearing sometimes enhances seeing. As Bassui noted, sometimes when you hear

a particular word or phrase—a so-called turning phrase—you find that your act

of seeing then takes on remarkable new dimensions. Said he, on this subject of

the turning phrase, ‘‘There are those who have had a great awakening—that is,

their eyes have been opened to Buddha knowledge after hearing one word.’’8

Triggers strike unpredictably. When you are not expecting it, hearing can

serve as the avenue of access to kensho’s transforming vision. (See chapter 72.) In

this regard, Richard Hunn, a disciple of Charles Luk, mentions a technique fa-

vored by some earlier masters. Suddenly, the master calls out to the student.
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Then, just as the student’s head and body starts turning automatically in response,

the master quickly voices an urgent, ‘‘What is it?’’

During such open moments, the student’s mind may become briefly empty

of what it had been thinking about a second before. In a sense, the student may

then be thrust more than halfway into a state of no-self and ‘‘no-mind.’’ What

does the master’s quick question accomplish at this very instant? In the language

of the past, it serves to snatch the ‘‘pearl from under the dragon’s chin.’’9

So, as a word, ‘‘turning’’ now seems to have taken on at least four applica-

tions. It can refer (1) more to the sound or meaning of a triggering word; (2) to that

instant of movement when a person is turning their head and body to orient toward

a sudden sensory event; (3) to an instant when that person is shifting their atten-

tional set externally, toward the source of the sensory stimulus; (4) to the fact that

if kensho were then to occur, it will overturn all of that person’s prior conditioning.

This sudden turning outward, both mentally and physically, will become an im-

portant topic later in chapters 50, 51, and 72.

Recent Research in Visual Attention

Positron emission tomography (PET) studies show that visual processing

becomes activated when greater degrees of emotion invest attention. This occurs

not only in vision’s earlier stages back in the right visual association cortex but

also in its later stages when its elaborations move forward into the right anterior

temporal cortex.10

Attention wanes. Senior meditators find they have to ‘‘pay more at-

tention.’’11 Normal older people (ages 65–80) do attend more slowly to visual tar-

gets. During visual tasks, they are more distracted by extraneous items than are

younger subjects (ages 18–34).12

16

Interpreting Synchronized Brain Waves

When used with the appropriate methods and cautions, scalp-recorded EEG spectral

activity will continue to provide noninvasive useful information on integrative brain

function for many years to come.

Richard Davidson1

Three quarters of a century ago, recording from simple scalp electrodes, Hans

Berger detected spontaneous electrical potentials arising from his son’s brain. The

technique has come a long way since Berger coined the term electroencephalogram.

Most EEG activities are still sampled by electrodes on the surface of the scalp.
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They represent the pooling of huge numbers of faint dendritic potentials. These

currents arise within each nerve cell’s luxuriant tree of dendrites. A few others

are gathered up from countless cell bodies.

Once all these various potentials are pooled and amplified, they then as-

sume the form of much larger waves. These ‘‘brain waves’’ cycle up and down at

several different frequencies each second (cps means cycles per second). Sum-

mated waves of excitation create their crests; waves of inhibition, their troughs.

The thalamus acts as the dynamic, interactive pacemaker for much of this rhyth-

mic excitatory/inhibitory activity up in the cortex.

EEG research during the past decade has focused on the possible signifi-

cance of alpha rhythms (8–12 cps), theta rhythms (4–7 cps), beta rhythms (13–29

cps), and especially the faster gamma rhythms (30–70þ cps).

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) has also made noteworthy contributions.

MEG amplifies the minute magnetic fields that our brain activity also generates.

The interpretations of MEG data are not confused (as are those of the EEG) by the

big differences in conductance between the dense skull and the fluid covering the

surface of the brain. This fact makes MEG a more reliable way to compute the

original neural source of the components of a particular field. At present, MEG

(like EEG) still does not accurately localize field sources deep in the brain.2

Alpha Rhythms

The phrase alpha activity is often shortened to alpha. Alpha is seen most readily

over the occipital cortex, yet it varies remarkably from person to person. Alpha is

not regarded as an ‘‘idling rhythm,’’ because persistent attention can facilitate al-

pha. You can also enhance alpha by voluntarily deciding to shift your attention

into a more alert, but untroubled mode.

By the early 1970s, two findings became clear: (1) alpha activity decreased

over the left hemisphere when mental activity involved verbalization; (2) alpha

activity decreased over the right hemisphere during mental activity that involved

spatial tasks. What was the meaning of this inverse relationship between alpha

EEG activity and mental activity? It suggested that reduced alpha activity could

serve to indicate a lateralized increase of cortical function.

It was then found that human subjects could show less EEG alpha power

(consistent with their greater cortical activity) at a time when brain imaging

showed that their thalamus was also more active metabolically.3 This finding may

reflect the ways the thalamus and cortex are often jointly engaged in complemen-

tary resonating, oscillatory activities [Z:263–271].

Special computations make it easier to recognize and to interpret this inverse

relationship between localized alpha EEG activity and the actual degrees of activ-

ity in the underlying brain. These methods calculate the total power in the alpha
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bands over the two cerebral hemispheres, then compare them with alpha from a

given electrode at a more localized site. Research based on this approach has

pointed to interesting lateralized differences between alpha activity on the right

and left sides of the brain.4

In recent years, the Wisconsin Center for Affective Science in Madison has

correlated such alpha EEG amplitude asymmetries—especially from the right and

left frontal regions—with a variety of psychological states and relevant laboratory

findings.5 In individual subjects, the differences are often striking, not only in

selected adults but also in certain children. Moreover, rhesus monkeys also show

similar individual differences in prefrontal asymmetry. These findings confirm the

trends shown in their human counterparts. Monkeys who show greater relative

right-sided prefrontal activation also show higher blood cortisol levels in their

early-morning baseline samples. Overall, the data suggest that when we and our

fellow primates show this right frontal preponderance of alpha activity, it tends

to be correlated with higher levels of stress responses.

Theta Rhythms

Earlier EEG reports linked theta waves over the midfrontal region with states of

focused attention during problem-solving tasks. These distinctive trains of rhyth-

mic 6 to 7 cps activity tended to wax and wane. They were often called ‘‘frontal

midline theta’’ or ‘‘mental theta.’’ Later MEG studies show that ‘‘mental theta’’ has

deeper origins. Its source is farther down within the medial prefrontal and ante-

rior cingulate regions.6 One MEG report briefly notes that frontal midline theta

waves can occur during zazen and Yoga meditation. This informal study lacks

subjective reports. It needs to be fully documented.7

Because our frontal lobes do keep monitoring and updating our responses,

they help us maintain a given task ‘‘online.’’ A different phrase, ‘‘working mem-

ory,’’ is used to describe related frontal lobe functions. These are the kinds that

help us keep certain recent items actionably ‘‘in mind’’ for brief periods. Intra-

cranial EEGs have been recorded from patients. They show that theta increases

more when the patients rely on their memory alone to navigate through a virtual

maze as opposed to being guided by visual arrow cues.8

Standard EEG studies suggest that our short-term working-memory tasks

are associated not only with coherent prefrontal theta activities (4–7 cps) but also

with theta in the posterior association cortex.9 These joint findings seem to corre-

late with the actual functional links joining the frontoparietal regions. (Though

coherent synchronized gamma activities increase in a similar fashion, they

are thought to be referable more to the earlier steps involved in initial sensory

processing.)
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The International Affective Picture System contains a wide range of affect-

laden pictures. Whether viewers find the emotional content of each picture to

be pleasant or unpleasant, their slower theta frequencies (4–5 cps) are often first

to respond. These early responses are noteworthy in view of theta’s widespread

functional anatomical representations in the limbic system (see chapter 29). Syn-

chronizations arise slightly later among the faster theta, alpha, and gamma

frequencies.10

In rodents, theta activities are prominent in the hippocampus. Here, theta

rhythms correlate with the more slowly responding GABA receptors, whereas the

faster gamma EEG activities are associated with the faster responding class of

GABA receptors.11

Beta Rhythms

It used to be thought that arousal and activation were always strongly correlated

with low-voltage, fast, beta activities. It was also believed that in regions where

more beta power occurred, alpha wave activity would therefore be reduced.

Exceptions to this inverse beta/alpha relationship emerged when EEGs were

studied during many different cognitive processes.12 Indeed, beta power asymme-

tries on tasks often paralleled similar asymmetries of alpha power. Sometimes,

both activities were reduced when the underlying cortex was being activated.

Recent research disclosed that beta waves and much faster frequencies were

not so irregular and desynchronized as their gross appearance on the early EEG

paper recordings had once suggested. In fact, both theta and gamma activities

often took the form of rhythmic waves that were synchronized. This distinction is

physiologically important. ‘‘Synchronized’’ refers to smooth waveforms that recur

in a regular rhythm at a given electrode site. The term coherence is used when

many of these same EEG peaks and valleys are all in synchrony at many different

electrode sites.

Slower beta rhythms (15–18 cps) are associated with slow wave sleep. Beta

activities at frequencies faster than 18 usually occur during active waking states

and states of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.13

In a major technical advance, both EEG and functional MRI (fMRI) can now

be recorded simultaneously.14 One such recent study of fifteen subjects15 empha-

sizes the faster beta-2 activity which cycles 17 to 23 times per second. It accom-

panies an important kind of relaxed ‘‘spontaneous cognitive operations.’’ These

occur during ‘‘conscious rest’’ in ‘‘the absence of a task.’’

This sounds like a state meditators might enter. Suppose we were to enter,

and remain, in this state of ‘‘resting wakefulness.’’ Which regions would show

this beta-2 activity? It turns out that they are the same cortical regions in which

PET and fMRI signals decrease when some new task would require us to shift into
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explicit action or perception. In chapter 50, we will find that these sites include the

medial cortex of the retrosplenial and dorsomedial prefrontal regions, as well as

the lateral temporoparietal region.

On the other hand, suppose the solution to a new task requires acts of atten-

tion and the cognitive processes related to attention. Then the fMRI signals

increase (and the alpha power decreases) in those other lateral regions of the fronto-

parietal convexity.

Therefore, this particular (nontask) beta-2 activity appears to be linked with

processes in the more medial regions that may support our usual ‘‘resting wake-

fulness.’’ It will be essential to determine which precise mechanisms and path-

ways cause this beta-2 activity to fade when a person first develops the impulse

to engage in a new, active task (see chapter 51).

Gamma Rhythms

Our environment bombards us with data from countless sources. How does each

new perceptual and conceptual piece of such an immense jigsaw puzzle fit into a

larger coherent construct, one that we can use, consciously or unconsciously?

Studies of gamma EEG activities have helped theorists wrestle with at least one

aspect of this so-called binding problem. The problem has many facets.

Gamma rhythms cycle faster than 30 times per second. Some researchers

place their upper limit at an arbitrary 80 cps. Often, gamma is simply measured

at 40 cps. It can be hard to pin down precisely ‘‘where’’ gamma arises and what it

‘‘means,’’ because gamma rhythms are ubiquitous. They can be detected both in

single nerve cells and from larger constellations of neurons. Here, it suffices to be-

gin by mentioning three caveats.

� Large muscles underlie the scalp electrodes that record the EEG from the frontal

and temporal lobes. These muscles contract when you become emotionally tense.

Their contractions create a broadband signal that contaminates the EEG. These pe-

ripheral muscle artifacts must be eliminated. Not until then can gamma band

power be attributed to your brain itself. Electromyograms (EMGs) can detect these

muscle activities, and various filtering techniques can be used to minimize their

interference.

� In the brain, gamma activities appear to subserve not one but several different

functions.16 For example, sensory stimulation prompts brief, phasic gamma

responses to occur. In evoked potential studies, these evoked components arrive

reflexly some 100 milliseconds after the stimulus. A second phase occurs later on.

These delayed, so-called cognitive gamma responses arise in association with the

delayed P300 waveforms.
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� An important point is often lost sight of: each time we achieve mental coherence,

focused attention also plays a pivotal role. MEG studies show that gamma

responses increase during the first 50 to 250 ms after we have been stimulated by

a visual or auditory event. But suppose our attention has been distracted else-

where? Now, no such gamma increase occurs.17

Current theories suggest that our brain’s functional signaling is complex. Its

‘‘building blocks’’ could involve not only synchronized gamma activities but also

some alpha, theta, and even delta oscillations. How, precisely, might multiple,

distributed brain networks meld different functions into one meaningful event

that could be described as ‘‘binding?’’ Could at least some aspects of mental coher-

ence arrive at times when faster gamma activities ‘‘nestle’’ their peaks neatly into

the ‘‘room’’ available in the spaces between the slower theta firing rates? Could

oscillations represent processes that combine to form intimate, physiological phase

relationships?

Bear with one current theoretical approach to this ‘‘nestling’’ question. It is

so imaginative that it can serve several functions simultaneously.18 It can become

both an illustration of how hard-pressed neuroscientists are by the vast dimen-

sions of the ‘‘binding’’ problem, and an example of gross speculations that may

still have some heuristic potential. The theory begins with some numbers: when

gamma waves cycle, say at the ‘‘magic number’’ of 40 times per second, then their

successive peaks will be some 25 ms apart. Forty peaks can nestle into 1000 ms (1

second) if each gamma wave lasts 25 ms.

Next, the theory builds on two other observations: (1) We hear two distinct

auditory clicks only when these two stimuli are separated by a critical interval of

time. They must arrive more than 25 ms apart. However, if the two clicks occur

less than 25 ms apart, we cannot discriminate them. We fuse the two, and hear

only one sound. (2) Our short-term memory is limited. It remains accurate only if

we burden it with no more than seven items at any one time. (It used to be a lot

easier when our telephone numbers were limited to seven numbers, before area

codes added the mental burden of three extra numbers to remember.)

Frank speculation leads on from here: perhaps a single, separate stimulus

event (as defined by some 5 to 7 distinctive features) could constitute one coded

‘‘package.’’ Then we might ‘‘bundle’’ each such event up inside five to seven of

these successive gamma waves. If so, each gamma-clustered event would now

last for around 125 to 175 ms (5 waves times 25 ¼ 125; 7 waves times 25 ¼ 175).

The features coded within various gamma event clusters might then go on

to ‘‘nestle’’ inside one theta cycle. How so? Because a single theta cycle also lasts

for a reasonably comparable period: some 143 to 250 ms. Perhaps then, one such

theta wave could provide a ‘‘frame of reference’’ that might serve as a kind of

‘‘index function.’’ Theoretically, processes of this kind might allow the brain to
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‘‘bundle/nestle/index’’ several sets of stimulus features into their correct tempo-

ral sequence. In practice, such a scheme might help the brain perceive, encode,

store, and then recall a single event.

During one form of meditation, at least, source analysis indicates that

the gamma activity does not represent some artificial technical harmonic of the

beta-2 wave activity discussed earlier. Instead, it arises from separate neuronal

populations.19

In the laboratory, human subjects prepare mentally, anticipating the task

ahead. (‘‘Ready, set, go!’’) Gamma frequencies change within your frontal regions

as soon as you start to prepare mentally for a visual task. For example, one well-

trained subject consistently increased his frontal 36 cps gamma power during the

7-second interval before his visual task. Simultaneously, he decreased his 44 to 64

cps gamma power.20 This trained subject provided a noteworthy introspective re-

port: he felt ‘‘globally’’ more ‘‘focused’’ just during those particular seconds when

his 36 cps gamma activity had become most well developed.

Zen meditative training emphasizes clarity and immediacy of perception. Clar-

ity has both qualitative and quantitative aspects. It refers chiefly to that sharpness

of perception which enables a percept to be fully and completely attended to. In

physiological terms, it suggests that average signal-to-noise ratios are being

enhanced globally or focally. This occurs in brief periods during the earlier years,

is enhanced during retreats, and may later occur much more frequently in associ-

ation with advanced degrees of monastic practice. When long-term meditators are

also highly trained, will their reports of greater perceptual clarity correlate with

particular gamma frequencies in certain regions? This hypothesis is testable.

Intracranial electrodes have recorded gamma activities from the human

cortex directly. Individual human subjects do differ slightly in their gamma fre-

quencies around 40 cps even when they perform standardized visual and motor

tasks.21

We are tuned in to gamma at 40 cps. Humans have an innate physiolog-

ical preference for stimuli that arrive at this particular frequency.22 Thus, the op-

timal rate for delivering auditory stimulation is precisely 40 cps. This frequency

prompts a steady-state EEG response, recorded from scalp electrodes, that peaks

in amplitude at 40 cps. Stimulations of 40 cps also give the maximum regional

blood flow increase in PET scans. This rate also selectively activates an auditory

region in the pons and cerebellum. Gamma band activity is enhanced over the

frontoparietal network when normal subjects anticipate a visual stimulus. This

distribution of gamma correlates with their faster reaction times when they per-

form a simple visual motor task.23

Various lines of evidence converge to suggest that much of our ‘‘binding’’ of

sensory features hinges not just on gamma activity per se but on the way the stimu-

lus goes on to induce gamma activity which becomes synchronized and in phase.24 Recent
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evidence suggests that our implicit attentional focus involves a similarly induced

gamma activity, as well as gamma oscillations that then evolve further during the

whole sequential process. The early gamma oscillations peak at 100 ms after

the onset of a visual stimulus. They correlate with the coarse visual properties of

this stimulus and with selective attention. The later gamma oscillations peak at

around 250 ms. They occupy a broader band (55–85 cps) than does the earlier re-

sponse (30–45 cps). These later oscillations correlate with the way the perceivers

integrate their internal representations with their prior experience during subse-

quent cognitive processing.25

Recordings from intracranial electrodes show that we develop more cou-

pling of gamma coherence between the cortex and hippocampus during the wak-

ing hours than during sleep. Moreover, this greater gamma coherence occurs both

locally (within a cortical region) and transcortically.26

Intracranial electrodes at other sites have sampled gamma oscillations over

a wide range from 30 to 130 cps.27 The waves increase while visual stimuli are

being encoded. In the fusiform gyrus, gamma oscillations increase when the pa-

tients focus their attention on a visual stimulus, but decrease later when they hab-

ituate to the stimulus. In contrast, gamma increases in the lateral occipital region

during the anticipatory phase of visual attention, and before the visual stimulus

actually arrives.

Very Fast and Slower Frequencies

Intracranial electrodes disclose rhythms cycling as high as 300 times per second in

the subthalamic nucleus deep in the brain. These fast rhythms increase during

movement and during dopamine stimulation, and are much reduced at rest.28

Intracerebral electrodes also reveal that cats show fast ‘‘rippling’’ activity between

80 and 200 cps during their natural states of vigilance.29

Delta waves (0.7–4.0 cps) correlate with areas of brain damage in neurologi-

cal patients. However, in normals, these slow waveforms are characteristic of

slow wave sleep. The normal cortex has an intrinsic slow oscillation as low as 0.7

cps. This slow activity can be suppressed during waking states by the release of

either acetylcholine or norepinephrine.30 This finding of an intrinsic slow rhythm

is of note in relation to the observation that certain kinds of internal mental pro-

cessing sometimes reveal delta activities.31

In Summary

The brain’s multiple rhythms express a basic fact: its many interacting modules

are constantly shifting into complex physiological configurations. What does this

imply in terms of a single emotion and a single thought? Firing rates of cells in
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one region do not explain these distinct experiences. They represent widespread,

transient physiological linkages that are being ‘‘mediated by synchrony over mul-

tiple frequency bands.’’32

17

Some Gamma EEG and Heart Rate Changes during

Meditation

Questioner: How many years do I have to practice zazen?

Taisen Deshimaru: Until you die.

Taisen Deshimaru (1914–1982)1

Long-time Buddhist practitioners self-induce sustained electroencephalographic high-

amplitude gamma-based oscillations and phase-synchrony during meditation.

Antoine Lutz and colleagues2

It probably takes a long time for regular meditative training to cause a persistent

major change in the EEG. This chapter addresses the latest research on gamma

EEG activities during certain Tibetan styles of meditation. The next chapter

describes the EEG changes in alpha and theta activities in Zen meditation.

Recent Studies of Self-Induced, High-Amplitude Synchronized Gamma Activity

Please note: the subjects in these studies were long-term Tibetan meditators. First

we need to describe the different nature of the practice these eight mature Tibetan

Buddhists had engaged in before they were studied.3 They had undergone prior

training for some 15 to 40 years, and had spent an estimated ten to fifty thousand

hours (!) meditating. Their average age was 49. The controls were 10 naive student

volunteers who averaged 21 years of age. They underwent 1 week of meditative

training, an hour a day.

The two groups had practiced a particular mental state for very different

lengths of time: ‘‘a non-referential state of loving kindness and compassion.’’ This

state is not easy to classify into the usual concentrative or receptive categories. It is

self-described as ‘‘unconditional loving kindness and compassion’’; as an ‘‘un-

restricted readiness and availability to help living beings’’; as ‘‘pure compassion’’;

and as ‘‘non-referential compassion.’’

Furthermore, it is a state which has no specific point object on which the

meditator concentrates, nor does it specifically involve memories or images. In-
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stead, it ‘‘cultivates a receptivity or openness’’ to experience. After the meditator

decides to enter this state, any volitional aspects are said to dissipate. Thus, the

meditator allows his feelings of loving kindness and compassion to ‘‘permeate’’

his mental field, in a way that then becomes reminiscent more of a subtle mode of

affect than of attention per se. Chapter 89 serves as another reminder that the de-

velopment of selfless compassion is an implicit part of the spiritual path world-

wide [Z:648–653]. Therefore, the research being described has a significance

confined neither to Zen nor to Buddhism.

The EEGs that monitored this state were recorded using a 128-channel net of

sensors. Gamma band activity was sampled at 25 to 42 cps. Slower wave activities

were recorded at 4 to 13 cps. Various manual and other techniques were applied

to remove muscle artifacts. The findings may be summarized as follows:

� At baseline, during the neutral, nonmeditative, relaxed state, the Buddhist practi-

tioners had much more gamma band activity per given amount of slower wave

activity than did the novice controls. This higher ratio of gamma to slower wave

activity was especially evident over the medial frontoparietal electrodes.

� Some 5 to 15 seconds after the neutral period ended, the meditators began to en-

ter their ‘‘pure compassion’’ stage of meditation. Now they gradually developed a

robust and extraordinarily high degree of synchronized gamma activity.

� The amplitudes of this induced gamma activity were some three or more times

higher than those achieved when they tried to mimic the ordinary contractions of

muscles around the head that might occur during meditation.

� The more hours each meditator had practiced during prior years, the higher was

their absolute gamma activity.

� Two meditators had the highest amplitude of self-induced gamma activity. A sepa-

rate study was done of their evoked responses to auditory stimuli during a differ-

ent style of meditation. The higher their gamma amplitudes were before the

stimulation, the more their gamma amplitudes increased during these sepa-

rate tests of evoked gamma activity. The different style of ‘‘open presence’’ medi-

tation used for this later study requires a total relaxation of all muscles, including

those of the head. It is said to resemble ‘‘pure compassion,’’ but lacks its affective

components.

� Long-distance, transcortical synchronizations were evident between the frontal

and parietal leads. In one subject, the degree of synchronization between the two

hemispheres increased some 30% during meditation. These synchronization

effects were also greater in the long-term practitioners.

� Parallel fMRI studies showed enhanced signals in the caudate and putamen, thala-

mus, right insula, anterior cingulate, and left midfrontal regions. In contrast, sig-

nals were reduced in the right midfrontal regions.4
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Comment and Interpretations

This study highlights the way long-term advanced meditators can induce

synchronized high-amplitude gamma activity during a special state that resem-

bles an induced, global version of compassion. In design and execution, the study

sets a high standard for research on gamma activities in other styles of meditation.

What is the significance of the synchronized gamma activity that involves

both frontal and parietal lobes? A conventional view is that the two lobes are

operating hand in glove when we carry out behavioral acts. In one sense, the

body image representations back in our parietal region might be conceptualized

as providing the sensorimotor framework from which our frontal executive func-

tions can proceed.

So, to the degree that such notions are valid, then this frontoparietal gamma

pattern, when accompanied by caudate and putamen activations, might possibly

be consistent with some generic ‘‘preparation’’ for an unusual version of what the

meditators call ‘‘compassion.’’ However, they also call it ‘‘nonreferential.’’ Perhaps

it has more in common with empathy, considering that it has yet to be directed to-

ward an external object.

What does it mean when trained meditators activate their caudate and puta-

men? These two nuclei in the neostriatum are viewed as acting in concert with our

frontal motor, premotor, and prefrontal cortex. To what end? To help us form hab-

its at successively higher-level behavioral and cognitive levels. In this regard, it is

important to realize that some mechanisms represented within these two nuclei

serve goals that are excitatory; others are inhibitory.

What significance attaches to synchronized waveforms? In the previous

chapter we defined these as waveforms that recur regularly and rhythmically.

When these individually smooth wave peaks from adjacent regions all arrive at

precisely the same time, this is called phase-locking. When phase-locked activities

attain high amplitudes, it suggests that more nerve cells are synchronizing their

firing into integrated activities. Greater degrees of long-distance synchronizing

effects suggest that more transcortical or thalamocortical firings are being inte-

grated. When these multiple synchronies involve much of the brain, the term co-

herence describes this uniformity of EEG activity.

Recent Studies of Changes in Heart Rate Oscillations Associated with Slowed Breathing

An increase in parasympathetic tone from the vagus nerve has long been known to

slow the heart rate temporarily during each breathing cycle. The technical term for

this is sinus arrhythmia. Many young athletes vary their pulse rates for this reason.

Highly complicated heart rate fluctuations occur in healthy young adults

during Chinese Chi or Kundalini Yoga meditative techniques.5 These oscillations
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are closely related to slow rates of breathing. However, the rate fluctuations

are significantly greater than those which occur in the usual forms of sinus

arrhythmia.

Recent studies have tested whether such variations in vagal tone clarify in a

significant way the basic central nervous system mechanisms of meditation. When

breathing slows to less than seven breaths per minute, it is associated with greater

amplitudes of sinus arrhythmia. In transcendental meditation (TM) practice, dur-

ing episodes of so-called transcending, slower breath rates do occur. They are

accompanied by increased skin conductance responses to a bell ring, and by

increased amplitude and coherence of alpha activity in the frontoparietal regions.

In addition, there occurs a ‘‘significantly higher vagal tone during transcending.’’6

In this condition, the tendency toward enhanced sinus arrhythmia during tran-

scending is reported to be largely independent of the changes in the rates of

breathing per se.

This study emphasized a fact long known: a variety of substates occur, at

different times, during one individual meditation session. Indeed, these substates

are so distinct, physiologically and phenomenologically, that they require sepa-

rate, individual analysis. How are individual episodes of ‘‘pure consciousness’’ to

be interpreted in relation to the more general aspects of consciousness when they

are accompanied by breath suppression? This is discussed further in chapter 87 of

part VIII.

18

EEG and Heart Rate Changes in Zen Meditation

When one goes into Zen meditation, one passes, as a usual process, through a psychic

field, from the surface down to the depth, as if one were plummeting into a lake in a

diving bell.

Nanrei Kobori-Roshi (1914–1992)1

Worldly ideas or irrelevant thoughts pass through the mind even in time of

meditation. In this case I simply wait and allow these things to go through my mind

until they naturally disappear in an instant. I do not dwell upon these experiences

that pass through my mind.

A Zen monk2

In Hirai’s series, Zen monks who had trained for many years often progressed

through the following sequence of EEG changes when they meditated: (1) orga-

nized alpha waves appeared initially, even though the monks’ eyes were open;
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(2) alpha increased in amplitude; (3) alpha frequency slowed; (4) rhythmic

theta trains occurred even though the monks were not particularly sleepy at that

time.3

Hirai studied twenty-three Rinzai monks during a 1-week intensive retreat.

Based on the number of years they had been in training, they could be classified

into three groups: (1) less than 5 years; (2) 5 to 20 years; (3) more than 20 years.

Rhythmic theta trains occurred only in those three monks who had trained for

more than 20 years. Of the thirteen monks who had trained 5 years or less, the

majority (eight monks) only showed prominent alpha waves initially. The remain-

ing five monks either reduced their alpha frequency or increased their alpha am-

plitude or both.

The same Rinzai Zen master also ranked his twenty-three Zen monks inde-

pendently on the basis of how proficient they were in meditation. Only four

monks received his high-proficiency rating. Of these, three had rhythmic theta

trains.

Hirai was well aware that when normal subjects become drowsy they also

show similar EEG changes. He pointed, however, to the results in the larger series

of Zen monks that he had also studied. During meditation, repeated auditory

clicks tended repeatedly to block (desynchronize) their alpha rhythms. It remains

to be seen whether this latter finding—reduced habituation to external stimuli—

can be replicated in a contemporary EEG and polygraph study of equally well-

trained Zen monks in a retreat setting [Z:104–107]. For reasons discussed in the

last two chapters, the detailed responses of different gamma frequencies will be

of particular interest, though changes in the alpha, beta, and theta range will still

be informative.

Meanwhile, two recent studies of Zen meditation have been reported from

Japan. In one, the subjects (six men, six women) sustained their attention and

controlled their breath during a standard technique of Zen meditation. Their elec-

trocardiograms (ECGs) were taken both during meditation and during control

periods.4 Half of the subjects developed frontal midline theta activity. Calcula-

tions based on their heart rate variability suggested that they developed greater

degrees of frontal midline theta activities when their sympathetic nervous system

was less engaged.

Multiple factors at many levels of the neuraxis can shift the functional bal-

ance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic

nervous system. Measurements at multiple levels will be required before we un-

derstand which mechanisms at which levels cause such heart rate variability. The

caveat seems relevant to certain kinds of meditation procedures, which—though

they may be described as ‘‘attention demanding’’—also involve varying degrees

of drowsiness or ‘‘relief from the anxiety.’’5
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Some people are more anxious. Some people find it easy to meditate. If

you’re a more anxious person, does this trait influence either how deeply you can

relax, or how much internalized attention you can develop? These issues were

studied in twenty-two beginning Zen meditators. Their psychological state was

first assessed by Spielberger’s State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. Their meditation

was then monitored with EEG and heart rate variability techniques.6 During med-

itation, they developed increased alpha EEG coherence between the two frontal

regions. The more relaxed subjects showed more bifrontal alpha coherence. Their

greater degrees of relaxation appeared to correlate with their high-frequency heart

rate variability, a parasympathetic index. However, higher scores for trait anxiety

also correlated with the greater percent change in this high-frequency parasympa-

thetic index. Subjects who showed lower trait anxiety were more likely to engage

in greater degrees of internalized attention when they meditated.

In summary, Zen meditators tend to develop more alpha and theta activities

bifrontally in association with a shift toward vagal influences in their autonomic

nervous system. We need to know more about the basic psychological differences

among persons who meditate.

Relevant Changes in Other Styles of Meditation

Meditators who undergo a mindfulness training program can develop lateralized

changes in their alpha EEG activity, as discussed in the next chapter. Long-term

meditators in the TM program also show patterns of EEG activities that are more

enduring and coherent.7

Twenty experienced meditators in the Sahaja Yoga tradition were studied

during rest and meditation using a sixty-two-channel EEG.8 When assessed by

conventional linear analysis, EEG power increased over the midline frontal and

central regions in the theta-1 (4–6 cps), theta-2 (6–8 cps), and alpha-1 (8–10 cps)

frequency bands. When other calculations were used for nonlinear complexity,

the data suggested that these theta-2 and alpha-1 activities reflected less complex

neuronal dynamics. In contrast, the faster beta-3 frequencies (22–30 cps) were

associated with more complex neuronal dynamics. The authors suggested that

when we focus attention internally, our ‘‘irrelevant networks’’ are being ‘‘switched

off.’’

When positive ‘‘blissful’’ episodes arise during meditation, some EEG

studies report that prominent theta activities become more coherent in the front

and the back of the brain. Theta activities can also become more synchronized

over the anterior and midline frontal regions, predominately on the left side.9

This finding serves to introduce one of the themes to be developed in the next

chapter: a general tendency for left frontal activities to correlate with our more

‘‘positive’’ emotions.
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Delayed Physiological Responses to Meditation

A robust cortisol response to acute stressors is beneficial in preventing stress-activated

defense mechanisms from overshooting and damaging the organism. Chronically ele-

vated baseline or average cortisol, on the other hand, appears to increase risk for a

variety of diseases.

C. MacLean and colleagues1

The mindfulness group displayed a larger response to the flu vaccine, and—most

interesting—the larger the leftward tilt in a person’s brain activity, the greater the

beneficial response to the flu vaccine.

Daniel Goleman2

Life presents one stressful situation after another. We respond both acutely and

chronically. Converging lines of evidence indicate that regular meditative practice

does help one respond more appropriately to stressful conditions. Several differ-

ent programs lay claim to beneficial results, including TM,3 mindfulness medita-

tion,4 and other approaches known collectively as ‘‘mind-body medicine.’’5

Psychoneuroimmunology has also developed into a new specialty field.6

Early research results established that immunological responses fell after dramatic

events such as bereavement when one’s spouse died, or 2 days of sleep depri-

vation. Final examinations—a common short-lived stressful situation—were

recently found to have immunological consequences. Negative emotions and

stressful experiences generate molecules known as proinflammatory cytokines.

One such molecule, interleukin-6, enhances the production of C-reactive protein,

a risk factor for heart attacks.

Cortisol: Pros and Cons

Cortisol is a glucocorticoid hormone. Cortisol levels in the blood normally start to

rise at dawn and reach their lowest levels in the early evening. Adrenocortico-

tropic hormone (ACTH) from the pituitary gland stimulates the additional release

of cortisone from our adrenal cortex as a normal part of our stress responses.

Cortisol has interesting effects on the brain, in addition to its effect on the

body. It

� increases long-term potentiation in the hippocampus;

� increases serotonin (ST) turnover in the hypothalamus and midbrain;
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� upregulates ST2 receptors in the cerebral cortex;

� increases excitotoxic cell death in the hippocampus, and contributes to the mem-

ory loss associated with aging.

Theory: If stress responses release more cortisol from the adrenal cortex, and

if regular meditation does reduce these responses to stress, then perhaps regular

meditators would develop lower cortisol blood levels. Perhaps such lower cortisol

levels would not interfere with the normal lymphocyte production of antibodies.

Fact: one group of TM practitioners showed a normal pattern of blood cortisol

levels.7

A standardized stress test was then designed to test a second group of male

TM subjects. These men enlist our sympathy, because this task lasted an hour,

and wasn’t easy.8 It included 6 minutes of sustained mental arithmetic, the need

to use a mirror to trace a star, and maintaining a constant degree of hand grip ten-

sion. This stress test was repeated after the volunteers had then practiced in the

TM program for the next 4 months.

After their 4 months of practice, these TM subjects did show a decline in

their baseline cortisol measurements. They also showed an increased cortisol re-

sponse to the standard laboratory stressors. Whether this particular pattern of cor-

tisol responses reflects an entirely ‘‘adaptive’’ series of mechanisms could be open

to several interpretations.

In another cortisol study, fifty-two male college students entered into a Thai

Buddhist practice of concentrative meditation. Thirty nonmeditating male stu-

dents served as their controls.9 Baseline blood samples were drawn before the stu-

dents began their 2-month training program. They were repeated at 3 weeks and

at 6 weeks into the program. The way the students responded to a questionnaire

at the end of the program helped classify them into two groups: (1) those who

could meditate successfully and arrive at a state of tranquility; and (2) those who

could not.

Both groups of meditators significantly lowered their serum cortisol to levels

below those in the nonmeditating controls. The successful group reduced their

cortisol levels significantly below their baseline levels, both at 3 weeks and at 6

weeks. In the unsuccessful meditators, cortisol levels at 6 weeks did not differ

from baseline levels.

A related question might be directed toward the sympathetic division of the

autonomic nervous system: Do meditators who practice regularly also have lower

blood levels of catecholamines, perhaps reflecting lesser degrees of activation

of their sympathetic–adrenal medulla system?10 In a different group of nine-

teen TM subjects, their 9:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. norepinephrine (NE) levels were

significantly lower than controls. Their morning epinephrine levels were also
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significantly lower. Their response to stress was not tested. In summary, the

results suggest that regular meditative practice can reduce blood cortisone and

NE levels.

A Biotechnology ‘‘Stress Test’’ of Mindfulness Training

The recent economic downturn proved especially difficult for biotechnology com-

panies. Under these stressful circumstances, employee anxieties would pose a rig-

orous challenge to the potential benefits of any kind of meditative training. It was

to these employees in this difficult setting that Jon Kabat-Zinn chose to deliver

personally his 8-week training program of mindfulness training.11

Kabat-Zinn’s course includes training in a calming meditation that focuses

on the breath, together with a scan of meditative awareness directed to sensations

arising throughout the body.12 His class of 25 employees met for 2 to 3 hours each

week for 8 weeks. A silent 7-hour retreat was held during the sixth week. The

employees were also expected to practice meditation at home for 1 hour a day, 6

days a week, using guided audiotapes. The control group consisted of sixteen

interested subjects who had been placed on a temporary waiting-list.

The meditation class was conducted during daily work hours. Was this the

optimal time? Not unless one were to view this corporate work environment as a

challenging ‘‘stress test.’’ Still, even this short program was associated with a sub-

tle increase in the subjects’ degrees of relative left-sided anterior EEG activation.13

This increase was correlated with psychological tests that showed reductions in

negative affect and increases in positive affect.

Contrary to expectations, the meditators showed significant EEG changes

in the mid-prefrontal (F4–F3) electrode locations. Instead, their most consistent

evidence of other, more lateralized, anterior cerebral activations was limited to

leads farther back on the left side. These were at central and anterior temporal

sites.

The meditators did develop a rise in their influenza antibody titers (sig-

nificantly greater than controls). The rises occurred in response to receiving a

vaccination against influenza at the close of their 8-week course.14 The greatest

increase in antibody titers occurred in subjects who increased their left-sided an-

terior activation the most. The antibody titers were measured in two subsequent

blood drawings, after 3 to 5 weeks and 8 to 9 weeks respectively.

Neither the frequency and duration of the employees’ practice at home nor

the subjective changes (both items were estimated from self-reports) could be cor-

related with either the EEG findings or with the antibody titers.15

This relatively more rapid peak rise in antibody titers can be added to an al-

ready long list of reported physiological and biochemical changes. The data sug-
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gest that even short periods of mindfulness training can be of practical value in

helping people relieve those natural responses of brain and body which are well-

known to be adversely influenced by stressful situations.16

Other Studies of the Relationships between Personality Types and Immunological

Responses

Several other psychophysiological studies link temperament with humoral and

cellular immune responses. A subsequent study of fifty-two men and women in

their sixth decade confirmed that persons who evidenced a ‘‘negative affective

style’’ also mounted a weaker influenza antibody response.17 What was meant by

a ‘‘negative style?’’ The evidence was apparent in the way these people described

in writing the happiest and saddest events in their lives.

Negative affective styles were correlated with three other laboratory tests: a

greater relative right prefrontal EEG activation at baseline; a greater subsequent

degree of relative right prefrontal EEG activation; and a greater relative tendency

to blink the eyes during a test of the startle response.

Another study was conducted in healthy college students of both sexes.

Those whose baseline EEG showed a greater relative left-sided activation began

with higher lytic activities in their natural killer cells. They also showed a further

increase of these cells’ activities above baseline in response to viewing a ‘‘happy’’

(positive) film clip.18

Cancer: Another Kind of Challenging ‘‘Stress Test’’ of the Benefits of Mindfulness Training

Patients diagnosed with cancer undergo major stress responses. Various ‘‘psycho-

logical’’ interventions have been tried. Their effects on measures of humoral and

cellular immunity often vary. The result is ‘‘a confusing overall picture.’’19

However, after the same kind of 8-week mindfulness meditation program,

forty-two breast or prostate cancer patients were considered to have shown signif-

icant improvement in their overall quality of life, in their stress symptoms, and in

the quality of their sleep. Their T cell production of interleukin-4 increased more

than threefold. Interferon gamma decreased, as did their natural killer cell pro-

duction of interleukin-10. This latter immune profile was thought to resemble the

pattern shown by persons who shift up from symptoms of depression toward a

more normal (and potentially anti-inflammatory) profile. It is relevant to note

that during depression, patients often tend to show elevated levels of ACTH and

cortisol.

In summary, meditation appears to help reduce stress responses, though the

precise mechanisms responsible for its benefits are still being studied.
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20

Breathing In; Breathing Out

Thoracic respiration gradually shifts to the abdominal and turns into a predominance

of abdominal respiration with the progress of the meditation.

T. Hirai1

Where does our normal spontaneous respiratory rhythm come from? Researchers

are still pursuing its pacemakers and intricate circuitry.2 A particular small cluster

of nerve cells down in the medulla does generate the basic rhythm of breathing.3

Acetylcholine (ACH) receptors are now known to increase this breathing rate.4 In

contrast, an area in the dorsolateral pons can suppress respiration.5 It lies between

the main sensory and motor nuclei of the trigeminal nerve.

In her comprehensive review of the literature, Bouin cites a variety of ways

that meditation influences respiration.6 In the resting state, meditators usually

breathe more slowly than controls, and each breath has a larger tidal volume.

They also breathe more vigorously in response to carbon dioxide than do controls.

However, while meditating, the meditators reduce their breathing rate even fur-

ther, and then show a substantial decrease in their ventilatory response to carbon

dioxide. During meditation, the carbon dioxide pressure (referable to the alveoli

of the lungs) rises more than during relaxation. It seems unlikely that retained car-

bon dioxide alone would be the primary mechanism for all of the experiential

phenomena during meditation.

Lower Abdominal Movements during Breathing

Like other practiced meditators, Zen monks breathe more slowly during medita-

tion (zazen), and tend increasingly to spend more time breathing out than breath-

ing in. Moreover, the more relaxed they become, the less the intercostal muscles of

their chest contract, and the more evident become their movements down in the

abdomen.

At this stage, the piston-like contractions and relaxations of the diaphragm

become an increasingly significant cause of the passive movements outward and

inward of the lower abdominal wall. Note that a more relaxed abdominal wall

would enable its passive movements to become more apparent. But if you elect to

squeeze out the very last of your inspired air, you can still feel your lower abdomi-

nal muscles actively contracting. Electromyograms would help distinguish be-

tween the two factors.

In this regard, a pathway was recently discovered in animals that does gen-

erate active lower abdominal contractions during breathing.7 This path starts in
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the upper medulla in its ventral lateral portion. Its terminals descend to a second

neuron, which then sends its axons far down into the spinal cord. These fibers

end on spinal motor neurons, the ones whose synapses will finally lead to the

contractions of the lower abdominal muscles. In experiments on lower animals,

even after opioids stop all other breathing movements, only these particular

lower abdominal muscles still contract rhythmically during the late expiratory

phase.

Why Pay Attention to the Tanden?

It is not clear during which century the ancients first emphasized the benefits

of focusing attention on the breathing movements down in the lower abdomen

(the tanden). Zen teachers have commonly advocated the technique. It begs to be

studied carefully, longitudinally, using modern psychophysiological and neuro-

imaging methods, especially in meditators already expert in its use.

The technique first requires arriving at a certain level of calm, undistracted

relaxation. It also requires a degree of skillful one-pointed focusing on a faint

rhythmic movement far distant from one’s head. Because several mechanisms

overlap and reinforce each other, teasing out their individual contributions will

not be easy. Guided imagery techniques have also been successful in relaxing

patients and in slowing their respirations to as few as 3–5 breaths per minute.

Therefore, focusing attention on breathing is to be regarded as neither specific to

Zen nor as mysterious.8

Subsequent chapters suggest that a person who can focus attention on a fun-

damental breathing rhythm might gradually calm the firing activities of such lim-

bic sites as the amygdala (and possibly of such paralimbic sites as the insula). But

ideally, the way the several general mechanisms evolve needs to be monitored by

faster recording methods, including fMRI, rather than by slower PET techniques

[Z:281–283].

Breath Suspensions during Shallow Meditative Absorptions

The basic animal research is relevant because we still don’t know why benign

breath suspensions occur during shallow meditative absorptions. Are the mecha-

nisms that stop breathing opioid in nature or nonopioid? Or could both types be

involved? [Z:96–98]. Further studies are indicated to confirm that primates also

have comparable opioid-resistant pathways leading to their lower abdominal

muscles. If so, then faint lower abdominal muscle contractions might still occur

(and be detected, if looked for) in meditators even though most of their other

movements associated with breathing at higher thoracic levels might seem to

have been suspended.
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The pons and its connections become of interest for several reasons:

� Its parabrachial complex of nuclei is a major source of ACH. [Z:164–169]. Patients

develop apneustic breathing after lesions damage their dorsolateral pons at and

below this complex of ACH cells.9 Apneustic breathing means that breathing slows

markedly. The term apnea refers to breathing that stops completely or perma-

nently. In neurological patients who have pontine damage, breathing pauses at

the end of inspiration, or expiration, or both. In meditators, careful studies have

revealed that some meditators do first breathe in normal tidal volumes of air (be-

tween 500 and 800 mL). But then a ‘‘continual slight inspiration of another 25–100

mL’’ of air can actually occur, despite the fact that their breathing might appear to

have ‘‘stopped.’’10

� The parabrachial region, and its connections, also plays an essential role in various

conditioning processes. These lead to food preferences and to food aversions.11

Similar longings and loathings are relevant targets of Zen training.

� The sensory and motor nuclei of the trigeminal (fifth cranial) nerve also lie in this

dorsolateral pontine region. In between these two nuclei is the sensitive area that

can produce apneic responses.12 This sensory nucleus of the trigeminal nucleus is a

major recipient of information about how much air flows in and out through the

nasal passages (see chapters 14 and 73).

Benign breath suspensions imply that the meditator’s respiratory drive is be-

ing inhibited. How? Where? Presumably by the release of GABA—and possibly

also by opioids released during some phases of deep internal absorption. Do such

major inhibitions arise at levels in or near the dorsolateral pons, and extend their

influence into adjacent nuclei? If so, then other discrete corresponding inhibitory

effects might possibly be detected. It would be of interest to test for changes in

motor activity in muscles supplied by the fifth cranial nerve. This would be evi-

dent in electromyograms (EMGs) from the masseter and temporal muscles of the

head; and for signs of any reduced sensory responses, apparent in evoked poten-

tials elicited from lower parts of the face.

As a practical matter, neuroimaging researchers need to be aware that sub-

jects who hold the breath for periods even as short as 3 seconds can generate con-

fusing signals in fMRI recordings.13

Vigorous Acts while Breathing Out

A taut abdomen supports our trunk movements. A lax belly does not. This is one

reason why the boatman times the end of his ‘‘Yo-oh heave ho!’’ cry to coincide

with his strongest pull. Professional tennis has become increasingly noisy as
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grunting exhalations coincide with each stroke. In Japan, martial arts trainees

have long been advised: ‘‘any attack must take place while breathing out (yang),

if possible while the adversary is breathing in (yin), because he is then at his most

vulnerable.’’14

In summary, the way we breathe in and out provides researchers with an

intimate window into our brain function. That window has yet to be fully

utilized.

21

A Quest for ‘‘No’’ Answers: Koan, Huatou, Jakugo, Mondo

Koan study is essentially a skillful means to really make us question what this life is,

until we fully resolve the question.

Bernie Glassman-Roshi1

Kobori-Roshi asks me: ‘‘Do you know why Zen methods are strict?’’ (I don’t, so I

say ‘‘No.’’) He continues: ‘‘When the Zen master says NO!, this is his direct way to

gradually condition away years upon years of his students’ unfruitful thinking and

behavior.’’ [Z: 61]

‘‘No’’ does several things. ‘‘No!’’ jolts you out of your complacency. Negation

encourages you to take a fresh look at what you’re doing. It can also help you

trace your resistances back to their source. In the process, you begin to discover

how much your responses have been conditioned.

Negation itself has a long history, its source dating to ancient times. As far

back as the Vedic Age (c. 1500–500 b.c.e.) negation entered into the ineffable mys-

tery of that Ultimate Reality referred to in the Upanishads (neti, neti, ‘‘not this, not

this’’).2

The ‘‘eight negations’’ attributed to Nagarjuna arrived in Buddhist India

during the second or third century.3 They argue for a conventional world of

manifold phenomena, but devoid of any final definitive truth. To follow this self-

annihilating logic is to reach the conclusion that all propositions are inherently

invalid.

The Koan

Among the several negations used later in China, one in particular would become

immortalized. It evolved into this koan often given to beginning students. A

monk asked Chao-chou (778–897) ‘‘Does a dog have Buddha nature?’’ Chao-chou

answered ‘‘No!’’ (Wu in Chinese; Mu in Japanese).
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Who is prepared for this negation (so grossly unfair to every wonderful dog

one has known)? Can such illogic add anything to one’s spiritual quest?

It can, for several reasons [Z:107–119]. To review only a few:

� After you contemplate the larger issues for a very long while, it may dawn on you

that this ‘‘No!,’’ this Mu, can serve as a useful training device. Not necessarily be-

cause of what it alone adds, but because your whole mental posture of question-

ing can be turned around to help you cut through your own conditioning, your

fixed opinions, your rigid attitudes [Z:110–119].

Will you always remain sentimentally attached to dogs? Will you stay

offended by a mere word? Little intuitions will help you recognize these and other

fixed opinions—your longings and loathings. Resistances center not just on our old

attitudes, but also on the way we elaborate them into expectations and fantasies.

Examined during mindful introspection, these problem areas can be worked

through more dispassionately [Z:125–129].

� A koan spins off further questions. It requires further work in depth. In this re-

spect, it does not operate the same way as does passively repeating a mantra.

� Of course, ‘‘No’’ and Mu can serve more pragmatic everyday functions. Each is

a single syllable, easy to remember. Repeating Mu, keeping it on line, incorporat-

ing the word sound into your lower abdomen—these techniques allow you to

insert Mu whenever you find your ‘‘monkey-mind’’ transporting you off into self-

indulgent daydreams. When said very gently, in the form of a soft nudge, ‘‘No’’

can help you return to the present moment and become realigned.

Not that thinking is ‘‘bad.’’ Thoughts are as natural as clouds in the sky. It’s

just that it is preferable to live mindfully right here, right now, rather than being

carried away.

At this basic practical level, then, a koan is useful during all kinds of situa-

tions as soon as you recall it and focus on its keyword or topic area. This becomes

a simple exercise in reapplying your attention to the present moment.4

� Recalling a koan can guide one toward certain fluid modes of perception and per-

spectives. The approach here involves mulling over the koan at progressively

deeper levels, both while one is resting or active. ‘‘No’’ enters once again, in the

sense that no logical guidelines exist for this kind of open-minded investigative

practice. Therefore, one byproduct is an increasing capacity to allow your atten-

tion the freedom to roam autonomously.

� The koan helps a busy roshi determine the student’s level of progress. The trainee

makes a presentation of his or her understanding of the koan during a formal in-

terview. During this demonstration and the rapid interchange, actions speak

louder than words. Body language helps the roshi determine how flexible is the

student’s state of mind. Immediate spontaneous responses to the koan are valued.

They are one measure of the student’s freedom to access more intuitive, uncondi-
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tioned modes of experience, beyond reach of conventional forms of logic. What

about the student’s thoughts and perceptions? Are they free from culturally condi-

tioned prejudices? Rigidities are grist for the mill of koan training.

� A koan is frustrating. Carefully calibrated degrees of emotional frustration can

help ‘‘stir the pot.’’

Types of Koans

Koans are used in Soto Zen practice (Dogen collected 300), not only in Rinzai Zen.

The first group of so-called entry koans is said to facilitate the initial opening into

kensho. The trainee goes beyond this initial glimpse of reality during further rig-

orous, advanced practice with an authentic teacher. This means following an

approach to ‘‘the matter beyond’’ (as suggested by table 10 in chapter 88).

The next group of koans is used in formal study to help comprehend the

world of Oneness.5 The third group of koans focuses on the unique diversity of

all things, building on this earlier perspective of Oneness. Later koans teach stu-

dents how to use living words, not dead words, to express the inexpressible. Sub-

sequent stages of training often address the so-called five ranks of Tozan and

various aspects of the major Buddhist precepts. The one-on-one confrontations

involved in such a prolonged course of study go beyond mere intellectual knowl-

edge, testing the student’s faith in the system and the endurance of both parties.

Huatou

During his 6-year solitary retreat as a young monk, Ch’an Master Sheng-yen

improvised several techniques similar to those just discussed above, but he did

not use the word koan to label them. Thus, whenever he found his thoughts wan-

dering, he would recall the phrase ‘‘put down.’’ This had been shouted at him ear-

lier by a senior monk. It was the equivalent of ‘‘drop it!’’ or ‘‘let go!’’6

When his concentration skills had improved, he would ask himself, ‘‘What is

it?’’ This question, like ‘‘Who am I?’’ is short, penetrating, and can be mulled over.

Such questions are referred to as huatou (Chin.) or wato ( J.). Some phrases also

serve as a kind of punch line when they are condensed from a longer koan. For

example, I have used ‘‘original face,’’ or ‘‘where is one?’’ to recall the core of each

of the two koans I have worked on in years past.

Koans are not for everyone. For me, a koan has served as a useful concentra-

tion device. It has helped me to become more attentive, aware, and questioning.

Yet, in candor, when I compare them with all the other benefits of Zen practice in

general, koans have played only a minor role.

My spontaneous intuitive functions seem to have been enhanced more by

the total atmosphere during sustained meditative retreats. Smaller intuitions then
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progressed toward deeper insights of various sizes. These subliminal processes

seemed to help me ‘‘realize’’ the hints underlying a koan in ways that I could

then go on to apply to practical, everyday existential issues. These insightful

appreciations seemed much more enduring than any understandings that might

have arisen at intellectual levels from something I read or heard someone else say.

Jakugo

Jakugo are short capping phrases. They sometimes serve as a way for trainees to

express something of the essence of a koan. However, they are regarded as lesser

accessories to koan practice. They not only lack the sheer power of a koan—being

‘‘something of a cross between a koan and a footnote’’—but run the risk of being

used intellectually.7 Master Daito (the founding abbot of Daitokuji) quoted or

composed some 2271 capping phrases, but finally settled on a core group of some

24 of them. The Zenrinkushu is one of the two capping phrase collections, and

some Rinzai schools still use it today.8 In appendix A, the reader will find exam-

ples of these phrases quoted from earlier versions of this anthology.

Mondo

The mondo is a form of question and answer. Often, a junior monk asks a reason-

ably meaningful question, only to receive a tangential response from his master.

Many old questions and ‘‘answers’’ simply illustrate both the limitations of logic

and the Zen master’s freedom to respond with free-floating spontaneity. The four

‘‘Mondo’’ chapters in this book serve a different purpose: the questions are

answered as directly as possible.

22

The Roshi

I would have all the teachers in schools of every kind, including those in Sunday

schools, agree that they would teach only what they know, that they would not palm

off guesses as demonstrated truths.

Robert Ingersoll (1833–1899)1

Avoid, like the plague, a clergyman who is also a man of business.

Saint Jerome (c. 342–420)

In this new millennium, few students seem to understand what total transforma-

tion means. Who in the West knows at the beginning how much commitment it

requires? Worldwide, relatively few genuine spiritual authorities are available,
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and they are stretched thin. Far too many ‘‘spiritual guides’’ exist who are soon

caught up in commercial enterprises.

The pioneering Japanese Zen masters who first resided in the United States

have almost all passed on. Their first- and second-generation trainees now face

mounting obstacles in bringing authentic Zen principles to the West. The essence

of Zen is gender neutral, and many of these effective teachers are now women.

In ancient China many old Zen masters were, in their own way, at least as

iconoclastic as Ingersoll. All too often now, contemporary Zen teachers are being

swept up into endless multitasking activities as entrepreneurs. Laski noted, as

had Jerome, that commercialism was a major impediment to mystical experience

[Z:453–454].

Nowadays, only the fortunate few find one authentic teacher with whom

they can share close ties for several decades, overcome the mutual unease of

parent-child transference reactions, and grow to mature levels of spiritual under-

standing [Z:119–125].

Mariana Caplan recently explored the dynamic subtleties that enter into the

relationship between disciple and teacher. Her book is entitled Do You Need a

Guru? Understanding the Student-Teacher Relationship in an Era of False Prophets.2

Clearly, fruitful affinities require honest, reciprocal commitments.

Roshi in Action

A genuine roshi continues to serve as the living exemplar of that basic Zen princi-

ple: actions speak louder than words. Kobori-Roshi demonstrated Zen principles

to me personally. I remember vividly the time he invited me to join in a tea cere-

mony with his parishioners. This ceremony, at which he presided, was held in a

small classic thatched roof hut measuring only 10 ft.� 10 ft. or so. I’m back in

Kyoto again . . .

* * *
We are nearing the hut, and I now see that it has a very low door. Before entering, he

makes the point: he, I, and everyone else first need to lower ourselves and sink hum-

bly to the very same level in order to enter it.

Inside, men and women are huddled close together. We hear the soft whistle of

the boiling water, ‘‘like wind in the pines.’’ We examine handsome gnarled wooden

antique treasures, shaped by expert craftsmen long gone. It was during this quiet

careful observation of antiques that I then began to understand, firsthand, the

breathtaking cultural aesthetic principle of wabi, that spare beauty expressed by a

poverty of materials. Awe-inspired breath makes the point. It is there, too, that I see

demonstrated, and absorb, the elements of sabi, that deep pleasure in things that

are well aged.

* * *
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Decades later, Kobori-Roshi’s own, hand-fashioned tea bowl now sits before

me. It is of the ultimate simplicity in form. The impressions left in clay by his fin-

gers create a living presence. At first, the bowl might look unfinished, because on

one side the thin layer of rice hull glaze may seem carelessly thrown. Looking fur-

ther, you discover his glaze accomplished something else: it spread beyond to

soften the hard edge along the whole rim.

Presence

Great teachers make lasting impressions by their presence. What we can observe

these days in Thich Nhat Hanh or the Dalai Lama, I saw earlier in Kobori-Roshi’s

demeanor, posture, and graceful actions. As an observer, I believe such presence

expresses at the neurological level an extraordinary way of being at home within

the immediate space and time of one’s surroundings: composure, readiness, grace.

Kobori-Roshi said this, in turn, about his own revered teacher, Shonen-

Roshi. ‘‘One of the most important things I learned from Shonen-Roshi was the

warmth that radiated from his entire body. His smiling face was filled with an

eternally optimistic light. This illumination emanating from truly religious per-

sons is conveyed not by words but by their very being. Their entire body—just

sitting there—conveys depths of meaning.’’3

Zen Education

Education implies the leading out of capacities that are already there. I have

learned the most from Zen educators. They expressed Zen at the simplest practi-

cal, ground level of daily living. They were leaders who kept reminding me: I am

my own ‘‘artist-potter.’’ My job is to mold my own clay, develop the right habits,

educate myself in how best to dissolve my selfish preoccupations. I am still a

decades-long work in progress.

A roshi needn’t tell you everything about Zen—just enough to pique your

curiosity. Nor must he or she necessarily prescribe an ancient koan. What is Zen?

This becomes your implicit koan. No roshi can answer this for you verbally or in

writing. You’ll struggle to resolve this question on your own. Over time, you’ll be

graced by intuitions and insights of varying sizes. They will offer you glimpses of

what Zen ‘‘is.’’ You will also learn ‘‘about’’ Zen by observing how your earlier

overconditioned responses have evolved.

A good roshi, like a good track-and-field coach, attends not only to your

warm-up rituals and general metaphysical fitness for the low hurdles but moti-

vates you to train for more advanced goals, the kinds that build long-distance en-

durance and traits of character. On the other hand, should you ever imagine that

the Path has a set of permanent goalposts, you’ll find that they keep on moving.
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In Zen, the expression is ‘‘mountains after mountains.’’ Or, in Japanese: Mi zai. Mi

zai (‘‘Not yet. Not yet’’). Or, in Sanscrit: neti, neti.

A roshi’s behavioral repertoire varies. The messages are tailored to fit who

that student is and what his or her level of understanding is at that particular mo-

ment. Your own need and tolerance for a kinder or more rigorous approach also

vary from time to time.

On retreat, I liked being reminded that we were not in the presence of

one teacher, but of four teachers.4 True, this person up front was now our group

leader in self-education. Yet, the whole group itself was another teacher, because

we were all in this together. Our third source of education was the natural sensate

world of sounds and sights, the birds, the leaves, the wind . . . Finally we were be-

ing educated by silence. It would be in silence that we learned to listen deeply so

we could really hear, to observe carefully so we could really see . . .

The Grasping Self: A Zen Lesson in Letting Go

In addition to Kobori-Roshi, I have shared in private informal interviews with two

other Japanese roshis and one esteemed teacher (Myokyo-ni). Each of them repre-

sented the Kyoto school of Rinzai Zen. Among their many virtues as teachers, one

attribute stands out. Each one regarded the self as a major focus of Zen Buddhist

training.

Over the decades, I have concluded that not until self-centered, ‘‘psychologi-

cal’’ issues receive top priority in the teaching, do students participate in authentic

Zen, at least of the kind I have learned to value. Self-negation is at the core of

the Zen Way. Annatta is the technical term for the state of non-I. No-I is a

useful yardstick with which to measure both the words and the actions of Zen

teachers.

One of these Kyoto-trained Zen teachers taught me a basic lesson about

myself. A simple, dramatic demonstration showed me how strong was my own

I-Me-Mine. It happened during an informal private interview before our retreat

began.

We had conversed for a while. Then, he took a short, dark, wooden stick

from his lap and placed it down on the low table in front of us. It caught my eye

immediately. No ordinary wood was this, but a wonderfully aged, irregularly

shaped stick, obviously an antique object. This work of art, about a foot long and

perhaps an inch and a half in diameter, exemplified wabi-sabi. Its mellow patina

conveyed associations with long use and advanced age. No word was spoken,

yet the roshi’s nod obviously invited me to pick it up.

I did. Turning it over and around in both hands, I then held it horizontally

with my right hand at one end, slowly admiring it as I had the other antique

objects during that earlier ceremony in Kyoto.
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Surprise! In one swift act, the Roshi reached across and suddenly grabbed

the free end, eyes twinkling as he did so. And almost as fast, without thinking, as

my grasp reflex tightened, I found myself locked into a semi-mock tussle with the

rightful owner of this antique treasure!

It was an impromptu tug of war, neither of us moving that stick very far in

either direction. The strength of his pull just sufficed to neutralize mine. So there

we were, like two boys at play, tugging on his beautiful stick!

Soon enough, it dawned on me: How could I possibly dispute his owner-

ship!? Yielding, and relinquishing my grasp, I found we were both smiling when

our brief mock play session ended.

A simple unexpected demonstration: Yes, I had longed to go on admiring

his beautiful stick. He had (playfully) thwarted Me from doing so. I had behaved

like it was Mine, and had grasped the stick reflexly. The greedy grasp of the I-Me-

Mine was nakedly on display.

Words were unnecessary. I had been educated. I had done more than observe

the full extent of my own instinctual tendency to grasp things.5 I had felt the

strength of my attachment in my muscles, joints, and sinews.

Ours is a high-tech culture. Media-driven, it preaches instant gratification,

virtual reality, and conspicuous consumption. Wordlessly, a simple stick had

taught me this proprioceptive lesson. The message about myself still tugs at my

bones.

An Ancient Way of Giving up the Self: Bowing and Adapting to Circumstances

One part of the long spiritual path involves engaging adversity, learning how to

endure suffering, and emerging from the experience feeling both instructed and

relieved [Z:355–358]. Many Zen teachers become adept at structuring various sit-

uations that enable you to experience adversity and embrace its anguish first-

hand. To swallow one’s pride, bow humbly, adapt to unfair circumstances, and do

so without reservation is an ancient, time-honored way to trim back the roots of the

egocentric self.

One early record of this long, rigorous, approach to transforming one’s char-

acter dates to an era as far back as the dawn of Ch’an in the sixth century c.e. It is

contained in the ‘‘Outline of Practice,’’ the teachings attributed to Bodhidharma

and his followers.6

This first semi-legendary Ch’an patriarch drew a distinction between: (a)

those fruitful transformations that arose out of one’s difficult hands-on practical

experiences in daily life, and (b) conceptual benefits derived from merely reorga-

nizing one’s pattern of thoughts. Focusing on the former, the teachings prescribed

a course of action. It began with two dynamic ingredients: (1) the practice of suf-

fering through unjust situations, and enduring them without complaint even
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though they arose from circumstances beyond one’s control; (2) going on to adapt

one’s behavior in an even-tempered manner to such unfair events.

Twelve centuries later in Japan, similar advice would echo from a Dharma

heir of Master Hakuin. In his ‘‘Bodhisattva Vow,’’ Torei Enji (1721–1792) pointed

to a related form of Rinzai practice. It also enabled one to find release from delu-

sive beliefs even if they had grown from ancient events for which one was not re-

sponsible. The practice involved openly accepting one’s lot, ‘‘knuckling under’’ as

it were, and relinquishing self-centeredness, even while undergoing harsh, unfair

abuse.

Do any aspects of such adverse situations seem familiar? Could they be a

shrewd part of some carefully calibrated training methods? What about the au-

thoritarian posture assumed by some Rinzai masters who having subjected their

students to an impenetrable (‘‘unfair’’) koan, also insist that they resolve it at each

interview?

And, in our own era, what about this remarkable capacity that we can

observe in a selfless, evolved person, one who has learned the lessons of how to

bow humbly and to adapt to unjust circumstances? Would this not be an impor-

tant attribute that distinguished the Dalai Lama when his name came up for con-

sideration as a candidate for the Nobel Peace Prize?
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Part III

Neurologizing

Anatomy is destiny.

Sigmund Freud (1856–1939)





23

Landmarks. Brain in Overview

The average adult brain weighs about 1400 grams (3 pounds), or approximately 2 per-

cent of the total body weight.

C. Noback and R. Demarest1

The brain weighs about the same as the liver. But, information is what it’s designed

to digest and resynthesize, not meals. Keep referring to this chapter as the rest of

the book unfolds.

The simplified version of the brain in figure 3 shows major landmarks on the

outer surface as viewed from the left side. At left, the prefrontal cortex occupies

most of the convex portion of the frontal lobe. Just behind it is the primary motor

cortex, the central fissure, and the primary somatosensory cortex. Within the pari-

etal lobe, the superior parietal lobule is that small uppermost portion. The intra-

parietal sulcus is the boundary separating it from the larger inferior parietal

lobule beneath. The occipital lobe is at the far right. The long temporal lobe extends

from it.

Below the cerebrum lie the cerebellum and the brainstem. The pons appears as

a small bulge in the uppermost portion of the brainstem. Below it, the oblique line

points to the medulla, from which the spinal cord descends. The midbrain is hid-

den beneath the temporal lobe. The letters A and H refer to the much deeper loca-

tions of the amygdala and hippocampus in the medial temporal lobe.

In figure 4 we look up at the medial surface of the right hemisphere from be-

low. The cerebellum has been removed from above and behind the brainstem.

Now, the whole (shaded) undersurface of the inferotemporal and occipital region

can be seen.

Two frontal lobe gyri are identified. The gyrus rectus lies along its lower me-

dial surface. The orbital gyri are shaded to indicate that they lie along its undersur-

face. In back, the precuneus, cuneus, and retrosplenial region are identified, because

they are three of the most metabolically active regions of the resting brain.

Note that major parts of the limbic system lie disposed in the form of a

large oval around the brain’s inner surface. By convention, the limbic system

includes the cingulate gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus, the hippocampus and amyg-

dala, and the hypothalamus. The mammillary body and arcuate nucleus are parts of

the hypothalamus.

Longer dashed lines suggest the position of the right thalamus. In front, the

large dotted stippling emphasizes how extensively the medial dorsal nucleus of

the thalamus interacts, reciprocally, with the whole prefrontal cortex. In back,

the faint stippling emphasizes that the pulvinar interacts with the cuneus. The



Figure 3 The left cerebral hemisphere

Figure 4 The right cerebral hemisphere, viewed from its inner surface
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diagonal lines on the long cingulate gyrus suggest its extensive reciprocal interac-

tions with the anterior thalamic nucleus.

The fusiform gyrus in the inferior temporo-occipital cortex includes a major

color-sensitive region. This will become important to the discussion in part IX. In

the rest of part III, we take up the functional anatomy of the landmark regions

shown in these figures.

24

Messenger Molecules: Some New Data

Yin and yang . . . in the harmonious brain, excitatory and inhibitory synaptic signals

coexist in a purposeful balance.

Richard Miles1

This chapter highlights new research on our brain’s neuromessenger systems. The

shorthand word ‘‘systems’’ refers here to the sequence of mechanisms which bring

a messenger in touch with its specific receptors.

Acetylcholine Systems

It was the Monday after Easter, 1920. In the middle of the night, Otto Loewi had

awakened with the design for his experiment. In his laboratory he would soon

prove that when the vagus nerve was stimulated, it released a chemical messen-

ger that slowed the beating heart. That messenger turned out to be acetylcholine

[Z:164–169]. It remains the most appropriate transmitter with which to begin our

discussion.

ACH pathways inside the brainstem follow two major routes. One

leads from a major cluster of ACH cells in the pons up toward the thalamus. The

more ventral pathway ascends from the large ACH cells farther down in the

medulla.

ACH acts on two major classes of its ACH receptors (nicotinic and muscar-

inic). Nicotinic ACH receptors respond quickly. High concentrations of nicotine

receptors are evident in the medial dorsal and lateral nuclei of the human thala-

mus. When ACH cell bodies are stimulated down in the pons, thalamic nerve cells

that have nicotinic receptors fire only 140 ms later. Nicotine has major reinforcing

properties on behavior, and has long been identified as the primary molecule in

cigarette smoke causing the addiction to tobacco. Nicotine receptors also enhance

some dopamine functions in the limbic system and some functions of endogenous

opioid systems. This may be one reason why nicotine creates the impression of

being a desirable stimulant. Nicotinic receptors, widespread in the brain, play
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roles not only in reinforcement but in sensitization, locomotion, working memory,

fear-associated learning, anxiety, and depression.2

In humans, nicotine dependence shows an intriguing association with high-

hostility traits.3 During an aggression test, only the high-hostility subjects who

did not smoke showed an enhanced metabolic sensitivity to a skin patch contain-

ing a low dose of nicotine (3.5 mg). In contrast, the high-hostility subjects who

were smokers also showed an enhanced response, but this occurred only when

the patch contained a high dose of nicotine (21 mg).

The subjects’ responses were monitored by PET scans. Those enhanced met-

abolic activities which did occur were distributed throughout the brain on both

sides. However, subjects who scored low on hostility traits were not sensitive to

nicotine, nor did a nicotine patch change their brain metabolic responses.

Five different types of muscarinic ACH receptors are currently recognized.

Certain inbred strains of mice lack the important muscarinic M1 receptor. Theta

bursts produce only weak long-term potentiation in their hippocampus, and they

show impaired working memory and memory consolidation.4

The next three neuromessengers are the biogenic amines. Their receptor sys-

tems play vital roles in modulating the brain’s more potent responses to such fast

transmitters as ACH and glutamate.

Dopamine Systems

For his research on dopamine, Arvid Carlsson was a co-winner of the Nobel Prize

for Medicine or Physiology in 2000. His studies showed that dopamine (DA)

plays a prominent role in energizing the functions of the basal ganglia, and that

these DA functions are enhanced by giving its precursor, l-dopa.

Dopamine cell bodies reside in the midbrain, both in the substantia nigra

and the ventral tegmental area [Z:197–201]. Dopamine from their terminals ener-

gizes both the dorsal and the ventral striatum, thereby enhancing the motoric

effects of the caudate and putamen and the motivational properties of the nucleus

accumbens. Dopamine also influences our mechanisms of attention at several

levels. This occurs in subtle ways that enhance the impact of sensory stimuli.

Some five different dopamine receptor types are recognized. Dopamine DA5

receptors tend to cover the large ACH nerve cells.5 The outer shell of the nucleus

accumbens contains more DA1 receptors.

In primates, a DA3 receptor agonist reduces blood flow in the orbitofrontal

cortex, thalamus, and cingulate regions, among other sites.6

In the lateral amygdala, dopamine enhances long-term potentiation. It acts

by inhibiting the local actions of GABA (see chapter 30).7

Dopamine nerve cells in the midbrain fire more when a monkey judges that

there is a greater potential value to a particular anticipated reward.8 Situations

judged to be uncertain prompt an additional DA response. Similar adaptive prop-
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erties of the DA system could motivate monkeys and mobilize their search for

more data that could resolve an impasse.

Dopamine binding sites have been assessed by PET techniques in healthy

normal subjects.9 Subjects who were more aloof and personally detached tended

to show more DA2 receptors.

Given to normal healthy humans, methylphenidate (Ritalin) increases the re-

lease of dopamine.10 How was this determined? Methylphenidate was given to

subjects while they were performing a mathematical problem that was reinforced

with a monetary reward. The task was monitored with PET scans after injection of

a radiolabeled molecule that competes with dopamine for binding at DA2 recep-

tors. Methylphenidate helped the subjects become more interested and motivated

while doing the math test. It also increased the extracellular levels of dopamine in

the striatum. The subjects’ enhanced degrees of interest, motivation, and attention

suggest that methylphenidate’s release of dopamine is one reason why it has

helped certain patients who have authentic attention-deficit disorder.

Norepinephrine Systems

The human pons and midbrain contain only some 13,000 to 23,000 nerve cells in

the locus ceruleus. However, the distant terminals of these norepinephrine (NE)

cells have the most extensive axonal arborizations in the central nervous system

[Z:201–205]. In primates, NE densely intervates the pulvinar and lateral posterior

nuclei of the thalamus (not the lateral geniculate nucleus). Moreover, norepi-

nephrine more densely innervates the brain’s dorsal visual stream of spatial anal-

ysis than its ventral stream of pattern analysis [Z:245]. NE inhibits glutamate

transmission through the extended amygdala at a very important junction: the

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis.11 Alpha-1 and beta NE receptors are located

exclusively on postsynaptic cells. Alpha-2 receptors are located mostly on pre-

synaptic terminals.

It is possible to make a few more tentative generalizations about the func-

tion of NE systems:

� NE increases the efficiency of signal transmission through many sensory

networks.12

� Beta receptors mediate a particular human memory phenomenon: Memory for

emotional words is enhanced at the same time that memory is impaired just for

those items that precede the emotional stimulus.13

� Ascending NE systems contribute to arousal and attention during the waking state.

They also modulate the collection and processing of salient sensory information.14

� The release of NE in pathways descending from the brainstem plays a role in reduc-

ing pain perception (analgesia).
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Serotonin Systems

The third group of biogenic amine nerve cells releases serotonin (ST). Serotonin

nerve cells are buried deep along the midline core of the brainstem. Here, they

cluster into the several raphe nuclei [Z:205, 208; figure 7, 198]. The human brain

contains only some 235,000 ST nerve cells, but each terminal network also rami-

fies extensively.15

Most interest in these pages focuses on the dorsal raphe nucleus because

its slender axons rise up to innervate various parts of the cerebrum. Recent re-

search suggests that a subgroup of ST nerve cells in this dorsal nucleus can release

not only serotonin into the central nucleus of the amygdala but can also release

corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) there.

Most serotonin nerve cells fire actively during waking arousal, are less

active during quiet waking, slow down during slow wave sleep, and cease firing

during REM sleep.

ST functions do enter into sleep, vision, mood, social behavior, pain, and the

response to stress. Beyond that, the multiple ST receptor subtypes and the differ-

ent kinds of serotonin nerve cells make it difficult to correlate a specific receptor

with a particular behavioral function of serotonin.16

Of the fourteen ST receptor subtypes, the levels of ST1A receptors were

recently studied with PET scans in the brains of fifteen healthy Swedish men

whose personality traits were assessed with a battery of psychological tests.

Their levels of ST1A receptors varied markedly from subject to subject over a 3-

to 5-fold range. Low receptor levels correlated with only one personality trait.

This was their tendency to endorse modes of extrasensory perception and spiri-

tual ideation, in contrast to having a more reductionistic, empirical view of the

world.17

Why don’t receptor data alone suffice to correlate a particular personality

trait with levels of a neuromessenger? Because ST1A receptors are presynaptic

autoreceptors on ST nerve cells. Suppose one were to speculate that these 1A

receptors might serve to index the numbers of ST nerve cells. Then low autorecep-

tor levels might suggest that the person had a relatively low number of ST nerve

cells, and therefore released relatively less serotonin.

On the other hand, note what presynaptic autoreceptors do. They reduce the

firing of their own nerve cells. Following this interpretation, the low ST1A receptor

levels in this study might translate into an increased firing tendency, into the re-

lease of more serotonin, and into enhanced serotonin functions. Even so, ST2A re-

ceptor levels in the human cortex are being linked with personality traits that

tend to avoid danger18 and with tendencies to experience spiritual ideas.19

Inbred mice that lack the ST1B receptor are more likely to self-administer

cocaine. The hypothesis is that these receptors serve normally within the ventral
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tegmental area and the nucleus accumbens to hold in check any excessive expres-

sions of the brain’s motivational system.20

Human serotonin functions undergo interesting seasonal variations. Spring

shows an overall trend toward a lower ST tone. Higher ST functions develop dur-

ing the summer and at times in the fall. These interpretations are based on spinal

fluid levels of a breakdown product of serotonin. In male monkeys the levels of

ST breakdown products decrease with age.21

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are commonly prescribed

worldwide for depression and various forms of anxiety. Why are some now being

prescribed as ‘‘antishyness’’ drugs for ‘‘social phobia?’’ The rationale is that by

inhibiting the reuptake of serotonin, after it had first been released into the syn-

apse, the serotonin level in that synapse will then remain high, and will keep act-

ing on its receptors on the next cell. How do SSRI drugs act acutely?

Recently, seventeen healthy human subjects were studied 2 hours after receiv-

ing citalopram (20 mg) or a placebo. Their visual evoked potentials showed intri-

guing, mixed responses. The drug weakened the degree of electrophysiological

activation to unpleasant visual stimuli in the frontal and occipital regions. However,

it enhanced the amplitude of the evoked responses to pleasant images in the pari-

etal and occipital regions. Clearly, this SSRI drug could modulate the processing of

emotionally valenced stimuli. In contrast, the subjects’ own reports did not indicate

that they were aware of having experienced corresponding emotional changes.22

When depressed patients receive SSRI drugs, it may take several weeks for

beneficial effects on mood to be evident. This long delay suggests that slow, meta-

bolic messengers are being influenced beyond the initial ST receptor sites. Chapter

37 discusses how important these ‘‘second messenger’’ mechanisms are in chang-

ing brain functions.

The next six chapters are devoted to an update on regions of the brain

whose functions influence our emotional life in ways that are of major importance

to Zen. By way of a preamble, it helps to recall that yin and yang are the funda-

mental principles in Chinese cosmology, and it is their harmonious balance that is

crucial, not any single factor in isolation.

25

The Septal Region and the Nucleus Accumbens

The nucleus accumbens, a forebrain structure critical for reward and motivation, has a

key role in reinforcing properties of drugs of abuse.

M. Barrot and colleagues1

Front and center in the limbic system are the septal nuclei. They lie just above and

in front of the anterior commissure and third ventricle. Byzantine connections link
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the several septal nuclei with the rest of the brain. This makes their functions diffi-

cult to sort out [Z:169–172, 234, 236, 608, 620, 821]. Because the nucleus accum-

bens is an active part of the ventral striatum, it still helps to distinguish its

functions from those of the lateral septal nucleus nearby.

The Nucleus Accumbens

The term accumbens (Latin, ‘‘to recline at table’’) comes from the way it seems

to ‘‘lean’’ against the septum in the midline. Exaggerated ‘‘leaning’’ functions can

incline us to move beyond impulses of mere longing and topple into habitually

driven approach behaviors. Unfruitful habits become legitimate targets for long-

range meditative training [Z:608].

The Role of Dopamine

Dopamine helps the accumbens serve as a dynamic motivational interface,

relaying impulses to and fro between the limbic system and the prefrontal

cortex.

The nucleus accumbens receives much of its energizing supply of DA from

the ventral tegmental area of the midbrain. The outer shell of the accumbens proj-

ects back to the hypothalamus, the extended amygdala, and down to the tegmen-

tum of the midbrain. This outer shell has more DA3 receptors and more opioid

receptors than does the inner core.2 Damage to the core impairs conditioned

approach behavior. So, too, do lesions that block input to the core from the ante-

rior cingulate gyrus.3

The amygdala helps stimulate the midbrain to release more DA into the nu-

cleus accumbens. This occurs in two different ways.4 One path leads from the

amygdala’s central nucleus. It stimulates midbrain DA nerve cells to fire at a

steady (tonic) level. This DA enhances the general sensory incentive properties of

food. It also contributes to the appropriate appetitive tone that motivates the ani-

mal’s behavior.

The second path descends from the amygdala’s basolateral nucleus. It gener-

ates transient releases of DA into the nucleus accumbens (and also into the medial

prefrontal cortex). These quick, phasic releases of DA help to select and coordi-

nate the particular actions that become the specific, appropriate response to an in-

centive stimulus out in the environment.

Note how the frontal lobe exercises its veto on this process. Even while this

basal lateral amygdala is being stimulated, the prefrontal cortex can still actively

suppress the release of DA into the nucleus accumbens.5

Though approach behaviors predominate when DA energizes the nucleus

accumbens, affiliative behaviors are linked to its supply of oxytocin and vasopres-
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sin (see chapter 33). On the other hand, the accumbens’ many opioid and GABA

receptors lean its functional options toward behavioral inertia and inaction.

Effects of Drugs

The public is learning that drugs and food can each be abused. As a general rule,

any substance that is ‘‘abused’’ will release more dopamine into the nucleus

accumbens and enhance its functional activity. Drugs of abuse have other effects

on laboratory mice. They enhance both the rewarding effects of morphine and

increase the mice’s preference for a sugar solution.6 On the other hand, many anti-

psychotic drugs act by reducing the functional activity of DA. When this occurs,

certain local GABA nerve cells in the shell of the accumbens increase their inhibi-

tory activity,7 suggesting that DA had previously held them in check.

Responses of the Nucleus Accumbens in Human Subjects

It has been said that the nucleus accumbens behaves as though it ‘‘doesn’t like to

be disappointed.’’ Indeed, more fMRI signals develop in your ventral striatum if

your ‘‘rewarding’’ drink of fruit juice doesn’t arrive on time.8 This suggests that

the accumbens is one part of a responsive system that signals when predictable

rewards are late.

Signals increase in the ventral striatum while subjects are anticipating the ar-

rival of unpleasant electrical stimuli delivered to the skin, irrespective of whether

or not they also have the opportunity to avoid being shocked.9 In the dorsal stria-

tum by contrast, caudate nucleus signals increase only when distracting stimuli

become very relevant to behavior.10

One recent study describes an increase in DA in the ventral striatum during

Yoga Nidra meditation.11 This occurred in association with increased theta EEG

activity and with subjective reports of a decreased desire for action. How are such

findings to be interpreted? This is not clear when you consider how intricate the

connections are between the ventral and dorsal striatum, the frontal cortex, amyg-

dala, and thalamus, as well as the reports of the other human studies just cited

above. In a separate study, subjects who received unexpected monetary rewards

during an effortful task also released more DA into the ventral striatum.12

The Lateral Septal Nucleus

The lateral septal nucleus receives its excitatory glutamate input from the CA3

nerve cells of the hippocampus. Serotonin influences its responsiveness to this

hippocampal input, and lateral septal activities can be reduced in states of de-

pression.13 The lateral septum then projects to the medial dorsal nucleus of the
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thalamus. The path from there can lead messages on to the orbitofrontal cortex

[Z:183, 236, 656; figure 6]. This circuit provides one way for items that have first

registered in memory circuits to be relayed up to the orbitofrontal cortex. Experi-

ments in voles and mice suggest that increased levels of vasopressin and oxytocin

in the lateral septal nucleus help to promote affiliative behaviors and enhance

bonding in a social context (see chapter 43).

26

The Wide Variety of Cingulate Gyrus Functions

Why the anterior cingulate cortex is active in such a wide variety of cognitive and

emotional tasks has become an important issue in recent research.

P. Luu and M. Posner1

Each cingulate gyrus lies next to the midline, just above the corpus callosum. It

then extends down beyond it at both ends like the curves on a long, horizontal let-

ter C (see figure 4, chapter 23).

A glance at the numbered areas in figure 7 (see chapter 40) suggests why

some cingulate functions are diverse. Some five to seven different cytoarchitec-

tural zones might be included within its boundaries, depending on how they are

drawn.2 Moreover, the cingulate contributes to multiple larger integrated net-

works by virtue of its many interconnections with the rest of the cortex and the

limbic system [Z:172–174].

If one were to attempt a brief preamble to this complex topic, it might be said

that (1) the cingulate’s roles in affect can be ascribed to its more anterior areas,

whereas regions for selecting responses tend to be represented farther back; (2) in

the midcingulate subdivision an overlap occurs between several motor control

mechanisms, goal orientation functions, and a role in responding to unpleasant

stimuli; (3) visuospatial processing can be attributed to the posterior cingulate re-

gion; (4) farther back still in the retrosplenial area, an access to memories seems

likely. Why? Because this area has many connections with the anterior and lateral

dorsal thalamic nuclei as well as with the subiculum of the hippocampus.

But recent research now has much more to say about this big, long gyrus.

The next paragraphs provide a sampler.

The Anterior Cingulate Region

The anterior cingulate gyrus integrates multiple higher functions and also helps

express them in distant activities of the autonomic nervous system. Two pivotal

higher functions among the several it attends to are: (1) the way we pursue a

given task while responding subconsciously to its potentials for either good or
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bad outcomes; and (2) the way we monitor and express our responses to situa-

tions that involve physical pain, suffering, and conflict.

fMRI studies show that subjects who adjust to conflict with fast reaction

times have greater capacities to activate their anterior cingulate, especially its

more dorsal regions.3

The cingulate responds not only to actual physical pain stimuli but also, in a

similar way, to the emotional pain of social rejection.4 Do people ‘‘lose face’’ only in

the Orient? No. It happens all over the planet, and we know how unpleasant it

feels. Let’s say you have just been snubbed in public by a dear friend or loved

one. When your egocentric ‘‘Me’’ is hurt, what happens inside your brain? To

study similar situations, college students were monitored by fMRI while they

played a computer game. When one student felt snubbed by the others, the in-

crease in anterior cingulate signals was commensurate with that person’s own re-

port of being distressed.

How might meditative training reduce the pain of rejection and social exclu-

sion? Consider some of the factors involved in the anguish you feel when you’ve

been hurt socially. The ‘‘hurt’’ depends on how sensitive you are, and on how

you’ve been conditioned to react each time you have been snubbed. Have you

had experience in remaining more objective in such situations? Or, is your fuse so

short that you’ve even considered reprisals against that person who damaged

your self-esteem? If so, wouldn’t you be better off if you could dampen your re-

flexive response patterns on both the sensory and the motor sides?

Meditative training is oriented toward quenching the fires of these several

aspects of your responses. For example, on the sensory side, you could (1) choose

to ignore such situations (turn a blind eye); (2) start to develop a ‘‘count-to-ten’’ at-

titude. This can provide a longer fuse and help delay an explosive charge; (3) be-

gin to develop a thicker skin (in the right spots). On the behavioral side, greater

degrees of insight can help you ‘‘wise up,’’ enabling you to respond to such situa-

tions more creatively or learn to sidestep them entirely.

In fMRI studies, the anterior cingulate responds early when subjects must

choose between a visual stimulus in either their right or left field. The more effort

the subjects expend in carrying out this task, the greater the increase in signals.5

Another fMRI study suggests that, once conflict is already expected, the anterior

cingulate becomes involved in monitoring which competing attentional set might

best be allocated to reconcile the conflict.6

The effects of relaxation were monitored in another imaging study. It asked

the question: What are the fMRI correlates of biofeedback-induced relaxation?

The study also assessed the degree of sympathetic nervous system relaxation with

the aid of skin conductance measurements. One answer was that the relaxation

induced by biofeedback was associated with significant increases in signals both

in the left anterior cingulate gyrus and in the globus pallidus.7
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Subsequent fMRI studies suggested that activity in the dorsal anterior cingu-

late cortex correlated with changes in the heart rate that were attributable to

the sympathetic nervous system.8 This aspect of anterior cingulate function could

help integrate bodily states of arousal into appropriate responses, both to effortful

cognitive and motor tasks and to painful sensory stimuli. Parallel studies were

conducted in three patients who had focal damage to the anterior cingulate cortex

on both sides. Their sympathetic arousal responses were impaired to mental

stress.

In normal subjects, fMRI signals increase in the left dorsal anterior cingulate

when their task requires them occasionally to inhibit their behavioral responses.

In this instance, however, the heart rate changes appeared attributable to the para-

sympathetic nervous system and were correlated more with signals arising in the

ventral anterior cingulate gyrus of this left side.9

The anterior cingulate gyrus is closely linked with excessive activity in three

other brain areas in patients who have an obsessive-compulsive disorder.10 PET

studies suggest that, along with the anterior cingulate, the caudate nucleus, orbi-

tofrontal cortex, and thalamus are ‘‘locked’’ together into a large reverberating

circuit.

PET scans monitored heavy smokers who were experiencing strong crav-

ings for cigarettes. Their findings resembled the data in other persons who are

addicted to other substances and who respond readily to cues for cocaine, opiates,

or alcohol (see chapter 61). In each instance, when the cue first arrives, the anterior

cingulate gyrus is activated around the genu on both sides.11 But thereafter, the

dependent smokers’ craving for cigarettes is related to increased activity else-

where: in the orbitofrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and anterior

insula, again on both sides (as occurs during cravings for other substances). One

of the first steps in therapy, therefore, is to blunt the dependent persons’ anterior

cingulate responses to the very first cues that go on to sponsor subsequent addictive

craving behavior.

If you’re a worrywart and worry more than is warranted, you’ll pick up

more of your minor errors and show increased fMRI signals in both your anterior

cingulate and medial prefrontal cortex.12 Trial-and-error testing suggests that the

dorsal anterior cingulate is sensitive to both internal and external sources of infor-

mation about errors.13

Higher primates and humans have distinctive, large spindle-shaped nerve

cells in their anterior cingulate and fronto-insular cortex.14 Here, they are in posi-

tion to sample emotion-tinged messages relating to past experiences and then to

relay them forward into the frontopolar cortex of area 10. Perhaps spindle cells

are part of that larger interactive circuitry that helps us recognize when we have

just committed some error, thus permitting other prefrontal regions to develop

adaptive responses that anticipate or compensate for our shortcomings.
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In an fMRI study of fourteen subjects, signals increased in the right dorsal

anterior cingulate region when they either felt pinprick pain themselves or

watched another person’s hand be pricked (vicarious pain)15 (see chapter 65).

Chapter 36 discusses another role of the anterior cingulate cortex. It empha-

sizes how the placebo response to pain correlates with the presence of opioid

receptors in the cingulate gyrus. Chapter 66 reviews the evidence that the anterior

cingulate enters into some of the steps of ordinary insight.

The Posterior Cingulate and Retrosplenial Region

fMRI signals increase in the posterior cingulate cortex when subjects are evaluat-

ing emotional words. But this is only part of the picture, because both pleasant

and unpleasant words generate their strongest signals from the left anterior cingu-

late cortex under the front of the corpus callosum (the genu).16

When subjects focus on pictures of either objects or scenes, the particular

pictures with which they are personally familiar generate increased fMRI signals

in the posterior cingulate gyrus in its mid-dorsal portion, the posterior precuneus,

and the retrosplenial cortex.17

The term splenium refers to the other curved end at the back of the corpus

callosum. Behind it, the exact boundaries and functions of the retrosplenial cortex

(see figure 4, chapter 23) are still under discussion.18 Most evidence suggests that

at least the back part of the posterior cingulate does become activated during

emotions. This region can overlap with some of the retrosplenial cortex, but is not

limited to it. It is worth emphasizing that the precuneus and the cuneus, which

show prominent PET activity at rest, are not themselves part of either the retro-

splenial or posterior cingulate cortex.

27

The Amygdala as a Gateway to Our Fears

Teach me to live, that I may dread

The grave as little as my bed.

Bishop Thomas Ken (1637–1711)

To conquer fear is the beginning of wisdom.

Bertrand Russell (1872–1970)

The name amygdala (Latin, almond) comes from its shape. Each amygdala is

buried near the inside tip of the temporal lobe. As research on the amygdala has

exploded during the past decade, so has its relevance to Zen. Even the amygdala’s
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anatomical boundaries seem to have expanded. This more sizable ‘‘extended’’

amygdala might seem in keeping with our greater interest in understanding its

complex physiological roles.

Item 1: The landmarks used in some human neuroimaging studies now refer

to coordinates not only for the conventional amygdala (proper) but also for what

is now referred to as the ‘‘extended amygdala.’’ The extended amygdala describes

those corridors of nerve cells that do in fact extend out from its central and medial

nuclei into the basal forebrain. There they include the bed nucleus of the stria

terminalis.

Item 2: Some thirteen different subdivisions of the amygdala have now

been identified in monkeys. Their wiring patterns are sophisticated, and are

served both by a full complement of standard neuromessengers and many neuro-

peptides. We are still groping to understand how, and when, all these different

parts function in the human amygdala.

Meanwhile, recent neuroimaging studies in humans present strong hints

about how the amygdala contributes to our emotional and social life. Even so,

Zald’s comprehensive review in 2003 indicates that the interpretations from such

data are often provisional.1

With regard to Zen, it seems obvious that knowing how the amygdala func-

tions can help us better understand some mechanisms of meditation. Moreover,

recent research suggests that circuits involving the amygdala could help explain

why a person’s sense of fear might dissolve in kensho and in a near-death experi-

ence [Z:175–179, 567–570].

But it seems best to introduce this review of the amygdala with a short,

bland summary: let’s just say that it codes for the potential emotional, social, and

survival value of an arousing stimulus, then relays this information elsewhere

where it can serve matching responses appropriately and be consolidated into po-

tentially useful memories.2

Studies in Nonhuman Primates

A monkey’s amygdala has many reciprocal connections with the orbital and me-

dial prefrontal cortex. It also declares a strong visual bias in extensive connections

with the visual cortex. Its large basal-lateral complex of nuclei is oriented toward

action. Each of its subnuclei projects both to the ventral striatum and to the medial

dorsal nucleus of the thalamus.

The central nucleus of the amygdala is smaller. It projects forward to the

basal forebrain and medially to the lateral hypothalamus. A descending pathway

leads down to excite the norepinephrine nerve cells of the locus ceruleus and

other brainstem sites [Z:175–178] (see chapter 33).
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The early literature reported that after large lesions had been made surgi-

cally the high-ranking, dominant monkeys became submissive and fell in their

troop’s social dominance hierarchy. This pioneering research could not distin-

guish between functions referable to the amygdala itself as opposed to those con-

veyed by other nerve fibers that were merely passing through it (the ‘‘fiber of

passage problem’’). Now, preliminary MRI scans guide discrete chemical injec-

tions, and precise experimental lesions can be made that are limited to amygdala

nerve cells.

One such recent study began with twelve mid-ranking male monkeys.3 Their

normal behaviors conformed to the usual monkey ‘‘social rule system.’’ For exam-

ple, they were not only (appropriately) ‘‘apprehensive in initiating social interac-

tions’’ but also ‘‘more frequently displayed indicators of anxiety and tension.’’

Then they received localized, MRI-guided, bilateral, excitotoxic lesions of the

amygdala made with ibotenic acid.

Their subsequent social interactions became less apprehensive and less ag-

gressive, but also more impulsive and uninhibited. Their sexual behaviors were

enhanced. The authors concluded that the normal intact male amygdala was serv-

ing as a kind of ‘‘inhibitory brake’’ on social interactions.

A few young monkeys, only 1 year old, are already constitutionally inclined

to be more anxious. These anxious monkeys exhibit relatively more right frontal

EEG asymmetry, have higher blood cortisol levels, and they also display more in-

tense defensive responses.4 What does this cluster of EEG, hormonal, and behav-

ioral indices of anxiety mean? Are they receiving more input from their amygdala

on that right side?

To study this important question, extensive bilateral amygdala lesions were

made selectively using ibotenic acid.5 However, these amygdala lesions did not

change the monkeys’ preexisting frontal EEG asymmetry or reduce their uncondi-

tioned anxiety-fear responses. Indeed, the monkeys still continued to freeze when

they saw a human intruder. Freezing expresses a basic, innate traitlike component

of an individual monkey’s anxious temperament.

Which behaviors, then, were reduced? Each monkey’s acute unconditioned

fear responses were reduced if the lesions had removed more than 70% of the

amygdala. These lesioned monkeys displayed less fear when they viewed a snake

for the first time, and less fear when they were confronted for the first time by an

adult male monkey whom they had never seen before.

The total pattern of these results supported the following theories: (1) the

primate amygdala helps to mediate the initial responses to a threatening stimulus,

but (2) other regions enable the brain normally to express its stable, traitlike

responses. Trait responses are present very early in life and underlie individual dif-

ferences in temperament.
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But which other regions are they? The frontal cortex? Perhaps part of the

extended amygdala that had escaped damage because its nerve cells extend out-

ward toward the bed nucleus? The medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus? Other

sites?

Experiments in Rodents

Certain ‘‘downstream’’ modules and pathways might also need to be considered.

The amygdala interacts with other regions lower down that can indirectly influ-

ence trait behavior. The classic study by Caldji and colleagues studied stable

young rats who displayed few anxious behaviors.6 When they were adults, these

calmer rats later had more inhibitory GABAA receptors poised to calm excess fir-

ing in the amygdala than did their anxious cohorts (see chapter 33). Moreover,

they also had fewer CRF receptors down in their brainstem. Fewer CRF receptors

there would make it less likely that the terminals from CRF cells up in the central

nucleus of the amygdala could release CRF and excite the locus ceruleus. This

could reduce the anxiety-inducing effects of the norepinephrine that would other-

wise be released each time the locus ceruleus became stimulated.

Research in freely moving rats demonstrates how intricate the amygdala’s

interactions are with several other regions.7 Mild microstimulation of the basolat-

eral amygdala did produce the expected mild activation of the rats’ behavior.

Then, however, the researchers inhibited the prefrontal cortex. Only under these

conditions could amygdala stimulation release more dopamine into the nucleus

accumbens. This result suggests that one important normal function of the pre-

frontal cortex is to inhibit the amygdala. This blocks its descending relays from

going on to release enough dopamine to energize the ventral striatum.

When rats are conditioned to respond to threatening stimuli, their lateral

amygdala nerve cells undergo two different types of rapid firing activity. The fir-

ing in one group of its cells serves the rat’s immediate needs. These cells respond

quickly, but only transiently. Cells in the second group respond more slowly to

each stimulus, but their enhanced discharges last much longer, not only in epi-

sodes during training but also on much later occasions.8 Nerve cells of this second

type could serve a rat’s needs for very long-term memory.

The Roles of the Human Amygdala in Emotion and Behavior

Animal research may provide simpler models for human behavior, but it cannot

predict its nuanced complexity. Humans know acute, heart-pounding fear when

they jam on the brakes to avoid hitting a pedestrian. Thereafter, their feelings of

chronic anxiety related to injuring a pedestrian are set at a much lesser level of

risk than at that moment of acute fear. Zald’s critical review of the human amyg-
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dala cites 332 references and is organized under fourteen major topic headings.9

In the scope of this review, we can only summarize selected topics, comment

on the loss of fear during kensho, and add pertinent results from the most recent

neuroimaging and neuropsychological research not in his review.

� The amygdala becomes activated when we see fearful facial expressions, hear fear-

producing sounds, and smell unpleasant odors. Some of these aversive stimuli in-

duce feelings of disgust. Other stimuli prove so threatening that they evoke fear-

related responses.

A caveat: humans are suggestible. Some persons develop more active pla-

cebo responses than others. When subjects react to ongoing painful stimuli, their

differences can mislead or complicate researchers’ interpretations of how the

amygdala responds. (Related issues are discussed in chapter 35.)

� The amygdala does respond to pleasant, positively valenced stimuli. These ‘‘posi-

tive’’ emotional responses are not as marked or as consistent as are the responses

to unpleasant ‘‘negative’’ stimuli.

� Sometimes our amygdala becomes less active during extremely pleasant experi-

ences. Item: I have long been aware that certain musical sequences affect me

profoundly. They produce both an emotional feeling of deep pleasure and

‘‘gooseflesh’’ extending from the back of my head down to my calves.10 PET scan

studies in other subjects show that blood flow to the amygdala is reduced during

such ‘‘chill’’ phenomena to music. We need to identify all the pathways that can

reduce the influence of the amygdala.

� From within kensho’s total loss of self arises the impression of total fearlessness

[Z:567–570]. This acute fearlessness seems attributable to temporary inhibitions

within the several circuitries of fear that interconnect with the amygdala in both

directions. For example, fMRI studies indicate that our amygdala is activated not

only in the acquisition phase of conditioned fear responses but also early in the ex-

tinction phase. Delayed extinction of fear conditioning also involves the ventral

medial and orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex.11 The more primitive circuits of self-

preservation connect the amygdala with the hypothalamus and with the central

gray of the midbrain [Z:657–658].

Other qualities of interest occur during kensho. For example, (a) more pro-

foundly blissful experiences can occur, perhaps to the degree that endogenous

opioids contribute to inhibition of the amygdala itself and its circuits [Z:619–620];

(b) if oxytocin or vasopressin were among the peptides released, an episode of

kensho might be permeated by greater ‘‘affiliative’’ resonances (see chapter 34);

(c) to the degree that GABA mediated inhibition within the amygdala and

its closely related circuits, then a more clear-eyed unsentimental awakening might

ensue.
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� Regional blood flow to the amygdala can decrease when subjects leave their con-

dition of passive rest and enter into more active visual tasks. Chapter 50 discusses

the important implications of this general phenomenon of how the brain changes

when a person moves into activity.

� The amygdala becomes more activated when stimuli increase our general arousal

level, are unusually pleasant or unpleasant, or rank high on the motivational scale

of approach/withdrawal.

� Our amygdala responds to novelty per se. However, its brisk responses to repeated

novel stimuli are subject to rapid habituation. Because fMRI allows researchers

to make repeated, fast measurements, fMRI can detect the amygdala’s brief and

transient responses. In contrast, PET studies involve longer measurement times.

PET is more suited to the detection of the amygdala’s more delayed and sustained

responses.

� The amygdala can process emotionally valenced stimuli that we are not consciously

aware of. This subliminal processing may reflect deep connections linking the sen-

sory relay nuclei in the thalamus with the amygdala.

� The amygdala is not activated each time we consciously judge whether an ordinary

stimulus is pleasant or unpleasant. However, emotional states of extreme anger

and fear almost always activate the normal amygdala.

� The amygdala also becomes more activated during the readiness to act, psycholog-

ical conditioning, autonomic arousal, release of ‘‘stress’’ hormones, and when our

attention is heightened.

� Does the amygdala always lateralize its activations in ways that conform to earlier

speculations about how emotions lateralize to the right or left side? No. Many dis-

crepancies hinge on how the experiment is designed, on whether the subjects

were studied by (slower) PET scans or more recently by (faster-responding) fMRI,

and often on the basic personality of the individual subject. Thus, one fMRI study

of fifteen subjects (men and women) found that the more extraverted they were

(as an innate personality trait), the more they activated their left amygdala in re-

sponse to happy faces (but not to fearful faces).12

In another preliminary PET scan report, thirteen women (who did not have

a snake phobia) viewed a video of moving snakes.13 The degree of their amygdala

activation correlated with their basic level of pessimism (dispositional negative

affect).

� Our amygdala plays a more complex role in recognizing which emotion is

expressed on another person’s face than has been thought previously.14 Early re-

search showed that amygdala damage had reduced patients’ abilities to recognize

fear and other highly arousing emotions in other persons. Several optional hypoth-
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eses have since been raised: the normal amygdala may function to help resolve

acute ambiguities related to the safety of the environment; it may enter into the

processing of emotions that are negatively valenced and of high arousal value; it

may help recognize emotions that mediate behavioral withdrawal, and so on.

More recent functional imaging studies indicate that the amygdala pro-

cesses facial emotions only transiently. Again, whether the right or left amygdala

tends to be activated can hinge on the experimental design. Further studies are

required to confirm the suggestion that the right amygdala might be more acti-

vated by subliminal emotional facial expressions, and that it might habituate

more readily than the left.

The amygdala is clearly only one part of a large network that decodes the

facial expressions and body language of another person. Included in this network’s

cortical representations are the temporo-occipital and orbitofrontal regions. When

we view an emotional face, and hear at the same time an emotional voice, the

amygdala modulates the responses of the fusiform gyrus accordingly.15

� Men and women seem to lateralize their amygdala activity differently. In one PET

study of 11 men and 11 women, the task was to respond to an emotional event

that was presented visually. The films that first provoked negative emotions were

remembered better 3 weeks later by men in association with enhanced activity of

their right amygdala, but the corresponding task in women was correlated with

their activating the left amygdala.16

Similar results occurred in an fMRI study. Here, the so-called cognitive style

of twelve men seemed to differ from the style used by twelve women. Indeed,

even when the negative pictures’ emotional intensity was equated equally for

men and women, the women enlisted significantly more brain regions when their

left amygdala activation was linked with their ongoing evaluation of emotional

experience.17 In contrast, though the men activated significantly more brain

regions during encoding than did the women, this larger association network

included their right amygdala.

As girls mature into adolescence, fMRI studies show that their left prefrontal

region becomes relatively more activated in response to facial photographs

expressing acute fear. It has been speculated that this may be an index of their

greater potential self-control over the kinds of emotional behavior that might be

mediated by the left amygdala.18

� The amygdala is reported to enter into normal fear conditioning in some, but not

all studies. Subjects can be conditioned to develop fear responses to a particular

face (face A) in the laboratory, by presenting this face just before they hear an

unpleasant voice.19 As a result of this prior conditioning, face A alone (but not

face B) causes fMRI signals to increase in the amygdala on both sides. Later, the
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researchers make face B the new conditioned stimulus. Now, increased signals

occur in the orbitofrontal cortex on the right, but these responses tend to fade. At

this time, however, in contrast to earlier, the previous conditioned stimulus (face

A) evokes increased signals only from the right ventral amygdala. This earlier

‘‘memory’’ for the early fearful conditioning by face A tends to persist. In most

studies, the psychological deficits of patients who have chronic, selective lesions of

the amygdala tend to support the theory that our normal amygdala participates in

aversive conditioning.

� That said, the mechanisms through which humans become socially conditioned are

much more complex. The amygdala is but one early gateway into much more intri-

cate conditioning processes [Z:327–334]. We humans, too, not only conform to hi-

erarchical rules, but seem to employ several different circuits at different times in

our lives. Damage to the human amygdala during childhood interferes with rea-

soning about other persons, whereas damage in adult life does not necessarily do

so in many studies.20

� Important among the amygdala’s close ‘‘partners’’ is the orbitofrontal cortex. This

is clear from research on our sense of smell. One advantage of studying olfaction is

that its pathway leads straight into the amygdala. Another is that in the process of

responding to odors our two dimensions of emotional experience—intensity and

valence—can each be analyzed independently.21

For example, a strong odor generates more fMRI signals in almost all subre-

gions of the right and left amygdala. These signals increase no matter whether the

odor is perceived as pleasant or unpleasant. But the emotional valence of the

odor, whether its quality is pleasant or unpleasant, correlates with signals from dif-

ferent parts of the orbitofrontal cortex.

� An intact amygdala helps recognize the expressions of sadness in others. Patients

who had previously sustained bilateral damage to the amygdala cannot accurately

recognize sad expressions in pictures of other persons’ faces.22 Damage to the

right amygdala caused a greater deficit in judging sadness than did damage to

the left. However, chronic lesions of the right or left amygdala or both did not

stop the patients from recognizing happy expressions. Overall, this pattern of

results fits in with other lines of evidence: frontal lobe functions are more likely to

be correlated with positive emotions in the happy-pleasant range than are func-

tions referable to our amygdala.

� Enhanced activity of the amygdala is reported in patients suffering from a variety

of kinds of depression. The degrees of activation tend to return toward normal as

the depression lifts. Similar degrees of amygdala activation could certainly bias the

way depressed patients evaluate and respond to incoming information. Does such

a mechanism hinge on an accompanying increase in CRF and norepinephrine tone?

This needs to be clarified.23
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� The amygdala does more than react to external stimuli. Our own internal thought

processes shape its responses. The way positive or negative thought processes

shape the emotional responses of our amygdala is highly relevant to programs of

meditative/spiritual training. For example, ‘‘positive’’ thinking approaches might

afford a partial remedy for the kinds of ‘‘negative’’ ruminations that lead to an-

guish and other adverse emotional consequences.

The negative effects of emotional preoccupations were clear in an fMRI

study. The subjects chose deliberately to maintain their negative emotion after

they viewed a disturbing ‘‘negative’’ picture. Signals increased in their amygdala.

In which subjects did amygdala signals increase the most? In those whose self-

reports indicated that they had already been temperamentally disposed to main-

tain a more negative affect.24

� Cognitive-behavioral therapy has access to the amygdala. Twelve subjects, chroni-

cally and severely afraid of spiders, were enrolled in cognitive-behavioral therapy.

Before they began therapy, they were shown film excerpts of spiders. Their spider

phobia resulted in increased fMRI signals in two sites in particular: (1) The right

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. How was this frontal activation interpreted? As

representing ‘‘metacognitive strategies,’’ the kinds a person might develop (sec-

ondarily) when attempting to cope with the fear triggered by the film. (2) The

parahippocampal gyrus. Increased signals in this region were thought to represent

the reactivation of those temporal lobe memory sites which had long served to

maintain the patients’ chronic spider phobia.

The good news was that, after the patients underwent and responded to

cognitive therapy, their subsequent exposure to spider pictures activated neither

their frontal nor their parahippocampal regions.25

Similar results were reported in another fMRI study. Again, cognitive strat-

egies were employed to dampen the emotional responses of these subjects to

aversive events.26 As a result, the patients assumed a more ‘‘objective’’ mental

stance while they were viewing highly negatively valenced scenes. As a result,

they did feel that they became less involved in negative emotions. Changes in

fMRI signals after treatment could be correlated with the patients’ newly acquired

efforts to ‘‘rethink their feelings.’’ Among such changes were decreased signals

not only in the amygdala but also in the medial orbitofrontal cortex, a site where

other research also suggests that some of our fear responses are represented. We

await similar rigorously conducted longitudinal studies of reduced fear responses

in accomplished meditators.

� The amygdala and its relation to fearlessness. ‘‘The great death’’ is a phrase often

applied to the total loss of self that occurs acutely during kensho-satori. A lesser

loss of self occurs during sexual orgasm. It is sometimes called ‘‘the little death’’

(Fr. le petit mort). PET scans recently monitored human subjects during orgasm.27
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One relevant finding was decreased activation in the right amygdala. This reduc-

tion was correlated with the ‘‘letting go’’ of fear and anxiety. The decreased acti-

vation was more evident in women than in their male partners. This partial,

unilateral decrease lends support to the proposal that a deactivation of the amyg-

dala and its fear-linked circuits on both sides could be responsible for the total loss

of fear during kensho-satori [Z:175–180; 531–532; 620].

Perhaps in the future it may be possible to test the hypothesis that the

amygdala and its connections are inhibited during the brief moments of genuine

kensho at a time when fear is totally extinguished. If so, it might be postulated

that this person would not then generate his or her former level of skin conduc-

tance responses either to reward or punishment. Nor would a new conditioned

skin conductance response then be easily acquired by pairing a fresh visual stimu-

lus with an aversive sound.28

� Each of the different nuclei in the amygdala need to be scrutinized during ken-

sho. Why? Because the profound loss of fear may plumb different levels. It can

also be expressed differently among individual persons who are high or low in

trait anxiety. Subjects who test high in levels of trait anxiety develop more fMRI

signals in their basolateral amygdala when they respond unconsciously to fearful

faces that are shown for only a few milliseconds.29 However, when fearful faces

are processed through subjects’ more conscious relays, signals tend to increase

elsewhere: in the dorsal amygdala and in its central nucleus. In these nuclei, the

local increases are said to occur irrespective of that person’s existing level of trait

anxiety.

� In summary, the amygdala serves as a gateway. The longer an acquired, emotion-

ally valenced response has been in effect, the more it seems to have relayed

beyond the amygdala itself into other circuits. In this respect, the amygdala resem-

bles some memory functions of its neighbor, the hippocampus.

Do the foregoing lines of research help us understand Zen? Only if we ap-

preciate how central to the age-old Zen Buddhist approach are such key issues as

nonattachment, clinical objectivity, and the deconditioning of unfruitful emotional

responses.

At the end of part I, we referred to the use of short ‘‘capping’’ phrases as one

way to encapsulate Zen teachings. One of these ancient verses says:

Everything is true

just as it is.

Why dislike it?

Why hate?30
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Expanded Roles for the Insula

The right anterior insula supports a representation of visceral responses accessible to

awareness, providing a substrate for subjective feeling states.

Hugo Critchley and colleagues1

The insula is a hidden island. Only after you peel back the overlying gyri of the

adjacent temporal, frontal, and parietal lobes do you expose the insula. Now you

see this mound of cortex bulging outward, buried in the depths of the lateral Syl-

vian fissure.

Vesalius had mentioned the insula as long ago as 1543. At one time its

central location and size had even led to its being called the central lobe. Only

recently did it became part of the so-called paralimbic system. Various lines of ev-

idence now hint that its anterior, middle, and posterior regions play distinctive (if

not always ‘‘central’’) roles in several human emotions.2

The Insula and Disgust

Zen invites us to look deeply into the roots of our loathings and disgusts. The in-

sular cortex qualifies for some of these introspections. When Penfield and Faulk

stimulated the insula during brain operations, their patients reported unpleasant

tastes and sensations of nausea referred to the stomach.3 Later it was found that

rats cannot develop their usual, easily conditioned aversion to noxious tastes after

the insula has been destroyed by ibotenic acid.

Imaging studies show that we activate the insula when we view faces

expressing disgust or when we look at disgusting pictures, such as cockroaches

or decaying food. Moreover, we also activate the insula when we recall events

out of our own lives that make us feel guilty (perhaps, in one sense, such guilt

faintly resembles a version of disgust that is being referred back to oneself).4

The Insula and the Sense of Smell

One fMRI study monitored subjects who were inhaling odorants that generated

intense feelings of disgust. On a later occasion, they viewed video clips which

showed other persons’ faces evidencing disgust. The evidence suggested that our

anterior insula is processing (envisoning, mirroring) both our own disgust and our

recognizing another person’s expression of disgust.5

Subjects in a different fMRI study were responding either to very disgusting

odors (animal feces) or to merely unpleasant odors (cat urine). (Aren’t researchers
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carrying matters a bit too far in the name of science? That faint negative response

you just experienced may have arrived via your insula.) Disgusting odors acti-

vated only the subject’s right anterior insula and the right ventral striatum. Both

types of unwelcome odors activated the left anterior insula. The left may play

more of a generic role in olfactory perception per se.6

The Insula in Various Emotions, Including Empathy

PET studies of 41 selected subjects showed that a wide variety of brain regions

responded when they recalled a personal episode that was ‘‘emotionally power-

ful.’’7 Among the many changes noted, sadness and anger activated the anterior

insula on both the right and left sides. In contrast, happiness and fear activated

the insula on the right side only.

Empathy is an ‘‘affective’’ response. It means that you feel the same way that

another person does (see chapter 65). Pain has both affective and sensory compo-

nents.8 When merged, these two factors make pain difficult to define and to study.

It touches our sentiments and resonates there in subtly different ways. Subjects

who themselves receive a painful stimulus include increased fMRI signals in the

anterior and posterior insula on both sides among their responses. However, they

only develop signals in the anterior insula (and anterior cingulate) when they

empathize with their loved one, having been led to believe that this other person

at a distance was then actually being subjected to a pain stimulus similar to the

one they had felt earlier.

The anterior insula becomes more activated when emotions are imitated

than when they are only observed. It has been speculated that the kinds of circuits

that are oriented toward such simulated levels of affect become a step in the direc-

tion toward the processing of empathy.9 It will require additional longitudinal

studies to confirm and to clarify the basis for the structural MRI finding that

long-term meditators have a larger right anterior insular cortex.10

The Middle Insula Stays ‘‘in Touch’’ during Maternal Attachment and Romantic Love

The middle insula is one part of the constellation of regions involved in certain

positive emotions. Signals from this middle region increase when mothers look at

pictures of their 2-year-olds, and when lovers of either sex look at pictures of their

beloved11 (see chapter 62).

Moreover, other recent lines of evidence suggest that this middle part has

a supporting role in exteroceptive sensations of a rather special kind. It turns out

that thin unmyelinated fibers convey slower touch sensations from the surface of

the skin. These messages are directed first to the middle insula rather than being

relayed there only indirectly by way of the somatosensory cortex. This pathway
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appears to mediate some of the pleasant feelings we associate with ‘‘caress-like,

skin-to-skin contact.’’ Have you ever wondered why you like to snuggle close,

or why you like to ‘‘stay in touch’’ with family and friends? Perhaps some nuances

of so-called skin-hunger might correlate with similar processes involving your

insula.

The Posterior Insula: ‘‘Our Vestibular Cortex’’

PET studies show that when you stimulate the semicircular canals on one side

it activates the posterior insula on both sides, the right more so than the left.12

Sensations of disequilibration are unpleasant, and vertigo has decidedly negative

overtones. (The right hypothalamus also enters into this disconcerting vertiginous

response.)

Other Visceral Signals to the Insula

The insula has been linked with changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and

with the perceptions of pain and temperature. Critchley and colleagues’ recent

multidisciplinary study follows up on this prior research.13 First, the subjects

were rated in terms of their underlying degrees of anxiety. The more anxious sub-

jects proved to be more accurate at tasks that required them to judge the explicit

timing of their own heartbeats. (Not a skill most people are normally aware of.)

Anxious subjects showed correspondingly greater activity in their right anterior

insula and in the overlying rim of the nearby frontal cortex. Signals also increased

in their right insula when they attempted to integrate their interoceptive aware-

ness with external sounds. This led to the suggestion that the anterior insula

might be able to serve a kind of interoceptive ‘‘comparator’’ role.

Neural Pathways to and from the Insula

The insula does more than help process smell, taste, touch, emotional and vesti-

bular information. By following the course of various paths leading up to the

insula we can understand how some of its functions are derived from messages

relayed up by other small autonomic sensory fibers that ascend from different inter-

nal parts of our body.14

Several modest caveats apply to what most such small fiber pathways can

accomplish: (1) They conduct their messages relatively slowly. (2) The information

they convey is often relatively undifferentiated and poorly localized. (3) These

slender afferent (sensory) fibers of the autonomic nervous system can influence

emotional responses first by entering the hypothalamus directly, not just by relay-

ing up through the thalamus to the insula.15 (4) Their ‘‘softer’’ interoceptive
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messages do not necessarily leap to the forefront of our explicit cognitive process-

ing. However, specific tasks can be assigned that focus a person’s attention on

them.16

Slowly, such small fiber interoceptive messages do relay up to the ventral me-

dial nucleus of the thalamus. Once there, two of its subnuclei then send very differ-

ent kinds of sensory messages up to the insula.

� The posterior subnucleus receives sensory information from sympathetic afferents

arising from the head and body.

� The basal subnucleus processes different sensations rising from parasympathetic

afferents. This basal subnucleus receives (and relays) a variety of other messages

rising up from the brainstem (via the solitary tract nucleus and its gustatory exten-

sion) [Z:165, figure 5].

An intriguing trend develops within such relays and crossings: sympathetic

afferents become represented more in the right hemisphere, and parasympathetic

afferents more in the left.17

What other implications follow from the interesting anatomical observation

that much of the small autonomic fiber input to the insula comes up through this

one specific ventral medial relay nucleus in the thalamus? The fact further empha-

sizes that this lower part of the thalamus is a bottleneck for almost every sen-

sation (except olfaction) (see figure 8, chapter 44). Therefore, a local inhibitory

process that caps this ventral region as a whole could block both kinds of sensory

impulses, fast and slow, simultaneously. The fast somatosensory path normally

relays larger fiber messages from the head and body. All along their way up to

the cortex these messages contribute the most to our normal body image and to

our implicit sense of existing as a physical self.18

The reticular nucleus of the thalamus is poised to provide the local cap that

can inhibit, simultaneously, both these small fiber and large fiber pathways (see

chapter 46). Its local inhibitory functions can block all major ingredients that form

the framework of our physical self-image, along with their covert visceral and

emotional attachments. This means that all of the above aspects of the physical

self—superficial and deep—can drop out of conscious awareness at the same

time (see chapters 74 and 75).

Commentary

When something tastes really bad, we spit it out immediately. Distaste !
disgust ! revulsion. As we recoil, no observer can mistake our body language or

that of our face and tongue. Graded responses from the ventral striatum blend

into such lower-level motor reflex systems. Simultaneously, we are also laying
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down new avoidance memories, because we do learn, as we say, from each bitter

experience. The words hint at the ways our cortex and caudate nucleus enter into,

and elaborate upon, our conditioned responses at more primitive visceral and

affective levels.

How does this relate to Zen? Long-term Zen training helps a person drop off

some deeper conditioned loathings, not just unfruitful desires and longings. In the

neuroimaging studies cited above, researchers began by focusing on simpler, shal-

lower issues: on disgusting smells and sights. Thus far, the research has yet to

hone in on deep psychic interpersonal antipathies, ones that might be categorized

as ‘‘loathings.’’ Loathings in this category lie beyond a person’s simple short-term

responses to unpleasant stimuli or the simpler quick emotions of fear. Loathings

and ‘‘revulsions’’ are often hidden in the more complex layers of what we call the

‘‘subconscious.’’

In their extreme manifestations, loathings tap hostile attitudes and chronic

hatreds. Some can be carried to the point of obsessions. Like other emotionally

charged attitudes, loathings move us, motivate us to act. The grave events of

9/11/2001 emphasized how essential it is for societies worldwide to study,

understand, relieve, and avoid deep human responses that have become aver-

sive to this degree.

Meanwhile, with regard to the insula, its right anterior region can be viewed

as representing one cortical module in a larger network of emotionalized associa-

tions. Collectively, these all help us evaluate and respond to a variety of stimuli

that memory tells us are negatively valenced. Negative signals from the anterior

insula that represent our deep visceral feelings of disgust may weigh particularly

heavily on some vital networking functions that enter into everyday decisions.19

29

Remembrances and the Hippocampus

We don’t know how the peak experience is achieved; it has no simple one-to-one re-

lation with any deliberated procedure; we know only that it is somehow earned. It is

like the promise of the rainbow. It comes and it goes and it cannot be forgotten.

H. Geiger1

I can’t say I was ever lost, but I was bewildered once for three days.

Daniel Boone (1734–1820)

The hippocampus curls up in the medial temporal lobe. It helps us process some

memories and forget others. It also functions as a kind of subconscious com-

pass that helps us navigate a path through difficult terrain (Z:180–189). But to the
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degree that the hippocampus enters into a ‘‘peak experience,’’ it would seem that

this happens more as a kind of fortuitous grace than as something a person must

always ‘‘earn.’’

This chapter samples recent reports that suggest how our mental states

could change along with variations in our hippocampal functions.

Neuromessengers in the Hippocampal Circuitry

The medial septal nerve cells are pacemakers, releasing their acetylcholine into the

hippocampus [Z:figure 6, 183]. Septal cells, in turn, have been driven chiefly by

impulses rising up from the midbrain reticular formation. ACH activates its mus-

carinic ACH receptors, setting off gamma waves within the hippocampal CA3

area.2 These then spread to CA1, in keeping with the normal direction of impulse

flow. Once stimulated, local gamma oscillations can continue for prolonged peri-

ods of up to 3 hours, often seeming to nestle inside theta wave activities.

Preprocessed sensory information first enters through the parahippocampal

gyrus. It then flows through its entorhinal cortex (along the perforant path) into

the dentate gyrus. The so-called hippocampal formation includes not only this den-

tate gyrus but also its next relays onto CA3 and CA1 cells, and the path that leads

on from CA1 cells to the subiculum.

Small interneurons release their GABA on GABAA receptors in ways that

pace the rhythmic activity of this hippocampal network. Glutamate contributes

to the oscillations, acting on its fast, non-NMDA (N-methyl-d-aspartate) type of

receptors. However, long-term potentiation in the hippocampus involves a cas-

cade of metabolic changes that modify local excitabilities more slowly.3

When dentate gyrus cells stimulate cells in the CA3 region, the excitatory

effects at this next synapse increase dramatically from the first to the second of

two closely timed stimuli (40 ms). And when these dentate cells suddenly shift to-

ward even higher rates of firing, this effect creates a big increase in CA3 cell firing

rates.4

On the presynaptic end of this curious synapse, adenosine A1 receptors con-

fer a remarkably steady, tonic inhibitory property. Here, local extracellular levels

of adenosine serve to check overfiring in the hippocampus.

These four mechanisms—involving ACH, GABA, glutamate, and ade-

nosine—provide only a brief sample of events that cause major increases or

decreases in the timing and flow of impulses within our hippocampal formation.

Hippocampal ‘‘Place Cells’’: Their Role in Spatial Mapping

In roadless terrain, Daniel Boone would soon get lost without hippocampal place

cells. Why are they called place cells? Because they fire chiefly when their incom-
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ing sensory data are being processed in a special way. They decode all this to

mean that they are ‘‘in’’ a certain ‘‘place.’’ Then, once they discharge, they proba-

bly contribute to the brain’s widely distributed constellation of highly coded spa-

tial coordinates. The brain then proceeds to use this silent ‘‘internal compass’’ to

develop its own biological version of a global positioning system (GPS). What do

these operations mean to us personally? They provide us access to our private

map of 3D space.

Suppose a hungry monkey sees an apple, and keeps track of where this vi-

sual stimulus is positioned in space. In the process, it fires one out of every eight

of its hippocampal cells. Most of these cells (69%) are coded to respond to that par-

ticular external location where this apple stimulus originated. Because cells with

these external sensitivities are other-centered, they are called allocentric (Greek

allos, other).

But another 10% of monkey place cells provide a very different frame of

reference. They fire only if that visual stimulus in that location refers back first to

the position of the head and long axis of the monkey’s body. These cells use head-body

coordinates for their frame of reference. Because they are self-centered, they are

called egocentric.

What does it feel like when we merge large networks of such egocentric and

allocentric functions? It feels ‘‘normal,’’ as though we are in this world. We have

our usual normal sense of inhabiting a distinct personal place within a matrix of

‘‘nonpersonal’’ space. And so we are poised to remember: ‘‘I was in this spot

when that defining event occurred.’’ Or, putting it another way, we say: ‘‘This

was where I was when that event took place.’’ Events take their place in ways that

help us remember them.

Such a memory can persist for months, even though it took only a second or

so for the whole process to code this event in space. Lacking this capacity, we

would be forever bewildered. Much of this normal mapping process hinges on

those same NMDA glutamate receptors which also contribute to long-term poten-

tiation.5 Some cells in the parahippocampus are already equipped to decode in-

coming sensory information and to provide coarse sensory data about location.6

Remembering and Forgetting

The different sets of hippocampal place cells just described help subserve two dif-

ferent frames of reference. These egocentric and allocentric modes of perception

are fundamental to our basic self/other distinctions. But if we are going to encode

spatial distinctions into memories we can use, we must classify and categorize

them in many other ways. When monkeys perform delayed visual matching

tasks, it turns out that their hippocampal cells are quite sensitive to separate

categories of stimulus features. Not only that, but different monkeys employ
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individual classification strategies. They are unique, in ways reminiscent of those

used by their distant human relations.7

Monkeys don’t need to hang every association on the framework of some

physical place localized by their GPS constructs. Sometimes their hippocampus

enters into different kinds of abstract, visual stimulus-response associations, kinds

which require no spatial reference frame.8 However, this capacity to learn novel

abstractions depends on the functional integrity of the rest of the limbic system. It

is impaired when the fornix is cut. Why?

The fornix is a major overarching pathway. It normally conveys impulses

down to the hypothalamus that began in the hippocampal formation, the cingu-

late gyrus, and the parahippocampal gyrus. Then, by way of completing this

limbic circuit, the hypothalamus sends its major projection bundle, the mammillo-

thalamic tract, up to inform the anterior thalamic nucleus. This key memory circuit

links the lower limbic system with this anterior nucleus. In return, the anterior nu-

cleus then has reciprocal connections with the cingulate gyrus, the orbitofrontal

region, and the subiculum.

Novelty

Think this is trivial information? Consider how much data the hippocampus

receives. Only a minute fraction is truly novel and really significant. How does a

rat handle all this junk mail? Test the rat in a new spatial environment. Deliver sa-

lient events, but do so unpredictably. Only at these special moments does long-

term potentiation increase at its CA1 synapses. During these times the rat also

activates its local dopamine DA1 and DA5 receptors.9

In this new open field test environment, the rat’s CA1 region is also stimu-

lated to produce more CREB (the cyclic adenosine monophosphate [AMP] re-

sponse element-binding protein).10

At some later time, it could be to a rodent’s advantage to have some irrele-

vant memories fade, and also to have mechanisms on line that can actively erase

memories. Enter protein phosphatase 1. When this enzyme removes just a few

phosphate groups from proteins, it limits the laying down of new memories. But

when it removes more phosphate groups, memory actually declines. If you won-

der whether one such enzyme can affect the processes of memory, consider what

happens in inbred mice born with low levels of phosphatase 1. Not only do these

mutant mice readily lay down new memories, but even when they grow old they

still hang on to their memories.11 (A potential glimmer of hope for avoiding ‘‘se-

nior moments’’?)

PET scans have monitored human subjects while they were performing a vi-

sual and auditory task. The task required them to encode words. Some words

were new to them, others were very familiar. The two different types of words
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served to activate a potential bottleneck in the same region of the hippocampus,

even though they activated very different large-scale networks elsewhere in the

brain.12

Implications for Meditation and for Kensho

Kensho and satori are brief, transforming moments. Fresh ongoing perceptions

are registered accurately, and they often remain indelible. In contrast, old malad-

aptive memory associations drop out instantly. So do all prior personal constructs

and concepts of the self. This psychophysiological pattern is very distinctive. It

does not suggest that one’s hippocampal CA1 cells per se are malfunctioning.

Nor does it imply that one’s usual stream of messages must have stopped on their

way to CA1 cells from CA3 cells [Z:182–184].

Normally, we start to encode new memories with the aid of our hippo-

campus and adjacent temporal cortex. Next, we engage a widely distributed net-

work in order to lay down, store, and retrieve memories.13 The term consolidation

describes the way memory traces soon pass beyond, then gradually become inde-

pendent of, the first steps in this processing chain, both in the hippocampus and

its nearby entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortex. In chapter 27, we

observed that the amygdala also responds quickly, and then disperses its informa-

tion elsewhere.

We consolidate memories mostly when we are either at rest or asleep, be-

cause these are the quieter times when we are not processing any new external

events. What evidence suggests that such consolidation does occur at rest? Elec-

trodes implanted widely throughout cortex have monitored monkeys’ brain func-

tions for many hours. The firing patterns are distinctive. They confirm that those

same nerve cells which had previously fired together cooperatively during tasks,

later reenacted their responsivities. When? During the next rest period. Yet at this time,

no such task was being overtly performed. Without moving, the resting monkeys

appeared to be ‘‘replaying’’ their previous task activity spontaneously.

Are such replaying data relevant to a period of open, relaxed meditation, an

interval of quiet that seems reasonably close to an actual state of rest? This plausi-

ble hypothesis remains to be tested. If so, then perhaps actual ‘‘no-thought’’ medi-

ation periods do offer a meditator the chance to consolidate—spontaneously and

subconsciously—what had just been learned during the course of some experience

that had immediately preceded it. For example, such an event could be in the

form of information heard during a lecture or encountered while reading.

Spontaneous replaying tendencies at rest have a second set of implications.

Both our ordinary leaps of creative intuition and extraordinary peak experiences

usually occur during pauses. Each requires an extra, dynamic ingredient, not just

the mere replaying of a problem long incubated but still unsolved. Novel closures
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often mean that some new item or motive source of energy has closed the infor-

mation gap. Instantly, large networks shift into brand-new configurations.

What about the usual processes that enable us to recall ordinary memories?

Functional brain imaging studies identify three left frontal regions that become

coactivated when we retrieve memories: the polar cortex, the mid ventrolateral

cortex, and the mid dorsolateral cortex. All contribute, whether the kinds of mem-

ory being tested involve events of personal experience (episodic memory), work-

ing memory, or factual items (semantic memory). The dorsal anterior cingulate

cortex also shares in these coactivations.14

One basic function of Zen meditation is to calm the habit energies that drive

these four sources of memory retrieval into endless strings of discursive thoughts.

In short, the regular practice of zazen helps to dampen the ordinary ‘‘leaps’’ of

one’s monkey mind (see chapter 13). It is rare for kensho to occur while a person

is actually seated and engaged in zazen meditation.

The self that will drop out during kensho had a very long prior autobio-

graphical history. It was fearful. It had major impulses and motivations to do

things. It possessed an acute sense of time. To the degree that these older memory

formations had long since ‘‘passed through the hippocampus’’ and been repre-

sented beyond it, then kensho might seem to have dissolved their functional rep-

resentations, at hierarchical levels above and beyond the hippocampus. Yet we still

need to explain kensho’s influence on immediate memory mechanisms, for these

hippocampal functions might seem to be registering ongoing events clearly and

at considerable speed. Does any recent research support such a process?

Recent fMRI studies confirm that patients who have medial temporal lobe

damage don’t need their hippocampus to recall their older, well-consolidated,

personal memories.15 Indeed, they accurately recall such prior experiences when

prompted by such simple cue words as ‘‘river’’ or ‘‘nail.’’ However, other patients

had damage to their frontal lobes and to the lateral aspects of their temporal lobes.

They did lose their remote autobiographical memories for time and place. These

findings suggest that kensho blocks the links of early egocentric functions at

frontotemporal levels beyond the hippocampus.

The Right Hippocampus during the Resolution of Ordinary Japanese Riddles

The Japanese are among the many who enjoy puzzles. One puzzle goes: ‘‘What

can move heavy logs, but can’t move a small nail?’’ Suppose you were a subject

being monitored by fMRI when you saw this riddle. You had already been

stumped by it at an earlier presentation. You still didn’t know the answer this sec-

ond time.

Eight seconds later, still puzzled, you finally saw the correct word answer. It

flashed forth on a screen for 2 seconds: ‘‘river.’’ During the next 8 seconds, with re-
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gard just to your two hippocampi, what would your fMRI show? Only your right

hippocampus would participate in this particular moment of ‘‘insight.’’16

The Zen koan is also a riddle. It sometimes helps a person arrive at com-

prehensive, existential levels of insight. Insight is a big crucial topic. The hippo-

campus is only one part of it. We consider how ordinary insight can transform

consciousness in part IV, and explore the qualities of a major flash of insight-

wisdom (prajna) once again in parts VII and IX.

A ‘‘Born-Again’’ Hippocampus?

Major religious transformations in every culture are said to leave the person feel-

ing ‘‘born again.’’ It used to be believed that nerve cells could not regenerate. We

now know that nerve cells can be formed anew in the dentate gyrus, even in older

human beings.17

Relatively few ‘‘new’’ nerve cells are produced. No one has yet proved that

they insert themselves into the normal functions of those several hippocampal

cells whose synaptic sequences we described earlier in this chapter. If we assume

that the human neocortex alone contains 20 to 25 billion nerve cells in normal,

young adult male brains, and make an educated guess that this corresponds to

some 164,000 billion synapses, then this many billion synapses is already equal to

the number of stars in some 1400 Milky Ways!18 So a lot more conditioning and

consolidation will have taken place up in all these cortical synapses than can ever

be set straight by the efforts of a few new nerve cells down in a person’s dentate

gyrus. Human beings will not be ‘‘born again’’ simply because they have ‘‘newly

born’’ nerve cells in their hippocampus, however well-intentioned and placed they

may be.

Still, contributions of the subiculum to certain sequences of phenomena dur-

ing kensho may be another matter (see part IX). For example, as noted above, the

subiculum is one part at the far end of the hippocampal formation that soon

enters into major reciprocal connections with the anterior nucleus of the thalamus

[Z:figure 6, 183].

This means that the GABA cap of the reticular nucleus could modulate the

functions—in either direction—of this upper limb through which the hippocam-

pus contributes to memory. The GABA cap can close and open, acting sometimes

as a shield, sometimes as a sieve. Its shifting modes could briefly interrupt, or en-

hance, the flow of impulses along the next two major reciprocal paths that issue

from the anterior thalamic nucleus. These pathways in the limbic system engage

the anterior nucleus with both the cingulate gyrus and the orbitofrontal cortex.19

These limbic avenues are vitally important in the reverberations that merge

our limbic and cortical networks into complex functions that can either rise into

consciousness or remain at subconscious levels.
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Novel Implications to Orientation of Some Theta Rhythms in Hippocampal and Closely

Related Circuits

Surface EEGs show that theta rhythms increase as meditation deepens (see chap-

ters 16 and 18). Does this trend toward slower (4–7 cps) wave forms mean that

our whole brain is slowing down and simply becoming more relaxed? Probably

not, for several reasons.

First, because theta activities also arise in deeper brain regions. Several of

these sites are now being linked with active human memory functions. Indeed,

we could not remember either spatial or nonspatial events without the subcortical

network that helps encode and retrieve our memories.20 Moreover, when the

brain is stimulated at theta frequencies it becomes especially capable of generating

long-term potentiation in the hippocampus. This process greatly enhances the

working memory functions that hinge on spatial relationships.

A brief survey of functional anatomy helps clarify how theta rhythms in the

hippocampus and in other limbic circuits could participate in these and other vital

orienting activities.21

The oral nucleus down in the pons is one source for theta activities. Then,

higher in the hypothalamus, the supramammillary nucleus helps drive theta

bursts at faster frequencies. Discharges from this nucleus then rise up to stimulate

various ‘‘pacemaker’’ cells, chiefly in the medial septal nucleus. Their discharges

prompt high amplitude theta rhythms in the hippocampal formation. These theta

waves arise in hippocampal CA2–3 cells and in the dentate gyrus.

Other cells back in the posterior hypothalamus generate the more tonic

theta discharges. These impulses take a different course, relaying up through the

midline of the thalamus. From here, in its nucleus reuniens, stimulation can

also develop theta rhythms in several other regions, such as the hippocampal

CA1 cells, the subiculum, entorhinal cortex, and the orbitomedial prefrontal

cortex.

Finally, the theta rhythms that emerge from the hippocampus can relay

down to the mammillary nucleus of the hypothalamus. From here they speed up

to the anterior thalamic nucleus through the mammillothalamic tract (the well-

myelinated bundle of Vicq d’Azyr). From this anterior nucleus, messages take

only a short step up to reach the cingulate cortex (the whole lengthy trip will com-

plete the so-called Papez circuit).

Point of Interest: Different Kinds of Head Directional Systems Parallel These Same Theta

Pathways

We point at important things. The moon, for example. When pointing our finger at

the moon, our head and eyes swivel in that direction. This helps to orient our at-
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tention straight along that line of sight. Can a laboratory rat teach us anything

about this lining-up process?

Even though none of its immediate ancestors were born in the wild, this rat

does more than face forward and move its head from side to side as it explores a

strange new laboratory maze in the dark. It also remembers how to find its way

back through all these passages to its own nest. How does this tame inbred rat

not only navigate but also create a dynamic, working ‘‘map’’ constructed from

each new twist and turn of spatial remembrances?

In which direction are you facing right now? It is easy to overlook so elemen-

tary an attribute. Yet, every animal needs an exquisite sense of where its head is

pointing, especially at the particular moment when it occupies each successive

new place in a maze. Why? Because a creature’s egocentric actions hinge on hav-

ing more than just a long central spinal axis. Such a simple axial ‘‘center’’ would

remain behaviorally neutral if it were to define only a hub to which all ‘‘place’’

stimuli from sites around the whole circumference were assigned equal value.

Instead, what do dynamic outgoing behaviors require? A physiological com-

mitment to one particular direction. This is an implicit, subconscious, orientation. Out

in front is where most action is—food, mate, potential threats. Eyes and ears are

biased to face forward. One’s behavioral compass has a need akin to that of a mag-

netized needle. It seeks a north.

The pointed nose establishes the pivotal compass heading. It reflects our for-

ward orientation, not our occiput. Inside, in the brain, specialized kinds of multi-

modal nerve cells possess several kinds of direction-sensitive properties. What

automatic functions do such directional cells serve? Some convey a sense of an opti-

mal direction, the one in which you’d like to be headed.

We come next to some remarkable convergences. Many head directional

cells are conveniently dispersed right next door to those very same theta-generating

memory cells described in the section just above.22 Indeed, in the rat, the theta

rhythms that relay throughout these nuclei and subnuclei seem to comprise one

ascending anatomical system. This particular grouping of ‘‘theta rhythm’’ cells has

been called the ‘‘medial mammillary system.’’ The term medial becomes easier to re-

member because this system includes cells restricted to the medial part of its two

major limbic nuclei: the mammillary nucleus and the anterior thalamic nucleus.

In the medial mammillary nucleus, a third of the cells fire only when the head

turns in a precise clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Moreover, almost all

such angular motion cells vary their firing rates at the theta frequency.23

Now, what about other adjacent clusters of directional cells? They are

disposed nearby, just slightly more laterally and dorsally. For example, one lateral

system sensitive to head direction includes nerve cells of the lateral mammillary

nucleus. Other cells in this directional category are located in the same anterior

thalamic nucleus except in its dorsal subdivision.
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The hippocampal formation now turns out to contain a distinct set of cells.

Each one codes for both location (place) and head direction (directional heading).24

Their firing correlates with the arrival of each local theta wave. Firing rates indi-

cate that their ‘‘sense of direction’’ tends to remain consistant, whereas their ‘‘sense

of place’’ varies as the rat moves from one location to another.

So what? Prominent theta activity develops when animals engage in normal

spatial exploration behavior, not only when human beings meditate. It is possible

that some of the memories that animals have for successive events are based

on the ways their medial (theta) system continually stays in touch with cells that

also convey information about their place, heading, and angular head motion.25

Such consultations could serve dual purposes. They might both help focus exter-

nally oriented spatial attention and later become part of the foundation for

remembering which movements would next have been made into the immediate

environment. Turning has interesting implications (page 40).

Of course, human theta wave systems are certain to be much more varied

in their functional complexity than are these found in the rat. Still, one might spec-

ulate that when our brain shifts toward certain kinds of theta rhythms in the hip-

pocampus and allied circuits, such a shift there might evidence a more open

receptivity for registering the arrival of new signals, not simply a descent toward

drowsiness and slow wave sleep.

30

The Well-Concealed Hypothalamus

Here in this well-concealed spot, almost to be covered with a thumbnail, lies the very

mainspring of primitive existence—vegetative, emotional, reproductive—on which,

with more or less success, man has come to superimpose a cortex of inhibitions.

Harvey Cushing (1869–1939)1

The hypothalamus is well concealed deep down at the base of the brain. Harvey

Cushing, a pioneering neurosurgeon, was careful to avoid damaging the hypo-

thalamus when he operated on the pituitary gland just beneath. The slightest slip

here, and his patient might never regain consciousness. Space permits only a

thumbnail sketch of this tiny, crucial region, citing three of its major subdivisions:

lateral, periventricular, and medial [Z:189–196].

Lateral Hypothalamus

The hypothalamus lies in the midline just above the pituitary, that master endo-

crine gland with which it enjoys an intimate relationship. The multiple, essential,
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survival functions of the hypothalamus have been outlined previously [Z:189–

196, 162–163, 232–233, 237, 238]. Then, in 1998, came the discovery by two labora-

tory groups of nerve cells that normally make a novel excitatory peptide. This

peptide, called hypocretin (or orexin), is missing in both the hypothalamus and

spinal fluid of patients who have narcolepsy.2 Because hypocretin nerve cells nor-

mally supply this excitatory peptide to the basal forebrain and upper brainstem,

and are continuously active, this deficiency explains much of the excessive sleepi-

ness that characterizes narcolepsy.3

Ventral Periventricular Area

Nerve cells here, in the arcuate nucleus, make a wide variety of other impor-

tant peptides. Among them are two smaller opioid peptides, enkephalin and

dynorphin, and two pivotal stress-activated peptides, the endogenous opioid,

beta-endorphin, and ACTH4 (see chapter 32). Glutamate receptors in the hypo-

thalamus serve as its major source of excitatory input. This finding helps explain

why excess glutamate has such a selective excitotoxic effect on cells in this arcuate

nucleus [Z:654, 665].

Medial and Posterior Hypothalamus

The medial hypothalamic nuclei are also essential for our innate reproductive, de-

fensive, and ingestive behaviors5 (see chapter 34). The paired mammillary nuclei

protrude from the back of the hypothalamus, cleaved along the midline. Their

limbic messages relay quickly up to the anterior thalamic nucleus and down to

the midbrain. In cells of their medial subdivision, angular motions of the head are

linked with theta rhythms. Other directional cells reside in the lateral mammillary

nucleus (as discussed in the previous chapter). They contribute to head direction

functions by virtue of the impulses relayed up to them from the vestibular and re-

lated brainstem nuclei.6

Age-Related and Seasonal-Related Changes

The hypothalamus varies its neuroendocrine repertoire. Its output depends on

what kinds of messages it receives from the rest of the brain and body. More

nerve cells in the periventricular nucleus express CRF in people over the age of 40

years, and more cells can also express vasopressin with advancing age.7 In people

under the age of 50, peaks occur in the number of vasopressin cells in the supra-

chiasmatic nucleus both in the spring and fall. Chapter 34 considers how this vas-

opressin may be related to their so-called affiliative behaviors.
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31

GABA Inhibits; Glutamate Excites

The opposites are beneficial; the fairest harmonies arise from things that differ.

Heraclitus (540–c.480 B.C.E.)

GABA is the brain’s inhibitory workhorse. It is the pharmacological opposite of

glutamate. Its acronym stands for gamma(g)-aminobutyric acid. The brain applies

fast-acting GABA circuits at all hierarchical levels to check its local processes of

excitation. A remarkable fact: the brain makes its GABA from glutamate. This

places inhibition just one chemical reaction step behind excitation [Z:208, 210].

GABA Systems

We begin with GABA, even though most GABA nerve cells are small inconspicu-

ous interneurons. Inside the thalamic relay nuclei of primates, where some 20% to

25% of the neurons are GABAergic, these local-circuit GABA nerve cells have

highly branched dendrites.1

Draped all over the outer surface of the thalamus are the long dendrites of

yet another layer of inhibitory nerve cells. They belong to the GABA ‘‘cap’’ of the

reticular nucleus. These dendrites monitor impulses passing into and out of the

rest of the thalamus. They enable the reticular nucleus to serve as a ‘‘gate’’ which

can open wide or close down on this traffic. GABA nerve cells in the zona incerta

and midbrain can also inhibit important nuclei of the thalamus (see chapter 46).

Another important cluster of GABA nerve cells resides down in the ventro-

lateral preoptic area. GABA from their terminals inhibits the firing of both the

histamine cells of the tuberomammillary nucleus of the hypothalamus and the

serotonin and norepinephrine nerve cells down in the brainstem.2 Normally,

when the tuberomammillary nerve cells do fire in the posterior hypothalamus,

they help to drive our wakeful states. In contrast, GABA cells farther forward

in the preoptic cluster are more active in slow wave and REM sleep. And when

GABAA receptor agonists are injected directly into the tuberomammillary nu-

cleus, they inhibit its functions and produce sedation.3

Most GABA nerve cells in this preoptic cluster also contain a peptide, gala-

nin. This adds robust and long-lasting inhibitory effects when it is coreleased on

its postsynaptic receptors.

GABA circuits enter into a feedback loop system with other sleep/wakeful

systems. The whole system takes on stable physiological properties. It resembles,

in engineering terms, the operations of a flip-flop circuit. Though such a flip-flop

switch does stabilize our separate waking and sleeping states, it can also give
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way quickly during transition phases. This property is relevant to the way the

brain can shift into novel states of consciousness.

GABA is also important down in the midbrain central gray region.4 Here,

when opioids are released on mu opioid receptors, the inhibitory actions at

GABAA receptors are enhanced.

One hypothesis has proposed that meditation (1) creates increased ketone

production in the body; and (2) this ketosis increases the amount of GABA that is

converted from its glutamate precursor.5 Multiple other mechanisms for the phe-

nomena of meditation exist in the brain. These would seem a more likely way for

meditation to increase GABA tone in the brain other than as a secondary result of

some general metabolic acidosis that arose in the body. We turn next to consider

how else GABA contributes to brain functions.

GABA Inhibition and the Silent Suppressive Surround

To ease into this discussion, it could help first to visualize a big doughnut, then

the small hole in its center. The doughnut image serves to introduce a surprising

finding. Half a century ago, Stephen Kuffler noticed that certain retinal nerve cells

did fire (as he expected) when he shined a tiny spot of light in the center of their

field.6 But then he also directed a second small beam of light at the wider outer

zone of cells that surrounded them. Now these cells in the center stopped firing in

response to light. That outer ‘‘ring’’ of surrounding cells had strongly inhibited

them.

Why is that outer doughnut-shaped ring called the silent suppressive sur-

round? Because its potent inhibitory capacities remain silent. You do not realize

they exist until you also stimulate the field of the cell in their center.

Two other items: (1) Both the outer rim of surrounding cells, and those cells

in their center, interact in mutually inhibitory ways. (2) Yet, after a cell of either

type has been inhibited for the first half second or so, it rebounds quickly. Now it

fires in much faster bursts than before.

In brief, the ‘‘light-on’’ (excitatory) responses first evoke ‘‘light-off’’ (in-

hibitory) responses from the surrounding zone. But next, even brighter light-on

responses occur.

Researchers then discovered that many other sensory systems back within the

brain itself also respond with similar excitatory/inhibitory reversals. For example,

suppressive inhibitory responses are typical of the brain’s V4 nerve cells and char-

acterize many other visual circuits.7

Moreover, related GABA inhibitory mechanisms come into play elsewhere

in the visual association cortex. In a region called the ‘‘lateral occipital complex,’’

the gross, elementary shape of objects begins to filter into consciousness.8 Sig-

nal activity increases in this region as soon as we perceive that random visual
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elements are forming a distinct object or becoming a scene that is visually coher-

ent [Z:601–602].

What else happens, back in the primary visual cortex (V1), at the same mo-

ment that this coherent ‘‘visual grasp’’ is developing at sites farther on in the asso-

ciative cortex? V1 is inhibited. fMRI is fast enough to detect this reciprocal change.

The evidence points to circuits that instantly create feedback inhibition within

widely different areas of the visual cortex. These dynamic feedback inhibitory

mechanisms operate over longer distances than do our localized center/surround

inhibitions. Some visual feedback circuits are transcortical. Others are thalamo-

cortical, and can be traced to the pivotal inhibitory functions of the reticular nu-

cleus of the thalamus.

Later, we will have occasion to consider both brief antagonistic, center/

surround mechanisms and the longer-range inhibitory processes. For we need to

clarify how it happens that brief light-dark pattern reversals occur at the close of

kensho during a phase of afterimages (see table 11, chapter 95).

Meanwhile, GABA mechanisms relevant to triggering phenomena can be

studied in circuits seemingly as mundane as those that register the movements

of a rat’s whisker. When these long, highly sensitive whiskers contact anything,

touch messages speed back through the rat’s trigeminal nerve, then relay up

through the thalamus to excite its cortex. Normally, however, a rat’s GABA nerve

cells inhibit this process. GABA reduces the amplitude of the firing in several tha-

lamic nuclei and slows the rate of sensory transmission. But suppose these GABA

inhibitory actions are reduced. What happens? The sensory gates open. The sen-

sory relay nuclei are disinhibited. They now respond to the slightest whisker

touch with very short latencies and much higher amplitudes9 [Z:462].

Meditative training uncovers a wide variety of unusual epiphenomena.

They may be intriguing to neuroscience, but in Zen they are nothing special.

They simply mean that the brain’s neuromessenger systems are readjusting their

dynamic balance between inhibition and excitation.

Glutamate Systems

Glutamate is the brain’s major excitatory amino acid transmitter. Many lines

of evidence show that glutamate and aspartate accomplish the bulk of our

everyday fast, point-to-point neural transmission [Z:654–659]. A few samples

follow.

Glutamate, like acetylcholine, exerts a strong influence on functions at sev-

eral levels. Its mechanisms act both directly and indirectly. For example, gluta-

mate quickly excites most cells down in the reticular nucleus of the thalamus. Yet,

at the same time, it can also inhibit other reticular neurons, and for a longer inter-

val.10 Moreover, deep down in the hypothalamus, glutamate can act to phase-
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advance the circadian clock. How? By stimulating the synthesis of nitric oxide in

the pivotal suprachiasmatic nucleus.11

One subtype of glutamate receptor is the NMDA receptor. When glutamate

activates these NMDA receptors in the hippocampus, they play a key role in cre-

ating the synaptic changes that lead to long-term potentiation and to long-term

depression.12 But when these NMDA receptors are blocked, the hippocampus can

no longer enter into normal learning tasks. Similarly, when glutamate transmis-

sion is inhibited in the amygdala, it can no longer contribute to the pathways

serving fear conditioning.13

Glutamate Toxicity

Overfiring by glutamate nerve cells creates an extra release of calcium ions. This

creates more of the side effects caused by a local release of nitric oxide. A sequence

of neurotoxic changes then unfolds. The next postsynaptic cells die [Z:654–657].

However, this process stops if the NMDA receptor on the postsynaptic cell is

blocked.

You might think at first that to block glutamate excitation would profoundly

inhibit most of the brain. However, ketamine is also an NMDA antagonist. In less

than anesthetic doses, ketamine produces not sedation, but a highly disorganized

schizophreniform state (see chapter 71).

Memantine is another drug that is an antagonist at NMDA receptors.

Having already said that so many nerve cells normally depend on glutamate

transmission, you might not think, at first, that it would benefit patients with Alz-

heimer’s disease. However, memantine now appears to help these patients. Why?

The current theory is that it acts by reducing the degree of excitotoxic neuronal

damage that had been caused by glutamate overstimulation.14

32

Stress Responses within the Brain

When you suffer an attack of nerves, you’re being attacked by the nervous system.

What chance has a man against a system?

Russell Hoban (b.1925)

Not much, unless you make the commitment to change the way your own ner-

vous system responds. It was the previous century that introduced the terms ‘‘rat

race,’’ ‘‘hassle,’’ ‘‘24/7,’’ ‘‘corporate jungle,’’ and ‘‘soccer moms.’’ Stressful events in

stressful times set off a long sequence of adjustments. These changes in our brains

and bodies are called stress responses.
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The traditional way to think about the brain’s stress responses was that they

activated a now-familiar hormonal system. It started in the pituitary gland, then

released steroids from the adrenal cortex. The second, neural, system was faster.

It released norepinephrine and epinephrine into the bloodstream. They came

from nerve endings of the sympathetic nervous system and from the adrenal

medulla.

Only in recent decades did research begin to clarify a third route. Through

this avenue, stress responses directly change our brain itself, not only our body.

You may wonder why this chapter now links stress responses with medita-

tion, whereas part II discussed evidence that meditative training relieves stress

responses (see chapters 13 and 19). It’s because meditators can elect to experience

Zen meditation as a contact sport, especially during retreats, not simply as an eso-

teric form of Eastern philosophy.

The Corticotropin-Releasing Factor Response System

Corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) is an excitatory polypeptide. It is the main

regulator of the familiar descending, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal hormonal

axis. But CRF also acts inside the brain. CRF fibers from the paraventricular nu-

cleus release their CRF both in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus and

throughout many other medial regions in the cerebrum and brainstem. Various

steps in the CRF response system are outlined in figure 5.

Stressful stimuli, both mental and physical, send their messages to the locus

ceruleus. Its nerve cells, in turn, send their fibers up to release NE into the para-

ventricular nucleus. Here, they stimulate its cells to release CRF.1 CRF also modu-

lates learning and memory, even at dose levels so low that they do not directly go

on to enhance the mechanisms of arousal, locomotion, or anxiety.2 Little stressors

help us learn.

CRF acts on two different types of receptors. In mice, CRF released into the

lateral septum region stimulates its CRF-2 receptors. In the hippocampus, activat-

ing CRF-1 receptors enhances learning. Both CRF-1 and CRF-2 receptors help to

mediate fear and anxiety behaviors. If you inhibit both receptor types, then stress-

induced behaviors are reduced more than when either receptor is inhibited alone.3

Animals employ several optional coping strategies when they respond to

stress. How do they decide which option is applicable? The fact that CRF

also stimulates the release of serotonin by the dorsal raphe nucleus seems to play

a role.4 Active confrontation, fight, or flight are the three options if the animal

judges that the stressor is controllable or escapable.5 But suppose it is decided

that the stressful situation is inescapable? (You might reach this conclusion during

a long retreat, where you slowly learn the art of enduring the inescapable.) What

then?
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Studies of animals show how they adopt passive coping strategies. Obser-

vation shows that animals then remain quiet, immobile, and reduce their

responses to the environment. Though higher-level street-smarts may enter into

such withdrawal-type judgments, other regions (such as the central gray) orga-

nize these two different coping strategies.

The Midbrain Central Gray

The central gray is shown in figure 4, chapter 23. It surrounds the long tubing (the

aqueduct) that conducts fluid from the third cerebral ventricle down to the fourth.

Active coping responses are evoked by stimulating the dorsal lateral columns of

the central gray.6 Flight reactions occur when excitatory amino acids are micro-

injected here. Some of these actions are correlated with a local increase in nitric

oxide.7 On the other hand, passive kinds of coping are triggered by activating

the ventral lateral central gray. Although this region does have many CRF fibers,

and even though the predominant role of CRF is excitatory, when CRF is injected

Figure 5 Stress responses within the brain

This figure diagrams the way stressful stimuli enter the brainstem, relay on to the hypothalamus,

and then spread to involve the medial regions of the cerebrum and brainstem. A pivotal

mechanism is the way norepinephrine from the locus ceruleus excites the paraventricular nucleus

in the hypothalamus. This, in turn, leads to the release of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), an

excitatory peptide. CRF goes on to excite a wide variety of other cells. Graded, well-calibrated

levels of stress responses occur during retreats. Superimposed on these are the effects of abrupt

triggering stimuli which can release additional norepinephrine.
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separately into the central nucleus of the amygdala, this can reduce the animal’s

response to noxious stimuli.8 (The next chapter helps explain how.)

Stress and GABA Receptor Function

Fortunately for animals and humans, the brain can invoke GABA and opioid

systems to help it respond to stress. Although acute stress in rats first reduces

GABAA receptor functions, it soon leads to a compensatory increase in the levels

of neurosteroids in the brain. When these levels peak 30 minutes later, they act to

enhance this GABA receptor’s powerful inhibitory and antianxiety functions.9

Isolation is stressful for otherwise gregarious creatures. Rats have remained

socially isolated in individual cages for 30 days. They show decreased functions of

their GABAA receptors, and increase their anxiety-related behaviors. Plasma corti-

costerone increases to a modest degree, and neurosteroids like pregnenolone are

reduced in the brain.

In summary, we can’t avoid stress, but we can adapt to it.

33

Laid-Back Nurturing Promotes Laid-Back Limbic System

Receptors

I’m not frightened of the darkness outside, it’s the darkness inside houses I don’t like.

Shelagh Delaney (b.1939)

Maternal care during infancy serves to ‘‘program’’ behavioral responses to stress in

the offspring by altering the development of the neural systems that mediate fearful-

ness.

C. Caldji and colleagues1

Children’s personalities are shaped by what happens in their early home environ-

ment. Researchers at McGill University asked: How does the infant brain respond

when the circumstances are either stressful or more nurturing? In careful studies

of a simple animal model, they showed that a calm, nurturing environment cre-

ates salutary changes in the brain.2 Their important, longitudinal data in this

model help us understand how meditative training could also exert similar long-

range, beneficial calming effects. How? By influencing key receptors, and at levels

as low as the brainstem and amygdala.

Suppose you wanted to replicate their research. How would you follow the

way their experiment was designed? You would need to
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� Select two kinds of rat mothers who show consistent differences in the way they

nurture their offspring. Mothers in one group would be individually more nurtur-

ing; those in the other group would be less so.

� Observe and record how their offspring behave when they grew up and became

adults.

� Examine the brains of these adult offspring at 100 days, using special light micro-

scopic techniques. Verify which changes in key receptor levels correlate with each

animal’s earlier behavioral expressions of fear and anxiety.

� Screen for changes in the hippocampus, frontal cortex, and hypothalamus, but fo-

cus first on changes in the amygdala and locus ceruleus.

Why single out these two nuclei? Because, by interacting in mutually stimu-

lating ways, they help sponsor primal anxieties and fearful responses to stress.

Thus, norepinephrine from the locus ceruleus excites cells up in the amygdala. In

turn, CRF cells in the amygdala’s central nucleus release their CRF downstream.

This peptide stimulates NE cells to fire in the locus ceruleus [Z:201–205].

Laid-Back Nurturing

How would you pick the rat mothers who were most nurturing? They display

a distinctive, arched-back posture, and spend much more time in it. It might be

summarized here with the phrase, ‘‘laid-back nurturing.’’ In fact, these mothers

often did lie on their back. From this position, they frequently engaged in licking

and grooming behaviors, openly nursing their array of pups off on both sides.

In contrast, the less nurturing mothers tend to lie prone. They lie spread over

their pups like a blanket, or lie on only one side while nursing.3 It turns out that

the laid-back, grooming mothers raise more laid-back (and less anxious) pups.

The mothers who groom infrequently raise more anxious pups.

When the pups developed into adults, four sets of findings in their brains

distinguished the laid-back rats from their less nurtured controls (figure 6).

� In the amygdala, more benzodiazepine-type receptors covered the central and

lateral nucleus. Receptors of this type serve to index the site of GABA receptors.

Enhanced inhibitory responses from these GABA receptors could reduce the ten-

dency of the amygdala to fire excessively.

� The locus ceruleus also contained more of the same inhibitory receptors of this

benzodiazepine type. (They were later identified as GABAA receptors.)4

� The locus ceruleus had fewer CRF receptors. Fewer CRF receptors here would re-

duce the excitatory effects of CRF peptides coming down from the amygdala. The

locus ceruleus could remain less excitable, and release less NE.
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� The locus ceruleus also had more autoreceptors for NE. Autoreceptors provide the

negative feedback that reduces cell firing. Reduced firing in the locus ceruleus

would also reduce its tendency to release excessive amounts of NE elsewhere in

the brain. The net effect: fewer anxiety-related behaviors.

The four findings summarized above were the result of earlier preclinical re-

search on pertinent receptor mechanisms. By implication, they suggest the poten-

tial ways that long-range meditative training could act at the cellular level to reduce

our stress-related behaviors. How? By reducing the firing rates of certain anxiety-

related nerve cells. Subsequent results, based on the same rat model, provide fur-

ther support for this working hypothesis.5

Figure 6 Neural correlates of reduced adult fearfulness: a response to early, laid-back nurturing

The figure focuses on receptors which limit the excitability of the amygdala and the locus

ceruleus. Laid-back nurturing reduces the degree to which the central nucleus of the amygdala

(top left) can excite excessive firing of norepinephrine nerve cells in the locus ceruleus (bottom

right). Subsequent studies showed that GABAA receptor levels were increased in other relevant

regions. Their inhibitory effect could limit excessive firing in the central and lateral nuclei of the

amygdala, the medial prefrontal cortex, the nucleus of the solitary tract, and the locus ceruleus.
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The next five changes below suggest how long-range meditative training

could also help reduce the firing rates in two other crucial sites in the limbic sys-

tem: the hippocampus and the hypothalamus.

Several metabolic differences were also detectable in those calmer adult off-

spring who, as pups, had been nursed and nurtured by laid-back mothers.6 For

example, even though these adult rats had been subjected to acute restraint stress:

� Their plasma levels of pituitary ACTH remained lower than in their stressed

controls.

� Their plasma levels of adrenal corticosterone were also lower than in their more

anxious controls. Moreover, when a test dose of cortisone was injected 3 hours be-

fore restraint stress, it caused a greater reduction in their plasma ACTH response to

this stress than occurred in the controls.

So:

� These adult offspring had become more sensitive to the way this cortisone

feedback normally helps reduce the stress-induced ACTH responses of the

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.

� The laid-back offspring also showed an (appropriate and confirming) increase in

the degree to which cortisone receptors were expressed in their hippocampus.

� They also showed a decrease in the expression of CRF in the paraventricular nu-

cleus of the hypothalamus. This decrease could serve not only to reduce the release

of anxiogenic CRF peptides elsewhere in the brain, it could also reduce the capac-

ity of CRF to release more ACTH from the pituitary [Z:235–240].

The finding that more GABAA receptors developed in the laid-back off-

spring could translate into GABA having an enhanced capacity to stop excessive

firing rates in many other systems.7 Greater degrees of GABA inhibition, operat-

ing at multiple levels, could contribute in many important ways to the calming

effects associated with meditative training.

This multilevel working hypothesis, at the cellular level, suggests how med-

itative training could calm the brain. It points to distinctive receptor changes in

three limbic system nuclei, the locus ceruleus, and the anterior pituitary gland.

The hypothesis needs to be tested in well-defined groups of human subjects. Ulti-

mately, this will require controlled, neurohistochemical studies of human receptor

systems at both light and electron microscopic levels.

In the interim, this kind of longitudinal, multidisciplinary research on an an-

imal model exemplifies an important principle: one must include entire messenger

systems in an experiment designed to clarify which crucial mechanisms modify
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stress responses and create enduring behavioral change. At a minimum, this

means the following: baseline behavioral observations; neuromessenger levels, cor-

related with accurate receptor mapping techniques; and assays that can detect the

delayed changes in second messenger systems. Neuromessenger levels alone

might have sufficed five decades ago, but are no longer adequate to the task ahead.

34

Peptides in Social Affiliative Behaviors: Oxytocin and

Vasopressin

Oxytocin and vasopressin play a prominent role in modulating both affiliative behav-

ior and the way the brain processes social information.

Larry Young1

Social bonding and nurturing behaviors play essential roles in maintaining the so-

cial fabric. Yet, growing children and parents each need to let go at the right time.

On the meditative path, you enter into a close relationship with your spiritual

teacher. Yet nonattachment has long been acknowledged as a useful attribute.

How does each person in a dyadic relationship reconcile such paradoxes? [Z:678].

Only by delicate balancing acts.

Recent human and animal research has provided a glimpse of how the brain

does integrate and reconcile special behaviors at certain times.2 Two peptides are

of interest: oxytocin and vasopressin.

Oxytocin

Oxytocin is a peptide composed of nine amino acids. Cells producing it are con-

centrated in the paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei of the hypothalamus. Oxy-

tocin from the smaller nerve cells of the paraventricular nucleus is then released

widely throughout the brain, to limbic regions in particular.

Norepinephrine enhances the firing of these oxytocin nerve cells,3 but GABA

and nitric oxide inhibit them,4 thereby reducing the release of oxytocin during

emotional stress.

In general, oxytocin helps promote maternal behavior, sexual receptivity,

and affiliation behaviors. Affiliation behaviors bring individuals closer together

into a positive social matrix.

Oxytocin also pulses from the posterior pituitary gland into the blood-

stream. The oxytocin levels of recently delivered mothers correlate with these

mothers’ positive personality patterns of wishing to please, to give, and to interact
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socially.5 More oxytocin is released into the brain and bloodstream, during birth,

lactation, and suckling.

Infusing oxytocin into the brains of male rats increases their social interac-

tions with other male rats.6 When oxytocin is infused into the brains of prairie

voles, it also increases the time they spend huddling, side by side (Vasopressin

does the same.)

Differences in social behavior among different vole strains have generated

much attention. Where I live, on the side of a mountain, all voles are the montane

variety. They are small dark-gray rodents, dig burrows, look less like a mole and

more like a field mouse. Their promiscuous behavior might seem reminiscent of

the mountain men of the wild west in the nineteenth century. When compared

with these loners, their human counterparts down on the plains were decidedly

community oriented.

The voles that inhabit the flatlands are monogamous. What gives the brains

of these prairie voles their major socializing edge on what we humans consider the

‘‘affiliation’’ scale of social values?

Consider the nucleus accumbens of monogamous male and female prairie

voles (see chapter 25). The accumbens receives a very dense supply of oxytocin

fibers from the hypothalamus.7 Moreover, oxytocin receptors cover both the shell

and core of the accumbens. And, in their basal lateral amygdala, the monogamous

prairie voles also have more oxytocin receptors.8

Theories from the vole model have been tested in other animals. Mice can be

genetically engineered to lack a functional oxytocin gene. These knockout mice

neither recognize nor habituate to another mouse, even after they have been in

repeated close contact with this potential friend and neighbor.9 Histochemical

studies confirm that such social exposures activate neither their medial amygdala

nor other regions of their extended amygdala, in contrast to controls (see chapter

27).

When oxytocin is injected into the brain, a broad array of animal studies

suggests that it reduces anxiety and has mildly sedative properties, especially in

females.10 Not only does injection of oxytocin into the cerebral ventricles of ewes

stimulate their maternal behavior but in rats such oxytocin-induced calming may

persist for several weeks. Taylor and colleagues suggest that such general calming

and nurturing effects of oxytocin contribute to a brain’s options to ‘‘tend and be-

friend.’’ In contrast, its other primal stress responses tend in the directions of

‘‘fight or flight.’’11

Trust is an essential ingredient in any social compact, including that be-

tween Zen students and their roshi. People also tend to trust Swiss banks with

their money. Trust has recently been studied in the laboratory under the auspices

of a Swiss economic research institute. The findings suggest that oxytocin con-

tributes to the way we trust another person.12 Twenty-nine male subjects were
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cast in the role of ‘‘investors.’’ They received a nasal spray of oxytocin 50 minutes

before they engaged in a monetary game-playing task. Prior research had indi-

cated that nasal oxytocin could be absorbed and reach the brain. Only these oxyto-

cin investors became so trusting of their anonymous ‘‘trustees’’ that they kept

giving them money to invest. Did an inert placebo spray make the control invest-

ors more trusting? No. Nor did the ‘‘trustees’’ who received the real oxytocin be-

have in a more trustworthy manner. The researchers concluded that oxytocin

increased trust by virtue of its effect in promoting approach behavior in this partic-

ular social context.

Vasopressin

Vasopressin differs from oxytocin only in two amino acid residues. It, too, is made

in the hypothalamus, released elsewhere into the brain, and is also released by the

pituitary gland into the bloodstream.

Consider once again the brains of monogamous prairie voles. Dense coats of

vasopressin receptors cover the ventral pallidum and medial amygdala. More-

over, male prairie voles have many more vasopressin fibers in their ventral pal-

lidum than do the females.13 When male prairie voles receive a minute amount of

vasopressin in the cerebral ventricle, their social interactions greatly increase. This

does not occur in montane voles.14

It is not a one-night stand when male prairie voles mate with their one

female partner. The release of vasopressin helps to regulate their ongoing pair

bonding.15 This monogamous social behavior means more than an enduring affili-

ation with one particular partner. It also entails high levels of care for the off-

spring, as well as aggression toward unfamiliar animals.

In such behaviors, limbic system interactions are paramount. In male prairie

voles, the lateral septum receives its vasopressin from nerve cells in the bed nu-

cleus of the stria terminalis. Injections of vasopressin into this lateral septal nu-

cleus induce pair bonding. Moreover, a vasopressin receptor blocker stops the

pair bonding induced by mating.

Many vasopressin receptors cover nerve cells in the ventral pallidum of

male prairie voles. More receptors can be added by injecting a virus that has been

engineered to carry the gene for the vasopressin (VP-1) receptor. Afterward, these

male prairie voles huddle and interact more with unfamiliar animals. They also

develop a partner preference for a female. This occurs even after the two cohabit

overnight but do not mate.16

Once again, theories from the vole model have been tested in other animals.

Male mice who lack the vasopressin VP-1A receptor (vasopressin knockout mice)

show not only a marked reduction in anxiety-like behavior but are also pro-

foundly impaired in their capacity to relate socially to other animals.17
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Adult rats who had been well nurtured as pups are both less fearful (more

laid-back) and more maternal than their controls (see chapter 33). In these calmer

rats, the males show more vasopressin VP-1A receptors in the calmer amygdala,

whereas the females show more oxytocin receptors in the central nucleus of the

amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis.18

Other Messengers Contribute

Affiliation is not all due to these two peptides. Mesolimbic dopamine terminals

from the ventral tegmental area richly supply both the nucleus accumbens and

other parts of the ventral pallidum (see chapters 24 and 25). To us it comes as no

surprise (but it probably was to her partner) to find that a dopamine DA2 agonist,

when infused into her nucleus accumbens, causes a female prairie vole to develop

enhanced partner preference behavior, even though she and he had not engaged

in mating. Dopamine also contributes to maternal behavior in rats.19

Recent human neuroimaging studies show that subjects diagnosed as hav-

ing a generalized social phobia have less evidence of DA2 receptors than do their

healthy controls.20

Some sedative effects of oxytocin may relate to its ability to increase the

activity of NE alpha-2 receptors.21

Studies of the social behavior of rhesus monkey mothers indicate that after

they receive naloxone (the opioid inhibitor), they give their infants less attention,

protection, and grooming.22

These simpler animal models have helped researchers develop new hypoth-

eses about the mechanisms underlying our psychosocial and sexual behaviors. A

little affiliation can go a long way to repair the frayed social fabric in a world

where angst often prevails. Precisely how oxytocin, vasopressin, biogenic amines,

opioids, and allied messengers interact in meditation and in the context of our

more intricate human social equations remains to be established.

35

Our Brain’s Own Opioids

Thou hast the keys of Paradise, oh just, subtle, and mighty opium!

Thomas De Quincey (1785–1859), Confessions of an English Opium Eater

Endogenous Opioids

Opiates have relieved suffering for ages when given by mouth or by injection. Yet

researchers found that the brain made opiate-like substances only a few decades
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ago. These molecules are now called the endogenous opioids. Four opioid systems

within our nervous system are relevant to certain experiences that can occur on

the path of meditative training (table 3) (see chapter 4) [Z:213–223, 506–508, 619–

621].

Nerve cells in one opioid system make the enkephalins: leu-enkephalin and

met-enkephalin. Both are short molecules, only five amino acids long. We release

some enkephalins not only into the cingulate gyrus and other cortical regions but

also into key subcortical nuclei that govern motor functions: the globus pallidus,

the caudate nucleus, and the nucleus accumbens. Researchers are still working

out all the organizing principles that promote their release.

The beta-endorphin system supplies our brain’s deeper, more primitive

regions close to the midline. This chapter reviews recent findings related to the

third opioid system, which makes the endomorphins, and the fourth, which makes

the dynorphins. Then, in the next chapter, we consider how opioids enter into the

human response to acupuncture, the placebo response, and into the relief of

suffering.

Endomorphins

The two endomorphins have extraordinary properties for molecules that are only

four amino acids long. Of all the opioids, theirs is the greatest and most selective

affinity for mu opioid receptors. The endomorphins’ initial effects are further

enhanced because a delayed metabolic cascade develops after mu receptors are

activated1 (see chapter 37).

Table 3

Opioids and Their Receptors

Endogenous Opioida

Acts Preferentially on

This Receptor Typeb Comment on Actions

Enkephalins delta (d) Can increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the

hippocampusc

Beta-endorphins epsilon (S) Are released, together with ACTH, into the brain

Endomorphins mu (m) Have the most selective affinities of all

endogenous opioids

Dynorphins kappa (k) Have a variety of inhibitory, excitatory, and

excitotoxic effects

ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone.
a The drug morphine is an exogenous opiate. It acts preferentially on mu2 receptors, and slows breath-

ing in particular.
b Opioids tend to act on more than one receptor type, except for the endomorphins.
c Met-enkephalin is unique in its antineurotropic effects (see chapter 38).

For further discussion of the opioids’ signaling properties, see G. Stefano, Y. Goumon, F. Casares, et al.

Endogenous morphine. Trends In Neurosciences 2000; 23:436–442.
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Endomorphin-1 is more widely distributed in the cerebrum. Once it is

injected into a rat’s cerebral ventricles, the rat tends to go back to that particular

place where it was at the time it received the injection. This ‘‘place preference’’

suggests that the endomorphin had conferred what was a kind of subliminal re-

ward. When endomorphin-1 is injected into the midbrain (in the posterior part of

the ventral tegmental area) it causes rats to repeatedly press a lever that enables

them to be injected with more of the same. Once again these animals develop a

conditioned place preference, and they also move about more actively.2 These so-

called rewarding effects of endomorphin-1 are separable from its pain-relieving

(analgesic) effects. Moreover, even a very low dose will reduce pain, yet not de-

press respiration.3

Endomorphin-2 is distributed mostly in the brainstem and spinal cord.4

Endomorphin-2 is the yang to the yin of endomorphin-1. It creates an aversion to

that particular place where the rat was when it received the opioid. This place-

avoidance effect is related to the way endomorphin-2 subsequently enters into

other sequences that activate kappa opioid receptors. Surprisingly, down in the

spinal cord, endomorphin-2 agonists can (secondarily) release two other opioids:

dynorphin and met-enkephalin.5

Among their other complex secondary effects, each endomorphin can in-

crease the local release of serotonin when infused into the dorsal raphe nucleus.6

Dynorphin

Dynorphin, discovered a quarter century ago, is a potent agonist at kappa opioid

receptors. Human subjects develop unpleasant visual distortions, feelings of un-

reality, and depersonalization when given other highly selective kappa opioid

agonists.7

Some human studies hint that dynorphin might have anticonvulsant

properties. It is speculated that low dynorphin levels might be associated with an

increased risk for temporal lobe epilepsy and with a greater tendency for seizures

to spread from the temporal lobe.8

Dynorphin nerve cells have recently been found in parts of the human

amygdala complex.9 Dynorphin also coexists in the key orexin (hypocretin) nerve

cells of the lateral hypothalamus which degenerate in narcolepsy.10 Within the nu-

cleus accumbens, CREB (cyclic AMP response element binding protein) regulates

the expression of dynorphin.11

When young male rat pups are separated from their mothers for only 15

minutes each day, dynorphin B and met-enkephalin levels increase in the hypo-

thalamus.12 Dynorphin exerts a mixture of initial inhibitory and excitatory effects

on CA1 and CA3 cells in the hippocampus [Z:223]. However, excessive levels of

dynorphin are neurotoxic to cells not only in the hippocampus but also in the

striatum13 [Z:656].
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The recent research surveyed briefly above suggests that dynorphin may be

relevant to a few psychoactive drug experiences, including some that develop

feelings of depersonalization and unpleasantness in general.

36

Opioids, Acupuncture, and the Placebo Response

High placebo responders have a more efficient opioid system.

P. Petrovic and colleagues1

This chapter sets ambitious goals. It examines how opioids, acupuncture, and the

placebo response relate (1) to each other, (2) to Zen meditation in general, and (3)

to phenomena sometimes experienced during meditation and alternate states of

consciousness.

A Role for Opioids in Acupuncture

Everyone learns that needles hurt. How could a needle relieve pain? Few in the

West were prepared to accept this preposterous notion. Then James Reston (a

respected columnist for the New York Times) reported that acupuncture helped to

relieve the severe pain he suffered after his emergency appendectomy in Beijing.

It now seems clear that opioid nerve cells in the spinal cord, the midbrain

central gray, and the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus play essential roles in

acupuncture analgesia.2

The earliest steps in pain relief depend on the way the thin needles influence

certain sensory nerves: the very small type 2 and type 3 fibers. Many of these

nerve fibers, lying inside muscle, normally convey our deep sensations of numb-

ness and aching. Often enough to be interesting, some of these small sensory

nerves lie under traditional acupuncture points.3 Whirling the needle after it is

inserted stimulates the nerve fibers. Nowadays, the effects of this manual acupunc-

ture are often enhanced by passing a weak electrical current through the needle

(electro-acupuncture).

Pathways Involved in Pain and Pain Relief

You might think that sensory nerves would only convey the signal of pain. Yet, our

nervous systems are wired in ways that help us also relieve pain. One might sum-

marize the early stages that produce our pain as follows: it begins as volleys of im-

pulses that ascend from our peripheral nerves, and are then processed into ‘‘pain’’

percepts at successively higher levels in our central nervous system [Z:352–355].
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However, these ascending impulses also stimulate other circuits at higher

levels. Fortunately, some of these set off the secondary release of other neuromes-

sengers which can relieve pain. These descending pathways release both endoge-

nous opioids and nonopioids (including serotonin and norepinephrine). They

help to block pain impulses before they can rise up to reach conscious levels.

Pain Associated with Meditation

Meditators suffer many aching leg and back pains when they sit for long periods

during retreats. Does this discomfort during zazen stimulate responses from these

same small peripheral sensory fibers? Could this lead to the subsequent release of rele-

vant neuromessengers? This plausible working hypothesis awaits a formal study.

Meanwhile, it is very important to appreciate that certain time relationships are

involved. The analgesic effects of acupuncture are delayed. Only after 20 to 30

minutes does the subjective pain relief occur.

This delay is relevant to the temporal profile of the phenomena that

occurred during this writer’s state of deep internal absorption [Z:478–479]. I did

not drop into this state until 20 minutes after a significant series of untoward

events. They began with a period of mental and physical distress prompted by se-

vere numbness and tingling in my left leg. These sensory symptoms, in turn, had

developed because my sciatic nerve was compressed while I sat in the half-lotus

position with my left leg crossed. This 20-minute time lag lends support to the hy-

pothesis that these several stressful events could have set off, after the usual delay,

some potential endogenous opioid contributions that had entered later as a feel-

ing of bliss.

Long retreats teach meditators important things about themselves. They

learn what their pain threshold is. They discover their tolerance for suffering.

They experience, firsthand, the way they respond to leg muscle compression,

numbness, and varieties of prominent muscle aching. They learn, like other ani-

mals, to adapt.

Meditators may also be surprised to find that such pains sometimes melt

away, say after the first 3 or 4 days of a retreat (Z:353). Observations such as

these, both of pain responses and of pain relief, invite detailed serial investiga-

tions during retreats of how both our opioid and our other neuromessenger sys-

tems respond to unpleasant situations and aversive stimuli.

Effects of Electro-acupuncture on Opioids in Animal Experiments

Patients who attend pain clinics nowadays often receive electro-acupuncture.

Acupuncture does seem to relieve nausea and vomiting, but how effective is it

in treating various human pain syndromes?4 Many questions still remain, despite
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the favorable nod given toward needle acupuncture by an expert panel assembled

by the National Institutes of Health.

On the other hand, laboratory research in rats and mice already suggests

that two different frequencies of electro-acupuncture stimulation can relieve their

pain.5 It can be easier to remember how these two separate sets of analgesic mech-

anisms differ if you pair ‘‘low’’ rates of stimulation with pain relief mechanisms at

‘‘high’’ anatomical sites. Conversely, ‘‘high’’ stimulation rates turn out to relieve

pain by acting at ‘‘low’’ anatomical sites.

For example, low-frequency stimulation (at only 2 cps) enhances the release

of met-enkephalin and beta-endorphin at higher levels in the central nervous

system. Moreover, these effects can be blocked. How? By injecting antibodies

against endomorphin-1 and -2 into the cerebral ventricles (higher up). These anti-

body results suggest that it is chiefly the mu opioid receptors which mediate the

pain-relieving effects of this low-frequency electroacupuncture. In contrast, high-

frequency rates of stimulation release more dynorphin A and B at lower sites

down in the spinal cord.

Animal studies also suggest that messages from low-frequency acupuncture

may relay up to stimulate the arcuate nucleus in the hypothalamus. When this

nucleus then releases its beta-endorphin farther down in the central gray of the

midbrain, it contributes further to the descending circuits that mediate the analge-

sic response. In contrast, high rates of stimulation may act on the parabrachial

acetylcholine nucleus of the pons in ways that relieve pain by influencing other

descending mechanisms.6

Sham-Controlled Studies in Humans

A recent study compared the fMRI responses to manual acupuncture, or electro-

acupuncture with those to a ‘‘placebo-like’’ tactile (sham) stimulation.7 Thirteen

naive male subjects were stimulated at a standard site below the knee. Both modes

of acupuncture decreased the signals in such limbic regions as the amygdala, ante-

rior hippocampus, and cingulate gyrus (subgenual and retrosplenial portions) as

well as in the ventromedial prefrontal area. What would such a decrease mean?

On balance, the data suggested that decreased functions in these circuitries

might help diminish the several types of active pain responses that would be

generated within other regions and enter experience. For example, though the

needled subjects did not experience sharp pain, electroacupuncture (at either 2

cps or 100 cps) did increase fMRI signals both in their opposite anterior cingulate

region (BA 24, 32), in the (appropriately opposite) leg area of their primary and

secondary sensory cortex, and in the anterior insula on both sides.

In another study, fifteen human subjects received electro-acupuncture at a

standard analgesic point. The results were monitored by fMRI. Authentic electro-

acupuncture was especially effective in increasing the signal activity from the hy-
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pothalamus and sensorimotor cortex. It also decreased the signals from the front of

the anterior cingulate cortex.8 We shall see soon what such decreases might imply.

How Relevant to Zen Are Studies of the Placebo Response?

Skeptics contend that the response to acupuncture could be all ‘‘psychological.’’ If

the placebo response were ‘‘all in the mind,’’ wouldn’t this explain away all those

patient reports that acupuncture had relieved their pain? And yet (by the way), if

this ‘‘placebo response’’ does actually work on the ‘‘mind,’’ couldn’t the brain be

changing too?

Price and Soerensen began their review of the placebo response by citing

four of its potential mechanisms. ‘‘Placebo effects have been explained by Pavlo-

vian conditioning, cognition (for example, expectancy), personality, and social

learning, alone or in combination.’’9

Parenthetically, let us note that some skeptics hold similar views about how

belief systems influence people who become involved with the ‘‘spiritual path.’’

For example:

� Do these aspirants feel better simply because they expect this path will relieve

them of mental anguish?

� Do they improve only because they trust their leaders and have faith in the path

itself?

� Do belief, faith, and prayer help? In the scope of this chapter, we can approach

such thorny issues only tangentially. A central question explored here is: Do opioid

mechanisms help explain some aspects of the placebo response, and do they con-

tribute to pain relief in other situations?

The human subjects in one study were asked to endure ischemic pain. It was

caused by fully inflating a pressure cuff around the arm.10 Under these conditions,

positive cognitive expectation cues for pain relief did prove effective. Why did they

appear to act via opioid mechanisms? Because naloxone (the opioid antagonist)

completely blocked these cognitive cues from going on to influence the subjects’

placebo response.

In another study, subcutaneous pain was caused by injecting capsaicin.

Naloxone could reverse the placebo-induced analgesia in this experiment if the

subjects had focused their own expectations of pain relief on very localized areas

of their skin.11

People differ. Nature and nurture combine to make each of us different, ana-

tomically and physiologically. Why do John and Jane respond much better to a

placebo than do Joe and Mary? An early fMRI study of acupuncture provided

some answers.12
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An fMRI Study of Acupuncture

First, let’s be clear about what usually happens when a therapist inserts the thin

needle into a relevant acupuncture site. The subject usually develops the so-called

deqi sensation. Included in this sensation is a mixture of numbness, tingling, full-

ness, and a dull ache. It begins at the acupuncture site. Then, when the needle is

manipulated, the deqi sensation spreads some distance away.

Eleven subjects did experience this deqi sensation after the needle was

inserted (into the so-called L1 4 site) of the hand. And only these eleven subjects

also went on to decrease their previous fMRI signals in many limbic, paralimbic,

and subcortical regions bilaterally. For example, among those sites at which these

signals were reduced below baseline levels were the nucleus accumbens, amygdala,

hippocampus, parahippocampus, hypothalamus, ventral tegmental area of the

midbrain, anterior cingulate gyrus (Brodmann area 24), caudate, putamen, tempo-

ral pole, and insula.

However, the way two other subjects responded to events was instructive.

They experienced local pain at their needle site, not this expected deqi sensation

of a numb, dull ache. Moreover, when their needle was manipulated, signals

increased in many of the same brain regions just cited. Increased signals could be

expected. Signals increase in many of these same regions when humans develop

pain and unpleasant resonances of suffering in response to a variety of noxious

stimuli (see chapters 25–28).

So, the deqi sensation is a special symptom produced by stimulation

of small peripheral nerve fibers. And it is not the same as a local pain. Could

this special numbness-tingling-ache also be regarded as a kind of early herald

of pain-relief mechanisms soon to arrive? That is, could it be the prelude to

the next sequences—20 to 30 minutes later—when we enlist some of our

opioid pathways in the process of pain relief? And if so, could such delayed

pain relief then be correlated with reduced signals in many of the same (higher-

level) sites which would otherwise be activated during the actual production of

pain?

Of course, these researchers were trying to conduct an fMRI study of the deqi

sensation per se. They did not intend to produce pain at their subjects’ needle sites.

However, the next two PET studies did approach similar key questions. Each

employed a different design. In the first study, pain was deliberately introduced.

Then an opioid was given. Following this, PET scans monitored the steps through

which the opioid relieved the pain. Finally, these individual opioid drug

responses could be compared with the varying degrees of success that the same

subjects had experienced when their placebo response was tested for its effective-

ness in relieving pain.
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Two PET Scan Studies of a Mu Opioid Agonist Drug

Agonist drugs activate receptors. Remifentinal is a synthetic opioid agonist that

activates mu opioid receptors. It was given in clinically active dosages during

two important pharmacological studies. The results of the first study suggest that

both our higher-order endogenous opioid systems and our cognitive networks each

participate not only in the way opioids relieve pain but also in the processes through

which a placebo relieves pain.13

In this first controlled study, nine subjects received either a painfully hot

stimulus (48�C) or merely a warm stimulus applied to the back of the left hand.

During the painfully hot stimulus, the brain sites that responded included the

insula bilaterally, the thalamus, and the caudal (back) portion of the anterior cingu-

late cortex.

The next step was to observe what happened in the brain when an active,

pharmacological dose of opioid drug was given intravenously (not a mere tracer

dose). In this instance, remifentinal was given in one single, rapid injection. Not

until the pain-relieving effect of this opioid had reached its peak did the anterior

cingulate cortex show its greatest increase in activation. During this phase of opti-

mum pain relief, which part increased? The increased activity occurred more in

the rostral ( front) portion, not in the caudal portion of the cingulate. In humans,

this rostral region is known to have a high concentration of opioid receptors. In-

terpretation: the opioid drug, acting on its receptors, had increased the activity of

certain cells in the rostral anterior cingulate gyrus; this effect correlated with pain

relief.

In parallel studies, tests were made of the same subjects’ innate capacities to

develop a placebo response. Some subjects derived much better pain relief from

the inert placebo than did others. Which area became most active in their brains?

Once again, the subjects who responded to the placebo with the best pain relief

were those whose rostral part of the anterior cingulate gyrus became the most

active site. In contrast, subjects who showed a low placebo response had lesser

activity in this area.

What kind of local activity in this rostral anterior cingulate cortex might go

on to help relieve pain? The authors suggested that activity in this particular re-

gion may have relayed some kind of pain relief message down to the central gray

in the midbrain (see chapter 32) [Z:352–358].

One other region also increased its activity during the placebo response: the

lateral part of the orbitofrontal cortex (see chapter 43). This finding raises another

interesting possibility: perhaps we humans have access to a still higher collateral

resource in the frontal lobe, one that would help to integrate several ‘‘coping’’

responses to relieve our sufferings and pain. In theory, when we develop such

higher-level cognitive cues, they might act via relays from this lateral orbitofrontal
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region, which then go on down to reach those other descending pain-relief path-

ways that were outlined several sections above.

In greater detail, the theory would suggest that (1) by initiating a variety of

‘‘quasi-psychological’’ influences within parts of our frontal lobes, and (2) then by

linking these cues with related activities arising in the front part of the anterior

cingulate cortex, (3) we could next be able to relay messages downstream (to the

thalamus or brainstem, or both), and (4) along the way, several endogenous

opioids (and allied messengers) might be released which could finally help relieve

pain and suffering [Z:352–354].

A caveat: these pioneering studies have resulted in intriguing interpretations

that remain preliminary. We still need much more detailed information about the

normal sequences and pathways that enable us to integrate and respond to pain

signals.14 These cautionary remarks are especially relevant to the intricate cir-

cuitry that also enables us to release opioids on mu receptors at the higher cere-

bral levels. This topic is discussed in the paragraphs below.

A second PET study had a different goal. It was designed to monitor just the

responses to remifentinal, with no added pain. In this instance, two different phar-

macologically active doses of remifentinal were given. Each dose was infused

slowly. Under these conditions, the pattern of brain responses to the opioid drug it-

self could be observed. Activities increased in many different regions. The opioid

was followed by significant decreases of PET activity in both the inferior parietal

lobes and in the left fusiform gyrus.15

The two separate PET scan studies just cited above focused on the way the

brain responded during active doses of an opioid agonist drug. However, in the

research next to be described, the subjects received only minute tracer doses of a

mu agonist molecule. This research was designed both to locate and to measure

those mu receptors that could just bind this tracer molecule. These investigators

wished to avoid the sedation and other extraneous symptoms that are caused

whenever higher, pharmacological doses of an opioid drug are given and strongly

activate many mu receptors. Instead, they asked the question, Does the brain re-

spond to pain by releasing its own opioids on these receptors? (But, one wonders,

is it possible to eliminate from an experiment all the types of placebo responses

that were cited earlier by Price and Soerensen? (see note 9.))

PET Scans of Opioid Mu Receptors When Subjects Respond to Pain and to Aversive Pictures

The next studies illustrate the point made earlier: pain messages do more than ac-

tivate several parts of the brain. They also lead to the delayed, secondary release

of the brain’s own opioids (and other messengers) which then help relieve pain.

Meditators already know from experience how their muscles can hurt.

Pain researchers have devised other unpleasant ways to induce, and monitor,

major degrees of muscle discomfort. One of these ways is to inject a concen-
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trated salt solution into the large masseter muscle at the angle of the jaw.16

Throughout the next 20 minutes, the subjects (who do volunteer for this) take on

an additional mental task. Every 15 seconds, they rate how much pain they are

feeling.

Carfentanil is a selective mu opioid agonist. When tagged with an isotope,

and injected into the bloodstream, very small amounts of this radiolabeled opioid

bind to mu receptors. Sensitive PET scan techniques then map the regions where

these mu receptors are most concentrated.

First, a caveat about using PET scan techniques to calculate the release of

neuromessengers on their receptors. When we respond to pain (or stressful situa-

tions) by releasing more of our own (endogenous) mu opioids, these unlabeled

opioids also move out to occupy their own natural receptor sites located on adja-

cent nerve cells. Here, our natural opioid molecules will compete with the injected

(exogenous) tracer opioid molecule for the same binding sites available on these

same mu receptors.

This means that the baseline control study is critical. Why must the conditions

chosen for this baseline be as neutral and as standardized as possible (pain-free,

stress-free, expectation-free, etc.)? So that as many mu receptor sites as possible

will then remain unoccupied. This leaves them still available to be measured by

the tracer opioid during the next condition to be tested.

How does the investigator determine that the person’s own endogenous

opioid is being actively released during this next phase when the brain’s response

to pain is being tested? The crucial correlation relates to timing: the primary evi-

dence is that the person’s subjective relief from pain corresponds at that particular

time with a decrease in local tracer binding below the original baseline. Why a de-

crease? This decreased binding suggests that those original opioid receptor sites

are now no longer available to bind the tagged opioid. Why not? Because those

receptors had just been freshly occupied by the subject’s own, newly released

(unlabeled) opioids.

Reduced to words, the method of measurement is indirect, because the

equation reads like this: Baseline opioid receptor density minus receptor density

at the peak of pain relief provides an index of receptors newly occupied by the

subjects’ own opioids that had just been released in response to pain.

Are all time relationships being reported accurately? Then it is reasonable to

correlate the (subjective report of) relief from pain with the (calculated) release of

that person’s natural opioids.

Bearing these comments in mind, the subjects’ muscle pain did relay back

through the trigeminal nerve, into the brain stem to release endogenous opioids.

Where? In both the right and left dorsal anterior cingulate and dorsal lateral

prefrontal cortex. The induced muscle pain also went on to release mu opioids at

certain lateralized sites: in the insula, the thalamus, and the hypothalamus on the

side opposite the pain; in the amygdala on the same side as the pain.
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A major point of emphasis in this book is that it is essential to listen with

care when individual subjects report their personal experiences. The individual

variations among the twenty normal men and women in this study proved in-

structive. They varied substantially both in how much muscle pain they perceived

and in how they felt about their pain. Still, their subjective reports indicated that

their pain was relieved at about the same time that their PET data provided the

strongest evidence that they had released endogenous mu opioids.

Beyond that, the subjects varied widely in how much endogenous mu

opioids they released. However, those subjects whose PET scans showed that

they had released more opioids also tended to report more pain relief. Moreover,

those who released more opioids also reported that less psychological suffering

accompanied the pain they did perceive.

A second PET scan report from this same Michigan laboratory studied

another group of twelve subjects.17 This time their task was to respond to three

kinds of pictures: (1) negatively valenced aversive images, (2) neutral images of

common objects, and (3) blank images. All images were rendered in black and

white. In one part of the study, PET scans monitored changes in regional brain

activities as indexed by their blood flow. In parallel PET studies, radiolabeled

tracer doses of carfentanil were again used. This part of the study provided a dy-

namic image of the change caused by the different kinds of pictures in the num-

bers of available mu receptor binding sites.

As expected, the first set of PET data showed that unpleasant pictures acti-

vated several limbic regions. In two regions the relative degrees of this activation

were asymmetrical: (1) relatively more activation arose in the left amygdala and

its extensions; (2) relatively less activation occurred in the right temporal lobe in

its inferior pole. The greater opioid release also occurred in this same inferior pole

of the right temporal lobe.

Can this lesser activity in the right temporal lobe be reconciled with the

increased opioid release there? The authors suggest that when opioids are

released on mu receptors, they reduce the ‘‘neural intensity of the response.’’

What does this mean? It means that opioids inhibit local neuronal activity. Thus,

the relative decrease of blood flow in the right inferotemporal region is interpret-

able as a decrease in the local neural activity there, an inhibition attributable to

the local release of opioids. Physiological data from animal research supports this

interpretation: mu receptor activation does slow the firing rate of some 50% of the

nerve cells in the lateral amygdala.

fMRI Studies of Pain Responses

Some meditators (the ‘‘reducers’’) can tolerate the pain, suffering, and stress

responses associated with prolonged sitting. Others (the ‘‘augmenters’’) cannot

[Z:354–355]. Neuroimaging studies can clarify the ways that people respond dif-
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ferently. One hopes they will be applied to meditators along the lines discussed

next.

In a recent fMRI study, seventeen normal men and women experienced a

hot stimulus (as high as 49�C) delivered to the skin of their right lower leg. Dur-

ing a previous session they had been trained to use a visual analog scale. This en-

abled them to rate both the intensity and duration of their pain. Based on these

preliminary subjective reports, the researchers divided their volunteers into two

subgroups: most pain sensitive and least sensitive.18

The painfully hot stimulus activated the thalamus in both subgroups to

about the same degree. But which part of the brain did the most sensitive indi-

viduals activate? They activated their cerebral cortex frequently, and to more

robust degrees. For example, they increased their fMRI signals both in the anterior

cingulate cortex, in the somatosensory cortex on the side opposite the painful

leg, and in discrete regions of the prefrontal cortex near the frontal pole on the

right side.

This study illustrates a crucial point. Yes, pain is always very difficult to

evaluate. But researchers can train their subjects, long before neuroimaging experiments

begin, to provide accurate introspective first-person ratings of their experience. Accurate

first-person reports from well-trained observers provide the essential foundation

for interpreting neuroimaging data.

Future Studies of Opioid Blockers in Alternate States of Consciousness

A single case report has been cited in evidence. This one meditator could increase

his alpha wave frequency from 9.4 to 10.4 cps by repeatedly focusing his attention

‘‘on his breathing, and sight (eyes half closed) on the tip of his nose.’’19

Naloxone is a drug well known to block mu receptors. However, EEG tech-

niques per se do not suffice to localize the site(s) where these opioid receptors

are being blocked. Still, naloxone and two other drugs were tested because the

authors hypothesized that the drugs would reduce this meditator’s alpha activity.

(In fact, the reverse occurred: naloxone tended to increase the magnitude of his

alpha activity, though that result was not statistically significant.) The original re-

port provides no subjective description of what this meditator was actually expe-

riencing. Nor does it substantiate the notion that whatever shallow state he had

dropped into was that distinctive state of deep internal absorption of the particu-

lar kind previously described (see chapter 74) [Z:469–518].

Two key questions remain untested. First, can an opioid blocker like nalox-

one reproducibly inhibit the special quality of that subjective bliss which occurs

late in internal absorption? It is this singular affective experience that could be con-

sistent with the release of opioids. No trial of naloxone, during a period of ordi-

nary meditation, suffices as a relevant test for this particular question, as Horgan

points out elsewhere.20
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However, carefully controlled tests using specific opioid blockers are clearly

indicated in the future. Because the second question is: Can opioid receptor block-

ing per se reverse any of the mechanisms underlying respiratory suppression?

These major interruptions of breathing do recur frequently, even during the more

ordinary, superficial levels of meditative absorption (see chapter 20) [Z:96–99].

(And they are of obvious interest, because morphine’s distinctive suppression

of respiration has long been known.) These recurrent moments of ordinary respi-

ratory suppression are much more amenable to study than are the rare single

episodes of deep internal absorption. The many cell bodies of and fibers of enke-

phalin nerve cells in the human brainstem suggest that it will be difficult to be cer-

tain where opioids might act.21

Comments with Regard to Future Measurements of Opioids in Biological Samples

Inside cells, beta-endorphin coexists with ACTH. (Both arise from one larger pro-

tein precursor molecule.) As a result, these two peptide molecules are released to-

gether from cells of the pituitary gland into our bloodstream. Both beta-endorphin

and ACTH promptly rise to much higher blood levels in the morning, say around

9:00 a.m., than in the evening, around 8:00 p.m. During those evening hours, nor-

mal inhibitory mechanisms within the hypothalamus are thought to check the

release of both peptides from the pituitary gland just beneath it. However, tran-

scendental meditation meditators do not drop their blood levels of beta-endorphin

and ACTH during the evening.22 Why no drop?

GABA inhibitory mechanisms within the hypothalamus are the usual

explanation for our normal lower levels in the evening. GABA provides the requi-

site ‘‘negative feedback’’ inhibition. So then, how could prior meditation reduce

GABA’s normal, and usual, inhibitory influence in the hypothalamus? The

answers to this question are important, because surges occur at many steps along

the meditative path. We need to know why, and how, the hypothalamus can be-

come disinhibited and its responses become more labile [Z:189–196, 235–238,

318]. We also need to determine which other reductions in GABA inhibitory tone

in different regions set the stage for later, unchecked surges of brain activity

[Z:457–460]. To tease out the responsible mechanisms, detailed longitudinal

studies of neuroendocrine responses will be required.

In such future studies, the ventricular fluid levels of beta-endorphin, ACTH,

and of their releasing hormone (CRF) might be more informative than the levels

of these peptides found in the fluid obtained from other sites farther downstream.

(For example, such as in the more distant subarachnoid cisterns at the base of the

brain.) Why? Because events that occur inside the medial hypothalamus might be

more directly reflected in samples of nearby fluid obtained from its adjacent third

ventricle. In contrast, beta-endorphin and ACTH levels found in the bloodstream,
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or obtained from subarachnoid cisterns closer to the pituitary, are more likely to

have arisen from within the pituitary gland, and to be several more steps removed

from their primary mechanisms, at sites upstream in the hypothalamus.23

Terminal Issues

In human research, delicate ethical and complex technical issues enter in, espe-

cially as life draws to a close. Some of these issues are illustrated in one study of

dogs who died abruptly. When they were sacrificed, beta-endorphin levels were

actually measured not only in tissue samples from their hypothalamus but also in

samples of their cisternal fluid.24

The dogs’ sudden cardiac arrest was induced by intravenous potassium

chloride. The dogs in one group were awake at the very moment cardiac arrest

occurred; the dogs in the second group had already been in deep anesthetic coma

for the previous 15 minutes. The question was: would being awake while dying re-

sult in more of a stress response?

When dogs were still awake at the instant their heart stopped, their average

beta-endorphin levels did rise (above the levels in their anesthetized controls)

both in the hypothalamus and in the fluid samples taken from the major sub-

arachnoid cistern at the base of the brain. However, it was only a twofold in-

crease. This is a relatively minor opioid response, less than what one might

anticipate could occur during many acute terminal conditions in human beings.25

In conclusion, thus far, the results with opioids have been intriguing, and

detailed studies are clearly indicated.

37

Metabolic Cascades That Transform the Next Nerve Cell’s

Firing Responses

Half of what you are taught as medical students will in ten years have been shown to

be wrong . . . none of your teachers knows which half.

C. Sidney Burwell (1893–1967)

Calcium-signaling pathways in neurons can regulate transcription.

Anne West and colleagues1

I was surprised to hear Dean Burwell say this. However, much information did

change during the next decade. Our problem remained: some teachers identified

which half was wrong, but other teachers knew differently. Few minds greet

change with enthusiasm. The only person who really welcomes change, it’s been
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said, is the baby with a wet diaper. Yet all things do change. Our bodies, too,

change every day. But it is our nervous system that changes most dramatically

from moment to moment, and Zen is only one of its agencies of transformation.

‘‘Plasticity’’ is the term used loosely to describe the brain’s vast capacities for

change. Calcium ions are the signal for many early steps in this whole process.

Calcium doesn’t simply make our bones dense. In the nervous system, it plays dy-

namic roles.

Greenberg discovered one of calcium’s important roles in change. He was

exciting a nerve cell by stimulating its acetylcholine receptors. Afterward, he

found that the cell had changed the way it transcribed its DNA into messenger RNA. It

turned out that in this very process of being stimulated, the neuron was changing its

own excitability. This and other lines of research showed that nerve cells, unlike

light bulbs, had the special capacity to enhance their own ‘‘wattage.’’ Indeed, in

one sense, if you just turned on their ‘‘light’’ for a while, the light became even

‘‘brighter’’ [Z:223–225].

Imagine that one of your own ACH nerve cells is now in the act of firing.

(Imagination can do just that.) This cell releases ACH at its distant terminals. This

ACH is a ‘‘primary’’ messenger. It is also a fast neurotransmitter. Instantly these

ACH molecules leap across the synaptic gap to activate their specific ACH recep-

tors on the outside of your next cell. This event triggers the influx of calcium ions

into this second nerve cell. Now excited, the second cell then fires off nerve

impulses of its own.

However, those fresh calcium ions inside your second cell have not finished.

Their signals now act as second messengers, setting off a long series of calcium-

dependent steps. These trigger a delayed metabolic sequence of slower biochemi-

cal reactions that keep evolving after the next minutes, hours, or days. Paul

Greengard was a co-winner of the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 2000

for his studies on this cascade of effects. Many of these steps involve attaching

phosphate groups to, or removing them from, crucial third messenger proteins.

Next, some of these messengers will even penetrate deeply inside the nerve

cell’s nucleus. From here on, an even later series of reactions can influence the

transfer of genetic information. This proceeds both from DNA to RNA (transcrip-

tion), and from messenger RNA into its next array of other protein molecules

(translation). What do all these steps accomplish? Having reshaped the membrane

structure of your second nerve cell, they have changed its excitability.

Neurochemists today are fortunate. Where would they be with no Arabic

numerals, with no alphabet of Roman and Greek letters? They would be very

hard-pressed indeed to name all the new receptors and other molecules that keep

turning up almost weekly in such third messenger cascades. Most new factors

seem poised to help our adult nerve cells enhance their ‘‘wattage,’’ not to reduce it.

Yet, a few are also essential, because they help hippocampal CA1 cells escape from

certain memory functions they’re better off without2 (see chapter 29) [Z:182–184].
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Avenues of Change: Two Model Examples at the Cellular Level

As adults, we know there are some old adaptive behaviors we would like to hold

on to, and some new ones we would like to cultivate. On the other hand, it would

certainly be an advantage to drop some primal fears that are at the core of our

most unfruitful conditionings. Can a few calcium ions really initiate transforma-

tions in our behavior?

Calcium is pivotal in two recently discovered avenues of potential change.

Note that each of the following calcium-sponsored processes can occur either

quickly or slowly. The result can transform consciousness either acutely during

brief states, or it can generate subtle long-term effects that can change behavioral

traits incrementally.

One model of metabolic cascade starts as soon as a nerve cell releases its

standard cast of messengers. When this ACH, glutamate, or biogenic amine acti-

vates its receptor on the next neuron, this event signals that second cell’s calcium

systems. They now start to generate a novel, versatile protein. It is called CREB.3

Current research indicates that certain CREB functions are relevant to many

of the ways Zen training transforms consciousness. Let us sample a mere five of

these many vital functions. CREB pathways can:

� influence the vital transcription functions that produce more neurotrophin and ni-

tric oxide;

� target a separate factor that regulates the circadian sleep/waking cycle;

� enhance the effect of kinase IV, a different protein which sponsors certain of the

fear memory functions linked to the amygdala4;

� help to activate motivational drive in the nucleus accumbens5;

� participate in other long-lasting forms of synaptic plasticity linked to learning and

memory.6

The second model cascade employs a transcription factor called DREAM

(downstream response element antagonist modulator).7 It senses calcium levels

inside the cell directly. DREAM then acts normally to repress certain transcrip-

tion processes. If these were not reduced, dynorphin would reach excessively

high levels. Thus, the more DREAM, the less of this opioid. In chapter 35, we

noted that dynorphin not only helps reduce pain messages down in the spinal

cord, it also influences limbic system functions at several higher levels.

Gene Products at Work

Inheritable gene products became the earliest building blocks of our nervous sys-

tem. Gene products then went on to shape—and reshape—the nervous system’s
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most vital functions. Less publicized research has uncovered ‘‘hidden’’ genes,

working through ‘‘active RNA’’ species. These non-protein-coding RNAs help reg-

ulate separate (‘‘epigenetic’’) layers of new information, molecules that seem to

operate ‘‘underground,’’ outside the conventional DNA sequence.8

Could such polygenic/RNA mixtures also help explain why different people

report so many different ‘‘varieties of religious experience?’’ Surely, some original

reasons for such variety start with those overt DNA and covert RNA differences

which rendered each of us individually unique at conception. But soon each

brain’s awesome capacities for plasticity began to transform the way it responded

to each next life experience.

Does a person’s future have the potential to be brighter than the past? Medi-

tative training provides one kind of setting in which affirmative experiences can

reshape our responses in more adaptive ways. How? Certain pivotal experiences—

acting through metabolic cascades—could revise the ways our nerve cells transcribe our

own DNA.

So each of us is still a work in progress. Every present moment. Every day

we have endless opportunities to transform our own stream of consciousness and

modify our behavior. The kinds of novel metabolic sequences just now being dis-

covered were unimaginable during that distant era in which Siddhartha lived and

became the Buddha. Even now, at the beginning of this new millennium, the stun-

ning implications of such research remain mind-boggling.

But other mechanisms have been known for many decades. They change the

ways nerve cells grow.

38

Neurotrophins and Change

In addition to their classic effects on neuronal cell survival, neurotrophins can also

regulate axonal and dendritic growth and guidance, synaptic structure and connec-

tions, neuro-transmitter release, long-term potentiation (LTP) and synaptic plasticity.

Moses Chao1

Zen training can transform a person. Transformation involves major changes. In

the field of neurobiology, we have seen how ‘‘plasticity’’ refers to the way our ner-

vous system changes. What changes during Zen ‘‘practice?’’ What happens when

we keep returning to an affirmative thought, a better idea, a more appropriate be-

havior? If repetition does ‘‘strengthen’’ the functional links that integrate our net-

works, then how does this really take place at the level of individual neurons? Do

cells that fire together wire together?

In 1986, Rita Levi-Montalcini and Stanley Cohen shared the Nobel Prize for

Physiology or Medicine for their work on nerve growth factor. Research since
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then has shown that the neurotrophin family of protein molecules engages in a

surprising number of interactions with many receptors and ion channels. For ex-

ample, neurotrophins influence the function of serotonergic systems, and the con-

struction of both new and long-enduring synaptic connections. A key enzyme

serves as the target of the neurotrophic cascade in the brain. This signaling recep-

tor is tyrosine kinase B.2

The basic operation seems straightforward: when a nerve cell fires actively it

starts releasing more neurotrophins. Thereafter, neurotrophins play vital roles in

enhancing the so-called synaptic strength that underlies long-term potentiation in

the hippocampus. Precisely how this process relates to memory functions remains

to be worked out. Chapter 41 describes how neurotrophins enter into the ‘‘plastic-

ity’’ of the parietal cortex.

Recently, human subjects were studied whose neurotrophic factor had been

rendered slightly dysfunctional. (This was caused by a genetic error involving

only a single amino acid substitution.) They had a poor memory for recent or

immediate episodic events.3 It is noteworthy that rats reduce the expression of

the neurotrophic factor in their hippocampus as part of their stress responses to

unpleasant episodes of experimental restraint.4

During the early clinical trials, some patients noted unusually acute pain as

a side effect when they were injected with neurotrophin. One potential mecha-

nism for such pain has recently been discovered. It turns out that neurotrophins

can enhance pain by activating those high-affinity tyrosine kinase B receptors just

discussed. This process goes on to sensitize the responses of postsynaptic cells in

the pain pathway to noxious stimulation by capsaicin or by noxious heat.5

Parenthetically, metenkephalin is unique among opioids. It acts as a negative

growth factor. When its signals penetrate the nucleus of cells, they suppress the

subsequent replicative activity of its DNA.6 This unexpected negative effect of

metenkephalin might serve to offset some of the positive trophic effects of neuro-

trophin and reverse some of its pain-producing side effects.

39

The Pineal and Melatonin

. . . there is a small gland in the brain called the pineal in which the soul exercises its

function more particularly than in any other part.

René Descartes (1596–1650)1

In the seventeenth century, it was plausible to suggest that the pineal gland was

the ‘‘seat of the soul.’’ Why? Look where it sat: right in the midline, just below the

back end of the corpus callosum. From this central location, the pineal was
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flanked on either side by a bulging thalamus, and could look down on the supe-

rior colliculus.

Still, it seemed rather small to account for a soul—a mere 8 mm or so long.

The fact that its glandular structure shrunk after puberty also contributed to its

being viewed as a kind of vestigial structure, corresponding to the rudimentary

third eye of some lower vertebrates.

Had Descartes known about melatonin, he might have been surprised. In-

deed, its unusual hormonal properties have surprised many contemporary neuro-

biologists. First characterized by Aaron Lerner in 1958, melatonin has since been

shown to be an important hormone that activates specific receptors both in brain

and body.

After it was found that melatonin was made from serotonin, it was then dis-

covered that the first step in this conversion involved a particular transferase en-

zyme. This enzyme was induced by norepinephrine (via cyclic AMP). Moreover,

a different enzyme was involved in the second step. Its activity was markedly

reduced by the amount of ambient light.

How is this relevant to current meditation research? These two steps in mel-

atonin synthesis inform us that meditation’s stress-relieving effects might reduce

melatonin levels by reducing the release of norepinephrine. On the other hand,

melatonin levels could increase if you closed your eyes during meditation and

reduced the amount of light.

Eyes-Open vs. Eyes-Closed Meditation

Some patients are predisposed to develop a depression during the darker months

of the year (a condition called seasonal affective disorder, or SAD). Sustained,

closed-lid meditative practices can make such depressions worse, by reducing the

amount of light energies that normally stimulate the brain.

The recommended Zen approach is to keep the eyes partially open during me-

ditation. This traditional Zen approach, with the eyes hooded, has several benefi-

cial roles [Z:table 19, 582]. Included among the benefits of open-eyed meditation:

� It can reduce or delay the hallucinations and other phenomena associated with

inturned absorption.

� It helps extend awareness, delays drowsiness, and defers episodes of sleep.

� It allows more room in which to train various meditative skills.

� The meditator maintains contact with the outside visual world.

Meditation has well-known hormonal effects that can reduce the levels of

ACTH and cortisone in the blood. Recently, it has been observed that a 1-hour pe-
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riod of meditation—at night—causes an acute increase in the release of melatonin

from the pineal into the bloodstream.2

The ten experienced meditators in the study (10þ years of practice) followed

the transcendental meditation (TM) tradition. (They had usually retired around

10:45 p.m., on average). During this study period, they meditated from midnight

to 1 a.m. with their eyes closed. On the control night, they merely sat quietly be-

tween midnight and 1:00 a.m. with their eyes open. Subsequent interviews indi-

cated that these meditators had not fallen asleep while meditating.

The subjects varied substantially, both in their original plasma levels of mel-

atonin, and in how much these melatonin levels responded to eyes-closed medita-

tion. However, all but one showed a significant acute rise in melatonin during the

first hour after their nighttime meditation ended, in contrast to the values in con-

trols. A second group of Yoga practitioners, who meditated for only one half of

an hour starting at midnight, showed a lesser response.

A recent study of adult male meditators (n ¼ 27; average age 46 years)

reported that 1 hour of meditation reduced their plasma melatonin level slightly,

from 4.9 pg to 3.4 pg. Three consecutive hours of meditation reduced the level

even further. Controls who merely rested did not show such reductions.3

Reduced norepinephrine tone is one plausible explanation.

It remains to be determined, in a suitably controlled study, how plasma mel-

atonin levels will change during open-eyed Zen meditation and other styles of

meditation performed at the customary specified times, and for the usual dura-

tions, during a 24-hour day.

Meanwhile, to know how to interpret such results, it helps to ask what

the steps are through which meditation could affect the way the pineal releases

melatonin.

The Normal Influence of Light

Once light strikes the retina, its signals pursue an indirect route to shift our light/

dark, sleep/activity cycle. First, light signals stimulate the suprachiasmatic nu-

cleus (SCN) back in the hypothalamus. Impulses from there relay far down into

the upper thoracic cord. From there, they next ascend through peripheral sympa-

thetic nerve fibers. Their nerve endings finally release norepinephrine onto the

pineal cells, signaling them to turn on their synthesis of melatonin. Glutamate

receptors also activate these same SCN neurons, helping them generate a cascade

of light-responsive circadian rhythms.

Once melatonin is released, its signals modulate other basic sleep systems in

the brain, both directly and indirectly. Melatonin’s influence becomes especially

clear in the sleep disturbances of patients who are totally blind. As the result of

their retinal or optic nerve damage, their SCN does not receive its normal cyclic
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light and dark cues. However, when these blind patients receive only 5 mg of

melatonin orally, 1 hour before bedtime, it sets off a major pharmacological re-

sponse: they sleep much longer and more efficiently.4 Stage II sleep accounts for

most of their increase in sleep time. Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep also shows

a slight tendency to increase.

When normal subjects receive pharmacological doses of melatonin, it can

help reset their sleep/waking cycles. Travelers who take relatively small amounts

can help ‘‘reset their biological clock.’’ (I have observed that even 1 or 2 mg of mel-

atonin usually promotes my falling asleep after flying to an East Coast time zone

where clock time is 3 hours advanced.)

Meditation and the Delayed Promotion of Sleep

For over a decade, I have been consistently aware of another effect of meditation:

its delayed sleep-promoting effects following one session of weekly formal, eyes-

open meditation in the zendo (from 7:00 to 7:25 p.m., and from 7:30 to 7:55 p.m.,

with kinhin intervening). Later that night, after retiring at the usual time (10:00–

10:30 p.m.), I sleep more soundly and awaken at the usual hour (6:30 a.m.) with a

greater sense of mental clarity than on any of the other 6 days of the week.

It remains for future research to clarify to what degree the dim zendo light

acting on the SCN contributes to these phenomena, and also to what degree addi-

tional mechanisms hinge on norepinephrine, on melatonin, and on the other intri-

cate neuroendocrine influences on CRF, ACTH, and cortisone that are mediated

via the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.

As described in chapter 19, TM meditators who meditated twice a day on a

regular basis appeared to change the way this hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis

released certain hormones.5 These TM practitioners did not show the usual diur-

nal rhythm for ACTH and beta endorphin. Regular meditation seemed to be

enhancing their hypothalamic sensitivity to cortisol. Possibly an enhanced GABA

activity in the hypothalamus was causing an unusual suppression of the medita-

tors’ normal, expected morning rise in beta-endorphin and ACTH.

Blood Levels of Melatonin

Normally, our daytime melatonin levels are very low. In a milliliter of blood they

often average less than 10 pg. A picogram is something on the order of a gnat’s

sneeze: one trillionth of a gram. The phrase serves simply to point out that melato-

nin acts as a hormone. Like other hormones, its biological activity depends on its

activating exquisitely sensitive receptor systems.

Melatonin levels peak in early childhood, decline around puberty, then

continue to decline substantially during each passing decade. Melatonin is a
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nighttime hormone. Normal adult levels don’t start to rise until around 7:00

to 8:00 p.m. They peak—at levels five to ten times higher—around 3:00 a.m.

By 7:00 a.m., melatonin has fallen to very low levels.

Melatonin Receptors Have Immunological Roles

When melatonin leaks out of the pineal gland and seeps into our bloodstream, it

not only promotes sleep and tends to lower body temperature, it also influences

our immune system. Sensitive melatonin-1 receptors cover the outer membranes

of various cells, and some melatonin receptors act inside the cell’s nucleus. Their

messenger RNA correlates are found both in thymus and in spleen.

In contrast, the messenger RNA for melatonin-2 receptors is detected only in

thymus.6 One of the pivotal thymus (T) cells in this gland is called the T helper

cell. These T cells help coordinate a large number of mechanisms in our immune

response. They do so by releasing a variety of other signaling molecules called

cytokines. Cytokines are glycoprotein hormones. They include the various inter-

leukins, interferons, and so on. When melatonin promotes a good night’s sleep it

also confers immunological benefits.

Other Actions of Melatonin

In the brain, melatonin acts upon its receptors to provide both circadian and sea-

sonal timing cues. Melatonin-1 receptors inhibit the inherently rhythmic firing rate

of the SCN. In contrast, when melatonin-2 receptors are activated, they shift the

phase of the circadian rhythm that is generated within this nucleus.7 Therefore,

melatonin itself is not a hypnotic agent that acts the same way as, say, the barbitu-

rates do. Instead, it acts selectively. It can advance the time of sleep onset, because

it shifts the phase of the daily (circadian) pacemaker.

Melatonin is a lipid-soluble molecule. Its potent actions as an antioxi-

dant have drawn increasing attention to the potential pharmacological roles that

higher doses might have in reducing the harmful effect of free radicals in the

brain.

Implications for Future Melatonin Research

It remains for the future to establish the degree to which some immunological

responses linked to mindfulness meditation (see chapter 19) are part of a cascade

of reactions during which melatonin plays a significant role. Plasma melatonin

levels will be only one part of this research. A practical clinical matter will be the

degree to which the subjects close their eyes while meditating. Given the gluta-

mate, norepinephrine, and GABA influences discussed above, future investigators
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would benefit from the active participation of specialists in their team to explore

all the implications of melatonin. Consultants in psychoneuroendocrinology and

sleep research could be essential in conducting meditation research at this level of

complexity.

40

Cortical Anatomy by the Numbers

There are, indeed, few textbooks of neurology, neurophysiology or neuroanatomy in

which Brodmann is not cited, and his concepts pervade most research publications on

systematic neurobiology.

L. Garey1

Korbinian Brodmann (1868–1918) was an unusual neurologist. He became

intrigued by the fact that different subdivisions of the cortex showed remark-

able microscopic differences. To record all these cytoarchitectural differences, he

devised a system which identified them by numbers.

The 1909 German edition of his book pictures Brodmann on its frontispiece:

a goateed, prematurely balding man in a high white collar. But it’s what those

glinting eyes of his viewed under the microscope, and systematized, that we re-

member to this day.

Figure 7 presents a modern version of Brodmann’s famous ‘‘maps.’’2 Now-

adays, the numbers are frequently referred to, in neuroimaging articles in particu-

lar. This explains why these pages often cite the now-common abbreviation, BA,

for Brodmann area.

When you see BA in the chapters that follow, you may find it useful occa-

sionally to return to figure 7 and also to compare its numbers with earlier gross

anatomical landmarks for the lateral and medial aspects of the cerebral hemi-

spheres (cf. figures 3 and 4, chapter 23).

In the course of these comparisons, one begins to appreciate what this map

accomplished a century ago. Brodmann was no phrenologist. He had not casually

numbered bumps on the skull. Using his microscope, he had systematically

mapped the multiple unique ways nerve cells were arranged in different sites all

over the convoluted cortex.

Note: The BA numbers do not define those CA3 and CA1 layers we referred

to in the hippocampus. Nor do they directly apply to the direction that impulses

flow in the visual system. By convention, these visual sequences have been num-

bered as V1, V2, V3, V4, and so on. Yet when Brodmann designated the primary

visual cortex as area 17, the next visual association areas did become numbered

areas 18 and 19, in sequence.
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Figure 7 Brodmann’s mapping by the numbers

These numbers refer to different regions of the cerebral cortex. Subcortical regions such as the

amygdala, and the thalamus and basal ganglia are not represented. (Above) The lateral surface

of the cerebral cortex. (Below) The medial surface.
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What distinctive functions does any numbered area serve? How does it in-

teract with many others? Researchers will be puzzling for many more centuries

over what Homo sapiens really ‘‘does’’ in each area.

It may help to recall that, for millions of years in the past—just in order to

survive—the primitive counterparts of such numbers needed urgently to decode

events in the outside world, asking: Where is it? What is it? Is it living or inani-

mate? Is it moving? What should I do about it?

In the next chapters we consider how the current human brain has evolved

and continues to refine these questions.

41

Where Is It? A Prelude to My Action. The Parietal Lobe

Every great advance in science has issued from a new audacity of imagination.

John Dewey (1859–1952)

We investigated whether and how neurotrophins are involved in neurite arborization

and synaptic formation, or synaptic plasticity, or both.

H. Ishibashi and colleagues1

The whole parietal lobe helps us to understand Zen. In chapter 8, we began point-

ing toward one source in the superior parietal lobule (BA 7) for the higher repre-

sentations of our physical self (see figure 3, chapter 23). Other parietal lobe

contributions to the self are reviewed in chapters 50, 51, and 52. Chapter 47 and

part IX consider further the parietal lobe’s active role in paying attention to the

world of space outside ourselves.

Here, we invite the reader to imagine a parietal association cortex that enters

into a dynamic, integrated, sensorimotor alliance. In order for us to locate an ap-

ple out there in the outside world, let’s think of the brain as starting to ask the

usual Where is it?–type questions [Z:244–247]. But now think of it as also asking

Where is my hand?–type questions, for these are a necessary next step to actually

grasping that apple.

3-D Representations of Our Own Physical Self-Image in Outside Space

Apple and hand start to come together, in a sense, in the parietal lobe. Anatomists

split its posterior association cortex into two divisions: superior and inferior (see

figure 3, chapter 23). The boundary line is the intraparietal sulcus. Yet we meld

their physiological functions so seamlessly and unconsciously that we take them

for granted. But suppose an acute stroke or a discrete penetrating brain injury is
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confined just to that uppermost region, also known as the superior parietal lobule

(BA 7).

Let us first inquire: What functions do patients lose when their upper lobule

is damaged only on the right side? They are no longer aware (a) of the left side of

their own body, and (b) of items outside them in left extrapersonal space. More-

over, neurological examination reveals that these patients also lose other three-

dimensional skills: (c) they can’t tell where and how their own left body parts are

articulated; (d) when they must rely on memory alone, they can’t locate, reimage,

and reconstruct familiar external objects that had once been located out in the left

half of their external space.

Detailed neuropsychological tests were recently reported on a rare patient.

Her slowly progressive focal damage was limited, on MRI scan, to both posterior

superior parietal lobules.2 Because both her right and left lobules were involved,

she could reconstruct no accurate representation in three dimensions of any item

off on either side of the visual or auditory space outside her body.

Bedside examination also disclosed a marked loss of proprioception. She

could not position her own body in space. Nor could she tell where either arm or

leg was. The authors concluded that she had suffered a primary loss of her ego-

centric ‘‘spatial representation system.’’ She had lost her normal, private topo-

graphical ‘‘master map.’’ This ‘‘map’’ had once informed her precisely where her

body’s physical parts were articulated. (It had been created long ago beginning

with the raw sensory data that had been relayed up through her thalamus.)

The Inferior Parietal Lobule (Chiefly BA 39 and 40)

The brain elaborates upon at least two major additional categories of associations.

These are represented among the diverse connections of its supramarginal and

angular gyri. Each contributes to the ways we relate our inside self to the outside

world.

1. Symbolic functions. Among the more obvious are not only our familiar, left-

lateralized language-related skills, but also the topographical skills used to read

Braille, and to navigate with visual reference to a map. We have no sense of

expending much conscious effort while engaged in resolving many other similar

polymodal and supramodal tasks. Our skills seem to proceed automatically. How-

ever, if these intricate functions are to remain effective during complex tasks, we

must also keep them ‘‘on line’’ for many seconds. In such situations, the inferior

lobule now takes on a crucial role.

2. Attentive functions. ‘‘Attention’’ is a shorthand word often used to summarize

this second key category. The ways attention focuses on events in the present
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moment is so central a topic in meditative practices that it is discussed in four

chapters (13, 15, 47, and 75).

Neurochemical Correlates of the Embodied Self-Image in Action

As our brain develops new skills, how does it ‘‘strengthen’’ its synaptic contacts?

(see chapter 38). Recent primate research focuses on nerve cells in the intraparietal

cortex. Some cells here are versatile, multimodal neurons. They respond not only to

visuospatial stimuli from the outside world but also to somatosensory messages

that represent parts of the monkey’s own body.3

Certain of these multimodal cells have been found to respond in intriguing

ways. If we imagine that these findings can be extended to humans, it could

help explain how we establish some kind of body image that serves as a sensory

framework for our subsequent apple-grasping sensorimotor actions. But can nerve

cells really insert vague notions corresponding to a self-image into the way a per-

son acts? After all, ‘‘internal representations,’’ and ‘‘body image’’ are mere words.

Can the processes that these words substitute for leap across the next synapses,

and become actualized in adaptive behaviors out there in extrapersonal space?

And could they tentatively personalize this external space, as it were?

A quarter of a century ago, one could envision a naive model of how a chim-

panzee might be monitored, both neurophysiologically and neurochemically,

while it was engaged in an act of creative problem-solving.4 In this new century,

creative researchers do start with a hungry monkey, a long-handled rake, and

they place a distant apple slice beyond the monkey’s grasp. Gradually, only

through trial and error, the monkey starts to use the rake to retrieve the apple

slice. When you observe this process, you see the rake slowly becoming an ‘‘exten-

sion’’ of its hand.

Simultaneously, certain parietal nerve cells also develop a temporary ‘‘elon-

gation’’ of their receptive fields. It seems almost as though these enlarging parietal

sensory fields are enabling the monkey to make its ‘‘hand image’’ actionable. This

postulated ‘‘working image’’ extends itself out toward the handle, and then to-

ward the tines at the far end of the rake. In the whole process, one observes our

primate relative developing and merging several functions reminiscent of imagi-

nation, intuition, and actualization.

Using special video monitor techniques, Japanese researchers have trained

monkeys to redirect similar learning processes back onto themselves. The video

findings suggest that monkeys (not only chimpanzees) slowly develop new ‘‘men-

tal’’ constructs. These help them not only to establish a sense of their own unique

physical self-image but also to go on to recognize their individual selves on the

video screen.5
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The self/other interface is critical in Zen. These two kinds of newly learned

behaviors suggest that our primate relatives are transforming the ways their

‘‘body image’’ functions first participate at a simple self/other interface and then

learn to reach out across it in their imagination. If so, what happens at the cellular

level? What kinds of dynamic neural changes transform that old boundary, so

that newer ‘‘inside’’ somatosensory representations can now mesh with ‘‘outside’’

visuospatial messages in creative ways?

Neurochemical Correlates

Starting with this same rake-apple model, Japanese investigators superimposed

an ingenious neurochemical approach. At different times during the rake-learning

process, they sampled the levels of key molecules in and around the hand area of

the parietal cortex.6

They focused on the kinds of neurotrophic factors discussed in chapter 38.

Why? Because these neurotrophin molecules have the capacity to promote the de-

velopment of newly formed, transsynaptic functions, even during a learning pe-

riod as short as 12 days. (The authors’ assay system used ultrasensitive methods,

similar to those used in forensic and medical DNA technology: reverse transcrip-

tase and polymerase chain reactions.)

Indeed, the monkeys did increase their local expression of neurotrophin.

When? Only while they were in the actual process of learning how to use a

rake. These increases took place on the steep ascending limb of the monkeys’ tool-

learning curve, not during their later (more habitual) use of the tool. Rising levels

of messenger RNA signaled that the monkey’s own neurotrophic factor was

undergoing its learning-associated increase.

The neurotrophin increases were sharply localized. Where? A key cross-

roads was at the anterior bank of the left intraparietal sulcus. This is the precise

spot where, based on other physiological evidence, one expects that right-handed

monkeys would be learning to integrate their visuospatial and somatosensory

data in an effort to extend their reach by grasping the handle of a rake.

PET studies show that similar creative tool-using behaviors will also involve

several other obvious regions, including the prefrontal cortex.7

These recent studies employed a relatively simple experimental design.

Food served to motivate the monkeys. Their daily training exercises were monot-

onously repetitive. Do these and similar experiments bear any remote resem-

blance to Buddhist training approaches? Are they even vaguely related to such

repetitive, daily-life practices as ‘‘loving kindness,’’ or to visualization, or to

any other aspects of persistent, mindful, long-term meditative training? Clearly,

the transformations of behavior that occur on the Path are much deeper, more

complex in nature, and are likely to evolve only on a very much longer time scale.
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Preliminary reports using structural MRI suggest that long-term meditators in the

mindfulness tradition have a thicker right prefrontal cortex than their controls.8

Meanwhile, these studies in monkeys illustrate the kinds of recent multidis-

ciplinary research that may help clarify how we, too—by ‘‘strengthening’’ certain

synapses—learn to reach out creatively in new directions. Further extensions and

confirmations of these and other preliminary studies of neurotrophins will also be

of interest because they have potential therapeutic implications for enhancing the

way nerve cells function in human diseases.9

In the interim, with regard to Zen, this primate research is intriguing for one

other reason. The monkeys are extending their physical selves out into their exter-

nal environment. In part VII, we will be searching for some neural correlates of

particular experiences called ‘‘Unity’’ or ‘‘Oneness.’’ In such rare, extraordinary

states of consciousness, self and other become experienced as ‘‘One’’ in a variety of

ways. Could some categories of states represent a blending of various multimodal

functions, such that they efface the old boundary between self and other in the

process of their merging? If so, then one wonders: How do certain intraparietal

cells, and other networks of multimodal cells that represent less obvious aspects

of ‘‘self,’’ enter into—or become excluded from—the total configuration?

42

What Is It? The Temporal Lobe Pathway

Listen not to me, but to the nature of the Universe when it says: All is One.

Heraclitus (540–c.480 B.C.E.)

The truly free mind reaches a state in which opposites are seen as empty. This is the

only freedom.

Master Pai-chang Huai-hai (720–814)

Dynamic Temporal Lobe Interpretations

Our primary auditory cortex (BA 41) does occupy a small part of the temporal

lobe.1 But the large temporal lobe contributes much more to various mental states

than simple listening and hearing [Z:247–253]. For example, along its top edge

runs the plump superior temporal gyrus (including BA 22, 42). (See figure 3 in

chapter 23, and figure 7 in chapter 40.) A long narrow valley serves as this gyrus’s

lower, limiting boundary. This superior temporal sulcus extends all the way back

up into the inferior parietal lobule.

Both edges of this sulcal valley contribute intriguing functions. Toward its

far end, along the right side, temporal nerve cells are coded to reconcile two
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aspects of visual movement in the outside world. One represents the path being

pursued by the animated parts of any other live moving figure. The second

becomes the ‘‘background’’ that serves to embrace the actions intended by this

‘‘figure’’ in its visual foreground.2

In chapter 8, we began to ponder the dual nature of such figure/ground

interpretations. We might be reminded that visual motion is relative, just as Ein-

stein’s dictum points out. Take, for example, that strange realization that can hap-

pen when we are riding in a train. Glancing out the window at the adjacent track,

we see the pale face of another passenger in another train looking across at us. It is

a person, on a parallel track, who does not seem to be moving. Suddenly, we notice

that the clouds and the surrounding landscape are moving backward. It is now

clear: each of us, on our two separate train tracks, happen to be moving forward

at just the same speed at the same time.

For that one special moment, we both seemed to inhabit the ‘‘same’’ parallel

universe. Then, as our speeds diverged, the illusion collapsed (see chapter 77,

figure 11).

So part of our own sense of continuous movement hinges on how much that

visual environment outside us in the background seems to move relative to us, as

observers. The temporal lobe helps us realize and reconcile these self-moving* vs.

other-moving decisions.

Our Quest for Meaning: The Temporal Lobe as an Interpreter

When these and all other raw sensory percepts enter the brain, we must decode

them in order to know what they mean. Only then do they make sense to us. The

temporal lobe engages in very sophisticated consensual interpretations when it

integrates these multiple sensory modalities.

Consider one elementary decision: is this a new event, or did it happen be-

fore? We translate déjà vu to mean ‘‘yes, once before.’’ But jamais vu translates as

‘‘no, never’’ [Z:247–253]. How do we separate the familiar from the unfamiliar?

Only by consulting closely with other regions inside and outside the temporal

lobes (see chapter 83). The following examples illustrate how—in the temporal

lobe itself—five different regions can enter into such comparative interpretations.

Note that the interpretations involve clear-cut either/or distinctions.

Kensho’s interpretations are dramatically new, so let’s begin with novelty

decisions. When we respond to simpler novelty cues out in the environment,

recent fMRI studies point to the medial temporal lobe (the hippocampus and

*Parenthetically, our vestibular cortex (farther forward in the posterior insula) and our head direction
system inform us (at more subliminal levels) how our own head is moving acutely, and also where
our head is positioned with reference to the Earth’s gravity3 (see chapters 28 and 29).
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parahippocampus) as providing a basic memory context for the frontal lobe. But

when we need more complex levels of meaningful (semantic) decoding, then it’s

the lateral temporal convexity that enters into frontotemporal processing.4 Now

both the superior (BA 22) and the middle (BA 21) temporal gyrus share in our

efforts to bring meaningful interpretations to words and objects.

It is important to emphasize the vital contributions to meaning of the poste-

rior temporal cortex. This becomes clear when we listen to jokes.5 During the se-

mantic portion of this auditory decoding, fMRI signals appear chiefly in the

posterior parts of the middle (BA 21) and inferior temporal gyrus (BA 37).

Recent fMRI studies indicate that our early steps in the visual processing

of external objects invariably activate the fusiform gyrus (BA 37) back at the

temporo-occipital junction.6 In contrast, signals increase in the anterior perirhinal

cortex (BA 28/34) when visual patterns are more ambiguous and require fine-

grained discrimination.7

Just by observing the expression of another person’s eyes, how do we decode

what that person has in mind? Evoked potentials have monitored such decisions,

using a dense array of 128 channels. The resulting N270–400 waveforms suggest

that the right superior frontal and anterior temporal regions help subserve this

kind of intuitive processing.8

Unusual Symptoms in Patients Who Have Temporal Lobe Seizures

During states of insight-wisdom, two general categories of phenomena might

seem referable to the temporal lobes: phenomena of addition (þ), and phenomena

of subtraction (�) [Z:605–615]. On rare occasions, certain neurological patients,

during their focal temporal lobe seizures, can have additional ‘‘positive’’ symp-

toms of pleasure [Z:349, 405–407]. Some of these pleasurable symptoms during

seizures are reminiscent of other feelings that may also occur in association with

certain authentic ‘‘religious’’ experiences (a careful history should distinguish

kensho-satori from a seizure episode) [Z:542–544].

It is noteworthy that three of the seizure patients cited briefly by Williams in

1956 reported feelings of pleasure in association with abnormal EEG discharges

referable more to the posterior temporal regions.9 One of his patients described an

exhilaratingly pleasant feeling. It was accompanied by the sense that ‘‘I must get

to the bottom of it,’’ together with a hallucination and with depersonalization. An-

other patient developed a compulsion to look off to the left side, accompanied by

a mood of pleasure and a feeling that space seemed to open up. A third patient

reported the sudden feeling of being lifted up, of emotional elation, plus the feel-

ing, ‘‘I am just about to find out knowledge no one else shares—something to do

with the line between life and death.’’
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When such very rare patients are studied in detail in the future, it will be of

interest to test whether radiolabeled opioid receptors are, in fact, unusually

increased—and whether benzodiazepine-GABA receptors are indeed decreased—

in close relation to the focal site of origin and to the sites of spread of such a ‘‘plea-

surable’’ seizure discharge.

Meanwhile, while we are still searching for the specific sites of origins of

meaningful resonances, the circuits that involve certain of these more posterior

parts of the temporal lobe would seem to be among the provisional candidates.

Few other candidate circuits would seem to qualify so well, considering that they

have also been associated with the phenomena of depersonalization, an ‘‘opening

up’’ of space, and with the life-and-death issues of existence.10 It is a remarkable

finding that the left posterior temporal cortex continually increases in density

until the age of 30 years, in contrast to the earlier declines noted in cortex else-

where, as studied by MRI.11

An abstract summarizes preliminary data from patients who remained pre-

occupied with religious matters in between their occasional episodes of temporal

lobe seizures. The abstract suggests that the patients responded more to religious

words and icons—as indexed by their skin conductance responses—than did

two control groups composed of ‘‘very religious’’ and of normal nonreligious

subjects.12

Subjects who had previously undergone a genuine near-death experience

tend to show more frequent left temporal lobe epileptiform EEG activity.13

Whether such subjects would have had these tendencies before, or only after, their

experiences requries further detailed study.

The Varieties of ‘‘Presence’’

The particular ‘‘presence’’ associated with authentic teachers is an ongoing qual-

ity. Their followers recognize it readily (and distinguish it from lesser forms of

mere charisma) (see chapter 22). The 1979 Hardy survey of religious experi-

ences was based on subjects who grew up in our contemporary Western cul-

ture. 20% of them reported having experienced a different variety of presence.

These were brief episodes that included a sense of ‘‘presence’’ (described as though

something nonhuman in nature were present).14 A brief sense of presence has

also been reported by some 40% of subjects whose brains were being stimu-

lated by weak artificial electromagnetic pulses. The issue of suggestibility has

been raised considering that ‘‘15% of a control group’’ were said also to ‘‘sense

a presence.’’)15

Most readers, and myself, have grown up in a pervasive Western monothe-

istic context. Suppose you or I were briefly to sense a presence during some kind
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of spontaneous, awesome, alternate-state experience. One obvious option would

be to attribute the rest of that experience to some divine presence, to God. Several

aspects of this epiphenomenon of presence now become germane to the temporal

lobe issues under discussion. The scientific issues have cultural overtones, and

have invited debates likely to continue.

� One issue has been overlooked. Presence serves subtly as a metric of distance. A

spatial judgment is implicit when we sense that ‘‘something’’ important is ‘‘near’’

to (or ‘‘far’’ from) our central witnessing awareness.

Early steps in such a normal global auditory 3D system take shape in the roof

of the midbrain (Z:241–242). From the colliculi here, messages then relay up

through the medial geniculate nuclei in the thalamus. Recent magnetoencephalo-

graphy (MEG) research shows how we go on to localize sounds in 3D space at the

cortical level. We channel the data from our two ears into the discriminative cortex

of our right upper temporal region. This is where we ‘‘hear’’ distance.16 Survival

value is inherent in a 3D system that triangulates a threatening sound and localizes

it as either nearby or far distant.

But evolution refined our circuits. No longer does the whole system serve

just a primitive early-warning function. Now it can mediate positive resonances

that arise in more intimate social circumstances of ‘‘nearness.’’ (As, for instance,

when a loved one is not just present, but has snuggled close and is whispering

softly in your ear.)

� A second issue: How are we to interpret the reports when brief episodes of pres-

ence arise naturally in a meditative/spiritual context? In this instance, presence

often might represent a cluster of lesser phenomena, describable under the gen-

eral category of ‘‘quickening’’ (see part V) [Z:371–465]. When such a sense of pres-

ence is infused with a positive affect, it might represent an overexpression of

phenomena vaguely similar to what has just been referred to above: something

toward the normal, more intimate, ‘‘nearness’’ end of that range of abilities we

use to localize events in peripersonal 3D space. Normally we seem to represent

such a general sense of spatial ‘‘nearness’’ in or near the association cortex at our

temporoparietal junction.

As one working hypothesis, it would seem relatively easy for a person to de-

velop a sense of presence when this region shares in the spread of an especially

heightened sense of attention (see chapter 47). Other impressions might also re-

flect unusual constellations of spatial representations within this general network

of associations. For example, sometimes a normal person may sense that the whole

environment is drawing nearer. At other times, a person might sense that the

physical ‘‘self’’ is tending to ‘‘fade’’ into the environment.

However, a vague, spatial sense of presence is only one superficial issue. It is

another matter to account for phenomena during which the self and the environ-
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ment envelop each other and convey the impression of unification. (This discussion

continues in chapters 78 and 79.)

� A third issue: What role, if any, does presence play in reports of Buddhist experi-

ence? Zen Buddhist icons do not resemble the kind of God figure, reaching out to

touch Adam, that Michelangelo painted in the Sistine Chapel. Nor does authentic

Zen pay attention to minor quickenings. Zen tends toward relatively quiet periods

of no-thought meditation. Zen teachings do not focus intensively on theistic con-

cepts or visual imagery.

� A fourth issue: Some persons refer to a variety of unusual experiences, often

accompanied by a sense of presence, under the term ‘‘God experiences.’’17 In our

Judeo-Christian culture, many so-called God experiences are said to occur in ‘‘reli-

gious personalities.’’ These persons are said to be characterized by egocentrism,

chronic anxiety, and suggestibility. This interpretation of egocentrism would em-

phasize that it means the greater degree of ‘‘relative reliance placed on one’s per-

sonal experience as a proof of reality.’’18

Although the Zen Buddhist experiences of kensho and satori are authorita-

tive, they arrive on a foundation of selfless emptiness. They remain to be run

through the gauntlet—at yet another layer of reality testing—by the roshi’s rigor-

ous criteria for proof. Moreover, in the orthodox Zen context, these brief states of

enlightenment still tend to be regarded as nothing special. Such a hard-nosed,

skeptical perspective tends to negate every pretense that a residual I-Me-Mine

might attach its ‘‘own’’ supposed proof of reality.

� A fifth issue: Can earlier reports from the Persinger laboratory be confirmed that

when weak, complex transcranial magnetic fields are directed toward the temporal

lobes they induce ‘‘sensed presence’’ and other mystical experiences? No confirma-

tion comes from investigators in Sweden.19 They report that they had used the

same or similar kinds of weak stimulation. Their carefully controlled double-blind

study was based on 46 undergraduate theological students and 43 undergraduate

psychology students. They assessed the psychological profile of these subjects using

both a ‘‘temporal lobe inventory,’’ an absorption scale, a ‘‘New Age Orientation

Scale,’’ and two other scales describing various relevant perceptual and emotional

symptoms that are linked to mystical experiences.

When the sham-fields were applied, their subjects ‘‘were just as likely to

have marked sense presence experiences as those in the magnetic field condition.’’

Whether their 89 subjects were religious or nonreligious, ‘‘personality characteris-

tics indicative of suggestibility consistently predicted the mystical and somatosen-

sory experiences.’’
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What Should I Do about It? The Frontal Lobes

Lateral, orbitofrontal, and medial prefrontal cortices are robustly interconnected, sug-

gesting that they participate in concert in central executive functions.

Helen Barbas1

When the symphony calls for deep throbbing resonances, the orchestra conductor

points his baton at the kettle drummer. When it’s time for high melodious notes,

he points to the violins. Our frontal lobes perform similar executive functions.

Knowing the score, they, too, rely on many other regions to start, and to stop, at

precisely the right times [Z:253–259].

Functional Anatomy

In this higher executive and associative role, the prefrontal cortex leads a consor-

tium. We depend on it to resolve practical matters ‘‘intelligently,’’ and to socialize

our instinctual drives. It has to ‘‘think’’ subconsciously, because many What

should I do about it? questions demand instant go/no go answers. Yet it also

must ‘‘think’’ slowly, and find time to reflect.

As the last century closed, it might have sufficed to divide the prefrontal cor-

tex into three major parts. Now, to these we usually add a fourth. Please refer to

figures 3 and 4 (in chapter 23) and figure 7 (in chapter 40).

� The dorsolateral convex portion (BA 46, 8, 9, 10, and 11)

� The orbital cortex, the slightly concave part which overlies the orbit (BA 13, 47, and

the lower parts of BA 10 and 11)

� The medial cortex, that flat inner portion which faces the medial surface of

the opposite frontal lobe (BA 12 and 32, plus the medial parts of BA 8, 9, 10,

and 11)2

� The anterior polar cortex, on the front tip (BA 10 chiefly)

Recent research in patients and normal subjects has presented us with an

embarrassment of functional anatomical riches. We are getting a better general

understanding of how awesome is the reach of that baton when it acts in concert

with the rest of the brain, of what might be involved when the conductor com-

poses his own music, and even of how it feels when he imagines putting himself

in the drummer’s shoes.
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The Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex

To summarize: this dorsolateral cortex helps select, manipulate, and monitor the

kinds of incoming information that will shape the way we act, speak, write, and

reason.3 This is a tall order. Its more anterior extensions contribute increasingly to

various processes and subgoals aided by reasoning. Its more ventral portions help

update and maintain online a few items of information at any one time.

It’s the novel and surprising ingredients in a task that activate this dorsolat-

eral region the most.4 After discrete damage to this region, patients can’t pay the

appropriate amount of visual attention to such novel events. The amplitude of

one of their event-related potentials (ERP) is also markedly reduced. In normal

persons, this ‘‘novelty P3 response’’ provides an index of how long they keep

looking at a new stimulus. This particular response taps a wide ‘‘novelty net-

work.’’ It links the intentional and attentional resources of our dorsolateral cortex

with the anterior cingulate gyrus and parahippocampus.5

Discrete dorsolateral lesions may also cause other symptoms: pronounced

defects in working memory, in planning, in shifting attention, and impaired per-

formance on a gambling task.6 However, the lesions tend not to change either the

patient’s own subjective emotional state, social behavior, or the ability to identify

the expression of emotion in another person’s face or voice.7

Damage to the right inferior frontal gyrus causes problems in inhibiting task-

related mental sets. Left middle frontal gyrus damage interferes with the patient’s

exercising top-down control of the task-switching process.8

While normal subjects are encoding semantic information, their fMRI signals

increase both in the anterior and inferior prefrontal cortex as well as in their me-

dial temporal lobes.9 If more fMRI signals are generated while a novel stimulus is

first being encoded, then this event is more likely to be remembered longer.

The Orbitofrontal Cortex

This lowest region is believed to participate actively in that larger orchestration

which assigns to incoming messages their particular positive or negative ‘‘grade’’

on the emotional/motivational/survival scale of values. What correlates with a

reduction in orbitofrontal functions in normal subjects? Highly trained monks

have been monitored by fMRI while they were in a meditative state described as

‘‘open presence.’’ Once they enter this state, outside events no longer distract

them, nor do internally generated thoughts or emotions. Reduced signals have

been observed in the orbitofrontal region in the six monks reported thus far.10

During a gaming task, patients who had prior surgical excisions of the

orbitofrontal cortex on both sides could not monitor changes in the reward value
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of stimuli. Nor could they use this information to adjust their game behavior

appropriately.11

After normal subjects were deprived of food and became hungry, they acti-

vated their superior temporal, anterior insular, and orbitofrontal cortex. PET scans

showed that it was the increased activity in their right orbitofrontal cortex that

correlated best with how hungry they felt and how urgently they felt they needed

food.12

PET scans were also performed in other normal subjects while they ate

chocolate—to, and beyond, a feeling of satiety.13 Pleasant, positive associations

with eating chocolate activated the medial and caudal orbitofrontal cortex. Un-

pleasant, negative associations with eating too much chocolate activated the more

lateral and caudal parts.

Normal subjects were also studied by fMRI during a gaming task. It offered

a positive monetary reward for a correct choice and a monetary punishment for an

incorrect choice. Again, increased signals in the more lateral and caudal parts were

linked with the possibility of punishing feedback. However, adjacent regions also

participated when responses shifted in accord with the reward value of stimuli.14

Current evidence suggests that unpleasant situations often register in the more

lateral regions. However, this region might also help to provide resources for

some coping strategies (see chapter 36).

The Medial Prefrontal Cortex

Research reveals this whole medial region to be crowded with intriguing func-

tions. Among them: representing affectively tagged internal information that can

be accessed by introspection; helping to regulate autonomic responses; contribu-

ting to a ‘‘default’’ state that represents a kind of real metabolic ‘‘baseline’’; and

processing actual monetary rewards.15

High-resolution fMRI studies monitored subjects while they engaged in a

task of language comprehension.16 Increased signals in the medial cortex sug-

gested that it contributes to that overall coherent grasp we employ to draw suc-

cessive sentences together into a logical form.

However, as Barbas’s epigraph suggests, some networking functions of this

medial region could extend into those of its several nearby neighbors (see figure

7, chapter 40). They include the anterior cingulate gyrus (behind), the orbitofron-

tal region (beneath and toward the outside), and the polar cap of the frontal lobe

(in front). For example, many ‘‘theory of mind’’ tasks involve attributing mental

states to other persons. Several reports suggest that these kinds of mental projec-

tions activate not only the more dorsomedial regions (e.g., BA 9) but also other

regions more ventrally which are in or near the domain of the anterior cingulate

gyrus.17
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Normal subjects have been given other tasks which involve their monitoring

their own internal mental state. Again, some overlap occurs between the activities

of these medial frontal regions and the lowest (subgenual) parts of the anterior

cingulate gyrus. Still, when normal subjects perform a sequence of expected tasks

that are in accord with their own internal plans, fMRI signals do increase in their

medial anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 32 and 10). And at such times they also in-

crease in the ventral striatum.18

The medial frontal region enters into several other vital networking func-

tions relevant to Zen. This discussion continues in the final section of this chapter

and later in chapters 50 and 52.

The Anterior Frontal Polar Cortex

In general, we engage this frontal pole (BA 10) when we retrieve internally

generated information from memory and manipulate it in more highly complex

evaluative processes akin to ‘‘reasoning.’’19 The lateral parts of BA 10 seem more

involved when a person evaluates his or her own memories of having shared in

particular events in the past. The medial parts seem to participate in the more

general aspects of knowledge. They include the resources that subjects draw

upon when they try to resolve test problems that pose emotionally charged moral

and monetary dilemmas.20

In PET studies, normal subjects activate the medial and lateral aspects of this

polar cortex when they engage in tasks of ‘‘prospective memory.’’ These are plan-

ning tasks. After an initial delay, the subjects later carry out preplanned acts of in-

tention. These tasks activate not only the more lateral polar areas but also their

thalamic partner, the medial dorsal thalamus. Simultaneously, activity decreases in

the more superior and medial frontal polar areas.21 This mixed pattern suggests

that the more lateral cortex (including the medial dorsal thalamus) may normally

help to develop and maintain our internally generated planning scenarios. Perhaps

also, the more medial polar cortex might normally play some kind of opposing

role, one that could suppress such plans (a useful function but which therefore

may need sometimes to be overcome).

Meditators know how hard it is to keep attention focused on a single topic.

Awareness must be nudged back repeatedly—time after time—to their main-

stream of mindful attention, both during a single meditation period and also dur-

ing daily life practice. The study by Hunter and colleagues becomes of interest in

this regard. They analyzed the time relationships involved in voluntary behavior.

The findings suggest that increased fMRI signals in the polar cortex of BA 10 are

associated with one particular facet of volition: a self-initiated, freshly remem-

bered ‘‘intention’’ to act.22
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Other fMRI studies show that signals also increase in the polar (and

more lateral) prefrontal cortex (BA 10/46) when normal subjects use their

hands in sequential tasks that are contingent on the arrival of unpredictable

events.23

The ‘‘Self’’ as Represented in the Frontal Lobe: A Condensed Historical Sketch

It’s been known for well over a century that damage to the front of the brain

could change one’s personality. The unfortunate case of Phineas Gage, transfixed

by a tamping bar, dramatized this for generations of medical students after it was

first reported in 1868. In 1934, Karl Kleist published his observations on almost

300 soldiers injured during World War I and on 106 other patients.24 By then,

it seemed possible to attribute something called the ‘‘self and social ego’’ to the

medial and lateral orbitofrontal region of BA 11. Moreover, ‘‘Actions according to

the personality’’ were then referable to BA 47. This region lay just beyond on the

lower part of the lateral convexity.

In the past decade, several circuits (often showing a right-sided predomi-

nance) began to be linked with our more overt forms of private, ‘‘self-knowing’’

awareness. In contrast, other networks, more on the left side, were thought to con-

tribute to different, more abstract kinds of knowing.25

As the 20th century closed, a reader could also find that a short list of the

kinds of processing represented in the frontal lobes26 would include such self-

related normal categories as

� willed intentional actions;

� working memory in collaboration with one’s own body image;

� events in autobiographical memory;

� social inferences based on ‘‘reading’’ another person’s mind (theory of mind);

� ‘‘world modeling.’’

Even so, the hard neurosciences often tended to overlook the ‘‘softer’’ rela-

tionships between self and brain, as they neared an interface with religion. In

2003, it might still escape general notice27 that key aspects of the phenomenology

of enlightenment could be correlated with processes that change frontal lobe func-

tions [Z:593–624], and that major dissolutions of the self could play an essential

role in spiritual transformations.

Evidence reviewed in this chapter and discussed in chapters 50–54 also sug-

gests that our frontotemporal networks play active roles in many functions of our

omniself which have long been relevant to spiritual disciplines, both East and

West.
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Self-Directing the Brain toward Relaxation and Arousal

Meditators decide to meditate. After passing through an initial stage of calming,

they often move toward stages broadly categorized as either receptive or concen-

trative meditation (see chapter 13). Recent fMRI studies have monitored the ways

the brain ‘‘directs itself’’ as it participates in somewhat similar intentionally orga-

nized stages. However, in these studies, biofeedback techniques were used to in-

duce either one of two goals: a state of relaxation or more intensified levels of

arousal.28

Increased fMRI signals occurred in the ventromedial and orbitofrontal

cortex. As intended, tonic skin conductance levels did change during various

attempts at each of these types of intentional tasks. However, fMRI signals also

increased in the left mid-orbitofrontal and right parietooccipital junction during

the successful performance of either task. Thus, these signals increased whether

the subjects had achieved their correct (intended) decrease in skin conductance

levels while trying to relax or had achieved their correct (intended) increase in

levels while trying to generate arousal. The results suggested an intriguing soft

function for the left mid-orbitofrontal region: perhaps it contributes to a very sub-

tle internal, self-generated reward, one that lends a subliminal positive sense (akin

to satisfaction) when a task is successfully completed.

Frontal EEG Asymmetries: A Review of How They Relate to Our Temperament, Attitudes,

and Behavior

Positive emotions can have constructive outcomes. Negative emotions can prove

destructive. Each plays crucial roles in our lives. Among the frontal lobe’s many

interconnections, strong links occur with the amygdala on that same side. Are

these amygdala $ frontal circuits the chief reason why certain personality types

show more, or less, one-sided frontal activation during their EEG and neuroimag-

ing studies?

Fox and colleagues did find that infants who show a right frontal EEG pre-

ponderance were more likely to be distressed by unfamiliar stimuli.29 Moreover,

those older children who had this same right frontal activation asymmetry were

the ones more likely to withdraw, to be reticent in social situations with other chil-

dren, and to develop ‘‘internalizing’’ types of behavior problems.

However, right frontal activations do not always correlate with a more ‘‘neg-

ative’’ affective response. Indeed, one particular subgroup of children that show

this same right frontal EEG activation tend to be highly sociable, not withdrawn.

Moreover, these children are also more likely to act out with ‘‘externalizing’’ be-

havior than are their other equally social cohorts whose EEGs fall into the ‘‘left

frontal’’ activation category.
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Several other hypotheses propose different explanations for the frontal EEG

asymmetries. One interpretation suggests that the left frontal preponderance of

activation in infants and children is associated not with the amygdala, but with

greater competencies in verbal mediation skills and analytic abilities. These also lat-

eralize more to the left frontal regions of our brain.30

On balance, the data suggest a multifactoral interpretation. During most so-

cial situations, each person’s temperament or disposition reflects a constellation of

interacting modules. These do not operate in only one single ‘‘amygdala-frontal’’

mode, or do they arise on only one side of the brain.

These various lines of EEG, psychological, and behavioral evidence are con-

densed in table 4.31 The columns on the left describe left frontal EEG correlations.

Those on the right summarize right frontal EEG correlations.

The table illustrates that our left frontal functions have two major asso-

ciations. One is with our motoric tendencies to approach. The other is with a trend

toward more ‘‘positive’’ emotional responses and attitudes. Right frontal func-

tions are associated with different behavioral patterns. They lean in more ‘‘nega-

tive’’ directions. They also tend to vary in complex ways depending on the

situation.

Recent fMRI studies support most of these earlier EEG-derived lateralized

trends. Normal subjects tend to lateralize their positive (happy) emotional reso-

nances more to the left. When they recall happy memories, fMRI signals increase

in their left hippocampus, and in the left dorsolateral prefrontal region. Signals in-

crease on both sides (right > left) in the medial orbitofrontal and adjacent anterior

Table 4

Relationships between Frontal EEG Activities and Tendencies toward Different Patterns of Behavior

Behavioral Systems Expressing Greater Degrees

of Activation

Behavioral Systems Expressing Greater Degrees

of Inhibition

Strong correlations with relatively greater

left frontal EEG activity

Weaker correlations with relatively greater right

frontal EEG activity

Stronger correlations with motivational

propensities to approach, to respond more

intensely to positive affective stimuli, and to

exhibit more positive affect as a general

trait

More complex correlations with tendencies to

withdraw, to arrest ongoing behavior, to

exhibit increased arousal responses in associa-

tion with anxiety, depending on the specific

situation

Higher self-report scores for behavioral

activation do tend to correlate with

relatively less right frontal activity

Higher self-report scores for behavioral

inhibitions do not necessarily correlate with

relatively more right frontal EEG activity

Note: Condensed from the review by J. Coan and J. Allen. Frontal EEG asymmetry and the behavioral

activation and inhibition systems. Psychophysiology 2003; 40:106–114. The tendencies toward ‘‘behav-

ioral activations and inhibitions’’ have each been assessed on the basis of self-reports on questionnaires.

‘‘Greater frontal EEG activity’’ in one frontal region implies that alpha power is lower on that side than

on the other side.
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cingulate regions. In contrast, retrieving sad memories increases fMRI signals

in both lateral orbitofrontal regions and in the adjacent ventrolateral prefrontal

cortex.32

Verbal Humor and the Frontal Lobe

In societies worldwide, jokes are common currency. Jokes are like Zen in several

respects. Jokes are to be realized, not explained at length. Then there’s a joke’s so-

called punch line. Like kensho, it often hinges on surprise. Novelty triggers the

collapse of old barriers. Gone are those rigid boundaries that had previously

divided categories [Z:413–418].

Simple one-liners or two-liners appeal to children and grownups alike. Note

how they shift our usual mental set:

Why do hummingbirds hum? Because they can’t remember the words.

* * *
A guy standing on one bank yells across the river, saying ‘‘Hey, how do you get to the

other side of this river?’’ The guy on the other side yells back, ‘‘You are on the other

side!’’

In order to ‘‘get,’’ and appreciate, a joke, it helps to be in an appropriate so-

cial setting, one in which a lighthearted element of playfulness prevails. (Perhaps

this accounts for the tendency for pals to tell so many jokes in a bar.)

The more novelty that enters into the processing of words and meanings, the

greater the increase of fMRI signals in the inferior prefrontal cortex and medial

temporal lobe.33

In all languages, words often have double meanings. This makes it easier

for puns to be thought of as the simplest and ‘‘lowest’’ form of humor. Even in

French, which has its own specific term, double-entendre, the word entendre itself

has several meanings, including to hear, to understand, and to mean.

Those who groan in response to a pun now have their opinions confirmed.

fMRI studies show that puns are ‘‘inferior,’’ at least in the sense of localization.

Puns activate the left posterior inferior temporal gyrus (BA 37) and the left infe-

rior frontal gyrus (BA 44 and 45).34 In contrast, when semantic types of jokes are

contrasted with mostly phonological jokes, jokes that decode meaning increase sig-

nals chiefly in the posterior parts of the temporal lobe, as noted in the previous

chapter (e.g., in the right middle temporal gyrus [BA 21/37] and in the left infe-

rior temporal gyrus [BA 20/37]).

Really funny jokes activate a secondary phase of pleasurable emotion. This

is an interval of amused appreciation. It preferentially involves the ventral part of

the medial prefrontal cortex (BA 10/11).
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Derks reported the way his own brain waves responded while he listened to

segments of radio comedy routines.35 Within the first 120 ms a series of changes

involved both hemispheres. Subsequent studies on 20 normals confirmed that the

essential ingredient in humor was the recognition and evaluation of incongruity.

This incongruity had to attain a certain salience to be effective. Its effectiveness

also depended on the listener’s underlying mental set and mood. Kensho also

presents an incongruity so stark between the old view of the world and its novel

view that can prompt laughter.

Visual Humor

A recent fMRI study monitored the responses of normal subjects to visual car-

toons and to their verbal captions.36 Signals peaked a mere 3 seconds after the

cartoons appeared. The funnier cartoons increased signals in both cortical and sub-

cortical networks. As expected, signals increased in the frontotemporal cortical net-

work. Increases in the subcortical network occurred in the ventral striatum,

nucleus accumbens, anterior thalamus, ventral tegmental area, hypothalamus,

and amygdala. This subcortical cluster corresponds to the mesolimbic dopamine

system. It serves as an index of the degree of both the emotional response, and of

its potential knee-slapping behavioral counterpart.

What Else Does the Frontal Lobe Have to Do with Zen?

Zen involves decoding existential meanings. Sometimes the triggering stimuli are

‘‘turning words’’ (see chapters 21 and 72). Frontotemporal lobe connections are re-

ciprocal and also cross over from one hemisphere to the other. It seems plausible

that some triggering activations (which may have begun in or near the temporal

lobe regions cited in the previous chapter) could develop further when a Zen

trainee first decodes similar alternative and improbable word meanings, then

shifts into deeply meaningful comprehensions during more global, integrative

forms of coherence.37

With respect to zazen, we may be using some medial and orbitofrontal lobe

regions to help nudge our early modes of relaxation and more intensified levels of

concentration along the continuum from bare awareness to arousal and focused

attention. The frontopolar cortex may help forgetful meditators return, time after

time, to being more mindfully aware.

During this author’s ‘‘taste of kensho,’’ a sequence of phenomena unfolded

(see chapter 93). In general, these appear to represent different processes of exci-

tation, inhibition, and disinhibition in selective regions of the brain [Z:591, 604–

606].
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In broad brush strokes, the selective contributions from frontal lobe circuits

and their allied connections would seem to provide a working hypothesis for the

following seven phenomena of this state of kensho.

� The loss of the central psychic axis of self, and its self-referent notions of inhabit-

ing a physical body

� The loss of personal planning for future scenarios

� The deep loss of all immediate impulses to engage in possessive, approach

behavior

� The loss of the time relationships that had once served to link ‘‘logical’’ sequences

in meaningful ways

� The loss of certain conditioned fear responses referred earlier via the amygdala

� The loss of other fixed categorical distinctions as soon as the prior boundaries dis-

solved which had once separated them

� A gain in the pleasurable, affirmative tone, possibly related to some degrees of

left frontal preponderance

The frontal lobe could not be so changed—in an instant—unless its partner-

ships with the thalamus had also changed.

44

The Thalamus

The thalamus has been referred to as the ‘‘Grand Central Station’’ of the brain, be-

cause virtually all incoming information relays through it en route to the cortex.

K. Taber and colleagues1

All information except smell, that is. During that bad head cold when you lost

your sense of smell, all higher conscious perception then hinged on messages that

could first pass through potential obstructions in the thalamus on their way up to

the cortex.

Normally, our thalamic gate opens widest when we’re awake. Even then,

messages get through only under certain conditions. These vary. Which messages

get a free pass through this gate? It depends on what else is going on that shapes our

state of consciousness [Z:263–274].

Recent research has clarified large gaps in our knowledge about how the

thalamus functions (figure 8).
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Figure 8 The thalamus

At the top right, that small version of the left cerebral hemisphere shows the general, deep

central location of the thalamus by its ovoid of dashed lines. MD represents the major projection

area of the medial dorsal thalamic nucleus over the prefrontal cortex. Farther back, the parieto-

occipital association cortex is also covered by the major projection from the pulvinar nucleus of

the thalamus (P). The small superior parietal lobule receives a lesser projection from the lateral

posterior nucleus (LP).

Below is the much expanded view of the left thalamus looking down at it from behind.

Three small arrows suggest the way most of our sensate information enters its sensory nuclei. The

two arrows at the right represent the path the auditory messages take to the medial geniculate

nucleus, and the path the visual messages take when they enter the lateral geniculate nucleus

from the optic tract. Somatosensory and autonomic afferent messages from the head and body

enter their respective ventral posterior and ventral median nuclei. The long, thin, curved cap is

the reticular nucleus. It is shown artificially detached from all the other thalamic nuclei. However,

its GABA nerve cells can inhibit all of them. Dotted lines suggest their borders. Not shown are the

small intralaminar nuclei inside the thalamus or the parafascicular nucleus. The latter relays some

pain messages up via the old medial spinothalamic pain system.
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Recent Developments in the Anatomy of the Thalamus

A promising new technique called diffusion tensor imaging can now localize as

many as fourteen thalamic nuclei in the living human brain.2 Two important con-

nections linking the thalamus with the temporal lobe have now been described.

One path comes from the medial dorsal nucleus. The other arrives from the pulvi-

nar in its medial and inferior regions.3

What makes this new pathway from the pulvinar to the temporal lobe so im-

portant? Because the temporal lobe was once regarded as ‘‘athalamic.’’ That meant

it would have no effective thalamic connection (aside from the obvious auditory

relay it received from the medial geniculate nucleus). If this earlier view had not

been corrected, one might have concluded that neither front nor back of the thala-

mus could influence the temporal cortex.

This recent evidence indicates that the medial and inferior pulvinar project

to two important sites: the medial temporo-occipital and superior temporal

regions.4 Studies in monkeys show that pulvinar connections also include two

crucial parts of the temporal lobe: its undersurface and its anterior regions.5

Biogenic Amines and the Thalamus

The thalamus has one of the brain’s highest densities of norepinephrine alpha-1

receptors. This is in keeping with norepinephrine’s relatively important modula-

tory role. Norepinephrine levels are higher than serotonin levels in the pulvinar-

lateral posterior complex of primates.6 In contrast, the thalamus receives

‘‘virtually no dopaminergic input.’’7

How Acetylcholine Projections from the Brainstem Influence the Thalamus and Cortex

Acetylcholine (ACH) plays a much more active, pivotal role in thalamic and tha-

lamocortical functions. One vitally important cluster of ACH nerve cells lies in the

parabrachial area of the dorsal pons (see figure 4, chapter 23) [Z:164–169]. When

they discharge, and release ACH, this fast transmitter sets off a resonating sequence

of biphasic responses. The results can influence thalamocortical functions for many

seconds thereafter.8 Consider four examples that have implications for kensho:

1. Nicotinic ACH receptors mediate the earliest excitation of thalamic nerve cells. Al-

most instantaneous, this firing is short-lasting.

2. The next sequence begins 1 second later. It is mediated by muscarinic ACH recep-

tors and lasts for some 15 to 20 seconds. A prolonged depolarization of thalamic

cells can last for up to 4 minutes, and the cortex can become activated all during

this period.
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Thalamocortical neurons tend to fire in single spikes during this period. This

discharge pattern brings a sense of clarity to perception. In addition, cells in the

anterior thalamic nuclei are now poised to fire more readily when stimulated.9

Networks that include this anterior nucleus enter into the processes that consoli-

date memories. These observations provide one explanation for why some phases

of alternate states of consciousness might register as both clear and memorable.

The firing rates of ACH cells can vary down in the pontine nuclei. However,

even single-pulse trains here, at only 30 cps, produce up in the thalamus a ‘‘five-

fold increase in synaptic responsiveness.’’ This ‘‘develops slowly and reaches a

peak after forty to sixty seconds.’’

Other mechanisms contribute to the prolonged increase in the excitability

of the cortex which develops during this period. They include glutamate stimula-

tion of the cortex by the thalamus; glutamate stimulation of the thalamus by glu-

tamate nerve cells down in the brainstem; and ACH stimulation of the cortex by

the other ACH nuclei in the basal forebrain.

3. GABA nerve cells of the reticular nucleus of the thalamus also have nicotinic

receptors that excite them to fire. Their discharges set in motion a variety of po-

tent inhibitory responses.

4. However, next there occurs a long-lasting ACH inhibition of this same reticular

nucleus. This develops at muscarinic (M2) receptors. This ACH effect is a disinhibi-

tory one. It releases thalamic nerve cells from GABA inhibition and further en-

hances the cholinergic activation of thalamocortical neurons.

Implications for Kensho

The four sequences and time relationships sketched above provide a working

hypothesis for some events during kensho. Why are they not readily testable? Be-

cause they could strike in a flash, unfold in less than a minute, and go on to have prolonged

reverberations thereafter in second messenger (metabotropic) systems (see chapter 37).

Nitric oxide can inhibit the oscillatory discharges of thalamic nerve cells, but

the multiple other effects of nitric oxide could work synergistically within the

sequences outlined above (see chapter 68). Nitric oxide release and glutamate

release are closely related. The enzyme that synthesizes nitric oxide coexists in

those same ACH nerve cells which project from the parabrachial area up into the

thalamus.

Two Histochemical Categories of Thalamic Nerve Cells

In the past, one might cite the properties of the small intralaminar nuclei of

the thalamus to account for many widespread, nonspecific discharges which
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synchronized the firings of nerve cells in both the thalamus and cortex. Recent

immunologically based techniques suggest additional explanations. Under the

microscope, these methods detect the presence of two different proteins in the pri-

mate brain. Each binds calcium ions.

One protein, calbindin, defines that category of thalamic nerve cells

which project widely and diffusely to all areas of the cortex. These cells are the

calbindinþ nerve cells of the thalamic matrix. All thalamic nuclei have them, espe-

cially the medial dorsal, lateral dorsal, pulvinar, lateral posterior, and intralami-

nar nuclei. Their global connections could help us integrate multiple resonances

of sensate experience into a more unified frame of reference in one large field of

consciousness.

In contrast, the larger parvalbumin nerve cells project up to a single cortical

field in a localized area. These are the so-called core cells. They reside in the reticu-

lar nucleus, pulvinar, lateral posterior, and intralaminar nuclei. They project to the

middle cortical layers, not to the superficial cortical layers.10 Their input is also

more selective. Normally, their activities would seem to best serve not only our

more restricted needs for sensory perception but also our needs for multimodal

sensory associative functions over the back of the brain.

These two patterns of circuits differ both in the thalamus and where they

end in the cortex. Their networks help one envision a preliminary physiological

basis for two of our normal properties of consciousness: (1) its discrete perceptual

and cognitive phenomena; (2) its more coherent phenomena that are global in na-

ture. Both sets of functions are the kinds that also express themselves, and over-

lap, during kensho.

The Limbic Thalamus

The term limbic thalamus includes three major thalamic nuclei that have close ties

with the limbic system: the medial dorsal, lateral dorsal, and anterior nuclei.11

� The medial dorsal nucleus. Its major reciprocal connections are with all regions of

the frontal lobe, as figure 8 suggests. Its large cells show its priorities. They are des-

tined both for the orbitofrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate region. Its

smaller cells interact with the dorsal lateral part of the prefrontal cortex.

A glance at the major sources of input to this medial dorsal nucleus confirms

why it plays such an important role in processing limbic functions. It is supplied by

the anterior temporal cortex, amygdala, and entorhinal cortex.

� The lateral dorsal nucleus. It has major reciprocal connections with one medial part

of the posterior parietal cortex. This part extends beyond into the neighboring

posterior cingulate region (see figure 7, chapter 40). It is interconnected with the
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subiculum portions of the hippocampal complex, and has additional links with

the entorhinal complex (see chapter 29). These facts suggest that the lateral dorsal

nucleus is in touch not just with hippocampal formation and parahippocampal

gyrus circuits that contribute to memory but that it may be involved in attention

and emotion in ways that researchers are now trying to define.

� The anterior thalamic nucleus. It has major reciprocal connections with the ante-

rior and posterior cingulate cortex, and the subiculum of the hippocampal com-

plex. Other interesting reciprocal connections are with the orbitofrontal cortex. Its

major input from the limbic system comes via the fast pathway leading up from

the mammillary complex of the hypothalamus.12

Note: The reticular nucleus of the thalamus is poised to shape the responses

of each of these three thalamic association nuclei. Together with its other GABA

allies, it can exert a powerful influence on the way limbic functions relay up to the

cortex (see chapter 46).

� The nucleus reuniens. This small nucleus of the midline thalamus contributes to

‘‘limbic’’ functions in ways not yet widely appreciated. Considering its many other

inputs, why do the ‘‘massive’’ projections it receives from the medial prefrontal

cortex qualify it to be added as a potential fourth candidate for our list?13 Because

no direct pathway leads from this orbitomedial cortex to the hippocampus. There-

fore, the reuniens is the sole intermediary through which this important prefrontal

region influences the hippocampus (see chapter 29). When impulses leave the

reuniens, they then flow over to the CA1 cells and the subiculum of the hippocam-

pal formation, on to the entorhinal cortex, and also back to the orbitomedial fron-

tal cortex.

Head Direction Systems in Two Dorsal ‘‘Limbic’’ Nuclei: Anterior and Lateral

Daniel Boone’s stationary ‘‘place cell’’ systems may not have been much different

from ours. After all, when we remain in one spot, such systems help us to stay ori-

ented and to recognize which particular place we are occupying in that immediate

environment (see chapter 29). But Boone was no couch potato. He was out explor-

ing the early frontier. Which skills besides a sense of place contributed to his ‘‘in-

ternal compass’’ and helped him navigate that maze of unfamiliar wilderness

trails? Boone survived only because he had refined other kinds of basic sub-

conscious skills.

To the early navigators on ships, this dynamic art used to be known as ‘‘dead

reckoning.’’ It helped you discover where you were right now on any voyage. To

estimate this current position, you had to factor in two major considerations: (1)

the several different directions in which you had been ‘‘heading’’; (2) the distances

you had just covered during each of those ‘‘legs.’’ Why is ‘‘heading’’ still the oper-
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ative word in this skill? Because the brain must know where the head is pointed in

order to ‘‘head’’ in that direction. As chapter 29 observes, when your eyes, ears,

and nose point the way, you ‘‘face’’ in that direction.

Rats too are survivors. Their innate skills at ‘‘dead reckoning’’ on land are

also highly evolved. Specialized kinds of directional cells are not scattered at ran-

dom. They reside in several key limbic system nuclei.14 For example, many cells in

the posterior subiculum track the current direction in which the rat’s head is actu-

ally pointing. Such head direction cells can fire at rates that are independent of the

place where the rest of the rat’s body is positioned within the whole of external

space.

A surprise: the anterior nucleus of the thalamus turns out to have the most

head direction nerve cells (see figure 8). Indeed they comprise as many as 55% of

the total number of cells in its dorsal subdivision. This many head direction cells

represents a major commitment. What could they contribute to the activities of

this anterior dorsal nucleus?

Their position alone suggests that they could help integrate the subtle

notions of ‘‘heading’’ into higher functional levels. Which kinds of basic sensory

information could they be relaying? Much of this sensory input that is vestibular

in nature has been ascending from the brainstem. Here the vestibular system

(aided by proprioceptive messages from neck muscles) has been intimately moni-

toring the posture of our head and its every dynamic movement with respect to

gravity.

These anterior thalamic cells engage in sophisticated interactions. One strik-

ing finding: their firing anticipates the next head direction by some 25 msec. They

plan ahead.

Another noteworthy item: 30% of the cells in the lateral dorsal thalamic nu-

cleus are also sensitive to the direction of a rat’s head. This lateral dorsal nucleus

interacts with the precuneus and retrosplenial cortex, just as the anterior nucleus

interacts with more rostral portions of the cingulate gyrus (see figure 4). So what?

In chapter 51 we will discuss an intriguing phenomenon that develops

during certain physical movements of the head and trunk. Early in the process of

beginning to move the physical self out toward ‘‘extrapersonal’’ space, our subjec-

tive sense of a self identity can fade.

How could so simple an intended movement, as (for example) that involved

in the act of bowing, briefly diminish one’s sense of self? One plausible mecha-

nism may reside in the several interactive and anticipatory circuits that link

sensory cues from the lower vestibular (and proprioceptive) systems with

these two limbic nuclei up in the dorsal thalamus. It seems possible that relevant

interoceptive messages from these anterior and lateral dorsal thalamic nuclei

could help convey the current status of the person’s self-image up to influence

the vital functions of much of the cingulate gyrus and medial posterior parietal
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cortex. Chapters 50 and 52 consider how important these medial cortical regions

are to the subtle underlying sense of our physical and psychic identity.15

A Caveat about ‘‘Locating’’ ‘‘Higher’’ Functions Only in the Cerebral Cortex

Later, in chapter 94, we describe ‘‘two’’ prototype visual pathways. Each passes

through the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus on its way back to the pri-

mary visual cortex. One (cone) path conveys color vision. While still discussing

the thalamus, it is instructive to consider briefly an innate limitation of this path

where it surfaces in its most color-sensitive region farther forward in the cortex.

This area centers on the fusiform gyrus. It occupies the undersurface of the

temporo-occipital cortex (BA 37). This V4 color complex region is relatively low

in the activity of a particular enzyme, the one that synthesizes GABA locally.16

This observation could suggest that its local GABA cells (and its GABA terminals

from elsewhere) are limited in their capacities to serve as the local sites for inhibit-

ing color processing.

Let us now suppose that a normal person briefly loses all color vision, selec-

tively. Would this mean that the color-sensitive cortex was being inhibited locally?

Or could color processing be interrupted by events at some next lower level, say

down in the thalamus, involving subcortical circuits?

To my knowledge, no neurological precedent for this latter phenomenon

has yet been described in humans. It is possible in animals, however, to separately

block the rod and cone pathways down in the lateral geniculate nucleus of the

thalamus (as will be discussed further in chapter 94).

But we now have a much better understanding of how the thalamus and

cortex interact. The examples in this and the next three chapters illustrate that

these microcircuits inside the lateral geniculate do not exist in isolation. From this

perspective, a larger view is now emerging. It regards the lateral geniculate cir-

cuits as being engaged at a complex physiological interface before visual messages

can pass through the ‘‘gate’’ up to the color-sensitive cortex. Contributing to the

dynamic properties of this gate are both the reticular nucleus of the thalamus and

the pulvinar.

Geniculate, reticular nucleus, pulvinar, cortex—these four elements become

one big processing unit. How are we to conceptualize such an oscillating, interactive

macrounit? Can one apply only what we had learned back in medical school

about the simpler anatomy of serial relays? No. The tendency now is to think

about such larger units as forming ‘‘a circuit, not a sequence.’’17

And this concept seems to fit in with the newer histochemical findings. They

show that thalamic ‘‘core cells’’ do project up to discrete, selective areas of cortex.

These parvalbumin cells reside not only in the lateral geniculate and reticular nu-

clei but also in subdivisions of the pulvinar. All three thalamic nuclei appear capa-
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ble of making major contributions both to a wide range of our normal, discrete,

perceptual functions and to others that are highly sophisticated.

In the past, the tendency was to think along serial, linear lines. Therefore,

higher-order functions would somehow issue as ‘‘products’’ up there at ‘‘higher’’

levels in our cortex. At present, parallel processing and distributed functions

offer a wider range of optional explanations for the properties of states of

consciousness.

Nothing in this chapter can devalue the impressive functions of the

parietotemporo-occipital cortex that will be surveyed later in part IX. Evolution

has endowed this region with unparalleled associative functions. Rather, what is

being suggested here is that some of its remarkable associations can be disrupted

not only ‘‘up there in the cortex’’ but at several ‘‘lower’’ stages among the thala-

mocortical interactions just described. Trains do stop at Grand Central Station

and scheduled arrivals from elsewhere can sometimes be long delayed.

In part IX, we further examine what might happen when trains of impulses

also slow down and stop in the back of the brain. Even minor disruptions in the

scheduled patterns of reciprocal oscillations could result in ‘‘imperfections’’ of per-

ception. We shall see that such visual illusions can arise during kensho, but only

at certain times.

45

The Pulvinar

There is overwhelming evidence that the pulvinar has a role in visual salience.

K. Grieve and colleagues1

‘‘Salience’’ describes the automatic process that enables us to grasp a particular

stimulus event, hold on to it, and transform it into a subject of special, meaningful

interest. Covering the back of the thalamus is a large nucleus that plays a vital

role in conferring salience. The pulvinar is the pivotal association nucleus for the

back of the cortex. Its name means ‘‘cushion,’’ suggested perhaps by its plump ap-

pearance as it spreads out over the small bundle of fibers that enters it from the

colliculi.

Both the pulvinar and the superior colliculus are key parts of our ‘‘second’’

visual system. They enable us to make snap, reflexive, visual judgments (some

blind patients use this second visual system, subconsciously, as the basis for

their blindsight) [Z:241, 244, 271–274]. Through circuits that link the pulvinar

with the amygdala, we process crude visual signals of low-spatial frequency.

They signal us immediately when we glimpse fear on someone’s face.2 fMRI

studies show that even though fearful faces are flashed for a mere 17 ms, they still
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generate subliminal signals that pass up through the pulvinar and stimulate the

basolateral amygdala.3

Recent data confirm that the pulvinar is also part of a ‘‘second hearing sys-

tem.’’ It processes auditory reflex messages from the inferior colliculus. When nor-

mal subjects are suddenly aroused by a loud white noise, fMRI signals increase in

their left medial pulvinar.4 The pulvinar’s newly discovered connections include

not only those with the temporal lobe emphasized in the previous chapter but

also a surprising link between its medial subdivision and the orbitofrontal cortex.5

The connections from the human pulvinar to the fusiform gyrus (BA 37) have yet

to be studied in specific, detailed ways that could help elaborate on the discussion

in part IX.

The pulvinar plays not only a prominent role in assigning attentive value to

a particular item that is being seen. It also enters into the processes of depth per-

ception, and possibly also into higher-order egocentric frames of reference that

are head- or body-centered.

What could happen when the reticular nucleus lessens its prior inhibitory hold

on the pulvinar’s input to the cortex? [Z:591–592]. Pulvinar functions could be

enhanced. A preattentive type of parallel processing could confer a glimpse of di-

rect, global perceptual import [Z:595–605]. This is the nature of the impression

that arrives early in kensho (see table 11, chapter 95).

In contrast, the reticular nucleus can also interfere with visual cortical

functions by inhibiting the pulvinar directly. When its GABA cap does disrupt

the firing of pulvinar nerve cells, two things occur: (1) the amplitude of gamma

oscillations up in the visual cortex is reduced; (2) gamma synchronizations are

also reduced in the visual cortex.6 This important evidence suggests that lesser

degrees of misfiring in the pulvinar could contribute to the late visual illusions of

kensho (see chapters 95 and 96).7

46

The Reticular Nucleus and Its Extrareticular Allies

The GABAergic reticular nucleus: a preferential target of corticothalamic projections.

Mircea Steriade1

We keep mentioning the reticular nucleus. Yet, when Kolliker described it over

a century ago, it certainly looked like no other nucleus. It was just a thin in-

conspicuous sheet of nerve cells that capped the contours of the thalamus [Z:267–

271]. But later, physiologists discovered that it served as a ‘‘gate’’ to the im-

pulses streaming up from the thalamus and down from the cortex through its

dendrites.
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When physiologists stimulated the cortex directly, the impulses descended

and excited the reticular nucleus. Its GABA nerve cells then fired and blocked in-

coming sensory impulses from relaying up past the thalamus. Stimulating the

brainstem, on the other hand, inhibited these inhibitory functions. Now, when its

GABA cells stopped discharging, more sensate messages could flow up through

the thalamus into consciousness.

The first two sentences in the previous paragraph describe the way the

GABA blockade of the reticular nucleus operates on sensory relay nuclei. This

inhibition affords a condensed, plausible explanation for major phenomena that

occur in internal absorption: its loss of vision and hearing; its loss of the sense of

a physical body-self; its dearth of spatial referents within a vast open space (see

chapter 75) [Z:589–590].

Complexities

Chapter 44 indicated that intricate reciprocal circuitries interconnect the thalamus

and cortex. Though cortico ! thalamic glutamate fibers greatly outnumber their

thalamo ! cortical counterparts, both kinds peel off collaterals that inform the re-

ticular dendrites how fast their impulses are flowing.2 And while it is true that

glutamate nerve cells in the cortex (and norepinephrine) do excite reticular nerve

cells, glutamate can act on various other thalamocortical nerve cells to create a se-

ries of rebound excitations.3 Not only do some ‘‘wiring patterns’’ that involve the

reticular nucleus seem almost as complex as those of the striatum,4 but during

normal waking behavior, the standard relay nuclei of the thalamus that we have

been discussing can fire either steadily (tonically) or in bursts. Bursts are either

rhythmic or arrhythmic.5

Our discussion up to now has considered three aspects of reticular nucleus

function: (1) how it gates elementary sensory messages (they are the easiest to

measure); (2) how its influence could extend, via the pulvinar, to the whole poste-

rior sensory association cortex; (3) how it could also influence the nonsensory

nuclei of the limbic thalamus. But living Zen is not ‘‘merely experiential.’’ It trans-

lates into action.

The Reticular Nucleus Influences Behavior

Thus far, we have discussed how the reticular nucleus influences the vertical,

first-order, thalamocortical input starting to rise up to the cortex. It can also influ-

ence some kinds of higher-order horizontal transmission. These transcortical relays

help one cortical area interact with another. This is a fourth aspect of reticular nu-

cleus functions. This influence has thus far been studied when it was brought to

bear on messages in transit from the motor regions in the front of the brain.6
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The mechanisms underlying anticipation are important (see chapters 50 and

51). It is when a person is preparing for action that ‘‘the reticular nucleus plays a cru-

cial role’’ in influencing these motor pathways.7 Recent research suggests that faster

behavioral responses occur in association with the kinds of anticipatory gamma

oscillations that arise within the frontoparietal network.8 Consider how the execu-

tive functions that arise from our frontal lobe act normally to sponsor a ‘‘go,’’ a

‘‘no-go,’’ or a ‘‘stop’’ command. How could the reticular nucleus insert a discrete

inhibitory message that would influence this high-level motor processing? Perhaps

by reducing—selectively—the passage of other impulses that, if unchecked,

could interfere with the timing of the person’s optimum, anticipatory sensorimotor

responses.

Hypothesis: To the degree that long-range meditative training reduces cer-

tain unproductive frontal lobe constraints and enhances other actions that are

more fruitful, then a person’s behavior could gradually become more efficient,

liberated, and appropriate9 [Z:668–677].

Various speculations in the interim have cast the reticular nucleus in several

roles. Sometimes it may seem to operate like ‘‘a set of elementary searchlights.’’ At

other times it may act more like a ‘‘hub’’ that can marshal relevant thalamocortical

channels for action, perhaps by sharpening the peaks of their firing patterns in ac-

cord with particular tasks.10 Future investigators, aided by improved resolutions

in neuroimaging techniques and by more sophisticated experimental designs,

may be better able to monitor how the reticular nucleus influences our psyche.

Perhaps then they will be able to clarify other ways it enters into the phenomena

of Zen experience above and beyond the influence we now think it has on only

sensorimotor functions.

The Extrareticular Inhibitory System

Two other regions also seemed inconspicuous in previous centuries. Today we are

starting to appreciate that they too exert a potent, selective inhibitory influence on

higher-order thalamic nuclei.

� One region is the zona incerta. This thin plate of gray matter occupies a section of

the subthalamus just above the midbrain [Z:196]. Why did Auguste Forel, more

than a century ago, coin the term incerta for this part of the diencephalon? Be-

cause then it was a site about which ‘‘nothing certain can be said.’’11 Research in

this new millennium suggests a few certainties.12

Its GABA cells discriminate. They directly inhibit only the higher-order thala-

mic nuclei. Normally, what defines such a higher-order nucleus? Its excitatory input

is of higher origin, and chiefly descends from the cerebral cortex. The medial dorsal
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nucleus is a typical example. In contrast, the first-order nuclei like the lateral geni-

culate nucleus receive their excitatory impulses from peripheral sensory receptors

and lower levels, not from cortex.

The GABA terminals from the zona incerta are large, multiple, and end on

dendrites close to the cell body of the thalamic nerve cells they are poised to

inhibit.13

� The second region is the anterior pretectal nucleus. Its cells cluster on the roof of

the midbrain near the colliculi. Their GABA terminals are also large, multiple,

located proximally on GABAA receptors.14 This nucleus also exerts a fast, potent,

point-to-point inhibitory influence on higher-order thalamic nuclei. And not only

on two key nuclei of the limbic thalamus (the medial dorsal and lateral dorsal nu-

clei), but also on a variety of somatosensory and intralaminar nuclei engaged in

other complex corticothalamic functions.

So what? As we search for the mechanisms of kensho, both the more ante-

rior parts of the reticular nucleus and these two new extrareticular allies are poten-

tial candidates for reshaping consciousness at higher levels. However, very

different inhibitions of visual, auditory and other first-order functions occur in in-

ternal absorption. These seem attributable not to the extrareticular system, but

rather to the posterior parts of the reticular nucleus itself (see chapter 74).

47

Higher Mechanisms of Attention

Attention defines the ability to select stimuli and actions that are coherent with the

behavioral goals of an organism.

M. Corbetta and colleagues1

Upper and Lower Streams of Attention

Zen training emphasizes paying mindful attention to internal and external events.

Why? Paying bare, mindful attention trains us to focus and isolate events that

would otherwise be lost into the usual, blurred continuum between perception,

emotion, cognition and intuition. Attention begins by sharpening the contours of

ordinary perception now. This chapter discusses four cortical regions that become

of special interest to events later on along the path. These are moments when

‘‘triggers’’ activate the brain and when attention may ‘‘turn’’ into kensho.

In the neurosciences, what does it mean when attention is said to be an ‘‘as-

sociative’’ function? It means that a consortium of distributed networks—high and
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low—collaborates in our ‘‘higher’’ attentive processes. Yet these consultations are

almost instantaneous: it takes only 50 ms for our shift in attentive processing to

enhance the color responses of the fusiform gyrus.2

Our cognitive goals and instincts direct attention out to focus on external

things. Many of our quick, reflexive responses are organized in the midbrain.

Here, in the colliculi and central gray, we represent the topographical map of our

own body reasonably close to nerve cells that will be processing new sensory data

entering from the outside environment.

For some practical cognitive operations, we often rely chiefly on the net-

works of our upper (occipital ! parietal) stream. They attend to the many other

kinds of top-down physical decisions that arise along the self/other interface. All

these networks might seem to be asking naive rhetorical questions, but they are

very action-oriented. Indeed, most responses to the Where is it? and the Where

am I types of question are ready to be acted upon instantly.

Suppose you have already located that ripe apple in space, but you have

observed that it is almost beyond your grasp. Why does it help to have your up-

per (occipital ! parietal) stream of attention ‘‘online?’’ Because its visual metrics

are coded to represent the absolute size of that apple,3 and you will need very ac-

curately guided hand-eye movements to reach around it with each curving finger.

In contrast, your lower (occipital ! temporal) stream has been attending to

different needs. Its codes represent objects in terms of their identity and conceptual

relationships with one another. So, having already asked the what questions, it is

sure that this red fruit is not only an apple but that it is the ripest of all and ready

to eat. Its circuits can operate with messages that are more relative than absolute.

Its interpretations also seem more accessible to consciousness.

Next, in order to bring that apple all the way up to your mouth, you will

need to integrate those early, hand-eye representations with multiple other visuo-

motor functions. The more ‘‘sensory’’ these are, the more they draw on your infe-

rior parietal regions on both sides.

But suppose your next task is to detect fruits of different kinds in rapid suc-

cession. For this, you will need to shift into more flexible modes of ongoing atten-

tion and quickly blend them into both working memory functions and pattern

recognition functions. At this point, brief inhibitions must enter repeatedly into

the equation. Not only will you now activate chiefly your right frontoparietal

regions but also deactivate some of your left temporolimbic regions.4

Parietal Lobe Contributions to Attention

One finding is relevant to the ways we sustain attention during meditation: we in-

volve the posterior part of the intraparietal sulcus on the left when we try to main-

tain an ongoing state of continuous attention5 (see chapter 41).
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What if you already know a lot about what the object is that you are search-

ing for, but do not know precisely where it is located in the environment? Now

certain parts of your parietal lobe play a major role in orienting spatial attention.6

Some fMRI data emphasize the right angular gyrus itself (BA 39). Other imaging

data point toward modules a little higher up, again to the intraparietal sulcus and

to parts of the superior parietal lobule on the bank just above this sulcus (BA 7).

It is difficult to be certain, because this sulcus meanders. As it meanders, it serves

as an arbitrary boundary line that divides the small superior parietal lobule above

from the large inferior lobule lying below (BA 40 and 39). (In figure 3 (chapter 23),

the line extending down to the left from the words ‘‘parietal lobe’’ points to this

sulcus.)

A glance at the gyri and sulci in figures 3 and 7 (chapter 40) might lead you

to conclude that other parietal lobe anatomical ‘‘landmarks’’ could also differ sub-

stantially from person to person. Therefore, in neuroimaging studies, the func-

tional contribution to attention of one small spot in the intraparietal region must

be determined in each person individually.7

Contributions of the Frontal Cortex to Attention

The frontal lobes have major interactions with both the upper and lower visual

function streams [Z:table 6, 245]. This same intraparietal region carries on a moni-

toring dialogue with the frontal lobe. It matches each new stimulus with a fresh

motor response when a person engages in a dynamic act, such as reaching out for

an apple.8

Meditators may engage the more dorsal and lateral regions of their frontal

lobe convexity in yet another role. These regions help us maintain our attentional

set even when we are faced with major outside distractions.9 This more sustained,

willful, goal-directed process is called intention. During intention, especially im-

portant links connect the intraparietal sulcus with one particular region of the

frontal convexity involved in directing eye movements (BA 8).

Parenthetically, three separate regions enter normally into the sensitivities

that help place our mechanisms of attention on alert status. Moreover, they also

have the potential to expand their bilateral alerting functions into triggering

responses [Z:163–164, 452–457]. For example, Segundo noted half a century ago

that when he stimulated either the inferior frontal region, the superior temporal

gyrus, or the cingulate gyrus on only one side, this excited a bilateral arousal re-

sponse from a monkey’s reticular activating system.

Normally, a set of responsive relays link this same inferior frontal gyrus

with the temporoparietal junction. Such a frontal connection could enter into bi-

lateral alerting and generate a triggering response.
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Contributions of the Cingulate to Attention

Some early models of attention postulated that the anterior cingulate region helps

to nudge us motivationally, at an early stage of attention, toward particular stimu-

li that we feel drawn to. Recent interpretations suggest that this anterior cingulate

region may contribute more during later stages, while we are still evaluating and

monitoring activities that are already ongoing.10

Contributions of the Superior Temporal Gyrus to Attention

Recent models of attention include parts of the superior temporal gyrus.11 The

models further propose other properties relevant to triggering for a fourth region

next to the superior temporal gyrus. This area lies just beyond, at the temporopar-

ietal junction. Its complex mosaic of functions prove extrasensitive when strong vi-

sual stimuli arrive unexpectedly.

Recent magnetoencephalographic (MEG) research draws attention to special

functions of our right superior temporal cortex.12 This right side contributes to our

quick 3D judgments of sound intensities. These have survival value, because they

help us decide instantly: is this external object close to us or is it farther away?

(This is convenient to have the next time when you’re out driving your car toward

a railroad crossing and suddenly hear a train whistle.)

The MEG data also hint that some response properties of this superior tem-

poral region might enable an overflow of excitation from an unexpected auditory

event to become the kind of trigger that could precipitate a meditator into kensho.

How Auditory-Induced Hypnosis Affects Attention

Hypnosis is used to distract and divert one’s attention. Self-hypnosis and auto-

suggestion are also techniques used not only in ‘‘positive thinking’’ approaches

but also in some versions of self-guided meditation [Z:352–355].

A very relaxed state was induced by hypnosis in eight subjects who had

been selected for their high degree of hypnotizability. PET scan activity increased

in both the inferior and middle occipital regions (BA 18 and 19). So too did the

subjects’ occipital delta EEG activity.13 Why delta?

It was speculated that this increased occipital PET activity, associated with

delta EEG activity, might be related to an innate tendency of the more highly hyp-

notizable subjects to develop higher levels of visual imagery, or to the unusually

deep relaxation they could reach during hypnosis.

Other PET scan activities also increased: in the right superior temporal gyrus

(BA 38 and 22), the caudal part of the right anterior cingulate sulcus (BA 24), and
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the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44). Decreases occurred in the precuneus on both

sides (BA 7), the left posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 31), and the right inferior pari-

etal lobule (BA 40/7).

In the early history of hypnosis, pain control often played a prominent role.

Pain control was addressed in a second part of this same study. Painful stimuli

were generated by immersing the subjects’ left hands in hot water (47�C). Under

hypnosis, verbal suggestions were made that this pain was going to become more

severe or less severe. The hypnosis with suggestions of pain relief produced other

widespread increases in PET activity. These occurred more in the left hemisphere.

How Does Visually Induced Hypnosis Affect Attention?

It has been speculated that hypnosis engages primarily those higher and more an-

terior networks of attention, the ones that are well supplied by dopamine, includ-

ing the anterior cingulate gyrus.

In this regard, hypnosis can generate a so-called obstructive visual halluci-

nation. If ‘‘obstructive’’ were a word to be taken literally, it might seem to refer

to an ‘‘obstruction projected out there’’ that was somehow ‘‘blocking’’ a more

distant object from being seen [Z:388–390]. However, when the whole process

of hypnotic focusing becomes intensified, it heightens the person’s attention on

the imaginary image. Therefore, the mechanisms of this so-called obstruction are

likely to be mediated by inhibitory functions of the reticular nucleus of the thala-

mus [Z:388–390]. This can explain why PET scans show a corresponding reduc-

tion of activity in the seemingly ‘‘blocked’’ area of the visual cortex, and why

visual evoked potential amplitudes are also reduced.14

Other Aspects of Attention

In fact, much of our looking and seeing, our listening and hearing, occurs pre-

attentively [Z:278–281]. It happens automatically, in networks that anticipate

forthcoming events. Their expectations shape our perceptions, subconsciously, at

multiple levels.15 In these and other ways, Zen keeps returning the discussion in

subsequent chapters to different aspects of attention.

Why continue to highlight the distinctions between attention out there

into extrapersonal space vs. self-referent attention? Why distinguish allocentric at-

tention (directed out to extrapersonal space) from egocentric attention (in which

the frame of reference is back to our physical and psychic self)? Because these

self/other distinctions help clarify the neural basis for many of the core events

that will develop during kensho and transform consciousness in enduring ways

thereafter.
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48

Ever-Present Awareness

Waking, non-REM-sleep, and REM-dreaming are not isolated states that interact, but

are sequential expressions of an undifferentiated field underlying them . . . a funda-

mental unified field that gives rise to both the key characteristic physiology and the

psychology of waking, sleeping, and dreaming.

Frederick Travis1

Some ideas about ‘‘fields’’ draw on metaphysical traditions in ancient India.

Hindu sages believed that an ‘‘absolute Witness’’ pervaded the whole universe.

To Shankara (788–820), reality was an unwavering field of timeless awareness,

‘‘the constant Witness of all three states of consciousness—waking, dreaming,

and dreamless sleep.’’2

I begin as a biologist. I am coming from the premise that the brain is the

organ of the mind. This book addresses ‘‘fields’’ of consciousness that arise inside

the human brain. From this biased, ‘‘brain-bound’’ perspective, if all brain func-

tions truly stop, no ‘‘fields’’ remain to support our biological consciousness (or

mind). This belief might seem to be challenged by some reports that a few

patients, while ‘‘under general anesthesia,’’ later describe having kept a persistent,

active ‘‘awareness of awareness.’’ For example, one large prospective Swedish

study estimated that this kind of awareness during anesthesia might occur in 1 in

861 operations.3

Unfortunately, EEGs were not routinely used to monitor and establish the

true depth of anesthesia in this study. Even if scalp EEG electrodes had been

used, they would have been too far removed from the activity of those deep net-

works in the brain that help generate our most elementary ‘‘awareness of being

aware.’’ No surface EEG can provide more than the most superficial, indirect in-

dex of what goes on in such deep, midline regions as, for example, the nucleus

accumbens, hypothalamus [Z:337–338], and brainstem [Z:311–136]. Meanwhile, a

flat EEG (unlike a flat electrocardiogram) does not mean that all deeper functions

have stopped.

Intrusions of Keen Awareness

Meditators keep rediscovering the many ways that their daytime awareness fluc-

tuates. Polygraphs reveal that episodes of awareness also tend to intrude themselves

repeatedly into normal non-REM, slow wave sleep.4 Similar intrusions have a ten-

dency to recur during many transitional phases as our consciousness shifts be-

tween normal waking, non-REM sleep, and REM dreaming.
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An Electrophysiological Correlate of Coherent Visual Awareness

If you want to study awareness, how can you narrow the focus of your experi-

ment to that particular instant when a person first becomes aware of a recogniz-

able stimulus? One way is to measure event-related potentials (ERPs) (see chapter

49). You could record these below, near, and above the person’s perceptual

threshold.5 In the research cited, the investigators’ choice for brief visual stimuli

were line drawings of either real objects (e.g., an airplane) or a scramble of compa-

rable (unrecognizable) lines. Their subjects’ critical finding was a prominent nega-

tive potential. It peaked 260 to 270 ms after the visual stimulus. This ‘‘visual

awareness negativity’’ occurred only if the stimulus developed sufficient mental

coherence to be recognized.

Researchers now have a useful tool to assess the threshold of awareness,

and to see how the amplitude of this potential varies under different conditions,

though the sources that generate it remain to be identified. Suitably modified for

the modalities of touch and hearing, similar negative potentials could be used to

assess the threshold of coherent awareness in longitudinal studies of meditators

during their states of sleep and waking.

‘‘Witnessing Sleep’’

In 1994, Travis reviewed transcendental meditation (TM) reports describing a dif-

ferent condition. It was called ‘‘witnessing sleep.’’ By definition, this nocturnal

‘‘witnessing’’ is not a brief intrusion during the daytime. Instead, the TM subjects

notice it as an ongoing impression of awareness while they are deeply asleep. Sleeping,

they still report continually experiencing ‘‘heightened self-awareness.’’ Moreover,

they recognize that this nocturnal awareness is also ‘‘similar to their experiences

during daytime TM practice.’’6

Does witnessing sleep have an EEG correlate? The EEG shows, simultane-

ously, theta, alpha, and delta activity. These mixtures were seen both during stage

IV (deep) sleep, as well as in earlier sleep stages. In fact, some normal, non-TM

subjects may also show mixtures of alpha and delta wave sleep, as do patients

who happen to be undergoing the experience of pain.

So does this kind of self-awareness called witnessing sleep have a specific

surface EEG signature? It seems too early to say until detailed sleep studies of

long-term TM and other meditators clarify a host of other obvious questions.

These relate to the potential presence of gamma and beta EEG activities, electro-

myographic (EMG) data, and more specific details that clarify the various time

relationships.

Meanwhile, one useful rule of thumb is that our faster surface EEG fre-

quencies tend to be associated with being farther along on the awareness
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spectrum toward our normal wakeful, conscious states. These states begin with

minimal arousal, bare awareness, and increasing attention. They then extend to-

ward a full, global alerting and willful intentional response. Accordingly, we

might expect that some faster activities (including at least some at the interface

between theta and alpha) would be among those waveforms which could corre-

late in time with the sleeping meditators’ sense of an ongoing ‘‘self-awareness.’’

In summary: One subjective component of consciousness appears to proceed

on a ‘‘lighter’’ plane of awareness during ‘‘witnessing sleep.’’ Mixtures of faster

EEG surface activities are associated with this particular quality of witnessing

awareness, and these faster activities are superimposed on the usual slower delta

rhythms of normal slow wave sleep. The subjective evidence is believable: day-

time meditative training does appear to help certain brain systems maintain a per-

son’s sense of awareness at this higher level, even after the person falls asleep. The

EEG evidence is interesting but preliminary. The fact that several of the human

stress responses that are linked with pain also produce similar EEG changes does

not negate the findings (see also chapter 56).

Awareness during Other Mixtures of Conscious States

Some TM meditators also report that they can observe their dreams even while

they still maintain their stable sense of selfhood. This is described as a ‘‘witnessing

self.’’ Such a word description does not appear to be the same as an ‘‘anonymous

witness.’’ It suggests that a silent subjective observer is aware of details actually

taking place within the dream scene. As pointed out elsewhere, the term ‘‘lucid

dream’’ has a very restricted meaning [Z:324–327]. It means that the subject

develops sufficient self-awareness, at a particular moment, to conclude that this

moment is actually a dream.

As might be expected, most lucid dreams occur when one aspect of the slee-

per’s level of consciousness is on a ‘‘lighter plane.’’ This higher level often means

that the sleeper is at, or near, the most wakeful transitional phases that occur ei-

ther at the beginning or at the end of slow wave sleep. Indeed, when most lucid

dreamers are studied in the sleep laboratory, their polygraphs display a conglom-

erate of features. The mixture is consistent with both dreaming and being awake.

Ken Wilber, an experienced meditator, describes his own ability during nor-

mal waking consciousness to enter a meditative state that shows alpha, beta, and

delta EEG frequencies. He adds that he was also able to shift voluntarily into a

state of mental cessation, at which time delta activity alone was prominent.7 These

preliminary accounts suggest that the latest advanced EEG, ERP, and imaging

techniques—to be discussed in the next chapter—can add much more to clarify

which activities, and which regions, can be correlated with our distinctive subsets

of consciousness [Z:83–93].
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Our brain can access a variety of potential sources to superimpose added

discriminative functions on our basic level of awareness. For example, even when

human subjects are sleeping, they can also ‘‘recognize’’ that certain external stimu-

li do have a special affective meaning. In this context, the stimuli still penetrate

into their quiet non-REM sleep and activate the subjects’ left amygdala and left

prefrontal cortex.8

Faster EEG frequencies are not confined to the two major activity states of

waking and REM sleep. Some cortical nerve cells stay active even during quiet

slow wave sleep, confirming that the sleeping brain does not always stay in a

state comparable with ‘‘total darkness.’’9 Indeed, during this quiet, non-REM sleep

the cortex can briefly develop fast, spontaneous oscillations at 20 to 60 cps.

49

Neuroimaging, EEG Tomography, Event-Related

Potentials, and Caveats

The complementary strengths and weaknesses of established functional brain imag-

ing methods (high spatial, low temporal resolution) and EEG-based techniques (low

spatial, high temporal resolution) make their combined use a promising avenue for

studying brain processes at a more fine-grained level.

Alex Gamma and colleagues1

The living human brain used to seem like a black box. Now, the brain scans in

weekly news magazines and Sunday supplements show full-color images of our

brains’ innards. The field is rapidly expanding and confusing. A brief survey

seems in order.

Computed Tomography

Like ordinary X-rays, computed tomography (CT) images render the different tis-

sue densities in black-and-white tones. But unlike ordinary skull films, computers

now enable huge amounts of X-ray data to be sectioned into slablike slices. These

reveal internal details of the brain’s anatomy. For instance, CT scans show the cor-

tical gray matter as gray, render white matter as off-white, depict the brain’s fluid-

filled spaces as black, and still leave the bony skull as stark white.

Positron-Emission Tomography

Positron-emission tomography (PET) scans represent a major technological ad-

vance. They provide images of the dynamic functional activity in different brain
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regions. After certain radioisotope tracers are injected into the bloodstream, their

presence in the brain is then used to estimate how much blood is flowing to, or

how much glucose is being metabolized by, the brain’s most active regions.

The principle is straightforward: the instant that the radioisotope-tagged

molecule decays, it emits positrons. These fly off in opposite directions, 180

degrees apart. Outside the skull, a sophisticated array of recording devices now

registers where and when these positrons arrive. When the data are analyzed both

in space and in time, the original decay site inside the brain can be pinpointed and

expressed as a 3D brain image.

When the isotope-tagged molecule is water, the recording time required (the

temporal resolution) is around 1 minute, much slower than EEG-based or evoked

potential techniques. The H2O-based PET studies estimate regional blood flow, and

this serves as an indirect index of local nerve cell activity. Newer radiomolecules

make it possible to image the changes in receptor systems in the brain (see chapter

53). Because PET scans expose the person to radiation, repeated studies are

limited.

The images from single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)

scans reveal much less detail. Their spatial resolution is relatively low compared

to PET. However, the technology is less expensive, and a subject can continue to

meditate for many minutes in the upright posture, after the isotope has been

injected, before entering the SPECT scanner.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

In 2003, the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine was awarded to Paul Lauter-

bur and Peter Mansfield for their contributions to MRI. The molecular architecture

of the brain itself generates a natural, but weak, magnetic field. When researchers

then place extrastrong magnets outside the skull, this creates brief changes in the

resonating energy of the brain’s own field. Sensitive detectors and computer tech-

nology transform these changes into a kind of 3D, static relief map that reveals the

brain’s anatomical structure. This ‘‘structural’’ MRI is superior to PET in both its

spatial and temporal resolution. It is also less expensive and involves no radiation

exposure.

The drawbacks: MRI is noisy; movement artifacts can interfere with signal

measurements; and it is often difficult to image brain structures located near the

nasal sinuses or large veins.

Functional MRI

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique monitors the momen-

tary changes in local blood oxygenation. Within a few seconds, these dynamic
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changes provide an indirect index of the brain’s local neuronal activity, and can be

used to generate 3D functional images. Based on these blood oxygen level depen-

dent (BOLD) signals, refined methods can now localize signals even when they

arise from smaller capillaries.2

Magnetoencephalography

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) captures the ongoing, serial changes in elec-

tromagnetic signals that arise when different brain regions become activated.

Multiple sensors outside the head detect the weak magnetic fields from these

physiological currents. Computers then transform these signals into images refer-

able to brain anatomy. A signal’s most likely source can be estimated (with the aid

of other computerized techniques) often more accurately than is possible using

current EEG methods. However, signals from deeper brain regions still remain be-

yond the capacities of MEG and EEG to localize.

A Commentary on Degrees of Resolution

Resolution poses a simple question: How well does a technique distinguish

two sites in space, or two events in time, each of which is very close to the other?

Though both MEG and EEG are limited by spatial resolutions of only around

10 mm, they do have superior temporal resolutions of only about 0.01 second. An

array of multiple EEG electrodes has helped EEG improve its low spatial resolu-

tion. Researchers now have a promising dual approach: combining the high tem-

poral resolution of EEG or MEG with the high spatial resolution of fMRI.

Each of the above imaging techniques has its own assets and liabilities.

Investigators may request preliminary CT scans and structural MRI scans to reas-

sure themselves that their ‘‘normal’’ subjects’ brains are indeed structurally nor-

mal. Thereafter, PET scans, fMRI, and MEG imaging provide relatively detailed

information about dynamic functional changes in local brain regions. PET scans

process minute-by-minute changes, fMRI processes changes occurring over sev-

eral seconds, and MEG data arrive essentially in real time.3

A Caveat about the Word ‘‘Magnet’’

MEG is a recording system. It is not to be confused with transcranial magnetic

stimulation (TCMS). In this technique, a coil placed over part of the scalp induces

major changes in the local magnetic field that go on to stimulate superficial layers

of the underlying brain. The result is a disorganized mixture of excitatory and in-

hibitory responses from the cortex beneath. In recent years, TCMS has been used

as a research tool4 and as a mode of treatment for depression.5
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Low-Resolution Brain Electrotomography

Low-resolution brain electrotomography (LORETA) was based originally on

detecting the distribution of the brain’s raw electric field. The methodology has

been improved over the past decade. To localize the source of modified activity,

researchers now analyze and plot the data with reference to locations on a stan-

dard tomographic brain atlas.6 In actual practice, even when H2O-PET and

LORETA monitor a person’s brain activities simultaneously, surprisingly few cor-

relations in the data prove to be statistically significant.7 While these results point

to the need for higher-resolution methods for electrical activity, they also remind

one of an important point: local metabolic activity per se does not reveal whether

a nerve cell’s firing activity is serving an inhibitory role or an excitatory role.

Event-Related Potentials

How does long-range meditative training affect a person’s physiological

responses? Previous chapters suggest that this field is ripe for further investiga-

tion [Z:284–286]. One approach is to measure the way the brain responds physio-

logically to brief events: to flashes of light, to sounds, to coherent or incoherent

pictures, and to other standardized stimuli. When many weak physiological

responses are pooled and amplified, they yield waveforms that can be measured.

ERP activity can also provide ‘‘proactive’’ information about how a person’s brain

first prepares to act, and then goes on to change in response to subsequent errors.8

Attention shapes responses. As soon as you pay attention to a visual stimu-

lus it changes the way responses evolve in your visual cortex. This power of atten-

tion can show up in the visual association cortex between 50 to 100 ms after the

stimulus.

Fearful faces and loud noises also exert conditioning effects. Though the

brain begins to react at lower levels, ERP picks up the net changes from an adver-

sive stimulus in the cortex of the fusiform gyrus (BA 37) as soon as 120 ms, and in

the middle frontal gyrus shortly thereafter (at 176 ms).9

Chapter 96 will describe an unusual spontaneous, visual illusion. A black-

white pattern switched once from a positive to a negative image, then reversed it-

self quickly. In the laboratory, the normal human posterior association cortex is

quite capable of processing repeated black-and-white reversals from an external

pattern. Indeed, the subjects view ‘‘checkerboard’’ patterns being rapidly reversed

not once, but multiple times. This is a standard technique for inducing visual-

evoked potential responses.

fMRI studies help localize the sequence of normal brain activations evoked

by such visual reversals.10 By 95 ms, the pattern reversals prompt a positive

potential in the temporal region of area MT/V5. By 150 ms, a negative poten-
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tial shows up in the transverse parietal sulcus. At 160 ms, the ventral temporo-

occipital areas of V4 and V4/V8 then develop their negative potential. Not until

180 ms do the dorsal occipital areas of V3/V7 develop their negative potential.

Sensory ‘‘Triggers’’ and ERP Measurements

‘‘Triggers’’ have long been known to precipitate alternate states of consciousness

[Z:452–457]. Another variation on the ERP theme measures how we respond, au-

tomatically, to highly unusual and unexpected auditory stimuli. These so-called

odd-ball stimuli generate a negative (downward-directed) response called the

middle latency cognitive component. It arrives at 100 to 200 ms after the stimulus.

Late, positive, cognitive electrical potentials also occur. One other response

to unusual stimuli is the classic P300. It occurs maximally over the parietal

regions. This distinguishes it from the ‘‘frontal’’ P300, which occurs in response to

more complex stimuli which are both novel and unrecognizable [Z:285–286].

On a retreat, meditators appreciate that their sensory responses become

enhanced. Clearly, it is time to conduct carefully controlled longitudinal studies,

preferably in more than one monastic context, of the ways individual meditators

respond, over decades, to standardized stimuli in ERP experiments. This is not to

be taken as an endorsement of so-called mind machines.

‘‘Mind Machines’’; Caveats and Controversy

Equipment is commercially available that delivers mild electrical stimuli or

visual-auditory stimuli to the brain. The public has access to various kinds of this

equipment and has already put some of it to so-called recreational use. Suggest-

ibility plays an important role in the subjective results. For this reason, the authors

of a 1998 report found that a sham period of application was a significant advan-

tage when they tested the presumed effects that two such mind machines had on

the responses of normal volunteers.11 One can imagine how many futuristic mind

gyms will soon be offered as the mental counterparts of the exercise equipment

widely advertised today.

In previous reports, Laurentian University researchers in Canada suggested

that stimulations from weak, complex magnetic fields do reach the temporal lobes

and produce a sense of ‘‘presence’’ as well as other mystical experiences (a topic

introduced in chapter 42).

Swedish researchers question the conclusions. In their hands, suggestibility

affords an alternative explanation. They point out that such external equipment

delivers intracranial field strengths at levels estimated to be only some 3 to 10

micro tesla down in the temporal lobes.12 In contrast, the standard clinical trans-

cranial magnetic stimulations (TMS) employ much stronger fields in short pulses
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(200–600 ms). These clearly induce intracranial currents that disorganize underly-

ing brain functions.

The helmet currently used by the Canadian researchers uses a special

computer-based technology to deliver complex magnetic fields in these low micro

tesla ranges.13 The subjects rest in a quiet chamber blindfolded. The authors now

report that only some 10% of their subjects report a ‘‘sensed presence’’ when sham

fields are applied. In contrast, some 80% of the volunteers in Canada are now said

to experience a ‘‘sensed presence’’ after being exposed to the following conditions:

(a) 15 minutes of a continuous, frequency-modulated field, when this is followed

by (b) bilateral stimulations over the temporoparietal region which then deliver a

burst-firing field every 3 to 4 seconds.

Given the controversy, it would seem prudent to monitor the subjects using

EEG, event-related potential and fMRI measurements before and after such stimu-

lations. The data could help determine whether or not, in each subject, these epi-

phenomena of the so-called induced ‘‘god experience’’ do correlate with localized,

reproduceable brain changes that are precisely related to the prior intervals of

weak field stimulation.

One hopes that these two research groups (and others not directly involved

in this dispute) will address and resolve some core issues. For example: What is

the basic functional anatomy underlying the normal variations in human suggest-

ibility? Do the findings resemble some of those reported in persons who are sug-

gestible to a placebo? (see chapter 36). Do persons who are more suggestible have

stimulation thresholds much lower than average for responding to induced mag-

netic fields which vary in complexity and duration?

Do Subtle, Event-Related Changes Occur at a Distance?

This chapter invited the notion that functional MRI, EEG, and event-related po-

tential techniques provide useful factual data about brain physiology even though

the human brain is encased inside the skull. Indeed, two paragraphs above, it was

also recommended that such techniques could be appropriate to use to help settle

a recent transatlantic controversy: Does a relatively well-defined weak magnetic

field actually stimulate the brain beneath the skull?

The scientific community is programmed to respond with skepticism to con-

troversial ideas. Those who devote themselves to studying unexplained paranor-

mal phenomena may tend to be viewed as engaged in far-out, almost subversive

kinds of research. During the past four decades, seven different laboratories have

published data suggesting that even though two people are separated in space, a

few of them show event-related brain responses that they appear to share in time.

In this new millennium, researchers are trying to eliminate the most obvious

kinds of artifacts and statistical flaws that might serve to explain away the earlier
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reports. Given the above recommendation to use newer techniques, it seems only

fair to cite the following samples of how these methods can be applied to study

such controversial claims.

The fMRI findings involving a single pair of subjects have recently been

reported.14 Subject 1 was a 51-year-old woman. Her fMRI signals did increase

in the visual cortex (BA 18 and 19) at the same time that subject 2 was being

stimulated—at a distance—by the rapid visual reversals of a standard checker-

board pattern. When their roles were reversed, subject 2 (a 54-year-old man)

showed no fMRI changes.

A second report from the same laboratory was based on 30 pairs of sub-

jects.15 Again, during the ‘‘on’’ condition, each sender was being exposed to the

flickering reversals of a checkerboard pattern. Each receiver’s EEG potentials

were measured during that same time window of 100 ms which corresponded

with the P100 wave form evoked in each sender. Only 5 of the 60 subjects showed

higher degrees of activation in their occipital EEG leads while they served as the

receivers at a distance. One out of 12 may not seem to be a practical result. How-

ever, the data were considered statistically significant.

Clearly, you and I cannot assume that the newer equipment and statistical

techniques will provide objective data that will immediately ‘‘settle’’ such contro-

versies to everyone’s satisfaction. Indeed, if subtle agencies somehow link the

brains of distant persons it seems likely that their natures will remain elusive.

50

Self/Other Frames of Reference; Laboratory Correlates?

Explore thyself. Herein are demanded the eye and the nerve.

Henry David Thoreau (1817–1862), Walden

The true value of a human being can be found in the degree to which he has attained

liberation from the self.

Albert Einstein (1879–1955)

Is thy psychic self a mere abstraction? A disembodied figment of thine imagi-

nation? Not if you believe some hard data turning up consistently in different

laboratories. One early finding was especially intriguing: our brain metabolism

stays unusually high, even when we are passive and feel completely at rest.1

Why?

Most of this high resting activity, 80% or so, supplies the energy needs re-

lated in one way or another to glutamate, our brain’s major excitatory transmitter.

Our focus in this and the next chapter will be on three questions relevant to Zen:
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Which parts of the brain use much of this energy? What functions do they use it

for? How do these functions shift from one frame of reference to another?

For preliminary answers, we will cast a critical eye on neuroimaging data

(based on PET, fMRI, and EEG techniques), as well as on the results of certain

split-brain studies.

Do Any ‘‘Selfhood’’ Functions Correlate with This High Baseline Level of Brain Activity?

At rest, your brain already starts with this high metabolic activity. Suppose you

now engage in a very ‘‘hard-thinking’’ exercise: try to decipher some difficult alge-

braic equations. Surprisingly little happens. PET studies reveal that rigorous men-

tal tasks increase your local blood flow only a mere 5% or less above this original

baseline.2 From various lines of evidence two important proposals have now

emerged. They draw a sharp distinction between your steady baseline activity

and the brief activations that were then superimposed.

� First proposal: Let us consider that our brain is not ‘‘really at rest’’ until it maintains

a steady degree of ‘‘tonic physiological activity ’’ at this original baseline level.

� Second proposal: Let us use the phrase ‘‘further phasic activations’’ to describe

those small increases that occur when we then superimpose some new cognitive

or other brief task on this steady, ongoing state.3

It is a dusty old distinction to separate the brain’s ongoing baseline activity

from its being briefly activated. But it would gain major significance when

researchers faced the puzzling question: What kind of ‘‘signal’’ was the brain giv-

ing off when it was monitored by fMRI techniques? The prior findings from PET

imaging proved helpful. When some new task does activate a local brain region,

the local blood flow first briefly supplies this region with more oxygen than it actu-

ally uses. Momentarily, the O2 supply exceeds the O2 demand. It turned out that

this transient blood oxygen disequilibrium was the basis for the signal that fMRI

then picked up.*

How do you know for sure when the brain has reached, and stays at, its true

baseline level of normal resting activity? Gusnard and Raichle propose that the

brain does not reach such a resting level until it maintains this physiological state

at or near equilibrium. And equilibrium implies that, at multiple sites throughout

the brain, the local ratios of oxygen supply to oxygen demand are remaining at

uniform levels. So baseline means that the O2 supply-demand ratios are uniform. It

*The fMRI data are then expressed in the form of this blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal. The
BOLD signal is believed to index the way a given local region has received and is actively processing
neural information, not merely transmitting messages onto distant brain sites.4
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means that the whole brain stays at its steady level of activity and is not engaged in

extra ‘‘activation.’’

Baselines and Zen

At first, such proposals might seem more in line with economics than neurobiol-

ogy. The reader may wonder: can a notion of ‘‘equilibrium’’ fit anywhere into our

concepts of self and Zen? It can. In the laboratory, when you try to localize ‘‘self’’

(or any other complex brain functions), you encounter reams of data that are

undergoing dynamic changes. You need a frame of reference for such rapid

changes. Only the data you obtain first—under standardized, baseline conditions

of equilibrium—provide you with this stable frame of reference.

When applied to the practice of Zen, equilibrium calls to mind a useful anal-

ogy. Equilibrium suggests a condition of readiness, of equipoise. Looking into the

Latin roots of equipoise, we are led to envision an old-fashioned scale, one that al-

ready has equal weights occupying each of its two pans. This is not a scale with

both pans empty. It is a scale poised in a state of dynamic balance. So, too, in the

brain, does equipoise suggest a physiological state poised to tip quickly between

its countless options. Equipoise describes the brain’s potential to tip the scales in

either direction toward excitation or inhibition, to shift functions quickly toward

being activated or deactivated.

Neuroimaging Correlates of the Intact Self as a Prelude to Its Dissolution

When you wish to study the self, accurate baselines are essential. For two reasons:

1. Baselines help to evaluate self-centered situations. During our more self-related

activities, we might expect certain brain regions to be functioning at relatively

high levels.

2. Baselines help identify the opposite condition. When these aspects of one’s ego-

centric self are lost, we would expect certain regions to show a corresponding de-

crease in their functional activity.

With this preamble, let us return to the questions raised at the start of this

chapter. Do only certain regions in our resting cortex remain highly ‘‘active’’ even

during baseline PET scans? Yes. Moreover, these particular areas stay highly active,

not only when we simply close our eyes, rest, and let go of our obvious thoughts.

Some of them also stay just as active even when we engage in relatively simple

kinds of visual fixation and view external items passively. Which major cortical

regions do remain highly active metabolically during these tonic, stable equilib-

rium conditions? There are four:
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1. The medial posterior parietal cortex. These medial regions include the posterior

cingulate gyrus, the precuneus, and the retrosplenial cortex (see figures 4 and 7).

The early researchers were surprised to discover this unexpectedly high posterior

metabolic activity in the PET scans of subjects who were relaxed and resting.

I was one of these subjects. Back in 1988, I too was surprised. The color fron-

tispiece of the hardcover edition of Zen and the Brain illustrates why. This recum-

bent meditator, whose eyes had been masked and whose ears were plugged, still

showed a high level of metabolic activity. These same posterior medial regions

still seemed to be actively processing some kinds of information, even though the

subject was under the impression that he was maintaining some ‘‘resting’’ state

near ‘‘baseline.’’

Indeed, various other lines of evidence confirm that our posterior medial

regions do stay tonically ‘‘involved’’ at rest. Researchers are still speculating at

great length (and we will too) about how this active, ongoing ‘‘involvement’’

codes for all the subtle ways we monitor, register, and evaluate both the external

world around us and conduct a silent internal dialogue in our own private world.

Of course, many of these processes are precognitive, automatic, and go on sub-

consciously. This makes them difficult to specify and define in conventional psy-

chological ways in the laboratory.

However, the foregoing discussion does prepare us for the next set of cru-

cial findings about our normal sources of selfhood. Suppose you take on a new

task. You now shift from your baseline resting state of equilibrium toward some

new goal-directed form of processing. What happens to that high ongoing activ-

ity back in this posterior medial cortex?

Another surprise. It decreases. This new task does not activate your medial

region. It deactivates it. It demands less than the prior average amount of oxygen.

After continuing to list the three other active regions that also share such

decreases, we will return to consider what these observations imply.

2. Posterior and lateral cortical areas. These regions cover a broad area of our con-

vex association cortex. We know a little more about what their normal functions

are. In brief, they help us both attend to and decode many kinds of salient, novel,

or familiar stimuli that enter from our environment (see chapters 41 and 42).

These areas include the inferior parietal lobule (with its angular and supramargi-

nal gyri) and the superior temporal gyrus (BA 39, 40, and 22, respectively).

3. The ventral medial prefrontal cortex. The complex functions of this region sub-

serve many kinds of emotional processing. They involve online monitoring of our

own internal and external responses (see chapter 43).

4. The dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. This region does normally become more acti-

vated at certain times: when we monitor or report our own mental state, gener-

ate self-related thoughts and emotions, and also when we imagine which kinds
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of mental states other persons are experiencing. Present evidence suggests that

this more dorsomedial frontal region may also play some kind of active role when

we rehearse personal plans for the future. So this dorsal region also seems to be

involved in many of our subtle representations of selfhood. Note, however: sig-

nals from this dorsomedial region also tend to be reduced when goal-directed

behaviors do not directly refer back to the self.

In brief, what happens in these four cortical regions during our normal,

ongoing spontaneous networking activities? Gusnard and Raichle propose that

their high metabolic activities give rise to much of our almost continuous baseline

functions. To which ones? To the particular processes that subtly relate to self and are

more internally self-oriented. This important theory suggests that—even at rest—

these four regions may be helping to support a very substantial, but subliminal, degree of

self-referent equipoise.

Their early observations were updated and expanded in 2004 in a well-

written review chapter.5 The amygdala is an interesting new addition to the list.

The visual association cortex is a qualified exception.

To Summarize: How Does the Brain Change When It Shifts toward External Goals?

Let us shift once more, away from our usual subtle forms of resting bare aware-

ness and monitoring. The shift will be toward externalized tasks that can require

different modes of goal-directed behaviors.6 At this point, all four regions enumer-

ated above as having potentially self-oriented functions become deactivated. In ad-

dition, there can occur a corresponding psychological change. In the next chapter, we

suggest an experiential quality to the change: it could include a brief reduction in

that vague prevailing subjective notion that we, ourselves, are the central axis to which

all events are referable.

Many other PET, fMRI, and psychological studies have tended to confirm

the directions of the findings in the four areas cited. The observations are now

generally accepted as an important new principle. The fact that parts of the me-

dial prefrontal cortex already show more metabolic activity at rest than they do

when attention shifts externally or internally has an important practical applica-

tion. It means that the ‘‘resting’’ control conditions and the tasks chosen for imag-

ing studies of selfhood must be designed and interpreted with extreme care.7

Other research groups are now studying similar ‘‘task-induced deactiva-

tions.’’8 Could it be that the resting activity in these four regions reflects not a

monologue but our normal, private, subliminal dialogue? In a sense, does it resem-

ble not one, but both ingredients—self/other—of the flowing, Jamesian ‘‘stream of

consciousness?’’ If so, then we might consider the possibility that these four
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regions become partly deactivated each time they need to shift their preattentional

resources along this dual interface from one form of basic equipoise toward a dif-

ferent set of parallel, distributed functions.

My current leanings would be to call attention to some less obvious auto-

matic, preattentive aspects of the functions that blend into this self/other interface.

Why? Because it seems likely that immediate action by powerful subcortical pro-

cesses would need to occur in order for such pivotal shifts to change priorities in

four regions simultaneously [Z:278–281].

What Causes the Widespread, Coordinated, Task-Induced Decreases in Signal Intensity?

Which mechanisms would our brain normally use to deactivate (reduce) its activity

in four widely separate regions of cortex all at the same time? GABA is our brain’s

inhibitory workhorse. This fast-acting transmitter has the option of quickly deacti-

vating at three levels: thalamic, local cortical, and transcortical9 (see chapter 46)

[Z:208–210].

However, when imaging data show that a cluster of four large regions up in

the cortex are consistently ‘‘deactivated,’’ does this shift mean that only the small

local cortical GABA interneurons are causing such localized intracortical inhibi-

tions? This seems unlikely. True, GABA interneurons do consume energy when

they fire, like all nerve cells. But their inhibitory functions contribute less to the

net metabolic changes that shape glucose utilization locally than do all the other

local excitatory glutamate activities.10

Recent fMRI studies suggest that signals increase in the frontopolar cortex at

the instant a person makes a voluntary executive action. Simultaneously, the left

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex becomes deactivated.11

Plausible intervening mechanisms for such larger scale operations may arise

in the thalamus and neostriatum. Thalamic circuits are poised normally to link

several cortical regions bilaterally into one simultaneous set of graded activations

or deactivations [Z:267–274]. Two limbic nuclei of the dorsal thalamus assume par-

ticular interest. Nerve cells in the medial and lateral dorsal nuclei have special

properties and pertinent interconnections (see chapter 44). It is easy to think that

when our limbic system is functioning ‘‘emotionally’’ it can help to motivate us

and nudge us into motion. But do we need restless, foot-tapping motion per se?

No. Our most effective ongoing movements are economical. They are directed pre-

cisely from our extensions of self out toward their newly assigned targets of

opportunity. Cells in the thalamus, sensitive to head direction, are among those

which seem capable of helping a brain literally ‘‘face’’ up to each new task ahead

and confront it in a forward-looking manner. Human neuroimaging data

show that different deep subcortical discrete stimulations can translate—several
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synapses later—into changes that shift cortical functions in one direction or

another.12

Many issues remain to be settled. For example, why does beta-2 EEG activ-

ity seem to be correlated with the resting activity in several of these important me-

dial regions?13 It will be essential to define all the conditions under which deeper

subcortical nuclei help generate—and reduce—beta-2 (and related) EEG rhythms.

Different tasks require different kinds of conscious semantic decoding and

subconscious decoding. We also need to assess the way the processing varies dur-

ing various kinds of shifts. Moreover, the observations in the next chapter will in-

troduce a factor more difficult for imaging techniques to study: behavioral tasks

involve movement. The quantity and quality of the actual motor implications of

the task could also influence the task-induced deactivation.

Meanwhile, these pages keep pointing to a central issue. While we are nor-

mally meshing—seamlessly—our usual egocentric and allocentric frames of refer-

ence, how do we govern the networking among these and related regions? For all

we now know, much of these four regions’ normal high resting activity could rep-

resent their dual efforts of integration. We inhabit two frames of reference. It is not

simple to mesh all the ingredients of both self and other into our ‘‘one subliminal

stream of subconsciousness.’’ It requires work. To this degree, then each shift to-

ward externalized, allocentric tasks would seem to involve a reduction of those

prior metabolic resources allocated to help integrate that personal side of the ‘‘bal-

ance pan’’ representing the egocentric frame of reference. Indeed, such a decrease

from the condition at ‘‘rest’’ is consistent with the data.

We need to be very clear about how we normally accomplish this covert,

overlooked feat that enables us to mesh our two frames of reference. Then we

may be in a better position to specify which mechanisms govern major shifts into

so novel a state as kensho. For then, throughout one field of clear consciousness,

only an allocentric reference frame briefly prevails (see figure 11, chapter 77).

Split-Brain Studies of Self/Other Distinctions

Split-brain studies offer another perspective on the different assets and liabilities

of the two hemispheres. For example, the left persists in trying to explain (aided

by its language skills, of course) the rationale for whatever behavior it sees issuing

from its disconnected partner over in the right hemisphere.14 When one split-

brain patient was shown various photographs of faces that had been artificially

combined (morphed), his right hemisphere was better at recognizing the faces

that included features of a familiar other person. In contrast, his left hemi-

sphere was better at recognizing morphed faces that contained more of his own

features.
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Some mental tasks involve rotation of an image. These show that the left

hemisphere of a split-brain patient is superior if these rotation functions employ

an egocentric (internalized) frame of reference. In contrast, the right hemisphere is

more competent when the tasks involve the kinds of special processing that are

related to allocentric (externalized) frames of reference.

If we were to use only the evidence suggested by such visual tasks in these

few split-brain patients, it might then lead to one provisional hypothesis: (1) the

egocentric self might drop out during kensho because certain left hemispheric func-

tions were preferentially inhibited; (2) allocentric functions might then predomi-

nate during kensho if it were also assumed that certain right hemispheric regions

had remained relatively spared. Of course, a normal allocentric bias for some of

these more right-lateralized processes could be aided by the fact that this right

hemisphere’s basic attentional domain embraces both sides of the external

environment.

However, many other separate lines of evidence are reviewed in these

pages, representing normals and other neurological patients. These data suggest

that complementary aspects and modules of our self are distributed in both hemi-

spheres. The selective nature of most phenomena of kensho tends to argue against

an easy single hemisphere explanation [Z:358–367].

I never understood the fictions of the self through introspection alone.

Then came the deep experience of abruptly losing the ordinary I-Me-Mine self

in kensho. Only that loss made it possible to envision this normal self in terms of

its basic operating principles. Viamontes, Beitman, and colleagues recently sur-

veyed the many circuits contributing seamlessly to our ordinary sense of self-

awareness.15 Their interacting pathways confer functions that become refined

into an integrated self whose general psychic properties fall into categories that

are both emotional, automatic, appetitive, social, remembering, and observational

in scope. What other descriptive words help us conceptualize our normal self-

awareness? The authors conclude that it is ‘‘a harmonious blend of internal and

external representations, central organizing principles, emotions, determinations

of need, value, and risk, application of appropriate automatic movements, and

visions of past and future.’’ Experientially, these had all dropped out during

kensho.

The next chapter reminds us how often Zen calls our attention to issues at

the dynamic interface between self and the wide world outside our skin.
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51

Moving Away from The Self; Embodied Teachings

The fundamental delusion of humanity is to suppose that I am here (pointing to him-

self) and you are out there.

Hakuun Yasutani-Roshi (1885–1973)1

The motor command contributes to the objective perception of space: Observers are

more likely to apply, consciously and unconsciously, spatial criteria relative to an allo-

centric frame of reference when they are executing voluntary head movements . . .

Mark Wexler2

Why did I develop a sense of déjà vu as soon as I read that tasks which shifted the

person toward external (allocentric) goals reduced the brain’s metabolic activity?

Because the neuroimaging data struck a familiar chord. My Zen notes from two

decades earlier had recorded similar observations and relevant comments.

Back in 1981 and 1982, our Zen teacher had openly discussed the following

information with our sangha and me.3 It seems appropriate now to share this nar-

rative with others. I would hope that some readers who are also investigators will

test these working hypotheses. Let us see if they hold up under the rigorous chal-

lenges presented by future, sophisticated research techniques.

It was in July 1982, during our 2-day retreat, that Myokyo-ni (Irmgard

Schloegl) invited us to observe what happens when we stood up from the sitting

position. ‘‘At the instant that the actual lift takes place—not the whole process of

standing up—are there any thoughts?’’ Whereupon we stood up, and many

reported (as I did) having no self-centered thoughts during that brief moment.

This first experience of feeling less self-referent would become more noticeable

when she invited us to stand up once again, then spoke the word ‘‘What?,’’ using

it as a distraction (see chapter 15).

She went on to explain: ‘‘When you move forward, or bow into what is be-

ing done at this very moment, the loss of I occurs briefly. This loss happens by it-

self. It’s not something you have to think about. In the same way, one ‘learns’ to

drive a car by doing it. You no longer need to think about it or describe it to your-

self; it’s just ‘being done.’ From now on, the approach in your practice is always

to keep widening this gap of no-I. Develop the attitude of giving myself up to the

practice. So every time you bow or nod toward someone or something, you’ll be

acknowledging: ‘I am giving myself up’.

‘‘In your daily life practice, called shugyo in Japanese, keep giving of yourself

gratefully. Do it unreservedly, wholeheartedly. Don’t think about this in terms of

trying to do it by some act of will in your head. Just do it. It’s in the doing.’’
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My notes even earlier in 1982 report her counseling: ‘‘Get down deeper into

being one with the action, with no observer remaining. The environment is to be

responded to quickly, not to be slowly manipulated. Move forward into the giv-

ing up of yourself. Zen is oriented toward training of the body in awareness, not

endless thoughts.’’

Demonstrating the point with a slight forward lean at her hips, she con-

tinued: ‘‘Giving myself. It is a phrase you can apply to every situation in your

daily-life practice. Give up yourself during your everyday activities: with shaving,

tying your shoelaces, lifting a glass of water.’’

She made it very clear to her students that a person’s sense of self tended to

fall away at the very initiation of action. Moreover, she herself ‘‘embodied’’ the way

this gap left behind self-related thoughts. Each time she bowed at the waist dur-

ing these explanations, she gave it an explicit down-to-earth application. Her be-

havior exemplified the simple practical acts we too could take to promote a

lessening of the sense of self during our own daily-life practice.

Here I was, reading neuroimaging articles over two decades later, again be-

ing reminded how often these two fields, Zen and the brain, could each illuminate

the other. Then, in 2005, I stumbled across the following psychophysical research.

Voluntary Head Movements Enhance an Allocentric Frame of Reference

Move your own head. Visual experience confirms that near objects are displaced

more than far objects. The visual world changes as each normal movement brings

in new visual cues about the relative positions of objects in external space. When

your brain decodes all this parallax data, it arrives at fresh visual judgments about

objects’ positions and distances.

In Mark Wexler’s laboratory, the subject sits in a wheelchair. The subject’s

head moves voluntarily (or is moved passively) forward or back in the horizontal

plane. The subject focuses on a target 40 inches distant. The task is to judge: did

this object move in 3D—with respect to its own otherwise invisible background—

and in the same forward or backward direction?

Several recent experiments verify that we apply allocentric spatial criteria

each time we make active voluntary head movements.4 In contrast, our usual ego-

centric, self-referent bias returns when our heads are displaced passively to the

same degree.

Quasi-cognitive factors are involved as soon as a person begins to anticipate

the execution of such a willed motor command. Even so, this seemingly self-

directed process still allows the visual shift to take place into a more allocentric

frame of reference. Some kinds of ‘‘commands’’ could be directed by seemingly

lower, more reflexive mechanisms. Yet in fact, similar findings result whether a

person shifts into the allocentric frame of reference consciously or (more or less)

unconsciously. In either case, it would seem a biological advantage to have one’s
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allocentric perceptions enhanced in 3D as one anticipates the next active move to-

ward the food, or the hazards, that lie out there in extrapersonal space.

Working Hypotheses

Why else might it be useful, just as we start to move into a task, to reduce briefly

the activity of certain cortical regions? Perhaps it contributes a twofold physiolog-

ical advantage toward a more creative solution. For example, in a sense (1) it

could help to clear the decks in preparation for the new action itself; (2) it could

also help to wipe the slate clean for the ongoing processes that monitor each new

bit of sensory feedback information that is about to return from the newly

changed environment. Let us explore these options with the aid of three working

hypotheses:

� The first is applicable to active Zen behavior because it focuses on both the motor

and sensory aspects of novelty [Z:668–677]. It has these testable corollaries: (1) If

leaning forward is integral to motor priming, then parts of the anticipatory motor

system and parts of the vestibular-proprioceptive system could both contribute to

the shifts involved in the early mechanisms of deactivations (see chapter 44)

[Z:668–677]. (2) When some sense of actual motion is being processed at the tem-

poral lobe level, then the MT/V5 region could also participate. (3) If the brain’s ar-

ray of novelty-detecting systems also has been judging that the anticipated task is

a relatively more novel and important one, then the requisite deactivations might

be even greater (see chapter 29) [Z:285–286].

� A second working hypothesis is applicable to long-term meditation. It relates to

the self-referent parts of those four regions cited in the last chapter (and the

amygdala). To the degree that they are also implicated in (and complicated by)

the usual pejorative aspects of the I-Me-Mine, then longitudinal studies of Zen

meditators could show a gradual decrease in this component of their regional ce-

rebral baseline activity, in parallel with their gradual dissolution of selfhood dys-

functions [Z:141–145]. This hypothesis is more readily testable because it does not

involve actual movement.

� A third working hypothesis is applicable to kensho. To the degree that parts of the

four regions (and the amygdala) are implicated in (and complicated by) these usual

pejorative egocentric aspects, then an acute future study, during kensho, could

show a sudden, sizable decrease in their prior regional cerebral activity, in parallel

with their acute loss of residual selfhood functions. Kensho evolves so quickly that

this will be very difficult to test.

In the next chapter, we sample other recent neuroimaging studies that shed

further light on the distributed systems which support our notions of self.
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52

Neuroimaging Data from Different Studies of Self-Referent

Functions

Having a sense of self is an explicit and high-level functional specialization of the hu-

man brain.

A. Reinders and colleagues1

Elaborate explanations have been marshaled to prove that—though we and all

other things are ‘‘here’’ as transient phenomena—we have no lasting inherent, ob-

jective reality (see part VII). In the present chapters, we continue to explore the

basis for our notions of the self and the way it relates to the world around it at

the neurobiological level, not as doctrinal concepts.

PET Scanning while Thinking about One’s Self

How do people turn back their lens of introspection so that it focuses only on

themselves? Imagine you are the researcher who needs to design a study of this

self-reflective mental process. You have already defined this process (in words),

calling it a kind of ‘‘reflective self-awareness.’’ Yet your human subjects have feel-

ings, not only thoughts. Both feelings and thoughts will show up in your imaging

data. But would you choose the queen of Denmark’s personality traits and her

physical appearance for your subjects to focus on during their thought-full reflec-

tion? Probably not.

These two queenly attributes did prove useful to Hans Lou and his col-

leagues.2 This research team had theorized that the core of our ‘‘reflective self-

awareness’’ hinges on the functional links between two of the medial regions (the

precuneus and anterior cingulate cortex) and the angular gyri out on the inferior

parietal convexity. (Their hypothesis was somewhat similar to that of Raichle and

colleagues, just discussed in chapter 50.)

To test their theory, they gave seven normal subjects a sequence of four sep-

arate tasks. Each task in the series was to be thought about continuously.

1. They were to reflect on their own personality traits.

2. They were to reflect on their own physical appearance.

3. They were to reflect on the personality traits of the queen of Denmark.

4. They were to reflect on the physical appearance of the queen of Denmark.
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Clearly, it is a first-person act of introspection to reflect back upon your very

own personality traits and physical appearance. Then why would these Danish

researchers select their own queen for the other tasks? Because none of their sub-

jects (all Danes) knew this queen personally. Indeed, no subject had any strong

feelings about her, say of the deeper kind they harbored toward their own

parents, family members or some very close friend. So her subjects thought about

this particular queen as someone ‘‘distanced’’ from their own self, more on a third-

person basis. In this self/other study, her role was to serve more as a ‘‘neutral’’

control. She wasn’t a mothering personality in this cultural context, but more of a

‘‘human other.’’

Each task required intentional, sustained, concentrated thought, but it did

not require any movement (such as pressing a button to signal a response). The

major finding of this study was that blood flow increased within the precuneus

and angular gyri when the subjects reflected on their very own personality traits.

As noted in chapter 50, the precuneus is one of the major ‘‘hot spots’’ that lies

within the medial part of the posterior parietal cortex (see figure 4, chapter 23).

(Only this precuneus result proved statistically significant when the PET scan

data were corrected for multiple comparisons.)

In a separate study, Lou and colleagues recently monitored 13 Danish sub-

jects with PET scans. Their tasks were to rate how well 75 adjectives described ei-

ther their own psychological traits, those of a ‘‘best friend,’’ or of someone distant

(the queen).3 All three types of tasks enlisted increased PET activities from a me-

dial core of cortex. The increases included more of the prefrontal regions (BA 8, 9,

10) on the left, and the medial precuneus and posterior cingulate regions (BA 7,

31) on both sides.

What happened when the judgments focused more on their own personal

self? More PET activity developed in the angular gyrus of the right inferior pari-

etal convexity (BA 39) and in those same medial posterior parietal regions cited

above. In contrast, during the more distant, semantic judgments about their

queen, her Danish subjects developed greater activations in their left lateral tem-

poral cortex (BA 21) and in their medial prefrontal cortex.

Taken as a whole, the findings emphasized the role of the precuneus and

posterior cingulate region in directing the processes of memory retrieval and dis-

crimination toward the self (chapter 44 has indicated that these cortical regions in-

teract with the lateral dorsal nucleus in particular).

To test their hypothesis, the investigators then designed a separate experi-

ment in New York City. Here, the tasks for their 25 American subjects were to

process adjectives referable only to ‘‘self’’ or to ‘‘best friend.’’ Sometimes, while

the subjects were doing so, they also received transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS; 2 tesla). This was delivered to that region of special interest: the medial

posterior parietal cortex. This stimulation prolonged the subjects’ response times.
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It also reduced the efficiency of their judgments about themselves, but not about

their ‘‘best friend.’’ (A special stimulation coil was used, and different sites served

as the control.)

Functional MRI Correlates of Selfhood

Kircher and colleagues conducted an fMRI study using a different design.4 Each

subject reviewed a series of words—all adjectives—that described psychological

traits and physical features. The task seemed simple: judge which adjectives apply

accurately to your own self. In one experiment, the subjects reached this judgment

intentionally. What they did not know was that, in the second experiment, the

researchers had covertly arranged various closely related adjectives. Why were

these particular words still relevant for each person? Because they reflected the

same high ratings that these same individuals had each given 6 weeks earlier to

similar adjectives. On that occasion, they had also judged these similar adjectives

as corresponding closely to their very own personality and physical attributes.

When the subjects rendered intentional judgments about their own selves,

they did tend to activate the left precuneus (among various other areas activated).

In contrast, the right middle temporal gyrus was more activated during those

other self-related judgments that they were making unintentionally (i.e., that they

were making without being aware of having made similar judgments 6 weeks

earlier). In both instances the left superior parietal lobe and nearby regions of the

frontal convexity were also activated.

Kelley and colleagues also used adjectives. They monitored the fMRI of 21

adults who were viewing a screen on which was projected various adjectives that

described personality traits.5 By the act of pressing a key with either their left or

right hand, the subjects signaled their response to three kinds of questions: Does

this adjective describe you? (self); Does this adjective describe the current Presi-

dent of United States, George W. Bush? (other); and, Is this adjective presented in

uppercase or in lowercase letters? (a nonsemantic decision).

During judgments, the fMRI activities did increase over baseline in a

number of regions. But such judgments (and the movements required) also

caused significant deactivations in the medial prefrontal cortex (BA 10), the poste-

rior cingulate region (near the precuneus), and in the lateral frontal, parietal, and

medial frontal cortex (on both sides).

The findings in the medial prefrontal cortex were distinctive. Here, both

the semantic judgments about ‘‘other,’’ and the nonsemantic judgments (about

whether a word was in upper- or lowercase letters) produced equally robust

decreases below baseline activity. ‘‘Self’’ judgment responses showed much weaker

decreases. The greatest decreases developed farther back in the posterior cingulate

region. These were associated with ‘‘other’’ judgments.
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Johnson and colleagues monitored with fMRI 11 normals while they listened

to descriptive statements. Their task was to render yes, or no, button-pressing

judgments about their own abilities, attitudes, and traits.6 These in-turned self-

reflective thoughts activated the anterior part of the medial prefrontal cortex (BA

9 and 10) and the posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 23, 30, and 31).

A recent fMRI study of 19 normals also showed medial prefrontal activa-

tions during the ‘‘metacognitive evaluations’’ of self vs. other persons. In addition,

a greater right dorsolateral frontal response was associated with rendering evalua-

tions about the self.7

Wicker and colleagues recently analyzed the data from five previous studies

with regard to tasks which had required combinations of externally focused atten-

tion, memory, general reasoning, mind reading, and self-referential functions.8

The activity of the medial prefrontal cortex was maximal in the resting state. It

was reduced more when the subjects had to focus attention out toward the external

world than toward their internal world.

Fossati and colleagues found widely distributed fMRI signals responding to

personality trait descriptions, including in the premotor cortex, caudate nucleus,

and cerebellum.9

In a recent fMRI study, five right-handed adults were monitored while they

looked at photographs of human faces.10 One of their tasks was to (mentally)

identify the picture as either their own face or the face of a famous person. Their

other task was more complex: to ‘‘think about what the mental state was,’’ given

photographs showing just the expression around the eyes of the other person.

The self-identified faces increased signals in three gyri in the right frontal re-

gion: middle, superior, and inferior. During the second, so-called ‘‘mind-in-the-

eyes’’ task, signals also increased on the right in the first two of these (BA 8 and

BA 9, respectively). Moreover, increased signals also developed in the right me-

dial superior frontal gyrus (BA 6); in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 46); and

out at the tip of the left superior temporal gyrus (BA 38).

Thus far, what can we conclude about the medial prefrontal cortex? The evi-

dence suggests that it is active in the normal resting state, as Gusnard and Raichle

have emphasized. This medial prefrontal cortex tends to be activated in some self-

oriented conditions and deactivated in other-directed conditions. Farther back, the

precuneus seems to be activated during self-reflection in some studies, and the

posterior cingulate gyrus may be reduced during other-directed conditions. It is

possible that tasks which require the subjects to actively move and tasks which re-

cruit subtle emotional resonances will introduce unexpected variables.

The findings already surveyed in this chapter underline the caveat made

earlier in chapter 50: researchers must design and interpret with extreme care both

the resting control conditions and the tasks chosen for their imaging studies of

selfhood.
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EEG Studies of Gamma Activity during a Particular Kind of Meditation That Includes a Self-

Induced, Dissolution of the Self

The EEG technique known as LORETA begins with the usual scalp electrode

recordings (see chapter 49). Software then computes the data into a 3D functional

image of electrical activity. The longer name for this multichannel technique is

low-resolution electromagnetic tomography.

This EEG approach was used to study one experienced meditator, 59 years

old. He was a long-time teacher/practitioner of a Tibetan form of meditation.11

His gamma EEG activity was recorded in one frequency band (between 35 and

44 cps). He shifted his mental activity voluntarily among five different meditative

states during the 7.4 minutes of total data that were analyzed.

During the first two states he visualized the Buddha; during the third

he verbalized a long mantra. The fourth and fifth successive meditations are of

special interest, because they relate to the ‘‘sources of self.’’ During the fourth

meditation, he concentrated on experiencing his self being dissolved into a

‘‘boundless unity’’ (the authors used the term ‘‘emptiness’’ to designate this state).

However, during the fifth meditation he concentrated on experiencing the recon-

stitution of that usual self which had just been ‘‘dissolved’’ during the previous

state.

As expected, LORETA analysis showed that a visualizing form of medita-

tion was associated with gamma activities maximal in the right posterior tempo-

ral and occipital region. And during verbalizing meditation, gamma activity did

lateralize appropriately to the left medial central area involved in speech. Inten-

tional self-dissolution generated maximal gamma activity on the right in the region

of the right superior frontal gyrus. This finding is in keeping with other evidence

suggesting that our internally directed, intentional mental functions are correlated

with frontal lobe activities [Z:253–259].

Intentional reconstitution of the self generated left-sided gamma activity. It

was distributed over an area superior to that other left central area (cited above)

which had represented the kinds of language functions involved in verbalizing

meditation. In addition, this gamma activity also extended toward that other

right posterior region (cited just above) which had represented the visualizing

meditation.

Why were ‘‘self-reconstitution’’ functions distributed this way, on both the

left and right sides? The authors attributed this to the fact that reconstitution was

a mental process requiring effort. The willful intent to complete this task required

the meditator to integrate components that were both linguistic and visual. Inter-

estingly, as an index of how much intentional mental effort he put forth into this

task, his efforts to reconstitute his former self showed a ‘‘stronger’’ gamma activity

than did either his visualizing or his prior self-dissolution meditations.
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A PET Study of Multiple Personality Disorder

The imaging data reviewed in this chapter thus far has been based on ‘‘normal’’

subjects, not on psychiatric patients. At first, it might seem that patients who

have a multiple personality disorder would present a unique opportunity. If this

is an accurate diagnosis, it could imply that one single patient has access to two

different autobiographical selves at different times.12

This condition has recently been renamed dissociative identity disorder. It

usually develops in a context of severe childhood psychic or physical trauma. In

this disorder, one of the personalities can access the autobiographical memories

of these traumatic experiences. Then, when the memories of these traumatic ex-

periences are recreated (during a ‘‘traumatic personality state’’) the subject often

exhibits the corresponding major emotional response.

In contrast, the patients also have a ‘‘neutral personality state.’’ While in

this neutral state they report that they do not remember these traumatic memo-

ries. They often respond as if these memories do not pertain to them. Over

the extended course of their psychiatric treatment, the female patients in this

study had become able to perform self-initiated and self-controlled switches back

and forth (dissociations) between their neutral and their traumatic personality

state.

In each patient, the task was to listen for 2 minutes to an autobiographical,

audiotaped memory script. It recounted either a neutral experience or a trauma-

related experience. Note that the patient experienced the trauma-related script as

personally relevant only when she was—at that time—in the traumatic personality

state. A ten-point scale rated the degree of the patient’s subjective responses dur-

ing the test procedure.

When the patient was in the traumatic personality state, and listening to the

trauma-related script, regional cerebral blood flow decreased in the right medial

superior prefrontal cortex (BA 10). Decreases were also found in the ventral-

medial part of the middle frontal gyrus (BA 6). The major bilateral decreases

(deactivations) were found within the intraparietal sulcus (BA 7/40) (see chapter

41). Other decreases occurred in the parietooccipital sulcus (between BA 18 and

the precuneus) and the left middle occipital gyrus (BA 19).

In contrast, the parietal operculum and the insula on the left showed the

greatest increase in activation during the traumatic personality state (see chapter

28).

The evidence suggests that patients who are reliving psychic trauma de-

crease their activation in the medial prefrontal brain areas and in the posterior as-

sociation cortex. On the other hand, the increases in activation in the left insula

correlate with the associated feelings of psychic discomfort and disgust that are

linked to especially traumatic memories.
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A PET Study of Chronic Depersonalization Disorder

During genuine states of acute depersonalization, subjects lose their highly subjec-

tive personal sense of having a private, self-referent, affective center. Suddenly,

much of the vibrant quality of their personality seems to have dropped out from

the ‘‘inside’’ portion of their previous self/other boundary.

Chronic depersonalization is different. One might be (mis)led to think

that patients who had been given the diagnosis of chronic depersonalization disor-

der would therefore show chronically reduced activity in the several candidate

brain regions that seem to correlate with our normal self-related, ‘‘personalizing’’

functions.

Not so. This line of reasoning hinges on the assumption that (a) we are sure

that these normal functions were the precise functions which the so-called chroni-

cally depersonalized patients had lost; (b) that dysfunctions in no other regions

were responsible for this condition; and (c) we are certain we know which precise

attributes of self correlate with resting activity, activation, and deactivation.

In fact, the situation is quite different in the study reported by Simeon and

colleagues. Their patients did maintain their (chronic) depersonalization through-

out the period that they were undergoing PET scanning.13 But note how these

patients described their condition. Do their own words match the singular quality

and extent of the loss of self that occurs during kensho? Reading these patients’

self-reports, we discover feelings that include ‘‘off base,’’ ‘‘under water,’’ ‘‘like a ro-

bot,’’ ‘‘in a brain fog,’’ ‘‘like my mind is a blank.’’ None of these depersonalization

symptoms are the same as the no-self (anatta) of kensho. Nor do they sound like

the reverse of any subjective reports that had characterized the kinds of self-related

tasks studied during the other neuroimaging reports reviewed earlier in this

chapter.

During their PET scans, these eight patients and twenty-four controls per-

formed a standardized task. It included reading, speaking, and memory recall. At

this time, the patients did show slightly lower metabolic rates both in the lower

part of the right superior temporal gyrus (BA 22, an association area) and farther

down in the middle temporal gyrus (BA 21). However, their major findings were

significantly higher activities in the parietal and occipital areas of the association

cortex. These higher parietal activities involved both the superior lobule (BA 7B,

somatosensory association area) and the inferior lobule (BA 39, multimodal sen-

sory integration area). The higher occipital activity involved BA 19 (visual associ-

ation area).

To the degree that data from other studies suggest that some aspects of

selfhood may normally correlate with functions of the right superior and middle

temporal region, the lower activities noted in this report still remain of interest.

However, the study illustrates how valuable subjective reports are, and it empha-
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sizes that we need to conduct imaging studies in authentic states of acute deper-

sonalization in the future.

‘‘Out-of-Body’’ Experiences; Self-Referent Functions Disorganized in Space

‘‘Out-of-body’’ experiences help us understand how the sense of a physical self

arises. During a classical, brief, ‘‘out-of-body’’ state, the experience includes: (1)

the displacement of the center of self-awareness. It now looks down at a scene from

a new reference point well above its usual earth-bound position; (2) the impres-

sion that the person’s own body is still really ‘‘down there,’’ even while this

displaced awareness is observing it from this elevated perspective (autoscopy)

[Z:445–446].

Perhaps as many as 10% of seemingly normal subjects may experience these

illusory projections of the self. So, too, do a few patients who have focal neurolog-

ical disorders.14 Whether such temporary dislocations reflect local physiological

dysfunctions, fixed disorders of structure, cortical stimulations by electrodes, or

brief focal seizures, they most often disorganize the circuits localized to one key

region: the temporoparietal junction. Normally, this junctional region helps us

represent the kinds of body image models that serve as our own projections into the

outside world. To do so, its networks link functions drawn from nearby associa-

tion cortex (see chapter 95, section 8).

Several major factors combine to displace attention and to warp its self/

other perspectives during a brief out-of-body state:

� An impairment of the usual way the person integrates the conventional forms of

sensation that convey a personal sense of private physical identity. Often the pro-

prioceptive disorder is prominent. Indeed, the person’s actual body posture and

movement at that very moment greatly influence the phenomena of the out-of-

body illusion.

� An added impairment of several other covert constructs, the ones that normally

help orient any person in external space. Some of these normal functions may be

referable to the intraparietal sulcus which helps encode external space. When ego-

centric coordinates serve as its frame of reference, its activities are also influenced

strongly by different positions of one’s head.15

Other impairments could represent disorders of normal mechanisms more

reminiscent of those that merge with one’s vestibular sources of equilibrium.

Under normal conditions, we are innocent of how many body-inside-space

adjustments we are making. They can also be difficult to tease apart in the labora-

tory. Still, in daily life, a variety of mechanisms serve to stabilize our physical core
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of self in position within its changing spatial dimensions. Silently, they adjust each

new model of our physical self with respect to what it sees, to the covert force of

gravity, and they also anticipate our body’s next moves out into extrapersonal

space.

The few examples cited represent dysfunctions that disorganize a person’s

orientation in space. This brief mention of their multilayered mechanisms serves

not only to introduce the later topic of overt physiological triggers (see chapter

72). It also serves to call attention to triggering stimuli that operate much more

covertly. For example, consider what may be happening in the brain of a medita-

tor who had been watching scenery move past, off to his right, through the win-

dow of a moving train. His train stops. He descends. He turns, to then stand

quietly on the station platform. Abruptly, in kensho, all sense of self is lost com-

pletely, not simply displaced (see chapter 93).

Some neuroimaging research is beginning to hint how this might occur.

Comment on Neuroimaging Studies of Self-Related Functions

Gillihan and Farah question the existing evidence that certain brain regions pro-

cess self-related information in a very special way.16 True, with respect to our

sense of the physical self, the right inferior parietal lobe does appear especially

involved in our basic awareness of our left hand and arm when they remain at

rest. Yes, the insula seems to contribute when we attribute personal ‘‘ownership’’

to the actions of our own hand and arm and start to believe that we are the active

‘‘agency’’ responsible for their behavior.

Yet, what about the other evidence referring to our psychic self? Do our per-

sonal traits, our personal (autobiographical) memories, our unique, first-person

perspective on facts, beliefs and motives have specific localized and lateralized

origins akin to those skills we use for language? The authors conclude that this

area of research still needs to include many more carefully controlled studies of

nonself functions. Meanwhile, in their view, ‘‘the available data neither prove nor

disprove that the psychological self is special.’’

Clearly, each article summarized in the foregoing sections addresses one

small part of a large topic. Still, collectively, they exemplify the kinds of pioneer-

ing experimental paradigms currently used to seek out the higher-level regions

that generate our self-related functions. The weight of the evidence is impressive.

Why do the regions vary? Why are they being regarded in these pages

as ‘‘candidate’’ regions of the ‘‘omniself?’’ In part, because we do not all con-

struct and conceptualize our ‘‘self’’ in the same way. These different experimental

designs are currently tapping into multiple regions of widely distributed inter-

connected systems. We need more control data because these constellations

vary from person to person.
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It is true that first-generation neuroimaging studies were subject to ‘‘con-

straints that thereby weaken the models derived from them.’’17 However, recent

neuroimaging methods have become much more sophisticated. Future studies

may show that the various layers of our selfhood are not limited to such widely

distributed cortical systems as those specified above. The roots of selfhood could

also be detectable among the deeper configurations which link the activities of

multiple subcortical and upper brainstem modules with those up in the cortex.

Consider, for example, one next lower subcortical level, that of the thalamus

(see chapters 44 and 45). Its medial dorsal, lateral dorsal, lateral posterior, and

pulvinar nuclei interact with most of the anterior and posterior regions of the cor-

tex that we have just seen are correlated with selfhood functions (see chapter 50).

Moreover, these thalamic nuclei are subjected to the gating, inhibitory influences

imposed by the reticular nucleus of the thalamus and its extrareticular allies (see

chapter 46; figure 8, chapter 44).

A Comment on Some Lateralizing Aspects of Frontal-Temporal Lobe Interactions

Long axons, well insulated with myelin sheaths, speed impulses back and forth

between the frontal lobe and all other lobes. Frontotemporal functions are doubly

serviced. The uncinate fasciculus enters the front of the temporal lobe, and the

major arcuate fasciculus curves around to enter it from the back.

Several preliminary studies suggest that certain of our higher-level modules

of selfhood may be distributed asymmetrically. As children, we learn to recognize

an image of our very own face using chiefly our right hemisphere. With respect to

which higher associative functions enter into this task, some research points more

to the right ventral prefrontal cortex; other data point more toward the right tem-

poral lobe.18

When Miller and colleagues studied 72 patients with frontotemporal demen-

tia, they identified a small subset who had suffered the most selective dysfunc-

tions of the self.19 In these seven patients, the greater damage was on the right

side. In six of the patients, the right frontal lobe showed the greater abnormalities;

in the seventh patient, the right temporal lobe was more affected.

Neuroimaging researchers have been assigning multiple self-referent psy-

chophysiological functions to our cortex. Anatomically, these regions already

seem overcrowded. This book suggests that many of their circuits are also so

overworked that they create an excessive burden for our psyche. Can Zen training

be of assistance, perhaps by offering the neurosciences new ways to test such

theories of localization and lateralization? For example, if in fact the path of Zen

enables its long-term trainees to let go of overly self-referent attitudes and behav-

iors, then overconditioned modes of grasping and rejecting can be tested for and

be followed serially as they improve [Z:141–145].
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A working hypothesis would propose that careful multidimensional longi-

tudinal neuroimaging studies could reveal that the most highly accomplished

meditators show a gradual decrease of activity—below their own, earlier baseline

levels—in regions linked to their particular, individual self-referent longings and

loathings.

Might such decreases occur more on the left or on the right side? Less impor-

tant than a single answer is a more fundamental question: could researchers also

design a sophisticated program of serial psychological and behavioral tests and

of probing in-depth interviews? Only in this manner can we correlate future

imaging and other data with measurable decreases in each subject’s unfruitful,

self-referent overconditioning.

53

Imaging a Meditating Brain: A Commentary

In the present study, we compare the global and regional cerebral blood flow to the

spectral analysis of EEG, and relate these to the subjective experience during the rest-

ing state of normal consciousness and the Yoga Nidra relaxation meditation.

H. Lou and colleagues1

In Zen, you let your frontal lobe rest.

Dainin Katagiri-Roshi (1928–1990)2

Meditation is not monolithic. There are different styles of meditation, different

stages and depths. Most results of meditation are subtle, few are dramatic. Some

changes are immediate, others are delayed. Can brain imaging really clarify such

complexity? Not unless researchers design, with care, each study. It must answer

specific questions. A sample:

� What is the actual content of the meditator’s subjective experience as each succes-

sive phase evolves?

� Which meditative techniques—focused and concentrative, or openly receptive—

are being used? Are they being clearly described in detail?

� For how many years, in which tradition, has each meditator practiced, and with

what degree of skill? Is the laboratory setting conducive?

� How hard was each meditator trying, and how well did each actually perform dur-

ing the several phases of the testing period?

� Did each meditator have the opportunity to provide a later self-report that cri-

tiqued his or her performance?
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� Is this a well-controlled, multidisciplinary program that monitors changes in respi-

rations, brain waves, heart rates, and other physiological parameters?

� Do the data pass basic requirements for common sense and every appropriate test

for statistical significance?

We were not expecting perfection in the pioneering imaging studies of med-

itation. Each preliminary report presents its own assets and liabilities. The goals in

this chapter are to comment on neuroimaging during meditation in general, and

to offer constructive suggestions about ways to design experiments that will help

interpret future studies.

First, some remarks about how much willed effort enters into the task of med-

itating in a laboratory setting. Not only are there different alternative traditions of

meditation, even in a given tradition, meditation often evolves during the course of one

session. Many experienced meditators, after their early stage of concentration, have

learned to ‘‘let go of self,’’ and then to emerge into a more open, receptive mode of

keen generalized awareness (see table 2, chapter 13).

The levels in this mode are often associated with, but are not limited to, a

Soto Zen approach called shikantaza. It means just sitting, not concentrating on a

koan. During this and similar kinds of receptive meditation, while our willful, fo-

cused attention is fading away, it is plausible to think that we are ‘‘letting go’’ of

our major prior, driven, frontal lobe and anterior cingulate preoccupations with

intended goals [Z:253–259]. It is in this sense that Katagiri-Roshi was referring to

the ‘‘resting’’ of an overworked frontal lobe.

However, research on meditation is task-driven. Investigators set goals, and

so do their meditating subjects. Expectations arise from both parties to this com-

pact. Yet Zen meditation proceeds optimally in a setting that is much less goal-

driven. Neuroimaging research faces a challenge. Can it provide an atmosphere

as unobtrusive as possible?

Chapter 49 outlined various techniques of neuroimaging, including PET,

fMRI, and SPECT. Chapters 50 and 52 discussed how researchers apply these

methods when they search for the origins of selfhood. Let us examine reports

illustrating how investigators apply neuroimaging when they study various kinds

of meditation.

PET Imaging in Yoga Meditation

An early PET report in 1990 was based on eight subjects who had ‘‘at least one

year’’ of experience in ‘‘Yoga meditative relaxation.’’3 To reach their desired level

of meditation, the subjects either repeated sentences or engaged in mental concen-

tration on a ‘‘central point of power.’’ Subjectively, the meditators described this

level as a feeling of ‘‘relaxation, peace and detachment between body and soul.’’
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Eyes and ears remained open during both meditative and control conditions. In

the control period, the meditators continued to think about their daily affairs.

The most obvious general trend was toward reduced glucose metabolism in

the posterior regions of the cortex on both sides. A ratio made this decrease more

evident. It compared the greater reductions of metabolic rates in the posterior

regions against the slight increases in the frontal regions. The authors attributed

this greater posterior decrease of metabolism in the occipital and temporo-

occipital regions to ‘‘reduced visual input during meditation, although the eyes

remained open.’’ (This issue was not enlarged upon.) The slight increase in frontal

metabolism was not surprising. It appeared consistent with how much mental ef-

fort was involved in trying to concentrate and to repeat sentences. Metabolic

activity was the same in the two hemispheres during the control and the medita-

tion periods.

The epigraph to this chapter is taken from a different PET report by Lou and

colleagues nine years later. They started to address some caveats cited in the

chapter’s opening paragraphs. Two important words opened their section headed

‘‘Results.’’ The two words were ‘‘subjective experience.’’ Clearly, the researchers

made first-person subjective experience a priority. There, too, we find other signifi-

cant statements: their meditators went on to enter ‘‘the experience of reduced con-

scious control’’ over their attention and behavior. It was stated that their subjects

also developed a sense of ‘‘relaxation and ‘loss of will.’’’ Yet, despite this loss of

conscious control, their Yoga Nidra style of meditation was also associated with

‘‘an enhancement of sensory quality.’’

This phase, ‘‘loss of will,’’ is a key psychological issue. Why? Because it

relates to the way one’s self is inserted when one is trying to attain a goal. It

implies that the subjects’ earlier mental effort of intention (associated with a prior

sense of mental effort) was later lost. When did the self-reports indicate that this

particular willful intention had dropped out completely from the meditators’ ba-

sic impulse to act? Not during the earlier part of the study. Striving dropped out

only during the final one or two stages of the four stages that were monitored.

This PET report was based on nine advanced Yoga teachers. Each had over

5 years of experience using related techniques. These subjects went through four

successive stages of meditation while they listened to corresponding segments of

a 45-minute audiotape.

Listening to a tape is, of course, unlike the silent, interior approach used in

Zen. Although the audiotape technique is artificial, it does provide a framework.

This kind of task structure tended to standardize the timing, duration, and con-

tent of the subjects’ mental experience during each of their four separate medita-

tive phases. It also served to bracket and identify an important later period.

During this period, the subjects not only experienced a loss of will but also devel-

oped those distinctive PET findings which could be correlated with its loss.
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The way we normally insert our will—into what we call intention—is an ex-

ecutive function linked to the frontal lobes. Thus, when the meditators say that

their willful self-control drops out of the mental field, this subjective report serves

to confirm the PET data: no frontal lobe sites played a significant active role during

the last two corresponding stages of meditation (table I in the article makes this

point clear).

Of course, other forms of receptive meditation also encourage mental efforts

and discursive thoughts to drop off. In Zen meditation, for example, one allows

them to drop off spontaneously, by themselves, but does not force them to leave

(see chapter 14). This takes practice. It is a gentle, patient process of ‘‘settling

down,’’ of ‘‘letting go.’’ It is a style not to be confused with any willed, forced,

intensified attempts to deliberately ‘‘clear all thoughts.’’

Preliminary Preparation

Before these Yoga subjects entered the PET laboratory, they had already engaged

in 2 hours of intensive concentrative meditation (Kriya Yoga). Why? Because they

had learned from earlier experience that this preliminary high-intensity concentra-

tion would later help them to ‘‘let go’’ into the deeper levels of genuinely passive,

will-less meditation. And these later, deeper, more passive levels were the pri-

mary objective of this study.

PET Stages 1 and 2

In confirmation of the points discussed above, the first two stages in this PET

study showed major prefrontal increases in cerebral blood flow. These increases

were referable to the right superior and inferior frontal gyri (stage 1), and to the

left inferior frontal gyrus (stage 2). Contributing to such increased frontal activ-

ities, of course, might be the nonspecific effects of trying to focus on sensations in

various body regions (stage 1), and on abstract feelings of joy (stage 2). Other

increases occurred in other regions in keeping with the nature of such tasks (the

association of ‘‘joy’’ with the left frontal region is of interest) (see chapter 43).

PET Stages 3 and 4

The effects of mental effort were also apparent during the third, ‘‘visual imagina-

tion’’ stage. Then, both inferior occipital gyri showed some of the highest cerebral

blood flow increases recorded during the entire PET study. While the meditators

were listening to the external audiotape, what particular kind of an induced inter-

nal visual image were they being instructed to envision? It was a summer land-

scape, outdoors, involving streams, trees, and meadows full of cattle. This style of
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meditative visualization is designed to evoke substantial increases in occipital and

parahippocampal blood flow. Its soothing content can also contribute to other

processes of relaxation that help lead to a sense of calmness.

What was the content of the taped message during the fourth, final stage?

This message encouraged the meditators to enter into a ‘‘symbolic representation

of the self.’’ The suggested symbol for this ‘‘abstract perception of the self’’ was

the internalized experience of a ‘‘golden egg.’’

The only significant PET scan increases during this fourth stage occurred in

(a) the parietal lobules (inferior lobule on the left, superior lobule on the right),

and (b) the left postcentral gyrus (the primary sensory cortex). In contrast, the

authors commented on their subjects’ ‘‘apparent lack of prefrontal and cingulate

activity’’ during these later meditation stages. They suggested that the three psy-

chological correlates consistent with this lack, and attributable to this ‘‘relaxation

meditation,’’ were ‘‘less volitional, motivational, and emotional control.’’ Indeed,

our ordinary experience confirms that these three distinctive aspects of our self

do fade when we fully relax.

Word Problems

One must be careful about this word ‘‘relaxation.’’ And extra careful about what it

means in the phrase ‘‘relaxation meditation’’ or ‘‘relaxation response.’’ The authors

do say that their meditators were ‘‘passively following the instructions on tape.’’

True, these subjects had already been accustomed to listening to a tape. But ‘‘pas-

sive’’ can also be a misleading word. The central issue focuses on the operational

details. What actually takes place when a subject follows verbal, taped instruc-

tions? At first, these meditators were instructed to direct their sensory awareness

toward their body, and then to experience ‘‘the weight of individual parts,’’ one

after the other. This soon becomes an internally focused, active task of some

complexity.

Therefore, this first meditation stage evolves into a more active (and less

relaxed) process than the word ‘‘passive’’ might suggest. Subjects have become

active participants in a sequence of successive internal visualizations and proprio-

ceptive imaginings. So it comes as no surprise to find that their stage 1 meditation

also generated major increases in blood flow in such relevant regions as the left

postcentral gyrus and both superior parietal lobules. EEG data were interpreted

as suggesting that the subjects’ theta wave power tended to increase in all EEG

leads ‘‘in accordance with the subjective experience’’ of ‘‘reduced (conscious)

control.’’

This tendency toward increased theta EEG activity and reduced desire for

action during Yoga Nidra meditation was also found in the course of a recent re-

port in 2002 by the same Danish group.4
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SPECT Imaging

A SPECT study was performed during concentrative meditation. The meditators’

task was to sit and maintain full concentration for some 70 minutes.5 This particu-

lar Tibetan Buddhist style of meditation was carried to the point of an induced ‘‘ab-

sorption.’’ Several demand characteristics inherent in this approach would seem to

render it somewhat more strenuous than the usual ‘‘complex cognitive task.’’

This approach differs in other ways from standard Zen practice. In Zen, one

usually stands up after sitting for 25 to 40 minutes or so. One then continues

to meditate while walking (Kinhin). This physical activity becomes more than a

refreshing physical and psychological respite—a kind of ‘‘seventh-inning stretch.’’

It also embodies the distinct practice of carrying one’s open-eyed mode of meditative

awareness into the dynamic, everyday activities of living Zen.

Newberg and colleagues are to be congratulated both on their having

enlisted eight seasoned meditators (each with 15 years or more of experience)

and on the accomplishment of having studied them within the realities of a busy

hospital environment. Their subjects’ tasks were to ‘‘focus their attention on a

visualized image and maintain that focus with increasing intensity’’ for 1 hour.

At the end of this long, effortful 60 minutes, the meditators reached a ‘‘peak.’’

This was self-defined as ‘‘absorption into this image.’’ (Curiously, we are informed

neither here, nor in an fMRI report to be discussed later, what the meditators were

actually visualizing.)

The omission in the SPECT study leaves one wondering: What was in the

‘‘mind’s eye’’ of these subjects during their long period of concentration? What-

ever it was, we note that they were visualizing it with their eyes closed. Does the

report also convey in words which kind of willfully induced absorption was said

to have occurred? It was an absorption ‘‘into the visualized image associated with

clarity of thought and a loss of the usual sense of space and time.’’6

Only when the meditators had reached what they considered to be their

own desired level of ‘‘absorption,’’ and then (still sitting) had signaled this deci-

sion to the researchers, did they receive their radioisotope. This was given un-

obtrusively, into the tubing of an existing intravenous line. Following this, their

next task was to keep up their already intense mental focus during the next 10 to

15 minutes. SPECT scans, begun nearly 30 minutes after this injection, recorded

the interim changes while they remained sitting.

Table I in Newberg et al.5 indicates that the interim data, thus collected and

averaged, represented only a 15-minute interval. This one aspect of their total

meditative experience occurred between 60 and 75 minutes after meditation

began.

Under these strenuous conditions, two cortical regions increased their blood

flow (data from the deeper thalamus is discussed below). The two cortical regions
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were (a) the orbitofrontal cortex (þ26%), and (b) the body of the cingulate gyrus

(þ25%). One wonders: what psychophysiological role(s), if any, would be attrib-

uted to these two substantial increases? The question arises because, in the sen-

tences below this table, the reader encounters two curious exemptions: both the

body of the cingulate and the orbitofrontal cortex were excluded from further sta-

tistical tests for significant correlations. Why?

The given explanation was that neither site ‘‘would most likely interact with

other regions during the task of meditation.’’ However, each of these two exclu-

sions represents cortical regions that have intriguing and widespread interactive

functions. So too does the occipital association cortex (also excluded). This visual

region is of interest both because these meditators were engaged in a deliberate

visualizing practice and because it had shown the greatest relative decreases dur-

ing the visualizing meditation used in the early PET study by Herzog and col-

leagues. It seems questionable to exclude these regions when we still know so

little about the whole process being studied, including all of the mechanisms that

converge on events during the final critical 15 ‘‘peak’’ minutes.

Thalamic Considerations

The thalamus showed the highest of all cerebral blood flows in the baseline condi-

tion. Whatever influences might then have converged on the thalamus from mul-

tiple other sites during the next unmonitored hour of meditation, the thalamus

did appear later to have responded to the intense concentration requirements

during the visualization. In fact, the thalamus also became the third most active

site during ‘‘absorption,’’ showing a substantial increase in perfusion, averaging

þ14%.

Only the data referable to the right side of the thalamus became significant

when it was subjected to statistical parametric analysis. (How this might relate to

other evidence suggesting a greater participation of the right hemisphere in sym-

pathetic functions and greater norepinephine levels on the right side of the thala-

mus remains to be explored.) [Z:263–267].

The normal thalamus is still governed by inhibitory mechanisms that enable

it to cope with similar effortful and stressful circumstances (see chapter 44). In

particular, its reticular nucleus can thwart any such unusual overactivity from

spreading up from its other nuclei in ways that could overstimulate the cortex

above. Unfortunately for neuroscientists, this inhibitory cap of GABA nerve cells

in the reticular nucleus is much too thin to be measured by existing imaging tech-

niques (see chapter 46). Hence, even though its impressive neural activity trans-

lates into vital inhibitory functions, its presence goes unspecified.

Table II does point out two sets of 3D (x-y-z) coordinates referable to the

right thalamus. However, SPECT imaging lacks the resolution to be certain which
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thalamic nuclei are being assessed. Only refined techniques (like the diffusion ten-

sor imaging discussed in chapter 44) have the potential to identify the more bulky

thalamic nuclei.

Meanwhile, one may hope that the data from future higher-resolution

studies might clarify how several larger nuclei in the thalamus are functioning

during different styles of meditation. For example, the medial dorsal nucleus is

a key association nucleus that could be involved in willful intensive effort. It

cosponsors many interactions at the dynamic interface between the frontal lobes

and the limbic system. One might hypothesize that some compartments of this

medial dorsal nucleus could tend to increase their activity when meditators en-

gage in intensive, stressful, concentrative meditative techniques that are perme-

ated by affect and prolonged to the point of ‘‘absorption.’’

One hopes that in the future, measurements at other (more posterior) coordi-

nates could help clarify the functional status of the large pulvinar and the small

lateral posterior nucleus. Why? Because the pulvinar is our largest thalamic asso-

ciation nucleus (see chapter 45). It cosponsors most of the complex perceptual

functions referable to the back half of our association cortex, including visualiza-

tions, one might suppose (see figure 8, chapter 44). In contrast, the small lateral

posterior nucleus serves similar functions for just the small superior parietal

lobule.

Theoretically, though the intrinsic activity of the thin reticular nucleus still

escapes detection in current neuroimaging, it can have potent inhibitory effects

on each of the three thalamic association nuclei that prevent them from transmit-

ting their excessive levels of activity up to overstimulate these corresponding

regions in the cortex.7

Regional Decreases in SPECT Signals in Parietal and Temporal Lobes

Statistical parametric analysis revealed significant decreases in several regions.

Among them were noteworthy decreases in both superior parietal regions. As

just discussed, reductions in blood flow in this (and other) regions are consistent

with the way cortical functions can be inhibited by the reticular nucleus in the tha-

lamus down below.

How does this reticular nucleus react to excessive (top-down) activation of

the cortex or to excessive (bottom-up) activation of the midbrain reticular forma-

tion? In each situation, it can block sensory messages from being transmitted up

through the lateral posterior (LP) thalamic nucleus [Z:503–506]. It is this inhibi-

tory role of the reticular nucleus which prevents impulses from reaching the cor-

tex of the superior parietal lobule.

Hence, the SPECT data showing superior parietal decreases are consis-

tent with the proposal cited earlier: an extension of this deep GABA inhibitory
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blockade is the plausible cause for the loss of the physical self-image during the

extraordinary state of deep internal absorption (see note 7). This novel state and

its sensory loss represent a sharp break from normal perception, and occur

unintentionally.

Transcortical pathways do connect the frontal lobe with the superior parietal

region. However, it seems doubtful that a direct transcortical pathway from the

frontal lobes per se could inhibit the superior parietal lobule to this degree.

The only other sites where SPECT signals were decreased were both in the

temporal lobe. One site was the right lateral temporal gyrus; the other was the

left inferior temporal gyrus. In their earlier PET scan report in 1996, Fink and col-

leagues found that this right lateral temporal gyrus was one small module in that

larger configuration which appeared to contribute to our normal autobiographical

sense of identity.8

Comment

The SPECT data represent an original contribution and lend support to indepen-

dent proposals about how one’s physical sense of self might dissolve. Further

interpretations of this report are limited for several reasons. The evidence that

blood flow increases in some areas and decreases in others occurs in isolation

from other essential parameters of measurement. Especially limiting is the lack

of first-person subjective (‘‘psychological’’) descriptions of experience. We always

need to know what meditators are actually experiencing. What is on their minds?

Neuroimaging data during meditation must be closely correlated with both the

form and the content of subjective experience. Psychological accounts are the es-

sential framework for assigning meanings to the pixel counts.

Similar considerations apply not only to the relatively few ‘‘peak’’ minutes

of a long-delayed absorption. They also hold true throughout the many intense

minutes of induction that had gone on before. What was the form and content of

the mental field during that long generative period leading up to the meditators’

experience of ‘‘absorption?’’ And what emotions were they experiencing? We

read only that the meditators’ ‘‘subjective responses were impossible to quantify

or analyze in a useful manner.’’ Future imaging studies require more than a com-

ment that ‘‘the subjects felt that they had an adequate meditation session.’’

Issues of timing are critical. Ideally, several sequences of neuroimaging and

combined psychophysiological studies should be repeated (a) during one medita-

tive session, at successive times during successive stages; and (b) during several

meditative sessions, separated by days, weeks, months, and years.

In a critique of the 1999 PET study of Lou et al., it was stated that increases

in blood flow were not noted in the frontal regions.9 The original descriptions in
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that PET study indicate otherwise. That PET study was designed to measure four

successive stages during one meditative session. In contrast, the SPECT study fo-

cused on one point at the culmination of meditation. It is not clear why a separate

critique later considered that the 1999 PET study represented only ‘‘one time

point.’’10

Functional MRI during Kundalini Meditation

Functional MRI is noisy. The sounds can be distracting. Lazar and colleagues

hoped to minimize this disadvantage.11 They asked their five subjects (each with

over 4 years’ experience) to listen to this noise on tape as ‘‘homework,’’ so they

could become accustomed to the noise in advance.

Later, inside the fMRI laboratory, during each breath cycle, the meditators

concentrated on silently verbalizing one mantra during inhalation, another man-

tra on exhalation. As the authors noted, this is ‘‘a challenging task requiring con-

stant vigilance.’’ In their acknowledgments, the authors thanked their ‘‘intrepid

subjects.’’ No mention was made of whether the eyes and ears remained open.

The earlier part of a meditation period was compared with the later part. Both

meditation periods lasted 12 minutes. Thus, two separate time points were avail-

able for analysis.

Increased fMRI signals were detected bilaterally at sites within both

frontoparietal-temporal and anterior cingulate regions. Increased signals were

also found in the left superior parietal lobule (BA 7) when the final 2 minutes of

the two meditation periods were contrasted with the first 2 minutes. Heart rate,

respiratory rate, and ECG recordings were followed in two patients. The title of

the article includes the phrase ‘‘relaxation response.’’ Still, no statements from

first-person subjective reports provide compelling evidence that genuine deep re-

laxation occurred. No subjective follow-up report records an individual medita-

tor’s success or failure to comply.

General Comments on Neuroimaging

Without timed, detailed accounts of meditators’ internal experiences, readers are

in no position to interpret with assurance the meaning of neuroimaging reports.

In this millennium, the scientific community has every reason to insist on rigorous

selection of subjects, prior training in the laboratory, and an equally rigorous pro-

gram of refined, accurate psychological accounting. One hopes that future com-

prehensive studies of (Zen and other) meditators will be conducted with

standards of excellence in psychological correlations that aspire to approach the

technological sophistication of the neuroimaging instrumentation.
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Ancillary Studies

The four neuroimaging reports described above suggest two other caveats for fu-

ture studies: (1) ‘‘meditation’’ evolves during the course of each standardized pe-

riod. To study the whole dynamic longitudinal process in Zen will require more

than a single 12- or 15-minute interval of one-dimensional neuroimaging data; (2)

‘‘meditation’’ tends to evolve over much longer units of time in a graded manner.

Indeed, the Path of Zen is a longitudinal process (see chapter 4). It evolves over

decades. Only multidisciplinary approaches can help define precise, cause-and-

effect sequential relationships in the whole brain/body human organism.

Several additional modes of psychophysiological monitoring were used in

the studies cited. They included EEG and global cerebral blood flow;12 poly-

graphic measurements of heart rate, breathing rate; and end-tidal CO2 and oxy-

gen saturation levels.13 Additional data of current interest are gamma wave EEG

recordings at various frequencies and heart rate variations during each breathing

cycle.

Indirect indices of stress responses include plasma assays for catecholamines

(norepinephrine, epinephrine), cortisol, thyroid hormones, and prolactin. Indirect

indices of stress responses become more important when prolonged, stressful sit-

ting is being carried to the extremes represented by intensive concentrative tech-

niques for inducing absorptions.14

Other measurements of increasing relevance include blood levels of melato-

nin, antibodies, cytokines, and of white blood cells involved in the immune re-

sponse. When practical, simultaneous assays of spinal fluid, cisternal fluid, or

ventricular fluid can help distinguish between molecules released from the brain

per se and the same molecules found in the bloodstream that can also arise from

the pituitary gland, adrenal cortex, or adrenal medulla.

Future Neuroimaging Studies of Receptors: The Requisite Conceptual Framework

We still lack basic information about the functional anatomy of the normal human

brain. We do not fully understand the psychophysiological sequences involved

in the styles of Zen meditation and its related alternate states of consciousness.

Advances in both of these projects hinge on defining how different regions inter-

act physiologically within widely distributed networks.

What we need are model levels of analysis that have progressed so far

beyond the preliminary (if imaginative) steps that they can define successive

sequences of exquisitely timed, direct, cause-and-effect relationships. At the physiologi-

cal level, the fundamental questions are relatively straightforward: How does one

module in one discrete region influence the next module? Is the net effect excitatory, in-

hibitory, or disinhibitory?
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Beyond that, it will not be enough to know, for example, that norepinephr-

ine is released in ‘‘the thalamus.’’ One also needs to know which kinds of NE

receptors are there, and on which thalamic cells, in order to envision what the

next physiological result might be. Once our conceptual framework at these levels

is much further advanced, radio-receptor imaging data will begin to make more

sense, at least in terms of the net changes that occur in the firing rates of the next

nerve cells. In the interim, one hopes that researchers who plan to study how re-

ceptor imaging systems contribute to Zen meditation and to related alternate

states of consciousness will have access to the latest authoritative reviews of the

kind recently begun a decade ago by Torchilin.15

Since then, the report by Koepp and colleagues has pointed the way toward

a much more refined dynamic neuroimaging approach to receptor binding.16

These researchers studied a particular kind of psychophysiological activity,

namely playing a video game. Their results suggested that subjects playing this

game released more dopamine into the striatum. Their technique was based on a

series of assumptions. How such assumptions work, in practice, in the context of

opiate receptors is discussed in greater detail in chapters 35 and 36.

Here, in brief, the principle of competitive receptor binding assumes that

fewer dopamine receptor sites will be available to bind an isotope-tagged dopa-

mine molecule if these same receptors have already been occupied by the release

of the brain’s own natural dopamine molecules. Researchers are also assuming

that their subjects’ dopamine has just been released only during the specific task

being assigned.

In the future, the challenge will be to apply the same principles of competi-

tive receptor binding to estimate the release of many other pertinent messengers

into key brain regions. A major problem: the dopamine systems of the striatum

are relatively easy to study. The receptor populations and concentrations of other

messengers are not.

Imaging the Brain of a Sage

Even now, however, one can envision the need to define which kinds of fine struc-

tural changes distinguish the brain of the advanced sage from his or her contem-

porary control subjects [Z:637–641]. The question is: which mechanisms underlie

such very long-range attitudinal and ongoing trait changes as occur in the sage?

Newer generations of selective receptor radioligands will contribute to this re-

search, bringing higher levels of resolution than we imagined were possible in

past decades. Even now, for example, PET imaging makes it possible to visualize

not only the structural integrity of certain presynaptic terminals but also to assess

the integrity of the membranes on the surface of their adjacent postsynaptic

cells!17
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Do not think that the neuroimaging techniques described in these last five

chapters provide ‘‘the answer’’ to Zen. Their data miss the consciousness of the

person inside that machine. Zen is to be comprehended not through electronic

wizardry, but through the seat of your pants, and perhaps in the intuitions you

feel outdoors, or in some lines of poetry.

In this regard, we will be able later, in part IX, to sample some ancient Zen

poetry, while closing out these present efforts to ‘‘neurologize’’ with this caveat by

Vernon Rowe, a contemporary physician-poet.18

MRI of a Poet’s Brain

In this image of your brain

I see each curve in the corpus callosum,

curlicues of gyri, folding of fissures, sinuous sulci,

mammillary bodies, arcuate fasciculus,

angular gyrus, tracts and nuclei . . .

but not even a single syllable

of one

tiny

poem.

It’s time to put the book down, time to let go of all these facts about the

brain, time to explore those states of consciousness that somehow create poetry.
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Part IV

Exploring States of Consciousness

I think of consciousness as a bottomless lake, whose waters seem transpar-

ent, yet into which we can clearly see but a little way.

Charles S. Pierce (1839–1914)





54

Words and Metaphors in Religious Traditions

The reference of the metaphor in religious traditions is to something transcendent

that is not literally anything.

Joseph Campbell (1904–1987)1

Words Create Problems

Consciousness is hard enough to understand without words getting in the way.

‘‘Neurotheology’’ has become a buzzword. Fashionable in some quarters, it has

not entered my lexicon. So long as theo- usually implies God or some institutional

monotheistic belief system, then this interpretation does not quite seem to fit into

the topics covered in Zen and the Brain or in Zen-Brain Reflections.

This is not to embrace any movement that is ‘‘unplugged from its religious,

spiritual, and moral roots and repackaged for secular, individualistic culture.’’

Carter Phipps uses the phrase ‘‘enlightenment uncloaked’’ to describe this new

antitheological posture.2

No, in these pages our focus remains on that age-old Zen approach to Bud-

dhism. Among even its lay adherents, Zen has always emphasized a restrained,

moral, ethical, and disciplined living in the world, with the aid of a support group

of like-minded individuals (the sangha). The goal of this Buddhist approach is to

refine one’s traits of character, in keeping both with the traditions of the Buddha’s

sensible eightfold path and with the main Buddhist precepts as well (see chapter

4).

Metaphors

What sound did Basho actually hear at the old pond when that frog jumped in?

Was it ‘‘the sound of water,’’ as many earlier haiku translations would have us be-

lieve? Recalling our own experience by a pond, we know otherwise.

Basho heard no figural word image. He heard a unique plop! Only a frog

enters the water with that plop! Headfirst. Legs trailing behind. Sometimes it’s a

kerplop, other times a kerplunk. It varies with the size of the frog and the angle of

entry. Anyone who has been around ponds knows that no leaping fish, no stone,

makes that special plop!

Our temporal lobe’s pattern recognition circuits decode this plop instantly.

Let us regard this special ‘‘plop’’ as consistent with a primary metaphor. The

word’s distinctive pattern of sound wave energies is very close to the sound a

real frog makes when it enters the water. This is an example of onomatopoeia—a



thing named in a way that literally approximates its sounds (e.g., bow-wow, hiss,

bobwhite). This is not a figurative notion. It is not a sound that takes a long time

to figure out. No maybes, qualifications, or calculations delay your instant deci-

sion ‘‘like’’ they do in a simile.

Later, in part IX, we will find that this writer, when pressed to describe a late

visual experience in kensho, might have to employ as many as five words: a ‘‘vi-

sual misperception consistent with moonlight.’’ Be assured then that this is simply

an attempt to communicate something vaguely resembling such a primary meta-

phor, that leads to a more direct form of immediate shorthand recognition.

Most second-order and third-order literary metaphors are much more indi-

rect. They arise from association links among networks farther on in the brain.

They invoke the polymodal language functions of junctional regions, and integrate

data from our special senses of vision, hearing, and touch. Now linked with mem-

ories and emotions, these processes become more elaborate abstractions. Finally—

many synapses beyond—they leap into word thoughts and emerge into words

that can be spoken. Some might find their way onto a page. Formal neuroimaging

studies of how our metaphors evolve through such primary, secondary, and ter-

tiary steps seem long overdue.

In the interim, a provisional working hypothesis might suggest that many of

our earliest pattern recognition functions could be correlated with impulses racing

along parallel pathways, first through the occipital, next the temporo-occipital,

and then the more forward regions of the temporal lobe. So when visual stim-

uli evoke visual responses, their potentials peak first in the primary visual cor-

tex (BA 17) some 90 ms after the stimulus. Their next peak occurs in the middle

occipital gyrus, at around 104 ms. After that, the peak moves farther forward

into the fusiform gyrus at 141 ms3 (see figure 4, chapter 23). In and around this

fusiform gyrus will arise much of our normal sense of color perception (see chap-

ter 94).

Then, where will many of our abstract linguistic elaborations develop, in

ways so utterly dependent on metaphors of one kind or another? A major can-

didate region is that sensory crossroad, with its nearby attentive focus: the in-

ferior parietal lobule (BA 39 and 40) (see chapter 41). Thereafter, it seems likely

that we might create further literary elaborations, or even yield to impulses for

outrageous puns, within other circuits in the temporal and frontal lobes (see chap-

ter 43).

But the central theme here is not figurative, discursive, or embroidered

speech. The proposal under consideration is that much of the immediacy of Zen ex-

perience could arise in networks closer to our earlier percepts in the back of the

brain. Here, sharpened by preattentive processing, events could be imbued with

that special impression of salience. Its refinements inform us that we are now in

the immediate lively presence of authentic, simple reality.
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Joseph Campbell emphasized that every religious tradition employs meta-

phors. To Campbell, a metaphor was an image that suggested something else. It al-

leged that one thing corresponded with—or stood in for, or was—something

else. In chapters 92 and 97 we will make a more explicit attempt to distinguish

a visual illusion from a metaphor. Indeed, in its neurological context, no visual

illusion in itself is a metaphor to the very person who is experiencing it at

that moment. However, to some other person—someone who later hears about

such an illusion or who only reads about it—it might be misinterpreted as a

metaphor.4

Metaphors pose a major problem. They tend to become so abstract and indi-

rect that we lose sight of an essential fact: their central truths often arose long ago

in the direct, insightful experiences of individual human beings. It is plausible to

think that the insight-wisdom the ancient worthies experienced in past millennia

arose from a precognitive physiological core. Its prelinguistic origins contributed

to the difficulties in expressing it in words.

Religious traditions worldwide went on to respond with fertile imaginations

and complex mythologies in an effort to communicate their various ideas and

doctrines. Campbell emphasized how heavily dependent religions became on

their use of simile, analogy, and symbol, often to the point that these indirect, arti-

ficial modes of communication lost their moorings with the everyday facts of di-

rect, literal, reality.

One less appreciated benefit of long-term Zen meditative training is the way

it allows its practitioners to access longer intervals during which their left hemi-

spheric language functions are diminished. The training enables word-thoughts

to fade into the background [Z:283]. Suppose, at such times, that some physiolog-

ical surge does develop into an alternate state of consciousness. Then, at onset, it

can be relatively free from the discursive thought patterns that contaminate our

ordinary lives.

This means that the state arrives—initially at least—relatively free from

discursive mythological inventions including metaphors, similes, analogies, and

related symbols. These, of course, may only be postponed. They do develop sub-

sequently when the person later reflects on the experience in a cultural context,

and tries to express in words the qualities of this novel state.

This is not to say that metaphors should be eliminated. Metaphors are not

only essential, they are here to stay. The point is that unreined metaphors readily

bolt and carry us away. To illustrate the hazards of such loose-reined associations,

the old New Yorker magazine featured regular, tongue-in-cheek ‘‘Newsbreaks’’

preceded by the heading BLOCK THAT METAPHOR. There, unlucky writers

found their extravagant use of clashing metaphors openly exposed. Zen training

will not ‘‘block’’ all metaphors. It may enable them to become more literal, con-

crete and primary rather than more figurative abstract, and secondary.
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The Phenomena of Synesthesia

Many useful figures of speech and other normal symbolic processes seem to arise

in our posterior association cortex. Here, at the parietotemporo-occipital junction,

our associations engage sight, hearing, touch, and proprioception in elaborate

cross-modal transformations. Literary-minded readers and writers can appreciate

that their similes and metaphors superficially resemble synesthesias.

People who have synesthesia find that when a stimulus enters one sensory

modality it sets off a sensation in another. In its most common form, hearing cer-

tain words induces, involuntarily, sensations of color (‘‘colored hearing’’). Cytowic

describes this phenomenon as an ‘‘allusion of the senses.’’5 Synesthesia occurs in

at least 1 in every 2000 persons, is more common in women, and tends to run in

families. Synesthesias also develop acutely in other persons during the acute

intoxications induced by amyl nitrite, LSD, or mescaline.6

Recently, 12 women were studied who experienced synesthetic colors while

they heard spoken words.7 Words increased fMRI signals in their most color-

sensitive region in the left fusiform gyrus (BA 37), and also in V4 alpha, the region

just anterior to this. Interestingly, color per se did not cause the normal increase in

signals in these same areas. This evidence suggests that their normal visual ave-

nues for color into this fusiform gyrus region are deficient, and that their auditory

avenue is overactive.

The synesthetes also showed increased signals in the right claustrum and

the left posterior cingulate region. This claustrum finding is noteworthy because

the right claustrum is activated normally when we transfer ordinary cross-modal

messages between our touch and vision.8

Synesthesia is not the same as metaphor. It resembles metaphor only super-

ficially. Metaphors are thought-contrived imaginative understandings. We invent

them to link one thing with another. In literary English, we most commonly em-

ploy metaphoric elaborations of tactile sound.9 In contrast, synesthesias are direct,

immediate, and concrete systems of relationships. They enter automatically at a

particular physiological level that is preliminary to language.

55

Multiple Meanings of ‘‘Taste’’

To each his own taste.

Old Proverb

In the previous chapter we observed that metaphors take off around their edges

and become hard to pin down. Taste is another avenue that brings sensory data
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into the brain. As these messages move forward, they, too, soon attach to words

that become literary abstractions. Yet, in those early milliseconds of intimate sen-

sory experience, taste remains our primordial, special, gustatory sense. To taste is

to know, deeply, directly, viscerally.

Taste impulses first enter low in the brainstem, then compound with our

sense of smell as they relay to higher levels. Buddhist teachings regard taste

as one of the six varieties of consciousness (along with vision, hearing, olfaction,

touch, and mentation).

During the last three decades, I have been discovering that very different

meanings have become attached to the word ‘‘taste.’’ The story of how my under-

standing of these meanings evolved provides an object lesson in the perilous art

of cross-cultural, if not cross-modal, communication.

In the early 1980s, I had often used ‘‘taste’’ as a way to express the immedi-

ate way kensho’s insights had penetrated consciousness [Z:536–539]. True, no in-

terior self remained to which such insights could be assigned. Still, the messages

arose instantly (from the depths, it seemed) with no intervening thoughts. The

insights seemed ‘‘real,’’ intimate, but were very difficult to communicate in words.

In this sense, they resembled my usual sense of taste.

Then too, I had employed ‘‘the taste of kensho’’ as a qualifying phrase. It sug-

gested that even these impressive insights were far from some ultimate ‘‘full

meal.’’ Instead, this initial ‘‘taste’’ was being viewed as merely the first hint of

what the ancients said lies beyond. For by then, I understood more about the Path.

What lay ahead was an endless path pointing toward more advanced levels of

satori, of Being, and—especially—of entering into the daily-life practice of living

Zen (see chapter 4).

Near the end of that century, in September 1999, I read that Charles Tart had

a new website. Why was he calling it TASTE? Because, for one thing, this acro-

nym stood for ‘‘the archives of scientists’ transcendent experiences.’’1 Tart hoped

to enlist people whose background was in science to use this website as a reposi-

tory for first-person descriptions of their mystical/religious experiences. A worthy

goal!2

Next, while glancing at a book review in 2000, I noticed that Ken Wilber had

used the phrase ‘‘One Taste’’ as a way to convey the singular perceptual immedi-

acy of non-dual unity.3

Late in 2002, I discovered that ‘‘taste’’ had enjoyed a centuries-old usage. In

the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, ‘‘One Taste’’ described the third of the four Yogas

on the Mahamudra path. (The first Yoga is training in one-pointedness; the sec-

ond Yoga is training in simplicity at various levels.)4 In this third Tibetan usage,

‘‘One Taste’’ refers to the way our usual duality of experience finally dissolves.

No longer does it conform to two constructs: samsara on the one hand vs. nirvana

on the other. Instead, only one state of nondual awareness is revealed.
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I could certainly relate to this. Two decades earlier, during the direct insight

of kensho, I had dissolved into this same ‘‘oneness.’’ Not until I began to emerge

from it could I start to appreciate, in retrospect, the sharp contrast between this

novel state of oneness and my ordinary self/other notions of duality. (Chapters

76 and 77 explore this further.)

Subsequently, in 2002, I read an article by Thich Nhat Hanh. Here, he cited

the way the Buddha had once described his own teaching as having only ‘‘one

taste, the taste of liberation.’’5 As Thich Nhat Hanh then went on to explain the or-

igin of this phrase, the Buddha had said that ‘‘the water in the four oceans has

only one taste, the taste of salt, just as [my] teaching has only one taste, the taste

of liberation.’’

I could resonate with this usage of ‘‘one taste.’’ It conveyed the total emanci-

pation I had experienced late in kensho. Moksha is the technical term in Sanscrit

for this profound feeling of complete physical and psychic liberation [Z:538, 611].

In January 2003, I stumbled across yet another resonance of taste. While

perusing A Dictionary of Japanese-Buddhist Terms,6 I found ‘‘taste’’ referring to the

idea that the great ocean (of Universal Truth) has only ‘‘One Taste.’’ In contrast,

the rivers flowing into this ocean each have different tastes. One taste was now a

phrase associated with ecumenical overtones: many religious paths could lead on

up from different sides of the same mountain.

In May 2003, intrigued by the way the word had entered into its title, I now

began to read One Taste. The Journals of Ken Wilber, published in 1999.7 In its

pages, Wilber explained that ‘‘the Tibetans call it One Taste because all things in

all states have the same flavor, namely Divine.’’ A further clarification arose in his

statement, ‘‘One Taste is itself a peak experience, but it too will become, with fur-

ther practice, a plateau experience, then a permanent adaptation.’’

It is important to be clear about what Wilber includes in this two-word

phrase. ‘‘One Taste’’ serves as a metaphor, used in three different ways. It can

refer either to (1) a brief state of consciousness, (2) a more sustained quality of

consciousness, or (3) the ‘‘ever-present awareness or constant consciousness or basic

wakefulness, or choice-less awareness that transcends and includes all possible states,

and is therefore confined to none.’’ Let us begin by focusing on the advanced

degrees of this third option, then come back and try to distinguish it from the first

two.

Ever-Present Awareness

Chapter 48 introduced this topic and chapter 56 will continue to discuss it.

The ultimate development of this third category of ongoing conscious aware-

ness would occur only in some extraordinary person who continues to experience
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this level of awareness, and to an extraordinary degree, throughout each 24-hour

period. The Buddha serves as an exemplar, and more. He was said permanently

to have maintained not only this same special quality but also to have gone be-

yond this to the unique level of ‘‘suchness’’ [Z:637–641]. One interpretation of his

being called Thathagata is that the term described his having ‘‘gone beyond’’ ordi-

nary dual levels of consciousness. Clearly, the furthest extent of this exceptional

capacity for awareness per se will be manifested only by some (ideal) person

who is very far along the Path into the advanced stage of ongoing enlightened

traits.

We return now for some parenthetical comments about the first two op-

tions cited in the paragraph before last. Because similar varieties of awareness

are probably also experienced (at least for brief periods of indefinite length) dur-

ing and just after the earlier temporary, advanced states of satori or ultimate

pure Being. Such transitory categories of enhanced awareness might be sustained,

say, for hours or a few days, but are not likely to become permanent [Z:627–

630].

What other words are used to describe the ineffable nature of these short-

lasting, more advanced degrees of ‘‘One Taste?’’ They include the following:

When ‘‘inside and outside are no longer two, when subject and object are non-

dual, when looker and looked at are One . . .’’ Within such nonduality, ‘‘Emptiness

embraces all Form, nirvana and samsara are not-two, and the Witness is every-

thing witnessed’’ (see chapter 78).

Now, to return to some more of the words Wilber employs to describe vari-

ous aspects of the third, ongoing, category of ‘‘One Taste.’’ It does feel ‘‘more like

the simple feeling of Being,’’ at least in the sense that it represents a more

enhanced degree of that ordinary ‘‘present feeling of existence’’ which we can

each already experience. However, this ‘‘One Taste’’ may become more pervasive

in its more advanced manifestations. Then it can present as ‘‘a vast Openness in

which all experiences come and go, an infinite Spaciousness in which all percep-

tions move.’’

Wilber continues: In our ordinary, simpler levels of awareness, we still re-

tain ‘‘a primitive trace of subject/object duality.’’ However, ‘‘with further develop-

ment, the Witness disappears into everything that is witnessed, subject and object

become One Taste, or simple-Suchness. . . . There is a crystal-clear awareness of

everything that is arising, moment to moment, it’s just not happening to any-

body. . . . There is simply all of this, and I am that.’’ At such levels, ‘‘One Taste’’ is

experienced as ‘‘extraordinarily ordinary, and perfectly simple, just this.’’

Wilber says that only after 25 years of meditative practice did he begin to

experience this level of ‘‘constant consciousness.’’ Then it was an ongoing ever-

present awareness, ‘‘a continuity of consciousness.’’ When this kind of ‘‘unbroken
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witnessing’’ does arrive, ‘‘then the one condition and One Taste of all realms

becomes shockingly, simply obvious.’’ Then the person experiences the basic tone

of ‘‘One Taste’’ as a ‘‘relentless ordinariness, nothing special. It is just this, nothing

more.’’8

Wilber describes this kind of constant awareness as having extended

throughout his waking, sleeping, and dreaming hours. Yet the quality of his

dream consciousness remained at the level of an innocent witnessing. He had no

desire to change anything. (This particular aspect is different from many lucid

dreams. During lucid dreams, dreamers may retain their impulse to steer events9

[Z:324–327].

* * *
From the foregoing steps in this narrative, the reader can appreciate that a simple

five-letter word can take on a variety of nuanced implications. ‘‘Taste’’ can refer to

a quality of kensho/satori; a qualification on kensho; the essential nature of ‘‘one-

ness’’; an ecumenical understanding; an ever-present awareness; a profound sense

of liberation; and so on.

This is one of the problems in understanding any spiritual path. Even simple

words complicate cross-cultural communication. Imagine that you are a visitor

who has just arrived from some other planetary system. Could you easily trans-

late each of the above connotations of taste into your own preexisting frames of

reference? Nor can we who reside on this planet assume that a given word means

the same thing to us as it does to our neighbor.

Still, this phrase, ever-present awareness, is useful when it describes a certain

sustained quality of consciousness, one which arrives only after long meditative

training in mindful attention. No person reaches this quality of heightened on-

going awareness as the result of one single state per se, in the absence of such

training.

Ordinary waking consciousness spends much of its time skipping from topic

to topic, distracted by myriad preoccupations. The Path of Zen opens up fresh vis-

tas, ways to live at levels of ongoing awareness, clarity, and effectiveness. Some

readers may be intrigued by notions of attaining—or contacting—still higher

levels of supernatural powers. However, our existing laws of physics limit our un-

derstanding to energies that are either gravitational, electromagnetic, or involve

nuclear forces. These have not explained how such ‘‘vibes’’ might be emitted from

a three-pound lump of tissue, let alone enable some external field of ‘‘global con-

sciousness’’ to excite brain responses in a coherent fashion.

Meanwhile, brain-bound neurologists are constrained by more than their

training that the brain is the organ of the mind. They face daily reminders of how

vulnerable are its nerve cells. No patient recovers consciousness from that deepest

coma caused by one small lesion, a transection just beyond the slender stalk of the

midbrain.
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Yet chapters 13, 15, 47, and 48 did explore how ordinary consciousness

might evolve into a 24-hour sense of awareness. Moreover, early in the next chap-

ter we return to take a closer look at so-called witnessing sleep. Neither it nor its

daytime expressions are viewed as esoteric or mysterious. Rather do they seem to

be the refinements—through mindful, meditative practices—of the everyday in-

trinsic functions that monitor our basic sense of awareness. Those are what keep

us attentive, and mindfully attuned to the fresh individuality of each present mo-

ment as it evolves into the next one, and then into the next one . . .

Meanwhile, be careful of words. Including the words on these pages . . .

56

Witnessing Awareness during Sleep (Continued)

The flurry of waking activity comes and goes; the inertia of sleep comes and goes.

Yet, throughout these changing values of waking and sleeping, there is a silent, un-

bounded continuum of awareness that is me; I am never lost to myself.

Report by a TM meditator1

Experienced meditators have long realized something interesting: their everyday

consciousness has become ‘‘clearer.’’ Only more recently has it been widely appre-

ciated that their daytime sense of this ‘‘witnessing awareness’’ does not necessar-

ily stop. This sense of awareness may still continue even during sleep (see chapter

48).

Forman, for example, describes a kind of readiness during sleep using differ-

ent words.2 He had meditated twice a day since 1969, and then in January 1972

had an unusual ‘‘opening’’ episode. It was a ‘‘shift inside’’ that ‘‘now allows me to

feel quiet inside, even while I think, act, whatever.’’ Since then, he continues, ‘‘it is

as if I do not quite go to sleep. I sleep with most of me, I feel, but this quiet part,

this part that doesn’t change, does not sleep . . . I am just ready for things, even at

the depths of sleep.’’

TM meditators have also reported that they ‘‘witnessed’’ a ‘‘quiet’’ peaceful

inner awareness or wakefulness during sleep. Another series of sleep EEG studies

was commendably performed in these subjects’ own homes.3 While sleeping dur-

ing the earlier portions of the night, the meditators developed the expected delta

waves (1–3 cps), the EEG signature typical of slow wave sleep. However, on these

slow waves, they also superimposed unusual degrees of faster theta-alpha activity.

Moreover, during deep slow wave sleep, these advanced meditators now showed

an unusual EMG finding: epochs during which the EMG activity of their chin

muscle was decreased. Such a decrease usually accompanies the elevated levels of

brain activity found during normal REM sleep [Z:316–322]. In addition, during
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their actual REM sleep, the density of their REM EEG changes was unusually

increased.

These EEG and EMG findings provide further objective confirmation of the

meditators’ own subjective reports. Indeed, the evidence suggesting that they not

only sleep at a ‘‘lighter level’’ but that they are also more ‘‘aware’’ is an important

phenomenon of general neurobiological interest.

This greater ‘‘continuity of consciousness’’ has been studied subsequently

in other TM meditators.4 The 51 subjects were divided into three groups. Eight

women and nine men were in each group. The first group had not yet been

instructed how to meditate; the second group had practiced for some 7 years.

They reported having ‘‘transcendental experiences’’ frequently during meditation

practice, but only occasionally during other waking and sleeping hours. The third

group of subjects had practiced for some 24 years. They reported the ‘‘continuous

coexistence of the transcendent with waking and sleeping states.’’

Appropriate interviews and psychological tests were also performed.

The basic question was, while they were awake, Did these long-term meditators

(whom one might regard as having an ‘‘ever-present’’ variety of awareness) show

consistent physiological differences from the other two groups? The answer was

yes. Both their EEGs and contingent negative variation responses were different.

The EEG data suggested that when these ‘‘continuous co-existence’’ (‘‘inte-

grated’’) meditators were involved in task activities, they showed greater frontal

coherence of those waveforms that cycled between 6 and 12 times per second.

(This interval includes both alpha and theta frequencies.) Their extra 12 cps alpha

activity also reached higher amplitudes in both frontal, central, and parietal EEG

leads (see chapter 16).

First, a brief explanation of the contingent negative variation response

(CNV). This is an event-related potential of anticipation (see chapter 49). Subjects

develop it during that interval of waiting between the first delivery of a warning

stimulus and the moment when that second imperative stimulus arrives which

signals them to make a motor response. The CNV potential has two aspects. The

early negative potential peaks some 500 to 800 ms after the first stimulus. It

reflects the kinds of highly automatic orienting responses that one’s brain makes

when it has just been ‘‘warned.’’ The late negative potential peaks just before the

second stimulus seems due to arrive. It reflects the brain’s more immediate, proac-

tive preparations during those 200 ms which serve to mobilize one’s motor, per-

ceptual, cognitive, and attentional resources.

When the third group of ‘‘continuous co-existence’’ subjects was given a

choice of responses, their contingent negative variation potentials were lower in

amplitude than in their controls. This finding was given a positive interpretation,

in the direction perhaps of greater efficiency. The authors suggested that these
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subjects ‘‘did not initiate preparatory responses until they knew the correct re-

sponse.’’ This suggestion of improved ‘‘executive control,’’ when coupled with the

greater frontal EEG coherence, might be consistent with a more efficient level of

frontal cortical functioning. As a practical matter, however, neither the reaction

times nor the accuracy on tasks differed among the three groups.

Obviously, many further longitudinal studies are indicated to clarify exactly

how, and why, long-term meditators differ from their nonmeditating cohorts.

In the interim, the evidence suggests that when TM meditative practice con-

tinues for more than two decades, it can be associated with a subjective im-

pression of being more aware while sleeping deeply that is supported by several

EEG patterns. The semantic implication in the authors’ wording that ‘‘a greater

sense of self during activity’’ is present (and that this ‘‘sense of self’’ is perhaps a

quality to be desired) would need to be checked against the findings in long-term

Zen meditators. This may just be another problem involving words, because

in Zen meditators a lesser ‘‘sense of self’’ during activity would be regarded as

optimal [Z: 668–677].

57

Tilting the Emotional Set Point?

There is no such thing as good and bad in an absolute sense. There is only the good

and bad—the harm in terms of happiness or suffering—that our thoughts and

actions do to ourselves or to others.

Matthieu Ricard1

A man who has not passed through the inferno of his passions has never overcome

them.

Carl Jung (1875–1961)

For over a decade, Richard Davidson and colleagues at the University of Wiscon-

sin have studied asymmetrical EEG activities in the more frontal parts of the

brain, correlating them both with differences in emotion and affective style2 (see

chapter 43). Converging lines of evidence have suggested that increased activity

involving the left frontal cortex (and some decreases in activity in the amygdala)

are linked with our everyday more positive emotions: vigor, enthusiasm, and

buoyancy.3

These EEG asymmetries are exemplified in the ‘‘Happy Geshe’’ a Tibetan

Buddhist monk who had practiced for over 30 years. His ‘‘life was his practice.’’

Not only was he the abbot of one of the major monasteries in India, he was also
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considered to be both upbeat and laid-back, as well as spiritually advanced and

scholarly. His frontal EEG asymmetry score was the point of interest. It was tilted

three standard deviations toward the left side.

Many pages in this book raise inescapable questions about emotions. One

such question is by which mechanisms could such a ‘‘leftward tilt in the emotional

set point’’ represent a long term ‘‘fruit of spiritual practice?’’4

58

The Roots of Our Emotions

We boil at different degrees.

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882)

There is a road from the eye to the heart that does not go through the intellect.

G. K. Chesterton (1874–1936)

Antidotes for the ‘‘Three Poisons’’

Emotions get in the way of our seeing the world clearly. Buddhist meditative tra-

ditions regard human greed, hatred, and ignorance as the cause of much of our

suffering. Daily meditation can reduce the habit energy that drives our superficial

longings and loathings. But wisdom remains the only enduring remedy for exis-

tential ignorance. Deep insights into reality confer simplicity, stability, and pro-

vide the only lasting remedy for our major structural problem.

Siddhartha was the architect and builder of his own framework of self-

deception. It was this that he shattered during his awakening, the deep delusion

of a separate, enduring, egocentric self.

Gradually Calming the Emotions; Not Wanting; Nonattachment

In the chapter on witnessing awareness (chapter 56) we discussed the potential

that very long-term meditative training has to bring into one’s awareness an on-

going sense of greater readiness and clarity. Mindful, objective introspection also

helps to generate little, acute intuitions. Intuitions identify one’s unfruitful charac-

ter traits and habitual misbehaviors.

Once you have identified your covetous behaviors, you can slowly reverse

this trend toward greed with the aid of deliberate incremental acts of generosity.

Employing similar, thought-out principles, you can slowly remedy some hatreds

and loathings. How? By the deliberate long-term practice of loving kindness, plus
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deliberate acts of forgiveness and tolerance (table 5). Cognitive psychology is not

a new invention. The early Buddhists were well-versed in the practice of arousing

in themselves affirmative states of mind. These included limitless kindness, self-

less compassion, boundless delight in the joy of others, and unbounded equanim-

ity toward friend and foe alike.

After mindful moments of introspection have first diagnosed some personal

problematic issues, renunciation (sila) is an ancient word applicable to that wide

range of behavioral responses useful in helping turn away from harmful situa-

tions and avoid unfruitful consequences.

After meditating for many months, I discovered that my former social

‘‘taste’’ for beer, wine, and other forms of liquor had begun to drop away. I had

experienced what liquor could sometimes do to me, seen how it had severely af-

fected other people. However, something else happened beyond these thought-

provoking psychological factors. My ‘‘wanting’’ of alcohol seemed also to have

dissolved. The level at which this vanished felt visceral, physiological.

The social problems caused by those who overindulge in alcohol are now

being overtaken by the medical consequences linked to overeating and physical

inactivity. Item: By the standards set by the World Health Organization, some

54% of our nation’s adults and 25% of our children are overweight.

Another old term is nibbida.1 The term translates best as a kind of gradual

transformative comprehension. It is the kind of insightful ripening that matures

eventually ‘‘into a deep understanding of the unsatisfactory nature of the condi-

tioned world of constructed experience.’’ As Andrew Olendzki explains, this kind

of comprehension transforms chiefly the way one reconstructs one’s own internal

notions, ‘‘in here.’’ It is not directed externally as a statement critical of what that

other world has become ‘‘out there.’’

Objects ‘‘out there’’ will always be only ‘‘such as they are.’’ What matters are

our reactions to them. Our internal appetites are the real source of the problem.

We get attached to attractive things out there. We then suffer the consequences for

being so self-indulgent.

As a mental posture, nonattachment ripens and matures only very

gradually. Slowly, we develop a better understanding of how we have allowed

Table 5

The ‘‘Three Poisons’’ and Their Antidotes

For This Illness Apply This Remedy

Greed (longing) Generosity

Loathing (hatred) Loving kindness, compassion, forgiveness

Ignorance Mindful introspection
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ourselves to become overconditioned by our culture, enabled ourselves to be

entrapped into longings and loathings. At its most advanced levels, nonattach-

ment is not a revulsion or a disgust. Rather is it a deep understanding: various

attractions in the outside world have been tested and found wanting.

Recognizing Emotions in Others

Kobori-Roshi introduced me to the way the Japanese might invite a worried

friend by asking: ‘‘How is your inner weather?’’ Some people can accurately judge

what emotion is expressed on other peoples’ faces. Paul Ekman measures their

capacities to recognize emotions in the laboratory. His videotapes flash the micro-

expressions of a facial emotion for a mere one-fifth to one-thirtieth of a second.2

One highly experienced Tibetan-trained monk (Lama Öser) was exception-

ally good at recognizing microemotions. His scores at recognizing the expressions

of contempt, anger, and fear were two standard deviations above the norm. An-

other Western-born meditator (trained in the Tibetan tradition) was also excep-

tionally skillful in recognizing the expressions of happiness, sadness, and disgust.

Do such capacities represent enhanced processing speeds in general,

special abilities to focus on key facial features, or some unusual attunement to

emotions per se? These factors have yet to be measured separately. However,

these enhanced abilities do seem to correlate with personality traits that evidence

an interest in new experiences and an openness to them.

A separate study of Lama Öser tested his startle reflex to an extremely

loud sound. This startle reflex begins some 200 ms after the sound, and lasts for

about 300 ms. It is more intense in persons who harbor greater degrees of nega-

tive emotions—especially feelings of fear, anger, sadness, and disgust. Despite

this extremely loud sound, Öser’s facial muscles showed no startle response. His

face did not twitch to the sound either while he was deliberately meditating in

‘‘the open state’’ or while he was meditating in a state of one-pointed concentra-

tion (as further described in chapter 89).

His comment was that ‘‘the explosive sound seemed softer, as if I was dis-

tanced from the sensations.’’ In contrast, his heart rate, perspiration, and blood

pressure still showed the usual responses to startle. The lama’s social skills were

also tested by confronting him with two persons who deliberately disagreed with

him. He displayed more disarming smiles with the gentle disputant than with the

aggressive one, yet he showed few of the polygraph changes that might have

been expected to occur during such arguments.
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Attributing Different Emotions to Various Brain Regions

Anger is never without a Reason, but seldom with a good one.

Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790)

The ‘‘limbic system’’ has never been anything more than a high-order conceptual en-

tity that helps us designate and discuss the general location of the families of func-

tional neural systems that contribute most heavily to dynamic processes commonly

placed under the conceptual umbrella of ‘‘emotions.’’

Jaak Panksepp1

Our emotional roots run deep. Most simpler theories about emotions list their

biphasic qualities along two scales. One scale is valence: pleasant/unpleasant;

plus/minus; appetitive/aversive, and so on. A second scale is intensity, the

amount of emotion. Personal experience teaches us that negative, unpleasant

emotions not only acutely outweigh our positive emotions but also reverberate

for longer periods.

Heilman emphasizes how emotional experiences arouse us and lead to

behavioral activations.2 Our emotions do move us. They prompt corresponding

active muscle responses. Researchers can measure these approach/avoidance

behaviors, along with their associated autonomic responses of arousal and activa-

tion. The immediate and delayed consequences of emotions can prove construc-

tive or destructive, both for ourselves and for society.

Do these powerful affective states arise in our cortex? Panksepp notes that

electrical stimulation delivered to the neocortex usually fails to evoke affective

responses. Emotions are also difficult to elicit from most regions of the thalamus.

However (using quite high levels of current), researchers can evoke fragments of

emotional feelings from higher limbic and paralimbic areas (including the cortex

of several cingulate, frontal, and temporal regions). But such strong stimuli may

set off secondary epileptiform activities, which spread into lower brain systems.

On the other hand, when stimuli are delivered directly to subcortical sites in the

brainstem and lower limbic regions, they can quickly produce coherent, powerful,

emotional behavioral responses together with corresponding affective states.3

Many different schemes have been devised to categorize emotions. A recent

(2005) critical review of the emotions contends that solid data do not yet support

many theoretical concepts in this field.4 Panksepp (uncited in this review) has

made a comprehensive survey of the sources of human and animal emotions. He

identifies a series of basic emotional systems that result in obvious behavior, cor-

relates them with lower brain modules and networks, then goes on to speculate
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about which neural modulators most likely play excitatory roles in these local sys-

tems.5 (Interested readers are referred to this review. It predicts not only how our

basic emotions originate but also how they become linked with the primitive core

of our physical self.)

Panksepp classifies affective systems into three conceptual categories.6 The

first category includes our more reflexive emotive responses. They cause us to be

startled, to spit out spoiled food (dis-gust), and to recoil from a painful stimulus.

In the second category are our ‘‘blue-ribbon,’’ ‘‘grade-A’’ emotions. They are

orchestrations, blending the higher zones of the limbic and paralimbic cortex with

those deep midbrain regions which integrate sensorimotor emotional responses.

A recent synopsis7 lists the basic emotions in this second category as including

� seeking/expectancy (this basic system serves to support our positive, appetitive,

motivational drives);

� the standard basic emotions: rage-anger, fear-anxiety, lust-sexuality, care-

nurturance, panic-separation, play-joy.

Panksepp identifies the periaqueductal gray as a key region contributing to

each of these emotional systems. Lying in the core of the midbrain, its technical

name is the central gray substance, often shortened to the central gray (see figure 4,

chapter 23) [Z:232–235]. Why single out the central gray? It is here that the several

basic emotional systems cited above first begin to converge. Nearby in the colli-

culi of the midbrain are the polymodal sensory cells that first integrate our vision,

hearing, and somatosensory information (Z:241–242). Also conveniently nearby is

the midbrain region that begins to organize locomotion.

In the third category of emotions are our higher sentiments. These include

shame, guilt, contempt, envy, humor, empathy, sympathy, and certain forms of

jealousy. In any Buddhist formulation, at a bare minimum, one would also add:

respect, gratitude, and humility. (The early phrenologists precisely localized the

bumps for many sentiments, and could have added the emotion of sadness as

well. However, contemporary neuroscience tends to regard these ‘‘sentimental’’

emotions as expressing complex mixtures of more primitive affects with our

higher cognitive processes.)

Motivation and Approach Behavior

Emotion and motivation are two words that share the concept of motion. Positive

motivation tends to correlate with forward motion, with approach behaviors.

Those who classify behavior can find the two words very difficult to separate.8 It

will not do to suggest that emotions are what we human beings feel, whereas

motivations are what move our pets and other animals.
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One approach to this troublesome issue is to classify behaviors that express

seeking/expectancy/interest in terms of a ‘‘basic emotional system,’’ one that rep-

resents a generally positive motivation.9 Some of the motivations that underlie a

person’s spiritual quest might fall into this classification, yet the strong instinct to

seek is clearly a property that we humans share with animals.10

I can testify to one aspect of kensho that is relevant to this particular issue. It

was the sudden total dissolution of the motivation to act. The impression was that the

primitive motoric premise had been undermined far underground. A sense of

nonintervention had replaced the whole motivational disposition to approach

[Z:607–608, 220–222]. One cannot imagine so total a vacancy of approach behav-

ior. Its absence can be fully appreciated only in retrospect.

In neuroimaging studies, many of our ordinary approach feelings and

behaviors tend to correlate with left-sided activations.11 Circuits involving the nu-

cleus accumbens are among those contributing to our positive ‘‘forward-leaning’’

approach behaviors [Z:169–172, 620]. A key source for many of these activations

of the accumbens are the dopamine nerve cells of the ventral tegmental area, an-

other midbrain region near the central gray.

The instinct to seek out and approach is deeply rooted and exerts a powerful

influence. No fence and no horizon line can contain the human quest. Three

classic lines by John Masefield, evoke both its feverish quality and the way it

empowers the brains of animals and humans alike:

Go forth to seek; the quarry never found

Is still a fever to the questing hound,

The skyline is a promise, not a bound.

Frowning as an Index of Displeasure

We do not have to actually move backward to show displeasure. A simple frown

suffices. The corrugator muscle lowers and contracts (knits) our brow. Bradley and

Lang collected an International Affective Picture System (IAPS). Their series of

pleasant pictures ranged from flowers to erotica. Unpleasant pictures ranged from

a fork to a mutilated body. It was the unpleasant pictures that most contracted the

frowning muscle, as shown by its EMG responses.12 (Could long-term meditative

training serve as a kind of long-acting ‘‘Botox,’’ this time for the brain?)

Introductory Comments about the Lateralization of Emotional Functions

Emotions arise from many regions. Our individual brains are different, and our

two hemispheres are also different. Still, positive affective states and traits do tend

to correlate with more left frontal and other left-sided activations (see chapters 43,

50, and 52).
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Some important clinical evidence supports this interpretation. The more

the left hemisphere is acutely inactivated by an amobarbital infusion, the more

this allows the right hemisphere to be released from the prior tight inhibi-

tory hold of its partner. Now disinhibited, this liberated right hemisphere can

express its own inherent tendencies toward more negative feelings.13 This release

of right hemispheric functions by an acute left-sided lesion serves as one explana-

tion for the patients’ unusual symptoms and pointing behavior described in chap-

ter 8.

When music students listen to jazz, rock, or classical music, their EEG acti-

vation patterns indicate that positive emotional attributions correlate more with

left temporal activations. In contrast, negative emotional responses correlate with

more bilateral patterns that show a right frontotemporal distribution.14

MEG studies show that our brain reacts quickly to the expression on another

person’s face. In 150 ms, the right fusiform gyrus becomes activated in response to

faces that are expressing emotion. Here, happy expressions evoke stronger

responses than disgust.15

When subjects respond to pleasant or unpleasant words, their fMRI signals

vary accordingly. Unpleasant words stimulate the right amygdala. Pleasant words

activate the left frontal pole. Words of both types generate strong responses from

the left anterior cingulate cortex under the curve of the corpus callosum (the

genu).16

In general, responses to emotional pictures from the IAPS collection will in-

crease fMRI signals on both sides in several regions: the medial frontal lobe and

anterior cingulate gyrus, the dorsolateral frontal lobe, the amygdala and anterior

temporal regions, and the cerebellum.17 Unpleasant pictures activate the right

hemisphere more; pleasant pictures activate the left hemisphere more.

Dynamic Sequences of Fear Responses

Fear is an adaptive response. Fear helps us survive, though we feel the cut of its

two-edged sword. Which parts of our brain respond first to the repeated expres-

sions of fear on another person’s face? Our sense of fear also gathers momentum.

Which other regions then participate during the next minute or so?

Consider what is involved. We gauge how much fear other persons’ faces

express by more than their ‘‘wide-eyed’’ appearance. Raised eyebrows and open

mouths also signal that they are recoiling in fright. So at least three factors respon-

sible for our impression can be identified: (1) we register the bare sensory facts; (2)

we discern their particular pattern; (3) we guess which emotion this other person

must be feeling, based on past experience.

When a recent experiment addressed these issues, it was aided by simultane-

ous fMRI monitoring and skin conductance responses. The 22 normal subjects
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were viewing the standard photographs of fearful or neutral faces.18 The first seg-

ment of facial presentations lasted 30 seconds: four fearful faces alternated with

four neutral faces. These first presentations of frightened faces prompted in the

viewer the early increased numbers of skin conductance responses and a signifi-

cant increase in fMRI signals localized in and around the left parietal operculum.

This region included some of the secondary sensory cortex and the adjacent left

insula (BA 43)19 (see chapter 28).

The presentations of the next 16 faces occupied the next 60 seconds. Though

fewer skin conductance responses occurred, they now coincided with a relative

increase in fMRI signals in the right dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA 9), the left

cuneus, (BA 18), and anterior cingulate regions on both sides, L > R, (BA 24/32).

Perhaps, during this intermediate phase, the observer was now entering into more

‘‘top-down,’’ semi-cognitive interpretations about what the frightened faces had

just revealed.

The later presentation of eight faces occupied the final 30 seconds. The num-

bers of skin conductance responses again increased during this segment. This later

phase coincided with a relative increase in left-sided signals. While these arose

notably in the left amygdala, they also involved the anterior cingulate, superior

temporal gyrus (BA 42) and orbitofrontal cortex (BA 11). These findings in the

amygdala suggested that it might be becoming increasingly ‘‘vigilant’’ to a poten-

tial threatening situation, rather than becoming habituated to it. In general,

responses tend to persist longer in this left amygdala than in its right-sided coun-

terpart (see chapter 27).

Other Similarities and Differences

Neuroimaging studies show that men and women mostly activate the same

regions when they process autobiographical memories.20 During one recent fMRI

study from Germany, men tended to show more signals in their left parahippo-

campal gyrus; women showed more signals in their right dorsolateral frontal

cortex. Even so, the two genders showed no obvious differences either in the emo-

tional intensity of their memories or in their memory performances.21

The two hemispheres differ in the ways they represent, and influence, the

autonomic nervous system. For example, the left hemisphere tends pre-

dominantly to influence parasympathetic functions; the right is biased toward

sympathetic functions. Subjects whose migraine headaches are only on the left

side show enhanced parasympathetic responses (vasodilation, heart rate slow-

ing) when ‘‘diluted soapy eye drops’’ are placed in either eye between attacks.22

This local irritant stimulates the trigeminal nerve and the brain stem (see chapter

73).
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Conditioning: Learning and Unlearning

He who has broken the five fetters—lust, hate, delusion, pride, false views—is one

who has crossed to the other shore.

Dhammapada1

There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.

Hamlet, 2.2

Kobori-Roshi emphasized howmuch prior conditioningwe all had undergone. Yes,

at birth, we were essentially unconditioned. Then, as life began to lure us, wound

us, condition us, we learned not only to lust and hate but to take false pride in

false views. We became deluded in many ways, and attached to our delusions.

In their unfruitful manifestations, these emotions and delusions are precisely

the conditionings which Zen would have us shed. Long-range Zen training implies

returning to the native virtues of our unconditioned self and thereby liberating its

most fruitful expressions.

We accumulate bad habits, and they waste a lot of energy. But what is a

habit and how can we change it? A habit is a way of learned responding. We establish

good habits and bad habits. We form their synaptic connections gradually, both

through trial and error and reinforcement.2

Monkeys integrate two kinds of functions when they develop their visual

habits. On the sensory limb of their conditioning, their inferior temporal cortex

helps them begin to discriminate and recognize what they see. Then, on the motor

limb, the dorsal striatum, including the caudate nucleus and putamen, helps them

develop their habitual behavioral responses. When these processes join, their links

form stimulus-response associations.3

You can call this ‘‘learned habit formation’’ if you wish, but the message is

clear. Once we establish a bad habit, it will not be easy to unlearn. Unlearning

means gradually enabling these sensorimotor and all their other allied circuits to

become less active [Z:327–334].

The cerebellum also participates in conditioning. The way it contributes to

motor learning in animals can be demonstrated as follows. A tone is delivered.

The sound is followed—0.1 to 1.5 seconds later—by a puff of air directed to the

eye.4 After many trials, the animals become conditioned. They will close their eye-

lids just before the predicted arrival of the air puff. The interpositus nucleus, deep

in the cerebellum, is one of several sites in the configuration that yields this condi-

tioned response. It is relatively easy to extinguish such conditioning. Extinction
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occurs after the tone stimulus is delivered several times, but is not followed by the

air puff.

Fear conditioning is different. Again, a tone serves as the conditioned stimu-

lus. The animals soon learn that it will be followed by a more aversive (uncondi-

tioned) stimulus, namely a foot shock. Connections in the amygdala that engage

its lateral and central nuclei play a prominent role in the circuitry for this form

of conditioned learning. Other limbic and paralimbic regions are also involved

in assessing the nature of this and other fearful stimuli that might lurk in the

environment.5

Human Studies of Conditioning

If you happen to score higher on state and trait anxiety tests, you can be more

easily conditioned in the laboratory. On the basis of their scores on such tests,

five male subjects were preselected to be more neurotic and anxious than average.

PET scans then monitored these more anxious subjects during three phases

of their responses: an initial phase of habituation to a tone; a conditioning phase

in which the tone was paired with a brief shock to the wrist; and finally, during a

phase of extinction. In this third phase, the tone was simply presented by itself

once more.6

Given these experimental conditions, you might think that extinction could

mean that the conditioned response was simply being allowed to dwindle, in a

sense by default. However, the extinction phase was revealed to be one of activ-

ity, not passivity. During extinction, six regions of the right hemisphere showed

more activation than occurred during the habituation phase: the orbitofrontal cor-

tex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior and superior frontal cortex, and inferior

and middle temporal cortex. However, in the left hemisphere, only 2 regions were

activated: BA 19 and the superior frontal cortex. No activation was apparent in

the amygdala.

fMRI studies of conditioning were conducted on nine volunteers (seven

male and two female).7 The subjects looked at neutral-appearing faces, two male

faces and two female. However, these faces were conditioned by being paired

with an aversive tone. Skin conductance responses confirmed that the subjects

did acquire conditioned autonomic responses. Conditioning increased signals in

both the anterior cingulate and anterior insula regions, and in the medial parietal

cortex. The anterior cingulate signals clearly appeared to anticipate the arrival of

the aversive stimulus. This suggested that the subjects were linking unpleasant

pain circuitry with memory.

Two subjects showed a rapid habituation in their amygdala signals just to

the tone stimulus alone. This rapid habituation of the signals suggested that their
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amygdala was participating only in the early phase of the aversive conditioning

(see chapter 27).

What about the motor limb of this conditioning response? It was evident in

the enhanced signals from the supplementary motor area and in both premotor

cortical regions, as well as in the red nucleus of the midbrain.

The neuroimaging data cited here tap only simpler forms of aversive condi-

tioning. All the other ways that society conditions us have yet to be studied. Even

so, it is already clear that our limbic and paralimbic systems, and those of our

brainstem, enter into making us blush with shame, flush with anger, glow with

pride, blanch with fear, and clutch with desire.

Conditioning and Extinction in Zen

Though major Zen insights acutely penetrate one’s conscious experience, con-

sciousness thereafter identifies mostly their surface expressions. Why? Because

prajna cuts off the person’s old visceral conditionings at deep, inexpressible levels.

These silent subterranean processes might seem to have deprogrammed self-

consciousness for only a few hours. However, their enduring changes set the

stage for a redirection of the person’s prior unfruitful personality traits.

Nirvana translates as extinction [Z:579–580]. Given the results cited above in

the PET study of extinction,8 a testable hypothesis would suggest that right hemi-

sphere regions could play the more active role in the extinctions of the egocentric

self during kensho-satori. However, these PET results first need to be confirmed

by fMRI in normal subjects, under stringent conditions that firmly establish a true

baseline of absolute data for the two hemispheres, thus avoiding relative compari-

sons between the two sides (see chapters 43, 50 and 59).

Buddhist practices involve other kinds of self-induced positive, affirmative

conditioning. They enter into our developing ‘‘good habits.’’ How can we cul-

tivate them along the route toward genuine compassion? Chapter 89 discusses

this important topic and its implications for ongoing and future neuroimaging

research.
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61

Addictions

Every form of addiction is bad, no matter whether the narcotic be alcohol or mor-

phine or idealism.

Carl Jung (1875–1961)

And what is grasping? There are four: grasping for sense-pleasures, for speculative

views (about permanence), for rites and customs, and for delusions of selfhood.

Majjhima-Nikaya I (49–54)1

People keep grasping for attractive things and, once grasped, grip them firmly.

Drug addictions and obesity are now established as major problems in society.

Reviewing drug addiction recently in the New England Journal of Medicine,

Cami and Farre define it as ‘‘a chronic, relapsing disorder in which compulsive

drug-seeking and drug-taking behavior persists despite serious negative conse-

quences.’’2 Some prefer the term ‘‘substance dependence,’’ and find the words

more comfortable than ‘‘addiction.’’

The ancient Buddhist teachings specify the ‘‘three fires’’ of longing, loathing,

and delusion-ignorance. The teachings are applicable both to the problem of drug

addiction and to less obvious forms of recurrent unfruitful behavior. In general,

substances that lead to addiction tend either to induce pleasant states or to relieve

distress, or both. For example, many drugs produce degrees of euphoria. Initially

they act as ‘‘positive reinforcers.’’ Later, they can act as ‘‘negative reinforcers.’’ This

means that they just postpone the unpleasant symptoms (dysphoria) that are sure

to arise on that day of reckoning when these drugs are no longer available.

As a college student, I noticed that the smell of beer whetted my desire for

a cigarette. Similar visual, auditory, or olfactory cues can induce a conditioned

response. This can go on to create a craving for a drug, even though the actual

‘‘liking’’ for this drug might steadily decrease. When Pavlov’s dogs became condi-

tioned to salivate, an ordinary bell served as their cue. As their brains transformed

this sound into a dinner bell, they recognized that this dependable signal would

be followed by food.

Drug addiction in humans may begin as an ‘‘impulse control’’ disorder, a

way of behaving that at first might seem to help the person cope with tense,

stressful situations. Indeed, this impulsive act itself may lead to some temporary

sense of pleasure or relief. A sense of regret may or may not follow.

Drug addiction gradually becomes reminiscent of well-known obsessive-

compulsive psychiatric disorders in the sense that the addict develops both recur-

rent thoughts that cause anxiety and compulsive repetitive behaviors that appear
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briefly to reduce his or her distress.3 Adding increasingly to the addict’s problem

are difficulties in making hard decisions and in judging consequences.

Animal Models of Addiction

Many lines of evidence from animal models are woven into our current theories

of drug addiction.4 What other factors enter into the sensory and motor aspects of

conditioning that make addictive behaviors so difficult to break? A brief survey

helps appreciate that multiple synapses are involved. Two major systems can be

seen to underlie addiction: central and medial. Both systems involve the connec-

tions of the extended amygdala (see chapter 27).

� The central division. This network links the central nucleus of the amygdala,

the central sublenticular extended amygdala, the lateral bed nucleus of the stria

terminalis (BNST), and a transitional area in and around the shell of the nucleus

accumbens. These regions interact with the lateral hypothalamus and with the

ventral tegmental area. They also receive a prominent input from the basolat-

eral amygdala, the insula, a part of the thalamus, and the medial frontal region.

Many different terminals supply the lateral BNST with dopamine, norepinephrine,

corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), and neuropeptide Y. This nucleus also contains

its own CRF and galanin nerve cells.

� The medial division. This network links the medial BNST, the medial nucleus of the

amygdala, and the medial sublenticular extended amygdala. These regions have

close interconnections with the medial hypothalamus. This medial division receives

prominent inputs from the olfactory nuclei, the infralimbic cortex, the ventral sub-

iculum, and the basomedial amygdala. Its output pathways lead to the ventral

striatum, the ventral medial hypothalamus, and the midbrain central gray. The me-

dial BNST contains high levels of vasopressin. Its morphology differs in males and

females, both in humans and animals.

The Dopamine Pathway

Dopamine is crucial (see chapter 24). DA cells in the ventral tegmental area play a

leading role in the reinforcing effects of drugs of abuse.5 Two DA circuits are

involved.

� The mesolimbic DA circuit. These DA cells project to the nucleus accumbens, amyg-

dala, and hippocampus. This limbic circuit is linked with the acute reinforcing

effects of drugs, with the conditioned responses and remembrances that drive the

craving for drugs, and with the unpleasant emotional and motivational syndrome

that develops when addicting drugs are withdrawn.
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� The mesocortical DA circuit. These DA cells project to all divisions of the prefrontal

cortex, as well as to the anterior cingulate cortex. This circuit enters into the con-

scious experience of the immediate effects of drugs. It also is involved in drug crav-

ings and in the compulsion to take drugs.

Not only do the circuits in these regions interconnect among themselves and

with the extended amygdala, they sometimes inhibit and other times enhance the

firing of ventral tegmental DA nerve cells.

The functions of the nucleus accumbens play a major role in the effects of

psychostimulants (e.g. amphetamines and cocaine), as well as opioids, cannabi-

noids (marijuana), and phencyclidine (‘‘angel dust’’). In contrast, other effects of

opioids, ethanol, barbiturates, and benzodiazepines are exerted through the DA

cells in the ventral tegmental area.

The Opioid Pathway

Opiate receptors are widely distributed in the normal human brain (see chapter

35) [Z:213–223]. However, humans differ in the numbers and types of their recep-

tors (see chapter 36). So do animals. Mice can be bred to lack the mu opiate recep-

tor. These deficient mice are called knockout mice. Mu opiate knockout mice

cannot develop analgesia when given opioids. They cannot be lured into self-

administration of the opioid, nor can they undergo an opioid withdrawal syn-

drome. (Mice lacking kappa opiate receptors can develop analgesia; and they will

express lesser degrees of the withdrawal syndrome.) Opiates, like other abused

drugs, lead to the increased release of DA into the nucleus accumbens.

Long-Term Consequences of Drug Use

A person’s acute impulse to take a psychoactive drug (it feels ‘‘good’’; positive

reinforcement) can evolve into a chronic compulsion to take the drug. Then, once

addiction has been established, unpleasant feelings arise during any attempts at

drug withdrawal (negative reinforcement). These symptoms continue to drive the

drug-taking behavior.6

In the United States, despite many years of ‘‘recreational’’ abuse of cocaine,

relatively few users became hooked into the compulsive use of cocaine, ‘‘only’’

some 5% to 18%.7 What pushes the casual user into getting hooked? Animal

experiments suggest two basic mechanisms that shape the progression to com-

pulsive drug use. Rats can be trained to self-administer cocaine. When they

have free access to cocaine for very short periods (1 hour) each day, their self-

administration rates for cocaine remain relatively constant. In contrast, rats

exposed to longer periods of continuous access (6 hours per day) develop escalat-

ing habits of self-administration.
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Later, after cocaine had been withdrawn from both groups for 14 days, the

short-access rats showed the more sensitized responses to a single infusion of co-

caine. However, this late sensitization did not occur in the rats that earlier had ac-

cess to cocaine for 6 hours each day.

Drug tolerance and drug withdrawal are each associated with complex long-

term metabolic changes in second messenger systems (see chapter 37). Activation

of CRF is one common mechanism underlying the development of drug depen-

dence. Locus ceruleus nerve cells fire more during the dynamic, stressful phase of

opioid withdrawal. This additional norepinephrine adds to the anguish of the

withdrawal syndrome (see chapter 32).

In the short term, opioids lower the levels of cyclic AMP and of CREB (see

chapter 37). Long-term administration of opioids activates CREB in the nucleus

accumbens. Early during a period of withdrawal, increased dynorphin may con-

tribute to the dysphoria. When dynorphin activates its kappa receptors in the

ventral tegmental area, the resulting drop in DA in the nucleus accumbens can

contribute to the craving for more drugs.8

Other Considerations in Substance Abuse Disorders

In the United States, some 45% of those who abuse alcohol turn out to have some

other mental disorder during their lifetime. Some 72% of those who have another

form of drug use disorder will also have a mental disorder at some time.9 There-

fore, once substance abuse has begun, it often complicates other psychiatric dis-

orders and aggravates their symptoms.

Other Kinds of ‘‘Rewards’’ That Reinforce Human Behavior

There is still a tendency to talk about discrete ‘‘reward centers’’ in the human

brain. The discussion above suggests, however, that both the positive and nega-

tive reinforcing aspects of drugs seem to act on intricate systems that engage mul-

tiple perceptual, motivational, and habitual motoric mechanisms.

Jung, like Buddha before him, realized how often we get locked into recur-

rent patterns of thinking and behavior. Consider, for instance, how quickly most

humans respond to abstract financial rewards. The ways we set and reset our fi-

nancial ‘‘values’’ have been monitored by fMRI. Normal subjects were studied

while they were performing a gambling task, a game that carried financial penal-

ties as well as rewards.10

Certain brain responses are linked with the level of the monetary reward per

se. Greater financial reward levels correlate with greater increases in fMRI signals

in the midbrain and the ventral striatum.11 Other brain responses are associated

with interactions between this actual reward level and shifts up or down from it.
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Suppose financial rewards are both high and increasing. Only then do sig-

nals increase in those other key sites supplied by the ventral tegmental DA cells.

The particular regions that respond in this context-sensitive way to reward levels

include the globus pallidus, thalamus, and the anterior cingulate under the ‘‘knee’’

(genu) of the corpus callosum.

Suppose the financial penalty reaches high levels. Now fMRI signals

increase in the hippocampus bilaterally. They increase further when the game

players encounter a losing streak.

Addictions are excesses. They remind all consumers that value systems have

practical bottom-line consequences. In an era of abundant instant gratifications, it

becomes crucial to take a hard look at needs and longings. Jung knew that they

include our loftiest, most idealistic impulses. It is easy to become trapped into

‘‘spiritual materialism’’ by habitual, overconditioned ways of thinking and behav-

ing. An ounce of prevention always remains a useful option. For a few, it will

mean a simpler lifestyle, and commitment to a program of long-term meditative

training. These and other conservative measures can help a person avoid unfruit-

ful overstimulation of those limbic and paralimbic nerve cells at the far end of the

long DA pathways.

But now you might be wondering, What will this do to my love life?

62

Being in Love

Our fMRI experiment on people in love supports this proposition: romantic love is an

addictive drug.

Helen Fisher1

On the whole, our results suggest a push-pull mechanism of attachment that on one

hand de-activates areas mediating negative emotions, avoidance behavior and social

assessment, and on the other triggers mechanisms involved in reward.

Andreas Bartels and Semir Zeki2

Readers of every age know that we feel romantic love at levels deeper than those

of our ordinary states of consciousness. Romantic love actively takes over our

lives. Fisher defines it as ‘‘a fundamental human drive . . . a physiological need, a

profound urge, an instinct to court and win a particular mating partner.’’3

If you can think back to when you have fallen out of love, you may also re-

call having suffered the anguished pangs of withdrawal. The similarities between

romantic love and the topics in the previous chapter reflect the ways that both

sometimes activate similar brain regions.
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Neural Correlates of Romantic Love

John Z. Young (1907–1997) questioned whether there was any use for a neuro-

science that could not tell us anything about love. Responding to the challenge,

Bartels and Zeki conducted a pioneering study on romantic love. Their subjects

were 11 women and 6 men between 21 and 37 years of age who considered them-

selves ‘‘madly in love,’’ and who said their love had already lasted for more than 2

years.4 The lovers were monitored by fMRI while they viewed pictures of their be-

loved. They also viewed control photographs of three persons of the opposite sex

but of similar age with whom they had just been friends for as long as they had

known their beloved.

Increased fMRI signals occurred bilaterally in the middle insula, the anterior

cingulate cortex, and the dorsal striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen). The

increased signals that developed in the pre-frontoparietal and middle temporal

regions were more marked on the right. Did significant areas of deactivation oc-

cur? Yes, in the posterior cingulate gyrus and in the amygdala.

Next, Bartels and Zeki studied 20 mothers whose average age was 34.5 Each

mother was viewing photographs of her own child, taken when the child was

about 2 years old. Control photographs included another child the same age

(with whom they had been familiar) and their own ‘‘best’’ female friend.

The authors compared these maternal fMRI findings with those of the

women whom they had reported on 4 years earlier. These comparisons provide

the best current data, from one team of investigators, about how the brain

responds both romantically and maternally when women are actively contemplat-

ing their loved ones. Romantic and maternal love play an absolutely crucial role

in our society. Accordingly, the major comparisons are summarized in table 6.

But first, an apology. In this book on Zen, one underlying theme points to

ways we can diagnose the origins of our unfruitful longings and overconditioned

attachments. The goal is to learn how, and when, to let go when we carry such senti-

ments too far. However, the two examples of love condensed in the table are pre-

sented because they show how defined visual stimuli and affective responses can

be analyzed in a neuroimaging context. The fMRI data exist, but they are no sub-

stitute for the real thing. No love poetry is to be found in table 6.

Correlations and Interpretations of the Increased fMRI Signals

Correlations are hints. Associations are not proofs. Only many years of testing can

establish firm cause-and-effect relationships. Meanwhile, their fMRI data invited

the authors to venture a number of intriguing hypotheses. As chapter 28 notes,

the middle insula has also been linked with active responses to caressing types of

skin-to-skin contact. Activations in the vast anterior cingulate region have been

linked with a variety of roles in emotive processing (see chapter 26). The lateral
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orbitofrontal region also has subregions. At this writing, the fMRI evidence re-

garding their valence—whether pleasant or unpleasant—appears to vary among

individual human subjects.

With respect to subcortical levels of activation, the striatum is increasingly

linked both with our emotive consequences of reward, with our potential ability

to modify our habits, and even with aspects of trust. Signals referable to the sub-

stantia nigra/ventral tegmental area could correlate with enhanced dopamine

activation up in the dorsal striatum. However, several receptor populations clus-

ter in this small midbrain area.

What do signals in the posterior ventral thalamus signify in mothers who

are looking at their children? Perhaps they correlate with visual and auditory

relays that are being enhanced by long, close attachments. Increased signals in

the central gray region could correlate with maternal attachment, given the ways

that both vasopressin and oxytocin are represented here (see chapter 34).

A significant omission distinguishes these two categories of attachment and

romantic love from the forms of addiction discussed in the previous chapter. No

activation is being reported in the septal and preoptic regions.

Correlations and Interpretations of the Decreased fMRI Signals

Some regions were deactivated when mothers and women in love looked at a pho-

tograph of their beloved. These remind us that—especially with respect to Zen—

we still need to know much more about how these regions function. For example,

Table 6

Some Neural Correlates of Maternal Attachment and Female Romantic Love

Maternal Attachment Female Romantic Love

Cortical activations Middle insula (BA 14) Middle insula (BA 14)

Anterior cingulate, above and

below the genu (BA 24)

Anterior cingulate, below the

genu

Lateral orbitofrontal region None

Subcortical activations Medial putamen and globus

pallidus (less prominent in head

of caudate nucleus and substantia

nigra)

Medial putamen and globus

pallidus; more in head of

caudate, more in substantia

nigra/ventral tegmental area

Posterior-ventral thalamus None

Central gray None

None Hypothalamus

None Dentate gyrus/hippocampus

None in septal or preoptic regions None in septal or preoptic regions

Note: The women are looking either at a picture of their own child or at a male beloved in a controlled

experiment monitored by fMRI. The findings are bilateral, except as noted. The deactivations are dis-

cussed in the text.
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what enters into the act of gazing at a loved one’s photograph? Does it elicit a kind

of bonding and merging between self and other that becomes socially useful? If so,

then some of these deactivated regions may be enabling that huge prior self/other barrier to

dissolve. Is this boundary dissolving in the direction of increasing selflessness?

But suppose, on the other hand, that the normal potential of some of these

regions was such that when they were deactivated, the results would contribute

to a kind of reckless oversentimentality. If so, such underfunctioning might be

reflected in a love-is-blind category of responses that would prove disadvanta-

geous. How does our brain normally insert the requisite checks and balances into

such crucial functions? We need precise answers.

Earlier chapters suggested that some right hemisphere regions tend normally

to contribute to a more negative emotional tone. In the data summarized below,

the symbol R > L suggests an important conclusion: the regions deactivated were

always reduced more on the right side.

The decreased signals occurred in these frontal, temporal, and parietooccipi-

tal regions:

� Medial superior frontal (BA 32/9) and lateral prefrontal (BA 9/46), R > L

� Middle temporal (BA 21), temporal poles, and amygdala, R > L

� Parietooccipital junction (BA 39/40) and retrosplenial region, R > L; medial cuneus

and precuneus, R > L

To Bartels and Zeki, deactivations in these regions would serve to ‘‘overcome

social distance.’’ In their view, reduced signals in these regions represent reduced

functions in networks that would otherwise mediate negative emotions, avoid-

ance behaviors, and various other kinds of extracritical ‘‘social judgments’’ that

would hinder bonding.

From a slightly different perspective, one might also interpret such right-

sided deactivations as permitting a more porous boundary to open up between

self and other. This would enable greater degrees of ‘‘closeness’’ and affiliative

responses to develop with the rest of the world. Part VII considers related issues

under the topic of ‘‘Oneness’’ (see chapters 77, 78, and 79).

Fisher’s Results and Review of Romantic Love

Fisher and colleagues recently reported an fMRI study of 20 younger men and

women who had been in love for an average of only 7 months.6 While their sub-

jects viewed a photograph of the beloved, signals increased in parts of the body

and tail of the right caudate nucleus and in the (general) ventral tegmental area.

Lovers who were in longer-lasting relationships also showed increased fMRI sig-

nals in the anterior cingulate and insula. Women tended to show more activity
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in the body of their caudate nuclei and in the septal region. Fisher interpreted this

increase, including some of the more right-sided signals, as suggesting the possi-

bility that ‘‘early stage romantic love is associated with underlying feelings of anx-

iety and craving, uncomfortable states of mind.’’7

In the previous chapter, a prominent role in the addictions was assigned to

the dopamine that was released from the ventral tegmental area into the caudate,

the extended amygdala, and related regions (see chapter 61). Fisher attributes to

DA many of the feelings of ‘‘love sickness’’ that young lovers experience, together

with their enhanced motivational drive to pursue the love relationship.

Desire Advances during Retreats: ‘‘Vipassana Romance’’

Desire and anguish take many forms. During Zen training, both our urgent

desires and our sufferings are grist for the mill of introspection. One form of acute

romantic feeling can develop and has been given a name. The phenomenon is in-

structive, because when it arises in the course of a meditative retreat, its urgency

can serve as the useful focus for self-analysis. If you can become sufficiently objec-

tive to do so, that is.

I am referring here to a kind of short-term, powerful, affective experience, a kind

of schoolboy crush, as it were. My experience with this syndrome of desire-at-a-

distance arose during two retreats more than two decades ago. The new fMRI

findings just reviewed shed some light on the origins of this phenomenon of the

so-called Vipassana romance.8

I came across this phrase in 2004. I had never heard it from any of my Zen

teachers. Why not? Perhaps because Zen tends to simply allow the hothouse at-

mosphere of a retreat to encourage your own weeds to grow. Then, when the

weeds flourish, you may be inclined to work with them, perhaps mention them

to your roshi.

A working hypothesis for this syndrome might view its acute longings as

but one expression of the generalized energizing responses to DA that surge to

the surface during a retreat.9 The syndrome seems to be common among medita-

tors who share a retreat in mixed company for several days.

Chapter 13 listed ‘‘some functions of sitting meditation (zazen).’’ They

included the way meditation ‘‘sponsors many kinds and levels of intuition and in-

trospection.’’ The fact is that retreats soon confront you with an agenda of your own

making. Among the early issues that well up are these brief mental and physical

romantic feelings for someone of the opposite sex. You are now confronted with

one obvious desire. This intense longing illustrates one more attachment. On re-

treat, you have ample opportunity to acknowledge it and look deeply into it. This

is your opportunity to work through your sexual nature, to learn from it, and to

appreciate it. Indeed, once the syndrome is finally examined with clinical detach-

ment, it provides an excellent example of the principle: ‘‘this too shall pass away.’’
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Commentary

These fMRI studies provide an intriguing beginning. How does the slowly ripen-

ing, very long-term development of genuine spiritual compassion compare with

these findings of maternal attachment and romantic love in younger adults? This

area of research will be another project for longitudinal studies that future genera-

tions can await with great interest.

63

The Male Animal: Libido and Ex-Libido

There it is, in us always, though it may be asleep. The male animal. The mate. . . . All

the male animals fight for the female, from the land crab to the bird of paradise.

They don’t just sit and talk. They act.

James Thurber (1894–1961) and Elliot Nugent (1900–1980), The Male Animal1

Virtue consists, not in abstaining from vice, but in not desiring it.

George Bernard Shaw (1856–1950)

Libido

There it is: that insatiable lusting to act. The instinctual drive to caress, to couple,

to overcome any competition. Libido is not a male preserve. Readers of both sexes

can recall how gonadal hormones took over, reshaped their anatomy, and still

sponsor libidinous imperatives to satisfy ‘‘skin hunger.’’

An intricate web of mechanisms generates adult psychosexual behavior.

Though the origins of this web are hard to untangle, many receptors for testoster-

one and estrogen swarm over the nerve cells in the medial hypothalamus and pre-

optic area. And pathways leading on from here release many neural and endocrine

messengers, engaging both our body and brain in multiple dynamic interactions.

Beyond that, several deep medial and neighboring brain regions also em-

ploy a special enzyme. To endocrinologists, the enzyme presents a yin/yang par-

adox. Called aromatase, it converts testosterone molecules to estradiol. Estradiol

does go on to activate estrogen receptors in such key regions as the medial pre-

optic area, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and the anterior hypothalamic

area. But this estradiol still promotes male sexual activity when it acts on these lo-

cal nerve cells, even though it is still an estrogen derived from that earlier testos-

terone molecule.2

Opposites attract. Once their olfactory systems detect the faint signals

of pherohormones, men and women go on to activate their hypothalamus dif-

ferently. PET and fMRI scans have monitored these responses. They show that
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estrogen-like molecules (extracted from female urine) tend to activate the male

hypothalamus. In contrast, testosterone-like molecules (extracted from male

sweat) activate the female hypothalamus.3 What will happen in the hypothalamus

and related regions of meditators? Will carefully controlled studies show that

their responses wane to such pherohormones over the course of several decades?

Might some retreats even give rise to enhanced responses? The pherohormone re-

search model could provide interesting data.

Hormones and Development

The first newborn son is always a surprise. His libido might seem poised for an

early start. Why does that baby boy have such a large penis and scrotum? Because

while he was still in utero, his mother’s placenta secreted a stimulating hormone

(chorionic gonadotropin). This gonadotropin drove her son’s own gonads to pro-

duce temporarily high levels of testosterone.

A decade or so later, male and female bodies undergo further distinctive

changes. Now, high levels of the gonadotropin hormone from the adolescents’

own pituitary glands trigger their sexual maturation at puberty. Recent MRI stud-

ies reveal that women then go on to develop bigger frontal and medial paralimbic

cortical regions in relation to the total size of the cerebrum. Men develop larger

volumes of frontal-medial cortex, amygdala, and hypothalamus.4

Male and female brains also differ physiologically. The fact that Jack

responds more than Jill does to erotic films occasions no surprise. During one

recent fMRI study, the 20 men reported being more sexually aroused by the

films than did the 20 women.5 In the process, both men and women developed

increased fMRI signals in many limbic regions. For example, increased signals

occurred not only in the cortex of the anterior cingulate, medial prefrontal, orbital

prefrontal, insula, and occipito-temporal regions but also in the amygdala and

ventral striatum.

However, only the men also developed significant activations in two other

regions: the thalamus and hypothalamus. The hypothalamus was more activated

in the men who reported higher levels of sexual arousal.

Directly Experiencing Contrasts

Men tend to equate many of their notions of selfhood with their libido. But not

until you lose your sense of self, not until you lose your libido, can you appreciate

their true nature. Only then—in retrospect—can you understand how deeply each

had influenced who you are and how you act.

Did I ever truly appreciate my intrusive ‘‘self?’’ Not until my I-Me-Mine had

first dissolved, and then returned. Back in 1982, it would require this particular

sequence—presence, sudden absence, then presence again—to truly awaken me
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to selfhood’s immensely powerful intrusive energies. Fifteen years later, could I

truly appreciate the prepotency of my libido? Not until it dropped out and then

returned. The two episodes illustrate a simple experiential principle: once you

lose something vital, you will finally appreciate it more.

Perhaps you are wondering: Does this preamble on libido relate to Zen? Zen

emphasizes the primacy of direct experience, not layers of theological, doctrinal,

and metaphysical abstractions. So the reasons for including the following first-

person narrative are threefold. First, it represents an example of the basic Zen

teaching: direct experience is crucial. Second, it illustrates the general principle:

loss makes us more appreciative. Third, this story helps us focus on how our

brain undergoes slow, deep, essential processes of change. Similar subtle mecha-

nisms, operating during long-range meditative training, serve to transform a per-

son’s traits incrementally.

Ex-Libido

Seven years ago in 1997, having watched my prostate-specific antigen (PSA)

levels climb for several years, I was found at biopsy to be harboring a low-grade

prostate cancer. Prior to radiation, my urologist prescribed a 3-month course of

antiendocrine therapy. The technical term is ‘‘combined androgen deprivation.’’6

He said it was designed to shrink the prostate gland.

An understatement. The prostate was not the only thing that would shrink.

Within 2 to 3 weeks, I learned firsthand how my brain and body felt when they

were doubly deprived of both pituitary gonadotropin and testosterone. Another

description of this treatment would be a course of ‘‘prescribed celibacy.’’ It would

shrink, to zero, every libidinous impulse and behavior I had felt and known

deeply since adolescence.

Months later, this drug combination finally wore off. Now I could witness a

very reassuring feeling: my libido was returning slowly to its former levels. Once

again, this particular sequence—presence, absence, then presence again—was

teaching me directly, at visceral levels, how powerfully my deeper limbic nerve cell activ-

ity (and its inactivity) could shape my attitudes and behavior.

Steroid Hormones Influence Gene Transcription

We think, constantly, in flurries. Brisk transitory changes in ions and neural mes-

sengers drive the ‘‘monkey mind.’’ Their time course operates in milliseconds.

Other mental processes evolve over seconds, hours, a few days. They are respond-

ing to slower metabolic cascades.

Steroid messengers act even more slowly. Once testosterone binds to its

receptors on a target nerve cell, many days may pass before the results of the
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next metabolic cascades become obvious. First, the cascade of intracellular sig-

nals needs to reach the DNA deep inside this cell’s nucleus. Only later do the

next chemical reactions emerge to modify the rest of the nerve cell (see chap-

ter 37).

These sentences describe the kind of slow delayed ‘‘genomic’’ change that

would reshape my gene transcription, cause my libido to gradually disappear,

and only later give rise to its subsequent recovery. These words describe the

slowly evolving neurochemical reactions that would transform my psychophysi-

ology, undercutting my impulsive thoughts and my deeper instincts. This cascade

of metabolic steps would slowly reset one major category of my brain functions at

a dramatically lower operating level: Ex libido.

Subjective Feelings and Reflections

Words help me speak from experience. I do not recommend the experience. Expe-

rientially, this lost sexual drive affected me in two ways. It was both a deep va-

cancy of every sexual interest and desire plus a corresponding lack of all physical

and behavioral manifestations. My urologist was considerate. Only when my li-

bido returned did he comment that what he had prescribed during those months

of androgen blockade was in fact, a ‘‘medical castration.’’

Fortunately, this metabolic deprivation was short-lived. Even though it had

cut off the roots of all sexual longing, it was brief enough to produce no other

changes obvious to me either in physical or mental energy, or in many other dif-

ferent motivational drives.

But in the interim, did I miss the old feelings and habits of behaving sexu-

ally? Yes. This reflected primarily a conscious mixture of concern for my under-

standing wife plus a sense of private regret. On the other hand, in one’s 70s there

is also some room to experience a subtle sense of liberation. Furthermore, as this

chapter illustrates, I could view this brief eunuchoid experience with more than

simple professional curiosity. Why? Because it served to confirm an earlier obser-

vation: ‘‘subtractions’’ of the psychic self play a key role in the phenomena experi-

enced during kensho [Z:614, 653–659, 688].

Once again, the facts of actual direct experience—a loss of libido in my

case—suggested an important conclusion: Deep instinctual drives rise up from the

depths of one’s brain. Not until they become less excitable can one finally drop off greedy

longings and attachments [Z:650–663].

Implications for Our Understanding of Sage Wisdom

This conclusion is relevant to the long-range results of Zen training. The genomic

changes just discussed act slowly. Nevertheless, they still transform the way vital
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messenger systems drive our behavioral functions in key regions. Similar slow

changes seem pertinent to the mechanisms causing other major changes in traits

and behavior during decades-long meditative training.

In this chapter, the waning of libido served as a clinical example. But later,

in part VIII, we address different incremental changes that can dissolve other

aspects of selfhood permanently. These will become manifest during the late stage

of ongoing enlightened traits [Z:691–695].

Certain personal attributes are implicit in such late ‘‘sage wisdom.’’ A genu-

ine sage will live harmoniously, all unfruitful attachments having dropped off.

Not the least of these is inappropriate sexual behavior. In this regard, the ethi-

cal restraints of shila remain the bedrock foundation for his or her daily-life prac-

tice, the guidelines so central to Buddhist and other religious disciplines [Z:73–

74].

But the questions arise: What does enable sage monks and nuns to remain

celibate? Is it accurate to think that it is only their strength of character? Does the

red thread of sexuality still color their consciousness so much that they remain

abstinent through willpower alone?

I doubt it. My ‘‘prescribed celibacy’’ taught me that celibacy need not de-

pend on willed thought processes alone. It does not operate only at the level of

imposed, top-down, psychological restraints. A more effective and spiritually au-

thentic celibacy expresses a deep attitudinal change at one’s physiological core. For-

mer hard-edged drives soften, lose their urgent imperatives. Any earlier need to

suppress obsessive behavior simply drops off. These deep psychophysiological

reasons help explain why it is no longer necessary to impose higher-level cogni-

tive restraints from above.

A narrative from the Theravada tradition illustrates how a young Buddhist

monk’s prior training in renunciation had influenced the way he behaved toward

women.7 One day, a group of attractive nursing students visited his monastery

for several hours. These students, wearing beautiful Thai turquoise-and-white

uniforms, sat near this monk (Ajahn Sumedho) all during a lengthy teaching ses-

sion. After they had left, the monk’s revered master, who had led the discussion,

spoke to him about these attractive young women, and asked: ‘‘What did that do

to your mind?’’

The junior monk replied: ‘‘I like, but I can’t want.’’ His master was pleased

with this response. For weeks thereafter, he continued to point out the basic prin-

ciple: a trained monk turns away from wanting to possess. It is a basic lack of want-

ing. Attachments have been tested, and found wanting (see chapter 58). This

attitudinal transformation develops in the absence of any notions of fear, repres-

sion, or aversion.8 George Bernard Shaw, no angel, could see that a lack of desire

was a crucial ingredient in such ‘‘virtues.’’
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Subtractions of Wanting; Nonattachment

Thoughts are superficial. Zen aims deeper, at attitudes. How can long-term

monastic training bring about the requisite psychophysiological subtractions at

depth? One can envision processes at the neurochemical level that transform a

nerve cell’s excitability. These subtle changes start at the receptors out on the cell’s

surface, cascade down into the nucleus, then move back out again to change the

way the cell fires (see chapter 33). In a similar manner can the kinds of slow

changes that subtract a person’s libidinous drives also dissolve, reshape, and redi-

rect that person’s various selfish impulses? Only deep subtractions can transform

a person’s traits of character.

The next chapter confronts the aberrant behavior of those few religious

leaders who violate the centuries-old teachings of their traditions. At this distance,

perhaps the most charitable way to view their failings is as immaturities. No mat-

ter how venerable such offenders may appear to be, they certainly lack the matu-

rity of character expected of their station.

Did some other teachers in the older generations seem both wizened and

more wise? Perhaps they benefited not only from the ways aging changes nerve

cells but also (one may hope) from a more realistic, matter-of-fact approach. Per-

haps they learned from hard experiences, and softer ones too, how libidinous

impulses do tend to wane with each passing decade [Z:653–659, 660–663].

64

Cracks in the Bowl: The Broken Seal

A bowl of morality, if not perfect, cannot hold the water of Zen.

Zenrin Kushu1

Countless neuronal and hormonal interactions drive sexual behavior. Some com-

plexities are built into our genes. By one estimate, 78 genes on the Y chromosome

contribute to ‘‘maleness,’’ serving to integrate male brain and body functions at

multiple levels.

Blood testosterone levels contribute to male sexual behavior, but they do not

explain its wide range, much of which is culturally determined. Item: an adver-

tisement in Time magazine (special winter issue, December 2002).

Will a 3-page advertisement for testosterone alert only relatively few Ameri-

can men to consult their doctor—only those four to five million who (so this ad

implies) already have their testosterone levels ‘‘running on empty’’?

Hardly. Instead, what seems more likely is that such testosterone ads will

tempt millions of other males to find ways to use this hormone to enhance their
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performance. Will our social fabric, already frayed, be strengthened by three-page

ads that tend to encourage more problems with steroid abuse than we already

have among athletes?2

Aggressive, inappropriate male behavior poses major cultural problems

worldwide. Published evidence already documents major sexual transgressions

by male teachers in several meditative communities. A few reports, involving

Zen teachers, stand out as sobering reminders. As one sangha member recently

observed: ‘‘If you put poison in one side of a lake, it doesn’t stay there. It poisons

the whole lake. What a teacher does affects the whole community.’’3 Clearly, such

teachers needed prompt, appropriate psychotherapy and rehabilitation before

they could assume responsible positions as potential leaders.

In some Western forms of religion, the communion bowl used to be sym-

bolic of near perfection. It has since begun to develop cracks in the rim. Publicity

given to serious problems within the Boston diocese and elsewhere continues to

expose the universal challenges that sexual drives and misbehaviors pose.

Charisma is no substitute for character, especially in spiritual matters. Recti-

tude does not need cogitation. It expresses deep attitudes of character. In Bud-

dhism, the moral and ethical values of authentic practice are grounded in each

person’s exercise of restraint and renunciation (Skt. shila). This restrained behavior

applies to leaders and led alike, to both men and women. No member who would

remain true to the real spirit of a Buddhist sangha can enter into any ‘‘mutual

complicity’’ that encourages sexual misconduct. Nor do legitimate Zen teachers

need to indulge in so-called crazy wisdom or to pursue any ‘‘beat’’ or ‘‘zigzag’’

path that might lead their disciples astray.

During the past decade, several responsible senior leaders and their reli-

gious communities have confronted sexual transgressions within their institu-

tions. Working together, they have removed from office subordinate teachers who

could not live up to the trust once placed in them. The problem is not new. Soci-

eties have always needed to confront the moral imperfections of teachers and

others in authority.

In the East, millennia-old evidence suggests that wise leaders understood an

important principle. Though they delegated to subordinates the responsibility to

act ethically and morally, they did not delegate their own final authority to judge

the results. Ideograms still in use today illustrate this time-honored leadership

principle.

Consider the word inka. In Zen, inka stands for a very high-level certifica-

tion. This is no ordinary Good Housekeeping seal of approval. The Zen master

reserves inka only for the few exemplary disciples who have proved themselves

both as leaders and as qualified to teach.

The ideogram for inka has two parts: in is on one side, ka is on the other. The

root meaning resides in the character for in (yin in Chinese). The right half of this
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in consists of an ancient character shaped like our modern letter P.4 In ancient

times this character represented an actual object. It stood for the image of just the

right half (P) of the emperor’s official seal ( PP), after the Emperor had broken in

half the whole seal.

A broken seal—what did this old custom signify? The right half served as a

token, and it was given to the recipient. It certified that this lesser official had in-

deed been granted permission to act responsibly on the emperor’s behalf. How-

ever, the emperor always kept the left half ( P). This confirmed that no such token

permission could weaken his own final authority.5

Religious communities worldwide could benefit from ensuring that no seal

of approval, including inka, is granted in perpetuity. Wise spiritual leaders con-

tinually monitor their subordinates. They delegate responsibility, but never relin-

guish the final authority to judge the results and to act accordingly.

In Zen, it is a practical matter. After all, you are trying to simplify life. You

wish to practice a living Zen, in ways that lead toward greater harmony and sta-

bility [Z:641–645]. This means setting priorities, remembering the precepts, and

following them. You cannot arrive at ‘‘no-thought’’ levels of meditation with a

head full of distractions.

65

Empathies, Mirror Neurons, and Prolonged Affirmative

Attitudes

Workers have often free-associated to ‘‘empathy,’’ seizing on those aspects of the

term that most engaged them, and then bringing the peculiar skills and vocabularies

of their discipline to the task.

H. Davis1

Your imagination is your preview of life’s coming attractions.

Albert Einstein (1879–1955)

The Varieties of Empathy

Empathy seemed simpler a century ago. Then, the original German word—

einfühlung—conveyed the meaning of ‘‘feeling into.’’2 Various disciplines have

since become preoccupied with the many facets of empathy. Like love, it remains

an elusive topic hard to pin down. Empathy tends to expand if you pose such

questions as: how do we learn vicariously from another person’s experience?

Why do some persons become psychopaths in society, whereas others become
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autistic? What generates altruism as opposed, say, to deception? And, yes, how

do we really learn to intuit what is on someone else’s mind?

Free associations multiplied a decade ago. Researchers discovered that

so-called mirror neurons fire in the most anterior and inferior part (F5) of the pre-

motor cortex of the monkey. These ‘‘mirror’’ cells do not discharge only when

one monkey performs certain tasks by itself. They also fire when this first mon-

key merely observes a second (other) monkey that is performing this same motor

act.3

In short, these mirror cells become active even when the witnessing mon-

key seems passive and does not move. Because mirrors reflect, the questions

began something like this: were some local circuits somehow ‘‘reflecting’’ ex-

ternal events? Once again, we address that fertile interface where self and other

meet. Zen-brain reflections arise along this interface.

Clearly, it was a whole system of sensorimotor cells in that first monkey which

appeared to be mirroring the behavior of the second monkey. Indeed, the requi-

site minimal circuitry would include the superior temporal and posterior parietal

regions (both of which normally relay messages to and from the inferior frontal

cortex), plus the added ‘‘empathetic resonances’’ arising from limbic/paralimbic

connections.4 When human subjects were studied with PET scans and fMRI meth-

ods, thalamic and cerebellar modules were also found to be responsive partners in

this vast perceptual-motor network.

Yes, those original premotor ‘‘mirror’’ cells per se did seem capable of contri-

buting to at least a few elementary, automatic, motoric aspects of our social cogni-

tion. However, these cells were not deemed likely candidates for our other, high-

level sensibilities of the kinds that could fall easily within the rubric of the elastic

term ‘‘empathy.’’5

Indeed, in everyday life, how could one split such a continuum of simulta-

neously interacting components? A newer vocabulary was improvised to address

this situation. Its phrases included a ‘‘perceptual-action model of empathy.’’

‘‘Embodied representations’’ were postulated, ones that could be modified by mo-

tor and emotional ‘‘contagion.’’6

Meanwhile, in theory at least, it was becoming increasingly plausible to con-

template highly sophisticated ‘‘mirror’’-like nerve cell systems. Somehow these

would enable us as individual human beings not only to mimic other persons,

but also to anticipate (perhaps even to share in) their belief systems, attitudes,

positive and negative emotions, perceptions, and intended actions. Self seemed to

have ‘‘mirrors’’ that would reflect others, become sympathetic with them. Inside

had ways of experiencing outside.

During studies of inferred pain, for example, subjects could be shown

still photographs. Some of these pictures depicted other persons’ hands and feet

posed in situations highly likely to cause pain. Control scenes showed comparable
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extremities posed in different circumstances that seemed nonpainful. What parts

of the subject’s brain responded to situations assessed as painful? fMRI signals

increased in the anterior cingulate, anterior insula, and cerebellum (as well as tha-

lamus, to a lesser degree).7

Indeed, other recent experiments suggested that fMRI signals increase in the

anterior paracingulate cortex when the observing subject concludes that a socially

interactive situation is implied, beyond the simple notion of entering into an iso-

lated, unilateral intention per se.8

Subtle functional distinctions have recently been attributed to the ventrome-

dial and orbital prefrontal cortex (see chapters 43, 50, 52, 59). When lesions dam-

age this area (especially on the right side), the patients do not readily understand

another person’s ironic utterances or recognize social faux pas.9

The few examples cited in this chapter and elsewhere10 barely introduce the

range of topics that might arise with relation to the ‘‘empathies’’ and ‘‘theories of

mind.’’ Worth noting in any book about Zen, however, is that brief isolated expe-

riences of intense empathy are not in themselves to be regarded as ‘‘authentically

religious’’ [Z:429]. And even if a person’s regular meditative practices do cultivate

a few more of the affective sensitivities underlying empathy, these responses are

prone to relapse. Therefore, the early phenomena of empathy are many fragile

steps removed from that later selfless reaching out implied in fully ripened com-

passion. We discuss this enduring unselfconscious stage later, in chapter 89

[Z:650–652].

Meanwhile, let us close by improvising a kind of koan. It might serve as a

preamble to part VII where different kinds of experiences of oneness will be dis-

cussed. The next paragraph contains the several ‘‘iffy’’ suppositions that lead up

to its question. They are prompted by those same core concepts of self/other that

become involved whenever we try to personalize words like ‘‘mirrors’’ and

‘‘reflections.’’

Let us suppose that the brain’s ‘‘mirror’’ systems were to lose all sense that

anything about their shiny reflecting surface might ever have imposed a barrier.

Suppose further that all representations would open up and become free which

had previously limited the personal self to concepts of only what went on inside

its own skin. Now, whatever remained in awareness could coalesce—in one experi-

ence—with each and every perceptual representation of the world outside.

The question is: How would such a novel, nondual, unifying, identity be ex-

perienced? Chapters 77–79 consider such an extraordinary state of consciousness.

Cultivating Affirmative Attitudes

Imagination shapes consciousness. Positive thinking is a potent creative force. It

influences our behavior and enters at several levels into our response to placebos.
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Years ago, Norman Vincent Peale popularized the ‘‘power of positive thinking’’ in

a book with the same title. Peale’s preachings echoed the messages of countless

predecessors. Ancient India was already well-versed in the transforming power of

kindly thoughts. These millennia-old beliefs entered into the ‘‘sutra on kindness.’’

Its verses today still offer these suggestions to a person who would wish to culti-

vate unlimited kindliness: ‘‘even as a mother watches over and protects her only

child, so with a boundless mind should one cherish all living beings, radiating

friendliness over the entire world, above, below, and all around without limit.’’11

The full text of this Metta-sutta is popular not only in the southern (Thera-

vada) school of Buddhism. In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, its contemporary

practice is personified by the Dalai Lama who says, simply, ‘‘My religion is

kindness.’’

Can skilled meditators learn to focus their imagination on a particular medi-

tative state of loving kindness? Then, by internalizing this state and practicing it

repeatedly, actually go on to change the way their brains function? Some of the

early evidence suggested that one highly trained monk had changed his EEG

by focusing intently on love and compassion to such a degree that it ‘‘soaked

the mind.’’ EEG activity in the left middle frontal gyrus shifted toward gamma

frequencies during this mental focusing.12 This intriguing finding stimulated

widespread interest in the potential of practicing loving-kindness meditation

repeatedly (see chapter 17).

Elsewhere, in a primate laboratory, it was found that monkeys changed the

chemistry of the hand area of their brain while this hand was ‘‘learning’’ to reach

out with a rake (see chapter 41). So it does seem reasonable to suppose that—over

time—well-trained human beings might also learn to enhance their brain’s capac-

ity for compassion through the skillful, imaginative practice of repeated loving-

kindness meditation.

After all, it was only a few decades ago that no one hesitated while singing

that familiar song, the key words to which were: ‘‘accentuate the positive . . . latch

on to the affirmative . . .’’ A few years later, Isen’s reports presented simple, down-

to-earth, confirming factual evidence. After people did feel positive about life

events they became optimistic and developed affirmative behaviors [Z:350–352].

Clearly, given the right encouragement, we have many ways to put ‘‘the

power of positive thinking’’ to work in harmonizing aspects of our attention, cog-

nition, emotion, and behavior. Each one of these functions is crucial, both to our

survival and well-being as individuals and to that of our society as a whole.

But through precisely what mechanisms does long-range meditative training

create enduring affirmative states and traits of compassion? Chapter 89 reviews

some preliminary findings. To clarify these steps will take many more decades of

rigorous research. But already, some simpler models of insight are being investi-

gated with the aid of sophisticated techniques.
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66

Through What Steps Does Ordinary Insight Transform

Consciousness?

Insights are sporadic, unpredictable, short-lived moments of exceptional thinking,

during which implicit assumptions about the relevance of common knowledge to a

problem must be discarded before a solution can be revealed.

J. Luo and colleagues1

Luo and colleagues recently monitored ordinary levels of insight using both high-

resolution fMRI and evoked potential techniques. In chapter 29, we noted their

finding that subjects who resolved ordinary Japanese riddles also activated their

right hippocampus.2 There is more to the story.

In the next study from the same laboratory, 13 healthy right-handed men

and women were monitored with fMRI while they were presented visually with

a series of 42 ambiguous sentences.3 Half of these sentences were very difficult.

For example (I cannot guess this one. Can you?): ‘‘The haystack was important be-

cause the cloth ripped.’’

After 8 seconds of (what would seem appropriate) incomprehension, the

subjects then viewed the solution cue. This word was presented for the next 2

seconds. If this next association word fully resolved the ambiguity, they quickly

pressed one key that acknowledged this so-called, Aha! reaction. But if they

could not understand that this next cue word ‘‘solved’’ the ambiguous sentence,

they quickly pressed a different key. This negative result was called a ‘‘non-Aha

event.’’

They responded quickly in each instance: The Aha! event took only 1.87 sec-

onds for key pressing to occur. The non-Aha! event took 1.09 seconds.

A parallel experiment was also conducted using evoked potential responses.

The Aha! event response generated an obviously greater negative deflection

380 ms after the answer arrived. Source analysis localized this N380 waveform to

the anterior cingulate gyrus.4

Now to return to that ambiguous sentence: ‘‘The haystack was important be-

cause the cloth ripped.’’ We can all empathize with the subjects. Their cue to its

solution was the word parachute.

When we resolve such a puzzle, we need to (1) let go of all our prior fixed

notions about what ‘‘cloth’’ usually means; (2) regard ‘‘cloth’’ in a new way (as the

canopy of a ripped parachute); (3) regard the haystack as something capable of

cushioning the person’s fall; (4) integrate all these ingredients into a novel mean-

ingful ‘‘picture-narrative.’’
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That is not all that can happen. To varying degrees, there can also occur (1) a

‘‘feeling-of-knowing,’’ ‘‘the light bulb effect’’; (2) a feeling of release from being

puzzled; (3) maybe a delayed feeling of relief or accomplishment at having made

the connection.

The Data and Their Interpretation

The fMRI data showed that two major cortical areas were associated with the

Aha! reaction. First, signals increased in the anterior cingulate cortex on both

sides. This was more evident on the right (BA 24 and 32) than on the left (BA 32).

Signals increased in the cingulate even more when the sentences proved harder

(and took longer) to solve.

Second, signals also increased in the left lateral prefrontal cortex (BA 6 and

9). It was most sensitive to the most difficult sentences and remained so through-

out the three blocks of the experiment.

Given what we have observed about how many functions seem to tap into

the anterior cingulate (see chapter 26), the data are open to several interpretations.

The authors suggest that the anterior cingulate became activated as a part of the

general mechanism of ‘‘conflict detection between different ways of thinking.’’

This theory would focus on one dynamic, semantic interface, when incomprehen-

sion faces potential comprehension. This interpretation would emphasize that two

divergent sets of data had now registered in the mental field, and that the conflict

between their two points of view was being detected.

The authors then suggest that the left lateral prefrontal cortex became acti-

vated in the course of breaking this impasse and of resolving the conflict. This

theory would be in keeping with other established executive functions of the fron-

tal cortex, including its roles in selecting among alternatives and in shifting atten-

tional sets.

In the authors’ most recent fMRI study, they monitored the different ways

that their subjects responded to two kinds of puzzles. One kind were intricate ‘‘ce-

rebral gymnastic’’ word puzzles. The other kind were ‘‘homophone’’ word puz-

zles (resembling silent auditory puns) in which simpler task-solving principles

were involved. As expected, signals increased more in the right anterior cingulate

(BA 24 and 32) in responses to the more intricate task and also increased more in

multiple other regions (their tables 2 and 3).5

Comment

These pioneering, high-resolution studies of ordinary insight represent an impor-

tant first step on our very long path toward understanding extraordinary states of
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insight-wisdom. However, a glance back through the steps involved during that

incomprehensible parachute sentence task, and through the sequences of what

else can happen, illustrates that this is not a study of kensho-satori. Not yet. Not

yet.

In brief, these are preliminary studies. Researchers are supplying their

subjects with solutions to what are difficult problems involving language. This

is not yet research into the kinds of spontaneously generated major shifts that

resolve massive existential issues relating to the self. To cite several pertinent

differences:

� An explicit word puzzle is being provided from the outside. It is followed seconds

later by the supply, gratis, of a prepackaged WORDY solution. These artificial con-

ditions do not reproduce the way a koan is presented, worked on for a very long

time, incorporated, and then finally resolved by an internally generated shift into

an alternate state of consciousness.

� Nor does it reproduce the way that a spontaneous flash of insight-wisdom, when it

occurs in the absence of a word, illuminates not just one artificial riddle but a ma-

jor existential domain, and does so in the absence of the sense of self.

� Nor does it resemble the way a sudden, nonspecific sensory stimulus—when not

related to linguistics—triggers the entry into a state of kensho-satori.

� The experimental design is oriented toward what the authors refer to as a ‘‘high-

level cognitive process.’’ Kensho’s shifts are likely to involve many lower-level func-

tions as well.

Some remote similarities:

� Mental tension is being generated by an incomprehensible riddle. (One could an-

ticipate that a Zen koan would generate somewhat similar kinds of mental tension

with corresponding neuroimaging correlates.)

� There is an instant later in kensho when it is appreciated that both elements of a

paradox had coexisted in one large mental field, elements which were formerly in-

compatible (see chapter 77). However, this juxtaposition of mundane reality and

Ultimate Reality has already been reconciled into ‘‘Oneness.’’ No sense of conflict

is present during that prior instant.

� Kensho shifts automatically into a mode that lets go of prior fixed notions. Its inte-

gration of multiple percepts and concepts into a novel, meaningful, global impres-

sion occurs spontaneously and naturally as a kind of effortless ‘‘grace.’’ It leaves no

residue of being ‘‘task-related.’’

� Kensho leaves the experiant with a deep, long-lasting impression of release.
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The epigraph accurately describes the fact that insights do discard all prior

‘‘implicit assumptions.’’ Our implicit assumptions are represented in networks

and modules in the brain. If they are suddenly discarded, then where in the stud-

ies cited are the data commensurate with the deactivations reflecting their dis-

appearance? (see chapter 50).

Thus far, only a single fMRI data point is being used to ‘‘average’’ all the

milliseconds of those different mental steps required to resolve the experimental

word puzzle. Researchers still have a long way to go before their techniques can

monitor all the fast-moving, flashing insights and sequences of kensho (see part

IX).

The techniques used in the studies discussed above are providing very high

degrees of spatial and temporal resolution (see chapter 49). These methods are

now applicable to experiments designed to study certain moments of ordinary

creative problem solving and ordinary intuition.

Different Frontal Lobe Roles in Shifting Mental Sets

Suppose you need to solve a tough problem. Creative problem solving requires

you not only to generate several hypotheses but also to discriminate among them.

Moreover, you must also drop your prior mental set of assumptions, shift deci-

sively into one correct configuration, and hold onto it.6

In most current neuroimaging studies, researchers pose mental tasks for

their subjects to solve. The ordinary kinds of ‘‘matching’’ problems are among

such tasks. These require the subjects to develop modes of divergent thinking, to

sift among these latest options, and then to choose one of them.

During the earlier process of generating more potential solutions, fMRI sig-

nals increase in the dorsolateral frontal region (BA 46), more so on the right side.7

This evidence is consistent with the possibility that the subjects are enlisting more

of their attentional and other cognitive resources in their efforts to add and main-

tain these several new options ‘‘on line.’’ In contrast, the right prefrontal cortex in

its ventral lateral region tends to contribute to set-shifting per se. (This small area

of BA 47 lies between area 45 and area 11 in figure 7). What about the later time

of closure, the instant impression that such voluntary, thoughtful matching tasks

have just been successfully completed? Now, in the subjects tested, the fMRI sig-

nals also increase in other frontal regions on their left side (BA 9, 10).

Why do people shift into kensho? Is it only because their right prefrontal

convexity takes the lead, and actively points some kind of ‘‘baton,’’ as it were?

Does such a discrete quasi-executive, top-down signal direct the brain into a cas-

cade of extraordinarily new configurations? That wasn’t what it felt like. Kensho’s

flash of insight felt thought-less, spontaneous, un-self directed (see chapter 43).
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Several lines of the research reviewed herein raise other interesting possibil-

ities. Suppose a person were suddenly to drop into an extraordinary state, a non-

striving state of preattentive parallel processing. This selfless state had ‘‘let go’’ of

all egocentric functions represented chiefly in the deeper cortex along the midline

(see chapters 50–52). At this instant, it could be a twofold advantage both to con-

solidate such a novel state and to continue to keep that old pejorative self out of

the picture. To stay longer within this new state, it could help if its whole field of

allocentric impressions remained relatively stable, involuntarily on line, during the

next few moments. (This is no time to shift back into one’s ordinary I-Me-Mine

dual operating mode). Now the person’s habitual practice of mindful attentive-

ness during many prior years becomes crucial. It is at this point that it could con-

tribute to the relative stability of kensho.

67

Second Mondo

Many persons nowadays seem to think that any conclusion must be very scientific if

the arguments in favor of it are derived from twitching of frogs’ legs—especially

if the frogs are decapitated—and that—on the other hand—any doctrine chiefly

vouched for by the feelings of human beings—with heads on their shoulders—must

be benighted and superstitious.

William James (1842–1910)

What’s the bottom-line message about meditation?

This book looks into the heads of real people, and seeks the physiological

basis for a few of their doctrines that James might call ‘‘overbeliefs.’’ Zen

suggests that regular mindful meditation can help us let go of discursive

thoughts, become more aware of what is really going on in the present mo-

ment, and help put into practice the intuitions that will illuminate who we

really are and how to simplify our life.

I thought Buddhism was mostly about a philosophy of religion. Why does this book go into

so much neuroscience?

(You should see the first book!) This book is what you might expect from a

neurologist who views Zen training as changing the psychophysiology of

the human brain. The latest neuroscience articles reviewed here suggest

how these transformations could occur as a result of regular daily-life medi-

tative practice and occasional retreats. We have started at the gross anatomi-

cal level, then moved on to where the action really is: first in networks and

nuclei, and then down at the level of single nerve cells and their receptors.
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I have seen some neuroimaging pictures in color in the magazines. From what you are

describing, it looks like these amazing new methods are finally getting us somewhere.

The technical progress has been amazing. Not everyone agrees how their

results are to be interpreted. Still, the tendencies are for changes on both

sides of the brain to underlie the ways it shifts toward more affiliative and

allocentric responses.

You’re emphasizing how our emotions interfere with our seeing reality clearly. Are you

suggesting that our emotional life is bad for us?

No. The point is that life becomes both more efficient and inspired once we

learn how to channel the energies fueling our consciousness into mindful

avenues that become more creative and adaptive, not into trivial pursuits

and unfruitful fantasies.

Wouldn’t it be easier to become spiritually enlightened by taking some kind of a pill?

No. The next four chapters explain why.
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Part V

Quickening

If you really want to reach this realm, do not vainly waste time day or night,

or recklessly misuse your minds and bodies.

Master Keizan Jokin (1264–1325)





68

The Remarkable Properties of Nitric Oxide

Nitric oxide is a gas that diffuses through all psychological barriers to act on neigh-

boring cells across an extensive volume on a specific time scale. It, therefore, has the

opportunity to control the processing of vision from the lowest level of retinal trans-

duction to the control of neuronal excitability in the visual cortex.

J. Cudeiro and C. Rivadula1

When we use the word ‘‘quickening’’ throughout part V it refers to brief surges in

the brain’s activities. In the next six chapters, we consider some mechanisms of

surges and the phenomena that accompany them.

To the public, nitric oxide had long remained unknown. Then it became

linked with the underlying mechanisms of penile erection. But nitric oxide had al-

ready received major attention in research laboratories worldwide—and still

does. By 1998, the Nobel Prize would go to three pioneering researchers—Robert

Furchgott, Louis Ignarro, and Ferid Murad—who codiscovered its effects on caus-

ing blood vessels to dilate. Both before then and since, nitric oxide has been impli-

cated in an astonishing variety of actions in the body and in the brain. From

the next few pages that briefly review its properties, readers can appreciate why

its versatile functions could be so potentially important to Zen and the brain

[Z:412–413] (see chapters 93, 95, and 96).

Basic Characteristics of Nitric Oxide

Nitric oxide (NO
.
) is a gas. The dot signifies that it is a highly reactive free radical.

It diffuses readily through lipid membranes, and its half-life (estimated in the test

tube) is around 6 seconds. Theoretical models suggest that a single point source of

NO
.
might extend its sphere of influence over a diameter of 200 microns. This

would enable NO
.
to act as more than a retrograde messenger at one synapse.

A minute ‘‘puff’’ of the gas might be large enough to influence some two million

adjacent synapses.2

Our other messenger molecules are stored in vesicles. Not NO
.
. It is synthe-

sized on the spot by the enzyme nitric oxide synthase. Like other enzymes, this

synthase is best viewed as operating within a certain microenvironment. In fact, this

NO
.
synthase is activated only in a total system that contains calcium ions and

calmodulin. Calcium ions are released at particular cellular sites, especially where

glutamate has just crossed its synapse to activate its NMDA receptors (see chapter

31). Already we can visualize a microenvironment where a close link exists be-

tween the release of glutamate and the synthesis of NO
.
.



The Neuroanatomy of Nitric Oxide Systems

Antibodies prepared against this NO
.
synthase bind to the local sites where this

enzyme produces its NO
.
. In the human brain, two clusters of nerve cells show in-

tense local staining for this enzyme.3 An intriguing fact: both clusters also make

acetylcholine. These two cholinergic nuclei in the dorsolateral pons are the pedun-

culopontine tegmental nucleus and the lateral parabrachial nucleus (see chapter

24) [Z:165]. The oral pontine nucleus (a source for theta activities) is also heavily

stained (see chapter 29).

In contrast, the serotonin nerve cells in the dorsal raphe nucleus stain only

moderately, and serotonin cells in the other raphe nuclei of the medulla stain

weakly. Dopamine cells of the substantia nigra do not stain, nor do the norepi-

nephrine cells of the locus ceruleus. However, in the cerebellum, Purkinje cells

and basket cells are positively stained.

Higher up, scattered cells stain in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypo-

thalamus and in the amygdala. In the hippocampus, only lightly stained cells are

seen in the CA2, CA3, and CA4 regions. The striatum shows intensely stained

nerve cells in the caudate nucleus, putamen, and nucleus accumbens. However,

cells neither in the thalamus itself nor in its lateral geniculate nucleus are stained.

(This lack in humans contrasts with findings in the cat and other animal species.)

In the deeper layers of the cerebral cortex, a few large cells stain darkly.

Only certain axonal fibers also stain for the synthetic enzyme. High degrees of

nerve fiber staining are seen within the striatum, the basal forebrain, the hypothal-

amus, and parts of the cerebellum. This staining of NO
.
synthase raises the possi-

bility that NO
.
might diffuse out from these more distant axons to reach sites far

removed from their cell bodies of origin. However, the microcircuitry of the stria-

tum and other nuclei is so complex that this fiber staining cannot be attributed to

any particular cell of origin.4

Neurochemical Sequelae of Nitric Oxide: Their Different Time Relationships

It was first thought that NO
.
stimulated only one major metabolic target. This tar-

get was inside certain adjacent cells. It was presumed to be a very different en-

zyme, the soluble enzyme that makes cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP).

Thus, when NO
.
increased, the net result would be to raise the levels of cGMP in

other cells close by.

This NO
.
-cGMP system opens up intriguing avenues through which the

brain could modify its old behavior patterns. Of obvious interest is the striatum.

Why? Because the striatum contains especially high levels of this cyclase enzyme

which is poised to synthesize more cGMP [Z:676]. And, as noted, the fiber net-

work of the striatum also stains densely for the synthase that makes NO
.
.
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Higher levels of cGMP have many crucial long-range effects. They far outlast

a brief puff of NO
.
. Second messengers like cGMP create major changes in the

excitability of their nerve cells. For example, cGMP acts on protein kinase G to re-

shape the ion channels through which messenger molecules exert their immediate

functions (see chapter 37).

Within seconds, NO
.
begins to initiate this cascade of reactions that affect

protein kinase G.5 Relatively low NO
.
levels promote these responses. The net re-

sult is an increase in the rate at which local nerve cells fire in bursts of activity. This

increased burst firing is but one small part ‘‘of a richer chemistry through which

NO
.
elicits biological signaling.’’6

Some ‘‘richer chemistry’’ requires higher concentrations. Now, NO
.
acts

differently, targeting amino acids directly. One such chemical reaction, termed S-

nitrosylation, transforms the properties of proteins that contain cysteine. It pro-

ceeds more slowly than do those metabolic effects of NO
.
which are mediated by

cGMP and driven by enzymes. The time scales of such direct chemical effects of

NO
.
vary. Some estimates suggest that they fall into the ‘‘2-minute range.’’

Whereas ordinary nitrogen (N2) is an inert gas, NO
.
is highly reactive. How

do its chemical reactions go on to alter nearby molecules? The basic preliminary

steps are

NO
.
����! O

.�
2 ����! ONOO�

In this reaction sequence, O.�
2 represents the superoxide molecule. Formed in mito-

chondria, superoxide leads to the formation of peroxynitrite (ONOO�). Peroxyni-

trite can penetrate lipid membranes. It is one of several species of reactive oxygen

molecules which bind to cysteine and thereby inhibit the functions of various

proteins.

The slower S-nitrosylation reactions that occur at higher NO
.
levels change

nerve cell excitability in the direction opposite from those at low NO
.
levels. In

fact, they inhibit nerve cell firing.7 This particular biphasic quality—an initial

excitation, a slower wave of inhibition—is of interest in relation to the way phe-

nomena sometimes evolve through different phases during alternate states of con-

sciousness (see parts VI and IX).

Nitric Oxide Signals and Their Relation to Local Increases in Brain Blood Flow

Buerk and colleagues recently reported an important insight into how NO
.
enters

into brain signaling.8 These researchers measured the levels of NO
.
electrochemi-

cally. They inserted gold-plated microelectrodes into the somatosensory cortex of

the rat. NO
.
increased immediately when they stimulated the rat’s opposite fore-

paw. NO
.
levels peaked within 0.4 seconds after stimulation, and returned to their
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baseline level after only 2 seconds. This NO
.
peak occurred before any local field

potential changes, and before any local increase in cerebral blood flow.

Local blood flow did begin rising slightly later, after a 1-second delay. It fi-

nally reached its peak at the end of the 4-second period of paw stimulation.

Researchers need to identify the precise mechanisms that lead to this early NO
.
re-

lease. The observation that NO
.
is a signaling molecule that can locally increase

cerebral blood flow has crucial implications for how our brain is able to adjust its

oxygen supply to its oxygen demand (see chapter 50).

Even this initial survey suggests that NO
.
: appears rapidly in cortex after a

forepaw is stimulated, has excitatory effects which appear within seconds, then

inhibitory effects which might be delayed for a few minutes, and later has a broad

range of prolonged second messenger consequences.

Clearly, we are in the presence of an embarrassment of riches when we try

to correlate certain of these discrete NO
.
changes with particular events along the

Path of Zen (see figure 1, chapter 4). The issue is not so much whether NO
.

‘‘might’’ be involved in quickenings, absorptions, insightful awakenings, and later

stages of the Path. The question is how its potential roles can be accurately tested,

evaluated, accepted, or rejected.

The research selected below illustrates a few more of the mechanisms trig-

gered by NO
.
that can change relevant brain functions phasically, tonically, and

can operate on time scales that stretch from seconds out to many days.

Effects of Nitric Oxide during Waking and Sleep, and Its Immediate Effects on Synaptic

Plasticity

In the thalamus, NO
.
levels rise 38% higher during active waking than during

slow wave sleep. NO
.
levels are 6% higher during the active episodes of REM

sleep than during the baseline state of active waking.9 Acetylcholine nerve cells

down in the pons provide a plausible source for this release of NO
.
into the thala-

mus. Once there in the thalamus, NO
.
changes the oscillatory bursts of thalamic

relay cells toward more tonic modes of firing. The direct effect of NO
.
on some

GABAA receptors is to reduce their activity.10 However, in the hypothalamus,

NO
.
may enhance the synaptic functions of GABAA in the paraventricular

nucleus.11

More Immediate Pharmacological Effects of Nitric Oxide

Most NO
.
is synthesized in that particular site, rich in calcium ions, where gluta-

mate has just activated its NMDA receptors. In cats, NO
.
also acts selectively to

further increase these glutamate responses at their postsynaptic sites.12 These

localized NO
.
effects, measured in the lateral geniculate nucleus, do not depend
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on the corelease of ACH. Nor are they mediated by GABAA receptors, nonspecifi-

cally.

In the cat thalamus, NO
.
enhances the transmission of visual signals some

72% through the lateral geniculate nucleus to the cortex. Yet a dynamic balance

exists in the visual system. It can shift the visual phenomena of alternate states in

either direction. We have already noted that NO
.
mechanisms also include built-

in provisions for negative feedback. These can block the subsequent responses

that are mediated through the NMDA receptor.13 On the other hand, down in

the brainstem, NO
.
and glutamate can again magnify each other. Not only does

glutamate increase NO
.
production, but NO

.
can then go on to increase glutamate

release.14

Delayed Metabotrophic Effects of Nitric Oxide

When NO
.
increases a nerve cell’s levels of cGMP, this cGMP then changes the

cell’s ion channels and transforms its subsequent excitability. For example, one

glutamate pathway is important in modifying behavior. It runs from the orbito-

frontal cortex back to the striatum. Here, NO
.
signals stimulate the local produc-

tion of cGMP. The resulting ‘‘second messenger’’ cascade then strongly enhances

the tonic firing of medium spiny nerve cells in the striatum.15

Nitric Oxide, Norepinephrine, and Lateralized Stress Responses

NO
.
enters into the delayed stress responses that evolve when animals are re-

strained. Starting 1 day after this acute stress, and continuing for the next 5 days,

limbic nerve cells express more NO
.
synthesizing activity in the amygdala, hippo-

campal formation, and entorhinal cortex.16

Stress responses increase the release of NE into the brain [Z:235–240]. In the

isolated hypothalamus of a rat, NE causes a ‘‘dramatic’’ enhancement of NO
.
syn-

thase in the large cells of the supraoptic nuclei. A lesser increase is also evident in

cells of the paraventricular nucleus.17

Earlier in this chapter, we observed how a sensory stimulus to a rat’s fore-

paw caused an immediate increase in NO
.
in the opposite sensory cortex. Rodents

have paw preferences. Like humans, some reach for food with their right paw,

others with their left paw. Some are ambidextrous. It turns out that the cortical

levels of NO
.
in the brains of mice are higher in the right hemisphere. Thereafter,

the NO
.
levels also correlate with the paw preferences of individual mice.18

When normal right-handed humans focus attention on their left hand, they

generate more MRI activation than when they focus attention on their right hand.

In addition, focusing attention on the left hand at a time when both hands are

being stimulated increases the activation in both cerebral hemispheres.19 These
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recent findings support many lines of evidence indicating that our right hemi-

sphere is dominant for externally directed mechanisms of attention, and that the

left side of the human body is more sensitive in tests of tactile perception.

A testable working hypothesis is that at some levels along the sensory path-

way to the somatosensory cortex, or along the networks of attention, NO
.
syn-

thase levels could be higher in the right hemisphere of right-handed human

subjects.

How this hypothesis might relate to a greater afferent sympathetic represen-

tation in the right hemisphere20 and to the greater NE levels in some thalamic nu-

clei on this right side can be determined only by future research.

A plausible corollary is that when enhanced levels of stress during a medita-

tive retreat release more NE in the right hemisphere, this might go on to prime the

NO
.
synthesizing systems more in this right hemisphere. As these stress-related

sequences unfold, episodes could develop that present first excitatory and then in-

hibitory phenomena, as discussed in part IX (see chapters 93, 95, and 96).

Interrelationships with Peptide and other Messenger Systems

Over several days time, NO
.
changes the function of the mu opioid receptor. NO

.

increases this mu receptor’s binding capacities while decreasing its ability to go

on to activate its G-protein coupled receptor.21 NO
.
released from neighboring

cells activates oxytocin nerve cells in the paraventricular nucleus. The next se-

quence of results relays on to levels far below where it generates penile erection

by separate NO
.
mechanisms.22

NO
.
has the potential to increase the synaptic levels of NE and dopamine by

inhibiting their reuptake.23 It is not clear if such an increase might translate into

significant physiological effects in human subjects.

Some neurotoxic effects of methamphetamine and MDMA are related to

enhanced dopamine activity. These side effects may depend on the presence of

NO
.
, whereas other effects of MDMA that are mediated by serotonin do not de-

pend on NO
.
.24 (See chapter 71.) Some behavioral effects of phencyclidine in the

hippocampus may also be mediated by NO
.
.25

Delayed Toxic and Metabolic Effects of Nitric Oxide

Glutamate has long been known to have undesirable excitotoxic effects (see chap-

ter 31) [Z:654–656]. Many are now attributable to the way glutamate increases the

release of NO
.
. NO

.
goes on to damage DNA, lipids, RNA, and proteins through

the basic, nonenzymic chemical reactions just described. These preliminary steps

require both the superoxide anion and NO
.
in order to yield the toxic peroxynitrite

molecule.26 NO
.
could participate in ‘‘etching’’ of the brain.
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Item: The ACH nerve cells in the brainstem are highly resistant to the toxic

side effects of NO
.
. In fact, ACH nerve cells cultured from the parabrachial nuclei

are some 300 times more resistant than are ACH cells from the medial septal re-

gion [Z:165].27 During near-death states, when there is a terminal flurry of excita-

tion/inhibition, when an extra release of NO
.
reaches levels that would prove

toxic elsewhere, and when many anoxic regions of the brain have shut down,

these surviving ACH nerve cells could still be contributing to the phenomena of

near-death experiences [Z:164–169, 443, 452].

Unhappily for healthy seniors who could need help forming new mem-

ories, experiments suggest that NO
.
reduces the growth of new nerve cells

(neurogenesis) in adult rat brain.28 Various kinds of oxidative damage have

been linked increasingly with degenerative diseases of the human nervous

system. The evidence suggests that reactive oxygen species selectively nitrate a

second amino acid, tyrosine. The result is that certain proteins will now have

their properties changed by this new moiety, 3-nitrotyrosine. Antibodies which

detect this altered tyrosine are now available. They can serve to target localized

nerve cells that have had their proteins modified by an unusual local exposure to

NO
.
.29 This could be a useful chemical ‘‘fingerprint’’ for NO

.
.

NO
.
has important implications with regard to neuronal plasticity. The

influence that NO
.
has in changing the brain is not limited to certain forms of

(‘‘shorter’’) long-term potentiation in the hippocampus. NO
.
may also be involved

in different, very long-term potentiation changes that also affect the brain [Z:181,

677]. For example, NO
.
can enhance the growth factor responses of a cell by vir-

tue of its ability to increase both a moiety called p21ras and certain kinases. This

effect that NO
.
has on gene transcription does not require cGMP.30

Commentary on Nitric Oxide

NO
.
has acquired a dual, reputation as a two-edged sword. It can play both

a physiological and a potentially neurotoxic role in the brain.31 Its synthetic

enzyme—NO
.
synthase—coexists in different kinds of nerve cells. Their primary

messenger can be glutamate, GABA, ACH, biogenic amines, or neuropeptides.

Moreover, this NO
.
synthase is found in both short interneurons and in large cells

with long axons. It can occur in their cell bodies, dendrites, axons, and nerve

terminals.

For these multiple reasons, it is at least theoretically possible that when any

one of these different nerve cells undergoes a calcium-related discharge, its firing

activity might also include the discrete synthesis and quick release of NO
.
. The

potential results could add intriguing new dimensions to the limited view we

had a few decades ago. Back then, one nerve cell was believed to discharge only

one chemical messenger at its synapse.
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The heavy staining for NO
.
synthase in NO

.
nerve cells and fibers of the

human hypothalamus, parabrachial region, and cerebellum suggests that NO
.

may play a more substantial role in their functions.

Is a ‘‘cloud’’ of NO
.
released in the brain? It is more likely to be a puff. And a

tiny puff, at that, with a volume perhaps closer to 15 microns (twice the size of a

red blood cell) than those 200 microns suggested in earlier estimates.

The section below, and chapter 73, discuss related aspects of an interesting

observation: glycerol trinitrate—an NO
.
donor—can trigger migraine headaches

in susceptible individuals.32

A general review of the biology of NO
.
systems is available. It presents

many other details not covered in these pages.33

Saved for the end of the next chapter are the ways NO
.
is also being impli-

cated in some of the myriad responses to a different gas. Do not be confused by

its similar name. It is nitrous oxide (N2O), sometimes called ‘‘laughing gas.’’

Relevant Effects of Nitrates and Nitrites as Nitric Oxide Donors

Nitroglycerin (glyceryl trinitrate) was known as far back as 1847 to produce head-

aches.34 A few years later, Alfred Nobel recognized its potential as an explosive

agent. Amyl nitrite was soon discovered. Its vasodilating properties were used to

relieve angina pectoris in 1867. Amyl nitrite ‘‘pearls,’’ when crushed and inhaled,

were often used in subsequent decades as a rapid treatment for angina pectoris.

Since then, amyl nitrite and other nitrites have been used for ‘‘recreational’’

purposes. They are known on the street as ‘‘poppers.’’35 In this chapter, the point

of interest is that amyl nitrite behaves like an NO
.
donor.

The psychosexual aspects of the volatile nitrites are reviewed up to 1982 in

the Journal of Psychoactive Drugs.36 Inhaling amyl nitrite in a sexual context may fa-

cilitate the process of ‘‘letting go.’’ It ushers in a sensation of ‘‘timelessness mixed

with immersion in the immediate moment.’’ The resulting orgasm is described as

‘‘prolonged, intense and exalted.’’ An accompanying visual percept is a bright yel-

low spot with purple ‘‘radiations.’’

Other symptoms of amyl nitrite inhalation include ‘‘withdrawal into the self,

slowing of time sense such that music may seem more distant or slower, meta-

morphopsia, disinhibition, and heightening of emotions.’’ When used in a sexual

context, inhalation has also been described as leading to ‘‘an oceanic sense of one-

ness with the sexual partner’’ and with ‘‘heightened and prolonged orgasm.’’37

Studied by PET, out of the context of sexual arousal, amyl nitrite inhalation

caused a global increase in cerebral blood flow, together with increased palpita-

tion, breathing difficulty, dizziness, and headache. However, among the subjec-

tive reports were also significant decreases in anger, fatigue, and depression.38
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Glyceryl trinitrate is also an NO
.
donor. When given intravenously by infu-

sion it can induce migraine headaches (see chapter 73). Of the migraineurs whose

responses were tested, 23 had the diagnosis of migraine without aura; 21 had the

diagnosis of migraine with aura. In this whole group of 44 patients, nitroglycerin

prompted a migraine headache in 33. In only one patient was the headache ush-

ered in by a preliminary aura. This patient’s visual aura was triggered each time

the glyceryl trinitrate was given.39 In a separate study, nitroglycerin was given by

the sublingual route, again serving to trigger a migraine headache. Plasma levels

of calcitonin gene–related peptide were shown to increase significantly during

the migraine attack.40

In studies of these NO
.
donor actions in rats, nitroglycerin readily crossed

the blood-brain barrier. It caused a noteworthy increase in cGMP in part of the tri-

geminal nucleus in the brainstem.41 How NO
.
relates to cortical spreading depres-

sion (an important mechanism associated with migraine in humans) is currently

under study.42

In summary, when NO
.
donors enter the systemic circulation, they reach the

brain. Their subjective effects in the brain are clearly enhanced when human sub-

jects are already excited. In persons who are already predisposed to migraine NO
.

donors can precipitate the headache phase and sometimes the visual aura.

A Preliminary Survey of Potential By-Products of NO
.
in the Venous Blood of Zen

Meditators

The nitric oxide synthase discussed thus far is the enzyme made inside nerve cells.

However, different forms of this enzyme also make NO
.
. Some of their NO

.
arises

in the endothelial lining of blood vessels and some from various other body tis-

sues. Oxidation and nitrosylation soon form various chemical by-products of this

NO
.
. When these molecules leak into the bloodstream, their levels can be esti-

mated in samples of peripheral venous blood. The levels of lipid peroxides and of

nitrate/nitrite in the blood can serve as two indirect indices of the NO
.
that has

arisen from multiple sources.

This total pool of potential by-products of NO
.
was assessed recently in a

group of 20 adult Korean Zen meditators. They had practiced once or twice a

week for 4 to 5 years.43 The matched control group had not practiced any form of

stress management. The Zen group showed lower levels of lipid peroxides (17 vs.

28 micromoles), but had higher baseline levels of serum nitrate/nitrite (4.6 vs 2.5

micromoles). Samples drawn before and after one hour of zazen meditation

showed no change.

It would seem premature to comment on these findings. However, such a

pioneering study draws attention to how much we need to know about the
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ways long-term meditative practice influences nitric oxide and its neuro-

chemical sequences in the central nervous system. Studies of spinal fluid are

awaited.

Our brain can synthesize NO
.
discretely and spontaneously. How do its re-

markable properties enter into the phenomena of alternate states of conscious-

ness? This seems likely to be a fertile field of research for decades to come.

A different gas, with a similar name, caused considerable attention centuries

earlier. The next chapter discusses nitrous oxide.

69

The Nitrous Oxide Connection

The atmosphere of the highest of all possible heavens must be composed of this gas.

Robert Southey (1774–1843)1

High praise for another gas. Two centuries ago, nitrous oxide already had a repu-

tation for prominent psychoactive effects. The British romantic poet Robert

Southey certainly enjoyed getting high on nitrous oxide. His contemporary,

Samuel Coleridge, while also under the influence of N2O, felt ‘‘more unmingled

pleasure than I had ever before experienced.’’2 No less an observer than William

James had also described, in 1882, its ‘‘tremendously exciting sense of an intense

metaphysical illumination’’ [Z:407–413]. Because N2O activated motoric systems

and energized impulsive behaviors, it had already become known as ‘‘laughing

gas.’’

Then it was noticed that N2O had pain-relieving properties. This led to its

use in dental surgery to produce analgesia and mild anesthesia. Recent preclinical

studies have suggested that N2O releases beta-endorphin and also influences sev-

eral other neuromessenger systems.

Nitrous Oxide Effects on Endorphins

N2O does increase the release of opioid peptides into the central gray of the mid-

brain. There, these opioids inhibit GABA nerve cells, which had been in the pro-

cess of inhibiting the release of norepinephrine from its descending pathways. NE

functions were then released as a result of this disinhibition. These mechanisms

could then be invoked to explain—at levels below the central gray—many of the

analgesic and antinociceptive effects of N2O.3

Other research in the mouse demonstrates that antibodies to dynorphin or

met-enkephalin block the antinociceptive effect of N2O.4
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Nitrous Oxide Increases Corticotropin-Releasing Factor and Norepinephrine

N2O also acts at a higher level to increase the release of NE. It activates CRF nerve

cells in the paraventricular nucleus of the rat hypothalamus and enhances the

rat’s antinociceptive reflexes at lower levels. A CRF antagonist reduces the activ-

ity of locus ceruleus cells and also reduces this antinociceptive effect.5

Other Nitrous Oxide Effects on Glutamate and GABA Systems

In tissue culture, N2O blocks glutamate receptors of the NMDA type on rat hippo-

campal nerve cells, and slightly enhances the actions of GABA on GABAA recep-

tors.6 These in vitro findings are curious, because certain nerve cells degenerate in

the back of the brain when normal adult rats are exposed to N2O for only a short

period.

An important point: These neurotoxic changes in living animals localize

to one particular spot: that region near the posterior cingulate gyrus and the

retrosplenial cortex which stays extraactive—even at rest—in normal human

subjects [Z:282-283] (see chapter 50). This localized N2O toxicity resembles the

effects caused by other drugs that block NMDA receptors. For example, the anes-

thetic drug ketamine also blocks NMDA receptors, and it causes the same dis-

tinctive localized neurotoxic side effects.7 So too does the illicit psychoactive

drug phencyclidine (‘‘angel dust’’). In contrast, GABAergic agents stop this toxic

reaction.

It is true that N2O has some NMDA receptor blocking properties, and that it

may also weakly enhance GABA receptor activity. However, present evidence

suggests that these particular retrosplenial and posterior cingulate cells are vul-

nerable to further overfiring when the brain is exposed to N2O, ketamine, and

phencyclidine. The responsible mechanisms, though very important, remain to be

defined.8

Supporting this ‘‘overfiring toxicity’’ hypothesis is the finding that N2O pro-

duces histological evidence of increased neuronal activity affecting multiple cells

throughout the rat nervous system,9 and that it can also block certain receptors.10

To the degree that some of our normal self/other functions are referable to

this same active medial retrosplenial and posterior cingulate region and that they

seem to drop off during long-term meditative training, then its vulnerabilities

would seem to make it an interesting candidate for longitudinal neuroimaging re-

search and postmortem histological studies [Z:653–659].

One PET study involved human volunteers who were responding to painful

heat applied to the skin of their left forearm. Breathing even as little as 20% N2O

activated the paraolfactory area (BA 25) and the orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10 and
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11). These two activated sites become of interest, because stimulations delivered to

these two regions have been reported (in separate studies) to cause analgesia, pre-

sumably by interacting with other circuits that modulate pain11 (see chapter 36).

As if this wide variety of N2O effects were not enough, some actions of

nitrous oxide have now been shown to depend on the way it increases the levels

of nitric oxide (see the preceding chapter 68).

Nitric Oxide as a Mechanism Underlying Some Effects of Nitrous Oxide

N2O has been shown to enhance the activity of the enzyme that makes NO
.
(NO

.

synthase). Mice breathing N2O show fewer anxiety-like behaviors. Suppose, on

the other hand, you now inhibit their NO
.
synthase. After this, N2O no longer

stops their anxious behaviors.12

These findings suggest that some anxiety-relieving effects of N2O may be re-

lated to its ability to increase the release of NO
.
.

A Caveat about Nitrous Oxide

N2O has multiple mechanisms of action. It is not innocuous. Though William

James once said that breathing N2O induces a state wherein ‘‘truth lies open to

the view,’’ these are fleeting ‘‘truths.’’ Indeed, as Peter Roget observed, ‘‘the nature

of the sensations themselves . . . bore greater resemblance to a half-delirious

stream than to any distinct state of mind capable of being accurately remem-

bered’’ [Z:407–413]. In short, inhaling N2O yields an inchoate mixture of symp-

toms that range from delirium through brief expressions that might seem only

partially to resemble absorptions or kensho.

Could certain of the quasi-kensho-like mental state phenomena of N2O

hinge on the release of NO
.
? If so, it will be important to determine which ones,

and precisely when they arise in the whole fleeting sequence. Only when safe

blockers of NO
.
synthase become available for human use will it be feasible to

even consider such a complex experiment.

Meanwhile, the myriad actions of N2O and their rapidly shifting kaleido-

scopic effects complicate its role as a potential agent for clarifying the mechanisms

of alternate states of consciousness. The same reservations hold even truer for

other currently available psychoactive molecules. Their rapidly evolving mental

phenomena outstrip investigators’ efforts to correlate their actions with fMRI sig-

nals, and challenge efforts to time their onset precisely with the aid of EEG, MEG,

and ERP techniques.

On the other hand, the rapid pace of the new NO
.
research that has just been

reviewed and its suggestive relationship with N2O suggest a promising future for

preclinical investigations in this important area.
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70

Self-Abuse by Drugs

Not a drop of alcohol is to be brought into this temple.

Master Bassui (1327–1387)1

(His dying instructions: first rule)

In swinging between liberal tolerance one moment and outraged repression the next,

modern societies seem chronically incapable of reaching consistent attitudes about

drugs.

Stephen Batchelor2

Drugs won’t show you the truth. Drugs will only show you what it’s like to be on drugs.

Brad Warner3

Implicit in the authentic Buddhist Path is sila. It is the time-honored practice

of exercising sensible restraints [Z:73–74]. Sila’s ethical guidelines provide the

bedrock foundation for one’s personal behavior in daily life. At the core of every

religion are some self-disciplined renunciations corresponding to sila. Yet, a pro-

found irony has been reshaping the human condition in most cultures during the

last half century. It dates from the years when psychoactive drugs became readily

available. During this era, many naturally curious persons could try psychedelic

short-cuts and experience the way their consciousness might seem to ‘‘expand.’’ A

fortunate few of these experimenters would become motivated to follow the non-

drug meditative route when they pursued various spiritual paths.

One fact is often overlooked. Meditation itself has many mind-expanding, psy-

chedelic properties [Z:418–426]. These meditative experiences can also stimulate a

drug-free spiritual quest.

Meanwhile, we live in a drug culture. It is increasingly a drugged cul-

ture, for which overprescribing physicians must shoulder part of the blame. Do

drugs have any place along the spiritual path? This issue will always be hotly

debated.4

In Zen, the central issue is not whether each spiritual aspirant has the ‘‘right’’

to exercise their own curiosity, or the ‘‘right’’ to experiment on their own brains in

the name of freedom of religion. It is a free country. Drugs are out there. The real

questions are:

� Can you exercise the requisite self-discipline to follow the Zen Buddhist Path?

� Do you already have enough common sense to ask that seemingly naive question,

‘‘What would Buddha do?’’ (WWBD).
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� Can you avoid sharing in the herd mentality? Drug proponents will reassure you

that it is OK to take drugs of unknown purity, drugs which are currently illegal, on

grounds that you are only following examples set by friends, unlicensed gurus, and

historical precedent.

The Precepts

Buddhism’s five major precepts are designed to include the laity. They are rules of

training, adopted voluntarily. They are not words to be played with, nor princi-

ples to be abandoned lightly. They anticipate serious practical matters.5 In effect,

these precepts say: I undertake to refrain from killing, stealing, lying, sexual mis-

behavior, and using intoxicants.

This chapter is not addressed to anyone who uses drugs and who believes

that drugs have a place on the spiritual path.6 Its pages are addressed to readers

who might be interested in ‘‘trying’’ drugs for various reasons, including

curiosity. I strongly believe in curiosity, but not when it conflicts with my other

principles.7

The Challenge of the Three Fires

The Buddha identified three ‘‘fires’’ as the root cause of our anguish. This is the

triad of longing, loathing, and ignorance. They are also known as the three ‘‘poi-

sons’’: greed, hatred, and delusion. Two and a half millennia later, permissive

societies find themselves ingesting herbal remedies of variable purity, with an un-

usually free access to psychoactive street drugs. Drugs are out there.

Language sugarcoats the issue, makes taking drugs easy to rationalize. Peo-

ple talk loosely about ‘‘drug abuse,’’ ‘‘substance abuse.’’ They are misnomers. It is

as though the drug were an object, some distance away, a thing which was being

acted upon harmfully by an anonymous person. This deceptive wording displaces

abnormal human behavior, projects it somewhere else. Instead, the act amounts

to self-abuse, not ‘‘substance’’ abuse. A real person is abusing his or her very own

brain. ‘‘Substance’’ abuse shifts attention away from the actual, personal brain

abuse.

So let us continue this line of questioning at the level of self, because it is ul-

timately for each individual person to decide how the questions will be answered.

� Will I allow into my body powerful chemicals of unknown purity, substances that

could derange the fantastic neurochemical circuits of my brain?

� Do I have some subversive need to challenge authority figures, and to confront

legal boundaries in general?
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� Is the taking of a psychoactive drug truly in keeping with the authentic spirit of

the precepts—the spirit of restraint that is at the core of a genuine spiritual quest?

� Do I understand that this spiritual path means looking deeply into my own appeti-

tive drives? Do I clearly realize that thirsts, hungers, longings and graspings are

self-indulgent symptoms? That they are to be confronted, acknowledged, and

worked through? That ignorance is to be repaired—not winked at? That to con-

front one’s curiosity and hunger for drugs is an integral part of the training pro-

cess itself, grist for the mill?

� Am I so thirsty for new experiences (so incapable of adhering to that mature com-

mitment, which meditative training requires) that I must seek a quick fix in some

illicit chemical made by someone I do not know?

� Do I know how many risks are involved, how very rare is any outcome of true last-

ing religious import? Or am I in denial, ignoring evidence that might run counter

to my opinion? [Z:418–439].

Who Needs Drugs? Who Needs Drugs? Who Needs Drugs?

During their early meditative training, most meditators will encounter brief hallu-

cinations, illusory phenomena, and other mental quickenings. These are impres-

sive psychic events. To experience them, you do not need psychedelics. These

nondrug ‘‘side effects’’ occur regularly on the meditative path, and are called

‘‘makyo.’’ They demonstrate our brain’s intrinsic, unsuspected, dynamic capacities

at grabbing attention and sharpening it [Z:373–376]. These incidental meditative

phenomena help stimulate many persons to continue on the Path, and did stimu-

late my own search to go further.

But my bias is that of a physician. I was trained to ‘‘first do no harm.’’ My

advice to others has always been ‘‘meditation, not medication.’’

I hope you are not expecting me to endorse any course of behavior called

‘‘beat Zen,’’ ‘‘bent Zen,’’ or ‘‘zig zag Zen.’’ My inclination is to view them as cul-

tural aberrations.

As for that alliterative term ‘‘zig zag Zen,’’ each alteration in the jagged

course of these three zs is accurate. It depicts how taking drugs departs from the

otherwise straight course of authentic Zen Buddhism.

Counterfeit Words

Recent decades have seen several new words coined to soften the often carnival

image of the earlier psychedelic era. That was a time when so-called recreational

street drugs were not just a cottage industry. In some quarters, they were a rite of

passage. ‘‘Entheogens’’ was a term later devised by a committee, meaning ‘‘God
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generated within you.’’ Entheo serves to camouflage the many ungodly hallucina-

tions that can afflict the person who takes a ‘‘mind-manifesting’’ psychedelic drug.8

Next came ‘‘empathogen,’’ a term devised to convey the empathy-promoting

effects of the street drug ‘‘Ecstasy.’’ Spin doctors might prefer that the public

would overlook one other medical implication of ‘‘path,’’ a term whose roots also

imply abnormality. (e.g., pathogenic means capable of causing disease.)

A recent arrival is the term entactogen (Greek: ‘‘touching within’’). This

invention is designed to soften the public image of a drug like MDMA (3,4-

methylenedioxymethamphetamine; Ecstasy). Though it is relatively free from

major perceptual alterations, MDMA can indeed harm the human brain as is dis-

cussed in the next chapter.

Emergency room physicians still see patients on ‘‘a bad trip’’ acutely

‘‘freaked out’’ by LSD. Many health professionals have become so keenly aware

of LSD’s side effects (as an entheopathogen) that they do not need to invent some

new milder phrase for it.

Cautionary Tales

Most paeans to psychedelics were written by people outside the health profes-

sions who had not only ‘‘used’’ them but then survived.9 Do their tales tell the

whole story of their survival? Not often enough in ways that reach the printed

page. Consider Rick Doblin’s follow-up critique, published almost three decades

after Pahnke’s classic experiment in 1962 of twenty Christian theological students

[Z:436–438].

Doblin points to a very significant omission in the original report. ‘‘Pahnke

under-emphasized the difficult psychological struggles experienced by most of

the psilocybin subjects’’10 [Z:436–439]. Only two of the seven subjects whom

Doblin interviewed during his follow-up study said that their psychedelic experi-

ence had been a completely positive one. The other five all had moments during

which ‘‘they feared they were either going crazy, dying, or were too weak for the

ordeal they were experiencing.’’

The original report omitted another significant fact. One subject who

received psilocybin became deluded, ran out onto Commonwealth Avenue, was

chased down by Houston Smith, and had to be tranquilized by an injection of

Thorazine (chlorpromazine).11

Readers discover Houston Smith speaking on both sides of the controversy

during the past four decades.12 He is certainly correct when he says: ‘‘The goal, it

cannot be stressed too often, is not religious experiences: it is the religious life.

And with respect to the latter, psychedelic ‘theophanies’ can abort a quest as

readily as, perhaps more readily than, they further it.’’13 Amen!
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As Aitken-Roshi observes, ‘‘there is a qualitative difference between the

ecstasy, that some people report from their drug experiences, and the understand-

ing, the realization, that comes with Zen practice. We seek understanding, not

ecstasy.’’ Gassho!14

Peter Matthiessen had used several psychedelic drugs regularly for 10 years.

His comment was: ‘‘At no time did the ‘I’ dissolve into the miracle. . . . Lacking the

temper of ascetic discipline, the drug vision remains a sort of dream that cannot

be brought over into daily life.’’15

Eric Davis adds: ‘‘One does not need to be a genius, or even a psychologist,

to understand how easily drugs can amplify delusion, dissociation, and spiritual

materialism, let alone feed into patterns of behavior and consumption that lead

ever further away from the Dharma.’’16

J. P. Barlow argues for both liberty and LSD. However, he does add that

LSD ‘‘is dangerous because it promotes the idea that reality is something to be

manipulated rather than accepted . . . and of course, if you’re lightly sprung, it

can leave you nuts.’’17

Contrasts between Spontaneous and Drug-Induced Experiences

When Allen Smith was 31, he had an experience of what he regards as ‘‘cosmic

consciousness.’’18 He describes his mood elevation during this episode as con-

stant, all-pervasive, and at the level of ecstasy. The ‘‘merging’’ that occurred

during ‘‘cosmic consciousness’’ was ‘‘just being,’’ and ‘‘the knowingness’’ extended

beyond ordinary significance to ‘‘encompass everything.’’ His only prior drug ex-

posure was with marijuana in social settings. Subsequently, he took some twelve

to fifteen ‘‘trips’’ with LSD, hoping to recapture the experience. While on LSD, his

moods changed rapidly but infrequently. On LSD, there was ‘‘usually still a per-

son present to whom something could happen.’’ The ‘‘self’’ was never far away.

The LSD episodes felt like ‘‘an experience.’’

In the Hardy anthology, one woman compared her subsequent drug experi-

ences (of mescaline and hashish) as follows: ‘‘They seemed inferior, impermanent,

working upon me; glossier.’’19

What Would Buddha Do? (WWBD)

Anyone can pose this question today. You need not be a person who professes

to follow the Buddhist Path. When the moral and ethical restraints of sila are

coupled with the support of the sangha, the blend often supplies the useful

ounce of prevention that helps a vulnerable person avoid the later need to seek a

pound of cure.
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On one of my visits to Ryoko-in during the late 1970s, Kobori-Roshi went

to a drawer, took out a small packet, and showed it to me. It was a drug that

someone had given him ‘‘to try.’’ He asked, ‘‘What is your opinion about taking

drugs?’’

I said, ‘‘Don’t ever take it.’’ He replied, ‘‘I agree; I won’t.’’

That is still my advice. No drug studies cited anywhere on these pages

would find me queuing up to be a volunteer subject.

Meanwhile, as this new millennium dawns, we find the venerable Houston

Smith being invited to review his previous writings about the relationship be-

tween psychoactive drugs and religious/mystical experiences.20 The main title

selected for this book, Cleansing the Doors of Perception, is derived from William

Blake. Blake wrote: ‘‘If the doors of perception were cleansed, everything would

appear to man as it is, infinite.’’ Blake’s sentence starts with If. This is a very

big If.

Following Rick Doblin’s approach, let us consider some iffy issues that

Smith’s title leaves out. With all due respect, might it be viewed as leaning toward

one side of the story? True, drugs can heighten attention. Yes, perceptual clarity

can occur at the beginning. However, the drug-induced state soon takes the user

on a roller coaster ride. The rest of the ‘‘trip’’ includes a barrage of hallucinatory

and affective phenomena. It severely ‘‘alters’’ consciousness, clogs it unmercifully.

The drug trip distorts perception. It does not cleanse it.

With a view toward a balanced perspective, it may be useful to recall the

words Blake chose for his own title, under which the sentence quoted originally

appeared. He entitled it ‘‘The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, a Memorable Fancy.’’

Houston Smith does provide his readers a cautionary tale in the personal

comments he voiced to Timothy Leary ( just after Leary had enabled him to ingest

mescaline): ‘‘I feel like I’m in an operating room, having barely squeaked through

an ordeal in which for two hours my life hung in the balance.’’21

Everyone today confronts the prospect of journeying to alluring destina-

tions. Psychoactive drug trips are available. From the Zen perspective, the ongoing

daily-life practice of mindful living remains essential. Brief experiences are ‘‘no-

thing special,’’ whether they are induced artificially by a drug or arise spontane-

ously. As Michele McDonald-Smith says: ‘‘When a person feels that they need

drugs to go deeper in their spiritual journey, they’re just reinforcing the attach-

ment to those particular states of consciousness and the need to get them back

again.’’22

Who needs more needs? Who needs more attachments? The central question

remains: How can I perceive and realize with utmost clarity this wondrous world that I

already inhabit? This is not a question of LSD or MDMA.

The question remains: WWBD?
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71

How Do Certain Drugs ‘‘Alter’’ Consciousness?

A man’s nature runs either to herbs or to weeds; therefore let him seasonably water

the one, and destroy the other.

Francis Bacon (1561–1626)

Word Options

Words change their meanings. Back in Bacon’s era, herbal remedies were

assumed to be good for what ails you. In our era, it may depend on which kind

of compound-leaved plant you’re cultivating in a hidden corner of your backyard

herb garden.

From our pharmacology teacher in the mid-1940s, we learned—second-

hand—that various drug intoxications could blur self/other distinctions. I still re-

member how Professor Otto Krayer illustrated the point, citing an opium smoker

who had said: ‘‘Am I smoking this pipe, or is the pipe smoking me?’’

The psychedelic 1960s introduced radical changes. Millions of people began

to talk about, and use, major ‘‘mind-altering’’ drugs. These drugs did more than

‘‘alter’’ your state of consciousness. You could get so ‘‘stoned’’ on them that you

would retain only a blurred memory of the episode. Years later, users who could

still reminisce wistfully about such ‘‘mind-blowing’’ alterations might proclaim:

‘‘If you remember the ‘60s, you weren’t really there!’’

This book explores a different approach: a Zen that appreciates nature and

rock gardens without getting stoned. Yet today, many still continue to use that

era’s phrase: ‘‘altered’’ state of consciousness. Nowdays, ‘‘altered’’ is often used as

a general term to refer not only to a drug-induced change but to any kind of sub-

stantial change in consciousness (including those in nondrug religious/mystical/

spiritual categories).

I remember the 1960s clearly, not having used drugs. I prefer to believe that

our normal, clear consciousness has many alternative options [Z:305–311]. So I

speak of all these states on the Path—and in a nondrug context—as alternate states

of consciousness (see chapter 4).

Alternate is not a new invention. There is a historical precedent. Zinberg

used it, also deliberately, back in 1977. He chose Alternate States of Consciousness

for the title of his book on this large topic. In those days, ‘‘alternate’’ was an un-

usual choice of word.1 Why choose ‘‘alternate?’’ Its novelty helped it stand out. It

offered a clear contrast to ‘‘altered.’’ That was the point. ‘‘Alternate’’ served as a

counterweight against what had become by then a widespread misunderstanding:
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Sure it was OK to alter your consciousness with drugs. Wasn’t this the quick and

easy way to gain enlightenment?

A quarter-century later, new books are now coming out with deceptive

titles. Contributors extol the alleged virtues of psychedelics as ‘‘entheogens.’’ To-

day, alternate still stands out, as it did in 1977. Its resonances convey an antidrug

statement: Just say No. It’s not OK. There is no easy way.

I do not object when someone wishes to talk about drug-induced ‘‘altered’’

states of consciousness (though ‘‘altered’’ still sounds like what can happen to

your pet at a veterinary office). Nor do I object to those who may prefer the usual

word, ‘‘alternative.’’ It does sound more comfortable, at first. But to my ears, this

longer word does not signal the requisite contrast with ‘‘altered,’’ nor does it ac-

knowledge the rationale for Zinberg’s salient contribution.

As a substitute term, alternate is not without claim to historical accuracy.

Before adopting alternate for use throughout my 1998 book, I first checked out

the word in Webster’s Third New International Dictionary. There I found that among

its Latin roots is alternus, meaning ‘‘interchangeable.’’ There, one also finds the

option—still using alternate as an adjective—to specify ‘‘a choice between two, or

among more than two objects or courses.’’ The key phrases are ‘‘interchangeable’’

and ‘‘among more than two.’’ Do they not describe the many optional ways our

states of consciousness can shift when we are awake or asleep?

Moreover, farther down on the same page, the dictionary has a separate list-

ing for ‘‘alternate consciousness.’’ It is used in this instance as a noun meaning ‘‘a

conscious state dissociated from a person’s usual state.’’ These several usages lib-

erate us from the fixed notion that the word alternate must be defined solely in

terms that imply ‘‘oscillating,’’ to swing back and forth, at regularly recurring

intervals, between each one of a pair, as might occur in the example of an ‘‘oscil-

lating current.’’

In this sequel emphasizing a long-range Zen Buddhist meditative approach,

there is no need to engage in any extensive review of psychedelic drugs [Z:418–

443]. However, recent research indicates that several drugs have pertinent effects

and side effects that relate to our discussion.

MDMA (3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine)

Wouldn’t it be great to feel, and to be, more loving? Don’t we owe it to ourselves

to try Ecstasy, just to see if it lives up to its street name? The two questions express

deep, universal, instinctual longings—the drives to satisfy ourself and our curios-

ity. They also define the root of our problem.

MDMA, also known as Ecstasy, exerts its major influence by enhancing the

tone of the serotonin system2 (see chapter 24). Its overall effects on the psyche

hinge largely on increased levels of serotonin; its stimulant effects on mood may
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relate to some dopamine DA2 receptor stimulation; its mild perceptual effects may

be due to additional activation of serotonin-2 receptors.3

Unfortunately, MDMA has drawbacks. It has documented neurotoxic effects

on those slender, vulnerable serotonin terminals which the dorsal raphe nucleus

sends up to supply the cerebrum [Z:424]. Reports from Johns Hopkins and Har-

vard Medical schools link regular MDMA abuse with persistent mental impair-

ment. In the 1998 study, MDMA users (averaging 60 times over 4 years) were

impaired on verbal and visual memory tests even after they had been abstinent

for a month or so.4 In a 2004 study, heavy MDMA users (60–450 times) showed

significantly slower mental processing and greater impulsivity.5

Single doses of MDMA have been administered to healthy volunteers

who had not taken it before.6 The subjects developed enhanced mood, became

emotionally aroused and more extraverted. Low-resolution brain tomography

(LORETA) translated their 31-channel scalp EEGs into 3D functional images. Fast

frequencies were increased over the anterior temporal and posterior orbitofrontal

cortex, consistent with their subjective symptoms (see chapter 49).

Other imaging studies have addressed the topic of MDMA toxicity.7 The

same major PET study has even been published twice (once in the psychiatry liter-

ature and again in the imaging literature), perhaps for reasons related to its social

significance.8 Thirty subjects were current MDMA users; 29 were former MDMA

users. In current users, the study pointed to a significant reduction of serotonin

transporter sites in the midbrain, thalamus, left caudate, hippocampus, occipital

cortex, temporal lobes, and posterior cingulate gyrus. Female subjects showed

more evident reductions in keeping with MDMA’s greater perceptual effects in

women. Longer periods of abstention were correlated with less severe decreases

in the serotonin transporter site. This suggested that some abnormalities might be

reversible.9

Psychological tests of regular MDMA users show significant evidence of

depressiveness, inactivation, and emotional excitability.10 When these users’ eyes

remain open, LORETA studies show a global increase in various frequency bands.

Greater alpha-2 activity occurs chiefly in the right temporo-occipital regions (BA

37 and 19).

In subjects naive to MDMA, pretreatment with a dopamine DA2 antagonist

(haloperidol) reverses the expected pattern of pleasure, well-being, and euphoria.

Instead, the subjects shift toward dysphoria, anxious derealization, inner tension,

and difficulty concentrating. This shift in a negative direction suggests that the re-

lease of dopamine mediates some of the usual euphoriant effects of MDMA.11

Pretreatment with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, citalopram,

attenuates only a bare majority (about 60%) of the acute psychological effects

of MDMA in healthy naive subjects.12 This evidence supports the theory that
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dopaminergic actions (and perhaps others not yet defined) contribute to the

remaining 40% of the effects of MDMA. Sobering evidence has recently been pre-

sented that MDMA can adversely affect not only the brain but also the developing

fetus in some animal models.13

Ketamine

Ketamine is a dissociative anesthetic. Its major action is to block glutamate recep-

tors at the NMDA* receptor complex (see chapter 69). Normal subjects develop an

acute, highly disorganized, ‘‘altered’’ mental state when they are injected with

even a subanesthetic dose of ketamine. One investigator likens their complicated

symptoms to a ‘‘model near-death experience.’’14 Vollenweider, in an excellent

review, surveys the evidence that this drug state resembles a schizophreniform

psychosis.15 The evidence includes both the subjects’ symptoms and PET scans

revealing their ‘‘metabolic’’ evidence of frontal hyperactivity.

Ketamine is not unique in either respect. Psilocybin (a serotonin agonist at

serotonin-2 receptors) also produces similar symptoms and PET scan findings.16

Both drugs can prompt severe, life-threatening anxieties and major perceptual

distortions. Subjects who experience such ‘‘mind-blowing’’ symptoms will soon

generate other secondary, reactive symptoms in response to them. Secondary ‘‘psy-

chic’’ manifestations then complicate how one is to interpret (as cause or effect)

the PET scan activity patterns both in the frontal region and elsewhere. Future

investigations (e.g., with fMRI) will need to specify the precise times of onset and

sequences through which all such symptoms evolve [Z:439].

Ordeals

Extraordinary states of consciousness arise when several psychophysiological

mechanisms converge. Many of these will be the major stress responses triggered

inside the brain itself. These begin when the person first confronts acute life-

threatening events (see chapter 32) [Z:235–240, 443–452]. Our fear of death is

caused not only by actual external threatening events. Nowadays, such fears can

represent the ordeals brought on by major psychoactive drugs.

Researchers have devised a useful questionnaire to characterize the complex

mental symptoms caused by ketamine and psilocybin. A state called ‘‘oceanic

boundlessness’’ is one primary dimension in this questionnaire. It indexes the per-

son’s levels of derealization and ego dissolution. These phenomena may evolve

into several other feelings that include ‘‘merging with the cosmos’’ in association

*This is not MDMA. NMDA is the particular type of receptor sensitive to, and activated by, the brain’s
own excitatory amino acid, glutamate (see chapter 31).
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with the loss of the sense of time.17 Which PET scan findings correlate with this

particular mixture of symptoms? They include activation of prefrontal–inferior

parietal networks in parallel with deactivation of a striatolimbic network centered

in the left amygdala (see the discussion of ‘‘doing time’’ in chapter 83).

A second dimension in the questionnaire is ‘‘visionary restructuralization.’’

This phrase softens the impact on the psyche of visual distortions and frank hallu-

cinations. In fact, these two symptom complexes are accompanied by the ‘‘dread

of ego-dissolution,’’ and are associated with the subjects’ feelings of paranoia at

being in a life-threatening situation. PET scan correlates of this discomforting mix-

ture include activations of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, of both upper

and lower visual streams, in parallel with deactivations in the left globus pallidus

and parahippocampus.

Subsequent PET studies of (S)-ketamine have revealed added layers of

interacting mechanisms. Even though ketamine acts as a glutamate antagonist at

NMDA receptors, some of its altered state symptoms may also be related to dopa-

mine DA2 receptors. The (indirect) evidence suggesting an increased release of dop-

amine appeared in the ventral striatum, the caudate nucleus, and the putamen.

Moments of heightened mood occurred that ranged from euphoria to grandiosity.

These moments coincided with an increased release of dopamine in the ventral

striatum.18

Marijuana (Cannabis): A ‘‘Gateway Drug’’

Marijuana is often the first ‘‘herb’’ to lure innocents through the gate and down

the garden path toward major ‘‘theobotanicals.’’ Almost half of all 18-year-olds

in the United States and in most European countries admit to having tried it

(really inhaling) one or more times. Some estimate that perhaps 10% of that teen

age group become regular users.19 Its main psychoactive molecule is THC (D9-

tetrahydrocannabinol). THC acts chiefly on the brain’s abundant cannabinoid

CB(1) receptors. The multiple interactions that occur next involve GABA, dopa-

mine, opioid, and several other messenger systems. Similar CB receptors mediate

multiple actions in tissues elsewhere in the body.20

A study of 311 grown twins has recently revealed some long-range conse-

quences of using marijuana. Whether the twins were identical or fraternal, one of

them had used marijuana before the age of 17 years; the other twin had not.21 To

collect these discordant sets is a feat remarkable in itself, given the widespread so-

cial use of marijuana. However, this Australian study appeared to have controlled

for this and other shared environmental influences.

The twin who had used cannabis by 17 years of age was 2.1 to 5.2 times

more likely to engage in other drug use, to develop alcohol dependence, and to
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develop drug abuse/dependence than was the co-twin. The identical and frater-

nal twins had just about the same vulnerabilities to abuse various other sub-

stances. But the most decisive factors in the use of cannabis were the local social

contexts and the peer relationships within which it could be obtained and used.

Thereafter, easy access to cannabis appeared to reduce the social barriers that

might otherwise protect the twin from going on to use other illegal drugs.

The marijuana-induced euphoria usually appears between 7 and 15 mi-

nutes after smoking begins. EEG studies during this induced euphoria show that

alpha power increases 70% over the parietal leads on both sides. Various other

subjective aspects of intoxication persist for 60 to 70 minutes after smoking

starts.22

In humans, marijuana’s immediate actions seem to ‘‘mellow’’ the person.

However, it also causes delayed exaggerated responses to stressful circumstances.

Why? One important clue comes from mice. When mice are subjected first to re-

straint stress and then to THC, the two combined activate the central nucleus of

the amygdala. However, neither factor alone is sufficient.23

In rats, THC (like cocaine, amphetamine, and ethanol) causes large increases

in beta-endorphin levels in the ventral tegmental area, and lesser increases in the

shell of the nucleus accumbens24 (see chapter 25). Most of the other psychoactive

properties of THC arise from its actions in the ventral tegmental area and the nu-

cleus accumbens.25

In acute toxicity studies in humans, smoking marijuana disrupts both the

transient attentional and the more sustained functions that the subjects require to

solve working memory tasks. It also decreases theta EEG power globally, and

reduces the amplitude of event-related potentials.26

D-THC itself, when given intravenously to 22 healthy subjects over a 2-

minute period, produces schizophrenia-like positive and negative symptoms,

alters perception, leads to both anxiety and to euphoria, and disrupts both im-

mediate and delayed word recall.27 Large doses of cannabis can also provoke

an acute psychosis that resembles schizophrenia. Heavy users among young

recruits in the Swedish army had a sixfold greater incidence of schizophrenia on

follow-up.28

Chronic toxic effects were evaluated in 31 subjects who had been ‘‘entered’’

prenatally (as fetuses) into a unique prospective study.29 Now 18 to 22 years old,

they were tested psychologically. One task, monitored by fMRI, required them to

inhibit their responses. The subjects whose prenatal exposure to marijuana had

been most marked showed greater degrees of increased fMRI signals in their pre-

frontal cortex on both sides, as well as in the right premotor cortex. Left cerebellar

signals were reduced.

If the data in this chapter reflect what can happen to the brain on the garden

path toward major ‘‘theobotanicals,’’ it is one path I choose not to take.
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72

Triggers

When Heaven is about to confer a great office on you, it first exercises your mind with

suffering and your sinews and bones with toil.

Mencius (372–289 B.C.E.)

Daito Kokushi (1282–1338) was the founding abbot of the temple in Kyoto where

I first began Zen practice. He entered monastic life at the age of 10. Later, having

worked on the same koan for the previous 2 to 3 years, he happened to toss a key

onto a desk. At that instant, he ‘‘attained a boundless satori of complete interpen-

etration . . . sweat covered his body.’’1

Meditators experience heightened epiphenomena, such as the feelings that

their perceptions are energized, and that their emotions are swinging rapidly in

cycles. One’s perceptions are especially sharpened during retreats. They seem to

enter consciousness faster than usual. The interval shortens between each stimu-

lus and its instantly registered impact. A sense of immediacy arises. Quickening is

a term that can be used to suggest at least one (of several) model mechanisms that

help us appreciate why such surges occur.

Sometimes a triggering stimulus sets off a mystical or enlightenment experi-

ence. Meditation repeated often on a retreat seems to sensitize a person to triggers

[Z:452–457]. In the Zen meditative context, triggers will be striking deep after a

very long prelude and often in a setting involving some inner turmoil. It has been

said that if awakening sometimes occurs more or less by accident, then meditation

makes you more accident-prone.

In natural outdoor settings, subtle and sublime stimuli sometimes serve as

triggers. Yet the historical record suggests that many triggering sensate events are

not only sudden but also startling. Recent fMRI and EEG studies clarify how the

brain responds to such external stimuli.

fMRI Responses to Visual Stimuli

Pavlov noticed the way his dogs pricked up their ears. He then went on to regard

the whole behavioral orienting response as a what-is-it? reflex. Clearly his dogs’

behavior helped focus their attention on a novel or significant stimulus in order

to extract further information from it.

In a study of human subjects, fMRI signals differed depending on whether

or not a visual stimulus was meaningful enough to evoke an arousal response in

the autonomic nervous system.2 When stimuli were significant and did increase

the skin conductance response, the subjects’ orienting response increased signals
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in the right anterior cingulate (BA 24), left hippocampus, and ventromedial pre-

frontal cortex (BA 32).

Another fMRI study examined the effect of unexpected visual stimuli. These

odd stimuli prompt distinctive evoked potential responses, many of which arise

in the prefrontal cortex.3 Enhanced signals occurred consistently within the

middle frontal gyrus on both sides only when the stimuli had an implicitly affec-

tive novel quality.

EEG Responses to Novel Auditory Stimuli

A previous study of hippocampal slices (in vitro) found that bursts of gamma

oscillations were followed by slower beta wave oscillations. In the present EEG

study of ten normal human subjects, loud, novel auditory stimuli also prompted

a gamma-to-beta transition.4 Both gamma and beta oscillations habituated

markedly after the initial response (see chapter 16).

It was the slower beta-1 activity at 12 to 20 cps that trailed the gamma, not

the faster beta-2 frequency of 20 to 30 cps. The earliest phase of the evoked

gamma and beta oscillations was distributed more in the frontal and superior

temporal regions. The later gamma and beta oscillations (peaking between 300

and 680 ms) tended to peak over the parietal association areas. Chapter 47

emphasized how the sensitivities of these regions contribute to our higher mecha-

nisms of attention.

Alternative Ways of Stimulating the Human Brain

Blindfolded subjects report unusual experiences while swinging in a large pendu-

lum in various directions over a 2- to 20-minute period.5 They can lose their sense

of orientation in space, lose their sense of time, pay ‘‘visits’’ to other worlds, and

can experience a wide variety of ‘‘religious’’ and other mystical-type alternate-

state phenomena. These reports suggest that different kinds of vestibular stimula-

tion have ‘‘triggering’’ properties when subjects are deprived of their usual visual

cues. Our vestibular system responds to movement in all dimensions of space,

and sometimes to repeated to and fro movements of the eyes.

The human vestibular system can also be stimulated by irrigating the ear

canals with a cold solution. The resulting nystagmus continues for at least 90 sec-

onds after the stimulation stops. During such vestibular stimulation, fMRI signals

increase primarily on the right side. The increase involves not only the temporopar-

ietal junction discussed in chapter 52. It extends into the posterior insula, the ante-

rior insula, the pre- and postcentral regions of the parietal lobe, the ventral lateral

portion of the occipital lobe, and the posterior extension of the inferior frontal

gyrus.6
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We prefer to maintain our body image in a stable, undislocated place in

space. Vertigo is unpleasant. The wide distribution of fMRI signals in the brain

during excessive degrees of experimental vestibular stimulation is consistent with

the variety of aversive secondary perceptual and emotional responses that can

occur (see chapter 28).

Musings about Kensho

I have wondered for years why kensho happened at that particular place and time

(see chapter 93) [Z:536–539]. Some of these recent vestibular findings might be

relevant to more subtle precipitating causes, including the preponderance of the

normal vestibular representation in the right hemisphere.

I had been practicing Zen for some 8 years. This was the start of the second

day of a 2-day retreat. En route, I had been seated on the right side of a London

underground train, facing forward, looking out the window to my right at the se-

quence of passing scenery. This repeated shifting of gaze and focusing of attention

off to the right could have elicited subtle degrees of optokinetic nystagmus during

a period of 15 minutes or so of traveling time.

On getting off the train and waiting for the next train to Victoria station, I

turned to the right. There, as the train clatter faded, I looked away from the tracks

and off into some ordinary London scenery where a bit of open sky was showing

above and beyond. I had now faced up to the fact that I would be late for the first

morning sitting. To be late for anything is not my style. This was especially true

for sitting during a retreat.

I surrendered the last notion of that feeling of obligation. I let go. I gave up.

Several factors converged at that moment. The ways they came together

could have served as a subtle impetus for initially right-sided responses, some

involving the right temporoparietal junction. Note that one ‘‘heard distance’’ in

the right superior temporal region (chapter 42).

Some Other Lateralized Sensitivities of the Right Cerebral Hemisphere

Our right cerebral hemisphere is dominant for various attentional mechanisms.

These are directed externally toward extrapersonal space7 (see chapters 15 and

47). A variety of tests also suggests that we have a central physiological asymme-

try in the way we process somatosensory data. Meador and colleagues documented

this in their study of 126 healthy adults of both sexes, 110 of whom were right-

handed. Using a weak electric pulse, they tested the sensory thresholds of their

subjects’ right and left index fingers. Among their normal right-handed subjects,

the left fingers were significantly more sensitive than were the right fingers in all

age groups.
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The right hemispheric functional dominance for processing somatic signals

is supported by other kinds of evidence.8 When unusual pains complicate cere-

brovascular accidents (strokes) they are most likely to occur after right thalamic

lesions. Norepinephrine levels are also higher in many right thalamic nuclei.

73

The Extraordinary Scope of Migraine: ‘‘The Hildegard

Syndrome’’

Migraine is a multisystem disorder of neuronal hyperexcitability.

Daniels Pietrobon and Jorg Striessnig1

The awareness that migraine is an expression of the genetics, personality, and way of

life of an individual is only very recently being proclaimed.

William Goody2

Migraine is a common disorder, so common that everyone assumes doctors know

all about it. I didn’t. I had no lecture on migraine in medical school. I had to pick

up my information about its brief quickenings later, at random, as I went along.

However, even when I was a student, we did appreciate that it was a ‘‘psychoso-

matic’’ disorder. The way it occurred in families suggested a genetic component.

This meant that migraine patients were ‘‘constitutionally predisposed’’ to have

symptoms. (We even called this predisposition a ‘‘diathesis,’’ which served to

hide the lack of a more precise understanding.) But not until I was a resident in

neurology did I begin to appreciate migraine’s incredible scope.

The Early Symptoms of the Aura

My patients’ wide range of symptoms soon taught me that migraine was an ex-

traordinarily multifaceted disorder. The aura is the earliest (prodromal) phase of

migraine. Oliver Sacks observes that its early phenomena include ‘‘single and

complex affective states, deficits and disturbances of speech and ideation, disloca-

tions of space-and-time perception, and a variety of dreamy, delirious, and trance-

like states.’’3

Among the several classes of early symptoms, two are referable to various

temporal, parietal, and occipital regions. Why are they noteworthy? Because they

have implications for the phenomena of alternate states of consciousness in gen-

eral, and also for my taste of kensho (see part IX). They are (1) the various visual

illusions that occur during migraine auras, and (2) the particular interpretations—
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déjà vu and jamais vu—that reshape time and memory (see chapter 42). When

this second set of symptoms occurs early, they are not only more intense than the

ordinary (nonmigrainous) variety but also last longer.4

A Personal Account

Until four decades ago, migraine remained someone else’s illness. I then had a

single, brief visual aura, my first and last. I was alone, walking outdoors, on an

only partially sunny morning, around 10:00 a.m. The day before, I had flown

across three time zones to the east, lost sleep, and also came under some unantici-

pated psychological stress. The brilliant aura was classic: a zigzag line of scintillat-

ing ‘‘fortification spectra’’ suddenly appeared way up to the right. At its lower

edge a dark scotoma soon appeared. It expanded and gradually blocked all vision

in my right upper visual fields (in the right superior quadrants of both eyes) dur-

ing a period of perhaps 5 minutes. These visual symptoms cleared slowly over the

next several minutes, as did a mild problem thinking clearly.

Even so, it was a simple matter to self-diagnose these bright and dark symp-

toms as an obvious migraine aura. I waited apprehensively for the severe head-

ache, nausea, and vomiting I felt sure would arrive. Nothing happened. No other

relevant symptoms attended this aura.*

While waiting, I recalled how my father had mentioned having ‘‘migraine’’

headaches as a young man, but he never spoke of having a prelude of visual

symptoms, nor of nausea or vomiting. He attributed his headaches to being

placed under stress at work. Father and son were alike: conscientious; ‘‘visual’’

personality types, keenly sensitive to the aesthetic resonances of color, line, form,

and design. Both were Sunday painters: he highly talented in oils, I dabbling in

watercolors.

Migraine in Physicians

Here I was that morning, having been board-certified 5 years earlier as a specialist

in neurology, still not yet aware that a person could develop only a visual aura,

and not progress beyond that to the other classic symptoms of migraine!

To Walter Alvarez at the Mayo Clinic, this fact was already well known. He

had estimated that over 12% of his male migraine patients did not progress to

the next headache phase (his survey included some 618 persons who had this

same kind of visual scotomata).5 Moreover, when a smaller selected sample of

*Chapter 94 will introduce a separate personal narrative. Chapters 95 and 96 will comment further on
the relationship between the late onset of its very brief visual phenomena and the several kinds of
visual symptoms that can develop in people who are susceptible to this syndrome we call migraine.
The icon on page 277 understates such a scintillating scotoma.
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physicians was interviewed at a medical convention, 38 out of 44 reported having

experienced ‘‘many solitary scotomata with never a headache.’’

In 2003, another selected subgroup of physicians was surveyed. These were

neurologists attending a review course on headache. Among these 220 respond-

ents, 46.6% of the men and 62.8% of the women had diagnosed themselves as

having migraine. In the subgroup consisting of headache specialists, 71.9% of the

men and 81.5% of the women reported that they had migraine.6 (This confirms

the ancient suspicion, usually leveled at our psychiatric colleagues, that ‘‘To

know one, you have to be one.’’)

Migraine in the Population at Large

Selection biases aside, we are in the presence of a very common disorder. In West-

ern countries, one estimate suggested that 8% of the men and 25% of the women

have migraine.7

A recent, well-designed study in Denmark surveyed 3000 men and 1500

women (averaging 40 years of age). The overall lifetime prevalence of mi-

graine (of all types) was 12% in men and 28% in women. Among the Danish

men, only 1% had migraine aura without headache, as compared with 3% of the

women.8

Another large study focused on the prevalence of migraine in a survey of

3224 Japanese high-school students (age 13–15 years).9 Of these, 8.8% of the boys

and 9.4% of the girls reported having several visual illusions (of one or more

kinds) during the previous 6 months. A history of unilateral migraine headaches

could be obtained in 11% of the boys and in 13% of the girls (with nausea or vom-

iting, with or without relevant visual disorders).

Note that more than one type of visual illusion occurred in this subgroup of

students who gave an obvious history of migraine. One of these visual illusions

was micropsia, a reduction in the size of objects. It was slightly more common in

boys than in girls.

Parenthetically, a persistent micropsia can occur secondary to chronic local-

ized brain damage in adults. Postmortem studies have been reported in two rare

adult patients. Their symptoms of chronic micropsia were caused by fixed struc-

tural damage in the lower lateral part of the visual association cortex (BA 18 and

19). This hemimicropsia affected one half of the visual field on the side opposite

the damage.10

Studies of Images and Afterimages in Persons Who Are Predisposed to Migraine

I have always had prominent visual afterimages. I regarded both their black-and-

white and complementary color versions as not worth mentioning. In addition, I
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often noted prominent negative afterimages, especially during repeated episodes

of meditation while I was on retreat, or after paying attention to a lecturer who

stood against a light background. My morning meditations are often still accom-

panied by small, round retinal phosphenes. These begin as dull light spots, then

evolve into a dark black spot as local retinal inhibition then responds [Z:378–379].

What predisposes some persons (who have no other symptoms at the time)

to develop prominent afterimage phenomena? (The general question will echo in

chapters 95 and 96 where it becomes more specific: Why did a brief negative after-

image phase occur at the end of my illusion of ‘‘moonlight?’’)

De Silva made a pertinent observation in his outpatient clinic. He noticed

that patients who had a past history of migraine (but who that day were not hav-

ing any active migraine headache symptoms) kept reporting visual afterimages

after he had just looked into their eyes with an ophthalmoscope.11 Indeed, they

reported bright-spot afterimages almost three times more frequently than did the

nonmigraineurs. And the afterimages in these migraineurs lasted a long time: be-

tween 30 seconds and 2 minutes. Two minutes is a long time.

Many recent laboratory studies have confirmed that migraineurs develop vi-

sual phenomena easily. They also have a low threshold for seeing images of

luminous phosphenes when subjected to transcranial magnetic stimulation. This

evidence of hyperexcitability occurs whether the stimulation is delivered over

their primary visual cortex (V1), or farther on over their visual association cortex

(V5).12 In addition, the migraineurs could later draw their phosphenes more accu-

rately, and experienced them in a manner that was more direct, vivid, and sus-

tained than did their controls.

Patients during an episode of active migraine show an evolving sequence

of changes in the electrical activity of their brain. One patient, who had only the

aura of a scintillating scotoma in the right fields, was studied recently by magne-

toencephalography (MEG).13 During the first scintillation phase itself, both the left

visual association cortex and the left inferior temporal cortex showed desynchro-

nization of alpha activity in the MEG. Then, after this bright aura ended,

desynchronized gamma activity developed in the left inferior temporal lobe and

lasted for the next 8 to 10 minutes.

This patient’s aura resembled mine. The study confirms that the early aura is

associated with a desynchronization of the previous local alpha wave frequencies

in the inferior temporal and occipital regions. It also raises the possibility that a

later inferior temporal lobe dysfunction, related to some form of ‘‘desynchroniza-

tion’’ of gamma wave frequencies, might be responsible for the localized scotoma

(visual defect) that often follows the early scintillations (as the scotoma did in my

case). The site of this inferior temporal lobe abnormality lies reasonably close to

that more medial and inferior region where we process colors: the V4 color com-

plex in BA 37 (see figure 4, chapter 23).
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But what accounts for the migraineurs general tendency to develop visual

afterimages when they are having neither headaches nor any visual auras? Is

excitation per se the sole physiological basis for these visual aftereffects? When

researchers deliver transcranial magnetic stimulation at low frequencies, the data

suggest that what fails (under these mixed conditions) are the requisite inhibitory

circuits within the primary and visual association cortex.14 Other recent theoreti-

cal models also suggest that the underlying dysfunctions in migraineurs involve

an alteration in the usual balance between excitation and inhibition.15 Even though

negative afterimages do appear later, they can contribute a relatively strong wave

of additional percepts in themselves.16

In most patients, their brief episodes of actual migraine headaches punctuate

much longer intervals during which no headache symptoms occur. However, for

a few days just before a person’s migrainous symptoms do begin, a variety of

neurophysiological changes often build up to their maximum. These enhanced

tendencies are reflected in obvious dynamic changes in the person’s evoked

potentials, habituation, and EEG activities.17 Why are the excitabilities of their

nerve cells changing?

Recent Genetic Findings Related to Ion Channel Functions

Members of certain migraine families show genetically determined changes in

their calcium channel functions, and also in functions referable to other ion chan-

nels (see chapter 37). These changes could help explain why localized zones of

increased brain excitability occur at the advancing margins of what has long been

called ‘‘the spreading depression of Leão.’’ Clearly, both excitatory and inhibitory

disorders of function contribute to the migraine aura.18

Nitric Oxide and Migraine

An intriguing link now exists between nitric oxide and migraine.19 Sublingual ni-

troglycerin is an NO
.
donor. It serves to trigger a subsequent genuine migraine

episode in susceptible migraineurs. This evoked migraine headache can be corre-

lated with a significant rise in the plasma levels of a particular peptide. This pep-

tide is involved in the calcium systems which can be related, in turn, back to the

gene for calcitonin.

PET scans monitored 24 persons subject to migraine while their headaches

were being precipitated by the infusion of glyceryl trinitrate. The dorsolateral

pons was activated during their induced headache phase. The pontine activations

occurred on the right side when their headaches were lateralized to the right side.

The pontine activations occurred on the left side when their headaches were

induced on the left side. When the headaches were bilateral, the pontine activa-
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tions were also bilateral, with a left-sided preponderance.20 How might excessive

activity in the dorsolateral pons translate into a lateralized migraine headache?

One possibility is via steps that lead to an excessive release of the calcitonin gene

peptide from the nearby trigeminal ganglion on that same side.

NO
.
also has protean manifestations (see chapter 68). It requires no leap of

faith or imagination to propose that NO
.
is sufficiently versatile to be involved in

several mechanisms and sequences underlying kensho [Z:412]. This speculation

could be supported by the late arrival during kensho of the phase of visual illu-

sions (see chapters 93–96). Is there a message in the late arrival of these illusions,

namely that NO
.
may have played some earlier role in their genesis? Many of

these same visual illusions, of course, also occur during the early aura phase of

subjects susceptible to migraine, never to be followed by headache or other obvi-

ous later symptoms that would be easily recognized as ‘‘migraine.’’

Implications for Zen

Migraine is not just a form of headache per se. As the first epigraphs indicates,

one of its basic mechanisms is a ‘‘disorder of neuronal hyperexcitability.’’ When

migraine is viewed from this psychophysiological perspective, then we can appre-

ciate that its net tendencies toward excessive excitation and inhibition can influence the

brain’s responses during alternate states of consciousness.

It seems that Buddhist cultural traditions (and some researchers in the neu-

rosciences) are not yet aware of this information. However, Christian mystical

lore already has ample historical precedent for the influence of migraine. A docu-

mented case in point is the remarkable German abbess, Hildegard von Bingen

(1098–1178). She had many episodes of visions. Sacks directs attention to the fact

that Hildegard left exquisite accounts, and figures, illustrating how various com-

ponents of her own migrainous auras contributed to the countless visions (reli-

gious/mystical) she had since childhood and which she continued to experience

during her adult life.21

How much do we know today about the underlying mechanisms of mi-

graine? It is barely the tip of the iceberg. Most of its intricate neurochemistry and

psychophysiology remains to be discovered. Parts III and IV illustrate at how

many points neuronal excitability and inhibition can change the phenomena of

consciousness.

Problems of classification are sure to arise wherever these uncharted regions

of migraine overlap the mechanisms causing other conditions, including the phe-

nomena of alternate states of consciousness. For decades to come, confusion at

these interfaces is likely to sow discord among the wary and unwary.

Current research suggests that a person’s predilection for migraine can

be reflected in enhanced degrees of excitation and inhibition (and probably of
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disinhibition as well). These basic physiological tendencies toward heightened

responses can reshape the quality and quantity of our consciousness. This

perspective can help explain why certain meditators are especially prone to expe-

rience unusual epiphenomena of unusual amplitude. While these are of consider-

able psychophysiological interest, they assume no spiritual significance.

More specifically, such physiological predilections may help us understand

the genesis, magnitude, and duration of certain late perceptual illusions such as

achromatopsia, negative afterimages, distancing, displacement, and micropsia

(see part IX).

The second epigraph proclaims the fact that only recently have we become

aware of migraine’s multifaceted nature. How can one increase the general aware-

ness that a potentially confusing interface exists between migraine and mysti-

cism? A practical way would be to give it a label. ‘‘The Hildegard syndrome’’

comes to mind. The phrase could run the risk of being misunderstood. However,

properly interpreted, the religious and neuroscience communities have much to

learn from the historical record, and no disrespect is intended to any system of be-

lief or to anyone.

So, to heighten the general awareness of this interface, let words try to de-

fine such a ‘‘Hildegard syndrome’’ as the brief coexistence of a mystical/spiri-

tual/religious state of consciousness accompanied by other psychophysiological

phenomena that express the person’s predisposition to migraine, broadly defined.

Much of the controversy that can develop around such a dual presentation could

be tempered by the simple recognition, in the most matter-of-fact way, that two

different conditions can overlap. As we were reminded in medical school: ‘‘A pa-

tient can have measles and a broken leg.’’

Meanwhile, a problem can arise for contemporary students and teachers

of meditation. Current trainees cannot expect that their teachers will have been

programmed to respond positively to unusual perceptual symptoms. In 1974,

Kobori-Roshi certainly did not (see table 12, chapter 101) [Z:472]. Nor has it been

my experience in this millennium that an objective reporting of brief, delayed late

visual illusions evokes a welcoming response from Buddhist teachers, even after it

is made very clear that such visual illusions came very late and had followed the

much earlier (and much longer) phase of insights during a taste of kensho.22

However, in 2004, a neuroscience investigator concluded that unusual visual

phenomena are ‘‘windows on the visual brain.’’ In fact, unusual visual episodes

can serve research as a ‘‘valuable route for studying the neural mechanisms of vi-

sual awareness.’’23 One can envision an era when future generations of Buddhist

teachers, East and West, perhaps inspired by the open example of the present

Dalai Lama, will begin anew to appreciate the promise inherent in a judicious

neuroscience approach. In the interim, the pioneering investigations by Kasa-

matsu, Hirai, and Akishige, begun in the mid-1960s in Japan, serve to illustrate

how meditation can be openly studied in Zen monks in a monastic setting.
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Part VI

The Absorptions

It is by undivided devotion that I can be known in such a form, truly seen,

and entered into.

Bhagavad Gita 11: 154





74

The Varieties of Absorption

Don’t be swept off your feet by the vividness of the impression. Rather say: ‘‘Impression,

wait for me a little. Let me see what you are and what you represent. Let me try you.’’

Epictetus (C.E. 55?–135?)

Let us try to see what absorptions are. Then we can better determine what they

represent. The absorptions are hyperattentive states on the meditative path that

change many sensory and affective impressions (see chapter 4). The old term,

samadhi, can be used in so many different ways that it confuses the unwary. In an-

cient times, this Sanskrit term suggested that things were being ‘‘placed together,’’

joined in the sense of a union [Z:473–478, 530–534].

Early Indian Buddhists conceived of some eight levels along the path to

what they called ‘‘samadhi.’’ The first four stages developed during the practice

of what we referred to as concentrative meditation (see chapter 13). Within the con-

temporary Zen context, the word ‘‘samadhi’’ can still imply a bringing together,

and a uniting, but only if we qualify the nature of such a ‘‘union.’’ In these pages,

it means that awareness moves toward, blends into, finds itself held onto, and

becomes absorbed into whatever is in its field.

My preference is to use the general term absorption (not samadhi) for

three reasons: (1) Absorption suggests the way one’s attention becomes totally

committed—often leaving the impression that it is being held—within one field to

the exclusion of others. (2) Absorption implies that the sense of physical self fades

at these moments when one’s attention is focused or enhanced far beyond its ordi-

nary limits. (3) Samadhi is an elastic term. It means different things in Indian and

Sino-Japanese traditions.

A simplified classification of absorptions might begin with where the

enhanced attention is being directed. Is it directed externally, or toward an internal

mental field? At another level of classification (one that can overlap with the first)

we might also divide experiences of absorption into (1) those that occur when the

person is not moving; and (2) absorption during movement.

The motionless category includes the two extremes of directed attention

mentioned above. One of them refers to those uncommon moments during seated

meditation when the meditator’s extraordinarily intense attention turns inward.

This internal absorption witnesses a vast internal space. It lacks not only the sense

of the bodily self but also all external sights and sounds. In contrast, the other ex-

treme describes the meditator who focuses intense attention on an external object

(such as a candle), and who then becomes ‘‘absorbed’’ into this narrow, concen-

trated, external field.



Yet absorption can also occur when a part or all of one’s body is moving.

Absorption into a very small movement can occur even during quiet, sitting

meditation. Thus, attention can become focused into the simple rising-and-falling

movements of abdominal breathing. Or, absorption can also occur during more

complex behaviors, such as when the person is erect and has become fully en-

gaged in walking meditation. The two instances recounted below took place

during formal meditation practice. They illustrate the curious impression that

develops: the person’s former physical boundaries of self completely dissolve into

the action.

* * *
In 1977, while meditating in the zendo one evening, all thoughts had finally

vanished during the second round of sitting. Eyelids remained half-open. No unusual

mental or physical stresses had occurred. Attention then began to focus just on the

in-and-out breathing movements down in the lower abdomen. Suddenly, enhanced

attention came to a very sharp point of focus, held on just the simple, physical up-

and-down rhythm of each breathing movement itself. No sense remained of the rest

of my body, nor of anything in the environment.

This episode lasted for perhaps 15 to 30 seconds. What made it memorable was

the strength of its involuntary surge and its one-pointed, total fixation of attention.

The very fact that rhythmic breathing movements continued serves to distinguish this

variety of focused absorption from some other forms, during which breathing move-

ments are suppressed (see chapter 20).

* * *
A slightly different episode occurred during the fifth day of the Rohatsu Seshin,

in December 1998. It was mid-morning. I had finished that round of seated, quiet

meditation and had been engaged for a minute or so in the usual, next slow-paced

form of walking meditation (kinhin). Suddenly, while walking, every sense vanished

that this person was doing the walking. Walking was continuing by itself. No body

was doing it. Nobody.

Normal vision took in the ordinary zendo scenery; hearing noted the faint

shuffling sounds of other feet; somasthetic sensibilities remained aware that walk-

ing was being performed automatically; motor functions serviced smoothly every

coordinated act of ambulation. Yet no physical sense remained that any I or Me

or Mine was inside, directing ‘‘My’’ walking. This complete absorption into the

act had no physical axis of self in the center. It continued for perhaps 10 to 15

seconds before it faded. It refreshed the meditator temporarily, but had no other

accompaniments.

* * *
The two episodes cited were superficial absorptions. Neither blocked out

sensation as thoroughly as did that earlier, first deep internal absorption, during

meditation [Z:469–472].1
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It was that striking experience of internal absorption, back in 1974, coupled

with my ignorance of what might have caused it, which first stimulated this neu-

rologist to continue to pursue these investigations for the next three decades.

The ordinary mental field, diagrammed in figure 9, differs strikingly from

the mental field during that deep level of internal absorption (figure 10).

Plausible Mechanisms for Internal Absorption

Which pivotal mechanisms could underlie a state of clear ambient hyper-

awareness—a state that also blocks seeing, hearing, touch, and propriocep-

tion? Suppose one were pressed to speculate. This state was precipitated in

a setting of meditative concentration and stress responses. We could envision

the resulting mechanisms of absorption then unfolding through the kinds of

psychophysiological sequences outlined below. Note that these sequences involve

multiple levels, in the limbic system, basal forebrain, thalamus, and brainstem

(table 7).

Figure 9 The ordinary mental field of the physical self

Self-referent stimuli enter the thalamus from the outside world and combine with stimuli from

various internal proprioceptive events. The blend contributes to the physical axis of self, a

structural framework onto which we refer our concepts and impressions of existing as a separate

‘‘self.’’ Superimposed, we add a complex of I-Me-Mine attributes which relate this sensate

physical self (our soma) to our other thoughts, emotions, and attitudes (our psyche).
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Figure 10 The mental field of internal absorption with sensate loss

A major internal absorption is an extraordinary state of consciousness. The physical sense of

the body vanishes. The ordinary physical boundaries of the I-Me-Mine are effaced. Here, the

dashed lines serve only to indicate its former boundaries. What remains is an anonymous

witness to a silent, heightened, clear, ambient awareness. Note that sensations are blocked,

shutting off not only the outer world but also proprioceptive information from the head

and body. Aside from a pervasive enchantment and delayed bliss, most emotions do not

register. In itself, this state lacks permanently transforming insights. See the legend to figure 8.

Compare figure 10 with figure 9.
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Table 7 can represent only part of the phenomena of internal absorption2

[Z:478–479]. How does it conceptualize the brain’s unusual responses? As reac-

tions sensitized by ongoing mental and physical stress [Z:235–240, 589–590]. It

views these stress responses as arising from prolonged intensive concentrative

meditation and from additional stressful events.

The basic physiological processes that become enhanced in internal absorp-

tion are both excitatory and inhibitory. For example, the early stress responses

are viewed as mediated by the usual two fast transmitters, glutamate and acetyl-

choline. In this case, however, their net effects mediate hyperexcitability, not only

at cortical levels but at lower sites as well. When the reticular nucleus responds,

with its fast-acting GABA, sensory transmission is inhibited from passing up

through the thalamus. Only later does the delayed, blissful plenum arrive. It

could be mediated by slower-acting opioid peptides.

Table 7

Stress Responses Potentially Involved in an Episode of Internal Absorption

Category of

Response

Local Sites Involved in

Excitation Subsequent Changes

The Witness

Experienced

Stress responses* The lateral hypothalamus

Parts of the basal nucleus

of the forebrain

Increased hippocampal

excitability

Increased posterior

cortical excitability

A visual hallucination of

a leaf from memory:

this was the discrete,

local expression of a

more generalized

posterior cortical

hyperexcitability and

hyperawareness

The back of the reticular

nucleus of the thalamus

Closing of the

thalamic ‘‘gate’’ on

ascending visual,

auditory, and

somatosensory

messages at the level

of the first order

relay nuclei of the

thalamus

A loss of the physical

sense of self, inside a

glistening black,

unbounded, enchanting

vacuum of space

The arcuate and

paraventricular nuclei of

the hypothalamus next

to the midline

Corelease of several

key peptides in

midline brain regions

(CRF-enkephalin, and

beta-endorphin-ACTH)

A delayed plenum of

blissful affect

CRF, corticotropin-releasing factor; ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone.

*Stress responses can be prompted intentionally. This can occur during intensive, prolonged concentra-

tive forms of meditation. Or they can arise more or less inadvertently. Stress responses can also activate

receptors in the locus ceruleus, amygdala, paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, and midline

prefrontal cortex that mediate excitatory functions (see chapter 33).
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The oversimplified version presented has yet to probe a more complex issue:

the curious preliminary state change. This had first plunged the meditator through

several sleep transition zones. First to occur was the descent toward sleep (to be

commented on below). Next came a rapid ascent toward a hyperaware state of

wakefulness.

Earlier speculative schemes have been presented that viewed meditation as

a ‘‘top-down mechanism.’’3 Single-pointed arrows were used to suggest the way

an ‘‘attention association area’’ of the right frontal lobe might either cause deaffer-

entation, or stimulation of, the right parietal lobe.

In table 7, internal absorption is viewed as a distinct, major meditative state.

It is rare, and random in occurrence. It is not to be conflated with a deliberately

induced, more superficial meditative state or with any more advanced state(s).

Though it is set in motion by a variety of stressful responses, these seem to gather

momentum in chiefly a ‘‘bottom-up’’ spontaneous ascending manner, rather than

in a willed intentional ‘‘top-down,’’ manner.

Table 7 places a high priority on pivotal events mediated by one particular

inhibitory site: the reticular nucleus of the thalamus (see chapter 46). The proposal

draws a sharp distinction between the functional connections of the lateral hypo-

thalamus [Z:190–192] and two different hypothalamic nuclei located next to the

midline. Why do these latter two midline paraventricular and arcuate nuclei be-

come of special interest? Because they can corelease the opioid peptides, enkepha-

lin and beta-endorphin, respectively, along with ACTH [Z:194, 514, 237–238].

These peptides might help explain some of the delayed plenum of blissful affect

that can infuse consciousness in deeper absorptions (see chapters 35, 36).

Other Kinds of Absorption

So much, then, for the rare, special kinds of deep internal absorption that can

block not only vision but also hearing and somatosensory messages. What

about the mechanisms for more superficial varieties of open-eyed absorption,

say of the more ordinary kinds, the first two brief examples that were cited

above?

Recent neuroimaging research is of interest in this regard (see chapter 50).

The data suggest that several more medial cortical regions reduce their activity as

soon as our brain shifts away from its resting preoccupations with monitoring and

integrating self/other issues and orients toward different goals.

The first two personal states of superficial absorption just described hint at a

somewhat similar possibility. Perhaps some subtler psychic and physical codings

for self (as might tentatively be represented in the precuneus and medial frontal

regions) could dwindle if a person’s usual subliminal proprioceptive awareness
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were suddenly taken over and referred to an unusual site. ‘‘Unusual’’ need not al-

ways mean ‘‘elsewhere,’’ beyond one’s own skin. It might just mean that aware-

ness was displaced toward goals that were ‘‘different’’ from the ones that had

been prevailing up to that moment.

For example, after awareness had been directed for a long while down on

the simple in-and-out rhythmic movements of lower abdominal breathing, it

might suddenly be taken over and ‘‘held captive’’ down there on the tanden, a

site far removed from the person’s usual head-centered self (see chapter 14).

Similarly, the notions of self might fade from view during the execution of

the more complex act of walking, if proprioceptive attention had been directed

away from this same head-centered self. And had been diverted where, instead?

Even farther down toward a ‘‘different-from-usual’’ focus—namely into the feel-

ings in the legs and the feet as they contacted the floor while walking.

Sleep States in Relation to Absorption?

Robert Forman interviewed a contemporary Soto Zen master, John Daido Loori,

who described two unusual episodes. In each, there appeared to be zero mental

content, and there was apparently also some lack of responsivity to events of the

outside world.4 During the first, he described sitting by a tree for 4 hours. The sec-

ond occurred after severe physical pain. He sat for 6 hours, and afterward experi-

enced a feeling of elation.

Only limited descriptions are available. At first glance, the two very long

episodes do not fit the standard categories of absorption, as just outlined, in

which attention is enhanced. They also sound more like a most unusual kind of

sleep state than coma.

I had dropped into a somewhat similar condition of zero mental content at

the onset of the episode of internal absorption. This first phase was a ‘‘sudden

plunge’’ [Z:480–481] into an abrupt gap in consciousness, one which did not cause

me to lose my erect sitting posture. This gap may have lasted less than a minute,

but I cannot be sure.

Before this plunge into a zero mental state there had occurred a period of

unusual physical and mental stress. The blank interval ended with a rapid, smooth

ascent into hyperawareness. In retrospect, I attributed this plunge into blankness

to ‘‘the clifflike onset of an unusually amplified, but basically sleeplike, state.’’

Animal studies suggest some potential answers. In the cat, a slight increase

in serotonin tone in the deep medial thalamic nuclei creates 8-cps EEG rhythms.

Attention lapses during this interval. Physical pain and stress responses also release

more norepinephrine into the brain. During states of low arousal and light sleep,

norepinephrine can then act more on its postsynaptic, alpha-2 receptors. Why, at
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this particular moment, does the way norepinephrine acts seem to present a para-

dox? Because it promotes slow wave synchronized sleep [Z:201–205].

I do not pretend to understand why an advanced Zen meditator might re-

port blank periods lasting up to several hours. Yet, until we know everything

about what precipitates sleeplike states, I would be reluctant to dismiss these

first-person reports from a long-term meditator who had such credentials.5 More-

over, a Zen anecdotal account cites the story of Master Hanshan in sixteenth-

century China. He sat immobile on a bridge absorbed in samadhi for a day and

a night, unaware of his surroundings.6

Effortlessness as a Prelude to Absorption

The quality of ‘‘effortlessness’’ has been emphasized as a prerequisite of a particu-

lar kind of absorption. This variety is described as occurring during meditation by

subjects who practice in the style known as Advaita meditation.7 Their tradition

refers to this particular meditative state of consciousness as ‘‘transcendental,’’

‘‘Advaita,’’ or ‘‘pure consciousness.’’ It seems to resemble other, conventional, su-

perficial forms of meditative absorption. In practice, it would not be confused

with kensho or satori. It can be characterized by

� a subjective experience that the sense of space, time, and physical self are absent;

� a sense of peacefulness; of unboundedness.

Among its laboratory correlates are

� respiratory suspension (apneustic breathing); slowed rates of breathing; higher

amplitudes of respiratory sinus arrhythmia; higher alpha EEG amplitudes; higher

alpha EEG coherence; lower baseline skin conductance; larger skin conductance

responses; greater skin conductance responses to external sounds at the onset of

episodes of respiratory suppression8 (see chapter 20) [Z:93–99].

Why is the quality of ‘‘effortlessness’’ relevant to our discussion? Once again,

it directs our attention to a phase of ‘‘letting go’’ as a prerequisite of meditative

absorption. I can verify from personal experience this role of ‘‘letting go.’’ As a

prelude to the plunge into internal absorption, my will dissolved. I lost all prior

sense of striving, pressure, stress, or strain. Feeling released from purpose, I had

settled into a phase of simple acceptance. All this happened passively.

I can also verify a similar goal-less interval in the later setting just prior to

kensho (see chapter 72). In neither instance was this my volitional decision. The

whole situation dictated ‘‘letting go,’’ and that is what happened to me. It was not

the result of my ‘‘doing.’’ Giving up occurred passively.
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Space

When we started this research, more than three decades ago, no more than five

papers were published in a year. Now, hundreds of important and exciting papers are

published annually.

K. Heilman and colleagues1

Representing Space

Usually, we think that ‘‘space’’ is something ‘‘empty.’’ And, if we ‘‘neglect’’ some-

thing, it means we pay no attention to it. Who would want to pay attention to

anything that was empty?

A lot of researchers would, and are doing so. They are intrigued by patients

who ‘‘neglect space.’’ Why? Because their patients’ deficits illuminate one of our

brain’s greatest miracles: the way we re-present the world outside us. And we

don’t just register those items of this external world passively inside our ‘‘mental

space.’’ We reach out into it, confident that we have reconstructed all of its items in

their correct 3D relationships! (see chapter 41) [Z:487–492, 521–522].

William James, a century ago, discussed ‘‘space’’ within a single chapter of his

classic, Principles of Psychology. Even then, he devoted 148 pages to space, more than

he invested in any other topic. Maybe there is more to space than meets the eye.

A reader in 2002 had a simple yardstick with which to gauge how complex

this large topic had become in the interim: a total of 55 different authors contrib-

uted to one 401-page text devoted to the neglect of space!2

One fact complicates matters. It is often overlooked but crucial. First, we

must pay attention to space. Only then can we define which items are out there, and

re-present them inside our brain in their proper 3D relationships. Moreover,

researchers have discovered that we code ‘‘near space’’ different from ‘‘far space.’’

We also code space above the level of our eyes different from space below eye level.

What investigators have yet to pursue is one aspect of subliminal space that

could help us understand internal absorption. The question is: precisely how do

we represent the entire volume of ambient space, meaning space throughout that

vast 360-degree envelope above, below, and to the front and back of us? This

expanded space is what opens up in internal absorption [Z:495–499].

Interactions in 3D Space

Previc reviews in detail the four types of model, overlapping systems that help

each person define 3D space and act within its successive layers.3
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1. The peripersonal system. It helps us look down so that we can grasp objects that

are within 2 m (61
2 ft.) of our body. The posterior inferior parietal region is a major

cortical module.

We do not usually think about the way we are also coded to represent 3D

auditory space this close to our head, but it too exists4 (see chapter 42).

2. The extrapersonal focal system. It helps us search for objects above the horizontal

and recognize faces at distances beyond 2 m. Dopamine pathways into the supe-

rior colliculus, lateral pulvinar, and caudate may play a role in enhancing this

search. However, the inferotemporal region is a major cortical module.

3. The extrapersonal action system. It enables us to navigate, given that we have al-

ready established our individual sense of being physically ‘‘present’’ in the world.

The superior and medial temporal regions are major cortical modules.

4. The extrapersonal ambient system. It helps to orient us in space in general, and

to use automatic body-in-space coordinates. These help stabilize the way we

perceive the larger outside world while we are actually moving through it. The

parietooccipital region is one major cortical module.

Neglect of Space

Certain brain lesions cause a patient to neglect external space. Because overlap-

pings exist among the four systems outlined above, it is sometimes difficult to de-

cide at the bedside what is causing the patient’s neglect. Are spatial mechanisms

damaged at the perceptual, attentional, motor, or conceptual level?

Accordingly, when researchers begin to study ‘‘space’’ in normals, and spa-

tial neglect in patients, they will need to understand how their subjects first attend

to, and then decode, those objects and scenes inside that actual space ‘‘out there.’’

They will also need to consider the rest of that imaginary reconstruction of space,

the one with which their subjects are trying to ‘‘picture’’ things in their internal

‘‘mind’s eye.’’ Meanwhile, they will always need to remember that most such

processing goes on subconsciously.

Allocentric Frames of Reference

Our brain circuits are attuned to basic self/other distinctions. We distinguish

quickly between what is ‘‘inside’’ our own self (ego-) and all those ‘‘other’’ things

that are outside (allo-). When we process items egocentrically, we ourselves are the

central frame of reference. We refer the data back to internal spatial coordinates,

to the position of our own eyes, head, or torso.

In contrast, when objects are processed allocentrically, an impersonal, spatial

frame of reference comes into play. This system represents external objects as
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existing in their setting. It uses their coordinates, ‘‘out there.’’ It acts almost as

though it had no immediate need to inform our personal physical axis of self that

these objects are present (see chapter 29).

The physiologies of these two systems normally merge. Before they do,

which parts of the brain seem to be more involved in this direct, allocentric mode

of processing incoming sensory messages?

Human PET data suggest that allocentric frames of reference are mostly at-

tributable to the back of our brain. Thus, activity occurs in these following poste-

rior regions when we process external objects as existing solely ‘‘out there’’ in

space: visual association cortex, bilateral occipital cortex, lingual gyrus, right hip-

pocampus, inferior occipitotemporal and inferior parietal cortex.5 Recent studies

in monkeys would add to this network some nerve cells up in the supplementary

eye field of the frontal lobe and down in the superior colliculus.6

Human fMRI data suggest that the parietal (dorsal) visual pathway pro-

vides us with information about an object’s spatial location while impulses are

flowing up through the angular gyrus and the precuneus. These parietal signals

begin earlier, peak later, and last longer than do those along the ventral path-

way. This lower pathway (that helps to recognize the object’s form) relays chiefly

through the fusiform gyrus into the inferotemporal region.7

This PET and fMRI research evidence from normal human subjects becomes

even more intriguing when it is correlated with the clinical findings in certain

neurology patients. Their symptoms and signs are caused by lesions in these

parietotemporo-occipital regions (see chapter 8). The damage to their allocentric

circuits creates an imbalance in their frames of reference. This seems to tip them

toward overactive egocentric modes of perception. They may even develop the

impression that outside stimuli are ‘‘inside’’ themselves.

But then, how does our normal brain first integrate these two basic spatial

reference frames? How does it select which one to weigh more heavily (allo- vs.

ego-)? Up at the cortical level, these complex automatic networking decisions

may require integrating frontal lobe functions with those of the other three lobes

(chapter 47 considers the issues further). Yet, as Behrmann and Geng conclude:

‘‘Although we know that multiple spatial reference frames are used for coding

spatial position, we do not know how these are coordinated to subserve inte-

grated behavior.’’8

However, subcortical regions, including the thalamus, its reticular nucleus,

and the striatum, will also be in that consortium of deeper regions which shape

our own body’s movements through space. Their networks contribute to the

integrated behaviors that fit our physical self seamlessly into—and across—that

dynamic interface of space ‘‘out there’’ where self begins to penetrate other. (See

also chapters 8, 41, 42, and part VII.)
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Part VII

Insightful Awakenings

My dear brothers and sisters, we are already one. But we imagine that we

are not. And what we have to recover is our original unity. What we have to

be is what we are.

Thomas Merton (1915–1968)

(Spoken in Calcutta shortly before he died.)
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Affirming One Reality: A Commentary on the Sandokai

Questioner in audience: Dr. Suzuki, When you use the word reality, are you referring

to the relative reality of the physical world or to the absolute reality of the transcen-

dental world?

D. T. Suzuki: Yes.1

Forms do not look empty. They have shapes. So why does the Heart Sutra insist

that form is emptiness, that form and emptiness are the same? [Z:698–699]. To be-

gin to resolve this paradox, it may help first to reexamine the question.

To do so, let us begin now with the living reality of this world of form right

in front of our eyes. Let form stand for our own everyday world—for its people,

trees, rocks—all sorts of material phenomena that are individually different. Sure,

it looks real, but this world is still only ‘‘temporary.’’ For in the perspective of

eternity, those rocks will crumble to sand. Why is it also a world of appearances?

Because each of us views this ‘‘mundane’’ world only through our own egocentric

veils (see figure 2, chapter 10). This intrinsic psychic conditioning creates my

friends, my trees. Once again, all this is transitory. This, too, shall pass away.

As for emptiness, chapter 85 explores its subtleties. Meanwhile, let us begin

to expand our mental horizon to consider those aspects of the ‘‘big picture’’ that

were implicit in the second part of the question posed to D. T. Suzuki. Let us

allow our conceptual imagination to open up to a vast endless domain of absolute

Universal Reality. This concept embraces everything in a timeless cosmos. It

stretches back eons beyond endless eons, vanishing long before stardust slowly

gave birth to this planet on which all such human concepts have just arrived only

very recently.

Is it possible to reconcile two mental concepts so very different as the form

and emptiness in these two examples? ‘‘Yes,’’ says Suzuki.

It is an eloquent ‘‘Yes.’’ It invites us to drop all the dualities in such notions.

‘‘Yes’’ affirms that beyond all such categories they are already the same. His ‘‘Yes’’

reminds us that inherent in prajna’s insight is this overarching, nondiscriminative

profoundly affirmative message: all things—and each one of us—coexist as inte-

gral parts of this same eternal Oneness.

The historical issues surrounding this message of monism lead at least as far

back as ancient India. When the early Buddhist patriarchs of India awakened to

this same universal insight of nonduality, they knew that words could not express

the truth of their realization. They tried anyway. One result was the Heart Sutra.

Everyday, worldwide, members of the various branches of Buddhism chant its

message: the coexistence, and identity, of form and emptiness.



When Buddhism then spread north to China, Master Shih-t’ou (700–790)

would later become one of its most influential teachers. It was said that his great

awakening was triggered when he read a certain old passage. Those words had

been written over three centuries earlier by Seng-chao (378–414). That young

scholarly monk had a difficult task. His challenge was to integrate the early Indian

Buddhist beliefs about the absolute universal principle with the beliefs taught by

the indigenous Chinese Taoists. Seng-chao had concluded that Ultimate Reality

was not separate from the forms that made up our relative world of phenomena.

Instead, both were of one fabric.2

Judeo-Christian traditions were expressing something similar. It comes

down to us in the word we now call immanence. Its root, in Latin, is immanere, to

remain in. It describes the ultimate reality principle as embedded within the

whole material universe and throughout all its forms.

Which triggering passage, written long before, was said later to have in-

spired Shih-t’ou? It read:

The ultimate self is empty, void and formless, yet the myriad things are all of its

making. Is a sage someone who comprehends these myriad things as the self?3

This same penetrating question echoes down through every century. The next

chapters explore some tentative answers.

Inspired by reading Seng-chao, Shih-t’ou then went on to compose his own

verses. They live on today in Soto Zen centers worldwide, their rhythms still

chanted daily in various tongues.

Back then, the literary customs of the Tang dynasty prevailed. Given these,

we would not be surprised to find that Shih-t’ou may have transplanted a few

phrases and ideas from much earlier centuries into his verses, then blended them

into the insights he himself had just realized during his own recent flash of

insight.4

The Sandokai: This is the way we in the West use Japanese-English to roman-

ize the original title that Shih-t’ou had used for his own new verses. Its spelling

might first appear very different from its Chinese-English counterpart: the Ts’an-

t’ung-ch’i. Still, when pronounced, the two titles sound reasonably similar. How-

ever, any reader needs to be aware that current translations of this title and its

verses often differ substantially. The reasons are several.

Can any translation today have the same meaning as did the original, a

work composed of only 220 Chinese characters?5 Suppose you were to insist on

having only a direct, literal translation of each original Sino-Japanese ideogram. It

would be a crude version in broken pidgin English. Professional translators can

only be humbled by all the major compromises they have had to make. Beyond

that basic problem, the casual Western reader may not yet suspect how many

other major semantic compromises can enter in.
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Begin with the title itself. One soon discovers that this same Sino-Japanese

title has been translated into English in different ways. Some options from our

own era are the ‘‘coincidence of difference and sameness’’; ‘‘merging of difference

and unity’’; ‘‘inquiry into matching halves’’6; ‘‘realizing unity’’7; ‘‘the coincidence

of opposites’’8; ‘‘the harmony of difference and equality’’9; ‘‘the identity of relative

and absolute’’10, and so on.

The above examples suggest that different translators (perhaps not unlike

Shih-t’ou himself) might have chosen to insert aspects of either their own private

experience, or earlier personal opinions, or even some doctrinal belief system into

a given phrase. Moreover, each translator can have several other subjective needs

that determine why older versions differ from those of our present era.

Let us be more specific, citing only a few potential conflicts that a contempo-

rary translator might need to resolve: Must I adhere rigidly to literal interpreta-

tions, to traditional doctrinal formulas (and often multiple footnotes) to remain

within acceptable scholarly traditions? Or can I remain true to what experience

tells me is the direct, immediate flash of Zen insight itself? Because surely this

deepest experiential truth entails letting go of my own tendencies (and often those

imposed by the Tang cultural ethos on the original author) to attach arcane, dated

references that overburden a line and blur the central message.

Nor do the translator’s conflicts and compromises end there: Can I still be

true to those few old original ideograms, yet express their flowing spirit and

intent in a readable contemporary literary style? Furthermore, must I conspire with

the original author in old mystifications, thereby perpetuating the notion that

everything about Zen is forever mysterious, if not unknowable?

The following verses of the Sandokai are a freely rendered composite. With

a bow to the elegance of Dr. Suzuki’s ‘‘Yes,’’ they serve as a way to introduce the

issues of ‘‘Oneness’’ to be discussed at greater length in the next six chapters. This

writer, no translator, wishes fully to acknowledge how much the verses’ content

(if not always their form) stems from five versions of translations into English

that have appeared during the last quarter-century (Compare with notes 3, 4, 7, 9,

and 10).

One potentially confusing ambiguity stems from an ancient Chinese custom.

Back then, ‘‘light’’ often signified our ordinary (daylight) material world, in which

phenomena were readily perceived. This meant that ‘‘dark’’ would then stand for

the other, noumenal world (which, to continue that interpretation, was a domain

no unenlightened person was yet aware of).11 Yet, no matter how the ancients

might have interpreted these words in their own era, they still conceived of light-

ness and darkness as mutually interactive and interdependent, in full accord with

Taoist principles of yin and yang.12

The following translation points toward the basis for Suzuki’s ‘‘Yes.’’ It is

oriented not only to other chapters throughout this book but also toward the

ecumenical needs of this new millennium.13
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* * *
Affirming That the Relative and Absolute Are One Reality

The wisdom of India’s Great Sage intimately inspired people everywhere. Whether

this message of the Buddha’s One True Path fell on wise or foolish ears, it reconciled

whatever divergent views they might have heard from other teachers, some saying

that the Way to awakening was always gradual, others declaring that it must occur

suddenly.

Wisdom still flows from this one original wellspring of our true nature. Each of

its pure branching streams flows on in the darkness of night, remaining clear in the

light of day.

Our every attempt at grasping this realization is fundamentally deluded. Even

though a person might seem to have briefly merged with the ‘‘absolute,’’ genuine

enlightenment remains altogether beyond such a state. And even though our many

perceptions appear to interpenetrate one another, each item still retains its discrete,

individual character.

Things may seem to be the same on the outside, but their internal compositions

can differ markedly. Likewise, though sounds may at first seem pleasant or harsh, all

such word distinctions vanish once you become illuminated. Only then do you finally

comprehend how seeing clearly is so totally different from your former cloudy vision.

When this true nature of all things is finally unveiled, you realize it instinctively,

the same way you turned toward your own mother the moment you were born.

Just as the essence of fire is heat, so is it in the nature of wind to blow, of water

to be wet, of earth to be solid.

Similarly, your eyes were destined to see forms, your ears to hear sounds, your

nose to smell, and your tongue to taste—sometimes sweet, sometimes sour.

And just as countless lofty leaves spring upward from one lowly taproot, so in

turn does each and every thing arise from the One Fundamental Source. Note that

lofty and lowly are like all similar discriminating phrases. They remain mere words.

So, too, were those wordy distinctions between light and dark, mentioned

earlier. For such aspects of light and darkness are everywhere interdependent. Co-

existing, each complements the other. Observe, when you are walking, how first your

left foot leads, then your right. Similarly, in everyday life, one finds that each single

thing goes on to contribute to the larger whole.

Therefore, how does our mundane world of myriad phenomena fit within the

Universal? As seamlessly as the well-crafted lid fits into its matching box. All ordinary

phenomena meet the unbounded Absolute head-on—two arrows, striking point to

point in midair.

Always read between such lines. Then you can realize their deeper underlying

principles. No quick, casual interpretations suffice.

Can you see right now what’s directly in front of your eyes? If not, then how

will your footsteps ever be correct when you’re trying to walk the Path?
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Travelers on this Path aren’t making ‘‘progress’’ toward some final ‘‘destina-

tion.’’ This Great Way is not a matter of ‘‘far or near.’’ Do any mountains and rivers

seem to be blocking your way? They are only in your imagination.

Listen carefully. If you truly wish to understand this mystery, I implore you:

Day and night, waste no time!

77

Varieties of ‘‘Oneness’’ and ‘‘Unity.’’ Category I: A and B

Contemporary American Zen fable: The Asian-born monk travels to the United States.

At his first baseball game, he’s waiting in line at the hotdog stand. Each customer is

being asked, ‘‘What’ll you have?’’ They reply, in turn: ‘‘One with mustard,’’ ‘‘One

with catsup,’’ ‘‘Three with relish,’’ and so on. Finally, it’s the Zen monk’s turn to be

served. When asked, ‘‘What’ll you have?,’’ he replies: ‘‘One With Everything.’’

There’s always been a lot of loose talk about ‘‘oneness.’’ I have not yet found any

formal analysis, anywhere, that critically examines the dimensions of this topic

from a neuroscience perspective. Now comes this light-hearted apocryphal tale. It

is a fable that people can understand, and misunderstand, at several levels. Are

we ready to take a closer, deeper, look? Can we imagine what it is to be ‘‘One

With Everything?’’

Not what such a Oneness is ‘‘like.’’ Not what it might resemble. Not Oneness

‘‘as if’’ the word were just a literary allusion, another metaphor or simile. Rather,

what it is to be Oneness. To ‘‘realize’’ it in your bones, to awaken to it, to be enlight-

ened, if only for that moment. Of course, a deceptively simple reply to such a

question might run as follows: Each of us is already ‘‘there,’’ so we don’t have to

‘‘think’’ about it or try to imagine it; it’s only our deluded mindset that stands in

the way of our realizing this implicit fact of ‘‘oneness.’’

Few can hold on to this intellectual truism. Overconditioned networks and

biased attitudes stand in the way. Our discriminating brain quickly returns. Its

subjectivities continually intrude. They separate our private ‘‘inside’’ self from

that other vast domain ‘‘outside.’’ This inside/outside split becomes more than

one big physiological dichotomy. Its ‘‘trialities’’ make it hard to overcome (see

chapter 10). But other psychic intrusions also compound the basic problem. Some

of them are culturally imposed concepts: right/wrong, poor/rich, black/white,

and so on. Others are self-inflicted at more basic physiological levels: I/you,

mine/your.

One perspective for viewing such divisions—at least at an intellectual

level—is to return to the familiar metaphor of the ocean. Only when each tran-

sient wave gives up the fiction that ‘‘IT’’ possesses its very own individual,
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enduring identity can it become One with all the rest of the water in the ocean.

Similarly, each of us needs to jettison a boatload of our overly self-centered net-

works. Then we’ll be in a position finally to realize our original, intrinsic ‘‘One-

ness’’ with everything else in the universe. This need not happen all at once.

We can lighten our load incrementally. To lighten up is one implicit meaning of

enlightenment.

Our feet tread this planet only briefly. Each of us, like the wave, is a ‘‘tran-

sient phenomenon.’’ One wave form may appear and disappear, yet the whole

ocean is not diminished. How do we, the waves, and all other temporary phe-

nomena fit into the vast universal scope of (what we theorize is) an ‘‘absolute

cosmic reality?’’ The previous chapter described how the early Taoist and other

teachers in China later elaborated on the early Indian philosophical speculations

about this ‘‘Absolute Oneness.’’

A century later, Ch’an master Tung-shan (807–869) would address such uni-

versal themes in ‘‘highly enigmatic’’ poetry.1 Still, the fourth of his five ‘‘ranks’’

does seem to pull together the phenomenal and noumenal dichotomy into a ‘‘sin-

gle’’ oneness. In translation today, this fourth stage would then become the mode

of ‘‘mutual integration.’’ What simple visual device did Buddhists use later to

symbolize this ‘‘mutual integration?’’ Not just a linear circumference, not the kind

of line we associate with an ordinary circle. It was a full disk, a bright, ‘‘solid

white circle.’’2 Like the full moon.

In chapter 97, we will observe that many people used a single circle to allude

to a lot of things: the moon, the awakening of kensho-satori, the Dharmakaya, as

well as to symbolize this particular mode of ‘‘mutual integration.’’ Therefore, in

any era, it proves useful to recall Joseph Campbell’s caveat: All symbolic expres-

sions of a mystical experience are faulty. Special care is required to distinguish

the phenomena of the shallow absorptions from those insights which characterize

the deeper awakenings.

The Shallow, Merging ‘‘Unities’’ of the Absorptions

It always seems necessary to clarify the important distinctions between absorp-

tions and authentic states of insight-wisdom.3 Hence another brief reminder,

stressing that absorptions are relatively common, and chiefly change the sensibil-

ities (see chapter 74). They do not convey this deeper, insightful awakening into

oneness.

Absorption is well-named, because its hyperawareness soaks up, as it were,

either the internalized world, or the external world, whichever field happens to be

perceived at that moment. During the absorptions, the person tends to lose the

usual sense of occupying the physical body-self inside the skin, which had always

served as the barrier separating the internal self from the external world.
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The Deeper ‘‘Unities’’ of Insight-Wisdom (Prajna)

These are rare. Recalling Hardy’s series of contemporary Western religious experi-

ences, we find that only rarely (2%) were the phenomena regarded as sufficiently

‘‘unitive’’ in nature to unify the self and the all.4 But unitive experiences are not all

the same. They differ because they arise at several levels.

The goal in this chapter is to come to grips with this thorny issue. We pro-

pose to define terms, and gradually to describe how a sense of ‘‘unity’’ does away

with all conventional ‘‘dualities’’ and ‘‘trialities’’ implicit in our self/other relation-

ship. Then, in the next chapters, we consider some physiological correlates that

could underlie these different experiential qualities. Please note that this discus-

sion regards unitive impressions as qualities of insight within states of conscious-

ness, not as states in themselves.

Novel insights are central to the states of kensho and satori. Their deeper

impressions on the psyche are profound. Moreover, their comprehensive illumi-

nations resonate within the higher octaves of what seems to be a wide, ‘‘open’’

consciousness. Why does this sense of openness occur?

Consciousness has been vacated. It has shed not only all of its prior bur-

densome psychic concepts of self but also every discursive notion of their for-

mer links with a physical body-self. Consciousness feels liberated within such

a vacancy. It is free to read between the lines. Now it discovers freshly minted,

meaningful interrelationships in everything it perceives. Consciousness feels

awakened, ‘‘reborn.’’

In these pages, we do not tread on soil alien to the Judeo-Christian past.

In Christian meditative traditions, the ancient process that empties the personal

self of rights and ambitions is called kenosis. One finds veiled in the follow-

ing translations in the King James version of the Bible the same uncondi-

tioning that occurs during what our generations now call a ‘‘peak experience’’:

‘‘Whoever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child shall not enter it’’

(Mark 10:15). ‘‘Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God’’

( John 3:3–6).

Pursuing Dictionary Definitions of Identity, Oneness, and Unity

Standard dictionaries define identity as sameness in all constituents (and also as

oneness). Unity (also defined as oneness) refers to that quality of being made up

of elements that are intimately associated. However, turning next to a Buddhist

dictionary, one finds that the selfless experience of oneness is defined as ‘‘the expe-

rience of true reality.’’5

This Buddhist dictionary then provides a crisp operational definition of

insight-wisdom: enlightenment makes clear, it says, that the absolute world of
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emptiness* and the relative world of phenomena are ‘‘entirely one,’’ not separate

domains. Thus, ‘‘the experience of true reality is precisely the experience of this

oneness . . . there are not two worlds.’’

Later on in this chapter we are going to discuss two distinct sequences that

occur during kensho. That discussion will expand on this brief dictionary defini-

tion of enlightened oneness. It will propose that only during the second of these

two phases can the implications of the first moment be comprehended. Only then

will the essence of awakening dawn on the witness: the world of phenomena and

the underlying noumenal world are indeed one and the same!

Categories of Oneness/Unity

A daunting task lies before any author who might be foolish enough to even think

of rushing in where angels fear to tread. Subtleties abound in the whole topic. This

is why we will proceed very slowly during the rest of this chapter and the next

chapters. Moving back and forth—using words, a visual diagram, and a table—

the plan is to develop several advanced, insightful categories of ‘‘Oneness.’’ Readers

will be invited to recall their moments of keen intuition, and to allow what they

believe about ordinary ‘‘cognition’’ to fade into the background.

Several points need to be emphasized at the outset: (1) Each of the oversim-

plified categories of insight includes subtle qualities of an instant, precognitive

flash of understanding. Insightful comprehension is not only wordless in itself,

it also eludes ordinary later attempts to define it linguistically.y (2) Each such

insightful understanding seems to arrive directly. It is not thought about until

later. (3) Some insights appear to register their impressions at greater depths than

others. (4) Deeper comprehensive insights tend to cluster. Each component rein-

forces the others (e.g., no self/no fear/no time/no doing). Their interactive nature

tends to create a sense of authenticity that confirms the sense of reality. Long-

range transformative potentials reside in such deeper, extraordinary, blendings of

insightful consciousness. (5) Ambiguities of classification abound: people over-

value their ‘‘realer-than-real’’ experiences, tend to describe them imperfectly, and

elaborate them into ‘‘overbeliefs.’’ If mixtures and overlappings happen to occur,

they cause further confusion.

* It bears reemphasis: In the cultural context of Buddhism, ‘‘emptiness’’ does not refer to an experience
that remains ‘‘hollow’’ and devoid of all meaning (see chapter 85).
yHere, Roman numerals are being reserved for only the categories of insight. This is as part of an ongo-
ing effort to distinguish them from other mental processes during the absorptions. Thus, ‘‘category I’’
refers to the kinds of insights into unification which the writer experienced during kensho. Those in
the very first phase, ‘‘phase A,’’ were present at kensho’s onset. Those in ‘‘phase B’’ arrived a few sec-
onds thereafter. The next chapters discuss other categories of insight. Why are they called ‘‘provi-
sional?’’ I cannot be certain of their form and content, because I lack direct personal experience with
them. Thus, all comments about categories II, III, and IV remain ‘‘provisional’’ and speculative.
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Two Implications of the Word ‘‘Realization’’

The alert reader may already be aware that ‘‘realize’’ and ‘‘realization’’ are elastic

words. We often find them used in ways that could obscure the distinctions be-

tween the two different phases soon to be discussed. For example, at the start of

kensho, the one world is being directly experienced as ‘‘the true Reality.’’ In a flash,

reality is being made Real—realized, in the form of a verb. In this phase, the self is

absent. It is not there to comment, nor are any words or other discriminating func-

tions at its command.

Sometime thereafter, a diminutive ‘‘i-person’’ begins to emerge. This later

moment heralds the partial return of a slightly more discriminating, but still min-

ute, self-consciousness. The thin edge of some vague concepts of time have also

returned. Awareness, now looking back, glimpses that awesome event which had

not only just been experienced but which obviously still prevails for the most part.

Only at this second instant, in retrospect, can a now obvious set of facts finally be

‘‘realized.’’ It is at this precise point that the same verb now implies recognized,

appreciated, comprehended by insight.

The insightful message then is different: This profound, nondual Unity—

now ongoing—is the Real Reality; it had just taken over the whole mental field

and dominated it during the prior moment. Implicit in this second phase is a kind

of automatic, precognitive, experiential appreciation of the first. Reality had just

been made Real; now that ongoing fact is being recognized and appreciated, as

well as realized.

The two phases in tandem exert a powerful net effect. Plumbing the depths

of experience, they took over my belief system. For several days thereafter, no crit-

ical cognitive thought processes were ready to remove all of the weighty unifying

impression left on my consciousness. Later, after a relatively long interval, and

now aided by both language and the passage of time, I could look back and try

to put into words a simple fact: this nondual world had been ‘‘realized’’ (made

real) in two seamless, successive instants in two different ways. Only the second

phase, with its nascent capacity for instant hindsight, is a ‘‘realization,’’ the de-

scriptive noun that language would later place on the unique comprehension

involved in this experience.

After this preamble, it may be easier to see how these two phases might

fit into the first category (I) of a general classification. Now let us continue this

narrative discussion with the aid of a formula and a diagram.

Category I. Phase A. Perfection Unifying ALL Things as THEY Really Are (Unity among

Diversity)

When selfhood vanished, it took along with it that limiting boundary which had

once served as its former interface with the ‘‘other’’ world outside. In the pages
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up to now, we used a conventional symbol to represent this usual self/other bar-

rier. It was an ordinary slash: ‘‘/’’.

But at this entry into kensho, only an allocentric world existed. It was no

longer ‘‘that’’ world, something ‘‘outside myself.’’ It was this newly unbounded

world. Indeed, the kind of witnessing which then prevailed throughout this

allocentric world contained no dualistic versions of that former outside world.

Nor did this particular kind of witnessing notice that the prior boundary had van-

ished at that instant. Instead, this selfless field was registering one integrated set

of explicit observations:

A simple formula might summarize the way this novel field of unity among

diversity then appeared:

FIELD OF UNITY(m)(R)(E)

Of the three superscripts, (m) stands for multiple. It symbolizes the fact that into

each, and among all, of the myriad items witnessed in the world outside was

infused an unparalleled refinement of aesthetic appreciation. Each individual one

was seen in its perfect total interrelationship with every other part of the whole. All

fit together perfectly.

(R) stands for another implicit global comprehension: everything manifested

Ultimate Objective Reality. The sense was: All these things exist as they Really are.

Finally, (E) represents the awesome realization that this all-embracing Real-

ity was the Eternal state of affairs. The sense was: all things exist beyond any reference

to time, in themselves, just like this (in this ‘‘suchness’’).

Category I. Phase B. Full, Reflective Appreciation: This Prior Oneness Had Just Reconciled

All Dualities*

When that initial phase (phase A) of total unification flashed in, it completely

dominated the mental field. Not only was no personal self inside, none of that

person’s previous criteria for comparison existed. Hence, at that instant, in no way

could any witnessing person then ‘‘appreciate’’ this first extraordinary phase for

its unique qualities. It simply registered as a fact and was fully accepted as a fact.

Then, slightly later, after an indefinable interval, an elementary sense of ‘‘i’’

began to return. It was only this tiny version of an ‘‘i’’ that had the capacity to re-

flect back spontaneously—reflexly—on the events that had just transpired.

The facts then confronting this diminutive i-self posed an immense paradox

(a paradox of such depth and scope could never before have been imagined): (a)

an ordinary mundane world had always previously been existing out there; (b)

* (One-and-the-sameness, Which Had Just Been Witnessed Could Now Be Fully Appreciated in Retro-
spect), and Was Ongoing.
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yet only just moments before, that old conventional material world had sud-

denly become transformed and vivified (at a level ‘‘realer than real’’) into objective

‘‘Reality’’ itself; (c) therefore, these two versions—that old perspective which had

always seemed real, this newest realization that was absolute Reality itself—were

One and the Same.

This was a stark awakening. The fact that they were absolutely One was im-

pressive in its novelty. (It was certainly a new fact for the anonymous observer,

but it was not a new insight that had never arisen elsewhere.) It simply expressed

that ancient awesome truth many others had experienced during millennia past:

Samsara is none other than nirvana.

Parallel Universes Reconciled

At present, you and I are still trapped inside our usual self/other mode. As long

as we are, we cannot step out of our own skins and deeply realize that ‘‘this’’ indi-

vidual self is an integral part of ‘‘that’’ whole vast ‘‘other’’ universe. Only during a

supraordinate state of consciousness can two such ‘‘separate’’ self/other ‘‘entities’’

as samsara and nirvana unite into ‘‘Oneness.’’

Two events made possible this second, supraordinate unifying insight: (a)

these two states (the ordinary and then the extraordinary) had presented their

contrasts immediately, back to back; (b) a supracognitive syncretic process of

insight had instantly reconciled their stark contrasts. This fresh insight did more

than reconcile the awesome new Reality. It held on to the comprehension that these

two domains (which might have seemed separate in space and time) were ONE

and the same.6 Figure 11 ventures to illustrate how two ‘‘parallel universes’’ can

give way to One.

Start at the top. Here, we imagine that we live in the usual dual, self/other

world. On the left, our ‘‘inside’’ self is the larger (and certainly seems more impor-

tant). Off to the right side, the rest of the world lies ‘‘outside’’ us. The thick lines

represent the imaginary boundaries which separate ‘‘this’’ dominant, sovereign

self from the ‘‘that’’ ‘‘other’’ world. Each of the two separate tracks seems to run

parallel to the other.

Suddenly—farther on down—during a timeless moment of ‘‘Oneness,’’ the

old egocentric self dissolves. Then, all things in the whole environment are per-

ceived as they really are: ONE. How can such an insight of Eternal oneness first

register as a fact (in phase A), yet not be completely appreciated at that very same

instant? Because no discriminating self remains during this first phase. No analytic

thought process exists which can contrast the nondual quality of this special ONE

moment with any of the person’s old memories.

Soon, however, a tiny reflective consciousness can begin to realize the awe-

some oneness of this moment (as the curved, dashed, pointed arrows suggest).
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What is that large arc of thin dashed lines curving to the left inside the

moment of oneness? It suggests that only the allocentric perspective exists once

the old egocentric self and its frame of reference is entirely absent.

The bottom of the figure depicts several transformations which developed

during kensho: that former inflated self has now become ‘‘thinner.’’ ‘‘Pores’’ ap-

pear in its boundary; they open up that newly awakened self to a fresh apprecia-

tion of the outside world. The two tracks also lie closer together. Their closeness is

intended to suggest that now the person’s sense of conceptual dualities is not so

separate—and so opposing—as it had been initially.

If one were to regard the top and bottom of this diagram as analogous to

two sets of railroad tracks, then the single lines during oneness could convey one

other implication. It is that no conventional train of thought operates during ken-

sho’s ONE moment of expansive insight. Zen has always emphasized no-thought

(mushin). Insight is its ultimate refinement. Indeed, no-thought prevails during

insight. Not until later do those usual discriminating thought processes return.

Slowly, they begin to reestablish the person’s former dual ‘‘track’’ concepts of

inhabiting ‘‘two parallel universes.’’

Thereafter, most of the egocentric self will gradually return during the

next hours and days. Even so, small intuitive glimpses reenter awareness.7 These

Figure 11 Parallel universes, transformed by insight into Oneness
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fleeting insights reverify the earlier impression: Oneness is Reality; the self is not

walled off on one side of two separate compartments.

This is the basis for the five discontinuities depicted from top to bottom in

the ‘‘other’’ right-side track. These suggest that our whole environment (the

supposed ‘‘other’’) always exists in a relationship—more open and inclusive than we

realize—with each of its individual creatures: we and everything else are integral

parts of this larger whole. No mental prism of self can split this Ultimate Reality

into smaller fragments. We and the universe might seem to inhabit parallel tracks,

but we are really ONE.

Consider, just as another visual analogy, what a person might experience if

one of the standard figure/ground illusions were suddenly to be appreciated in a

similar manner. When we usually look at a page showing this familiar picture, we

will see either the two curves of that white vase in the center or those two dark

facial profiles facing inward. In contrast, the kind of new overarching perspective

we have been discussing would appear as black faces beholding a white vase

[Z:380–381].

While the distinctions between phase A and phase B are still fresh in mind,

let us now consider how and where they might have arisen in the brain.

Phases A and B. Possible Psychophysiological Correlates

Phase A. A Syncretic Inclusiveness: All-in-One; Unity among Diversity

The prefix syn- suggests that several things come together simultaneously. What

does syncretism mean in terms of visual processing? It describes that special

supraordinate capacity which integrates widely opposing details into one large

meaningfully unified picture.

Many of our normal syncretic visual functions seem referable to the parie-

tooccipital cortex. However, much of their salience also hinges on their pivotal

interactions with the pulvinar and lateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus. The

nearby cortex of the right posterior temporal lobe also contributes to our sense of

visual closure. Its infusions help ‘‘fill in the gaps’’ and create meaning, even when

some parts of the picture are still missing [Z:601–605].

Certain neurological patients lose their visual syncretic functions. This dis-

order is called simultagnosia. Their lesion damages the upper (more superior) por-

tions of the visual association cortex. The patients cannot see the forest for the

trees. If presented with the picture of a large forest, they process only one tree at

a time, unable to grasp the sense of the whole big picture at once.

This first phase of kensho presented a totally unified vision. Moreover,

its added degree of harmonious perfection was another important aspect. This
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attribute suggested two things: not only had the mental field lost all negative

valences and affective dissonances but a novel affirmative tone was also infusing

the whole scene.

Phase B. Unity Appreciated: A Retrospective Realization of the Implications of

Nonduality

This second insight is different. Barely beginning to return are some of the most

elementary notions about time and other faintly discriminative memory func-

tions. Now it can be appreciated that the extraordinary nonduality which had

just taken over a moment before constitutes the real, perfect sacred Reality. This

Real domain prevails because it IS one and the same as the world of phenomena.

This reconciliation of two highly complex sets of memory concepts, old and im-

mediate, is extraordinarily authoritative. Disbelief is suspended. Supraordinate

acts of this nature are likely to draw on the coherent functions of multiple regions

on both sides of the brain.

Yet what I am able to describe in words is only the beginning. Other wit-

nesses have found words to express their different kinds of insights into Oneness.

78

Varieties of ‘‘Oneness’’ and ‘‘Unity.’’ Provisional

Categories II and III

The eye with which I see God is the same eye with which God sees me.

Meister Eckhart (c.1260–c.1328)

The next three categories may come as a surprise. (Zen is full of surprises, and of

paradoxes too.) Here is the problem: previous pages have all emphasized a Path

that points in the direction of selflessness. This lack of self, or no self, is described

by a particular technical term, anatta. However, traditions from both East and

West do mention other kinds of ‘‘Oneness’’ that occur in advanced states beyond

the absorptions. Though their individual accounts may lack precise details, they

leave the distinct impression that one or more aspects of self somehow become

identified as an integral part of the larger sense of identity that is equated with

unification. What does this mean?

A general descriptive phrase for such a coexistence might read something

like ‘‘All things are one, including aspects of myself.’’ A recent account of awaken-

ing by a Zen laywoman phrased it this way: ‘‘The Universe and I are one body.

I am the Buddha.’’1 Table 8 outlines where and how such aspects of self might
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Table 8

Varieties of ‘‘Oneness’’

Category Descriptors

Summary of the Field of

Consciousness

States of the Physical

and Psychic Self

Transformation

Potential*

I.Phase A: Unity among

diversity; ‘‘All is one’’

Allocentric immanence;

integrated coherence;

objective, nondual reality;

eternal suchness

Perceptions are transfigured;

mundane realities are

perceived as ‘‘reality’’;

perfection is explicit

Absent 0–+

I.Phase B: Full appreciation of

unity; in retrospect, ‘‘All is

indeed one, in perpetuity’’

An immediate, retrospective,

appreciative ‘‘realization’’:

‘‘Samsara is none other than

nirvana’’

An insightful reflective

reconciliation of what the first

nondual phase has just implied

and continues to imply

A diminutive, elementary ‘‘i’’ is

emerging

+–++

Provisional category II: ‘‘All is

one, including some quasi-

physical aspects of myself’’

May resemble those in phases

A and B above, plus hints

suggesting a different

category

A literal recognition of some

quasi-physical representations

consistent with the self

Paradox: Internally empty of

‘‘self,’’ yet some of its outer

physical representations are

included

+–+++

Provisional category III: ‘‘All is

one, including some aspects of

my psyche that are

nonphysical’’

?Less evidence of the qualities

listed above

A figurative, more implicit

identification with more

refined ‘‘mental’’ concepts

referable to subtle functions of

the psychic self

Paradox: Internally empty of

‘‘self,’’ yet some of its subtle

psychic concepts and

manifestations are included

+–+++

Provisional category IV: ‘‘All is

one’’ at levels of

comprehension that may

evolve toward a more

fundamental experience of

‘‘Being’’ the Ultimate Reality

Eludes description: A more

profound ‘‘Oneness’’

coexisting with the depths of

emptiness in the earlier phase

. . . then, evolving beyond

‘‘Oneness’’ to a still deeper

proprioceptive and psychic

sense of identity at the level of

‘‘Being,’’ beyond Oneness

Plumbs depths that are

‘‘altogether beyond’’

Paradox: Internally empty of

‘‘self,’’ yet some hints of its

basic awareness coexist with

their proprioceptive counter-

parts during the earlier One-

ness, and this awareness later

helps confirm the impression

of ‘‘Being’’

+++–++++

* ‘‘Oneness’’ blends several qualities of experience into a net impression. However, the depth of the accompanying insights can vary. So, too, may the de-

gree of moist-eyed affect that coexists. A consensus over the centuries is that when more extraordinary states of greater insight occur in the more

advanced states, and when they include the qualities in categories II, III, and IV, they may have a greater transforming potential. Whether, in fact, they

do or not, varies depending on the individual person, the nature of the insights, the setting, and the social context.
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begin to fit into a tentative taxonomy of states that include various qualities of

Oneness-Unity among their phenomena. (It begins with category I, as discussed

in the previous chapter.)

When ‘‘awakenings’’ contain major insights—and only then—they tend to be

placed farther along on the kensho-satori spectrum of alternate states of con-

sciousness. This uncharted wilderness of allied states begs to be explored. No

fully detailed critical account of their phenomenology or of their potential neural

correlates is available at present.

By way of a tentative conceptual framework, this chapter makes use of the

ancient distinction between soma and psyche. Table 8 represents the next two

major subtypes of phenomena, describing their qualities of oneness as category II

and category III, respectively [Z:37–47].

� Category II is off at the ‘‘soma’’ end of the spectrum of possibilities. It could be

thought of as more of a ‘‘quasi-physical’’ impression of ‘‘Oneness.’’ Perhaps this

subtype includes states that ‘‘incorporate’’ some (residual) physical constructs of

self out into the larger open field of consciousness.2

� Category III is off at the other end of the spectrum. These impressions of ‘‘One-

ness’’ could arise from the inclusive, intuitive, creative network of functions that

we assign to the realm of our personal psyche.3 In this subtype, the major existen-

tial insights would tap into precognitive levels of direct comprehension.

For purposes of clarity, we expand upon each category separately below. It

remains possible that sometimes they might overlap or include elements of cate-

gory I as well.

Provisional Category II: Oneness That Includes Aspects of ‘‘Myself’’ as a ‘‘Quasi-Physical’’

Representation

At times, the flavor of this subtype might suggest something more than the

‘‘simple’’ impression that parts of one’s physical self had remained and were

being externally displaced. An unusual quality of self-recognition might also enter

into this autoscopic process of being projected outward, and merging into, the

visual scenery of the world outside. This variety of ‘‘Oneness’’ appears to be

associated sometimes with what we might describe as an ‘‘identity by self-

recognition.’’

To recognize oneself is not an esoteric function. It is a normal physiological

process in which vision plays a major part. We all develop the capacity to rec-

ognize our own self in a mirror between 18 months and 2 years of age (see

chapter 6).
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A Zen meditator recently used words in a narrative that suggested such a

subtype.4 He had just finished a summer retreat a week earlier, and was walking

toward a small bridge on his way to work. Then

The universe was me and I was it. I looked up at the sky and that experience was ex-

actly like looking at a mirror. I don’t mean that metaphorically either . . . I got that

same feeling no matter where I looked. I looked at the asphalt road and it was my

face . . . the bridge was me staring back at myself. . . . It was a physical sensation, as if

the sky had my eyes and could see me staring up at it. . . . This state was ‘‘true’’ . . . far

more true than the state I had considered to be normal up until then.

The words describe a novel visual sense infused with the ‘‘truth’’ of real per-

ception. Note that the words reject the idea that the ‘‘mirror’’ aspects of his state

corresponded with the way we might commonly employ a ‘‘mirror vision’’ type

of description as an ordinary literary metaphor. Such an explicit denial merits at-

tention. This seems to be another author/witness who wishes us to be clear about

what he is trying to communicate. He too cautions the reader: his words are an

attempt to describe a curious change in direct perception; his words do not repre-

sent a contrived literary allusion.

His sentences describe a ‘‘physical sensation’’: his face literally in the asphalt

road. A later sentence might sound less impossible to the general reader. For now,

although his ‘‘eyes’’ are in the sky, when these eyes look back down at his own

eyes he renders this only in the form of a softer, ‘‘as-if’’ simile.

These words are strange on the page. (Are those in Meister Eckhart’s

epigraph more comfortable?) They suggest that a very unusual kind of ‘‘self-

’’recognition is taking place. That old outer boundary of his skin is no longer a

fixed barrier. His physical self-image is being displaced externally, turned around

and merged into inanimate objects.

What happens in the brain when an asphalt road embodies the face of the

witness, and when the sky embodies his eyes? Why does the poet Rumi say: ‘‘We

are the mirror as well as the face in it. We are the taste that is tasting this minute

of Eternity?’’ With regard to the complex origins of such phenomena, certain of

their aspects almost seem reminiscent of a mixture of heightened allocentric per-

ception and self-recognition, combined with an out-of-body (somatic) hallucina-

tion (see chapter 52).

An account from the Hardy Research Centre describes two somewhat simi-

lar episodes. They occurred, 3 years apart, in association with a sense of peace

and no fear, as follows: ‘‘I am part of nature itself and it is a part of me—we

are one. And all the scenery I am looking at is mine—a part of me.’’5 (Some

aspects of this incorporation resemble the symptoms reported by the patient in

chapter 8.)
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Provisional Category III: Oneness That Includes Some Aspects of My Psyche That Are

Nonphysical Representations

We are venturing out onto exceedingly soft ground. However, that ancient

distinction between soma and psyche does begin with some correlates in gross

anatomy. To recap: we represent our physical body-self (our soma) mostly in

circuits within the back of the brain, relying on relatively hard-wired sensory

‘‘constructs.’’

In contrast, the research reviewed in part III attributes many of the more

complex ‘‘mental’’ aspects of our psyche to the frontotemporal, superior tem-

poral, inferior parietal, and limbic regions. Their circuits are either in, or connect

in significant ways with, the front of the brain. They draw heavily on mixtures

of soft- and hard-wired associations. One result of their networking functions

is a psychic triad, an interactive blend of cognitive, emotional, and instinctual

components.

The many concepts and notions of our cognitive self seem to be relatively

accessible to our consciousness and under our willful control. However, our psy-

che expresses its emotional roots and instinctual drives subconsciously at levels

beyond our control. A state that chiefly expresses such emotional and instinctual

circuits proves difficult to articulate and to classify.

Parenthetically, it was possible (in my experience) to undergo a softer com-

prehension of unification—one that plumbs sacramental depths—during a surge

of raw emotionalized awareness. And to cry, and to feel greatly released from all

tension. Yet not to conclude, in retrospect, that this event went beyond the level of

a state of ‘‘quickening’’ [Z:373–376, 404]. (An ‘‘affiliative’’ surge?)

Still, keeping in mind this gross distinction between soma and psyche, we

might wonder: could this third category of generic ‘‘Oneness’’ sometimes follow a

pattern similar to that suggested by the second? That is, could it also displace (or

project) certain aspects which that person attributed to themself outward into some

external, allocentric domain? And could such projections represent subtle attrib-

utes of that person’s psychic functions?

If so, then which psychic attributes? Could some first approximation begin

with a developmental model? Consider the way our self-centered behaviors

slowly became reoriented and turned outward when we were children. Again, we

are referring to a normal physiological pattern of development. After all, once we

had attained the age of 2 years, and mother pretended to be distressed, we could

finally reach out to console her with our newly budding empathy (see chapter 65).

Consider another apocryphal tale, this one about the young child who first

presents his mother with his own toy. It’s a ‘‘gift!’’ (but one with no insight into

what she herself might value). Then, at a later stage the gift might be his crude

drawing of a flower, soon a better-drawn valentine. Later still comes the fragrant
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bouquet of real flowers (when he has matured sufficiently to remember what kind

she likes).

What we have just outlined lies at the elementary end of our psychic ‘‘spec-

trum’’ of self-development. These are childish, outward-oriented notions. They

represent the crudest of intentions. Farther off toward the adult end are the later

refinements of attitudes now under discussion in category III. These code for

more mature, socially oriented, acquired character traits and aspirations.

Let’s be clear about how this preamble applies to the basic issue. This de-

velopmental capacity to emerge from self-centeredness and to reach out beyond—

with deep insight into larger meanings—is at the core of Zen awakening and mature

behavior.

From the Zen Buddhist perspective, this whole developmental spectrum

of personal and interpersonal growth rests on a simple principle. The way it

unfolds—like the lotus in the morning—represents the flowering of our innate,

original nature. Gratitude and compassion toward others, for example, are re-

garded as ‘‘native virtues.’’ Moreover, from this perspective, the ‘‘spiritual’’ quest

itself is seen as an innate instinctual response. It is not an externally imposed

‘‘goal.’’ Nor does it need to be acquired from our culture, from the ‘‘outside,’’ in

some top-down manner. The ‘‘fruits’’ of the practice arise spontaneously from this

ongoing instinctual flowering of the personality.

We may never define every microcircuit that enables ‘‘native virtues’’ to

express themselves as ethical behaviors, as a sense of gratitude, and as genuine

compassion. But researchers now have new data about how mature brains func-

tion when they generate certain intuitive notions about other people and events in

the outside world.

Intuitive Brains and ‘‘Mirroring’’ Minds

Intuitions help us guess what another person has in mind. It is not simple to intuit

someone else’s thoughts, motivations, and emotions. We must

� perceive that the other person is probably experiencing ‘‘something’’;

� scan our own internal data bank for the particular options that might match what

this ‘‘something’’ might be;

� recognize which option fits all the circumstances;

� project this pattern of inferences back outside ourself and attribute it to that

particular person’s internal mental processes.

Note that this projection of a psychic inference resembles a counterpart of

that externalization of the somatic self-image just discussed in category II.
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To clarify the mechanisms underlying category III, it helps to return to the

phrase ‘‘theory of mind.’’ It is now being used to summarize this fourfold ca-

pacity to ‘‘read’’ another person’s mind. The phrase refers to the operations

involved in my mind guessing what’s on your mind, or putting myself in the other

person’s shoes. True, such ‘‘theories of mind’’ do invoke many frontal lobe asso-

ciative functions (see chapter 43). However, these frontal executive functions

need to direct and coordinate a variety of other interacting networks and modules

elsewhere.

Our primate cousins have been studied using implanted electrodes while

they engaged in similar guessing games. Recall that the physiologists first found

that certain nerve cells in the premotor cortex fired when a monkey performed a

specific action. Then they noticed that the same premotor cells also fired the same

way when the monkey merely passively observed a different monkey who was

performing the identical act.6 The first monkey only seemed passive. Its brain was

actively engaged in the monkey business of mimicry.

The nerve cells that engage in such mimicry activities have since been called

mirror neurons (see chapter 65). They reflect the way the whole brain operates

as a sensorimotor unity. On the sensory side, they stay in touch with visual and

other events in the outside world. On the motor side, they are poised to represent

the larger circuits of a potentially active motoric self.

Premotor cells are versatile. They are also attuned to sound. They discharge

when the first monkey hears the typical sound (say of a hammer on metal) that

could only be the act of the second monkey—now out of sight—striking metal

with his hammer.

How can single mirror neurons in one monkey be coded to simulate particu-

lar motoric (behavioral) acts of another monkey? By virtue of cross-modal memory

links to sensory cues and associations that are both auditory and visual in nature.7

It is already being suggested, on the basis of fMRI studies, that human brains

are likely to have analogous, though not identical, capacities to simulate. These

could help one person predict the future motor actions of a different person.8

Further to clarify the mechanisms underlying category III, we turn next

to other human research on functions of the psyche. The questions are: Which

higher-level regions do humans use most when we monitor our own mental

state? and, Which are involved when we attribute a particular mental state to

another person?9

� Self-monitoring functions usually activate BA 9 and 10 in the medial prefrontal

cortex (see figure 7, chapter 40).

� When guessing what another person’s mental state is, we activate different medial

areas. These are located inferior to these, residing around the anterior cortex near

the cingulate gyrus. Recent studies also implicate the activity of a region farther
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back in the temporoparietal junction when we’re in the process of thinking about

other people.10

What Relevance Does Such Research Have to Category III, ‘‘Oneness That Includes Some

Aspects of My Psyche That Are Nonphysical?’’

Clearly, it is a rare state of consciousness that in one single unbounded mental

field, is (a) apparently experienced as ‘‘nondual,’’ and (b) also includes some kinds

of psychic resonances of the self. Do any other lines of evidence bear on such a

singular phenomenon?

Years ago, after nonstressful meditating, I happened to experience an un-

usual minor, incidental, spontaneous ‘‘quickening’’ [Z:395–397]. It took the same

familiar verses that I was then chanting, and recast them in the form of large fast-

moving bytes. These lengthy auditions were both heard and known to be my

own. Their sentences were projected out into peripersonal space directly in front

of me. The agility and the scope of such released frontal lobe networking func-

tions is astonishing and must be experienced to be believed.11

What would happen if a similar kind of hyperfluent activity selectively

enhanced other functions in other parts of the frontal lobes? Suppose such net-

working functions had been excited, or disinhibited and released, by primary

events sponsored by mechanisms elsewhere, say, within the thalamus. Could a

different outward projection surge up from the psyche, as it were, not as words,

but in a manner that distilled the essence of the normal developmental sequences

of maturation discussed earlier in this chapter?

Clearly, the category III phenomena will differ from this early superficial

‘‘quickening’’ that I happened to experience while chanting. Category III phenom-

ena seem more likely to occur later, and to be most well developed in only very

few, mature, long-term practitioners. So the question then becomes: What changes

have evolved in the brain functions of these advanced trainees? Why is it more

likely that when they experience a state of Unity, certain of its qualities include

some representations that they find are identifiablewith aspects of their psychic self?

Let us begin with adepts who are training in a monastic setting. Let us

proceed from the premise that over time they already will have developed a

more appropriate, insightful sense of self-in-the-world. Their sense of self has

been pruned and honed by ongoing mindful introspection. Suppose further that

their brains had been ‘‘gentled’’ by this long training, that they had become more

compassionate and insightful, and that their lower-profile ‘‘i-me-mine’’ self would

then be less likely to relapse into its former overinflated version, the egocentric

self of the I-Me-Mine. It could follow that when advanced states of kensho-satori

happen to occur, these states will have immediate access to this more transformed

and more mature psychic circuitry.
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This is not a new idea. Zen has been engaged for centuries in developing

this lower-profile self. It can help us now to consult some wordy evidence from

the past, to see if it can clarify how self and oneness might—or might not—relate

to each other.

However, by way of preamble, it is instructive to cite the words of the

Polish-born British novelist Joseph Conrad (1857–1924). Conrad learned English

as his second language. He could say, with authority, ‘‘Words, as is well known,

are great foes of reality.’’ Conrad’s perspective no doubt echoes that of the early

Zen masters who, if they returned today, might find that their original meanings

(as represented in Sino-Japanese ideographs) had changed in the process of being

passed down to us through multiple translations.

Dogen’s Comments in the Thirteenth Century about ‘‘Self’’ and ‘‘Oneness’’

How can anyone represent, in a mere picture, the content of the mental field of

insight-wisdom? For Zen and the Brain, I employed a visual device. It showed

impulses (representing data from the outer world) entering that core of awareness

which the old I-Me-Mine self had just vacated [Z:610; figure 19]. The witnessing

awareness to this extraordinary event (called the ‘‘experiant’’) was defined as

whatever registers that experience in the absence of self.

In this context, I had turned to Master Dogen for one of his classic quota-

tions. I preferred to use a particular translation for the epigraph. It read: ‘‘To study

the Way of the Buddha is to learn about oneself. To learn about oneself is to forget

oneself. To forget oneself is to experience the world as pure object.’’

Why this preference for the phrase, ‘‘the world as pure object?’’ This was the

way it was. I could relate to a translation that described ‘‘the world as pure object.’’

During kensho, when my subjective self vanished, the whole external world had

then presented itself as totally ‘‘objective.’’ In fact, ‘‘objective vision’’ soon leaped

to mind as the phrase most appropriate to describe this awesomely novel perspec-

tive [Z:538, 573–577].

With respect to what Dogen himself really meant, centuries ago, that last

sentence of his above becomes especially important. Contemporary translators

since have arrived at different versions, as illustrated in the following examples:

� ‘‘To forget the self is to be actualized by myriad things.’’12

� ‘‘To forget the self is to be verified by myriad dharmas.’’13

� ‘‘To forget one’s self is to be confirmed by all dharmas.’’14

The examples beg the question: when the self is forgotten during kensho, pre-

cisely how are all those details in the outside world being actualized, verified, con-
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firmed? To Dogen, it may have been clear that forms are seen, sounds are heard,

and all are being known intimately ‘‘with body and mind as one.’’15 If we were to

take this interpretation literally, then this too would seem to be consistent with

a unification experience in which soma, sensations, and psyche, were all being

integrated. (Such an experience might include further refinements of the qualities

in both category II and category III.)

Can such a body-mind intimacy in the qualities of oneness be experienced at

an even more profound level? Elsewhere, we pointed to the possibility that more

advanced, extraordinary states (states in the category of ‘‘Ultimate Pure Being’’),

would seem to exist ‘‘altogether beyond’’ kensho-satori [Z:627–633]. If such a rare

advanced category of states of awakening does plumb levels of ‘‘Being’’ in this

very manner, then perhaps its existence might best be summarized by the state-

ment: ‘‘to be enlightened by the ten thousand things is to be the ten thousand

things.’’16

Do we have any accurate, detailed descriptors referable to an experience of

‘‘Being?’’ Not really. Why not? Because such states seem to have gone ‘‘altogether

beyond’’ any of the earlier quasi-physical or metacognitive levels of abstract, self-

referent identity [Z:698–699]. Words do not issue from the altogether beyond.

The next chapter provides further hints about how difficult it is to find

accurate words. It continues the present discussion, to the point of proposing

a fourth category of the varieties of ‘‘Oneness.’’ In this variety, oneness can

‘‘open’’—beyond some lingering representations of the psychic self—into ‘‘Being.’’

79

Varieties of ‘‘Oneness’’ And ‘‘Unity.’’ Provisional Category

IV

To carry yourself forward and experience myriad things is delusion. That myriad

things come forth and experience themselves is awakening.

Master Dogen (1200–1253)1

It’s not that I as a separate self merged with everything. It was just a pure seeing that

everything is one, and that I am that.

Adyashanti (a.k.a. Steve Gray)2

Two Zen Masters’ Instructive Commentaries on Oneness

In the first epigraph, Master Dogen was drawing a distinction: you are deluded if

your egocentric self still remains ‘‘in there’’ trying to reach out to grab at some
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‘‘experience’’ of being ‘‘enlightened.’’ True awakening happens only when the

things of the world advance and ‘‘experience themselves.’’

A contemporary master, Master Sheng-yen, added these recent comments

on the experience of Universal Oneness: ‘‘When a person is at this stage, they

recognize that the entire universe is the same as themselves.’’3 However, Sheng-

yen had also observed earlier that ‘‘To feel that everything in the universe is part

of you is good, but it is not enlightenment.’’4

For Sheng-yen, such (universe-self) feelings are the ‘‘illusory expressions of

a larger sense of self gained through hard practice.’’5 He acknowledges that one

result of such an experience might be a ‘‘tremendous power that would come

from the idea that ‘the universe is the same as me.’’’ And he also notes that some

people who have had ‘‘this kind of realization can often become very great reli-

gious leaders.’’ However, he cautions that their identification with the universe as

a whole still represents one more overvalued ego attachment that they later will

need to give up.6

The Big Problem

So the major question remains: What exactly is this variation on the theme of the

‘‘self,’’ or the ‘‘ego,’’ that is being identified as coexistent either with the universe

as a whole, or even with divinity in some form? It is certainly not that former nar-

row, selfish ego from which the person had suffered earlier.

No aspect of that earlier inturned, selfish ego would have a place in sudden

extraordinary awakenings. Then why would Sheng-yen say that a person gains ‘‘a

larger sense of self’’ only as the result of rigorous practice?7 What kind of ‘‘larger

sense of self’’ could occur as a result of long ‘‘hard practice?’’ And finally, how

does it relate to a state of ‘‘Being?’’

Toward a Still Larger Psychic Sense of self-in-the-World

Let us interpret ‘‘a larger sense of self gained through hard practice’’ to signify

what it did in this last chapter. There, it meant that certain aspirants’ extensive

training process enabled them to develop more mature attitudes and ongoing

enlightened traits. By way of condensing what all these words signify, let us sug-

gest that the trainees have evolved a larger sense of self-in-the-world. Some of this, as

it relates to kensho, might be envisioned as corresponding to the bottom part of

figure 11 (chapter 77). Here, we recall, the earlier inflated self had become ‘‘thin-

ner,’’ more porous, and more aware of its intimate interactive relationships with

people, things, and events in the outside world. This is a smaller self.

New attitudes and transformed traits are not mere abstract psychological de-

scriptors. They arise from functions redistributed among actual nerve networks
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within that more mature person’s brain. We refer now to major new constellations

of functions, ones that have traversed the steep learning curve between ordinary

factual knowledge and deep understanding, between ordinary seeing and insight-

ful living. This smaller self has a larger view of the world.

The previous chapter cited our normal capacity for self-recognition as devel-

oping between 1 1
2 to 2 years of age, and our capacity for empathy as beginning

around the age of 2 years. Do any other relevant, nonesoteric precedents exist

within normal human development for an adult aspirant who goes on to evolve

and project even ‘‘larger’’ attitudes of self-in-the-world? Recent neuroimaging

studies of children say yes. The data show that we go through two major early

developmental passages in the externalizing of our personal selves. In the process,

our intuitive functions evolve in ways that not only grasp new cause-and-effect

relationships but then project these new understandings onto the outside world.8

The components in the first stage begin to ripen before the age of 2 years.

Their elementary steps help us anticipate what our parents and siblings have ‘‘in

mind’’: hinting at their simpler goals, perceptions, emotions, and actions.

The second stage does not start until later, around 4 years of age (see chapter

6). Why are its ‘‘conceptual’’ functions much more advanced? Because they enable

us to attribute subtle beliefs and attitudes to others (and also have some inkling of

them in ourselves). The neuronal components of this second system are more

complex. Multiple chapters in part III and IV have prepared us to appreciate why

so many frontotemporal regions contribute to it: the medial prefrontal cortex (BA

9), the temporal poles (BA 38), the superior temporal sulcus in its anterior portion

(BA 22), and the temporoparietal junction (BA 39/40), as well as its posterior

extention (BA 22) (see figure 7, chapter 40).

Both sides of the brain participate when we reach beyond the narrow con-

fines of self into a better understanding of the outside world. When neuro-

imaging researchers first tested ‘‘theory of mind’’ functions, their intellectual tasks

emphasized logic and powers of reasoning. Naturally, the brain responded to

logic-based tasks that hinged on language by activating more networks in the left

hemisphere.9 Other ‘‘theory of mind’’ tasks that hinged on visuospatial skills and

attention have since tended to activate corresponding regions more in the right

hemisphere.

Note that we are postulating particular kinds of insightful functions as rele-

vant to ‘‘a larger sense of self-in-the-world.’’ These processes are more automatic,

intuitive, and language-free. Depending on the setting, they may access many

similar modules on both sides, and engage in fast parallel processing with deeper

subcortical networks.

But notice also: such a slowly acquired ‘‘larger sense of self-in-the-world’’ is

not ‘‘larger’’ because its functions are overinflated and bigger. In fact, it plays a

very low-profile ecological role in society as a whole, one much less self-indulgent
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than ever before [Z:668–677]. Indeed, Sheng-yen has also pointed out that a per-

son at this advanced stage is not self-conscious of being liberated: ‘‘When true wis-

dom arises it comes undetected and unannounced.’’10 Moreover, these evolved

attitudes and traits of the psyche will have stayed closely attuned to the subcon-

scious sensorimotor functions of the physical self. The dual nature of such trans-

formations can enable a whole brain—front and back, low and high—to express,

without thinking, what that person has become.

What we have been trying to describe in words is a new, mature lifestyle. Its

ongoing, flexible, adaptive behavior is expressed quickly by a stable, simplified,

person—a smaller ‘‘self-in-The-Big-Picture’’ (a theme discussed further in part

VIII).

A Contemporary Narrative of Oneness That Evolved into Emptiness at the Level of Being

The personal episodes narrated in the pages of this and my earlier book empha-

size the distinct sequences through which kensho and internal absorption evolve.

An advanced category of states was proposed earlier [Z:627–630]. It corresponded

to states late on the Path of Zen that might be included under the term ‘‘Ultimate

Pure Being’’ (see chapters 4 and 87).

A recent article in Tricycle is instructive because it describes the way a Zen

meditator experienced the quality of ‘‘Oneness.’’ The experience evolved through

two phases. The earlier state evolved later into a sense of ‘‘being the universal

reality.’’ The subject was a 31-year-old man who had been in intensive Zen medi-

tative training since the age of 19.11 At age 25, while in zazen, he entered kensho,

‘‘penetrated to the emptiness of all things and realized that the Buddha I had been

chasing was what I was.’’

Having then formulated his own koan as ‘‘What is this that I am?’’, he pur-

sued this question independently. Six years later, at the age of 31, he sat down to

meditate and heard a birdcall outside the window. Then, ‘‘from my gut, I felt a

question arise that I had never heard before: Who hears this sound?’’ Immedi-

ately, he entered an extraordinary, emotionless state, during which ‘‘I was the bird

and the sound and the hearing of the sound, the cushion, the room, everything. It

was just a pure seeing that everything is one, and that I am that.’’

While in the middle of this ‘‘Oneness,’’ he understood ‘‘that I was everything

in manifestation’’ (both subtly and in a material sense), ‘‘and yet I was also total

emptiness, empty of even the experience of emptiness, and suddenly everything

was seen to be a dream.’’ Accompanying this was ‘‘a deeply felt kinesthetic sense

of being everything and at the same time nothing. I knew with my whole being

that who I really was wasn’t even the oneness, it was the emptiness prior to the

oneness, forever awake to itself. This knowing has never changed or faded in any
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way. . . . Enlightenment is awakening from the dream of being a separate me to

being the universal reality.’’

The words describing this extraordinary episode are of special interest to

this chapter’s theme. They clearly illustrate that oneness can (1) coexist with emp-

tiness at a level of understanding that is deeply confirmed with reference to some

physical notion of a body, and (2) then yield to an even deeper understanding

(‘‘with my whole being’’) of a more fundamental identity with emptiness. This

level of comprehension has become intimate with the use of the word ‘‘being’’

and appreciates that its manifestation tends to be ongoing.

Another interesting aspect of this narrative is its trigger: the natural sound of

a birdcall. The primary and secondary (association) auditory cortex lies in the

superior temporal gyrus. This is one of the three cortical sites from which, when

you stimulate it in a monkey on only one side, impulses descend to the upper

brainstem, and are then rebroadcast back up in the form of widespread arousal

responses that excite the cortex on both sides (see chapter 72).

Possible Psychophysiological Correlates of Provisional Categories II, III, and IV

We are continuing to ask two questions of the several advanced states along what

seems to be a spectrum of qualities of unification: First, how do several aspects

of the self—including the more evolved, low-profile psychic-self-in-The-World—

become manifest as phenomena in the field of consciousness? Second, which net-

works could possibly give rise to this remarkable spectrum of impressions that

culminate in a dynamic, shared identity within the whole ‘‘Big Picture?’’ (see table 8,

chapter 78).

� Category II Oneness includes ‘‘quasi-physical’’ aspects of the self. The descriptions

suggest that several threads of a distributed system are being woven together. In

such a process (1) somatic representations of the subject’s physical self seem to be

enlisted into a moment of heightened attention, and projected out into an allo-

centric mode of external perception; (2) these body image representations appear

to be linked with curious recognition themes reminiscent of the personalized deci-

sions made instantly in déjà vu or déjà vécu episodes.

The externalized somatic representations are termed autoscopic phenom-

ena. Autoscopy means seeing parts or all of one’s own body ‘‘out there’’ in

extrapersonal space while still maintaining one’s habitual, grounded sense of an

egocentric frame of reference.12 Many of the responsible lesions (and focal sites

for seizures or stimulations) tend to cluster around the parietotemporal junction.

It is plausible to correlate the heightened and sharpened attention with the activa-

tion of nearby parietal lobule attentional mechanisms. The sense of reality that
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infuses such themes might correlate with additional activations that include the

medial temporal region and the back of the medial orbitofrontal cortex.13

� Category III Oneness includes functions of the psyche likely to be more widespread.

These ‘‘quasi-psychic aspects’’ involve networks in functional configurations that

are cognitive, emotional, and instinctual. The way we ourselves normally envision

the outside world evolves in significant ways at around 2 to 4 years of age. Our

long-range adult maturity also evolves over decades, incrementally. Only after

we undergo ‘‘passages’’ during several decades do we discover how many ethical,

ecological, and other-directed orientations rise spontaneously into the mental

foreground when our self-centered preoccupations fade.

Correlates of our psyche reflect whole-brain functions, interacting. How can

an immature, SELF-preoccupied person become transformed into a low-profile

sharing self, an intimate partner in the whole Universe? Interactions involving

both the medial frontal and temporal lobes probably play significant roles in re-

organizing our subconscious attitudes and belief systems.

Our native virtues of gratitude, empathy, and compassion tap deeply

ingrained instinctual functions. If such virtues are to become actualized, major

reorganizations must occur in the prior functions of networks whose deep roots

extend within more midline regions, including the thalamus, basal ganglia, hypo-

thalamus, and brainstem (see chapters 34, 37, 38, 41, 89, 90, and 91).

� The category IV quality of Oneness is intrinsically more indefinable in terms of its

phenomenology. Its underlying state does seem to have the potential to evolve

‘‘into Being.’’ As the impression of ‘‘oneness’’ vanishes, and as all other discriminat-

ing higher functions also dissolve, this state of Being could be expressing the deep

central core of the networks underlying consciousness. These arise within the

upper brainstem and at diencephalic levels just beyond. Note that these regions

serve not only excitatory functions but also mediate inhibitory functions on higher-

order thalamic nuclei that could significantly reduce the discriminating aspects of

consciousness (see chapter 46).

Where do such qualities of ‘‘Oneness’’ fit in with respect to the other major

sequences and states outlined earlier on the Path of Zen? (see chapter 4). The first

kensho could include the two phases of category I Oneness, A and B, described in

chapter 77. Subsequent states of kensho that progressed toward satori could in-

clude the provisional qualities of ‘‘Oneness’’ in categories II and III. Category IV could

accompany a profound transformative episode which evolved in its second phase

into the state of Being, at which point the impression of ‘‘oneness’’ could disappear.

To oversimplify the Path thus far: How might we view the current human

condition? Most human beings seem overwhelmed by their efforts to multitask

their everyday world. From this perspective, novice meditators on their mats might

seem to be at least trying to be in the world, but not of it. Then how could an
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experiant be described, during an extraordinary moment of Oneness? As feeling

selflessly IN THE WORLD AND OF IT.

We turn next to a discussion of why such an insight is so special.

80

Prajna: Insight-Wisdom

The only medicine for suffering, crime, and all the other woes of mankind is wisdom.

Thomas H. Huxley (1825–1895)

Early at our very first meeting, Kobori-Roshi introduced me to the term prajna. It

refers to an extraordinary flash of insight-wisdom. Prajna reaches depths far

beyond one’s ordinary generic levels of insight and minor ‘‘epiphanies.’’ Its shift

of consciousness unveils existential issues.

Prajna has also been likened to a ‘‘lightning strike,’’ a ‘‘thunderbolt.’’ My

‘‘taste’’ of kensho suggests that what evolves is not one bolt of insight, but a flash-

ing sequence of branching strikes.

Like our more ordinary kinds of intuition, prajna unveils special comprehen-

sions wordlessly. One of its many paradoxes is that, while it clarifies the vast unity

of all things intimately, prajna usually begins to do so selflessly (see chapter 77)

[Z:545–549].

When people first encounter Zen, they try hard to ‘‘think about’’ it, and to

imagine what it is. Prajna’s insight-wisdom is not a thought. Nor can you imagine

it. However, it is possible to arrive at several conceptualizations ‘‘about’’ Zen. One

of mine is that Zen is an ancient way to celebrate the lightning strike of creative

intuition. Another concept reflects the effortless way prajna bypasses tortuous

detours of formal analysis. This unique quality of insight-wisdom suggests that

massive parallel processing systems have snapped into a novel configuration.

The early Indian Buddhists were well aware that this level of mental illumi-

nation had a ‘‘flashing’’ quality. Their Diamond Sutra was among the many that

Kumarajiva (C.E. 344–413) went on to translate later into Chinese. While its verses

do note prajna’s lightning-like quality, they also present five other attributes in the

form of airy similes. Could you guess what prajna is from these furtive images?

They suggest prajna is like a ‘‘dream,’’ an ‘‘illusion,’’ a ‘‘bubble,’’ a ‘‘shadow,’’ and

a ‘‘dewdrop.’’1 Mystifications are a legacy from that cultural era. They were not

intended to answer the question.

What is this special kind of wisdom? In Chinese cultural traditions, various

ideograms for prajna began to suggest that it could imply the arrival of wisdom,

a clear mind, the capacity for acute perception and flexibility.2 Later, during the
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Tang dynasty in China, the Hosso school of Mahayana Buddhism came to grips

with four of its more basic attributes.3

1. The ‘‘great perfect mirror wisdom.’’ It reflects—as does a clear mirror—all phe-

nomenal things as they really are.

2. The wisdom that observes the ultimate, nondual, equality of all things.

3. The wisdom which discerns that all phenomenal things have distinctive individual

features.

4. The wisdom intrinsic to all perceptions which enables them to become agencies of

creative transformation.

Today, we might be just a little more specific about this last attribute, because

there came to exist another apt Buddhist metaphor for prajna. It pointed to the

dynamic basis for prajna’s transforming property. Its symbol is a sword. This

sword cut of insight-wisdom severs the egocentric roots of the person’s deluded

attachments. The Japanese have another phrase, hannya no chika. It translates as

‘‘the wisdom-fire of prajna that destroys delusions.’’

Can different ancient Sino-Japanese ideograms, when translated into con-

temporary English, help us define the qualities of other phenomena in states of

consciousness that might seem indescribable?

81

Words for the Inexpressible

Whenever ideas fail, men invent words.

Martin Fischer (1879–1962)

A word is needed to call forth a concept; a concept is necessary to portray a phenom-

enon. All three mirror one and the same reality.

Antoine Lavoisier (1743–1794)

When William James drew up a short list of the characteristics of a religious/

mystical experience, he placed ineffability first. Next came its noetic quality, tran-

siency, and passivity. We can understand James’s thesis. No words can fully ex-

press the inexpressible (the ineffable). Notwithstanding, old phrases from Asian

cultures do shed light on the elusive qualities of kensho-satori.

The evidence is provisional, because words and idiomatic phrases evolve in

the course of passing from one culture to the next. Countless Buddhist constructs

passed from Sanskrit and Pali to Sino-Japanese over the course of many centuries

before they were then translated into English. Ideograms compound the problem.
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This narrative begins with the term kensho, the word we have used to repre-

sent the initial experiences of insight-wisdom. Kensho is derived from the Chinese

chien-hsing. It means seeing into one’s true nature. Ken is ‘‘seeing into something’’;

sho is ‘‘one’s true nature.’’

Simple so far. But suppose you pursue other options for kensho in standard

dictionaries. Then it gets confusing. Kenkyusha’s New Japanese English Dictionary

(4th edition, 1974) lists eight different definitions of the word kensho. (One of the

nouns is ‘‘manifestation.’’ Another is an ‘‘on-the-spot verification.’’ Fortunately,

their ideograms do differ.)

On the Trail of Satori

With respect to the word satori, this same standard dictionary begins to clarify the

situation. Here one finds satoru (the verb) meaning ‘‘to realize,’’ ‘‘to awaken to,’’ to

‘‘comprehend,’’ ‘‘to be spiritually enlightened.’’ Satori (the noun) means ‘‘compre-

hension,’’ ‘‘spiritual awakening,’’ ‘‘enlightenment,’’ ‘‘realization.’’ This ideogram is

the one kanji most often used to signify satori in both its verb and noun forms:

Perhaps a dictionary limited to Japanese-Buddhist terms would present

fewer complications.1 Here, we find kensho-godo defined as ‘‘seeing one’s true

nature and realizing the Buddhist Way.’’ (However, among its four characters,

the third is the very same ideogram as that already used to represent satori, as

pictured above.)

But we are searching for English words that help to clarify the actual form

and content of kensho-satori. So we now turn to a collection of old Zen sayings.2

Here we find that Shigematsu has not only translated centuries-old classical

Chinese sayings from Japanese into English but also provided their original

ideograms.

Focusing on four ideograms that he translated as ‘‘satori,’’ we find hints

about its form and content:

1. Shinyo: true thusness; true unchanging reality

2. Mushonin: insight into the immutable reality of all existences

3. Bodai: Buddha nature; the intrinsic nature of all things

4. Ryo: total comprehension
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A Phrase for the Inexpressible

But another phrase, gongo dodan, is noteworthy. Why? Because it refers to the in-

expressible in a very interesting manner. Its literal meaning is ‘‘the path of words

has been cut.’’ As a descriptive phrase, it points toward a distinct ‘‘soft’’ insight,

one that had entered kensho early in Reflections III (see table 11, chapter 95). Its

message was clear: there is no way to convey this totally new understanding, this

view of things as they really are.

You might ask: Why wasn’t this ‘‘realization’’ just the same as any of your

ordinary kinds of thought-filled ideas? First, it welled up spontaneously. It pene-

trated with none of the sense of mental ‘‘friction’’ as does an ordinary thought.

Second, it ‘‘felt’’ like the earlier, deeper insights. Third, it arrived in a particular

context, around the same time when there entered the first hint of a re-emergent,

diminutive ‘‘i.’’

Much later, in retrospect, it would seem that this first soft realization of in-

effability was a message arising from levels in the brain somewhere between those

of an intuition and of a deeper insight. Perhaps its soft message was the only

insightful commentary that diminutive ‘‘i’’ functions could make at that particular

instant.3

More Useful Descriptions of the Other Qualities of Kensho-Satori

Over the centuries, different Buddhist schools have since found ways to articulate

major qualities of kensho-satori. In their old Sino-Japanese phrases we can dis-

cover concepts like eternity, suchness, nonduality, liberation, and so on. When

translated, the following words and short phrases can still help puzzled readers

who may wonder what is so special about this state of insight-wisdom4 [Z:542–

544].

� Bussho joju: the eternal presence of Buddha Nature.

� Byodo muni no chie: the wisdom of realizing absolute, nondual reality.

� Fusho fumetsu: neither arising nor perishing. The ultimate reality of things is a

static quality.

� Gedatsu: liberation, emancipation; freedom from all bonds.

� Genryo mu funbetsu: direct perception; no discriminating thoughts.

� Hogen: the so-called dharma eye—that aspect of insight-wisdom which sees

deeply into the reality of things.

� Honpusho: originally not produced. In the inactivity of ultimate reality, nothing

comes into existence and nothing disappears.
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� Muga: nonself; egolessness.

� Mui jinen: the as-it-isness of absolute reality; things as they really are, beyond all

change (mui is discussed in the next paragraph).

� Shinyo: true suchness; unchanging reality.

� Taige: deep understanding with the body.

* * *
Wu-wei and Its Relation to Satori

Mui receives a more detailed interpretation in Wood’s Zen Dictionary.5 Here we

find the Japanese word mui, as one that could be associated with the Chinese

term Wu-wei. Wu-wei usually implies nonaction or selfless action [Z:607–608]. In

China, wu also came to imply the sudden enlightenment of satori. ‘‘Wu was iden-

tified with satori,’’ Wood explains, in the particular sense ‘‘that when . . . satori

comes there is in it no action—not even the action of thought.’’ In this centuries-

old usage, satori evolved into an adjectival noun. It came to represent the distinc-

tive experience that is wu, a state that was devoid of all form and action.

I could resonate with these interpretations for three reasons. This quality of

stasis, this sense of nonaction, and this subtle impression of noninterference had

all entered during the taste of kensho. Wu, a word that had originated in China

as an old Taoist term, still carries the ‘‘implication that one is talking about the

Samyak sambuddhi (real experience) or the Tao.’’

The many old words unearthed in this chapter were coined by those who

were seeking to articulate the inexpressible. It seems fitting to close by citing this

counsel from Shigematsu.

A word is a finger that points at the moon. The goal of Zen students is the moon

itself; not the pointing finger. Zen Masters, therefore, will never stop cursing words

and letters.6

We who can only write ‘‘about’’ Zen are trying to practice a difficult art:

finding which words to use and when to let them go.

82

Suchness and the Noumenon: An Allocentric Perspective

I hold suchness to be the basis of all religious experience.

D. T. Suzuki (1870–1966)1

If suchness were ‘‘the basis of all religious experience,’’ then why doesn’t everyone

know what ‘‘suchness’’ means? The problem, as Suzuki noted, is that it must be
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experienced. Suchness ‘‘defies a clear-cut definition.’’ It gets ‘‘lost’’ when you

present it as an idea. ‘‘Strictly speaking . . . any philosophy built on it will be a

castle on the sand.’’ So suchness begins beyond reach of our ordinary discursive

intellect. It is a profound experience of realization, not some thought that you can

conceive from the armchair.

His namesake, Zen master Shunryu Suzuki (1905–1971), once said that the

true purpose of Zen ‘‘is to see things as they are.’’2 But even if insight-wisdom illu-

minates such ‘‘seeing,’’ how can it serve to enhance the basis of all religions?

Could it be by ‘‘elevating’’ religions to the same status as everything else in the

universe—that is, both matter-of-fact and sacred?

Shunryu Suzuki also had these profound words to say about selfless aware-

ness: ‘‘Not to be attached to something is to be aware of its absolute value.’’ Let us

take this last sentence as a major theme throughout this chapter. For when does a

human brain deeply comprehend those values it holds to be ‘‘absolute?’’ When it

finally sees them from an unattached, selfless perspective.

As D. T. Suzuki explained, Asian languages had pointed toward suchness

for countless centuries. The Japanese used sono-mama. The Chinese employed chi-

mo or chih che shih. Much earlier, the Sanskrit term tatatha had become a core

notion of Mayayana Buddhism. The word referred to the absolute Buddha nature

of all things in the universe.3

Of course, a word like ‘‘suchness’’ soon becomes wielded as though it

were only an abstract concept. Even so, its original ‘‘Buddha-nature’’ usage still

points toward some kind of ultimate principle that human minds imagine

must lie beyond all categorical distinctions. Hence, when used in this manner,

‘‘suchness’’ continued to suggest some basic reality residing behind and beyond

the mere appearances of all things (and concepts) which are only temporary

phenomena.

Gradually, a more explicit phrase entered common English usage: ‘‘seeing

all things as they really are.’’ In this chapter I will use italics to illustrate that each

word in this phrase conveys subtleties of meaning. Together, they point to the

profound qualities of the insights in kensho and satori that realize the timeless,

immanent, interrelated nature of all things.

Let us suppose that you had never heard of Zen, and then you happened to

undergo this major ‘‘peak experience’’ spontaneously. Would these insights of

suchness themselves change simply because you once happened to have read

what Immanuel Kant had written over two centuries before in his momentous

Critique of Pure Reason?4

No, they would not. But after 1781, a thicket of logical constructs became

available in the West that would turn out to have great heuristic value. For these

constructs set up this seemingly impenetrable epistemological barrier: sharp lim-

its constrain what you and I can know about the ‘‘real’’ world. Indeed, Kant
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claimed that we can truly know things only as they appear to our senses, as

phenomena. But to us, he asserted, that other world of the thing-in-itself—the

noumenon—will remain forever unknowable.

As Kant (1724–1804) explained: ‘‘The concept of a noumenon implies a thing

that is not to be thought of as an object of the senses but rather as a thing in itself

(solely through pure understanding).’’ And he then regarded this Ding an sich as

‘‘merely a boundary concept in order to limit the pretension of sensibility, and

therefore only of negative use.’’5

Had Kant himself ever deeply experienced suchness during some un-

recorded ‘‘peak’’ state of consciousness? Even sympathetic biographers advance

no conclusive proof of this.6 We may wonder: If Kant had truly experienced such-

ness before 1781, would he then have gone on to write the following unqualified

assertion?

It remains completely unknown to us what may be the nature of objects in themselves

and apart from the receptivity of our senses. We know nothing except our own way

of perceiving them, a way peculiar to us, and which does not necessarily pertain to

every being, though it surely pertains to every human being.7

Each negation in these two sentences above rests on hidden subjective prem-

ises. They also exclude certain contingencies. Note that his first sentence ends

with the possessive, ‘‘our senses.’’ And that his second sentence also contains an-

other possessive, ‘‘our own way of perceiving.’’ Both statements assume that our

ordinary ego-self is attached to what it knows and perceives. Both further assume

that the ordinary self’s claim to ‘‘owning’’ this attachment remains unbroken

throughout time.

Yet, what if every ordinary possessive sense of ‘‘our’’ suddenly dropped

out? What if ‘‘time’’ dissolved into eternity? Because two things vanish during ex-

traordinary ‘‘peak experiences’’: both the personal sense of ‘‘self’’ and time’s cause-

and-effect relationships.

Moreover, mystics would always doubt that initial Kantian assertion: ‘‘com-

pletely unknown’’ (ganzlich unbekannt). Completely? Even German contemporaries

found this dogmatic stance too absolutist. ‘‘Kant’s acceptance of the distinction be-

tween phenomena and things-in-themselves . . . met with much criticism.’’8 Kant’s

every ambiguity and inconsistency stimulated successive generations of philoso-

phers to react, each in accord with its own ethos. It was a fertile notion indeed

that some absolute iron curtain must split phenomena from noumena.

Schopenhauer (1788–1860) accused Kant of logical inconsistencies. He

argued that no person could make any valid inference about the existence of

things-in-themselves using phenomenal data while simultaneously defining such

data as ‘‘things’’ that were not capable of being expressed.9 Yet he and various
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phenomenologists would also be stimulated to construct semantically formidable

interpretations of their own.10

Soon the radical empiricists would try to undermine the entire notion of any

‘‘boundary concept.’’ Using more flexible criteria, pragmatist doctrines could be

interpreted to suggest another conclusion: we could test the validity of a ‘‘truth’’

by its consequences. This utilitarian definition emphasized what each of us could

learn through direct living experience and observation. We did not need to refer to

idealized thought systems based on logically structured, wordy abstractions.

Neurophysiological issues began to surface. Bedside studies of neurological

patients were being correlated with laboratory research in the neurosciences.

To oversimplify one possible question: Could the brain of even a mental giant

like Kant wield constructs in some artificial ways that could ‘‘completely’’ split,

into two categories, our brain’s normal, dynamic integrative functions? For these

newer correlated research findings were lending support to at least four kinds of

hierarchical generalizations:

(1) Our brain functions are widely distributed. (2) Even so, it is the associa-

tive fluency of regions in its more ‘‘executive’’ front part that sponsors and moni-

tors our more insightful intuitive functions, whereas (3) our mostly ‘‘receptive,

sensate’’ functions are being identified with our brain’s back part. (4) Notwith-

standing, many subcortical systems (e.g., limbic, thalamic, and brainstem) play

early, decisive roles. These deeper regions do more than help generate our core of

basic awareness; their networks also infuse emotional qualities and degrees of

salience into all that we think and perceive.

Seemingly in line with such hierarchies of brain function, the Zen master

Thich Nhat Hanh recently presented a further definition of noumenon. He de-

scribed noumenon in terms of something ‘‘that can be intuited only by direct

knowledge (intuition) and not perceived by the senses.’’11

So what about that old logic-tight construct of 1781, the noumenon? In prac-

tice, weren’t its original premises becoming undermined? Hadn’t those rigid

Kantian architectonics (with which he tried to reject Locke’s and Hume’s ideas)

erected only an artificial barrier to our ‘‘pretensions of sensibility?’’ And—by the

way—didn’t Thich Nhat Hanh’s recent definition of noumenon sound rather sim-

ilar to D. T. Suzuki’s views about suchness?

How Crucial to This Issue Is the Brief Loss of Self during the Extraordinary State of

Awakening?

Zen Buddhist traditions emphasize a key point: one’s personal sense of self dis-

solves during kensho and satori. And yet, during this state of deep enlightenment,

a keenly witnessing core of awareness persists, even though it lacks every egocen-

tric trace of its old, possessive I-Me-Mine.
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This ‘‘awareness anonymous’’ is extraordinary. No conventional word ade-

quately encompasses all of its qualities. I have found it useful to resort to the

word experiant to refer to this ‘‘totally objective spectator in absentia.’’* Experiant

suggests one astonishing fact: ‘‘experiences’’ do occur in this state, but they have

a novel objective flavor. What lies at the core of this objective quality? An unima-

ginable fact: this unique awareness retains no personal subjectivities (see chapter

10). It is unattached, selfless, bodyless, completely impersonal.

Moreover, this state has dropped off not only our familiar surface ‘‘needs’’

and anxieties, such as those we normally access using conscious introspection. Its

awareness has also become profoundly detached—as Shunryu Suzuki knew—

from our unconscious longings and loathings. Because this awareness lacks our

deepest covert visceral emotions, it covets nothing, dreads nothing.

In kensho, prajna’s brief ‘‘flash’’ of insightful awakening simplifies multiple

existential complexities. Yet, afterward, other contentious issues and questions

may arise among both experiants and uninitiates: What constitutes ordinary ‘‘real-

ity?’’ Are we really sure our concepts are correct when we think that other ‘‘real-

ities’’ must lie beyond it? Table 9 represents an oversimplification.

By way of explanation, let the left column represent our familiar mundane

terrain. In the middle column are states of consciousness that are uncommon. The

column on the right reflects speculative thought processes. However, the concepts

in this last category, both personal and cultural, might still be thought about in

a relatively open, less artificial manner, especially by some persons after they

* In these pages, the variant spelling of ‘‘experiant,’’ with an a, serves to suggest that some compart-
ments within consciousness still go on experiencing, even though the ordinary foundations of selfhood
are absent (empty) of all self-referent attachments.

Table 9

Relationships among the Terms Mundane, Suchness, and Noumenon

Ordinary Experience

Extraordinary States of

Insight-Wisdom

?An Ontological* Unknown of

Some Kind

A term: Mundane A term: Suchness A term: Noumenon

Impression: ‘‘This is real’’ Impression: ‘‘This is really real!’’ Issue: Are we ‘‘really’’ certain

this speculation is ‘‘really’’ valid?

A self-referent ‘‘working

reality’’

A selfless ‘‘enhanced reality’’ The question posed relates to

whether there exists a domain

of ‘‘Absolute Reality’’

Lesser infusions of salience mark

noteworthy events

Major infusions of salience

emphasize rare, but memo-

rable episodes

A speculative construct, as

abstract as are concepts of

‘‘heaven’’ or ‘‘utopia’’

Private, personal; having a

subjective quality

Impersonal; having an

objective quality

Personal and cultural belief

systems vary

*Relating to metaphysical theories about the nature of being or existence.
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had undergone a selfless ‘‘peak experience.’’ Accordingly, open spaces between

the three columns are in keeping with potential openings between the three

categories.

The Sequence of Reflections after Kensho

Kensho is a momentary state. It starts abruptly, peaks, has a diminuendo, then

sponsors various thoughtful probings after the fact. During kensho’s earliest

phases, no paradox is evident. No single sensation could convey its direct, global

impression of ‘‘Reality’’ (nor is the scene being hallucinated). ‘‘Reality’’ is itself be-

ing realized. However, this insightful process is not your usual kind of ‘‘realiza-

tion.’’ Rather it reflects much deeper levels of reading between the lines than you

ever experience during your shallower intuitions.

Instead, several aspects of kensho are more reminiscent of how you respond

after you have been a student in an advanced art appreciation course. Later, when

you stand in front of an old painting in a museum, you discover your new capac-

ity to see into it. Now, seen afresh, various details in the painting as a whole reveal

novel comprehensibilities.

Kensho’s rare qualities go beyond this. Notably, each such grasp of large

interrelationships impacts directly, immediately, wordlessly. Moreover, it infuses

authoritative degrees and kinds of salience. These infusions ‘‘validate’’ and rein-

force the deep impression made by each new understanding as it flashes in to

‘‘illuminate’’ the mental field.

While still inside kensho, the weighty imprimatur of salience helps verify the

authenticity of the insights. But what about later? Would such a sense of convic-

tion endure permanently? Say that someone’s training and experience—prior to

kensho—had been that of a hard-nosed neurologist, psychologist, or psychiatrist.

Could this person ignore the likelihood that the episode had been but an extraor-

dinarily powerful illusion? [Z:290].

During kensho itself (and during its transient reflections for several days

thereafter), this neurologist regarded its total perspective as a genuine glimpse

into the immanent perfection investing everyday things as they really are. In this

manner had ‘‘nirvana’’ and samsara appeared to constitute ‘‘One Reality’’ (see fig-

ure 11, chapter 77). Nothing within this brief glimpse of ‘‘oneness’’ had suggested

that such an identity had supernatural origins, or that it was artifactual.

Later that week, my views began to evolve. They continued to change dur-

ing the following months while I read about various extraordinary states and

uncovered new scientific facts. As I then analyzed some of the forms with which

such events had impressed themselves on other persons, the evidence was also

consistent with the impress of a most powerful illusion. At first, how could I re-
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solve the issue? It was a simple matter. I could adopt a new context for my using

the term ‘‘illusion.’’

Because what was the basic illusion? Kensho’s insights had laid it bare. The

basic illusion was my former, entirely self-referent way of looking intrusively at

the world. In sharp contrast was that brief, penetrating view of the world through

the open eyes of kensho. This was, so it seemed, the more accurate perception.

More Real. Maybe it wasn’t as perfect as it appeared to be. But on balance, it was

not as gross a misperception as my previous egocentric perception had been.

Did this evolving viewpoint seem to contradict the core of my professional

beliefs? No. Was it in conflict with the central premise of my 1998 book? No. The

kensho episode and the author-neurologist remained seamless aspects within the

expanded experience of the very same person. The two perspectives seemed to

be reconciled (as Maslow had once observed) within a kind of ‘‘single complex

supraordinate unity’’ [Z:642]. I could be of two minds, as it were, with relative

ease, ‘‘hedging my bets,’’ untroubled by whatever misperceptions might be repre-

sented within either mundane ‘‘reality’’ or the ‘‘Reality’’ of suchness.

‘‘Reality’’ and ‘‘reality’’

Countless generations have speculated about what ‘‘Reality’’ might really be. And

the questioning may intensify after a person emerges from kensho-satori: Does

some kind of ‘‘Absolute Reality’’ exist? Or do these two words represent one

more imaginary belief system that has been culturally transmitted? No ontologi-

cal, epistemological, or neurological wordplay settles such questions. The prag-

matic point remains: Major ‘‘peak experiences’’ can have salutary effects on the

physiology of the brain. They can transform the person’s later attitudes and be-

havior in society, because their deep impressions leave enduring memory traces.

It is noteworthy that Immanuel Kant, in his subsequent writings, would

later soften, with more positive resonances, the impenetrably ‘‘negative’’ implica-

tions that he cast with his 1781 doctrine of the noumenon.12 Once again he would

be led to suggest that, in practice, our innate morality and ‘‘free will’’ were expres-

sions of our behaving as if our systems of ethical belief were true. Still, in print, he

would regard such constructs as unknowable and unprovable.13

Toward the Nature and Origins of Salience

This practical issue—how we each behave as responsible individuals within soci-

ety—is of immense importance. We need to reach a better understanding of how

each of our brains comes to ‘‘realize’’ what is its actual ‘‘ground’’ of ‘‘reality.’’ With

few exceptions, the neurosciences have not yet placed high on their agenda this
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vital need to clarify how human beings authenticate reality, either their seemingly

‘‘Absolute’’ notions about ‘‘Reality’’ or their ordinary levels of ‘‘working reality.’’

The issue goes far beyond those snap conclusions we reach because our

pattern recognition functions close quickly on some incoming sensory data. It is

the much subtler mechanisms that we must seek out and identify, the ones which

infuse the deeper kinds of meaning that will reshape our everyday lives.

Daily, these brain mechanisms introduce nuances and differing magnitudes

of significance that greatly reinforce our ordinary impressions. But once we invest

certain events with special symbolic overtones, we can feel them resonate with

enduring affirmative values. When we then lean forward and move to actualize

such positive values, the practical results can become more fruitful for society in

general. No longer must our actions remain limited to small individual responses

that ring ‘‘true’’ only within our local, private working reality [Z:600].

Peak experiences are useful models to study. They call attention to a particu-

lar set of resonances that greatly enhance our sense of reality. The term ‘‘salience’’

can serve to categorize their meaningful perceptual attributes (see chapter 45;

table 9, this chapter). When several distinctive properties resonate harmoniously

in unison, they enhance meaning by imbuing it with significant import. At a min-

imum, these reality-enhancing properties of salience include a sense of memorable

portent, a direct impression of coexisting within a universe of perfection free from

affective dissonances, and an impression of certainty so profound that it tends to

authenticate the presence of an ultimate ‘‘Truth.’’

Existing research suggests that the impress of salience could spring from

several interacting hierarchical systems. For example, its deeper origins could in-

clude, again at a bare minimum, parts of the limbic system that, having been inte-

grated with the posterior thalamus, go on to influence thalamocortical perceptual

functions.14

Suchness Revisited

The foregoing discussion, and table 9, may help us reexamine the ancient topic of

suchness from fresh perspectives. One of these approaches reflects the reduction-

ist perspectives within neuropsychology. From this direction, researchers would

be seeking precisely timed physiological and chemical data. They would hope

their results might identify each of the several components of suchness that create

its implicit ‘‘sense’’ of ‘‘reality.’’

But first let us reaffirm what kensho’s suchness also implies. When kensho

emphasizes ‘‘things as THEY really are,’’ why does THEY stand out in the fore-

ground? Because selfhood has dropped out of the mental field, and all of its

‘‘own’’ attachments to things have vanished.
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A second approach to understanding suchness points us off in the direction

of ontology (see the column on the right side of table 9). Christian Wolff (1679–

1754) was an early contemporary of Kant. He introduced the term ontology into

Western philosophy, using it to designate a field of speculative thought. Ontol-

ogy, if we accept one of several representative definitions, is ‘‘a branch of meta-

physics that deals with reality itself, as apart from the subjective impressions

and thoughts of the person who experiences it.’’15 (Logicians could object, on the

grounds that Wolff could hardly have been ‘‘apart’’ from his concept.)

Let us recognize that words are linguistic concepts derived from human

brains. Do we, must we, accord such concepts rigid boundaries? If so, then such

quasi-barriers are fragile creatures imposed by our own imagination. A word like

‘‘ontology’’ remains vulnerable not only to the lesser indentations of mere thought

but also to the spontaneous penetrations of major insights.

The questions being asked, then, are these: During kensho, can someone’s

brain take even the first tentative step toward comprehending the essential nature

of ‘‘objects in themselves?’’ If so, what is this first step? Experiants feel certain

their glimpse is authentic. Could any small part of this impression be genuine? Is

there, as it were, some ‘‘porous interface’’ between the ways we humans interpret

two words—suchness, as invoked by D. T. Suzuki; the noumenon, as imposed by

Kant during his formal effort to limit our pretentions?

Let us inquire first: What kind of evidence might support the proposal that

kensho’s ‘‘peak’’ state of consciousness could provide at least a partial glimpse

into some incredible domain that was previously ‘‘unknown?’’ This pivotal deci-

sion hinges on an elementary yes-or-no interpretation: Has such a ‘‘first step’’

revealed a certain kind of extraordinary new perspective? Even if the answer is

yes, then this decision does not mean anything esoteric. It would imply only one

thing: the ‘‘Big Picture’’ is capable of being perceived more accurately. Why? Be-

cause the person’s previous self-referent veils and overconditioned barriers of

thought no longer hide from view the true nature of such an inconceivable world

(see chapter 10). Not that this world is being perfectly perceived, or universally

comprehended. Just that it is perceived a little more accurately now that it is being

seen in its unveiled state.

Suchness and the Noumenon

To help clarify the relationship—if any—between suchness and the noumenon,

let us first employ some language that might be used at the levels of descriptive

psychology. Next, a second perspective will be presented. It will draw on the

data from psychophysiological research which distinguishes between our egocen-

tric and allocentric forms of consciousness.
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Each of these two perspectives—first, the psychological and then the psy-

chophysiological—will voice admittedly personal opinions. Even so, the reader

will find assembled a series of stilted sentences that do point toward the same ten-

tative endpoint: a yes-or-no answer. A yes answer to the questions asked three

paragraphs above might do more than help reconcile the statements of D. T. and

Shunryu Suzuki with those of Kant. It might also begin to reconcile, at some

practical supraordinate level comfortable to Maslow, the unresolvable dichoto-

mies created by our own fixed ways of thinking.

1. Descriptions in psychological terminology. Kensho suddenly releases a brain from

its previous overconditioning. Egocentric filters have dropped out of the picture.

With the thick veils of self cast aside, consciousness now functions in an extraordi-

narily clear, impersonal mode. Gone are all those old intrusions of the Mine into

every scene. Gone with it are those limiting constructs implicit in Kant’s possessive

phrases: ‘‘the receptivity of our senses,’’ and ‘‘our own way of perceiving.’’ Yes, an

apple still registers as an apple. But now it registers with full awareness of ITS

‘‘absolute value,’’ free from all subjective hungering.

2. Descriptions in psychophysiological terminology. It helps first to review the basis

for the ego-/allo-distinctions we introduced earlier (see chapters 29 and 75). In

brief, recent primate research shows that the two terms describe two fundamen-

tally different ways that our normal brain is poised to process sensory data that

are about to enter from the outside world.

a. Emerging out of one of them—the brain’s egocentric system—are constructs

that are implicitly self-referent. In a monkey, how does this system process an

external fruit like an apple? Registering the apple’s coordinates, it uses lines

of sight that relate the apple’s visual percepts with reference to the head,

eyes, and body of this observing monkey [Z:491].

Similar ‘‘wiring’’ patterns are available early in the brain of a human

infant. With these coordinates we have established our own self-centered

physical axis. On this firm primal physiological basis we could soon go on to

elaborate our own intricate psychic constructs of self. Before long, any apple

seen also became mine to covet, grab, eat, hide . . .

Note how that original apple had been ‘‘lost’’ in the subsequent, elabo-

rate synaptic shuffle.

b. By contrast, the second network system is called allocentric. Its central path-

ways are coded to represent only a simpler, selfless, totally objective view.

These circuits will first register an apple just as an ‘‘event.’’ It is a round red

thing in space ‘‘out there.’’ Ordinarily, these two different systems work to-

gether, adding to the ways we establish such opposing pairs of concepts as

self/other, this/that, subject /object, and so on.
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With reference to these terms, what happens during kensho? Major deep

physiological shifts occur. They seem capable of releasing the human brain into

its freestanding allocentric mode. Allocentric networks have been liberated from

the tight grasp of the old egocentric self. Now they appear to register within con-

sciousness just that sense of ‘‘things’’ as THEY are out there.

It’s not that simple. Could a shift that simply leaves out our egocentric frame

of reference alone account for so novel a landscape and for so unique a state of

consciousness? Can the usual allocentric frame of reference in itself explain how a

state can instantly leave the impression that all items, in their detailed particulars,

not only exist ‘‘as they really are’’ but are also integrated into a unified context that

is vastly more meaningful?16

Not likely. For note what also happens: Within that vast field, it is deeply

understood that all individual items and diverse events belong to the same ex-

tended family. They coinhabit the same dynamic Universe, in perpetuity. Interrela-

tionships of this nature, impressive in their perfection of suchness, would seem to

require both extra layers and magnitudes of the salient infusions discussed above.

Even so, for our brain to comprehend such universal meanings, so deeply af-

firmative in tone, would seem equivalent to taking that one small tentative step

which is the issue under discussion. A step toward what? Toward that special

kind of ‘‘awareness of absolute values,’’ that seeing ‘‘things as they are,’’ to which

Shunryu Suzuki had referred.17

It remains for psychobiographers to ponder some covert historical issues:

Had Kant’s insightful brain ever penetrated partially (far beyond the great intri-

cate thoughts of his ordinary ‘‘working reality’’) into his own unbekannt? Do we

really know why his own early handwritten short lists could reduce all his a

priori categories into these few prescient concepts: magnitude, reality, subject,

ground, and parts in their interrelationships with the whole?18

At this distance at least, it would still seem possible that some of Kant’s

many to-and-fro evolutions of thought, evidenced throughout his lifelong writ-

ings, might reflect his introspective, ongoing attempts at self-critiques, his own

private mindfully reflective quests to arrive at more advanced degrees of his own

‘‘pure understanding.’’

Meanwhile, in this new millennium, the rest of us have newer conceptual

options. We can choose to regard prajna’s first flashing insights within suchness

as the perennial expressions of a human brain’s basic physiological functions, not

just as some layers of cultural add-ons imposed by the conditionings inherited

from past centuries. Our generations need not believe that seemingly thick bar-

riers of word-thoughts, however raised, can permanently curtain off the flash-

ing illuminations cast by these first impressions of ‘‘Reality’’ and of ‘‘Immanent

Perfection.’’ For such prelinguistic messages arise selflessly, spontaneously, in

unconditioned form. The natural truths that emerge are part of everyone’s ancient,

universal biological heritage.
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83

The Construction of Time

The now, the here, through which all future plunges to the past.

James Joyce (1882–1941), Ulysses

Our Personal Sense of Time

Past . . . here and now . . . future. Our way of dividing time into three segments

seems sound. Yet personal time is an abstraction, an elastic chronology that

humans insert into an otherwise impersonal universe. On a 24-hour equivalent of

the galactic time clock, it has been only during the past few seconds that human

brains on planet Earth have tried to define what else ‘‘time’’ might be. Before that,

no word label tried to represent this whole ageless Universal Reality (as far as we

now know). It was here, only recently, that hominid cultures ventured to imagine

what such a cosmic ‘‘Oneness’’ might be. Not until earthlings evolved a symbolic

language would an inclusive Yahweh-God-Tao-Buddha nature have seemed any-

thing other than nameless and undifferentiated.

We have come a long way. We now believe not only in a cosmos of near-

infinite space (13 billion light years is a long way out there). We sense that it

might stretch toward a fundamental perpetuity, an eternity if you will, beyond

that currently observable edge. Nevertheless, at birth, each of our brains began to

compound its own personal version of time. These private notions hinge on more

than our estimations of intervals between events. As James Joyce hinted, each

‘‘now’’ of private ‘‘time’’ also involves our making implicit spatial associations

with items that are already here. We relate those spatial coordinates of apples and

other things out ‘‘there’’ in space back ‘‘here’’ toward our own self-referent body

image in the center.

We don’t have to search very far for examples of Joyce’s other word, ‘‘now.’’

Two common phenomena illustrate how our present now is but a fleeting mo-

ment, poised betwixt an imaginary future and a swiftly vanishing past.

The Temporal Lobe: Déjà Vu and Jamais Vu

It is normal to experience illusions of déjà vu (see chapter 42). What we see ‘‘now’’

seems so familiar that we conclude: ‘‘Yes, I’ve already seen this before.’’ Ordinary

déjà vu episodes are eloquent whispers, conveying a twofold message:

� Our brain does have circuits that help us respond to the nuances between an event

in our present time and incidents in past time.
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� Many potential instabilities reside within the medial temporal lobe. Just a minor

cerebral event—a little loss of sleep, a fever, a predisposition to migraine—can

break down that fragile barrier which had once walled off a previous incident

inside its ‘‘earlier’’ memory compartment, and had stopped it from being linked

with the immediate events of this present moment.

My temporal lobe used to be vulnerable to loss of sleep. Sleep loss unveiled

its low threshold for déjà vu episodes. However, déjà vu experiences can also

occur in patients whose focal seizures start in the medial temporal lobe. More-

over, stimulating the amygdala or hippocampus also prompts them. Sites over

the outer temporal cortex are less productive.1

The ‘‘positive’’ (yes, I remember) resonances of déjà vu have a ‘‘negative’’

counterpart. This contrasting visual experience is termed jamais vu. Its literal

meaning is ‘‘No, I’ve never seen this before.’’ fMRI studies are still trying to untan-

gle how we decide which events are familiar and which are not.2

Many of these complexities reside among the personal circuits of the omni-

self. Why? Because when we tag an event in time, we register more than the here-

and-now details of its exterior context. We also inject our own interior premise:

how we felt about where we were when it happened. So, into that Joycean here-

and-now of an event, each implicit self-referent observer inserts his or her own

particular autobiographical frame of reference. Early PET scan studies began to

localize some modules of this personal omniself more within the right temporal

lobe [Z:247–253].

Recent neuropsychological research also suggests that the right temporal

lobe contributes long-term representations that help us estimate time.3 All 18

patients in this study had previous surgical removal of their anterior and medial

temporal lobes. Their task was to reproduce, spontaneously, various durations of

time. The nine patients who had right temporal lobe resections underestimated the

longer time durations (of 5, 14, and 38 seconds). In contrast, other data suggested

that it was the left temporal lobe that would normally be processing the more in-

stantaneous time perceptions (in the range between only 10 and 100 milliseconds).

Millisecond durations are crucial when we process language and music.

The Parietal Lobe and Our Sense of Time

Time is a ‘‘judgment call.’’ Several other regions of our brain help us distinguish

‘‘newer’’ events from ‘‘older’’ events. Recent fMRI studies suggest that the supe-

rior parietal lobule is also one region that helps us categorize some events as

newer and others as older.4 In contrast, the temporoparietal junction and the right

intraparietal sulcus become involved when we first detect salient new items to

which we are prepared to respond.
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Single nerve cells in the monkey’s inferior parietal association cortex often

respond to more than one kind of stimulus.5 These multimodal properties could

help the monkey brain represent details of items in the environment both in space

and time simultaneously. In trained monkeys, these nerve cells develop firing pat-

terns that correlate with the monkeys’ attempts to judge elapsed time. Indeed, the

remarkable ways this parietal association cortex contributes to primate behavior

led one reviewer to conclude that ‘‘any magnitude, be it a distance in space, time,

or a quantity to be judged’’ would be grist for the mill of its spatial and motor

transformations.6

Frontal Lobe Contributions to the Ways We Normally Sequence Recent Events

Both our working memory and our memory for episodic events also help us to

judge time.7 When we engage our frontal lobes in estimating time sequences they

almost seem to be referring back to what is in a sense a kind of ‘‘internal clock.’’

For example, normal subjects have first been monitored by fMRI while they

process the way items are sequenced within one list, and later while they compare

the sequences of items (back and forth) between two different lists.8 In general,

both their right and left prefrontal activities support such different complex mem-

ory tasks. However, sequencing items within a list activates their left prefrontal

lobe more, whereas signals increase more in the right prefrontal lobe when they

judge how items are sequenced on the two different lists.

The ‘‘Direction’’ of Time: Frontal and Temporal Lobe Contributions to

Past? Present? Future

Time passes all too swiftly. Whether it is milliseconds or decades, time seems to

move in one direction. Hence that old term, ‘‘the arrow of time.’’

Physicists may still debate whether the cosmological arrow always agrees

with this psychological arrow.9 Here, however, let us adopt the standard arrow

metaphor as a simple model for the issues to be discussed during this and the

next chapter. Let us begin with the same kinds of memory functions that enter

into the déjà vu/jamais vu decisions described above. Translated into English,

the full question to be posed is: ‘‘Does this particular event, in this present mo-

ment, correspond with some prior instance in (my) time past?’’ Not until we first

scan our own memory stores can we answer yes (déjà) or no ( jamais).
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So let us now return to that now/then interface of our conscious memory. If

we follow the visual model of ‘‘time’s arrow’’ illustrated above, we soon find our-

selves directing our gaze off at an angle toward the left. Why? Because the left part

of the arrow symbol is intended to represent the older historical events in our own

retrograde memory. And normally, what small detail distinguishes the very back

end of an arrow?

The arrow’s notch. So let this notch serve as the farthest back in time any of

us still retain our oldest childhood memories. From that remote horizon of our

personal time on the far left, one could envision a chronology of new incidents.

Each would occupy its own position on the timeline of our normal viewing. This

succession of events would extend farther along the arrow shaft to the right, to-

ward the ever-advancing edge of each new present moment. In animals, some

of the earlier and simpler operations that enter into these kinds of ordering and

sequencing appear to involve the temporal lobe’s hippocampal formation.10

We are poised, next, to invoke human frontal lobe functions of the kinds just

cited above. Can this arrow metaphor illustrate how the frontal lobes enable us

to make special recency decisions involving time sequences? [Z:557–560]. What

makes such recency judgments special? Suppose you needed to test your own

skills at recency judgments. This is how you might proceed. Imagine that a long

arrow is released gently, starting way off to your left. It flies slowly through that

space in front of your usual 3-second ‘‘window of now,’’ and then vanishes from

sight off to your far right.

How would you respond if someone were now to ask you: ‘‘Which three

parts of that arrow did you see last, most recently?’’ This isn’t easy. You might

have to change your mental set. For your task is to assign top priority to ‘‘most

recently’’ (last seen), not to ‘‘earliest’’ (first seen).

Therefore, your correct responses would begin at that back end of time’s ar-

row. They would unfold in the following sequence: notch, most recently (you’ve

got sharp eyesight); feathers, recently; rest of shaft, earlier, and so on. Recency

judgments are challenging. One must file each fresh detail not only into its correct

position along some timeline but also make quick mental shifts into an overview

mode. The frontal lobes specialize in this kind of working memory task.

Notice, in this imaginary arrow analogy, how recency (‘‘time’’) decisions

often equate subtly with spatial, distance decisions. In such instances, your frontal

lobes must now enter into more complex supraordinate mental operations than

had sufficed for those simpler hunches about then/now that were discussed at
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first. Nor can the rest of the brain be overlooked, because keen visual perceptions

and fine attentive focusing are required to detect a small detail like an arrow’s

‘‘notch’’ in flight!

Areas deep to the frontal lobe also help establish our autobiographical time-

line. In one recent study, the patients were all asked to lay out a year-by-year and

decade-by-decade timeline of events. Their task resembled that in the board game

called Life.11 The patients in one group had sustained prior damage to the basal

parts of their forebrain. Even though they could recall various events, both per-

sonal and public, their particular dates for these events were far off the mark—off

by an average of some 5.2 years. The patients in the other group had temporal

lobe damage. They could not recall events as accurately, but their dates were off

by only 2.9 years. In contrast, the normal subjects were reasonably accurate. There

is hope for us in this fact: the normals mistimed their chronologies by only 1.9

years. The data also suggested that when we later recall an event, we use memory

processes different from those we had used initially when we registered this event

and then encoded it in ‘‘time.’’

Hospitalized patients whose strokes recently damaged their right hemi-

sphere have the most problems accurately estimating the correct time (‘‘clock

time’’). They are also more prone to overestimate the passage of time and to guess

that it was later in the day.12

An earlier PET study of normal subjects had also suggested that the circuits

we use to lay down memories are different from those we use later to retrieve

them. Normals activated their left frontal brain regions during the initial encod-

ing, whereas they activated their right superior frontal regions during retrieval.13

The left fusiform region also became activated when the subjects first encoded in-

formation about time. On the other hand, when they later retrieved items related

to time, they activated their anterior cingulate cortex.

Frontal Lobe Contributions to Action Scenarios, with Special Reference to Our

Subconscious ‘‘Doing-Time’’

Now we are getting to the point, and to whatever might lie beyond. Because it is

our frontal lobes that help us project prospective scenarios. In so doing, they help

to transform our parietal attentive functions into intention. The frontal lobe’s po-

tential action scenarios hint at where time’s arrowhead might land far off to the

right, in that ‘‘not-yet’’ dimension called future time.
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Why are this arrow’s outlines interrupted as they approach the tip? To sug-

gest that any sense of ‘‘future time’’ is not real. It is still an imaginary realm. Not-

withstanding, consider how hard-driven we can be when we make plans for this

covert domain. It is a strange arena, one where instinctual urges contend with

fearful fantasies, where foresights are not so common, and real insights are rare.

But something else about this imaginary realm of the future is instructive, because

of what it implies.

Future Time Implies ‘‘Doing-Time’’

Future time has very practical, hidden applications. The phrase doing-time helps

to appreciate these silent, implicit functions. Doing-time sums up some vital oper-

ations of a widely distributed personal clock. It reflects the ways our frontal and

parietal lobes interact with subcortical striatal and cerebellar motor systems.

For example, during our lifetime, doing-time has made countless incidental

notations. What do its files record? I can do this much in a split second. My goal

is doable, actionable. Are we aware of this covert, future-oriented file? No. Not

until it surfaces on the curb—survival value personified—instantly informing us:

‘‘Dash this fast across the next wide street, or you’ll get run over. It’s wide, but

you can make it if you hurry!’’

Few would still be alive today if we hadn’t honed our instincts to consult

doing-time. And if all personal time is to dissolve—as it does in kensho—then

these deep circuits of subconscious doing-time will also need to drop out.

This is a tall order.

A Parable of Present Time

All private time comes to an end. In the interim, can we learn to spend ‘‘quality

time’’ with all that life has to offer?

This is a tale the Buddha told, according to one of the old sutras.14 Fleeing

from a fierce tiger in hot pursuit, a man reached the edge of a precipice. Luckily,

he caught hold of the root of a wild vine, and swung himself safely down over

the edge. Trembling, he glanced far down to the base of the precipice. There he

saw a second tiger also waiting to eat him if he fell. He knew that he was a goner,

because two wild mice started gnawing away at the slender vine.

But suddenly he saw a luscious strawberry growing within easy reach. Real-

izing that the vine would soon part, he reached out with his free hand, picked the

fruit, and placed it in his mouth. How sweet, how delicious the taste!

What does the parable mean? Is it useless to eat if you’re soon going to die

anyway? Or are we being encouraged to pay attention to every present moment,
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to savor it, no matter what the circumstances might be? Because every minute

alive is surely a miracle in itself. The physical form of every physical body—like

a wave in the ocean—is certain to disappear sooner or later. Realizing that each

and every moment is truly precious, the issue is: Can we live it fully, right Now?

84

Disorders and Dissolutions of Time

Each individual wave of self rises up, according to its own nature, plays for a while,

then disappears. I remain the shoreless ocean.

Ashtavakra-Samhita (2nd century B.C.E.)

Disorders of the Sense of Time; Splitting Internal and External Time

The time was January 2004. I sat up straight as soon as I came to that sentence in

the article. It said that normal people experience episodes when ‘‘time’’ moves ab-

normally fast or slow.1 This report carried me far back to my own childhood. I

remembered vividly having such strange time distortions myself.

These episodes occurred only when my fever climbed above 101�F. Then,

all events in the exterior world proceeded much too slowly, unpleasantly so.

Simultaneously, all my interior mental processes seemed to be going extra fast.

This dissociation of the passage of time seemed to be proceeding in both direc-

tions simultaneously. It could last for several hours, waxing and waning. The

same distinct symptom complex recurred during some five or six childhood ill-

nesses, never at any other time. I think I may have told my parents, but the time-

warp episodes were too strange to mention to anyone else.

The article that caught my attention was by Abe and colleagues. They had

surveyed adolescents, and found that 14% of them also had their illusions only

when they had a fever. Another item caught my interest: migraine was reported

(as a separate condition) three times more often among adolescents who had such

illusions of time (and vision) than it was by their cohorts (see chapter 73).

Distortions of the sense of time (faster, slower) are not restricted to children

who have febrile illnesses, or during the aura of actual migraine headache epi-

sodes themselves. Distortions of time also occur when the temporal lobes are

stimulated directly in patients who have epilepsy.2

Within the temporal lobes reside two other functions closely linked with our

sense of time (see chapter 42). For example, area MT has been associated with the

ways we normally perceive both movement and distance. Time yields the vague

impression of seeming to ‘‘move’’ and to ‘‘flow.’’ Moreover, time also develops im-

plicit associations with distance [Z:558–559].
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So as I read further, I began to wonder about this curious, episodic child-

hood dissociation of time. Clearly, it had split my usual sense of time into two cat-

egories: ‘‘interior’’ and ‘‘exterior’’ time. Could any part of this phenomenon be

useful? Could it help clarify the mechanisms underlying other interior/exterior

processes, those functions that I use when I distinguish my interior self-referent

self from other items in the world outside?

There are fundamental reasons why such questions about internal/external

themes keep recurring in these pages. They address an issue basic to Zen and the

brain: Which modules and networks serve the internalized functions of this egocen-

tric self? And how do they differ from those other-referent functions, the ones

which first register externalized events going on out in that allocentric world? (see

chapter 29). Similar themes have also entered into the discussion of how our self-

images and functions become projected out into external space (see chapters 78

and 79), and acted on (see chapter 41).

So is this febrile ‘‘time splitting’’ accessible to study? Not without ap-

propriate lengthy explanations, detailed permissions from parents, and young

patient-volunteers and preparations in advance. Careful EEG, MEG, and related

neuroimaging studies during recurrent febrile episodes of time dissociation might

contribute certain kinds of useful data to the internal (self) versus external (other)

issues at hand.

Suppose, for example, that a ‘‘slow-motion time illusion’’ were limited to

events perceived out in the external world. It is possible that changes in activities

might lateralize more to the junctional association areas around one temporal

lobe. These changes might correlate with the side (and sites) that contributed

more to this individual’s (allocentric) perceptions out in that external world. In

any event, the most informative data would be that obtained from a young, reli-

able subject whose illusion that time was being warped seemed more absolute

than relative, and was limited to only ‘‘one’’ of the two possible worlds at a given

time: say either a slow flow ‘‘out there,’’ or a fast flow ‘‘inside.’’

In medical terminology, the term tachy- refers to too fast; brady- means too

slow. Why did I outgrow my ‘‘tachy/brady’’ split in time perception? (I’ve had

higher fevers since.) Why is such an illusion most obvious during childhood? Per-

haps this time-splitting phenomenon correlates with the relative patterns of im-

maturity of a child’s frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes.

Recent structural MRI studies reveal that not until a child is about 11 or

12 years of age does the frontal and parietal lobe gray matter reach its maximum

volume.3 The adolescent temporal lobe gray matter lags. It does not attain its

maximum volume until even later, at 16 years. It seems likely that a fever’s rapid

tempo serves to unveil some inherent physiological instabilities within, and

among, these slowly maturing circuits.
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Dissolutions of Self-in-Time

Brief physiological instabilities can do more than ‘‘warp’’ our normal time-tagging

codes in either direction. Personal time can dissolve when it loses all of its custom-

ary categories of present and past and their projections into the future. What does

this total dissolution of time ‘‘feel’’ like? Solely by way of illustration, let us imag-

ine that you are now being invited to look ‘‘inside’’ this writer’s mental field dur-

ing kensho. There you will observe what happens when time ‘‘drops out’’ as a

content of consciousness.

Recall that this state of consciousness had been ‘‘his’’ for the previous 49

years. He had ‘‘owned’’ it. Suddenly, it became anonymous. Be reassured that your

own sense of self will not change. Your own normal consciousness will still be

peering inside this scene through your usual semantic ‘‘window.’’ You will simply

be an impartial ‘‘outside witness.’’ You will maintain your own personal sense of

the ‘‘now,’’ as you define it within your own normal ‘‘time frame.’’ Which means,

by the way, that your own sense of this ‘‘now’’ will be limited to that fleeting in-

stant of the present which is perhaps only 3 seconds or so wide.4

As you begin to enter someone else’s state of consciousness with your own

time frame intact, why might you sense the need to move to a vantage point out

on the leading edge of your own time frame? And why, once there, would you

turn to take a slightly retrospective stance? Because you have already anticipated

something: you will need to look back, at an angle, beyond the trailing edge of

your time frame. Only from this oblique position can you glimpse that marginal

region—at the trailing edge of those 3 seconds—where that other person’s pres-

ent events will be on the verge of ‘‘plunging’’ off (as James Joyce might say) into

his or her own immediate historical past.

But there’s still that important fact which you had recalled at first. The

episode of kensho you are now about to witness is an extraordinary state. Its

previous occupant had just been rendered anonymous. Do any of ‘‘his’’ historical

episodes remain, events that you could be witness to? Would anything belonging

to ‘‘him’’ remain—far off to the left in that direction toward ‘‘then?’’ No. That

former occupant’s sense of ‘‘his time past’’ had vanished. This special state had no

access to any personally tagged events in his remote past. You would be gazing

off into an indefinable vacancy, an emptiness unoccupied by events.

Achronia. A ‘‘Shoreless Ocean’’

Yet, during kensho, this experiant had no immediate sense of being disadvan-

taged. Time was not ‘‘lost,’’ ‘‘lacking,’’ or ‘‘subtracted.’’ Instead, the impression

was of being beyond (any conceivable personal notion or conventional constructs

of) time. No concept of time existed. Neither this word nor this writer existed.
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To consider what this really means, let us return briefly to the epigraph at

the beginning of this chapter. It suggests how some ancients may have felt when

faced with the inexpressibility of their awesome impressions. The apt phrase,

‘‘shoreless ocean,’’ is instructive. Even landlubbers know that shorelines limit the

ocean’s vastness. Yet the last line of this verse envisions an extraordinary scene—

the ocean which has no shores. Some unbounded infinity extends beyond any

horizon, and there never existed a shore to stand on.

Just as shoreless takes metaphor beyond an ‘‘oceanic’’ experience, so does

kensho feel beyond even timelessness. No prior concept of ‘‘time’’ remains to

which ‘‘less’’ could be attached. Time hasn’t been lessened. Nor is it ‘‘felt’’ to be

‘‘missing.’’ It isn’t ‘‘felt’’ at all.

Language faces a major hurdle to describe this extraordinary state. It is

so far beyond the ordinary that no precise word exists in either my standard or

medical dictionaries. I am wary when ‘‘new’’ words are introduced. Yet

neuroscientists need to be aware of this total vacancy of personal ‘‘time’’—

its non-existence state. So let’s call this zero state achronia.5 It occurs not only in

kensho-satori but in related extraordinary states, especially when the self is also

absent.

Kensho Is Open at Both Ends, beyond Ordinary Timelessness

Could some other analogy help convey, in words, how all concepts dissolve that

are related to one’s sense of time?

The previous chapter discussed how we construct our normal sense of per-

sonal ‘‘time.’’ Then too, there arose that same need to gaze back toward the left of

time’s so-called arrow in order to envision events on the cusp of their ‘‘plunging

off’’ into the past. Now we return to the arrow, and specify the ways several fac-

tors converged to delete it during kensho.

The first of these factors was that total retrograde vacancy of his former self.

‘‘Retrograde’’ is a term that simply refers to time past (e.g., retrograde memory loss

is the way the word is usually used). Continuing to employ an arrow as a visual

metaphor, such an absence of time past during kensho is equivalent to losing the

back portions of the arrow of time. So, during kensho, that arrow’s left parts

would simply disappear. No past time.

Now let us consider the three forward projections of time cited in chapter 83.

They had included such normal time-related functions as (1) recency decisions

that operate to shift time sequences to and fro; (2) imaginary scenarios that keep

projecting our intentions far into the future; and (3) covert measures of doing-

time. In that previous chapter, it had seemed reasonable to envision these and

other prospective functions as extending off along the right side of the arrow of

time.
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Now you may be able to glimpse the scope of kensho’s dissolution of time.

For at each end, all prior limitations have lapsed. Only vacancies remain. At left,

no archer, actual or implied. No notch at that back end during infancy. No feath-

ered interval since then. Off to the right, no arrowhead points to some imaginary

future. No willful compulsion must fire any arrows off toward some actionable,

longed-for destination.

Instantly, the former subjective sense of ‘‘time’’ has opened out, at both ends,

into a zero state beyond timelessness. Off to the left? Nothing retrospective. Off to

the right? Nothing prospective.

What happens within that (former) narrow ‘‘window of now?’’ It still regis-

ters, and encodes, the ongoing sequence of unique events.6 Part IX stands as a tes-

timony that certain basic immediate memory functions still continue to encode

and record, even in the absence of self, at least in some parts and connections of

the hippocampus.7 But off in either direction a yawning gap opens out where the

edges of that old time frame briefly vanished into perpetuity.

What impression remains when all these other dimensions of subjective time

dissolve? Various languages substitute mere abstractions for these two openings

out into a vacancy. Words such as beginningless past and endless future are not

quite accurate. At least, not if you read ‘‘-less’’ to mean that the experiant was

really noticing the fact that ‘‘time’’ had actually been subtracted at that very

moment. No, that fact is not appreciated until later.

In English, the flavor of the experience points (imperfectly) above and be-

yond all words and time constraints, toward

. . . e . . . t . . . e . . . r . . .n . . . i . . . t . . . y . . .

‘‘Altered’’ Temporality

Temporality refers to our normal sense of time. ‘‘Altered’’ is a useful way to

convey what can happen to a person’s sense of time on drugs (see chapter 71).

Shanon’s comments on this phenomenon are based on his having ingested an

Amazonian brew called ayahuasca ‘‘about 130 times.’’8

Perhaps the main effect of what he refers to as ‘‘powerful’’ degrees of aya-

huasca intoxication is the state experienced ‘‘as being outside of time.’’ To Shanon,

his discovery that time could be so dissolved was ‘‘intellectually most unsettling’’

(see chapter 70).

This drug intoxication–induced impression of ‘‘being outside of time’’ is

described as entering ‘‘the realm of the eternal.’’ It occurs along with a ‘‘distinct

ambience,’’ including a sense of serenity and sanctity. Here, also, can be encoun-

tered the ‘‘realm’’ of ‘‘ultimate meanings.’’ The description includes ‘‘the experi-

ence that one is directly perceiving the real essences of things.’’ This deep sense of
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‘‘reality’’ conveys some distilled comprehension of an underlying ‘‘grand design’’

of things. (So, too, does the ‘‘suchness’’ of kensho; see chapter 82.)

How is the constellation of ‘‘altered’’ temporal phenomena described when it

occurs during drug intoxication? It is described in terms of a drugged state that is

still being ‘‘witnessed,’’ not in terms of a state from which the self has totally

dropped out. In this respect, the present writer’s years of earlier meditative expe-

rience prior to kensho could be pertinent. During this episode of kensho, self and

time had already dropped out early, and insightful events seemed to unfold in

natural ways. Space had not been filled up with the kaleidoscopic rush of halluci-

nations that occurs in a drug-driven altered state, nor had there arisen any un-

pleasant rapid shifts in frames of reference.

85

Emptiness

A questioner asked: ‘‘Lord, to what extent is the world called empty?’’ . . . The Buddha

replied: ‘‘Because it is empty of self and what belongs to self.’’1

Questioner: ‘‘And what is the freedom of mind that is empty?’’ The Buddha replied:

‘‘To be empty of self, or of what belongs to self . . . means being empty of passion,

aversion, and confusion.’’

From the old Pali sutras2

When the Buddha awakened and realized emptiness, he understood that his prior

way of seeing the world had been deluded. His own self-constructed ridgepole

of self-deception had been the basic structural problem (see chapter 2). This, he

realized, was what had prevented him from truly appreciating the Oneness of

Absolute Ultimate Reality. Indeed, this fresh open perspective of Reality was so

unlimited as to be beyond all concepts either of form or of no form.3

But the Buddha was also a teacher. He needed to bring emptiness down to

earth. In the old sutras, he anchored it there, and gave it a personal meaning,

when he said: ‘‘You do not know emptiness if you like or dislike any dharma . . .

or if you quarrel or dispute with anyone.’’4

As we now start to explore the way this term emptiness evolved, it is essen-

tial to recall what the old sutras proclaimed: not until the personal sense of self

vanishes does emptiness begin. This means that the I-Me-Mine drops off all of its

longings, loathings, and ignorance—the so-called three fires, or three poisons (see

chapter 58). These passionate emotions—and confusions—are rooted in the delu-

sions of being a separate self. Our likes and dislikes cause deep anguish. They
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continually distort the way we perceive the Ultimately Real domain of which we

are a tiny integral part (see chapter 77).

Shunyata was the Sanskrit term that the early Mahayana Buddhists used for

the basic emptiness we are discussing in this chapter. The later Zen formulation of

emptiness would point to its wordless experiential core: no mental constructs, no

abstractions, no voluntary thought processes. Gone was every last trace of that

former psychic self, including what the Buddha had earlier identified as its ‘‘be-

longings’’: its tangled bundle of old feelings and other attachments (see chapters

57 and 60) [Z:570–572].

After the Buddha died, about 483 b.c.e., the concept of emptiness became

more complicated. It came to be used in so many ways that the resulting ambigu-

ities persist to this day. For example, Conze identifies some twenty different kinds

of emptiness.5 His list begins with what drops out on the subjective side (eye, ear,

nose, tongue, body, mind). It ends with that essential emptiness (‘‘altogether

beyond’’) which prevails irrespective of any enlightened being’s capacity to dis-

cover it.

Why have we inherited so many versions of emptiness? The Buddha’s fol-

lowers had tried to translate the basic primary experience of self-emptiness into a

series of secondary, expansive philosophical and doctrinal overbeliefs. (It is not

clear how often such literary attempts were based on direct, firsthand experience,

aside from the liberating release of moksha.)

Some 350 years after this, various concepts coalesced into one sutra. In its

later written form, it would often be called the ‘‘Perfection of Wisdoms Sutra.’’

Over the centuries, some of its wordings would mislead the unwary to think that

the sutra had implied a nihilist philosophy (e.g., nothing ‘‘really’’ exists because

‘‘everything is empty’’)6. Even today, though the condensed form of the Heart

Sutra is chanted daily in different tongues all over the Buddhist world, some

might think that it hints at such rarified metaphysical levels [Z:698–699].

When our cognition first struggles to understand the concept of emptiness,

we might have vaguely in mind something concrete, say a glass with no water

in it. Not so in the traditional Zen Buddhist sense. As Cook explains, Buddhist

emptiness is ‘‘a term which negates the system of words and concepts with which

we categorize that which is ‘out there.’’’7 Buddhist emptiness knows no distinc-

tions. It employs none of those separate categories that our thought systems have

built up and hold so dear. Moreover, mere words—like glass and water—are not

themselves actual entities. We have invented words as substitutes for real things

as they really are out there. Words are artificial, psychologically conditioned lin-

guistic constructs [Z:549–553].

During the fifth century c.e., the Indian Avatamsaka (flower ornament) Sutra

began to be translated into Chinese. Thereafter, some of its ideas were absorbed

into academic philosophical traditions. Indeed, within the Hua-yen school of Bud-
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dhism, emptiness evolved to include two additional constructs. The first was that

all things coexist in a dynamic interdependence with all other things: they don’t exist

just in their own right.

The second was that all things are endlessly in flux; they do not endure.

When we wish to illustrate similar concepts of impermanence, we might be

inclined to philosophize by saying: ‘‘trees don’t grow to the sky.’’ But the Zen

Way, beyond that, is to translate words into action. Immediate ecological action

means you turn over that old pile of fallen leaves, creating the compost that nour-

ishes next spring’s seedlings. Actions speak louder than words.

Still, the later Sino-Japanese traditions continued to develop interpretations

of emptiness that became more cosmic than down-to-earth in their implications.

Why, in this emerging perspective, could emptiness never mean a vacuum, never

imply ‘‘nonexistence,’’ nor be necessarily tied down to any ordinary personal self-

referent meanings? Because it also began to refer to the potential of the whole

cosmos for inexhaustible, creative change. At this juncture, emptiness could now

include the potential, simultaneously, to become manifest as optimum fullness.8

Expansive ideas do not germinate only in dreams or spring fully formed

from one’s imagination. Where did Buddhists get the ingredients of this later

perspective? Perhaps some arose during different levels of extraordinary personal

experiences. Consider, for example, even the early state of internal absorption. It

presents the paradoxical impression of a vast spatial vacuum infused by blissful

resonances, a vacuum plenum (see chapter 75) [Z:513–516]. Moreover, impressions

of seemingly ‘‘cosmic’’ energies may infuse the more advanced states of Pure

Being (see chapters 79 and 87) [Z:627–630].

Suppose one were pressed hard to condense into one paragraph some kind

of logical correlate for this last ‘‘emptiness-fullness’’ construct. A word explana-

tion might run something like this: Within vast emptiness is the unlimited cre-

ative potential to become manifest everywhere in Form. This ‘‘eternal noumenon’’

continues to express its creativity during each present moment now, in each milli-

second of our ordinary world of actual phenomena. From this perspective, an orig-

inal Emptiness is already, and always was, manifestly immanent in Form.

If this sounds vaguely familiar, it is because such conceptualizations happen

to fit in reasonably well with most current theories about a 13 billion-year-old uni-

verse that started with a ‘‘big bang,’’ and with that tiny planet derived from star-

dust, on which hominids evolved some 4.5 million years ago.

Everywhere we now gaze, emptiness is immanent in form. Everywhere,

things are in transition, impermanent. When we chant the Heart Sutra, the inter-

pretations above might help reconcile briefly its otherwise puzzling expression:

‘‘Form is Emptiness; Emptiness is Form.’’ But to go deeper, as Kobori-Roshi

taught me 30 years ago, ‘‘You have to know emptiness.’’ He meant that only direct

experience can realize this awesome, wordless, liberating message: Form and
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Emptiness coexist; phenomena and noumenon coexist; samsara and nirvana co-

exist; Heaven and Earth coexist; all is One.

What did he mean by direct experience? He was referring to the operation of

prajna, the insight-wisdom which, in a flash, comprehends that the myriad forms

of everyday phenomena are each an integral part of the vast infinite whole (see

chapter 80).

Kobori-Roshi also cut through the later doctrinaire metaphysical approaches.

He, too, was a teacher who brought these complex abstract issues down to earth,

because he continued to view ‘‘emptiness as Suchness, ‘as-it-is-ness’’’ [Z:570–572].

In so doing, he remained grounded in the original insight of the ancient sutras.

Phenomena do take many forms: stone, cloud, crow’s caw, our feeling of joy. Each

already exists in its own suchness, as it really is. Each is empty of every concept

that we project onto it, free of any word we try to attach to it, try as we might to

describe it.

Master Pai-Chang Huai-Hai (720–814) understood that emptiness liberated

the person from every conflict that was self-inflicted by emotionally pointed likes

and dislikes. This was why he said back in the Tang dynasty: ‘‘A truly free mind

reaches a state in which opposites are seen as empty. This is the only freedom.’’9

Liberation is implicit in emptiness. Opposites stop fighting. The resulting

freedom of action extends out into acts of compassion. Why is authentic compas-

sion (karuna) so rare? Because its acts arise from those subconscious, instinctual

levels in the brain which seem always to have been deeply informed (see

chapter 89). Informed about what? About the BIG picture: about identity, about

self¼other. Liberated compassionate behaviors arise spontaneously from innate,

actionable, conflict-free, intuitive levels. Compassion becomes increasingly actual-

ized once one finally begins to appreciate that all Forms are the sacred expressions

of the same, eternal, dynamic, creative Ultimate Reality.

86

Third Mondo

Factual knowledge is not understanding.

Heraclitus (540–c.480 B.C.E.)

Can you briefly summarize the major ways the brain differs at different steps along this

Path of Zen?

Early in life, our brain circuits are already differentiating ‘‘self’’ from ‘‘other.’’

Around the age of 4 years, our brain starts to become more sophisticated

about the outside world and develops intuitions about the attitudes of other

people in it. Zen meditation continues this innate developmental trend. In
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calmness and clarity, it begins to retrain the adult aspirant’s brain in the re-

fined arts of paying more mindful attention. Longer meditative retreats will

help develop attitudes of self-discipline and habits of mindful introspection.

Slowly, one identifies the problems associated with self-centeredness.

More rigorous retreats and concentrative styles of meditation generate

stress responses. They also create swings of greater amplitude in the brain’s

emotional and instinctual responses and in one’s sleep/waking biorhythms.

‘‘Quickenings’’ are physiological surges that tend to ride the tides of

the next arousal cycle or sleep cycle. They are brief expressions of a wide

variety of corresponding surges in the activities of the brain’s messenger

molecules.

Internal absorption is a relatively early state, a further surge in ampli-

tude into hyperawareness. Simultaneously, it deletes vision, hearing, and

the sense of one’s physical self-image. These sensate losses seem referable to

an inhibitory blockade down at the level of the ventral thalamus, mediated

by the back of the thalamic reticular nucleus. Not so in kensho.

Kensho is an extraordinary state of insight-wisdom. It briefly cuts off

all the egocentric networks that had overconditioned the psychic self. It not

only spares the sensory messages entering through allocentric pathways, it

imbues them with meaningful resonances of unparalleled significance.

Kensho’s sense of fearlessness suggests that primal fear circuits have

been inhibited within the amygdala and its connections. Its death of the

psychic self and its sense of eternity seem referable more to thalamic interac-

tions with their corresponding frontotemporoparietal networks.

Kensho’s quality of nondual ‘‘Oneness’’ includes the realization that

the old mundane version of reality is one and the same with the awesome

new Ultimate, Objective Reality in all its diversity. A variety of networks on

both sides would seem to be engaged, and disengaged, in such a syncretic

act of integration.
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Part VIII

Openings into Being; and Beyond to
the Stage of Ongoing Enlightened
Traits

In the Bible it is said that ‘‘In the Beginning, there was the Word,’’ but in the

deepest realm of Zen meditation there is no single word.

Nanrei Kobori-Roshi (1918–1992)





87

Problem Words: ‘‘Pure Consciousness’’; ‘‘Being’’; ‘‘Cosmic’’

The question really is not to define the fact—for we cannot do that—but to get at

and experience it.

Edward Carpenter (1844–1929)1

A word is a word. An experience is an experience. Both are different.

S. Shigematsu

Kobori-Roshi advised me early to beware of words that had multiple meanings.

This chapter probes a few more of them.

The phrase ‘‘pure consciousness’’ continues to sow confusion more than a

decade after Forman pointed to its semantic pitfalls.2 When someone employs the

term today, it remains unclear whether its usage describes an early moment, an

intermediate step, or some ultimate stage among the several optional varieties of

consciousness.3

When I started to meditate in Kyoto, it took several weeks before I stumbled

into the early moments of thought-free awareness. That first episode was a sur-

prise to a neurologist. I never expected my awareness could rest lightly on noth-

ing! Later, when the quiet moments of open awareness had lasted longer, I could

realize that my physical sense of self had been dropping out increasingly from the

mental field.

Chang had written, back in 1959, that a ‘‘stopping’’ of the breath (Chin.: chih

shi) was a common, natural phenomenon that occurred during periods of medita-

tive absorption.4 TM investigators went on to conduct a detailed study of these si-

lent epochs of so-called pure consciousness that could occur during meditation.

They confirmed that the episodes were often accompanied by a suspension of res-

piration5 (see chapter 20) [Z:93–99].

However, these particular ‘‘pure’’ moments which do recur during medita-

tion have thus far tended to be, in Forman’s word, ‘‘rudimentary.’’6 I agree. Most

are interpretable as ‘‘shallow preludes’’ to the much deeper states of the major

absorptions [Z:99]. It is their tendency to recur that makes them convenient to

study in the laboratory.

Some deep internal absorptions convey further alluring impressions of a

‘‘pure qualityless consciousness.’’7 Even so, this is only a temporary state of

consciousness. It is subject to being interpreted (with reservations) as only the

‘‘supposed’’ ground of consciousness. In Forman’s terminology, similar brief epi-

sodes could be classified simply as ‘‘pure consciousness events.’’8 Such an ‘‘event’’

is transitory, and usually occurs during meditative absorption. It contains no



intentional thoughts. It is remembered—in retrospect—as being a thought-free

interval.

Others have expressed the view that ‘‘unmanifested, absolute, pure con-

sciousness’’ is ‘‘easily experienced.’’ Maybe so, if you are an adept. However, this

word ‘‘easily’’ seems difficult to reconcile with the next statement which includes

the following reference to what I have been used to thinking is a much later state

of ‘‘Being’’: [when the meditator] is left without an object of experience, having

transcended the subtlest state of the object, he steps out of the process of experi-

encing and arrives as the ‘‘state of Being.’’9

The Advanced State of ‘‘Being’’

At this point, to avoid confusion, I need to point out that when I refer to the ‘‘state

of Being’’ in these pages, it is to what I think of as a very rare and advanced state,

not as one that is easily experienced (see chapter 4) [Z:627–630]. Sages in past cen-

turies have hinted that—within this rare state—the essence of Being coexists with

a zero condition of the personal psyche [Z:570–572]. More recently, Heidegger

(1889–1976) ventured into this semantic arena. He began with the word ‘‘Being.’’

Then he simply placed an X through it.10

Does this artificial X cancel the essential ‘‘isness’’ or suchness within a state

of Being? No. Instead, each reader who views this crossed-out word symbol

remains free to interpret what ‘‘Being’’ means. In these pages the deep issue goes

beyond metaphysical wordplay. Our quest is to clarify the extraordinary mecha-

nisms of Being—their metaphysiological origins, in one sense.

How can a literary work represent a very advanced state of consciousness

that is not easily experienced? Elsewhere, we chose a blank, unnumbered page to

express the lack of content of this advanced state of ‘‘Ultimate Pure Being.’’ This

was a feeble attempt. It could only hint at an experiential paradox so profound

that form and emptiness both coincide and equate to the nth degree.

In such extraordinary alternate states of Being, every old physical and psy-

chic boundary constraining the former self would seem to have dropped out.

This could include a loss of that person’s directional sense. Normally, the anterior

nucleus of the thalamus helps to integrate head direction functions into higher

levels of spatial processing (see chapters 29 and 44). To the degree that the GABA

cap of the reticular nucleus interrupts the directional aspects of such anterior nu-

cleus processing, it might contribute to the net impression of an unpointed, un-

bounded selfless state.

The Controversy

Semantic problems seem inevitable in this arena. Some observers choose to regard

‘‘pure consciousness’’ as at or near the so-called ground level of conscious experi-
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ence. Others choose to view it as a rudimentary event during an earlier meditative

state that is relatively shallow. ‘‘Ground level’’ is a phrase that can take on earth-

bound connotations like ‘‘shorelines.’’ Its premise of solidity can leave you un-

prepared for phenomena like ‘‘groundlessness,’’ which can open up into a vast,

shoreless ocean.

This advanced state of Being referred to on the Path of Zen (see chapter 4)

seems very far removed from simple episodes of ‘‘pure consciousness.’’ It appears

to present itself, simultaneously, more as the coexistence of infinite potential and

groundlessness. These are extraordinary qualities. They suggest that the phenom-

ena of states in this category of Being correspond with the advanced degrees of

‘‘emptiness’’ that were discussed two chapters ago (see chapter 85).

No final list of properties seems easily to characterize the most advanced

expressions of the states in this category of Ultimate Pure Being. Nor will rival

philosophical theorists easily resolve their hard-argued intellectual question: What

is Being-as-such? (Some may be under less pressure to argue the point after they

themselves—following Edward Carpenter’s lead—had been fortunate to undergo

the actual, sequential experiences of suchness and Being.)

‘‘Cosmic Consciousness’’

This Edward Carpenter defined ‘‘cosmic consciousness’’ in 1892. He regarded it

then as a ‘‘universal consciousness.’’ It resembled, in those Hindu traditions he

was aware of, the blissful deepest knowing of the all-pervading Reality.11 His

writings suggest that he sometimes used the term to refer to a state, and at other

times to an ongoing attitudinal approach.

In 1894, Carpenter also spoke to some other key issues. We used the word

‘‘Oneness’’ to refer to their general qualities in chapters 77, 78 and 79. With par-

ticular regard to the perspective from which things were being seen, he began by

using the following words: [a perspective] ‘‘as from some more universal stand-

point’’ . . . a sense that one is those objects and things and persons that one per-

ceives (and the whole universe). He then went on to add: ‘‘—a sense in which

sight and touch and hearing are all fused in identity.’’12

Moreover, Carpenter also referred to the issues discussed in chapter 78,

(‘‘Oneness,’’ category III). There we addressed the more difficult problem: How

does a brain slowly develop a mature attitude of selflessness-in-the world, and

then express this maturity during an advanced state of consciousness? With re-

gard to this issue, Carpenter appears to have referred obliquely to capacities of in-

sight that go beyond our ordinary concepts of morality. It was these capacities

that draw on instincts that D. T. Suzuki would later call our ‘‘native virtues.’’

With respect to such qualities, Carpenter said: ‘‘the whole faculty is deeply and

intimately rooted in the ultra-moral and emotional nature, and beyond the

thought region of the brain.’’
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The word ‘‘cosmic’’ has entered twice into another classification system.

In that version, the state of consciousness after the absorptions is called ‘‘cosmic

consciousness’’ (Turiyaita).13 Beyond it, the next level is the sixth state called ‘‘Re-

fined Cosmic Consciousness.’’ This is followed by a seventh state called ‘‘Unity

Consciousness.’’

Conclusion

Our different tribal disciplines do not yet seem ready to settle on the same ‘‘sign

language.’’ We need standardized terms to express both the different phenomeno-

logical levels of consciousness and their (more or less) ‘‘qualityless’’ qualities.

88

Are There Levels and Sequences of ‘‘Nonattainment?’’

Meditation at the most advanced level has been known since ancient times as ‘‘pure

clear mediation arriving at being-as-is.’’ It represents a mode of experience of the

greatest degree of insight, at a level that approaches object consciousness.

Thomas Cleary1

When the time is ripe and the effort matures, this is then called ‘‘the time of the full

moon.’’

Master Torei Enji (1721–1792)2

Countless minds have been stretched by the notion that distinct steps occur along

the spiritual path, steps that can even help to define it. The early Soto school in

China developed a system of five ‘‘ranks,’’ ‘‘modes,’’ or ‘‘stages.’’ Yet, among those

who rejected them was the Japanese Soto master, Dogen, who objected to the way

such artificial, intricate formulations invited mentalizing.

In the Rinzai Zen tradition of Master Hakuin and Torei Enji, the more

advanced states of insight were viewed as only the beginning. True enough,

kensho-satori-Being were considered to yield insights into the ‘‘Basic Principle.’’

This ‘‘principle’’ was regarded as an underlying domain of nondifferentiation,

Unity, equality, and ‘‘emptiness’’ (see chapter 85). Yet, only after this preliminary

groundwork would the aspirant be prepared to enter ‘‘The Stage of Advanced

Practice.’’2 These distinctions are outlined in table 10.

Thus far in these pages, much of the emphasis on the Path of Zen has been

on a kind of ‘‘subtraction.’’ This means not trying to ‘‘gain’’ or ‘‘attain’’ something,

but letting go of unfruitful layers of the overconditioned self (see chapter 60)

[Z:579–584]. Engler’s recent update of the early Indian Buddhist traditions also
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reemphasizes ‘‘letting go.’’ He summarizes four successive movements along the

path toward enlightenment.3

During the first phase, the aspirant will let go of several delusions: the belief

that the self has a separate and independent existence; the view that meditative

practices cannot relieve anguish; and the delusion that good works and elaborate

rituals—in themselves—can lead a person to awakening.

During the second and third phases, sense desires and various forms of ill

will are first weakened and then extinguished.

Only during the fourth phase are the mental activities that cause suffering to

oneself and to others finally extinguished. This means letting go of the conceits

that compare oneself favorably with other persons. It also means dropping off all

tendencies that had caused one (1) to dwell not in the here-and-now, but else-

where in the past and future; (2) to resist the fact that all things are impermanent;

(3) to avoid the fact that all attachments create suffering; (4) to be preoccupied

with any other lingering self-referent notions.

Backsliding is inevitable during daily-life practice. No extinctions of self

are this linear or this sequential. Moreover, in some respects, these four clusters

are not subtractions unique to a spiritual path. They resemble two other kinds of

changes a person might undergo. One is during psychotherapy. Far more com-

mon are the other changes in attitude that we develop incrementally during the

little insights that come from confronting life’s experiences4 [Z:660–663]. First to

be let go of are some unfruitful cognitive activities, the ones most accessible and

easiest for us to modify. Much more difficult to let go of is our hunger for affective

satisfactions and for the deeper yearnings that motivate us. Hardest of all to spot

and pull out are our narcissistic, long-conditioned, investments in the psychic

roots of the I-Me-Mine.

Table 10

Beyond Mere Transitory States Lies the Stage of Advanced Practice

States of Kensho-Satori-Being

(States of Insight-Wisdom)

The Stage of Advanced Practice

(After Wisdom, the ‘‘Matter Beyond’’)

Insights involve unconditioning, nondifferen-

tiation, Unity and equality

The Way of differentiation; maturation

occurs through the rigorous route of

‘‘barrier’’ koans and interviews with an

authentic teacher; this transmission proceeds

‘‘outside’’ the scriptures

Insights confer an increasing comprehension

of the ‘‘Basic Principle’’ (noumenon) and of

Emptiness.

Motivations evolve; behaviors are energized,

and the trainee becomes more actualized

toward effortless compassion

Archtypal Bodhisattva of Insight-wisdom:

Manjusuri

Archtypal Bodhisattva of All-Pervading

Beneficience: Samantabhadra

From V. Okuda, trans. The Discourse on the Inexhaustible Lamp of the Zen School. Zen Master Torei Enji.

Commentary by Master Daibi of Unkan. Foreword by Myokyo-ni. London, Zen Centre, 1989.
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The basic reasons for important results are sometimes overlooked. Powerful

affirmative impulses and energies are released in the process of getting rid of

one’s extra baggage of self. The person’s more positive attributes seem to emerge

in association with that greater clarity of awareness which finally focuses on pri-

orities. The result is a simpler, more stable lifestyle. These changes begin to appear

in the form of energized, skillful behaviors and more actualized, effortless forms

of genuine compassion (see table 10).

Learning to ‘‘let go’’ of pejorative self-references can be of benefit whether

the person meditates or not. Motor performances improve when one shifts into

an automatic pilot mode [Z:665–677]. Consider the results from a simple task

often used in the laboratory: selecting the one correct button to push when three

other options are possible. After practicing these skills, normal subjects start to au-

tomate their motor sequences and become more skillful. Several things then hap-

pen. Error rates drop, reaction times become faster, and fewer fMRI signals arise

in the left hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus. In contrast, when normal

subjects try ‘‘too hard’’ on a task, and process too many ‘‘top-down’’ instructions,

their performance drops. Now under increased stress fMRI signals increase in

their right lateral frontal region and in the thalamus on both sides.5

Zen is an agency of change. Could some long-range optimistic attitudes and

behaviors reflect more efficient networking? In the next two chapters, we turn to a

further discussion of how such affirmative actions relate to integrations of the

whole personality [Z:668–677].

89

Cultivating Compassion, a Native Virtue

Man’s nature tends toward the good just as water tends to flow downwards.

Mencius (371–289 B.C.E.)

When another person’s pain stirs compassion within me, then his weal and woe go

straight to my heart, with exactly that same feeling, if not always to the same degree,

as if it were otherwise my own. Consequently, an absolute difference between myself

and him no longer exists.

Arthur Schopenhauer (1788–1860)1

We can share in more than the pain and woe of other persons. We can also share

in the positive expressions of their feelings of well-being. Similar feelings are now

being studied worldwide. In Liverpool, India Morrison and colleagues were mon-

itoring men and women, looking for the fMRI correlates of empathy. They found

that signals increased in the right dorsal anterior cingulate region not only when
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their subjects felt pinprick pain themselves but also when their subjects just

watched another person’s fingers being pricked.2 At some level, were the observers

‘‘in touch with’’, and ‘‘feeling’’ and ‘‘mirroring’’ the other person’s pain?

On the other side of the ocean, 21 and 22 May 2001 were busy days and

nights at the University of Wisconsin. Here, in 2001, Richard Davidson’s team

was studying the EEG and fMRI signals in Lama Öser’s brain.3 European by birth,

the lama had become well trained for over 30 years in Tibetan Buddhist practices.

By general agreement, he was also a ‘‘happy monk.’’ Conditions were ideal: here

was an articulate, exemplary subject, a monk who could consistently produce

mental states that might yield reproducible data.

His task was to engage, repeatedly, in a series of six distinctive mental

states. He played an active role in designing the experiments, and was very famil-

iar with each state: (1) visualization (of a Tibetan deity); (2) one-pointed visual

concentration on a spot; (3) devotion; (4) fearlessness (implying a certainty that

there was nothing to gain or lose); (5) the open state (a letting go into a thought-

free vastness); (6) love and compassion (for this, he used his teachers’ kindness as

a model, and engaged in an all-inclusive compassion with such intensity that it

‘‘soaked’’ his mind).

The six separate states were studied in the following manner. He began with

60 seconds ‘‘in,’’ shifted into a neutral period of 60 seconds; then went back into

another state for 60 seconds. This continued for a total of 5 minutes spent per state

(later, he would engage in each state for 90 seconds).

His fMRI signals showed strong shifts distinctive of each state, consistent

with changes in brain activities involving multiple networks.

Lama Öser then went down the hall where the same six states were then

monitored in parallel EEG studies. There he was fitted with two different EEG

caps. One was equipped with 128 sensors, the other with 256 sensors in different

places. Source localization software helped to estimate the deeper origins of his

brain wave activities.

During the sixth state of induced compassion, his EEG showed a marked

shift toward gamma activity in the left middle frontal gyrus. This finding was con-

sistent with previous research from this and other laboratories (see chapter 17).

These earlier studies had revealed certain psychological correlates of left frontal

lateralized EEG activity (see chapter 43). Among them were not only such posi-

tive emotions as happiness, enthusiasm, and joy but also feelings of high energy

and alertness. In contrast, greater degrees of right prefrontal predominant activity

were correlated with tendencies toward such distressing emotions as sadness,

anxiety, and worry.

A few months earlier, Paul Ekman and Robert Levenson had monitored

Lama Öser’s responses with polygraphic techniques. On that occasion, his task

was to view an unpleasant videotape. The tape showed a badly burned patient
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standing while physicians were peeling off strips of his burned skin. One can ap-

preciate why research subjects usually respond to this unpleasant sight with feel-

ings of disgust. Instead, the lama had a unique, compassionate response. In fact,

his polygraph data showed that he was more relaxed during this viewing than

even during his resting state.

Data such as these provide objective confirmation that, during an inclusive

state of compassion, a highly trained, spiritually advanced monk can show dis-

tinctive changes in left frontal lobe activity and associated changes in the direction

of relaxation involving heart rate, blood pressure, and perspiration. Furthermore,

these changes can occur in association with compassionate responses that are vol-

untarily induced and with spontaneous responses of empathy during visually un-

pleasant circumstances.

Japanese Buddhists have a phrase that includes the level of compassion

stemming from the insight of the identity between oneself and other beings. Self/

other has evolved into self ¼ other. The phrase is dotai muen no jihi.4

90

On ‘‘Moral Cognition’’

Benevolence: This organ lies in the upper and middle part of the frontal bone, dis-

poses to compassion and active benevolence; and produces a desire for the happiness

of others; and charitably to view their actions.

F. Bridges, A Manual of Phrenology (1838)1

Two centuries ago, it was easy for Dr. Franz Gall (1757–1828) and Dr. J. Spurz-

heim (1776–1832) to localize various aspects of character and morality. Today, in

what a few holdout skeptics might regard as a latter-day version of phrenology,

a field of ‘‘moral cognition’’ has been developing. It is now bolstered by fMRI

data, and in 2003 alone at least four articles reviewed this new topic area in the

neurosciences.

‘‘Moral emotions’’ hinge on the social context. They touch on our shoulds

and oughts, our should nots and ought nots. They include the ways we feel

guilty, blush with embarrassment, swell with pride, and grow green-eyed with

jealousy.2 ‘‘Virtually real’’ moral dilemmas can be created in the laboratory and

monitored with neuroimaging methods. However, the human brain’s redundant

functions and inherent plasticity invite extreme caution if anyone tries to use labo-

ratory data to predict how normal subjects or brain-lesioned patients will always

behave in a social context out in the real world.

Our ‘‘moral cognitive’’ systems are widely distributed throughout the neu-

raxis. They do not arise only in the ventral-medial prefrontal and orbito-frontal
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cortex3 (see chapter 43). Indeed, though the working model that Moll and col-

leagues propose for moral judgments and behaviors includes the frontalpolar and

medial frontal regions, it could go on to involve almost all the regions cited in part

III.4

This is not some new, multiple version of the old ‘‘bump’’ form of phrenol-

ogy. Particular combinations of these widely distributed modules and networks en-

ter into what we call ‘‘judgments.’’ Any survey of (one’s friends’) decisions in a

major election year reveals how often opinions are biased by (‘‘their’’) personal,

intuitive, quick, gut-level feelings and attitudes.5 Why? Because many of these

judgments had evolved in an early childhood milieu. There they were shaped by

early authoritarian homegrown ‘‘shoulds’’ and ‘‘oughts’’ and by the general condi-

tioning of our wider ‘‘culture’’ or lack thereof (see chapter 60). Our own reputation

and character hinge on how this checkerboard of ingredients combines, reverses,

and then plays out in consistent traits of behavior.

Carl Jung recognized that moral capacities evolve as people grow older. He

spoke of maturity in terms of ‘‘individuation’’ [Z:135]. A deceptive word. It really

meant a progressively more harmonious mode of development, not self-centered

selfish behavior. It referred to that process of development which unifies both the

person’s conscious and unconscious modes of cognition and behavior.

Can long-range meditative training nurture our development toward this

kind of maturity? (see chapter 79). Does the way it sponsors introspection and in-

tuition serve to bring our unconscious attitudes up closer where we can actually

do something about them?

91

Some Aspects of Maturity That Are Nurtured during

Long-Range Meditative Training

If you wish to live, you must first attend your own funeral.

Katherine Mansfield (1888–1923)

Thus far, we have identified a major, innate developmental trajectory. Over the

decades, it could serve to bring an increasingly lower-profile personal self into

a more liberating accommodation with the outside world of people, things, and

ideas (see chapter 79) [Z:50, 145].

Some conceptualizations view such a continuum from the standpoint of an

emerging process of identity.1 We can formulate the earliest stages as moving in-

creasingly from the old selfish I-Me-Mine level of egocentric identity toward You-

Us-Ours varieties of allocentric-ecocentric identification, then on toward successive
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identifications with all the other people in the world and beyond to include the

entire universe.

The later openings into states of ‘‘Being’’ that include refined qualities

of ‘‘Oneness’’ are relevant to these later varieties of expansive identification.

A state of Being can enable a long-term meditator to deeply realize such an

identification—such a unification—with the Universal at the level of direct expe-

rience (see chapter 87). Yet there remains one more accommodation that each self

will be called upon to make.

Short Lives, Gray Hairs, and Vines That Break

Katherine Mansfield lived intensely, and wrote luminous short stories before her

own life was cut short by tuberculosis when she was only 35. Our first gray hairs

are subtle reminders of our own destination. The end of the wild strawberry sea-

son draws nearer; the vine will give way, no matter how hard we cling to it (see

chapter 83).

Internal absorption involves a dearth of the physical self. Kensho arrives in a

death of the psychic self. A meditator who has already tasted these prior dissolu-

tions of the self may find it easier not only to face the inevitable with fewer con-

cerns but also to feel a sense of being liberated into living out this life, fully, right

into its final moments. Some fortunate persons discover that their sense of self

does tend to drop out terminally. When Woody Allen once said, ‘‘I’m not afraid

of dying; I just don’t want to be around when it happens,’’ he was perhaps being

more accurate than he was aware of [Z:448–452].

Nature and nurture combine to mature each of us differently—in different

ways, at different rates, and during different decades. That said, one observes that

the long-term meditative path has an earthy pragmatic tendency. It tends to avoid

getting swept up into exaggerated spiritual overtones or ‘‘cosmic’’ preoccupations.

Instead, it seems to nurture a person’s innate expressions of maturity in such

everyday practical matters as

� confronting the reality of death, and making out one’s will;

� letting go of longings and loathings, and renouncing negative habits;

� focusing attention on ‘‘just this’’ present moment;

� softening biased opinions and idealistic notions of perfection;

� extending ongoing patience and forgiveness to self and to others;

� realizing immanence: the quality of the sacred in simple, ordinary, everyday things;

� relying more on insights and introspective truths than on doctrines;

� radiating a playful flexibility and openness from a core of stability;
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� accepting and reconciling life’s opposites;

� expressing a sense of responsibility for others with kindness and selfless

compassion;

� expressing a deep sense of gratitude for the gift of life and for all those who have

eased its burdens.

* * *
I have been especially aware in these later decades of a spontaneous deep

impulse to ‘‘count my blessings.’’ Silent thanks occur as a matter of daily routine.

It is of interest that a recent study found that a similar conscious positive focus on

one’s blessings was associated with a greater sense of well-being and optimism.2
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Part IX

Pointing at Moonlight: Allusions
and Illusions

The book of moonlight is

not written yet, nor half begun.

Wallace Stevens (1879–1955)





92

Pointing toward a Late Lunar Phase of Objective Vision

The person who has had a mystical experience knows that all the symbolic expressions

of it are faulty. The symbols don’t render the experience, they suggest it. If you

haven’t had the experience, how can you know what it is?

Joseph Campbell (1904–1987)1

Sensations are what we feel; thoughts are what we think. Yet, when we speak

informally, we often use illusions and delusions interchangeably. In the neuro-

sciences, a formal distinction separates sensory perceptions (which may slide into

illusions) from thought-full ideations (which can harden into fixed delusions).

Visual illusions change what we are already seeing out there. They represent

normal perceptual phenomena that have been slightly modified. Usually, this

involves slight errors in visual processing in the back of the brain. Although vi-

sual illusions are brief misperceptions of real (literal) things, one does not dismiss

their images as ‘‘imaginary.’’ Instead, illusions invite scientific explanation, as do

other facts of direct living experience.

In contrast, delusions are false beliefs. Their ideations linger and become

rigid mental sets. In yet another category are hallucinations. Hallucinations are

more unusual perceptions, ones that cannot be explained by any actual natural

external sensory stimulus at that particular moment.

Figurative References

On the other hand, poetry and religion regularly employ many figurative images.

Everyday we encounter their imaginative representations. They take familiar

forms: allusions, similes, metaphors, and symbols.

Figurative references to the moon are commonplace throughout our ordi-

nary literature and visual arts. That they seem almost ‘‘gravitational’’ is no acci-

dent. Daylight and moonlight are our two natural modes of illumination. No

wonder our associations—and our moods—to each are as different as day and

night. The way our emotions respond to some subtle kind of ‘‘pull’’ from the

moon becomes especially interesting.

Within Zen Buddhism, both the moon and its silvery light took on special

meaningful associations. As cultural symbols, each came to refer to sudden, deep,

life-opening states of enlightenment. These ‘‘peak experiences’’ are profound

states of ‘‘awakening’’ that can transform a person’s subsequent behavior.

It is not difficult to appreciate why lunar lighting effects evoke poetic and

other literary references. Let us say that it is a clear night in autumn. We are



viewing a landscape bathed in moonlight. It takes on a cool silvery luster. The

same scenery looks eerily different from the way it looked while it was being

warmed by the golden glow of the sun. But why did moon symbolisms and fig-

ures of speech become so linked with Zen? Are we sure we know every possible

historical reason, understand all the facts?

Part IX addresses such questions. Its chapters focus on the latest research

findings that help explain some curious phenomena. Be prepared for essay

themes that bridge disciplines in unusual ways. Dare we venture to examine

cross-cultural issues closely? If not, all references to the moon could remain locked

within the metaphors of fixed belief systems, forever estranged from neuroscience

and from the living facts of direct personal experience.

The opening narrative reviews a confluence of rare events: a visually

attuned neurologist undergoes an extraordinary sequence of experiences. As

kensho’s realizations unfold, a few deep feeling tones arise—a mood. Among its

qualities are references vaguely reminiscent of what anyone might experience

secondarily under the influence of moonlight on a clear night. But then, differ-

ent visual events occur, very late, distinct from these ‘‘psychological’’ feelings.

He experiences visual perceptions that appear consistent with moonlight. They are

an actual, primary visual illusion. Not a metaphor, not a simile, not a figure of

speech.

On the subsequent agenda are separate chapters that develop neuroscientific

explanations for such independent, primary visual events, examine their associ-

ated psychic counterparts, and consider how each of these relate to longstanding

cultural associations to moonlight.

Most figurative, cultural references that link the moon to Buddhist awaken-

ing are centuries-old legacies in verse form that celebrate Asian literary customs.

Not so the closing example. It recalls a recent photograph, in stark black and

white. It was still daylight when Ansel Adams snapped his shutter on this

scene in 1941. Only later, in the darkroom, could Adams transform this negative

into his now classic print: a moody nocturnal landscape seemingly infused by

moonlight.

In years past, no reader ever had reason to think that enlightenment might

be associated with reduced illumination. Nor did this writer. Who expects these

two topics—light and dark—to be juxtaposed? Do conventional accounts in the

West suggest that illumination can be reduced during major spiritual awakenings?

No. What we recall is the blinding light that enveloped Saul of Tarsus on the road

to Damascus. Similar accounts have led us to expect that ‘‘mental illumination’’

should be accompanied, if anything, by an increase in the quantity of light2

[Z:376–379].

Not the following chapters. They will suggest that certain human brains

have the potential to give rise not only to a moonlight mood but to the late, percep-
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tual impression of a darker, ‘‘moonlight’’ phase. Why? One crucial part of the

explanation will be a brief loss of color vision.

Does this seem counterintuitive? Were you perplexed by such a strange pro-

posal. I once had the same expectations. Consider how puzzled I was when this

visual paradox occurred.

93

A Contemporary ‘‘Taste of Kensho’’: Its Profile of Early and

Late Phenomena

A person’s becoming enlightened is like the reflection of the moon in water. The

moon does not get wet, nor is the water ruffled. . . . The entire moon and heavens are

reflected in even a drop of dew in the grass . . .

Master Dogen (1200–1253)1

Five attributes of the ‘‘moonlight phase’’ are noteworthy in the condensed account

that will follow (Z:573–578). First, the timing: this ‘‘lunar phase’’ arrived late,

evolved rapidly, faded quickly.

Second, the amount of illumination: it was obviously reduced. The subdued

light that later pervaded this London scene resembled that dim nocturnal illumi-

nation we normally associate with moonlight. It was also diffuse; no real moon was

its visible source. Nor was any moon image being hallucinated. No ‘‘blinding white

light’’ occurred suddenly, as might happen in some other kinds of ‘‘peak’’ or

‘‘near-death’’ experiences.

Third, the lack of color: the late moonlight phase was colorless. Fourth,

unusual highlights were superimposed. Fifth, the final sequence of other

visual illusions: one quick shift into a negative afterimage; then, ‘‘distancing’’ and

displacement.

The Path of Zen points in the direction of insights (see chapter 4). So, why

would any serious student of Zen call attention to late perceptual phenomena? Be-

cause the five points cited above are clues. They can help direct us toward certain

earlier physiological origins of kensho per se. Moreover, unless similar phenom-

ena are openly analyzed, they seem likely to sow as much mystification in the fu-

ture as they may have in centuries past.

* * *
A Condensed Contemporary Account

It happened at 9:00 a.m., on the second morning of a 2-day Zen retreat. Looking

out at the London skyline beyond an empty train platform, I entered instantly
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into an alternate state of consciousness [Z:536–544, 589–621]. At once, every pre-

vious notion of having a physical and psychic self vanished. Viewing proceeded

objectively, empty of all prior self-centered subjective notions of an I-Me-Mine.

Three new qualities instantly transfigured the previous view of this mun-

dane station, its distant outdoor setting, and the open sky beyond. Absolute Real-

ity, Intrinsic Rightness, and Ultimate Perfection infused everything seen.

At first, all the coloring of this pale blue-gray sky and of the rest of the urban

scenery was unchanged from that a split second before. Nor did any visual details

of this normally daylight scene appear to be more, or less, finer-grained than

previously.

Next, as this anonymous, mirror-like, first phase deepened, it was perme-

ated and overlaid by a second wave of fresh insights. These dissolved all the roots

of time, of fear, and of the habitual inclination to act. The resulting experience be-

came a seamless blend of Eternity, Absolute Fearlessness, the loss of every in-

clination to approach, and prolonged Deep Peace. This Immanent Reality of

harmonious perfection was deeply comprehended wordlessly.

Only near the close of these two major prior overlapping phases of early

insights did a late visual phase suddenly enter.2 It arrived about the same time

that the cool cavernous sense of visceral emptiness—empty of self, time, fear, and

of the inclination to act—had plumbed its most unsentimental depths. So it was

only then, and for one fleeting moment, that the anonymous witness observed this

previous scenery ‘‘bathed in moonlight.’’ This lunar phase shifted in, evolved,

and then shifted out.

Let us be more specific: immediately before this late phase of lunar vision,

while affirmative insights were transfiguring the entire scene, this same scenery

had continued to register all its usual colors and details consistent with that mor-

ning’s daylight. Suddenly, all those very same colors, forms, patterns, and shad-

ings shifted into a totally color-free and darker mode.

Beneath this now-darkened sky, objects were rendered solely in subdued

shades of black, white, and gray. Darker shadings still conveyed some impression

of their original three-dimensional character.

This left a direct resulting impression: moonlight. Not an impression ‘‘as if it

was moonlight.’’ Moonlight registered as a soft, immediate, visual fact. It was

accepted straightway, with no wondering about ‘‘why’’ it looked like moonlight.

During this late, colorless lunar phase, certain soft highlights within the sce-

nery appeared enhanced, at least with respect to the even darker regions sur-

rounding them.

Next, this nocturnal scene underwent a remarkable shift. Although it was

still in the black-and-white mode, all of its previous light and dark patterns

reversed themselves. Thus, it was all rendered, briefly, as one negative afterimage.
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Finally, a partial sense of ‘‘i’’ began to return. Enough of a minute ‘‘i’’ to be

vaguely aware that slight degrees of the original daylight coloring and illumina-

tion were now present. Only at this point did the entire ‘‘frame’’ then change that

enclosed this faintly colored London scenery.

The perceptual frame shifted in two different ways*: (1) The entire scene

(now faintly colored) was seen off at a distance. There it registered as being per-

haps three times farther away than before. Even so, its overall dimensions

appeared to have shrunk only slightly. (2) The entire scene’s apparent subjective

center of focus was displaced. Its new position was both slightly down and off to

the left of where this diminutive ‘‘i’’ had the impression that his midline of aware-

ness and its expected horizon was located.y

Which Phenomena Presented Themselves as Being Actually Seen, in Contrast to Their Only

Feeling ‘‘Embodied,’’ or Interpreted, or Intuited?

Suppose some reader, slightly baffled by all this, were now to press for an anal-

ogy. No oversimplified one would do. It does not suffice to suggest that this entire

phase resembled the mere ‘‘insertion’’ of a ‘‘black-and-white filmstrip,’’ as though

it were an adequate substitute for the previous technicolor version of this same

scene. Because any ‘‘spliced filmstrip’’ analogy might suggest that the witness had

experienced only a single isolated change: say only some minor subtraction of

those earliest steps of color processing, before the nuances of color vision had

evolved further in his brain.

No. Because, in retrospect, the subject could identify several different categories

of events. Some were visual percepts of very different kinds. Others were embodied psy-

chic events that were embedded in the moonlight phase and its immediate after-

math. Each had entered consciousness at a particular time in a distinct sequence.

They had also overlapped. In chapter 95 we organize these issues explicitly in

table 11.

*Skeptical readers may wish reassurance. Can these observations be believed? The following informa-
tion may help suggest why this ‘‘nocturnal, lunar’’ interval had registered so deeply on its anonymous
observer. Colors had intrigued him since the age of 7, and he had always followed a visual imperative.
As a sometime photographer in his 20s, he had developed, enlarged, and printed his own black-and-
white negatives. Training in neurology taught him to take careful case histories. Neurologic diagnosis
hinges on an accurate, detailed account of the sequences through which each patient’s symptoms
evolve. Still later, he would become a Sunday painter of landscapes in watercolors.
y This narrative tries to convey the way impressions presented themselves as literal facts of direct visual
experience. (Paradoxes of the moment went unappreciated.) Accordingly, the words are not intended
to communicate ‘‘as-if’’ similes, symbols, or the metaphors of literary imagination. Nor are they pre-
sented as an ‘‘as-it-were’’ aside.3

In retrospect, when the witness had returned to his former role as a neurologist, it would later
become possible to interpret the delayed visual phenomena as visual illusions.
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For now, we might still draw upon the theatre for an analogy, one more ac-

curate than a filmstrip. Imagine that you are now seated indoors, a member of the

audience. You have already been watching an ancient drama unfold on the stage.

It seems to be drawn from Greek antiquity. As you look toward the stage, you

find that the scenery for the play’s next act has been designed to resemble a sea-

scape. Above lies a big, blue daylight sky. Below you see a vast expanse of blue-

green ocean stretching off to the faint line of the distant horizon.

A sunny glow (from rosy footlights and overhead lights) bathes this whole

set in all the warm colors appropriate for daylight. Strangely, a deep pervasive

sense of vacancy enters and coexists. It seems to relate to a lone rowboat on the

perfectly calm surface of the sea. It lies empty, oarless, becalmed. You witness

this warm/cool scene passively for a while, and then everything shifts. Each

warm source of light suddenly switches off, silently. Now you see the same sce-

nery, only it is nighttime. This pale white diffuse light is much cooler. Its source is

uncertain, yet your immediate impression suggests moonlight, even though it

seemed to flicker. Soon you sense the significance of that empty boat. It’s been tell-

ing you that your hero—the one with whose actions you had so closely identified

during all the earlier acts of the play—had indeed been lost at sea.

Later, long after you left the theatre, you might wonder about the paradox:

you had been overcome by an unparalleled sense of deep peace, release, and

clarity—even when you knew that your hero had died. Why had you felt no per-

sonal sense of loss? Later still, your curiosity might also have been piqued by

some of those strange special effects. What had created the closing highlights?

What did those strange light-dark reversals mean?

In order to clarify these seemingly paradoxical issues, the next chapter

reviews the way our normal visual functions evolve.

94

How Our Brain Normally Perceives Light and Colors

What meets the eye is the Way.

Master Shih-t’ou Hsi Ch’ien (700–790)

All cats are gray in the dark.

Old Proverb

We met Master Shih-t’ou earlier, in chapter 76. He authored the verses in the San-

dokai that reaffirmed One Reality. He spoke of light and dark, and of branching

streams. Indeed, his own Soto Zen lineage branched out and flowed on so exten-

sively that it continues down to the present day.1
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It is now time to follow what he said ‘‘meets the eye’’ back into the brain,

there to rediscover the simple explanation for why all cats are gray in the dark.

Rods, Cones, and the Earlier Visual Pathways

Each child bears witness to it: stars do ‘‘come out’’ at night. Today’s schoolchil-

dren also learn what else is involved. After it gets dark, the rod receptors in our

retina can detect the light from these celestial objects. But first, these rods still

need to adapt to darkness. Only then can we perceive the faint white lights com-

ing from all the other stars off in our peripheral vision.

Cone receptors are different. Sensitive to all colors in daylight, the cones

serve our keenest visual acuity in the center of our field of vision. Now for a key

question: As their two pathways pass back from the eye into the brain, do these

nocturnal and daylight functions still remain anatomically separate? For if rods

and cones do follow separate paths, then our rod type of nighttime vision could

still persist even though our color vision pathways had been blocked.

In very broad brushstrokes, this chapter will begin to answer the question.

Later chapters illustrate why these answers are relevant to kensho. The simplified

approach that follows is intended to meet this chapter’s needs. It discusses our

two familiar categories of rod and cone vision in terms of two separate ‘‘prototype

visual paths.’’ (It does so with the caveat that any such composite description

greatly understates the complex ways they overlap.)

The Upper (Rod) Pathways That Contribute to ‘‘Where’’ Vision

From their rod receptors in the retina, most rod channels lead back to large nerve

cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus2 (see chapter 44). In primates, these big mag-

nocellular (M) cells occupy the first two layers of the geniculate nucleus. M cells

have high contrast sensitivities. This enables their visual signals to seem ‘‘brighter’’

in the very center of an image. These signals then ‘‘stand out’’ more than do others

from zones off to the side.

The next relays carry rod channel impulses far back to the primary visual

cortex (VI) in the occipital lobes3 (BA 17) (see figure 7, chapter 40). Thereafter,

many of their relevant messages abruptly change course. Their relays now leap

forward (through the middle and superior temporal areas), to take an upward

path into the parietal lobes.

This upward-directed stream contributes to our higher spatial functions

(chapter 41). Such spatial functions provide us with refined 3D information about

‘‘where’’ some external item is located (see chapter 75).

However, these same upward relays also provide dynamic, actionable in-

formation. They help us decode how this external item is moving, how its shape is
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oriented with respect to other items out there in space, and how each of its posi-

tions relates back in ways that enable our hands and other parts of our own phys-

ical self to keep acting upon it.

The Lower (Cone) Pathways That Contribute to Color Vision

Relaying back from cone receptors in the retina, the ‘‘cone channels’’ reach much

smaller cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus. These small cells are called parvo-

cellular (P) neurons. In the geniculate, P cells occupy either layers 3 and 5, or 4

and 6. Even though their messages also lead back to the primary visual cortex (to

separate zones of areas V1 and V2), many of their next cortical projections then

pursue a downward course. This will lead them to several visual association

regions. One in particular merits special attention.

In this region, many specialized nerve cells are not just highly sensitive

to crude messages about visual wavelengths. They also help convert this raw

sensory data into our more conscious perceptions of color. This specialized region

is concentrated mainly in and near the fusiform gyrus (see figure 4, chapter

23). Extrasensitive to color, it lies hidden on the undersurface where the tem-

poral and occipital lobes join. It seems prudent to refer to it here as the ‘‘V4 color

complex.’’4

Note how far apart now are the two different main streams of the upper

(rod) pathway and the lower (cone) pathway.

Subsequent Temporal Lobe Contributions to ‘‘What’’ Vision, to Our Sense of Psychic

Selfhood, and to Our Notions of ‘‘When’’

As we follow this lower stream of visual messages, we find it integrated into

many other circuits farther forward within the rest of the temporal lobe. Remark-

able pattern recognition functions arise within these templates. They help us iden-

tify ‘‘what’’ we are now looking at. Farther forward and medially, other intricate

temporal lobe circuits do even more. They provide a matrix for our more intimate

subjectivities. For example, in an instant, they start helping us resolve the answers

to a second kind of ‘‘what’’ questions: what does this external object mean to me,

personally, right now?

To answer the personal question, these networks must also have referred

back, subconsciously, to a range of earlier, time-bound memories. (Had that object

or event harmed me, in the past, or did it help me?) (See chapter 29.) In short, these

lower networks not only quickly accessed their feature recognition systems (while

noting the patterns of colors involved), they also consulted their storehouse of

memories (see chapter 42). Instantly, there arrived a new kind of emotionally

valanced, personal evaluation. This larger self-referent time frame now personi-
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fied something quite subtle: our private, implicit sense of ‘‘when.’’ And all this

happened automatically.

The short paragraphs above condense volumes of highly technical infor-

mation. Two qualifications must be added immediately to any such cavalier ver-

sion of visual ‘‘streams.’’ First, in their every operation, the two prototype paths

engage in a myriad of to-and-fro interactions. They also consult in complex ways

with multiple closely related regions (e.g., the thalamus, limbic, and paralimbic

systems).

Second, as the ‘‘two’’ major visual streams continue to relay farther forward,

they are constantly providing messages from the ‘‘bottom ! up.’’ These, the pre-

frontal cortex quickly processes in its usual executive ‘‘top-down’’ manner.5

How might such functions help us in our daily life? Suppose we are hungry,

and happen to see a pile of round, red objects lying on a table. Instantly, we recog-

nize what they are—a pile of apples and tomatoes, for example. Moreover, we are

also poised to select one particular fruit in the back of this pile. It has the correct

shape for an apple; its dark-red color means that it is ripe enough to eat; its rela-

tive position suggests that it is free to be grasped without dislodging the rest of

the pile.

Colors Have Secondary Effects on Our Emotional Palate

If you put on blue-gray–tinted glasses, the scenery immediately appears more

somber. Not only is it drained of color’s familiar emotional overtones but some-

times its coolness also seems to be missing a few cognitive resonances. In these

respects, putting on dark glasses is like shifting out of a daylight mode into a noc-

turnal mode. When you put on rose-colored glasses, the world certainly looks

better.

Colors prompt secondary affective responses. Colors became linked with

the ways various past experiences conditioned us. These old feeling tones

infuse our everyday likes and dislikes. Even so, several color preferences seem

common in the population at large. Some would generalize so far as to suggest

that ‘‘extroverts like warm colors and introverts like cool colors.’’ ‘‘Cool light at

low levels makes things look eerie and unnatural.’’ White is ‘‘bleak, emotionless,

sterile.’’6

Moreover, color goes on subtly to influence our behavior. Some persons are

more readily aroused by colors at the red end of the spectrum. In contrast, blue

light tends to reduce a person’s activities. Blue tones can calm crying infants,

even infants who are not yet culturally conditioned.7

Sacks and Wasserman nicely sum up how very influential colors have fi-

nally become in the psychic lives of mature adults: ‘‘Color . . . is taken to higher

and higher levels, admixed inseparably with all our visual memories, images,
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desires, expectations, until it becomes an integral part of ourselves . . . our life

world.’’8

Clearly, color influences our outlook on life. Can you conceive of a process

that first transforms one’s whole outlook on life, then infuses a mood, and—

much later—briefly wipes out color, selectively?

I couldn’t either.

95

Significance of the Late ‘‘Moonlight’’ Phase within the

Whole Profile of Kensho

The time when the moon appears is not necessarily night.

Master Dogen (1200–1253)1

Why did colors drop out during kensho’s late ‘‘moonlight’’ phase? Is this a brief,

temporary form of color blindness? Yes. But it is a rare kind of ‘‘color blindness.’’

Not the one we are most familiar with. That kind affects cone receptors in the

retina. It is chronic, congenital.

Rarely, however, a patient suddenly loses the conscious appreciation of

colors after a localized brain infarct. This neurological disorder is called cerebral

achromatopsia. It means that brain dysfunction, not retinal dysfunction, caused the

patient to lose color vision. And if the major color-sensitive regions had been dis-

abled on both sides of the brain, then all color vision would be lost in both the

right and left fields of vision.

When, in the Total Profile of Kensho, Did the Colorless ‘‘Moonlight’’ Phase Arrive?

This colorless nocturne arrived late [Z:536–544]. Just before it arrived, it is impor-

tant to emphasize the nature of an impression that was already there. It was a

profound psychic vacancy. It had developed since the beginning of the first affir-

mations of Absolute Reality, Immanent Perfection, and Eternity. This vacancy

reached cavernous proportions. It left the impression that the deepest roots of the

I-Me-Mine were empty at their most visceral level. Chapters 97 and 98 explore the

nature of this impression.

Here, it suffices to observe only that this tardy moonlight phase did not

enter until after consciousness had first been totally drained of selfhood, of fear, of

time, and of the impulse to act. Only then, finally, was visual perception suddenly

drained of one special quality. Of the last drop of color. (See the top right quadrant

of table 11.)
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Table 11

A Succession of Earlier and Late Phenomena during a ‘‘Taste of Kensho’’

First Insight-Realizations The Late Visual Illusionsa

The Early Shift out of an Egocentric into an Allocentric

Awareness The Late Shift toward the Phase of Visual Epiphenomena

Phase of Moonlight Perception

(Colors Lost, Light Dim)

The succession of

phases and topics

A vacancy of

I-Me-Mine; a

deep impres-

sion of objec-

tivity; as it

progressed,

it hinted at

‘‘moodlight’’

A transfigura-

tion,b perceived

and felt as the

objective reality

and immanent

perfection of

all things as

they really

are (suchness)

A vacancy

that dissolved

all fear, and

all sense of

time into

eternity

‘‘Moonlight

only’’

Enhanced

contrasts

and soft

‘‘moon-

glow’’

highlights

Negative

afterimage

Final phase

of visual

distancing

and dis-

placement

The first three

major phases

[Z:593–613] Reflection I Reflection II At end of reflection II

Start of

reflection IIIc

Relative duration

of each, expressed

as a percent of the

total elapsed time

(approximations)

100 (Entered

first, gathered

momentum,

and lasted

throughout)

75 (Also

entered first,

then faded)

20 (Entered

later during

kensho, and

lasted until

the end) 2 1 1 1

Usual sense of

self (% of

normal)

0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘‘i’’ (perhaps

3%)

Affirmative

infusion

0 100 0 0 0 0 0

Visuoperceptual

coloration (% of

normal)

100 100 100 0 0 0 G25

a Think of the solid bar below the table as a condensed ‘‘timeline.’’ Let it represent the apparent duration of the first insight-realizations of kensho per

se. Note the elongated mound, superimposed. It represents the cool psychic vacancy and impression of ‘‘moodlight.’’ Note that it began and was estab-

lished long before the ‘‘moonlight’’ phase began. The slender extended bar at the end of the thickness suggests that the late visual epiphenomena occu-

pied only the final 5% or so of all the events summarized in this table.
b Definition of transfiguration: that early inspirational infusion of sacramental/holy resonances which transforms the ordinary appearances and meanings

of things.
c The sense of inexpressibility arrived late, just after this distancing and displacement faded.
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Key Issues Raised in Contemporary Research by This Moonlight Nocturne

Master Dogen wrote that nighttime was not the only time that the ‘‘moon’’ of

enlightenment might appear. Eight centuries ago, what did he really mean?

We can’t be sure. Dogen could tap into several levels of meaning in one line,

simultaneously.

Today, we must ask a very pointed question of any contemporary observer

(especially if he or she also happens to be a neurologist): How do you explain a

late phase of ‘‘moonlight’’ and other final visual illusions, when they arrive at

nine o’clock in the morning? Searching for possible answers, we find ourselves

immediately out at the frontiers of the neurosciences, sifting the latest research.

Ten questions in this chapter serve as the preliminary agenda for our search.

They address the nature and the mechanisms of visual illusions in general. They

also provide a background for understanding the unusual perceptual phenomena

of the first ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase (see table 11, fourth column from the right).

Then, in subsequent chapters, we explore the implications of the next three epi-

phenomena: the exaggerated soft highlights, the late negative afterimage, and the

final phase of visual distancing and displacement. (These illusions are summar-

ized in the the three rightmost columns of table 11.)

1. Which physiological mechanisms underlie the early phases of insight during ken-

sho? (starting at the left of table 11). Much still remains to be learned about this

and other alternate states of consciousness (see chapter 86). Their elementary

physiological themes might seem obvious: excitation and inhibition (see chapter

31). Yet a certain kind of inhibitory process can go on from there, to enhance ex-

citation secondarily [Z:255, 462]. How does this occur? By inhibiting other local

inhibitory mechanisms which previously had held excitation in check. Disinhibi-

tion is the term for this third mechanism.

Let us start by commenting on two initial affirmative realizations—

absolute reality and immanent perfection. Both affirmations merged in the

form of one single meaningful comprehension: ‘‘suchness’’ (see chapter 82).

Suchness is a Buddhist technical term (I would not appreciate its use until later).

It serves as a very pale, temporary, shorthand substitute for the scope of an un-

paralleled, wordless insight. Suchness describes the unveiling, in one comprehen-

sive flash, of all things directly, as they really are. Some think of this singular

moment in terms of reality realizing itself [Z:549–553].

A related term is transfiguration. It implies that the appearance of things

is transformed, often to an exalted, spiritually sacred degree.

What causes this extraordinary insight? How can the matrix of a person’s

ordinary conscious vision become so transfigured? Suppose we start with a sim-

ple postulate: perhaps an array of net excitatory processes converge in unusual
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ways and to unusual degrees; their confluence infuses atmospheres of salience

into our normal interpretive functions.

Must the lofty, sacred resonances of suchness take place exclusively at

‘‘higher cortical’’ levels? No. Because this profoundly affirmative tone of the

early insightful phase could also draw upon the person’s more primitive net-

works and on functions that are basically intuitive. Noteworthy in this regard is

the wordlessness of the insightful phase. Wordlessness suggests that deeper

subcortical circuits are being drawn into novel configurations. Their intuitive

functions could be far distant from the cortical circuits we engage when we con-

struct our usual kinds of internal thought-language [Z:521–529]. Moreover, in

order for salience to take over and transfigure the foreground, the mental field

must drop out some ordinary ‘‘things’’ that had been there before and that had

arisen at multiple levels, both conscious and unconscious.

2. Which systems that enter into kensho’s initial shifts in consciousness could set

the stage for its late changes in visual perception? Clearly, kensho’s rapid onset,

scope, and total impact represent a major state change in the brain. This is an

immense shift of consciousness. It invites comparisons with the three other major

conventional states that also shift us back and forth: waking, sleeping, and

dreaming [Z:298–305].

So, it is pertinent to ask: What kinds of mechanisms generate these other

three states? Impulses rising mostly from the brainstem trigger many of their

earliest sequences. These ascending excitations shift and reshape consciousness

at successively higher thalamocortical levels. Both glutamate and acetylcholine

systems are the prime movers for many of these (‘‘positive’’) processes of fast

excitatory transmission.

But a major point cannot be emphasized enough: subtractions underlie

many of kensho’s early phenomena [Z:607, 611, 614, 657]. Which messenger sys-

tems had cut off all concepts and roots of my psychic self? Which had severed its

prior notions of fear, of time, and of possessing a physical self-image? These

(‘‘negative’’) phenomena are predominately inhibitory.

Kensho’s early egocentric subtractions (and some of its late waves, as well)

are most likely attributable to GABA, the brain’s major fast inhibitory transmit-

ter [Z:208–210]. They enable the conscious foreground, and the subconscious

background to drop out their former preoccupations.

However, the seven columns in table 11 also outline successive waves of

phenomena. Kensho’s initial events, major in amplitude, later trail off into a di-

minuendo. Could this extended profile mean that different messenger systems

are in operation? Did they release their messengers at, or near, different recep-

tor sites, some of whose responses occur more slowly? Receptors activated by

biogenic amines are slightly ‘‘slower’’ sites. Slower still are the receptor sites for

peptides, both opioid and nonopioid (see chapters 24, 34, 35, and 36).
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Moreover, another wave of secondary metabolic consequences supervenes

at many receptor sites. These changes reshape a nerve cell’s excitability (see

chapter 37). A novel candidate is nitric oxide, because this gas influences many

remarkable processes, quickly or slowly, as tiny ‘‘puffs’’ diffuse out into the brain

nearby (see chapters 68 and 69) [Z:407–413].

3. Having now surveyed this whole pattern of kensho’s earliest insightful realiza-

tions, do any generalizations seem applicable to the very late phase of visual illu-

sions? (see the right side of table 11).

First, let us be very clear: Every conventional, orthodox Buddhist emphasis

deserves to fall on kensho’s initial aspects: its flashing insights (prajna) and its

absolute selflessness (anatta). Both phenomena arrive early and impact pro-

foundly. The condensed timeline at the bottom of table 11 illustrates that they

also exerted their major influence throughout a relatively long period. Clinical

neurology adheres to a similar principle. As a general rule, one assignes the

greatest weight to the patient’s first symptoms. These earliest phenomena are

called the ‘‘focal signature.’’ They point toward the primary, pivotal mechanisms.

Then why would this witness/neurologist/author spend time on ‘‘post-

script’’ phenomena? Aren’t such late events epiphenomena? Yes. Won’t they di-

vert attention from the classic earlier themes of kensho? Yes, but these are what

the witness really experienced. This is the way it was.

So these delayed visual illusions are not some kind of grace note to be

ignored or dismissed. They challenge us to provide contemporary answers in

terms of psychophysiology. If we take at face value Shih-t’ou’s statement that

‘‘What meets the eye is the Way,’’ then this new millennium is poised to ask:

What causes such delayed illusions? Who develops them?

a. What does their delayed arrival signify? Does this time lag point toward the

interval which separates the abrupt onset of the brain’s fast excitatory trans-

mitters from the delayed onset of its slower excitatory transmitters and their

still slower second messengers? [Z:223–225]. Is NO
.

implicated?

b. Could the late illusions express a separate subset of inhibitory processes, the

normal sequences of which simply evolve more slowly?

c. Could some aspects of the later illusions represent a delayed inhibitory re-

bound, a late secondary response to the earlier primary excitatory processes

( just cited in [a] above), whereas other aspects might reflect a late wave of

rebound excitation released during a wave of disinhibition?

d. Could any of the three separate options just cited above (that pertain to late

phenomena) also help us go back and identify some early major primary

mechanisms, the ones which had first deleted selfhood from consciousness

and had dissolved time into eternity?

e. Do people predisposed to migraine have slightly different kensho experi-

ences and associated perceptual illusions? (see chapter 73).
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We now return to the issues on the original agenda.

4. At a time when vision would seem to have been drained only of color, why

would the overall amount of lighting also appear suddenly to drop?

Two potential mechanisms may have converged. The first serves as a

reminder of a simple fact: it’s our cone channels that contribute much of the illu-

mination we normally register from any daylight scene. Why? Because cone mes-

sages convey luminance, not just color. Part of the explanation for this

predominant cone contribution to luminance begins in our eye. The retina has

eight times more small (P) ganglion cells in its cone pathway than it has large

(M) ganglion cells in the rod pathway.2 Therefore, when the impulse flow stops

anywhere along this cone pathway it cuts down on how much ‘‘illumination’’

the person visualizes arising from the scene. Therefore, my impression of ‘‘dim

nocturnal light’’ is consistent with a sudden block in the cone pathway.

The second mechanism serves as another reminder: the rod pathway has

an inherent limitation. Rods require many more minutes to adapt to darkness

than we usually think. Remember how you had to grope for a seat when you

left the sunlight and entered a dark theatre for a matinee? Your rod functions,

bleached by daylight, were still down near baseline levels. The movie theatre

seemed pitch-black at first. In fact, our rod functions take nearly thirty minutes

of adaptation before they reach their peak nighttime sensitivity to light.

Similar dual explanations could account for the ‘‘moonlight only’’ phe-

nomena of the delayed lunar phase: visual functions abruptly deprived of their

normal cone channel input; rod channel functions far from being fully adapted;

a witness now left with the impression of viewing a dim ‘‘nighttime’’ scene (see

table 11).

5. Why did many finer-grained details of the London scenery become submerged

within a sea of darker tones? Cone channels add more than color and illumina-

tion. They also contribute sharp, fine-grained details to our normal vision in day-

light. Rod channel circuits lack these high degrees of resolution. Indeed, visual

acuity drops fourfold when only rod channels serve vision.3

Could a similar loss of visual details (previously conferred by my usual cone

channels) have contributed to my brief impression of a shift into ‘‘nighttime vi-

sion?’’ Probably. Such a drop in visual details would tend to confirm the illusion

that this same London scene was being seen—less clearly now—during the kind

of reduced light that seemed consistent with ‘‘nighttime.’’

6. Is inhibition of the major local, color-sensitive regions up in cortex per se the

only explanation for such a sudden loss of color? The ‘‘V4 color complex’’ lies in

the cortex of the fusiform gyrus and collateral sulcus (BA 37). This is hidden on

the undersurface of the brain (see figure 4, chapter 23; figure 7, chapter 40).
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Many case reports illustrate that patients lose their sense of color vision after

lesions here.

Do such reports exclude a different potential site in the lateral geniculate

nucleus, earlier along the cone pathway, and nearer to the retina?4 No, because

the small P cells of the geniculate are anatomically separate (as viewed with the

aid of a microscope) from the large M cells. However, no local block limited to

these P cells can explain kensho’s other losses: of self, time, and fear. These are

major experiential subtractions. They require substantial inhibitory deletions of

functions elsewhere in the brain. Many of these distant modules are very far

removed from any processes that might (theoretically) stop or otherwise jam the

transmission of color messages down at the local geniculate level.

In contrast, the region of the V4 color complex—in and around the fusi-

form cortex—does lie close to relevant sites in the temporo-occipital cortex and

farther on, sites where key categorizing and pattern-recognition functions reside.

7. What are some of the other vital functions linked to this inferior temporo-

occipital region? We process more than colors here; we also begin to recognize

visual patterns and forms (see chapter 42). An intense research interest is now

focused on sorting out the many essential cognitive functions of the fusiform

gyrus and its adjacent regions. Most such current research remains so technically

complex as to fall outside our present scope. However, with regard to the phe-

nomena of kensho, a brief survey of the way we recognize faces and bodies

becomes pertinent. Indeed, recent research helps clarify how our brains bring

a conscious sense of visual coherence to sensory data that are otherwise

incongruous.5

It now seems that our brains normally discriminate key information about

faces not only in parts of the mid-fusiform gyrus just in front of the most color-

responsive region but also selectively in the nearby inferior occipital region.6 For

example, some patients no longer recognize familiar faces even after small

lesions occur in this general region. Their disorder is called prosopagnosia.

Moreover, recent fMRI studies point to the importance of another nearby

region of the visual association cortex. It lies out in the lateral part of the occipi-

totemporal region. There it is part of the so-called lateral occipital complex. This

‘‘body area’’ (especially on the right side) is specialized to respond selectively to

visual images depicting human bodies and body parts. It serves normally as an

initial processing step, helping us reduce an inchoate mass of environmental

stimuli into simpler, coarse-grained shapes that will soon become the basis for

further pattern recognition functions.7

Kensho and satori briefly dissolve many similar discriminative, categoriz-

ing, and affective brain functions. It is plausible to attribute some of these

subtractions to the dropping out of functions represented in these inferior

temporo-occipital and adjacent regions. Inhibition of functions represented
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within this whole posterior temporal region could contribute both to kensho’s

striking early loss of certain prior cognitive distinctions and to the extent of the

associated psychic deconditioning.

This is not to say, however, that this association cortex can only be inhib-

ited (or enhanced) by mechanisms confined to the cortical level. The caveat in

chapter 44 on the thalamus explains why.

8. Why did previous generations of clinicians attribute so many relevant visual illu-

sions to the back of the brain, and especially to the junctions between the tem-

poral, parietal, and occipital lobes? (BA: 37, 39, 40, and the posterior part of 22).

Current diagrams of the circuitry of this large region illustrate why. They

reveal a vast mosaic of visual modules (now more than 32 and counting), linked

by countless interactions that proceed in a feedforward, feedbackward, and hor-

izontal manner. Maps depicting these linking connections are more intricate

than diagrams of the Tokyo subway system.8

Over a century ago, Hughlings Jackson (1835–1911) analyzed visual illu-

sions in the course of his pioneering neurologic studies. He concluded that they

were ‘‘positive mental states.’’9 Why did Jackson also believe that such episodic

illusions were doubly ‘‘imperfect?’’ First, because he intuited an essential prin-

ciple: some prior ‘‘negative’’ mental state had allowed them to be released;

second, because his patients’ visual symptoms were then manifested to degrees

that exceeded normal.

Today, one stands in awe at Jackson’s prescience. His bedside interpreta-

tions seem already to have suggested the possibility that some illusions (1) repre-

sented excessive, excitatory (‘‘positive’’) mental states; and (2) had been released

by prior inhibitory (‘‘negative’’) processes. With respect to the first mechanisms

of excess, one can envision today that some illusions could also be expressing a

wave of secondary rebound excitatory phenomena (that were disinhibitory).

Critchley, who later reviewed additional case reports, was also an astute

clinical neurologist. By 1955, it had become abundantly clear to him that a large

‘‘visuo-psychic association area’’ existed in the back of our brain. This region

could also express ‘‘manifold visual phenomena of a most interesting and com-

plex kind.’’10

Five decades ago, Critchley anticipated a major conclusion of part IX in this

book. He carefully pointed out that such visual illusions were also often ‘‘met

with in normal, though sensitive, aesthetic and introspective individuals.’’ He

appreciated that illusions were not caused only by focal diseases that damaged

the structure of the brain.11 Indeed, we considered in chapter 73 how the ge-

netic and physiological aspects of such sensitivities might relate to migraine and

we continue to examine this point in chapter 98.

The early neurological case reports cite several visual illusions pertinent to

phases in the kensho narrative of chapter 93. The illusions are referable to sites
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more posterior within this intricate interlobar borderland of association cortex.

They include:

a. An illusion of ‘‘distance.’’ Objects ‘‘having the correct size may (still) seem to

be . . . too far away.’’12 This condition is sometimes called teleopsia, from the

Greek tele, far off, distant.

b. An illusion of displacement. Things appear displaced to the opposite side of

the environment with respect to the prior midline of the person’s focus of

awareness.13

9. What other pertinent illusions have been associated with sites farther forward in

the temporal lobes themselves? These illusions involve visual and other forms of

memory, feelings of reality, concepts of self, and concepts of time. For example,

Williams regarded the normal middle and posterior temporal areas as ‘‘an exten-

sive zone serving visual integration.’’14

When Williams then summarized the clinical symptoms referable to just

the ‘‘temporal’’ lobe, he cited an array of illusions. It is worth commenting again

on two pertinent aspects of the first two pairs of symptoms listed below, (c) and

(d) and (e) and (f): each pair hinges on the way time-related memory functions

are interpreted; note that the diametrically opposite items in each pair lead to

mutually exclusive conclusions (see chapter 83).

c. Simpler illusions of déjà vu; and of (d) jamais vu (already seen vs. never seen

before) [Z:251–252]. These two illusions are referable to sites more anterior

and medial in the temporal lobe.

e. More complex illusions of déjà vécu and of (f) jamais vécu (already ex-

perienced; vs. never before experienced ). Subtly infusing the whole experi-

ence in the déjà vécu phenomenon are emotionally toned memories and

deeper somatic/visceral resonances. Therefore, the person sees percepts

changing not simply as isolated visual phenomena, but rather feels person-

ally involved within a larger, much more organized and embodied, total

sensory-emotional experience. (Vécu symptoms of this nature could resem-

ble some normal ‘‘moodlight’’ embodiments of our affective responses to

actual moonlight, as well as similar deeper experiential impressions during

kensho.) In contrast, jamais vécu is a major disembodied feeling of unfamil-

iarity and even disenchantment within the total perceptual environment.

Many reports, including some voiced by my own patients, describe more

elaborate experiences than are cited in the simpler examples of the two oppos-

ing pairs just above ([c] and [d] and [e] and [f]). This suggests that they draw on

more complex networking systems. How do we judge what is really real? This

would seem to involve the integrations among networks distributed both within

and beyond the temporal lobe per se. Notice again that the person undergoes

only one experience at a time, out of a potential pair that can manifest itself in

either of two distinctly opposite directions:
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g. The salient reality, significance, and novelty of the whole ongoing experi-

ence are greatly enhanced. This can evolve along an increasingly awesome

scale leading to profound realizations.

h. Meanings associated with the current environment can disintegrate. This

may reach such a degree that the experience becomes totally ‘‘unreal.’’ This

condition is called total derealization;

Still other elaborate states dissolve the sense of personal self and of time,

again in ways that suggest inhibitory effects within networks that could extend

beyond the temporal lobe:

i. The person’s prior constructs and concepts of selfhood can vanish (along

with all of selfhood’s emotional and visceral attachments). This can reach

degrees that are experienced as profound depersonalization [Z:49].

j. Many concepts of time (past, present, future) can dissolve in ways experi-

enced along a scale from timelessness to eternity (see chapter 84).15

10. How do different regions within the temporal lobe express themselves, espe-

cially during discrete electrical stimulations, or sometimes as the result of focal

seizures that begin in the temporal lobe?

‘‘Psychic’’ phenomena can develop when responsive sites in the temporal

lobes of epileptic patients become overstimulated. This can occur either in the

course of discrete brain stimulation techniques or during a spontaneous focal

seizure. We next examine each category.

a. The evidence from discrete electrical stimulations. For our purposes in these

pages, the most convincing evidence is derived from the kinds of pinpoint

electrical stimulations used in the operating room. These preliminary steps

help localize the site of the abnormal seizure focus. The neurosurgeon can

then remove this focus with minimal damage to surrounding tissue.16

One crucial point about these discrete electrical excitations deserves

emphasis: Patients report that their resulting experiential phenomena as-

sume a ‘‘compelling immediacy.’’17 Many of their percepts, now enhanced,

penetrate the psyche with intimate personal resonances. As events, they be-

come fully integrated into the patient’s personality. They seem actual and in

this sense ‘‘real.’’ So at least one aspect of our complex interpretation about

real reality can arise from circuits that begin in the medial temporal region.

Well-localized stimulations most frequently produce three kinds of

phenomena: fear, visual illusions, and déjà vu illusions. They are often re-

ferred to as ‘‘positive’’ phenomena. (Jackson’s interpretations would suggest

that excitatory mechanisms were not their sole component.) An important

point: the amygdala is the major source for eliciting both fear, visual illu-

sions, and déjà vu illusions. It has the lowest threshold and is clearly the

most sensitive site.
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Yet, note that a loss of fear occurs in kensho. The simplest explanation

for this loss is that parts of the amygdala or its connections are being inhib-

ited (see chapter 27) [Z:608–609]. The total loss of fear during kensho sug-

gests bilateral inhibitions within this network of fear.

Stimulating the hippocampus also causes psychic phenomena. Yet

these symptoms begin only when afterdischarges have spread beyond the

hippocampus to engage other sites, including the amygdala. Sites farther

away in the temporal cortex (outside of these two anterior and medial loca-

tions) are much less responsive. Even so, some discrete stimulations can still

be effective (especially on the right side). They can still produce various

visual phenomena even when they are delivered to discrete cortical sites at

points extending all the way from the temporo-occipital junction in the

back up to the polar tip of the temporal lobe.18

When such symptoms take on a more complex experiential flavor,

Gloor attributes this not to excitation alone, but to the ‘‘formation of a spe-

cifically patterned matrix of excited and inhibited neurons dispersed within

widely distributed neuronal populations’’ of both the cortex and the limbic

system. This sentence serves as a concise summary of the mechanisms under-

lying almost any experience, major or minor, that humans can undergo.

Seizures triggered by discrete, single-pulse, intracranial stimuli seem to

‘‘ignite’’ by degrees. The delayed responses—the ones that start from 0.1 to

1.0 second after this electrical stimulus—best identify the most abnormally

sensitive local site, the seizure focus which served to trigger most of that

patient’s own spontaneous seizures.19

Whether the phenomenon of a ‘‘sensed presence’’ during diffuse,

artificial extracranial stimulation of the temporal lobe is equivalent to, or

comparable with, other religious/spiritual experiences is a complex matter

discussed elsewhere (see chapters 42 and 49).20

b. The evidence from rare, spontaneous, temporal lobe seizure disorders. Sei-

zures are common in the population at large (estimates suggest around 1.7

cases per thousand). However, it is rare to find case reports of temporal lobe

seizures, fully documented by modern methods, that begin with an aura of

so-called ecstatic symptoms21 [Z:405–407]. Physicians familiar with the classic

core experiences of kensho-satori are not likely to confuse their expressions

with true epileptic seizures [Z:405–407]. That epileptic seizures do differ

from kensho both in their hallucinatory character and in their other features

becomes evident from the following two case reports. These two reports,

documented in journal articles, were published in 1988 and 1990. Symptoms

in another patient have been cited briefly.22

The EEG focus of seizure activity in a 62-year-old woman was referable to

her left anterior and middle temporal region. Her episodes were associated
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with visual hallucinations (‘‘I saw my god!’’; ‘‘A halo appeared around god’’).

Among her other words describing this experience were ‘‘joyous’’;

a ‘‘revelation’’; ‘‘My mind, my whole being . . . pervaded by a feeling of

delight.’’23

In a 38-year-old man, a right anterior temporal lobe invasive tumor led to

seizures. These began with feelings of irritation, then detachment. Next

came a bright light. It seemed to be a source of knowledge and understand-

ing, and was followed by the vague appearance of a young bearded man

whom the patient assumed to be the Christ. Time expanded, the patient felt

at ease with himself and his environment, and sensed an ineffable content-

ment and fulfillment.24

Chapter 93 surveyed the profile of an episode of kensho. Table 11 then

called attention to its sequences. This chapter went on to pose an agenda of ques-

tions, and reviewed the variety of symptoms attributed to the temporal lobe and

to its junction with the parietal and occipital cortex.

In the next chapter, we examine the delayed phenomena that occurred late

in kensho—after the ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase. They are not seizures. They are

illusions that illustrate three points: first, though the brain’s physiological mecha-

nisms might seem to be limited to excitation and inhibition, its repertoire of

phenomena is phenomenal. Second, these phenomena vary remarkably, depend-

ing on which brain networks are involved. Third, they illustrate Critchley’s

point, that some visual illusions tend to occur in normal, visually ‘‘sensitive’’

individuals.

96

Significance of the Illusions at the Close of the Moonlight

Phase

Penetrating the clouds to the sky beyond, even on a rainy night I see the moon.

Master Daito Kokushi (1282–1337)1

The doctrines which best repay critical examination are those which for the longest

period have remained unquestioned.

Alfred North Whitehead (1861–1947)

The discussion in the previous chapter sounds like frank reductionism. If a reader

were attached to a fixed belief system, then any attempt to associate kensho with
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visual illusions could also sound like heresy. Someone is likely to be offended.

Why examine old belief systems at all?

Suppose you happened to be a person who had begun as a biologist-

humanist, that you next wandered into the neurosciences, and that you then

encountered Zen experience firsthand. Perhaps this might explain why you tried

to make sense out of some of kensho’s visual phenomena. And why our next

agenda includes six questions with some answers.

Why were the soft highlights enhanced during the phase of moonlight perception?

Many local white-against-black contrasts appeared exaggerated. Blacks were

darker, whites were lighter. No changes were so pronounced that they cre-

ated an effect of glare. Inherent in rod pathways are distinctive properties

that can also produce similar heightened contrast effects. For example, cer-

tain cells in the rod pathway are eight times more sensitive to light/dark

contrasts than are cells of the cone pathway.2 These high-contrast functions

can become more obvious when all vision suddenly passes through rod

channels alone.

The brain’s center/surround mechanisms also enhance white-against-

black contrast effects. Surround inhibitions and other related (‘‘lateral’’)

inhibitions are normal intrinsic properties of many different cell populations.

These circuits extend from the retina far back into the occipital lobe (see

chapters 31 and 94). Similar enhancements offer a plausible explanation for

the softer highlights. Their presence along a wide variety of boundaries left

the net impression that the London scenery was illuminated by a subtle

kind of ‘‘moonglow.’’3

What can explain the brief, negative afterimage? (see table 11, at top right, in chapter 95).

The lunar interval terminated in this singular illusion. Recall that vision was

still totally in its black-and-white mode. Suddenly it rendered this same

entire scene as a negative afterimage.

What does such a (so-called) negative afterimage look like? It resem-

bles what you see when you hold up an ordinary semitransparent photo-

graphic negative against an evenly lighted background. The overall effect is

strange: white occupies each location where you would expect black to be in

the final print; black occupies those other areas where you expect the final

print to show white. Most details are there, but your whole mental set must

shift 180 degrees to comprehend them.

Years later, when I began to analyze this negative image phase, I

recalled how the early continental film directors had used this technique to

infuse ‘‘otherworldly’’ qualities into dreamlike movie scenes (e.g. F. Murnau

in Nosferatu, 1922).4 Having searched in vain for clinical reports describing
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this curious light/dark negative shift, I would welcome correspondence con-

cerning its mechanisms and occurrence.)

But that wasn’t all. Quickly, this negative image reversed itself. It

switched back to that immediately previous version, meaning that initial,

contrast-enhanced, black-and-white rendition of the original scenery (see

chapter 49).

Why did the negative image suddenly switch back to the positive black-and-white image?

A basic property of networks in the occipital and frontal cortex is that they

strike a dynamic balance between being excited and being inhibited.5 Recur-

rent interactions help to sponsor their reverberations. Any slight pause in

these underlying recurrent processes—by synaptic inhibition—causes them to

stop. In their simplest form, the abrupt reversals of perception that can then

occur are described as resembling a kind of ‘‘network flip-flop.’’ This switch

from onemode to the other can occur several times a second. (I only saw one.)

Several aspects of such shifts are also consistent with the sparing of rod

channel functions. Their distinctive fast-firing phasic attributes are in keep-

ing with rapid shifts. Their intrinsic high-contrast sensitivities are also con-

sistent with such light/dark reversals.6

Quick shifts also characterize the way other figure-ground illusions

move in and out of our visual awareness. We return for one analogy to that

familiar example so often pictured in psychology texts. In this ambiguous

figure, sometimes we see two dark, inward-facing facial profiles; at other

times the perceptual shift reveals the curving sides of that white vase in the

center.

However, this London scene was different. It was a large complex mo-

saic of light/dark contrasts. Each detailed item of its entire pattern had been

shifted back-and-forth in completely opposite directions. How can we ex-

plain such a totally orderly shift, one that reversed all the contents through-

out a person’s whole field of vision in a coherent manner? When pattern

reversals involve details on so large a scale, it suggests that some global pro-

cess(es) had been applied, simultaneously, at some supraordinate level of

organization.7 Where?

Solely to try out a first-order approximation of a final explanation, let

us return to focus on that first moment of the ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase (see

table 11, chapter 95). When my rod channel vision had first ‘‘framed’’ this

extensive visual scene, where had its light/dark pattern been represented

in my so-called mind’s eye? Not at any one small spot, like a single frame

on some 16 mm filmstrip. Rather within an intricate network of thalamic

$ cortical and transcortical circuits.
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Next, let us suppose that some ‘‘imperfect’’ out-of-phase oscillations

had arrived. Say that these oscillations were so irregular that they dis-

ordered the firing rhythms within all these rod channel (black-and-white)

networks. It wouldn’t take much. Suppose, for example, that the reticular

nucleus had briefly inserted a few cycles that were overinhibitory (see chap-

ter 46). This brief dynamic ‘‘imbalance’’ could disrupt the usual inphase

reverberations that the reticular nucleus normally uses to integrate the con-

scious functions of the first visual system (and perhaps to mesh them with

the second visual system)8 [Z:241].

How can the delayed phenomenon of ‘‘distancing’’ be explained?

Late in the London experience, the scenery seemed perhaps three times far-

ther away than before. True, its overall dimensions seemed slightly smaller.

Yet this reduction in size (micropsia) did not seem commensurate in degree

with the impression of this much ‘‘depth.’’ In retrospect, this brief paradoxi-

cal dissociation between distance and size appeared to represent the over-

lapping of two separate visual perceptual phenomena. No simple explanation,

such as a feeling of being merely emotionally ‘‘distant’’ from the scene,

suffices to account for this perceptual change.

Yet, even though the London scene seemed distanced, it had not actu-

ally been observed in motion on its way back there, as one normally perceives

the action of a zoom lens while it ‘‘contracts’’ a scene. That is, the scene was

not caught in the act of moving back toward that ‘‘distant’’ position in space.

Nor was it ‘‘caught’’ in the next act which had then replaced it back in its

conventional forward position.

This lack of apparent motion grabs our interest. It’s like the dog that

didn’t bark in the Sherlock Holmes tale of ‘‘Silver Blaze’’ [Z:604]. Why no

movement in the interim? Recent research indicates that the middle tempo-

ral region has more than one function. True, in the past, this V5 region was

believed to help mediate only our dynamic perception of moving objects.

However, some sites in this V5 region have been shown to confer a sense of

depth perception. Specifically, these sites help primates perceive the depth of

stationary objects in space.9

Therefore, the fact that a human subject could develop the visual im-

pression of ‘‘distancing’’ per se, in the absence of motion back to ‘‘there’’

(and also to a degree out of proportion to the apparent reduction in size)

lends support to the primate research data. It suggests that a person can

arrive at this judgment of static depth as a separate, independent, function.

What factors normally enter into such higher-order integrated judg-

ments about depth perception? We first need to extract information from

multiple lower-order (‘‘bottom-up’’) sources of data, including such factors
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as the relative size of objects; what we are led to expect based on perspective

and experience; how much our two eyes converge or diverge, and so on.

Suppose, however, that a person’s highest-order judgmental functions

of depth perception have been engaged discretely, this time from the top

down. The impression of ‘‘distancing’’ suggests that this person might then

experience such a misjudgment of ‘‘depth’’ relatively independently of what-

ever other lower-order data might also be available.

Let us now return to regard this visual illusion of distancing from the

perspective of what Hughlings Jackson believed were the causes of illusions.

Then, distancing could serve to illustrate one more kind of high-level ‘‘im-

perfection.’’ Today, one might regard this misperception as a brief imbalance

between excitation and inhibition. Such a misjudgment of depth might be

interpreted as the net result of an imbalance tipped more toward ‘‘positive’’

excitatory functions. In this instance, it could point to one small part of V5.

This site might lateralize more to the middle temporo-occipital region, and

be referable to the right side of the brain.

What caused the transient phenomenon of visual displacement?

The position of the whole London scene changed (again without its being

observed to move en route). This late event occurred at about the same mo-

ment that two other functions first began to recover. One was the faintest

sense of a subjective ‘‘i.’’ The other was the partial return of the prior sense

of colors (see table 11).

At this point, the whole field framed by visual experience was doubly

displaced (in addition to its being substantially distanced, and rendered

slightly smaller in size than before). Thus, the entire London scene appeared

(a) displaced down below its expected horizontal position, and (b) miscen-

tered slightly to the left of its expected (subjective) ‘‘midline.’’

Only on reflection, years later, did I begin to wonder along the follow-

ing lines: could this late, partial renewal of the sense of ‘‘i’’—given that it

carried an implicit notion of a returning elementary, physical self-axis—

have its correlate in the way this axial ‘‘i’’ could center its attention? It seemed

plausible. For only if there had occurred some minimal recovery of the sense

of a physical axis of self would it be possible to reestablish a ‘‘subjective mid-

point of attention.’’ And unless some vague subjective notion of a person’s

head, eyes, and trunk had returned, there would be no basis for recognizing

that the ‘‘midpoint’’ of a visual frame had been displaced to an unnatural

location.

The keyword in the previous paragraph is attention (see chapter 47).

Why regard the two slight displacements of the scene as relatively minor

misperceptions of attention? Because the other resources of attention were
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still being fully deployed to register all the many other details of the contents

and their relationships throughout this distant scene. Moreover, the witness

was then becoming aware that some faint coloration was returning within

this large area of preserved attention.

On balance, these observations suggest that what was being mis-

directed was the frame of attention itself. When considered in the context of

the other phenomena, this ‘‘imperfection’’ is consistent with a functional im-

balance of attention. Consider for example, what happens to a person’s at-

tention when some slight net overactivity occurs within the right posterior

superior parietooccipital region. The frame of attention is directed down and

to the left* [Z:244–247]. In contrast, when localized brain damage reduces the

normal activity of this upper parietooccipital region on the right, the patients

cannot direct their full attention to items in the corresponding left lower

quadrant of their visual fields.10

So brief an explanation needs to be qualified. The brain distributes at-

tentive functions widely among various hierarchical levels beyond those in

the frontal and parietal cortex [Z:274–286]. Physiological biases that operate

normally farther down in the thalamus and in other subcortical regions can

also ‘‘push,’’ or ‘‘pull,’’ attention downward and to the left. They, too, not

only help focus our attention but turn its ‘‘frame’’ in different directions.

So the ways we normally direct our whole ‘‘frame’’ of attention—and

the ways this frame can be misdirected—hinge on the net balance struck

among multiple mechanisms at levels high and low. Each factor in such

equations can exert a local effect that can finally summate to be either excita-

tory (þ) or inhibitory (�).11 And an imbalance of attention that arrives late is

necessarily superimposed on whatever visuosensory association functions

and dysfunctions happen to be available to the person at that particular

moment.

Could the late illusions of displacement help clarify any functional locations underlying the

earliest realizations?

Recall that these early comprehensive, global unifications conveyed an es-

pecially salient impression. In its meaningful ‘‘closure,’’ all details of the

visual field were integrated into one unified embrace. Where do such

visual-perceptual integrative functions normally come from? Research into

*With your left eye closed, you can produce a similar ‘‘visual displacement’’ by pressing gently,
through your right upper eyelid, on the right upper quadrant of your right eyeball. This will displace
what you see with your right eye (only) down and to the left of where you expect it to be. Note that
you can see the image move down to the left and back again by varying the degree of pressure. I saw
no such movement.
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their origins points toward one more of the junctional areas under discus-

sion: the confluence between the uppermost visual association cortex and

the adjacent posterior parietal lobe, lateralizing more to the right side.

To be more explicit, this general upper and posterior localization of

many normal visual integrative functions correlates with the net results of

those activations which would much later help displace attention in the

opposite direction, namely, down and to the left [Z:601–602]. The two lines

of evidence are converging on the back of the brain, on the right side.

Now, let us consider some potential sequences. Suppose several of

these normal, coherent, physiological, integrative functions had first been

overactive during the early sequences of kensho. These excessive right-sided

parietooccipital activations might then have prompted a secondary, opposing

inhibitory response. Still later, at the close, this might have been followed by

a wave of rebound excitation on that right side that led to displacement12

[Z:602–605] .

If that secondary inhibitory response (mentioned above) had also been

excessive in degree and extent, it could then have gone on to block the color-

sensitive functions referable to the V4 color complex on both sides, as well as

other adjacent vital temporo-occipital associations. Do any visual clues raise

the possibility that such an excessive and extensive inhibitory process might

influence both inferior temporo-occipital regions? Perhaps cast in this role are

the delayed visual illusions represented by the first two phases of ‘‘moon-

light’’ perception. During then, colors dropped out and the light became

dim (see table 11).

Inhibitory processes exert a powerful influence both on the frame of at-

tention and on its contents. We have been referring above to their ‘‘net’’

results. Why? Because their interacting mechanisms are sometimes offsetting

and always complex.13

This and the previous chapter have discussed a background of plau-

sible explanations for such a delayed phase of moonlight perception during

kensho. If the general concept of a ‘‘rods-in, cones-out’’ theory is valid, then

why hasn’t the Buddhist literature, long before this, made it clear that the

actual visual perception of a colorless ‘‘moonlight’’ phase was linked with

kensho?

Subsequent pages present circumstantial evidence suggesting that the

Buddhist literature probably already has made such connections. However,

it seems likely that relatively few persons in each century would have made

any such link. Moreover, they would need to have set aside other contend-

ing options, both cultural and personal, before they could accept the data of

their own eyesight.
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Even if achromatopsia were to have occurred in only a few, why haven’t these few com-

mitted themselves to an unequivocal formal recognition of an actual ‘‘moonlight’’ phase

of kensho?

Zen isn’t like this. Zen prefers to acknowledge by indirection and gesture.

Zen tends to avoid speaking about kensho and satori, for many good rea-

sons. Zen literature abounds in allusions. Shih-t’ou still reminds us that we’ll

always need to read between the lines to realize their deeper underlying

principles (see chapter 76). And it also remains possible that an individual

teacher might engage in outright rejection for other doctrinal, didactic, or

personal reasons.

Keeping a variety of these cultural complications in mind, we turn in

the next chapters to consider issues from the fields of psychology, psycho-

physiology, neurology, and linguistics that illuminate several kinds of asso-

ciations between kensho and moonlight.

97

Some Cultural and Neural Origins of Moon Metaphors

and Visual Symbols

In the mountain’s deep places,

the moon of the mind resides in light serene;

Moon mirrors all things everywhere,

Mind mirrors moon . . . in satori now.

Saigyo (1118–1190)1

Pointing at the Moon in 1974

I had never spoken with a Zen master before. The two of us were meeting for the

first time inside Ryoko-in, a subtemple of Daitokuji in Kyoto. Already in these

early minutes, Kobori-Roshi was warning me about words:

‘‘Don’t be confused by abstractions or by the word definition of an object or

of a person. This is like confusing one’s finger with the moon. The word is like a

finger; it only points in the direction of the real moon.’’

I did not understand this at first, but a few nights later, I found myself point-

ing at the real moon up high in the dark sky. Now, I could appreciate firsthand—

informed by my own eyesight and the limited reach of my own finger—how

huge was the gap between that actual moon and any words or symbols that

might point merely in its direction. No essay in this book narrows such a gap;

these paragraphs point only to some major misunderstandings the gap can create.
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Cultural Metaphors, Similes, and Visual Symbols

To review: a metaphor implies that two categories are more directly identical than

they really are in fact. We invent moon metaphors because we need them. Meta-

phors are our fundamental mode of communication. Indeed, ‘‘All language is

highly metaphorical,’’ and most of our ‘‘abstract terms are borrowed from physi-

cal objects or actions.’’2

We also need moon similes and moon symbols. A simile implies that two

things or ideas are only similar, using the words like or as. A symbol is a sign

(often one you can see). It stands for something else that exists independently and

is much more complex.

Each of these devices creates problems when subjected to poetic, artistic, and

personal license. We find it difficult to distinguish sensory reality from imagina-

tive fiction. Too easily do we assume that every literary reference to moonlight

must involve a metaphor or simile. We forget that metaphors, similes, and sym-

bols are secondary, creative inventions that depend on the human brain. We use

each device to create meaningful links between what we had already perceived

first via our special senses, and what cognition then refashioned into concepts (no

need to hammer home the point to illustrate the ways we ‘‘forge these associative

links’’).

Buddhist iconography serves as an example. For centuries, artists have cre-

ated distinctive, symbolic positions of the hand when they depict figures of the

Buddha. These gestures are termed mudras. In the abhayamudra, artists depict the

right palm facing outward, with the upright fingers extended. This gesture sym-

bolizes the total fearlessness that is linked with selflessness in kensho.

A recent MEG study reveals what happens when we observe and recognize

the meaning of different hand symbols. Our decodings activate several visual as-

sociation systems. These regions, especially on the right side, are among these

implicated in functions associated with different aspects of object recognition,

‘‘mirror’’ neuron responses, and social recognition. Three such locations activate

simultaneously: the inferior temporo-occipital, superior temporal sulcus, and infe-

rior parietal regions. The findings suggest that the superior temporal sulcus might

act as an interface, helping to integrate the input ascending from the lower visual

streams with that from its dorsal counterpart.3

Calligraphy is another art form that conveys much to Sino-Japanese expres-

sions. In fluid, soft brushstrokes, Tesshu (1835–1888) once sketched suigetsu. Its

two characters mean ‘‘water-moon.’’4 They distill the essence of Zen: water

receives the light of the moon directly. There is no pause for discrimination; the

moon illuminates all things without discrimination. (chapter 99 will include pass-

ing references to symbols—to ‘‘moon circles’’ drawn with a brush, and to bright

white circles.)
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Buddhist Literary Metaphors and Similes in Haiku; Moodlight

Kobori-Roshi once said to me: ‘‘Zen is closest to poetry.’’ Shelley (1792–1822) had

expressed similar sentiments (in ‘‘A Defense of Poetry,’’ the year before he died).

‘‘Poetry,’’ said Shelley, ‘‘lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world.’’ Let us

turn first to poetry.

Two old poetry collections can help us lift the veil by illustrating the main

issues. Henderson collected 378 haiku, representing major Japanese poets from

the seventeenth to twentieth centuries.5 Of these, 44 (12%) refer—in a relatively

prosaic, seasonal manner—to the moon and its light. These 44 haiku exemplify

the ordinary ways poets in every land use lunar metaphors and similes as literary

devices to invite the reader’s affective response (see chapter 54). These lunar

poems invoke a mood. Therefore, let us introduce the term ‘‘moodlight’’ to describe

this mood that they happen to create. It will help establish an important distinc-

tion as we proceed.

A reader’s internal moody response to the words of a haiku stimulus occurs

secondarily. Don’t let that fact obscure its deeper psychophysiological significance

to the issues now under discussion. Because the underlying message of ‘‘mood-

light’’ remains the same: certain constellations of nerve cells are being stimulated

whether a person falls under the spell of the real moon up in the sky, or the spell

of literary allusions to the moon, or under that of an independent comparable, affective

state that arises spontaneously inside the brain. These neural configurations are sig-

naling deep feeling tones, a mood.

Zen Poetry

Stryk and Ikemoto took a different tack.6 First, they identified certain Japanese

poets as Zen poets. Next, they went on to specify 88 ‘‘Zen poems.’’ Not surpris-

ingly, 14 of these 88 poems (16%) also mention the moon and its light, again in

conventional ways. We have not learned anything so far, except that Japanese

writers include figurative ‘‘moodlight’’ devices reasonably often in their poetry.

And living in Kyoto helps one appreciate that this literary usage can resonate at

different levels than does the ‘‘June-moon-spoon’’ varieties of ordinary rhyme

with which we are familiar in the West. Not only do Buddhist monks engage in

formal meditation during the waxing of the moon but in the Orient it is common

to share in ‘‘moon viewing’’ with one’s friends as a social occasion.

Next, however, the authors singled out 10 of the original group of 88 ‘‘Zen

poems.’’ Why did they designate only this subset as ‘‘satori poems’’ (tokinoge)? To

be selected, each of the ten poems had to be composed shortly after this Zen poet

himself had experienced kensho or satori. Three of these last 10 satori poems in-
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voke the moon in clearly metaphoric imagery. Yet, in accord with Zen proscrip-

tions that had prevailed for many centuries, not one of these three poems (from

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries) used the actual ideograms for kensho or

satori (see chapter 81).

Quite apart from how rare an actual late moonlight illusion might be, the

evidence thus far suggests three important points. On literary grounds alone, it

could be very difficult to distinguish between

� a poet’s ordinary figurative ‘‘moodlight’’ allusions commonly used as a metaphoric

device, as distinct from;

� a poet’s specific reference to a ‘‘moodlight quality of kensho, even if it were pos-

sible for the poet separately to identify and make an explicit statement about a

� literal ‘‘moonlight’’ image that had been directly experienced as a late perceptual

illusion.

A plausible exception emerges in the work of the Buddhist poet-monk

Saigyo (1118–1190). Why was Saigyo’s longer poem (waka) selected to introduce

this chapter? Returning to examine it, one observes that it makes a singular ex-

plicit reference to satori.7 This Japanese word (found also by Professor LaFleur in

the original text) suggests why such a monk might have been, in a sense, more

‘‘moonstruck’’ than his contemporaries. Moreover, examining these lines, one

observes that Saigyo (who elsewhere often referred to the moon) does more than

link satori with a serene lighting effect. He goes far beyond. He suggests the scope

of a momentous, unifying experience. Moon and mind are not only mirroring each

other, but everything everywhere in the world.

When Kobori-Roshi said ‘‘Zen is closest to poetry,’’ he meant the way poetry

plumbs deep intuitive levels. There it resonates far beyond the superficial levels of

thought that yield our ordinary intellectual recognitions. It mirrors our deepest

mirrors (see chapter 65).

Do the early Ch’an masters include certain code words in their verses and

other written works? Crucial words that hint at other links between moodlight,

moonlight, and kensho’s key attributes? Yes, in a few instances (appendixes A

and B include other examples from the Tang and Sung dynasties). The selections

below are close to the essence of the taste of kensho in my experience. They are

also relevant to Joseph Campbell’s epigraph in chapter 92. Because once you have

vanished—unexpectedly—into that cool, clear, eternal suchness and its serenity,

you will not forget how its insights flashed in with no sense of mental friction.

And after you have felt them viscerally, you will recognize the deep impressions

made by this state even though the clues are mere words and metaphoric expres-

sions pointing off in its general direction.
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Early Ch’an References to the Arctic Quality of Kensho’s Moodlight

Consider the familiar expression: ‘‘There’s nothing new under the sun.’’ The same

might be said with reference to the moon. Hui Yung lived during the fourth to

fifth century c.e. He was a Taoist monk-poet long before Ch’an developed in

China. He chose a Taoist temple high in the mountains as the setting for his poem

‘‘Moon Sitting.’’ Here among a few lamps in the glittering moonlight, his words

describe the unseasonable arrival of a ‘‘heart of ice.’’8 In Sino-Japanese, shin refers

to one’s heart-mind. Its usage reflects the ancients’ understanding that emotions

infused our every cognition. During most seasons of the year, the sudden entry of

an ice-cold comprehension would strike unexpectedly.

Stark, moody psychic resonances of vacancy begin before—and then coincide

with—the visual perception of moonlight (see table 11 and the timeline below it).

Note how Ch’an Master Fa-yen Wen-i (885–958) first points to kensho’s indescrib-

ability. Next he points to the way its several qualities take on an ongoing icy

quality:

Reason exhausted, concerns forgotten—

how could this be adequately expressed?

Wherever I go, the icy moonlight is there,

falling just as it does on the

valley ahead.9

Later, during the Literary Period (950–1260), two other Chinese masters

would also comment on the chilly impress linked to this lunar aspect of kensho.10

One spare line suffices to set this emotional temperature at a cool level. It comes

from verses in the ‘‘Book of Serenity’’ by the twelfth-century master, T’ien-t’ung.

Autumn’s clear moon turns its frosty disc.

Master Wan-sung would later add his own prose commentary to this whole

verse. He noted the way kensho’s insights enter consciousness directly, as simple

truths, free from any intervening thoughts, and stripped of the ordinary, senti-

mental emotions usually associated with shin.

The clarity of unvarnished truth is ‘‘cold.’’

It admits no sentimentality.

The mind’s eye accesses this mystery

only when our stream of consciousness

is free of clinging thoughts.
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Other Aspects of Moodlight

The ancients recognized that there was a universal, unifying aspect of the moon

and its light. Hsuan Chuih (665–713) was a student of the sixth Ch’an patriarch,

Hui-neng. In a culture well aware that one moon entered the water everywhere,

he likened this process to the way the whole Buddha-dharma entered into his

very being when he became ‘‘at one with the Awakened One.’’11

The gutsy quality of Zen poetic expression contrasts with the vapid verses of

court poetry during the same era. Although the earlier vigor of the Tang dynasty

would wane, Master Fenyang (947–1024) helped catalyze the way Zen literature

would continue during its so-called Literary Period. Once, when suddenly

enlightened by his master’s words, he was said to have prostrated himself, then

to have arisen and exclaimed:

The moon of empty worlds, reflected in

ten thousand ancient pools, long-sought,

is finally found.12

True, an insightful awakening is ‘‘long-sought.’’ But why would Fenyang describe

the mental field as ‘‘empty?’’ In large part because, as chapter 85 explains, this do-

main has lost all self-centered constructs, and is free from other deluded layers of

psychic overconditioning.

Fenyang also became more explicit with regard to kensho’s other qualities,

saying:

The original Buddha-nature of all living things is like the bright moon in the sky—it is

only because it is covered by floating clouds that it cannot appear.13

As Braverman observes, Zen uses clouds as the metaphor for our delusions.

Clouds are, of course, distinct from the moon (in a clear sky) which ‘‘stands for re-

ality or enlightenment.’’14

Master Hongzhi (1091–1157) later expanded on similar themes:

When you see into the source of reality, with no obstruction whatsoever, it is open

and formless, like water in autumn, clear and bright, like the moon taking away the

darkness of night.15

In his letters, Master Yanwu (1063–1135) explained that a ‘‘boatload of

moonlight’’ would be associated with the process by which one got rid of delu-

sions and attachments.16
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The Visual Symbol of a Round Moon: Its Link with Every Aspect of Timelessness (Mid-

Twelfth-Century China)

Kensho dissolves time. Lost into this awesome eternity are all concepts of that

person’s past, present, and future scenarios (see chapter 84). During the mid-

twelfth century in China, Master Kuo-an Shih-yuan linked this total dissolution

of time with the visual symbol of the full moon. A series of paintings made by dif-

ferent artists accompanied his own poems and written comments. They illustrated

the potential milestones that some had conceptualized might lie along the spiri-

tual Path.17 By then, various artists’ imaginations had created ten allegorical pic-

tures. These artistic devices served to suggest the successive steps a Zen aspirant

might take toward an advanced stage of enduring, ongoing enlightenment.

When does the moon appear? Not until the seventh of these so-called ox-

herding pictures. Now the sky is indeed free of all clouds. In the foreground, we

see the seeker viewing this full moon as it illuminates a nearby peak. Now, finally,

the commentary describes him as enlightened.

In his poem that accompanies the seventh picture, Master Kuo-an says:

The experience is like . . . the moon

appearing from behind clouds, a serene

light older than time.

What could be ‘‘older than time?’’ Only some kind of domain that continued inno-

cent of every distinction human thoughts might make between past, present, and

future. Here we find that moonlight is being linked with a state of serene con-

sciousness. It has opened out at both ends. The resulting sense of eternity extends

beyond beginning and end. Time has vanished as a concept.

A Fast-Forward Look

For purposes of illustration, we next shift forward into the twentieth century to

examine the words and images of another master. The next chapter provides

another visual reference to the powerful psychic resonances of moodlight, and of

how it enters into the larger process of creative transformation.
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98

The Hernandez Connection: A Darkened Sky and

Moonglow

Mind like an autumn moon . . .

Pure, transcendent, elegant.

Beyond comparison with anything else.

How could I possibly explain this to you?

Old Chinese Poem1

We all move on the fringes of eternity and are sometimes granted vistas through the

fabric of illusion.

Ansel Adams (1902–1984)2

Zen poets try to explain in words how kensho suddenly transformed their mental

field of consciousness into an ineffable ‘‘autumn moon.’’ Other writers invent allu-

sive metaphors for literary effect. Ansel Adams had his darkroom. Here, he could

recreate memorable vistas from his negatives. At his centenary in 2002, genera-

tions celebrated his birth, remembering the dramatic effects he brought into

black-and-white photography.

It happened one late October afternoon in 1941, just after 4:00 p.m. Beneath

the pale blue sky, Adams saw small houses huddling for shelter around a village

church. In the church cemetery, the crosses ‘‘blazed a brilliant white’’ in the rays

of that low-lying sun, off camera. The light was fading fast. He had time to snap

his shutter on only one fugitive image.

Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico, 1941 would later become Adams’s best-

known photograph. But only the novel vista which he would long retain in his

own mind made its transformed printings so memorable. Because with each print

made from that single precious negative he was seeking to create an image at a

very special level of reality. It needed to be, he said, ‘‘a romantic/emotional mo-

ment in time.’’3

To attain this level of reality, only one particular lighting effect could satisfy

his aesthetic requirements; it had to be a timeless moment, frozen in moonlight.

Why? Perhaps because Adams had experienced something similar two decades

earlier. When writing about this earlier episode, he would refer to it as a ‘‘mood’’

on two occasions and its light was silvery.4

As he hurried that afternoon in 1941, one pivotal motif was already there—a

small, pale moon did hang up in the pale sky. Thereafter, all efforts back in his
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darkroom would be pointed toward this moon. But all around it that day was a

daylight sky. Could Adams later transform the whole image, create a nocturnal il-

lusion of moonrise? Not unless his formidable technical skills could somehow

transfigure all the elements in that scene. As he printed from his black-and-white

negative, the next sequences would be crucial.

Adams, the musician, knew his tonal scales both by sight and sound. In his

darkroom, that light gray sky would become black as midnight. Now the wan

moon could emerge as a bright white orb, its edges sharply defined by their con-

trast against this new jet background.

Then the long low cloudbank became luminous beneath this full moon. So

did the cold white snowfields on distant peaks. Stark white crosses, impaling the

graves, heightened the sense of mortality. The afternoon landscape was trans-

formed further into a lunar context by the suggestion of moon glow highlighting

the low bush tops in the foreground. Each print now became a nocturnal vista,

eerie, unearthly . . .

Adams had touched universal feeling tones. He had an alchemist’s gift for

recreating a special mood from strong black-and-white contrasts and unusual high-

lights. Solitary viewers, who contemplate a graveyard on a cold moonlit night,

know the resonances of such a ‘‘moodlight.’’ It feels like it looks.5

99

Other Ancient Fingers Pointing toward the Moon

It’s not difficult to see the reflections in a mirror, but can you take hold of the moon

in the water? . . . One moon shines in the water everywhere; all the reflected moons

are just that one moon. . . . People who are ignorant . . . mistake the pointing finger

for the moon.

Master Yung-chia (d. 713)1

Ansel Adams’s Moonrise offers a contemporary example of the pervasive influence

of ‘‘moodlight.’’ Working in black-and-white photography, his moody scene still

resonates in an eerie, universal way on each new generation of viewers. In earlier

millennia, other creative persons worked in different media. They also were moti-

vated to include the moon—and its reflections—in their works.

Yung-chia lived during the Tang dynasty. The epigraph above, attributed to

him, helped crystallize the subsequent literary distinctions between one’s pointing

finger and the moon of enlightenment. Over the next centuries, a variety of other

allusions would forge links between the moon and other qualities of kensho: its

abrupt sense of psychic release, its ‘‘suchness,’’ and even with those forms of en-

lightenment which developed gradually.
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Comments about the Moon in the Tang Dynasty (618–907)

D. T. Suzuki translated the following lines about master Yueh-shan Wei-yen

(745?–828?).

One eve he climbed straight up the solitary peak; And, seeing the moon revealed in

the clouds, what a hearty laugh he gave!2

If one were to interpret this ‘‘seeing the moon,’’ as referring to Yueh-shan’s ‘‘peak

experience,’’ then his hearty laugh would be in keeping with many other similar

accounts of sudden liberation. Because a profound sense of total mental and phys-

ical release occurs during kensho-satori. This emancipation is sometimes followed

by a spontaneous outpouring of hearty laughter [Z:413–418].

Subtle Allusions during the Northern Sung Dynasty (960–1127)

Master Hsueh-tou Ch’ung-hsien (980–1052) may have been commenting on a rel-

evant point: the obvious fact that colors do fade out when a scene is bathed in

moonlight.3 Referring to the flash of insight-wisdom he said:

When the jewel staff strikes, heaven and earth lose their color . . . through this experi-

ence, all sage’s eyes open.

The classic Blue Cliff Record includes many verses by this same Hsueh-tou.

Among them is the line: ‘‘The Ancient crystal palace reflects the bright moon.’’4

Of course, this reference to brightness need not imply the dazzling quality of light

perception in and of itself. Instead, ‘‘bright’’ often hints at the crystal-clear compre-

hension that flashes in during kensho-satori. What about the word ‘‘Ancient?’’ In

the context of moonlight, words like ‘‘Ancient’’ can allude to qualities even ‘‘older

than time.’’ They suggest the awesome sense of eternity associated with kensho

(see chapter 84). (The epigraph in chapter 98 suggests that Ansel Adams had

been graced by one such vista into eternity.)

Dogen’s References to the Moon-in-Water in Thirteenth-Century Japan

Observe what happens, some night when you’re alone before a calm pond mirror-

ing the moon. Does that moon really ‘‘cast’’ its reflection? No. Reflections ‘‘hap-

pen,’’ effortlessly. In Tesshu’s ideograms for suigetsu (water-moon), neither moon

nor water plays any active role.

An analogous process characterizes the way kensho’s mental field ‘‘mirrors’’ such a

moonlit world. Witnessing happens spontaneously. It proceeds directly, naturally,
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automatically. And because this mirror-like awareness lacks every self-centered

trace of the I-Me-Mine, absolutely no sense of mental friction or other active effort

is involved. Water-moon happens.

Zen Master Dogen Kigen (1200–1253) devoted an entire chapter to ‘‘The

Moon’’ in his classic work, Shobogenzo. H.-J. Kim comments on how Dogen’s

wording, throughout this chapter presents the moon not only as ‘‘the perfection

and purity of the enlightened mind’’ but also as that mind now being dynamically

expressed in ‘‘radical freedom.’’5 Dogen’s own literary formulations are filled with

creative wordplay. So in Kim we are fortunate to have a translator of considerable

experience and depth of understanding.

Very early in this chapter, The Moon, Dogen began to draw a clear-cut dis-

tinction. In his second sentence, he quotes the Buddha’s words about how the

‘‘true dharma-body . . . like the empty sky . . . manifests itself in various forms,

like the moon in water.’’ However, Dogen then maintains that the key to what the

Buddha really meant resides in the ‘‘moon-in-water’’ phrase. He asserts that such a

phrase presented the actual, nondual (ultimate) reality of moon-water itself—its

essential ‘‘thusness/suchness.’’ Dogen believed the Buddha did not truly intend

‘‘moon-in-water’’ to serve as a simile (even though the later translation above

might happen to insert ‘‘like the’’ before ‘‘moon-in-water’’).

We are in the presence of a crucial distinction. The distinction is be-

tween secondhand, discursive ‘‘literary’’ Zen, and the Zen of direct experience.

Compare the flavor of later Zen with the vigor of expression in early Zen (in chap-

ter 97).

Kim observes that Dogen would never have set out to create an indirect,

qualified literary image, a mere derivative which only ‘‘points to, represents, or

approximates something other than itself.’’ No, Dogen was rejecting the notion

that this symbol was somehow ‘‘re-presenting’’ what it allegedly symbolized. In-

stead, in this passage, Dogen was contending that this ‘‘moon-in-water’’ phrase

was the thing in itself, the direct presentation of the literal essence of the moon.

One wonders why Dogen insisted on this very point. Had he (or someone he

knew especially well) undergone this intimate visual experience during a state of

kensho, either in the form of moodlight, or as a late illusion of moonlight?

Searching for explanations, we find Dogen confirming and amplifying simi-

lar constructs elsewhere. But note how the verses below, about an abandoned

boat, go on to forge links between moonlight and other essential aspects of ken-

sho. The themes go beyond those anticipated in chapter 93 and discussed in chap-

ter 97. For these next lines do not just link moonlight and serenity with emptiness.

They add one more telling association: they describe the state of grace experi-

enced during kensho in terms of a motionless null point. No sense of active push or

pull can exist. Why not? One reason is that this state has now become decondi-

tioned. Gone is all that former self-driven, habit-energy invested in ‘‘doing.’’
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Calm and serene in the moonlight,

Lo! A deserted boat on the water,

not tossed by the waves or drawn by the breeze,

bathed in the pale light of the moon.6

Dogen was not the only writer who emphasized how deep was kensho’s

feeling of emancipation, its profound sense of release from bondage into free-

dom.7 In Kyoto, among a later generation of painter-poets, was Yosa Buson

(1716–1783). The haiku form limited him to only a few terse words. But notice

how Buson still specifies that great liberating release (moksha) from all ‘‘nets’’ and

‘‘snares’’ which is associated with the moon of enlightenment.

Escaped the nets,

escaped the snares—

moon on the water.8

A Single, Solitary Moon Enters Ink Painting in Fifteenth-Century Japan

You might think it would be easy to draw a moon: a simple circle, brushed in

with ink on paper. But did you make the circumference round, or nearly so? Do

its two ends join, more or less seamlessly?9 And did the whole process flow, in

one sweep of liberated brushplay? Or was your brushwork labored? [Z:669].

Freedom of action is one hallmark of sudden Zen enlightenment. Liberation

expresses itself spontaneously. An astute observer notices it in the person’s ener-

gized body language. Experienced Zen masters readily diagnose, on the spot,

their trainees’ novel body postures and facile behavioral responses. Thereafter,

brush, ink, and paper can preserve, for posterity, the earlier evidence of such fluid

behaviors.

Yoso Soi (1379–1458) was the twenty-sixth chief abbot of Daitoku-ji, that

large Rinzai Zen temple where Kobori-Roshi introduced me to Zen. Yoso’s paint-

ing still informs us that, on a date equivalent to 3 January 1455, his brush

inscribed one of the earliest Japanese examples of a simple, solitary moon that

serves as an isolated art form.10 This kind of single moon-circle is called the enso.

What is being signified when an enlightened master’s brush renders so aus-

tere a statement? After seven centuries, Yoso’s brush still answers. There, next to

that single moon, his original ideograms still reply:

Obvious. Obvious.

How apt! Indeed, the abrupt stroke of kensho-satori does render everything

(doubly) ‘‘obvious.’’ No other event clarifies things—as they really are—so di-

rectly, simply, and ultimately. It’s enough to make you laugh.
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Three centuries later would come another classic example of deceptively

simple brushplay. Sengai Gibon (1751–1837) first stroked in the circle. He fol-

lowed it next with a triangle, and finally with a square (Z:593). Some observers

may be inclined to interpret this particular enso-like circle as symbolic of the orig-

inal, timeless, already awakened, uncomplicated, universal Reality Principle of In-

finite Potential (the Dharmakaya)11 (see chapter 85). Buddhist teachings are in line

with this elaborately simple interpretation.12

In the following poem by Kojiju (1121–1201) is the hint that in satori each

human being is expressing the innate potential to comprehend such levels of ulti-

mate reality.

Once you realize that this flawless moon

dwells deep and pure in each human heart,

all dark nights dissolve into clear skies.13

Calligraphic Writing

Kobori-Roshi was an artist, potter, and calligrapher. Each time I visited him at

Daitoku-ji in subsequent years, he presented me with a gift in his own fluid

brushplay. During what turned out to be our last farewell, his final gift was a

long poem, inscribed on a scroll [Z:513, 805]. A free translation reads:

Sitting on a stone,

a cloud materializes

in the monk’s garment.

Only later will the moon appear

in his jug of spring water.14

What could this mean? The first line describes an adverse situation. Anyone

who meditates in the lotus position will experience some degree of leg, bottom,

and back discomfort. (Not to mention the pain from trying to sit on a pointed

stone during meditation, as young Bankei once did!) Prolonged aching pain elicits

stress responses within the brain; these can contribute to the person’s entering

into a preliminary state of internal absorption. One’s physical sense of having a

self-centered image disappears during such an inturned state of intense absorp-

tion (see chapter 74).

How do these lines allude to such an apparent ‘‘absence’’ of the bodily self?

A subtle clue: the ‘‘cloud’’ in the monk’s garment. When the physical self-image

disappears from inside the garment, any such ‘‘cloud’’ inside becomes more

evident. And our clouds, as has been pointed out, are the delusions that keep

standing in the way of our seeing clearly.
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These first three lines reinforce facts known for millennia, and not only in

the Orient: the absorptions remain superficial episodes. They lack the insightful,

root-cutting transforming thrust of prajna.15 Therefore, clouds do remain, signify-

ing the burdensome delusions that still need to drop off.

The last two lines refer to the insight-wisdom of those much later, advanced

states of kensho-satori. Only when the unfruitful psychic roots of self are cut is

there the potential for a clear ‘‘moonlit’’ landscape to appear. This water-moon is

free and clear from all obstructing clouds, for one brief moment.

The So-Called Great Death, as Distinct from Final Biological Death

‘‘The Great Death’’ is one other phrase which became associated with that total

voidness of self-in-the-world which occurs during kensho-satori.16 Extinguished

are both the self-centered core of the psyche and ‘‘all thoughts and concep-

tions’’ that this fictional self had once attached to the world outside. This vacancy

of self is the major contributor to the impression of moodlight that gathers momen-

tum as kensho’s sequences unfold (see table 11, chapter 95, and chapter 97). Let

us attempt to describe it in words. Moodlight is consistent with a person’s affective

response to being alone, detached, in a graveyard on a cool dark night lighted only by the

moon.

However, as a phrase, ‘‘great death’’ is still just another metaphor. The meta-

phor remains a figurative device. We would not confuse the term with actual neu-

rological brain death or with a person’s final biological death of both brain and

body. On the other hand, the eighteenth-century Tibetan text next to be described

does refer to phenomena of moonlight and moodlight during life’s final moments.

Textual References to Moonlight and Emptiness during the Actual Final Death of the Brain

In the Dalai Lama’s preface to this old text,17 he notes that ‘‘Those who die within

a virtuous attitude have a sense of passing from darkness into light, are free from

anxiety and see pleasant appearances.’’ Indeed, as the sequences of actual biologi-

cal death evolve, many of the subject’s prior conceptions are said to dissolve into

‘‘the mind of radiant white appearance.’’ At this juncture, according to the older

Tibetan literature, three distinct phenomena then converge: ‘‘the dawning of ex-

treme clarity,’’ of ‘‘light,’’ and of ‘‘vacuity.’’

The white quality of this clear light takes on special attributes. It is ‘‘like a

night sky pervaded by moonlight.’’ Its clarity resembles that of the rain-rinsed at-

mosphere during the autumn months, when the ‘‘sky is free of defilement.’’ As to

the third phenomenon of vacuity, why is it also called ‘‘the empty?’’ Because it is

devoid both of all the person’s former conceptualizations and of the energy that

had given rise to them. It is vacant of self.
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This same old Tibetan text also refers much further back in time to Asanga.

He was the Indian Buddhist monk who helped found the Yogachara school of

Mahayana Buddhism in the fourth century. In his work ‘‘Actuality of the Levels,’’

Asanga mentions that ‘‘night pervaded by moonlight’’ would appear during the

intermediate (bardo) state after death. This explicit reference again suggests that

a person can experience a ‘‘moonlight phase’’ as part of the complex psychophy-

siological processes which evolve during actual brain death.

Let us now briefly sum up the evidence of these centuries of ancient Asian

literature (see chapters 97, 99, and appendix A).18 Our reading of the evidence

suggests that the early sages were keenly aware that extraordinary states of awak-

ening transformed in great clarity a person’s mental field. And the suggestion is

that a few of these sages could have been pointing their fingers beyond an impres-

sion of ‘‘moodlight’’ toward an additional visual perception: a darkened scene,

briefly ‘‘pervaded by moonlight,’’ late in a selfless, deathlike state, or even in an

actual terminal state.

Incremental Awakening, a ‘‘Hazy-Moon’’

As Yoso Soi hinted, kensho’s flashing insight makes doubly ‘‘obvious’’ a startling

fact: one’s previous mental landscape had been a laughably self-centered creation

of pulp fiction. When that old deluded egocentric self drops out of the picture, all

things finally reveal themselves. This is unveiled allocentric comprehension,

things as THEY really are, a fresh, penetrating glimpse into the essence underly-

ing all things.

A different timeline also exists. Kobori-Roshi explained that a ‘‘gradual en-

lightenment’’ occurs on the Path of Zen (see chapter 4). This is a slow process of

maturation that evolves over decades, not during seconds or minutes (see chap-

ters 88–91). Some use the ‘‘hazy moon’’ of enlightenment as a phrase to refer to

the more advanced transformations of this slowly ripening incremental process.19

It evolves in the course of daily-life practice, especially when the mindful, intro-

spective path toward insight is conducted on a regular basis in a context that is

both challenging and supportive [Z:125–129]. In an optimal monastic context, it is

said that ‘‘When stones of various sizes are jostled together, they gradually wear

themselves smooth.’’

Among those who referred to such a ‘‘hazy moon’’ of awakening was Daiun

Harada-Roshi (1870–1961). The process was described in terms of an ongoing

condition of consciousness, now grown so ‘‘ripe and pure’’ that the person would

enter—but ‘‘in a hazy way’’—into an approximation of ‘‘contact with the light of

the essential world.’’ Harada-Roshi believed that this deep understanding was

useful in itself, but that if it did not further evolve it would remain at the level of

a kind of ‘‘conceptual’’ or ‘‘proximate Zen.’’ During our second interview in 1974,
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Kobori-Roshi made it clear that he valued ‘‘both the gradual and the sudden types

of enlightenment.’’ Both are essential. No flash of prajna in isolation can ever con-

stitute ‘‘enlightenment.’’

So, in reply to Seng-chao’s ageless question in chapter 76, ‘‘Do you become a

sage when you comprehend the myriad things as the self?,’’ the short answer over

the next sixteen centuries remains no! Mu.

It takes much more than one insightful state of ‘‘Oneness’’ to enter that stage

of sage wisdom which is characterized by ongoing enlightened traits.20 Not yet.

Not yet.

100

People Differ in Their Response to Illusions: Psychological

Considerations

I myself believe that the evidence for God lies primarily in inner personal experiences.

William James (1842–1910), Pragmatism

Every great advance in natural knowledge has involved the absolute rejection of

authority.

Thomas H. Huxley (1825–1895)

Suppose someone does experience a late phase of moonlight perception. Might

certain physiological and ‘‘psychological’’ factors interfere with their recognizing

it, prevent them from remembering and acknowledging it? Let us list the more

obvious factors.

1. Kensho’s impressive insight-realizations strike early and last much longer. Their

long, solid ‘‘timeline’’ simply overwhelms any late, furtive, visual images (see the

bottom of table 11, chapter 95). The ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase lasts for perhaps

only 2% of the total time. It not only lacks color, it shifts in and out quickly.

2. An arctic, visceral feeling accompanies kensho’s early ‘‘death of selfhood.’’ As it

gains momentum, some of its feeling tones are reminiscent of the pervasive

mood one feels out alone in an actual graveyard on a cold moonlit night. After

kensho, second thoughts arrive: Did I really see this fleeing ‘‘moonlight’’ scene?

Was it a separate, distinct, visuosensory perception? Two such incredible events

strain credulity, the more so when they not only partially overlap in time but also

when some of their resonances reinforce each other. When certain subjects are

overcome by kensho, they may later find reason to forget or dismiss the earlier

evidence of their senses.1
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Not this witness. No cool psychic vacancy accounts for the observation that

my color perception vanished. Moreover, the reduced illumination, highlights,

contrast enhancements, distancing, and displacements are mutually reinforcing.

They each line up to support one general thesis: rod channel functions continued;

cone functions dropped out.

3. Zen emphasizes the essential primary, transforming role of insights. Zen doctrines

downgrade sensory phenomena. No orthodox Zen master—in any century—has

been programmed to acknowledge that a late phase of visual illusions might

occur after the first phase of insights. This is to venture out toward a very slippery

slope. It could open up unwelcome heretical possibilities, certain to offend

someone.

Is that first awesome transfigured domain the ‘‘real’’ nondual Reality? Or is

it an extraordinary mode of perception infused with a remarkable sense of signifi-

cance? (see chapter 82). That second point of view carries humanist overtones.

It could seem threatening to the larger cosmic perspective. Over a century ago,

T. H. Huxley and others bore the brunt of major theological resistance to scien-

tific explanations. The next chapter reviews recent contributions to such issues

from this new millennium.

101

People Differ in Their Susceptibility to Illusions

At present, individuals are lost in the crowd.

John Stuart Mill (1806–1873)

Never follow the crowd.

Bernard Baruch (1870–1965)

Our two brains are different. Yours and mine vary genetically, biochemically,

and physiologically. The ‘‘hard- and soft-wiring’’ in some brains seems more

attuned to visual events: other persons seem more responsive within the auditory

domain.1

Certain normal human subjects develop strong visual contrast illusions.2

Their visual evoked potentials tend to be significantly higher. It also happens that

their blood platelets show significantly lower activity of the enzyme monoamine

oxidase B. However, it is not yet clear how lower oxidase B activity in blood pla-

telets might correlate meaningfully with neurochemical events in the brain.

Among the current weak leads3 is evidence relating to serotonin, raising a remote
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possibility that increased serotonin functions might be reflected in visual contrast

illusions (see chapter 24).

First, serotonin nerve cells do contain this same enzyme, monamine

oxidase B, but only in certain of their mitochondria.4 Second, the normal human

parietotemporo-occipital region (a fertile source of perceptual illusions) does

contain relatively high levels of one marker molecule that correlates with higher

serotonin turnover5 [Z:205–208].

Susceptibilities in Migraine That Can Overlap with States Arising on the Path of Zen

The phenomena of the migraine syndrome have clear implications both for the

qualities and the amplitudes of many phenomena that can occur on the Path of

Zen (see chapter 73). To consider a few more of the recent findings:

� Achromatopsia can occur during the preheadache prodrome of migraine.6 Only

one patient reported this loss of color vision in a group of 20 adult patients who

had an assortment of neuropsychological symptoms. Micropsia (2 reports) and tele-

opsia (1 report) also occurred in this series.

� In a recent magnetoencephalographic (MEG) study of a migraine patient, a focal

area of reduced gamma power (a 50% reduction) was evident early during the

active phase of the aura. This area localized to the left inferior temporal lobe. This

site is not too far removed from the V4 color complex region.7 Interference with

synchronized gamma oscillations is a plausible explanation for the colorless

‘‘moonlight only’’ phase (see table 11, chapter 95; chapters 44 and 96).

� Negative afterimage phenomena can continue to occur in a migraine patient, even

after the primary visual cortex has been surgically removed.8 This finding illus-

trates that other cortical and subcortical mechanisms can enter into negative after-

images (see chapter 96).

� Subjects susceptible to migraine often report that they are overly ‘‘sensitive to

light,’’ including during their headache-free periods. Controlled tests of twelve

women (who had a family history of migraine) showed that they were ‘‘super-

sensitive’’ to light.’’9 This excessive sensitivity penetrates deeply into the brain.

Thirty minutes of exposure to light reduced their melatonin levels by some 54%,

as compared with only 18% in their controls (see chapter 39).

� An explosion of information has occurred in the field of migraine genetics in the

past year.10 In certain families, the trend in the early data is toward genes that de-

termine nerve cell excitabilities, because these genes code for proteins regulating

ions, including calcium (see chapter 37).

� The clear-cut normal overlap between calcium, glutamate excitations, and nitric

oxide—discussed in chapter 68—also extends in the direction of the spectrum of
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phenomena included in the migraine syndrome (see chapter 73). Nitric oxide

donors can precipitate migraine in susceptible persons. NO. donors can also precip-

itate a different head pain syndrome in patients who are already prone to have

‘‘cluster headaches.’’11 Recent neuroimaging data in the migraine syndrome point

toward midbrain regions as key early sites for triggering the symptoms. Data in the

cluster headache patients point to a different early site in the hypothalamus.

However, NO
.
is synthesized in many brain regions. The endogenous release

of this NO
.
is likely to be a factor superimposed on countless localized responses

throughout the regions cited in part III. Generalized states of arousal are prone to

develop during rigorous meditative retreats and will tend further to enhance

these responses.

Given the range of functions that can respond to NO
.
, one is led to suggest at

least two plausible mechanisms for some sequences during kensho (see table 11):

(1) the earlier phases of kensho could have generated sufficient calcium ions

and glutamate to then release unusual local levels of nitric oxide; (2) this NO
.

then contributed to (at least) the late visual epiphenomena of a person whose pre-

existing visual sensitivities were heightened. Whether endogenous NO
.
itself

serves as a ‘‘donor’’ in this manner, and in other relevant ways, is for future

studies to determine.

Do subjects who have migraine present special opportunities for research?

Yes, because the amplitudes of their excitatory and secondary inhibitory responses

may be enhanced.12 Table 12 further distinguishes two personally-witnessed

states in which a ‘‘sensitivity’’ to visual phenomena played a distinctive role.

A careful weighing of an individual person’s psychophysiological suscepti-

bilities is a prerequisite not just for laboratory research. It is important with re-

spect to the accuracy of other formal criteria. Zen masters are in positions of

authority. They usually use reasonably exacting ‘‘quality-control’’ criteria to judge

the authenticity and depth of enlightenment experiences. They quickly reject their

student’s report if certain details do not conform to the traditional doctrinal for-

mulas that they happen to be familiar with.

On the other hand, they are likely to be more accepting if their student’s re-

port resembles their own previous experiences, which thereafter have a tendency

to serve as their own internal standard of reference.13

The phrase, ‘‘Hildegard syndrome’’, was introduced in chapter 73 for several

reasons. It points to the need to be fully aware of the personal background and

pertinent family history of migraine if called upon to interpret any unusual imme-

diate (primary) and more delayed (secondary) phenomena that arise during alter-

nate states of consciousness.

Why has a late moonlight phase of kensho remained so relatively undocu-

mented? Beyond the psychophysiological and cultural explanations discussed
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Table 12

The Early Hallucination in Internal Absorption Differs from the Late Visual Illusions of Kensho

Attribute or Aspect

Hallucinated Leaf at the Onset of

Internal Absorption [Z:469–473]

Several Illusions Late in the Lunar

Phase, at the Offset of Kensho

Early or late position An early herald of the hyperattentive

state

A brief postscript that entered late

during a state of insight-wisdom

Color saturation Greatly enhanced All color lost

Texture Enhanced, both fine-grained and

coarse-grained

Reduced details, seemingly consistent

with a reduction of illumination

General state of

awareness

Greatly enhanced with a sense of

ambient space

Objective, clear, matter-of-fact,

‘‘realer than real’’

Aesthetic response Strong, to a vivid image Passive during the lunar phase;

distanced from the earlier phase of

perfection, but still aware of it

Cortical correlates? Heightened excitability, one focal

point of which had probably

enhanced the functions of the V4

color complex in and around the

region of the right fusiform gyrus

A delayed, brief colorless phase: It

points to inhibitory processes that

had interrupted the usual synchro-

nized oscillations that serve to convey

the consciousness of color that is

represented in the V4 color complex

Interpretation A visual (hypnopompic) hallucination:

It points to events during one

particular transitional interval

between sleeping and waking

A visual illusion of ‘‘moonlight’’: a

basic misperception, to be distin-

guished from any separate and

additional ‘‘mood’’ that can also be

felt in association with moonlight

Relationship with

any other states?

Similar vivid hallucinations can occur

during normal sleep-related tran-

sitional states (e.g., during ascents

from sleep into waking, or during

descents into sleep)

The negative afterimage phase

quickly shifted in and out; such shifts

were reminiscent of the several

‘‘faded color snapshots’’ retrieved

during an earlier, ‘‘tachistoscope’’

incident [Z:390–391]

Occurrence

Relatively common

Relatively rare delayed epiphenom-

ena; potentially contributed to by

some heightened responsitivities

associated with an underlying

tendency toward migraine

Reception Promptly rejected by Japanese Zen

master

Most Western Zen teachers declined

to respond to a survey; further

inquiries about ‘‘moonlight phase’’

dismissed as ‘‘barking up the wrong

tree’’
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thus far, we need to consider the issue of rarity. The physiological ‘‘sensitivities’’

that Critchley referred to—which so often reflect a person’s susceptibility to

migraine—occur in a minority of the population. For example, migraine symp-

toms might occur—in clinically diagnosable form—in perhaps only one out of

every eight men, and in perhaps only one out of every four women. Suppose that

achromatopsia were to occur in only one out of twenty subjects whose migraine

aura presents complex neuropsychological features.14 Then by crude first approx-

imations, a loss of color vision might occur as a diagnosable early pre-headache

component in only 1 in 80 to 160 persons in the general population.

I do not suggest at this point that the achromatopsia of the ‘‘moonlight only’’

phase is simply equivalent to the early (prodromal) phase of the aura. Nor am I

suggesting that a susceptibility to migraine is the single essential ingredient that

causes the early insightful state of kensho and its ‘‘moodlight’’ quality, or its late

moonlight and final phases. I am suggesting that the calcium-glutamate-nitric

oxide interactions are likely to overlap, and to yield enhanced regional responses,

in a few persons who happen both to be meditators and to have a low threshold

for a variety of migraine symptoms. A few will also enter kensho.

There is no reason to think that the local discrete release of endogenous

NO
.
in certain key regions during kensho need mimic all the gross, headache-

producing and other symptoms reported so far as the side-effects triggered by

giving exogenous NO
.
donors. Whether these donor molecules were inhaled or

injected, they entered the systemic blood circulation of migraineurs and then af-

fected the brain from without.

In this chapter lies a plea for this simple recognition: major variations exist

among individuals in their amplitudes of excitation and inhibition. The broad spec-

trum we call ‘‘migraine’’ includes a host of more ‘‘sensitive’’ responses. These will

influence both the primary, secondary, and delayed manifestations of phenomena

experienced on the spiritual path. They can also shape the way extraordinary

states of consciousness are later remembered, interpreted, accepted or rejected

both by the subjects themselves, and by others to whom they are described.

102

Fourth Mondo

Why would a neurologist mix poetry, neuroscience, and Zen?

There’s truth in what Kobori-Roshi emphasized: ‘‘Zen is closest to poetry.’’ If

you read between the lines of the old verses in these pages, you may find

wordless hints that point toward the experiential core of kensho.
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Why do you refer to the ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase of kensho? Where does it fit in with

respect to the rest of kensho?

The dim light in this phase was colorless. It created the immediate impres-

sion of ‘‘moonlight.’’ This moonlight phase arrived very late, only after the

long prior insight phase of kensho.

Did you think it was really moonlight at that very moment?

No personal I was in there ‘‘thinking.’’ At that instant, the scene simply reg-

istered as an immediate, soft visual image. It bore no familiar word label.

Days later, ‘‘consistent with moonlight’’ seemed the best single, shorthand

phrase to describe it.

So, was your first impression a simile?

What registered early was a direct impression. It was not an impression of

thoughts that seemed to add up to be ‘‘like’’ moonlight. This immediate vi-

sual illusion was not an allusion, as are those ordinary kinds of similes or

metaphors that someone invents later and uses for literary effect. Ever since

then, my words keep attempting to convey that first impression. Later, in

retrospect, it would become obvious that the ‘‘moonlight’’ interval was a

misperception.

What do you think caused this moonlight phase?

A brief inhibitory process, one that disrupted the synchronized firing pat-

terns of color-sensitive areas in and around the fusiform gyrus on both sides.

This would block color vision selectively. The rod channel functions would

be spared and would keep on rendering a black-and-white version of the

same scene.

OK. So you first had the direct impression of moonlight. Is that local process, which just

inhibited color vision, an intrinsic part of the kensho experience in general? Or is it likely

to be restricted to certain individuals who are susceptible to migraine?

One function of this book is to raise this very question, get it out in the open,

so that future generations can resolve this issue unambiguously.

Meanwhile, it’s not just an either/or situation. Many inhibitory ‘‘sub-

tractions’’ are already characteristic of kensho. For example, kensho is also

empty of that person’s prior functions of self, time, and fear, as well as of

the inclinations to act and to approach. Moreover, we’ve seen that the an-

cient literature refers to the moon and its light in ways suggesting that a few

kensho experiences might include an actual colorless phase—a true visual

misperception.
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Couldn’t all those references to moonlight and to the moon in the earlier poetry and art be

only literary metaphors and similes, or visual symbols?

Direct and circumstantial evidence indicates that most are indeed to be inter-

preted as ordinary, secondary allusions. A few seem not to be.

Why aren’t they all allusory references?

A number of the examples cited suggest actual, direct visual phenomena.

They seem closer to perceptual immediacy than are those later, willfully

applied literary and artistic flourishes which are loose figments of creative

imagination. Moreover, the accompanying verses appear to express the

actual distinctive insights, impressions, and psychic resonances consistent with

kensho-satori.

Why introduce the term ‘‘moodlight?’’ What does it try to describe?

It’s there to sharpen the contrast between a mood and a perception, to help

distinguish affect from sensation. ‘‘Moodlight’’ is a soft eerie feeling. It

gathers momentum during the unparalleled vacancy when the psychic self

drops out and the sense of eternity prevails. These awesome qualities

contribute to the eerie, cool quality of kensho. This ‘‘other-worldly’’ aspect is

reminiscent of how one might feel out in a cemetery, alone on a cool dark

night, with only a full Autumn moon as the sole source of light.

What are the neural origins of this feeling of ‘‘moodlight?’’

Most likely their cool emotional nuances reflect a widespread constellation

of cortical and limbic sites, some activated, others inactivated. In sharp con-

trast, relatively few regions need to be inhibited to delete all color vision, so

as to create the dim perceptual illusion of ‘‘moonlight.’’ This brief phase of

moonlight and ‘‘moonglow highlights’’ arrived later.

So you’re using two words, with a d and an n, to describe two distinct processes, which

begin at different times?

Yes. The early one is a broadly affective, longer-lasting impression. It arises

independently, internally. The second one is narrowly perceptual, brief, and

late.

But, don’t they overlap for part of the time?

Yes. This overlap of the earlier ‘‘moodlight’’ and later ‘‘moonlight’’ is certain

to be confusing. Indeed, it may have contributed to the lack of general recog-

nition that a late ‘‘moonlight’’ phase exists at all. If you spend some time

looking into Ansel Adam’s photograph, Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico,

1941, you may be able separately to identify the qualities of each of the two

processes. Beyond a certain point, they tend to overlap.
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The standard doctrine is that all is metaphor. You are cautioning that all is not metaphor.

Isn’t this an unorthodox distinction?

Yes. But this is a basic biological distinction. It is grounded in immediate per-

ceptual experience, not on a literary concept that takes time to think about

and is culture-bound. The distinction hinges on early and late physiological

events. Event-related-potential studies show that they are separated by

many milliseconds.

For example, impulses coding for perceptual illusions register first

in the back of the brain. Only milliseconds later do such messages spread

to networks farther forward. There, later still, after becoming accessible to

thought forms, a swarm of associations transform them into figurative word

images. Only much later, by an effort of some willful intent, can writers

retrieve all these associations in forms that they can express as literary

allusions.

Moods and perceptions are the neural settings out of which literary

allusions arise later, finally to be elaborated into a variety of forms as similes,

metaphors, and symbols. (Master Dogen, in his own way, was saying much

the same about similes, centuries ago.)

Doesn’t it complicate matters when you introduce the topic of migraine in the context of

Zen?

Yes. However, nothing in that chapter on migraine asserts that the insightful

phenomena at the core of states of awakening originate in the migraine syn-

drome. The known mechanisms of migraine do not govern, or explain, the

striking qualities of the insights that flash in during the early, major, and rel-

atively long phases of kensho. Nor would one consider that those brilliant,

prodromal, excitatory scintillations that usher in a classic migraine aura are

comparable with the late phenomenon of reduced illumination during the in-

hibitory ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase of kensho.

Migraine enters into our discussion on these pages for more subtle,

modulatory reasons. One reason is that its protean manifestations affect

many people, yet even now relatively few appreciate how diverse are all

these nonheadache symptoms of migraine.

However, the many nonheadache phenomena do express underlying

sensitivities, and tendencies toward excessive degrees of excitation and inhi-

bition. When these physiological excesses are manifest in certain modules

and networks, their expressions can overlap with and become relevant to the

basic phenomena of Zen experience.

So?

Excitation and inhibition are the fundamental properties of nerve cells. This

suggests that certain ‘‘sensitive’’ people, during their various states (of
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quickening, absorption, kensho-satori, and Being) could tend also to

express—again, to unusual degrees—their underlying physiological suscepti-

bilities. The modulating influence of migraine extends to both excitatory and

inhibitory responses, increasing the amplitudes and the briskness of these

responses, in either direction.

If color can drop out during a late phase near the close of kensho, doesn’t this weaken the

case that the sensory changes of internal absorption can always help distinguish it from

kensho?

It defers the decision. First, one needs to specify the nature, extent, and

timing of the sensory change. Next, identify which levels of sites are respon-

sible. During internal absorption, all of vision and hearing are subtracted

early. This suggests that inhibitory processes have blocked sensory messages

from passing up through their two relay nuclei and other sensory nuclei

lower down in the back of the thalamus.

However, this early major sensate loss contrasts sharply with kensho’s

moonlight phase during which color vision is lost selectively and late. Table 12

illustrates major differences between the two states. It also summarizes other

evidence suggesting that kensho’s mechanisms differ from those of internal

absorption. For example, kensho subtracts certain associative processes and

psychic functions more selectively. It does so at hierarchical levels that appear

to involve higher order associations [Z:596, table 20].

Does a person need to have some underlying susceptibilities, say of the kinds associated

with migraine, in order for a late, moonlight only phase to occur?

It might help. I think that the potential for a ‘‘moonlight only’’ phase is prob-

ably inherent in the state of kensho. Its loss of color is in keeping with the

way kensho’s basic mechanisms already seem to be disorganizing other

higher association functions of the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital

regions. One asks: could NO
.
promote some later illusions?

Yet this potential to develop further, to register deeply in awareness,

and to last long enough to be noticed, may become fully evident only in cer-

tain persons. Suppose that such a person was a meditator who was already

susceptible to some heightened responsivities linked with migraine. In this

instance, a moonlight phase might assume an overt form and last longer.

It’s also possible that some prior visual aesthetic tendencies associated with

migraine might be more attuned instantly to identify the ‘‘moonlight’’ qual-

ity of a brief interval of perception. The final minor epiphenomena of high-

lights and afterimages are consistent with the possibility that such a subject

did have the kinds of visual sensitivities often associated with the migraine

syndrome. A casual witness and nonmeditator might easily overlook such

fleeting images.
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How does this theory relate to any so-called Hildegard syndrome?

That was an expedient. Its sole purpose was to draw attention to a

neglected, practical matter: a predisposition to migraine can modify the

ways various states of consciousness present themselves to persons on the

meditative path.

Do these observations have implications for contemporary Zen teachers and for those in

other meditative traditions?

It depends on how open-minded they are and how informed they wish to

be. Some may benefit from knowing how quickly raw, direct visual illusions

register in the brain, long before writers or artists take up pen or brush to ex-

press their more refined, elaborate, allusive, products of literary and artistic

imagination.

During these milliseconds, illusions in themselves are neither products

of discursive thought, nor psychological symbols, nor do they have any

spiritual significance. They are simple facts of visual experience. If students

report a few strange illusory epiphenomena to their teachers, these descrip-

tions do not negate the remaining core of a major experience that is other-

wise authentic.

In Closing

Did you not know beforehand that all things must fade away?

Socho (1448–1532)1

It is said that the udumbara tree blooms and bears fruit only when a great being is

born, once every three thousand years. The legend reminds many seekers: centu-

ries might pass before the planet will again be graced by the next extraordinary

Buddha. Meanwhile, can those original teachings of the previous historical Bud-

dha, skillfully applied, help this fragile planet and its sentient beings survive until

a successor arrives some five to six hundred years from now?

Let us hope so, and try to behave as though the previous and future Buddha

were an actual living presence, walking with each of us on the Way.

It is a Path that follows the ancient Middle Way. Its traditions avoid

extremes of behavior that lurk on either side. It is a caring path that expresses

deeply ingrained biological instincts. Caregiving has never been solely in the

province of the service professions. Its instinctual roots are innate and universal.

We find that even the most insular of human beings is impelled to reach out

beyond the boundary of self to care for a pet cat, turtle, or growing plant.

In the Path’s simple tradition of bowing we find several expressions of life’s

fundamental unity and our endless gratitude for being alive every minute of it.
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In the act of bowing we are surprised to discover a universal human gesture

that can generate selflessness.

And the simple joining together of two opposing palms—gassho—signifies

more than casual human behavior. It can reflect the way we learn to reconcile

what seems to be good things and bad things in life—not just what others gave

in acts of kindness, but those unkind events that will emerge as charitable in that

greater scheme of things.

The neurosciences of the future can contribute to our understanding of this

long spiritual Path. They can make it less mystifying and more accessible. Along

the way, their respect will grow for the way the whole traditional process evolved

in the past and how it can help to illuminate our understanding of neurobiology.
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Appendix A

Other Links between the Moon and Enlightenment in the

Old Zen Literature

Nothing ever becomes real ‘til it is experienced—even a proverb is no proverb to you

‘til your life has illustrated it.

John Keats (1795–1821)

Moon talk by a poet who has not been in the moon is likely to be dull.

Mark Twain (1835–1910)

The following samples illustrate additional ways that moon themes have entered

into Zen literature for many centuries.

The Zenrin Kushu

In late fifteenth-century Japan several collections of Chinese classical sayings were

gathered together representing the Tang and Sung dynasties. These collections

would later grow to contain over six thousand entries. Students in some Zen cen-

ters were expected to select a particular saying appropriate for the theme of their

own koan, then to present it to their roshi for his approval.

In 1981, Shigematsu’s anthology included both a useful introduction to this

practice and 1234 of the old sayings.1 In English, only 17 (1.4%) contain the word

‘‘satori.’’ One hundred six of the sayings (8.6%) mention the moon, but do so

mostly in the ordinary literary manner. None that mention the moon also refer

explicitly to kensho or satori using the appropriate Sino-Japanese ideogram for

either word. However, to speak directly about kensho or satori during these ear-

lier centuries might have been regarded as lacking the requisite subtlety.

On the other hand, several sayings that do refer to the moon also hint at the

particular qualities implicit in kensho-satori that are the essence of enlightenment.

For example, there are occasional hints that the Ultimate Reality is manifest both

in an all-inclusive oneness and in the individuality of conventional phenomena:

One moon appears in every pool;

In every pool the one moon.

(Saying 37)

Moon above clouds;

Always the same—



Valley moon, mountain moon

Different . . .

(Saying 95)

Other sayings citing the moon also convey kensho’s surprising, dynamic,

liberating sense of release:

The solitary moon shines:

Rivers, mountains silent.

Laughter rings out—

Heaven and earth surprised.

(Saying 328)

A recent addition is Victor Hori’s recent anthology of the old classical say-

ings, entitled Zen Sand.2 His list of index entries for ‘‘moon’’ extends for almost

8 cm. (3 inches). (Only the entries for the word ‘‘golden’’ exceed this length.)

Included among the moon citations are these three:

I do not know into whose house the bright moonlight will fall.

I loaded my boat full of moonlight and came home.

In the still of the night the valley stream sounds close by; in the winter garden the

moonlight is deeper still.

Earthy Reminders: An Impression of Moonlight Can Occur during the Daytime. Triggers

Can Prompt Zen Enlightenment. This Awakening Is ‘‘Nothing Special’’

While relieving himself in the toilet, Chang Chiu-Ch’en was still pondering his

koan. Suddenly he heard a frog croak and was awakened, as evidenced by the

following poem:

In a moonlit night on a spring day,

The croak of a frog

Pierces through the whole cosmos and turns it into a

single family.3

This concise description is remarkable for what it accomplishes. It confirms

Dogen’s early statement that moonlight does not necessarily occur at night. It

attributes this episode of kensho to the springtime. This is in keeping with earlier

suggestions by Richard Bucke that awakenings in the spring tend to be more com-

mon [Z:621]. It points to an auditory trigger, the frog’s croak. It further suggests
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that striking degree of all-inclusive intimacy (within a ‘‘single family’’) which

embraces the whole infinity of the cosmos.

Jijo’s Zen master advised him to meditate single-mindedly, with no interrup-

tions, for 7 days and nights. Being a monk both obedient and adaptable, Jijo was

undaunted by a bout of dysentery. He continued to meditate single-mindedly

even while sitting on a toilet bucket. On the seventh night, while in a secluded

place, ‘‘he suddenly sensed the whole world like a snowy landscape under bright

moonlight and felt as if the entire universe were too small to contain him.’’ After a

long time in this state, ‘‘he was startled [back] into self awareness on hearing a

sound.’’ He found that he was sweating profusely and that his dysentery had

stopped.4

This account suggests a brighter degree of moonlight (on a ‘‘snowy land-

scape’’) than I had experienced. It also hints at an experiential paradox in which

self/other boundaries are effaced in an unusual manner. An ordinary sound (not

described as a trigger) seems to have brought him back later out of kensho into

his prior, mindful state of consciousness.

Standard Metaphoric References to the Full Moon by Both Soto and Rinzai Zen Masters

Soto Master Yunmen (864–949) used the ‘‘fifteenth of the month’’ as a metaphor

for that particular occasion when the waxing moon of a person’s increasing

awareness finally ripens into the ‘‘full moon’’ of enlightenment. However, he did

not wish to mislead his listeners. He did not want them to think that any such

episode of enlightenment was a ‘‘special’’ occasion. Instead—on each and every

day of the month—he wanted them to stay closely focused on each present mo-

ment, on everyday events. This may explain why Yunmen immediately pointed

out that ‘‘every day is a good day,’’ a phrase that then entered into Zen lore.

Later, the Rinzai master Yuan-wu (1063–1135) addressed his own as-

sembled monks. His remarks indicate the kinds of constraints that that then

existed in China. These did not encourage open discussion of the full moon of

enlightenment:

Just on the fifteenth day are both sky and earth serene; equally clear, equally dark . . .

the ancients don’t speak about this pivotal place, nor does this old monk open his

mouth.5
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Appendix B

On Wilderness Poetry during the Tang and Sung Periods

The moon became mind, and entered the heart.

The Aitareya Upanishad

(Hindu, eighth to sixth century B.C.E.)1

When Kobori-Roshi said: ‘‘Zen is closest to poetry,’’ he knew how much Zen po-

etry dates back to old China, a land where mind and heart even share the same

ideogram. The Chinese began their long tradition of rivers-and-mountains poetry

(Shan-shui) as early as the fifth century.2 In all literature, this tradition represents

one of the earliest, longest-lasting, and most extensive literary engagements with

the natural beauty of the wilderness. Moreover, many of its poets’ aesthetic

responses were well developed, either by their having undergone formal medita-

tive training themselves or having been strongly influenced by Buddhism and

Taoism. Ch’an practice thrived in the context of Nature, out of doors, not only on

the cushion.

Spare language characterizes this rivers-and-mountains poetry. Its descrip-

tive words evoke tzu-jan. The term refers to the sensibility that we and all things

share in the cosmic creative force as it spontaneously generates being out of non-

being (see chapter 85). In the West, the term ex nihilo suggests the great creative

impulse that comes out of the void of nothingness.

In structure, this old poetry is not only bare but impersonal. The poets’ ideo-

grams exist in an open field. It is empty of the familiar grammar that we usually

depend on to anchor our firm subjective sense of self at the epicenter of our expe-

rience. So these poems leave it up to a reader who can resonate with the call of

wilderness to fill in the empty spaces.

One poem selected to be representative of this period is ‘‘In the Mountains,

Asking the Moon.’’3 The author, Po Chu-i (772–846), was ‘‘the quintessential Chi-

nese poet,’’ and nearly three thousand of his works have been preserved. In mid-

career, as a government official, he became a devoted student of Ch’an Buddhism.

Po Chu-i was well known for the way he conveyed the interior sense of a

mind that remained empty while it mirrored the wilderness landscape. Indeed,

his original poem lacks words that refer explicitly to the human subject who wit-

nesses this experience. The free translation rendered below chooses to describe

him as a ‘‘poet,’’ solely to bring these ancient verses to the reader in a more con-

temporary manner.

In his poem, Po Chu-i mentions the ancient northern capital city, Ch’ang-an.

We are more familiar today with its modern version, the city called Xian. In olden

times, Ch’ang-an was a remarkably cosmopolitan metropolis. Its sophisticated



gridwork of bustling streets extended some five miles in diameter and was deco-

rated by a garland of nearby imperial gardens and palaces.

Hermits and poets were at home in the many nearby mountains. Fifteen

miles to the south was the Chungnan mountain range. Sixty miles to the east, the

sacred mountain called Hua Shan rose to a height of 6552 ft. For millennia, its

fathomless views have inspired countless Chinese poets and painters. Descrip-

tions today tell us that it still remains famous for its ‘‘slender peaks of polished

rock ornamented with sprays of pines’’ that rise up into the sky ‘‘like the delicate

petals of a flower frozen in eternal bloom. Where ridges dip between its graceful

summits, little temples perched in notches overlook precipices that drop into

chasms of blue space.’’4 No wonder Po Chu-i had retreated from his big, noisy

capital city to seek solace in such mountains, bathed in the luster of moonlight.

In the Mountains, Asking the Moon

(Po Chu-i, freely translated5)

Let a poet ask: Which doctrine remains with us always?

And the same Ch’ang-an moon always answers.

Its moonlight still goes on illuminating these mountains, just as clearly as it did on

that night when the poet fled those city streets.

As this same moonlight lingers, it still helps him endure those desolate autumn hours

of trying to sleep through nights that never end.

Should he ever return to this old homeland, it will welcome him back like family.

Even here, it’s the friend who shares his walks beneath the pines, sits next to him on

canyon ridge tops.

Among a thousand cliffs, and countless canyons this illumination abides with him

everywhere.
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Appendix C

Daio Kokushi ‘‘On Zen’’

Daio Kokushi (1235–1309) traveled to China for his early training. He returned

to Kamakura and Kyoto, bringing back a pure strict, traditional Rinzai style of

Zen. Daito Kokushi was his dharma heir, and became the first abbot of Daitokuji,

founded in 1324. The following lines, suggestive of the important influence

Taoism had on Zen, are adapted from D. T. Suzuki’s translation in Manual of Zen

Buddhism.1

On Zen

A reality exists, even before heaven and earth;

It has no form, much less a name.

Eyes fail to see it. No voice has it for ears to hear.

To call it ‘‘Mind’’ or ‘‘Buddha’’ violates its nature.

For then it becomes like some visionary

flower in the air.

It is not ‘‘Mind’’ nor ‘‘Buddha.’’

It is absolute quiet, yet illuminating in

a mysterious way.

It allows itself to be perceived only

by the clear-eyed.

It is Dharma, truly beyond form and sound.

It is Tao, having nothing to do with words.

Once, wishing to entice the blind,

the Buddha playfully let words escape his golden

mouth. Ever since, heaven and earth have become full

of entangling briars. Oh my good worthy friends

gathered here, if you wish to hear the thunderous

voice of the Dharma, exhaust all your words,

empty all your thoughts.

For only then may you come to realize, at last,

this one essence.



Glossary

Trying to understand from words is like washing a dirt clod in muddy water. But if you

don’t use words to gain understanding, it’s like trying to fit a square peg in a round

hole.

Master Yuan-wu Keqin (1063–1135)1

acetylcholine (ACH) A fast neurotransmitter liberated at many brain synapses and

at those peripheral cholinergic nerves which innervate muscles.

achronia Consciousness lacking a sense of time. A zero state of time.

affect In general use, it refers to the emotional. It also refers to the way we

express emotion in observable behaviors.

agnosia A failure to recognize what is clearly perceived. Visual agnosia implies

that an object, though seen, is not consciously recognized. But note that some

other sensory avenue, such as touch, might still permit the person to identify this

object.

agonist A drug which acts on specific receptors and mimics their natural

response.

allusion An indirect reference. It hints, figuratively or symbolically. Allusions take

many milliseconds longer than illusions. Moreover, their expressions later in the

form of similes, or metaphors, or symbols can be long delayed.

alpha waves An electroencephalographic (EEG) pattern which has a frequency

between 8 and 12 cycles per second (cps).

amino acids Most serve as the building blocks for proteins. Some, such as gluta-

mic acid and aspartic acid, also function as excitatory neurotransmitters. Others,

like glycine, act as inhibitory neurotransmitters.

amygdala The complex of nuclei, concentrated near the inner tip of each temporal

lobe, which helps generate fear and other emotions.

antagonist A drug which blocks the usual response caused by an agonist.

ascending reticular activating system A network of nerve cells in the brainstem

which sponsors arousal functions.

association cortex Regions of the neocortex which confer higher integrative func-

tions. Especially well developed in primates, they have no direct sensorimotor

function.



axon The fiber issuing from the nerve cell. It conducts nerve impulses out toward

the terminals.

basal ganglia The paired deep nuclei on either side of the brain which integrate

patterns of motor responses. They include the caudate, putamen, globus pallidus,

and substantia nigra.

Being As used here, the term refers to an advanced alternate state which reaches

silent levels of ultimate comprehension that elude all description.

beta-endorphin A large opioid peptide released in the deep midline regions of the

brain.

beta waves Fast brain waves with an EEG frequency between 14 and 30 cps.

blindsight Responding to visual stimuli without being consciously able to ‘‘see’’

them, by using the second visual system which projects through the superior

colliculus.

bodhisattva (Skt.) One who postpones reaching full enlightenment but remains

dedicated to helping others become enlightened. A saintly person, or embodied

principle skillfully applied.

brainstem The enlarged stalk which lies between the large forebrain and the long

spinal cord. It consists of medulla, pons, and midbrain.

central nervous system The cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem, and spinal cord.

cerebellum The brain structure lying behind the brainstem. It is especially

involved in sensorimotor coordination and in balance.

cerebrum The major, forebrain enlargement of the central nervous system. It lies

above the midbrain, and contains the outer layer of cortex, as well as deeper struc-

tures such as the basal ganglia, thalamus, and limbic system.

cholinergic A nerve cell or function which uses acetylcholine as its

neurotransmitter.

circadian rhythms Biological rhythms which recur approximately every 24 hours.

coexistence The existence of both peptides and standard neurotransmitters within

the same nerve cell. Both may be released when firing rates are high.

coherence A technical term indicating that the profile of EEG waves in one region

resembles that in another. It suggests that both regions are yoked at deeper sub-

cortical or transcortical levels.
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colliculi The four bumps on the roof of the midbrain. The upper two are involved

in visual reflexes; the lower two mediate auditory reflex functions.

conditioned reflex A basic reflex which has been so modified by past experience

that it can now be prompted by a new, conditioned stimulus.

cortex The outer layer of gray matter covering the cerebrum and cerebellum.

delusion A false belief. It can persist despite facts to the contrary.

dendrites The branches at the receiving end of each nerve cell. They receive

impulses and convey them down to the nerve cell body.

depolarization The reduction of the charged electrical potential across the nerve

cell membrane. When this polarization is lost, the cell fires and generates a nerve

impulse.

desynchronization The process of activating regions of the cerebrum. It is as-

sociated with arousal, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (D sleep), and with

low-voltage fast EEG activity. Recently it has been appreciated that some fast

EEG waveforms are, in fact, synchronized, in which case this word is no longer

appropriate.

disinhibition The release of a previously inhibited cell into increased firing, or a

release of behavior. In either instance, a prior inhibitory brake is removed.

dopamine (DA) A biogenic amine and neuromessenger. Nerve cells located in the

substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area of the midbrain release it at their dis-

tant terminals.

electrode A fine metal wire used to detect and transmit the faint traces of brain

electrical activity. Stimulating electrodes are also used to deliver electrical stimuli

to the brain.

electroencephalogram (EEG) The recording of the brain’s waves of electrical ac-

tivity. Electrodes are placed on the scalp, in the cortex (electrocorticogram), or

even deeper in the brain (depth electrodes).

emotion A subjective feeling state.

endorphin See beta-endorphin.

enkephalins Small opioid peptides made by the brain, of two general types: leu-

enkephalin and met-enkephalin.

enlightenment Awakening to the reality of the unity of all things. In Zen, also

known as the states of kensho or satori.
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evoked potential The amplified sum of local brain electrical activity that has been

prompted by repeatedly delivering a stimulus at some distance away from the

recording site.

excitatory neurotransmitter A neuromessenger which, when it activates its recep-

tor on the next cell, causes that cell to become depolarized and to fire faster.

experiant The one experiencing, even though no sense of self remains at that

moment. A term used here, not found in dictionaries.

extended amygdala A term applied to those nerve cells that extend from the

central and medial nuclei of the amygdala to include the bed nucleus of the stria

terminalis and the shell of the nucleus accumbens.

feeling The subjective experience during emotion.

frontal lobes The lobes which perform higher executive and associative functions.

They lie in front of the sensorimotor cortex in the anterior portion of both cerebral

hemispheres.

GABA (g-aminobutyric acid) The major inhibitory neurotransmitter. It is released by

many small interneurons, and by some larger nerve cells.

gamma waves Fast EEG waves with frequencies between 30 and 50 cps (or more).

Increasingly recognized as a correlate of many excitatory, activating phenomena.

glutamate A major excitatory neurotransmitter. It is the amino acid precursor

(glutamic acid) of GABA.

habituation The process by which a nerve cell, or the nervous system in general,

reduces its responses after it receives single stimuli repeated with monotonous

regularity.

hallucinations Sensory perceptions occurring when no appropriate external

stimuli are present.

hippocampus A small region deep in each temporal lobe. It plays a major early

role in laying down memory traces, including those that register a sense of

‘‘place.’’

hyperpolarization An increase in the charge of the original electrical potential

across the nerve cell membrane. It makes it more difficult for the cell to fire.

hypothalamus The small, complex, centrally located region lying below the thala-

mus and above the pituitary gland. It integrates many vital brain and body func-

tions crucial to survival: eating, drinking, blood pressure, etc.
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illusion A misperception. It registers in milliseconds. We can then entertain it pro-

visionally in our senses or in our imagination for much longer periods.

imagery A literal image is used in literature to provide a direct, factual sensory

representation. A figurative image is used in literature. It changes the basic mean-

ing of words, and translates meanings to a different level. In neurology, however,

an image is a fact of personal visual experience. It is a distinct percept. An image

may, or may not, be an accurate representation.

ineffability Inexpressibility; inability to communicate the essence of an experience.

inhibitory transmitter A neuromessenger which causes the next nerve cell to fire

more slowly. It does so by acting on its receptor and causing the cell to become

hyperpolarized. GABA is the major inhibitory transmitter.

insight-wisdom The major profound, insightful, comprehension of the essence of

things, conferred by prajna.

kensho Seeing into the essence of things, insight-wisdom (Chin: Chien-hsing). It is

regarded as the beginning of true training, a prelude to the depths of satori.

kinhin Walking meditation.

koan An enigmatic statement serving as a concentration device. Insight resolves

it, not logical thought.

lateral geniculate nucleus The compact region at the base of the thalamus. It relays

visual messages from the optic tracts back toward the visual cortex.

lesion A region of local damage to the nervous system. Lesions occur as a result

of diseases, such as strokes, which destroy nerve cell bodies and axons. Experi-

mental lesions are also produced by instruments such as a knife, by a local pulse

of excess electrical current, or by chemical means, including excitotoxins.

limbic system A series of structures next to the midline on both sides of the brain

linked by circuits which generate affective and instinctual responses. It includes

the hypothalamus, hippocampus, cingulate gyrus, amygdala, and septal region.

Allied regions now tend to be called ‘‘paralimbic.’’

limbic thalamus A term applied to three thalamic nuclei that have intimate con-

nections with both the limbic system and the cortex: the medial dorsal, anterior,

and lateral dorsal nuclei.

LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide) A hallucinogenic chemical derivative of lysergic

acid. It has various other mental effects. Most reflect its major action on serotonin

receptors in the brain.
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meaning The quality conveyed when the brain links the raw perception of a item

to its many related associations. Only certain meanings go on to assume major

experiential import (salience).

medulla The lower part of the brainstem lying above the spinal cord. It mediates

respiratory, cardiovascular, and other vital functions.

metaphor A figure of speech. It takes one particular name or descriptive phrase

out of its original context, then transfers it elsewhere. It implies that two catego-

ries are more directly identical than would be accurate literally. A metaphor’s

tone expresses the general idea or subject matter. Its vehicle is the particular im-

age chosen to convey this idea or subject.

midbrain The upper end of the brainstem.

migraine headaches vs. migraine syndrome Migraine headaches represent the clinical

tip of the iceberg. They occur with, or without, a heralding aura, nausea, and vom-

iting. The migraine syndrome includes a wide variety of other phenomena. They

represent the rest of the iceberg, and reflect additional psychophysiological sensi-

tivities and responses. Many of these are subtle and are still being characterized.

mood The long-sustained, tidal, emotional feeling tone which markedly influ-

ences the way the person perceives the world. Its range extends from elated manic

states to depression.

moodlight A term introduced in these pages because it contrasts with moonlight.

First, it refers to the ordinary kinds of transitory emotions that a person can feel,

say, as a secondary response to actual moonlight. In a different context, it also

describes the extraordinary cool, eerie feeling that can occur during the deep va-

cancy of self in kensho. This feeling begins before the visual illusion of the ‘‘moon-

light only’’ phase.

mysticism The ongoing practice of reestablishing, by the deepest of insights, one’s

direct relationship with the Ultimate Reality principle.

norepinephrine (NE) A biogenic amine neuromessenger. It is produced especially

by the locus ceruleus in the brainstem. At most of its receptors, the first action of

NE is predominantly inhibitory.

nucleus A very large collection of nerve cell bodies. They tend to be viewed as an

anatomically distinct structure. (It has a second meaning. Each single nerve cell

also contains a round nucleus which contains its DNA.)

occipital lobes The lobes at the very back of the cerebrum. They mediate visual

functions, and blend anteriorally into the parietal and temporal lobes.
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optic nerves and tracts The pathways in the front part of the visual system. They

convey impulses from the retina back to the two lateral geniculate nuclei.

paradoxical sleep (also known as desynchronized sleep, D sleep, or REM sleep)

The activated sleep stage during which dreams and rapid eye movements can

occur. One paradox is that the chin muscles and most other muscles along the

long axis of the body are quiet.

paralimbic regions Those with strong affective responses and major connections

with the limbic system. The term includes the insula, the orbitofrontal cortex, and

sometimes the superior temporal gyrus.

parietal lobes Two lobes in the back half of the cerebrum. They are chiefly involved

in integrating higher levels of sensory, multimodal, and attentional functions.

peptide A molecule composed of several, linked amino acids. Some peptides act

as neuromessengers and as hormones.

phasic Pertaining to a brief period of increased nerve cell firing (as contrasted

with sustained, tonic, discharges).

pituitary gland The ‘‘master’’ gland located below the hypothalamus and inti-

mately connected with it. The pituitary gland regulates the internal environment

of the body by releasing its hormones into the bloodstream.

pons The enlarged portion of the brainstem lying between the midbrain and the

medulla.

prajna (Skt.; J: hannya) The flashing insight-wisdom of enlightenment.

proprioceptive The kinds of sensations entering from the muscles, joints, tendons,

and vestibular system. These impulses contribute to one’s sense of position and

balance.

psychedelics ‘‘Mind-manifesting,’’ psychoactive drugs such as LSD, psilocybin,

and mescaline. They usually have prominent hallucinogenic effects.

rapid eye movement sleep (REM sleep) (also known as D sleep or paradoxical sleep)

That stage of activated sleep when rapid eye movements and dreams occur.

receptor A large protein molecule embedded in the membrane of the cell. It is

designed both to recognize the signal from only a certain specific transmitter,

modulator, or hormone, and then to transduce its message into the cell.

reticular nucleus The thin outer layer of GABA nerve cells capping the thalamus.

It plays a pivotal inhibitory role in thalamic functions and in thalamocortical

interactions.
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roshi Venerable teacher; the Japanese pronunciation (rōshı̂) of the name of the

venerated Chinese teacher, Lao-tzu. Usually capitalized when it refers to a partic-

ular Zen teacher.

salience The leaping forth into meaning of the special quality which confers sig-

nificant import.

samadhi (Skt.) An extraordinary alternate state of one-pointed absorption. The

word has developed so many other meanings that it tends to imply merely a state.

satori The term frequently reserved for a deeper, more advanced state of insight-

wisdom.

serotonin A biogenic amine. It is produced especially by cell bodies in the midline

raphe system of the brainstem. Serotonin plays a predominantly inhibitory role.

Its longer chemical name is 5-hydroxytryptamine, or 5-HT.

sesshin An intensive Zen meditative retreat lasting several days; literally, ‘‘to

collect the mind.’’

simile A comparison that expresses similarities between things or ideas. It uses

the words ‘‘like’’ or ‘‘as.’’

simultagnosia A patient’s inability to grasp the whole scene, although its individ-

ual elements are perceived in isolation.

split brain A brain in which the corpus callosum has been divided surgically. But

even after the other smaller (commissural) crossing fiber connections are also cut,

the two hemispheres still communicate with each other via their lower ‘‘subcorti-

cal bridge.’’

state A temporary condition involving mentation, emotion, or behavior.

striatum Several nuclei of the basal ganglia which mediate motor functions. The

caudate and putamen compose the dorsal striatum. The ventral striatum includes

the nucleus accumbens.

substantia nigra The paired structures in the midbrain which are rich in dopamine

cell bodies and which energize motor functions.

symbol A sign (often visible). It stands for something else that exists indepen-

dently and is more complex.

synapse The specialized gap through which the terminals of one cell link with the

dendrite, cell body, or terminal of the next cell. The nerve cell on the upstream

side is called the presynaptic cell. That on the other side of the gap is called the

postsynaptic cell. Neuromessengers leap quickly across the synaptic gap to acti-
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vate their receptors on the opposite side. They are then taken back up again and

recycled.

synchronization The process of bringing together regions of the cerebrum into reg-

ular, rhythmic patterns of firing activity. In the past, it has usually been associated

with slower waveforms in the EEG, with drowsiness, and slowwave sleep (S

sleep). More recently, however, fast activity has been recognized as also rhythmic

and synchronized, as, for example, in gamma waves.

syncretism The reconciliation of conflicting opposites into a unity. The origins

of the term trace to the way contending Cretan cities finally united into a larger

federation.

tathagata (Skt.) A term originally referring to the Buddha, inferring one who

has ‘‘thus gone’’ (through the entire Path). It implies a rare spiritually advanced

person who appreciates all things as they really are, as a permanent ongoing

condition.

temporal lobes The lobes lying deep to each temple. The term includes both the

temporal lobe cortex and its deeper, limbic structures such as the parahippocam-

pal gyrus, the hippocampal formation, and the amygdala.

thalamus The deeper nuclear structures positioned behind the basal ganglia and

medial to them. They serve largely to integrate sensory and ever more refined

messages at a subcortical level. They also become engaged in complex interactions

with the cortex.

tonic Refers to a condition in which there is a sustained firing of nerve cells.

trait A distinctive, ongoing quality of attitude, character, or behavior. Traits are

not usually thought of as subject to change. However, they can be transformed

by a series of extraordinary, insightful alternate states superimposed on long-

range meditative training.

transfiguration The transformation of the ordinary appearances of things by the

infusion of sacramental/holy resonances of meaning.

ventral tegmental area A region near the midline in the front of the midbrain. It

contains many dopamine cell bodies which project their axons forward through

the mesolimbic DA system.

ventricles Spaces within the brain filled with fluid. They include the large, lateral

ventricles within the two cerebral hemispheres; the third ventricle in the midline

enclosed by the hypothalamus; and the fourth ventricle behind the brainstem. Its

fluid drains from the third ventricle via the small aqueduct.
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zazen Zen meditation in the sitting posture; from the Chinese, tso-ch’an.

Zen A form of Mahayana Buddhism which emphasizes a systematic approach to

meditative training and spiritual growth. Its two major schools, Rinzai and Soto,

were imported from China and developed in Japan during the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries.

zendo The room used for formal Zen practice.
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